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Fourth 
Energy 

PREFACE 

National Conference on the Effects of 
Constraints on Transportation Systems 

August 1-5, 1977 
Union College, Schenectady, N.Y. 

Transportation is one of the major targets for energy conservation, accounting for about one quarter of 
all energy consumed in the U.S. (and over 50% of all petroleum). The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), 
Division of Transportation Energy Conservation provided partial support for the Fourth National 
Conference on the Effect of Energy Constraints on Transportation Systems as part of the Division's 
program of Technology Assessment. The conference was held at Union College, Schenectady, New York, 
during August 1-5, 1977, and was attended by a diverse transportation systems research community. 
Increased interest in the area covered by the Conference was evidenced by the larger attendance at this 
year's conference. 

Among the objectives of the conference were: 

1. Presentation of an overview of the current state-of-the art in transportation 
energy research, 

2. Enhancement of direct two-way communications on various energy and transportation 
topics among participants, 

3. Discussion of the development of mere trained manpower in the area of transpor
tation and energy, and 

4. Discussion of methods to make the public more knowledgeable of gains made in the 
transportation and energy sectors. 

DOE believ~~ that these and other- valuable personal exchange objectives were achieved at the conference. 
Since the series has made sufficient contribution to the field of transportation energy conservation, 
DOE again anticipates assistinQ in the srnn~nr~hir nf ~ subsequent conference. A Fifth National 
Conference on the Effects of Energy Constraints on Transportation Systems is anticipated in the summer 
of 1978 . 
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ABSTRACT 

A five-day conference (Aug. 1-5, 1977), entitled "Fourth National Conference on the Effects of 

Energy Constraints on Transportation Systems" was held at Union College campus, Schenectady, N.Y. The 

major goal of the conference was to bring experts and interested participants together so thnr nPrP~~nry 

inforntaLion could be freely exchanged. Topics of discussion included: Energy and Transportation Facts 

and Figures; Long Range Planning Under Energy Constraints; Technology Assessment of Alternative Fuels; 

Energy Efficiency of Intercity Passenger and Freight Movement; Energy Efficiency of Intracity Passenger 

Movement; Federal Role; Electrification of Railroads; Energy Impact of Electric Car in an Urban Environ

ment; Research Needs and Projects In Progress-Federal Viewpoint; Research Needs in Transportation 

Energy Conservation--Data Needs; EnPrey Intensity of VariouG Transportation Modes--An Overview. The 

conference was composed of a series of lectures, panel rliscussions and question and answer sessions. 

Distinguished lecturers from several universities, research organizations, companies, and government 

(federal and state) agencies were invited to participate. In all, there were a total of 23 lecturers 

and 46 participants. These participants were represented by 13 U.S. states . Eight Canadians partici

pated. The conference culminated in published lecture notes including the pertinent discussion. It is 

expected that the conference will help to disseminate energy data and find ways for conserving energy 

within the transportation sector. 
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INTRODUCTION TO THE CONFERENCE 

by 

Ram K. Mittal 
Conference Director 

This is the fourth conference on "The Effects of, Energy Constraints on Transportation." The 

preceding three conferences were held each year during the first week of August and have been a 

valuable means of pulling together various factors of the 'Energy and Transportation Subject' under one 

umbrella. The information gap is the major deterrant towards overcoming the energy problems. The era 

of cheap and plentiful petroleum is over and we must seriously start planning the transportation 
I 

systems under constraints on availability and higher prices of petroleum. 

The transportation sector accounts for nearly half of the petroleum consumption within the U.S. 

Furthermore, nearly 100% of the energy input to the transportation sector consists of petroleum. 

Presently, more than one third of the petroleum is imported. This could well lead'to untenable 

oitue.ti<)n,;,o::;udt as a deficit in our balance of payments, political unrest, and instability to our 

economic structure. For the U.S. alone, the cost of imported oil was roughly $7.3 billion\in 1973 and 

more than $40 ~illion in 1977. The long term impact of such importation could be devastating. 

Several factors have contributed toward the high use of petroleum in the U.S. 

Mobility has become part and parcel of the American life style, and the economic consequences 

of reducing mobility may not be tolerated by the American public. The key issue before us is how to 

maintain mobility while decreasing dependence upon petroleum. America has tremendous resources in 

terms of trained manpower, of modern technology and natural resources in the form of coal and nuclear 

power. If we cooperate in attempting to understand and appr~ciate the problem, there is very good 

reason to believe we can find strategies whereby our coming generations can continue to enjoy a high 

standard of living. ThVte. .i.6 no qt.Uc.k and eMIJ .J.lo.fu:t.i.on to a pJr.ob.f.ern o6 .J.lo gJr.e.at a .J.lc.ope.. We must 

study the problew carefully, considering all its aspects. Only then can we arrive at the most effec-

tive strategies for dealing with the problem. Our most immediate needs, therefore, are the open dis-

cussions among various experts and for learning the state-of-the-art. 
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OBJECTIVES OF THE CONFERENCE 

Th~ subject of energy and transportation must be looked at from a broad perspective. In order 

to have participation from a large group with diversified backgrounds, it· is imperative that the scope 

of the conference be sufficiently broad. The major objectives of the conference are to: 

• Enhance direct two-way communications on various energy'and transportation topics among 

participants and lecturers. Federal and State officials disseminate various policies. 

Researchers, planners and engineers can share the state-of-the-art. Such actions can 

alleviate much of the current overlap in research and development and emphasize those areas 

in which further research is needed. 

• Develop more trained manpower in the area of transportation and energy. In order to meet 

this goal, colleges and universit:l.es must be made aware of the need for such personnel and 

be given financial aid to implement effective teaching and research activities. This con

ference serves as a "meeting ground" for educators and those representatives of government 

agencies and companies able to provide financial assistance. 

• Provide an overview of the current state-of-the-art by presenting relevant data on trans

portation and energy. Candid discussions of on-going research may well lead to further 

motivation, provide new ideas, and give added impetus to individuals to continue present 

projects and extend their resear.ch. 

• Make the general public more knowledgeable of the gains made in the transportation and energy 

sectors and of means 1 both long and short term, by which they can cooper·ate in improving the 

present situation. 

Also, assurances are provided that government, universities and private rese<trchers are actively 

concerned. This objective will be accomplished largely through the news media; i.e., television and 

newspaper coverage of the conference, which will include interviews with selected lecturers. 

• Make researchers and planners aware of findings and up-to-date information as to the areas 

of research presently receiving government funding and expand on the source of these funds. 

• Bring the audience up-to-date on the late~;;t bills which are being considered by the. J.P.gis

lature. 

• Put the state-of-the-art related to energy and transportation on a firm footing by collecting 

all relevant material in the form of a technical report. 
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FACULTY AND STAFF 

In order to accomplish the goals outlined in the preceding paragraph, lecturers were invited to 

speak on topics which had been chosen for the conference. In the selection of the lecturers, care was . I 

taken to ensure adequate representation from industry, academies, and consulting organizations. It is 

important to have different viewpoints for a complex subject area. This year we were particularly 

* glad to have representation from Ford and General Motors. There were a total of 22 lecturers who par-

ticipated in the conference. The following chart shows the distribution among various agency members. 
I 

AFFILIATION OF LECTURERS 

Academies State and Federal Agencies Consulting Companies Industry 

Linden Constantz Hamilton Stattenfield 

, Mittal Dupree Leilich La-Pointe 

Morlok Hartgen Walton Loebl 

Roberts Hopkins Meeker 

Koper Tierney 

** Kulash 

Mannella 

' 
Page 

Tucker 

- Williams Grand 

- Total 

No. 4 10 3 5 '22 

% 18 45 14 23 100 

* Messrs. Robert Bowles (Federal Energy Administration) and Frank Gobetz (United Technologic Research 
Centre) were unable to participa.te in the conference. ' 

** Congressional Budget Office 
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DISCUSSION OF SESSIONS 

This year the conference was devoted to the discussion of eight topics which were covered in 

eight sessions. Major goals and topics discussed in each session follow: 

Session I Energy and Transportation - Facts and Figures 

The purpose of this session was to get an accurate appraisal of the energy facts in regard to the 

transportation sector. Walter Dupree of Department of Interior did an excellent job of presenting 

the relevant material in a precise manner in two lectures. The· first lectu~e provided the historical 

perspectives or the energy consumption within the U.S.A •. Gross Energy Consumption by source was dis

cussed and he also provided data for the predicted energy consumption through 1985. The second paper 

by Dupree dealt with the trend of energy consumption within the transportation sector. Mr. Dupree 

concluded t;hat the transportation sector accounted for nearly 25 percent of the energy consumption. He 

also concluded that the share of the petroleum usage has steadily been rising. This has consequently 

led to higher rates of importation. Mr. Dupree then shed some light on the 'National-Energy Plan'. 

Session II Long Range Planning Under Energy Constraints 

This session basically dealt with two topics, the first of which related to long-tenn planning 

under energy constraints. Dr. David Hartgen of New York State Department of Transportation gave a 

run-down of the capability of the computer models which are currently available for planning purposes. 

He concluded that unfortunately we do not h~ve good tools to help us attain our goals of conserving 

energy. He emphasized the non-availability of data which are needed for doing a reasonablY. good job. 

The second topic dealt with alternate fuels and their social and economic impacts. Dr. Lawrence 

Linden of M.I.T. provided a comprehensive picture of alternative engines. He attempted to gaze into 

the "crystal ball" of 10 to 20 years hence, and assess the potential role for alternative power plants 

in meeting the nation's energy goaL He concluded that the crystal ball is cloudy. Dr. Barry Walton 

of SRI International attempted to provide us with a technology assessment of those alternate fuels 

considered to be most likely alternatives to substitute for or augment petroleum derived fuels in the 

transportation sector in the 1980-2000 time frame. Mr. Tierney of Texaco mentioned that from an energy 

conservation viewpoint, one must optimize the vehicle, the fuel and the refinery. He concluded that 

the partial optimization of the vehicle itself would not do the j?b· 

Session III Energy Efficiency of Intercity Passenger and Freight Movement 

This session had inputs from several individuals with diverse backgrounds and affiliations. Prof. 

Morlok set the stage by providing some theoretical considerations which ·are helpful in comparing the 
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propulsive wotk requirements of line-haul freight movement by rail and truck with a view to identify 

those characteristics which affect the absolute and relative amounts of energy used. His study 

included rail movement in conventional cars, rail movement in truck trailers on flat cars, and over 

the road movements in various types of trailer trucks. Characteristics such as weight, and size of 

shipment, the average speed, and route profile conditions were varied. Prof. Morlok provided data 

on work_ requirements under varying velocity. 

Mr. Leilich of Peat, Harwick, Mitchell & Co. provided estimates of Energy Intensity value for 

major freight modes. His report also dealt with the economic impact of anticipated changes in freight 

charges. He used statistical and engineering relationships for predicting the energy usage and 

intensity. He admitted that the study is constrained by the non-availability of good data related 

to traffic and energy usage. He concluded that ample opportunities exist for energy conservation in 

the freight transportation industry and added that these opportunities lie with the industry itself. 

An industry's viewpoint towards energy conservation was provided by Mr. David Stattenfield of Cummins 

Engine Co. Mr. Stattenfield's paper dealt with heavy duty trucks for freight movement in terms of 

energy and economic aspects. He gave some quantitative information regarding the various possibilities 

of energy savings. He concludes by saying that the driver must become a partner with the owner- a 

situation which is relatively rare in the trucking business today. Mr. Page of Federal Highway 

Administration provides quantitative information on the highway fuel savings. The subject of 'Air 

Transportation Energy Efficiency' was handled by Mr. Louis Williams, Aeronautical Engineer with NASA, 

Ames Research Center. He provided a summary of the recent studies and gave an overview of the sig

nificant improvements in future a:l.rcr.af.ts. 

Session IV Energy Efficiency of Intracity Passenger. Movement 

This subject is extremely important because of the fact that urban passenger systems consume 

nearly 40 percent of the transportation energy. The first paper was delivered by Mr. Lee Tucker bf 

Urban Mass Transportation Administration. Tucker's paper evaluates the energy consumption and effi

ciency of ~rban automobile, bus, rapid rail, light rail and Automated Guideway Transit Modes. Tucker 

also attempts to provide energy data, for operational and construction elements of the energy intensity 

value. Unfortunately, the analysis is not reliable because there appears to be no consensus either 

on the methodology or the input data. Data are also lacking on the load-factors for various modes. 

Tucker has certainly tried hard to put together a comprehensive list of the up-to-date references. 

The second paper of this session was given by Dr. Kulash of Congressional Budget Office who described 

the quantitative impact of President Carter's Automobile Related Energy Conservation proposals upon 
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gasoline savings. His study concludes that the gas guzzler excise tax would have the largest effect 

on fuel consumption. Dr. Kulash's report also includes details on the methodology utilized for esti

mating auto-demand. Dr. La-Pointe of Ford Motpr Company gave a lecture on the 'Potential for Automo

tive Fuel Economy Improvement'. His remarks were candid and dealt with the design and performance 

data which are not easily available. 

Session V Intercity Rail Energy Efficiency 

This year we gave a special emphasis to railroads and hence the railroad related topics are 

covered in a separate session. Mi. John Koper of FRA·gave an overview of the energy related projects 

sponsored by the Office of Research and Development, FRA, DOT. Dr. Hopkins of Transportation Systems 

Centre provides information related to energy efficiency of various freight trains. The report on 

'Intercity Rail Energy Intensity for Passenger Movement' dealt with energy intensity values of several 

train-consists under various operating conditions. The study concludes that: Presently the energy 

intensity figures for passenger railroads are high because the load-factor is low; there is a consider

able potential for improving EI values by improving the attractiveness of the trains and also by using 

the contemporary rolling stocks. Electric trains were also studied and proved favorable from an energy 

intensity viewpoint .. Finally, the report provides a comprehensive analysis of the 'EI' values for the 

intercity passenger transportation modes. 

Session VI Federal Role 

This session was meant to provide an overview regarding the federal policies which affect the 

energy intensity values either directly or indirectly. Prof. Roberts of M.I.T. described a recently 

completed study related to 'Energy Consequences of Alternative Transport Policies in Intercity Freight 

Markets'. His discussions dwelled on the computer model which was utilized for the study. Paper by 

Mr. Bowles dealt with several federal policy options to effect fuel conservation in the air industry. 

Mr. Constantz of Civil Aeronautics Hoard gave a paper which dealt with the airline and aircraft manu

facturers' fuel conservation efforts. The author also outlined some of the currently on-going studies 

pertinent to the topic. 

Session VII Electrification 

This session was meant to provide us with an overview of 'Railroad Electrification' and the 

'Use of Electric Car for Urban Applications'. The impetus to the session came from the enactment of 

the Public Law 94-413. The Act authorizes in the Energy Research and Development Administration a 

federal program of research, development, and demonstration designed to promote electric and hybrid 

vehicle technologies and to demonstrate the commercial feasibility of electric and hybrid vehicles. 
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Mr. Hamilton delivered two papers: the first one dealt with the 'Electric Car Technology for Demon

stration and Development'; the second paper dealt with the 'Urban Applications and Energy Impacts of 

Future Electric Cars'. The author concludes that the petroleum savings range from 2-8% of national oil 

use which is a modest portion of the total U.S. petroleum use. In the paper entitled, "Electric Car 

Technology for Demonstration and Development," Mr. Hamilton documents the vehicle performance, grade

ability, urban range and energy use. The author concludes that the acceleration capability of,the 

electric cars is sluggish. The author also adds that the life cycle costs of electric cars are above 

those of a competitive ICE subcompact car. However, changes in the fuel prices could reduce or elim

inate the cost disadvantages of the electric cars. The subject of 'Railroad Electrification' was dis

cus'sed by Mr. Merton Meeker of General Electric Company. Mr. Meeker gave a glorious picture regarding 

the benefits of railroad electrification. The author was of the opinion that whether we should have 

electrification or neot is a foregone conclusion. The real question is when. Mr. Meeker expounded upon 

the economic aspects of electric locomotives such as lower maintenance cost, higher economic life and 

higher reliability. 

Session VIII Research Needs and in Progress - Fede~al Funding 

The main objective of the session was to disseminate information regarding the federal funding 

and c~s~arch needs. This objective was accomplished through the excellent presentation given by Dr. 

Gene Mannella of Energy Research and Development Administration. Dr. Mannella gave an overview of the 

current prog-rams which were being funded by the Administration. He outlined the research elements of the 

Electric Hybrid Vehicle. He also expounded upon the issues which were plaguing the development of the 

gas turbine automobile. The second paper to this session was given by Dr. Loebl of Oak-Ridge National 

Lab., who under the sponsorship of Department of Energy, has "been compiling ·the 'Transportation .Energy 

Conservation' Data Book. Dr. Loebl outlin~d the specific data needs for analysis of economic, social 

and technological factors which determine energy consumption and conservation aspects in the trans

portation sector. The last lecture of the session included a discussion related to energy intensity 

of various transportation modes. The study provided an overview of the existing literature related 

~o the energy intensity of various transportation modes. Use of both statistical and engineering 

approaches was made for estimation of energy intensity figures. It is concluded that energy intensity 

values have a considerable range depending upon the operating conditions, type of hardware, trip

characteristics, load-factor and the types of commodities (for the case of freight) being shipped. 
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T4E UNITED STAT~S EN~RGY SCENE 1976 - 1985 

by 

Walter G~ Dupree, Jr. 
Chief, Division of Interfuels Studies 

Bureau of Mines 
. Department of the Interior 

Washington, D.C. 20241 

MIL. Vupltee Jtec.eJ..ved hM u11deJtgJta.du.a..te e11g.U!eeJL-t11g degJtee 6Jtom .the U.Uve.M-i..ty o 6 

Sou.th.wel.l.teJtl1 LouM-i.a.Yia., a11d hM gJta.dua.te degJtee .<.11 ec.o11om.i.c.¢ 6Jtom LouM-i.a.Yia. S.ta.te 

U.Uve.M-i..ty. Plt.i.oJt .to e11.teJL-t11g GoveJt11mel'l.t he ·UXL6 a u.Uve.M-i..ty pJt06eMOJt .<.11 ec.o11om.i.c.¢. 

A.t p!tuel'l.t he .<.¢ Ch.<.e6, V.i.v.i.¢.i.ol1 o6 Il'l.teJt6ue1..6 S.tud.i.el.l, BuJteau o6 M.i.11el.l, Vepalt.tmel'l.t 

o6 .the Il'l.teJUoJt. I11 .thM po¢-<.tiol1 he hM palttiupa.ted .<.11 ma11y e11e1tgy ¢.tud.<.el.l, a11d 

hM ac..ted M a ¢ e.UOJt e11e1tgy adv.i.¢olt .to .the AM.i.¢.tal'l.t Sec.Jte.talty 6oJt E11e1tgy a11d 

M.i.11en.aL6, Vepalt.tmel'l.t o6 .the Il'l.teJUolt. Some o6 .the pubuc.a.t.i.oM he hM au.thoJted (oiL 

c.o-au.thoJted) aJte: 

E11e1tgy Pe.Mpec.t.i.ve6 
E11e1tgy Pe.Mpec.tivel.l 2 
U.S. E11e1tgy Th!tough .the Veal!. 2000 
U.S. E11e1tgy Th!tough .the Veal!. 2000 (Rev.i.¢ed) 

He hM al..6o pubfuhel'11umeJtoM alttic..tel.l plt.i.ma!tily 011 e11e1tgy ¢upp.ty a11d dema11d .<.11 .the 

Ul'l-i..ted S.ta.tel.l a11d Nolt.th AmeJUc.a .. 
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THE UNITED STATES ENERGY SCENE 1976-85 

ABSTRACT 

This paper provides historical perspectives of the energy cons~ption within the U.S.A. 

Gross Energy Consumption by source is also discussed. It is concluded that G.N.P. is directly related 

to the energy consumption patterns within the U.S. The paRer also deals with the projected energy con

sumption patterns for the period 1976 through 1985. It is expected that the emphasis shall be placed 

upon teducing the consumption of petroleum and increasing the use of coal. This paper also studies the 

'National Energy Plan' and its impact upon the types of energy consumption. It is also concluded that 

without the National Energy Plan, dependency on imported petroleum shall increase from 4.2 percent to 

49.3 percent. With the plan the dependency will decline to 38.3 percent. Excellent sets of data-base 

related ~0 types and "amounts of energy consumption are established in tabular forms. 

I . 
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THE UNITED STATES ENERGY SCENE 1976-85 

INTRODUCTION 

Through 1985, the United States options for the amounts and types of-fuel that will be consumed 

and the sources from which they will be derived are severely limited. The reasons for these limita'tionE 

are: 

1. .Increases in output, ·productivity, and population will place increasing demands on existing 
sources. 

2. Significant shifts in energy consumption patterns will require changes in lifestyle and/or 
substantial investments in alternative energy sources, so energy consumption patterns will 
change slowly, unless forced by Federal mandate to change more rapidly. Conservation can 
be expected only to reduce the rate of increase in energy consumption. 

3. The long lead times required for the planning and construction of major energy facilities 
have been extended by environmental protection procedures. This substantially reduces 
development possibilities of the Nations' energy supply. 

4. The contribution of new energy sources, such as oil shale, geothermal power, and solar 
heating to total energy supply can be minor, at best, by 1985. 

5. The physical limits of the Nation's production of finite resources including oil and gas 
are being approached. 

6. The prospect of stringent environmental regulations-has hindered the investment necessary 
to expand production and consumption of the Nation's enormous coal resources. 

This is a new situation for the United States. In the past, this country had the energy resources 

within its own boundaries to sustain its high rate of economic growth. However, a few years ago it 

began to become evident that problems were developing, and these problems came to a head in the latter 

part of 1973. 

Prior to 1973 the energy problems in the United States were more prospective than current. Crude 

oil production peaked in 1970 and was beginning to decline slowly; natural gas production was leveling 

off; the consumption and production of high-sulfur coal were being restricted by environmental 

protection regulations; and the construction of nuclear powerplants was proceeding much more slowly 

than originally planned. ~o satisfy our growing energy needs, imports of petroleum were increasing 

rapidly; but supplies were adequate and the price of the imports was below that of domestic production. 

Prospective energy problems were converted into the "energy crisis" in October 1Q73 when the Arab 

petroleum exporting countries reduced crude oil production, imposed an embargo on the shipment of crude 

oil to the United States, and then raised the price of crude oil in a series of large· steps. Although 

this crisis clearly demonstrated the dependency of the United States on imported petroleum and the 

Nation's attendant vulnerability, the sense of urgency seemed to disappear after the embargo was lifted 

and petroleum supplies were again adequate. Only recently have attempts been made to restore this 

sen.se of urgency. 
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The increasingly serious problems of energy supply could be far more disturbing in the future 

unless more attention and effort are directed toward increasing U.S. energy production and reducing 

energy consumption. To more fully understand th~ probl~m, it may be instructive to look at the 

historical supply/demand trends in energy. 

Historical Perspective 

Since 1947 energy consumption has increased each year over the previous year in all but 5 years, 

and 4 of these were recession years. Two of these 5 years of decline were the result of the recession 

in 1974 and 1975, the previous dec~ine having occurred in 1954. Thus, for 20 years annual energy 

consumpcion exceeded the consumption for the previous year. It required the comhin~tion of a ~ecession 

and the Arab Oil Embargo (with the concommitant price increase for energy) to reverse this trend--and 

even tlien the trend was only reversed for 2 years, as 1976 energy, consumption rose signifj_c.qnt:ly ov~r 

that of 1975. This is illustrated in Figure 1. 

Gross energy consumption increased from 33.0 quadrillion Rtn j.n 194 7 to 74.7 quadrillion Btu in 

1973, declined to 72.6 quadrillion Btu in 1974, declined again in 1975 to 70.9 quadrillion Btu, and 

then reversed direction in 1976 to rise to 74 quadrillion Btu--approximately 99.3 percent of the record 

high figure for 1973. This represents a 3.2 percent annual rate of growth of energy demand for the 

1947-73 period, a 2.8 percent decline for 1973-74, a 2.4 percent decline for 1974-75, and a 4.8 percent 

increase for 1975-76. This is illustrated in Table 1. 

Table 1.--UnHed States Gross Energy Consumption 
for Selected Years 

Gross Energy AveragP. AnnnR.l 
inputs 

Bt~) 
growth rate 

Year (Quadrillion (percent) 
19:>0 J4.U -
1955 39.7 3.1 
1960 44.6 2.3 
1965 53.3 3.6 
1970 67.4 4.8 
1975 70.6 U.9 
1976 74.0 4.8 

The 4.8 percent rate of increase from 1965 to 1970 is considerably higher than the rate for 

previous periods, as is the 3.6 percent rate for 1960-65. This is more understandable if the business 

cycles for the Uni,ted States are examined. 

During this period the economy experienced the following cycles (peak to peak): 

1948-53 
1953-57 
1957-60 

- 1960-69 
1969-71 

The longest cycle from 1960-69 was a period of declining real prices for energy and rising real income 

.-
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per capita, creating the very sharp increases in the rate of increase of energy consumption for this 

period. This close correlation of energy consumption with economic activity is illustrated in Figure 1. 

The United States energy mix changed substantially during the 1947-76 period. Coal declined from 

47.9 percent of total energy inputs to 18.4 percent, while petroleum increased from 34.6 percent to 

47.2 percent. Natural gas showed the sharpest increase, moving from 13.6 percent of total energy 

inputs to 30.3 percent in 1974, but declined to 27.1 percent by 1976. Hydropower remained reasonably 

constant; it's 1947 share was 3.9 percent and its share in 1976 was 4.1 percent. The contribution from 

nuclearpower was negligible, only 2.7 percent of the total in 1976. 

The sources ot U.S. energy also ~re changing. ln 1Y4V the United States exported 2,Y/l trillion 

Btu of energy and .imported 962 trillion Btu, for a net export of 2,016 trillion Btu. The exports 

consisted o! 2,015 trillion Btu of coal, 944 trillion Btu of petroleum, and 19 trillion Btu of natural 

gas. Imports consisted of 8 trillion Btu of coal, 954 trillion Btu of petroleum, and no natural gas. 

By 1976 the United States exported 2,185 trillion Btu of energy and imported 16,529 trillion Btu, 

for net imports of 14,344 trillion Btu. The exports consisted of 1,684 trillion Btu of coal and coke, 

430 trillion Btu of petroleum, and 72 trillion Btu of natural gas. Imports consisted of 61 trillion 

Btu of coal and coke, 16,068 trillion Btu of petroleum, and 990 trillion Btu of natural gas. The net 

imports of petroleum (15,048 trillion Btu) represent 20.3 percent of total U.S. energy consumption for 

1975. Net imports of natural gas (919 trillion Btu) represent 1.2 percent of total U.S. energy 

consumption. Overall (including coal) the net imports of energy represent 1Y.3 percent of total U.S. 

energy consumption. 

The main thrust of the.' above figures is that the United States is becoming more and more dependent 

on foreign energy. The problem is more acute with petroleum and natural gas--the two energy sources 

with net imports. The rising real prices of these two energy sources impose a severe strain on the 

economy, and much of these rising prices is directly attributable to the cartel actions of the 

Organization of Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC). Complicating the problem is that rising real 

prices for these two energy sources tend to increase pric-es for other energy·sources. 

With this background it is possible to analyze ·possible future energy consumption in the United 

States. 

Projected Energy Consumption 

On April 20, 1977, the President addressed a Joint Session of Congress and presented the outline 

of a national energy plan. This was followed on April 29, 1977, by the formal National Energy Plan.l/ 

1/ Executive Office of the President - Energy Policy and Planning, The National Energy Plan. U.S. 
Government Printing Office, Washington, D.C. April 29, 1977. 
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Included in the plan were estimates of energy consumption with and without the plan. Basically these 

estimates envisaged consumption of the various energy sources shown in-Table 2.~/ 

Table 2.--United States Energy Consumption, 1976-85 
(Quadrillion Btu) 

1985 Without 1985 With 
Energy Source 1976 Plan Plan 
Petroleum 34.9 45.6 36.4 
Natural Gas 20.2 18.8 18.8 
Coal 13.8 22.0 26 .. 6 
Nuclear 2.0 7.4 7.6 
Other]) 3.0 3.4 3.4 

Total 73.9 97.2 92.8 
1./ Includes hydropower, geothermal, solar, etc. 

Overall, the expected average annual growth rate of energy consumption from 1976 to 1985 is 3.0 

pec~ent without the plan, and 2.5 percent with the_ plan. For the individual fuels the rates of growth 

for 1976-85 are shown in Table 3. 

Table 3.--Average Annua+ Growth Rate of 
Energy Consumption, 1976-85 

(Percent) 

Energy Source With_9.,¥t Plan With Plan 
Petroleum 3.0 0.5 
Natural Gas -.7 -.7 
Coal 5.3 . 7.6 
Nuclear 15.7 16.0. 
Other 1 .ll 1.4 

As is evident from Tables 2 and 3,' the basic thrust of the plan vis-;.~-vis anticipated energy 

consumption without the. plan is to place more emphasis on_coal.and.less on petroleum. In absolute 

terms, the reduction in petroleum consumption contemplated. by enactment of the Plan is 9.2 quadrillion 

Btu, and for coal, the increase in consumption unde~ the Plan is 4.6 quadrillion Btu. Overall, 

conservation would reduce consumption by 4.4 quadrillion Btu. Percentagewise, without the Plan 

petroleum consumption would increase3.0 percent per year, and with the plan, only.0.5 percent per year. 

For coal the percentage growth rates would be 5.3 and 7.6 percent per year, respectively. Changes are 

anticipated in the energy consumption by the various sectors with or without the Plan. For the 

Residential Sector, consumption would be as shown in Table 4. 

Table 4.--Residential Sector Energy 
Consumption, 1976-85 

(Quadrillion Btu) 

1985 
Enerp;y Source 1976 Wit:hout Plan 
Petroleum 6.3 6.4 
Natural Gas 8.1 7.6 
Electricity ]j 12.7 18.2 
Coal . 2 -

Total 27.4 32.2 

..11 Includes losses incurred in generation. 

1985 
With Plan 

5.4 
8.2 

16.8 
-

30.4 

_~2~/--~Th~e--N_a_t~i-o_n_a~l~E-n_e_r_g_y~Plan showed consumption in millions of barrels of oil equivalent per day. This 
was converted to energy units usi.ng standard conversion factors. 

r 
' 
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Overall, the expected average annual growth rate for energy consumption by the.Residential Sector 

from 1976 to 1985 is l.B percent wtthout the Plan and 1.2 percent wltlt the Plan. For the individual 

energy sources the rates of growth during this period are shown in Table 5. 

Table 5.--Average Annual Growth Rate of Energy 
Consumption in the Residential Sector, 1976-85 

(Percent) 

Energy_ Source Without Plan With Plan 
Petroleum 0.2 -1.7 
Natural Gas -0.7 0.1 
Electricity 4.1 3.2 
Coai - -

Tables 4 and 5 show that much of the increased energy consumption anticipated in this time period 

will be bas·ed on electricity. This is true with or without the Plan. In absolute terms, the Plan is 

anticipated to reduce energy consumption by 1985 from 32.2 to 30.4 quadrillion Btu--a reduction of 1.8 

quadrilH:un Btu. 

Projected energy consumption in the industrial sector is shown iu Taule G. 

Table {i.--Industrial Sector Energy Consumption, 1976-85 
(Quadrillion Btu) 

1985 1985 
!En.er_gy Source 1976 Without Plan With .Plan 

. Petroleum 6.4 14.0 8.0 
Natural ·Gas 8.4 9.0 9.0 

· Electricity !./ 8.7 14.4 14.2 
Coal 3.8 5.4 10.0 

Total 27.3 42.8 41.2 
1/ Includes lo.sses i·ncurr·ed 11.n generation 

The absolut·e ;reduction in .ant~cipated ener;gy consumption in 1985 from impll:!mentation of the Plan 

would be 1. 6 ·quadrillii.o:ci Btm. 'The Plan wou!ld also •Oc-casion a shift from dependence on petroleum to a 

very heavy dependence •on •C·Oal. 

Overall, the expected av.erage al'rnual ·gr.owth r.a.t·e for energy consumption by the Industrial Sec tor 

from l977 to 1985 i·s 5.1 per.cent wi.thout the Plan :and 14.7 per.cent td.th it. For the industrial energy 

sources the rates of ,gr.o:wth <dur:Lng .this perfu<Dd :are .shown in ·.Table 7. 

Table 7 .-Av,er:age Annual ·Grotvtb Rate of Energy 
Consumption ·!Ln ·the Industrial Sect·or, 1976-'8'5 

{Percent) 

1985 1985 
: :Energy :Sourc.e :Without Plan With Plan 
! 'l'·etr.oleum 9.1 2.5 
Na;t;ural <Gas 0 •. 8 0.8 

•Electricity 5.7 5.6 
: Coa!l 4. 10 11.3 

As mentioned previously, pet·rol.eem .consum,ption :growth would be reduced sharply by implementation 

of the Plan, and .coal consump.tion grow.th wou.iLd be sharply ac.cel•er:ated. 
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For the transportation sector energy consumption would be as shown in Table 8. 

Table B.--Transportation Sector Energy Consumption 
1976-85 

(Quadrillion Btu) 

Energy 1985 1985 
Source 1976 Without Plan With Plan 
Petroleum 18.7 21.2 20.4 
Natural Gas .6 .4 .6 

Total 19.3 21.6 21.0 

This indicates a relatively low growth rate for energy consumption in the transportat~on sector 

between 1976 and 1985 whether or not'the Plan is implemented. Petroleum consumption would increase 

1.4 percent·per year without the Plan, and 1.0 percent with the Plan. Without the Plan natural gas 

consumption would decrease 4.4 percent per year, and with the Plan the changes between 1976 and 1985 

would be negligible. The overall result would be a 1.3 percent annual growth rate of transportation 

energy consumption without the Plan and 0.9 percent with the Plan. 

For the electrical sector, energy consumption would be as shown in Table 9. 

Table 9.--Electricity Generation Sector Energy 
Consumption, 1976-85 

(~uadrillion Btu) 

Energy 1985 1985 
Source 1976 Without Plan With Plan 
Petroleum 3.5 4.0 2.6 
Natural Gas 3.1 1.8 1.0 
Coal 9.7 16.4 16.6 
Nuclear 2.0 7.2 7.6 
Other 3.1 3.2 3.2 

Total 21.4 32.6 31.0 

Without the Plan energy consumption in this sector would increase from 21.4 to 32.6 quadrillion Btu 

--a difference of 11.2 quadrillion Btu. This translates into an effective average growth rate qf 4.8 

percent. With the Plan energy consumption would increase from 21.4 to 31.0 quadrillion Btu--a 

difference of 9.6 quadrillion Btu. This represents an average annual growth rate of 4.2 percent. For 

the individual energy sources the rates of growth during this period are shown in Table 10. 

Table 10.--Average Annual Growth Rate of Energy 
Consumption in the Electricity 

Generation Sector, 1976-85 
(Percent) 

1985 1985 
Energy Source Without Plan With Plan 
Petroleum 1.5 -3.3 
Narural Gas -5.8 -11.8 
Coal 6.0 6.2 
Nuclear 15.3 16.0 
Other 0.4 0.4 

As indicated in Tables 9 and 10, the major areas of change needed to accomplish the 1.6 quadrillion 

Btu reduction in sectorial energy consumption by 1985 are in petroleum and natural gas. The other 
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sources of energy remain fairly constant, in both absolute terms and average annual growth rate .. 

This picture of sectorial energy consumption forecast by Lhe National Energy Plan can be put into 

perspective by comparing forecasted and historical average growth rates, as listed in Table 11. 

-. 
Table 11.--Comparative Average Annual Growth Rates for 

Energy Consumption, Historical and Forecasted 
(Percent) 

1976-85 
Sector 195.0-76 1950-73 1968-76 I(W1th Plan]_ 
Residential and 

Commercial 3.3 3.5 2.4 0.2 
Industrial 1.9 2.6 -0.1 4.5 
Transportation 3.1 3.4 3.1 0.9 
Electricity 5.8 6.2 5.5 4.2 

Total Demand 3.0 3.5 2.3 2.5 

The N<1tj.onr~l Energy Pian thus env~sages some significant changes in conslilll\)t:lon· pat term;. 

Especially noticeable is the decline in the Residential-Commercial Sector to 0.2 percent from a range 

of 2.4 to 3.5 percent growth rate. The decline in transportation to 0.9 percent is also severe. Less 

severe is the electricity generation decline to 4.2 percent. The unexpected shift is in the industrial 

sector, where the growth rate is 4.5 percent per annum. This figure is much higher than the previous 

peak growth rate of only 2.6 percent between 1950 and 1973. 

The next section will di~cuss the question of energy supplies and their sources. 

Projected Energy Supplies 

Oil and Gas 

Declining U.S. production of petroleum liquids and natural gas are basic causes of the Nation's ' 

energy problem. If the production of Lhese fuels were sufficient to satisfy, demand, the sharp inc-.:er~se 

in the price of imported petroleum would have had no direct impact on the Nallun. 

These declines are the result of a high level of exploitation of limited resources.' The United 

Str~tes was the world's largest producer of crude oil·for many years until surpassed by the U.S.S.R. 

in 1974, and is by far the largest producer of natural gas. However, the United States is limited in 

both reserves and resources of oil and gas. Our total posture is illustrated in Table 12. 3/ 

Petroleum, 
barrels: 

Onshore 
Offshore 

Total 

Table 12.--United States Petroleum and 
Natural Gas Resources 

Undiscovered 
recoverable resources 

Reserves (Ran_g_e) 
billion 

55.7 37-81 
6.3 10-49 

62.0 50-127 

]_/ Miller, Betty M., et al. Geological Estimates of Undiscovered Recoverable Oil and Gas Resources in 
the United States, U.S.G.S. Circular 725, 1975. 
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Table 12 cont. 

Natural Gas Liquids, 
billion barrels 12.4 11-22 

Natural Gas, trillion 
cubic feet: 

Onshore 335 264-506 
Offshore 103 42-181 

Total 438 322-655 

The declines in production experienced by the United States were foreshadowed by decreases in 

reserves. Crude oil production has exceeded additions to reserves each year since 1967 except for the 

discovery of the giant Prudhoe Bay Field in 1968; Natural gas has followed the same pattern since 1968. 

After those years production increased and additions to reserves decreased until the output was forced 

to decline. Crude oil production peaked in 1970 and natural gas production in 1973. 

The primary reason for the decreases in addition to reserves is the decrease in both the quantity 

and quality of exploratory drilling prospects which occurred as the resource base was more thoroughly 

explored and developed·. At this time most of the onshore continental United States· and the explored 

areas of the offshore are mature from the exploration point of view. This means that most of the best 

prospects, as detected by standard geological and geophysical technology, have been drilled and the 

chance of finding additional giant fields is extremely low. Many basins have been so thoroughly 

explored that the chance of a significant discovery of less than giant size is also extremely low. The 1 

frontier areas of the Alaskan North Slope and the offshore areas which have not yet been leased may 

contain exploratory prospects tor giant tields, but this remains to be seen. 

Giant fields play a highly significant role in production and serve as incentives for exploration. 

In the United States about two-thirds of the total cumulative production and measured reserves of crude 

oil have been found in only 270 of the approximately 40,000 oilfields that have been discovered. The 

Prudhoe Bay Field contains an estimated 9.6 billion barrels of recoverable oil, which is about 2/3 

percent of the total cumulative production and measured reserves of the United States of 142 billion 

barrels at the end-of 1975. The estimated ultimate recovery of the East Texas field of 6 billion 

barrels is 4.2 percent of the total. 

The pattern for natural gas is si~ilar, with 39 giant fields accounting for 34 percent of the 

cumulative production plus reserves of the United States. The Prudhoe Bay Field amounts to 3.6 percent 

of the total. 

I 
Since giant fields are usually found early in the period of exploration of a basin, future 

exploration of the more mature basins ±s likely to yield smaller discoveries. Thus, except possibly 

for the frontier areas, a given exploratqry effort will yield less and less reserves an~ the cost of 

exploration per unit of discovery will increase. 
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The ··Na'tional Energy Plan's scenarios for oil and gas production are examined pelow. The oil 

scenario is shown first i.n Table 1;3 

Table 1.1. --Petro ltu>.m S1Jpply, 197 6-85 
(Million Barrels) 

1985 1985 
Source 1976 Without Plan With Plan 
Domestic 

Prorlnt::t:i.on 3,563 t, ,100 4,000 
Imports 2 607 4,000 2 490 

Total 6,170 8,100. 6,490 

Imports as % 
of Total 42.2 49.3 38.3 

Without the Plan, the dependency on imported petroleum will increase from 42.2 percent to 49.3 

percent. With the Plan the dependency will decline to 38.3 percent. What i.s interesting about this 

scenario is that petroleum ouput is forecast to increase, reversing the down~ard trend of the past few 

years. 

It may be instructive to look at the implications of the Plan for domestic proclnc.t:ion of crude oil. 

Excluding the North Slope production, it is necess~r.y for the rest of the United States to produce 2.7 

billion barrels of oil annually by 1985 if to meet the Plan's objectives. Table 14 shows the 

comparison between past rates of production and those required for 'the National Energy Plan. 

Table 14.--Crude Oil Average Annual Additions to Reserves 
Comparison of Past Rates with .those 
Required for National Energy Plan 

(Excluding North Slope, 2.7 billion barrels in 1985) 
· (Million R~r.rels) 

Average Additions 
1968-1976 
1971~1976 

1977-1985 

to Reserves 
2,009 
1,/36 

Reserve/Production 
Reserve Production 

Ratio remains at 8 lf 
Ratio declines to 7 

2, 713 

in 1985 2/ 
(Reserves reduced by 2,738 million 

1/ Based on Table 2 of the Appendix 
lf Based on Table 3 of the Appendix 

2,450 
barrels) 

Thus it can.be readily seen that whether the reserve/production ratio (R/P) is assumed to remain at 8 

or assumed to decline to 7, reserve additions will have to rise significantly to meet the requirements 

for the National Energy Plan. If the R/P is 8, reserve additions will have to be 35 percent higher 

than the 1968-1976 average additions and 56 percent higher than the 1971-1976 additions. If the ~/? 

is 7, then reserve additions will only have to be 22 percent higher than the 1968-76 additions and 41 

percent higher than the 1971-76 additions. Considerable incentives would be necess8ry to achieve the 

d~illing rate needed to secure these reserve additions. 

4/ Based on Table 1 of the Appendix. 
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It should be pointed out that, if reserve additions remain at 1,736 million barrels per year and 

the RIP declines to 7 in 1985, production in 1985 would be 2,250 million barrels 51--some 20 percent 

below the 2,700 million barrels required. 

The implications of the National Energy Plan for natural gas are similar to those for petroleum. 

Table 15 shows the natural gas supply picture forecast by the Plan. 

Source 
Domestic 
Imports 

Total 

Imports 

Table 15.--Natural Gas Supply, 1976-85 
(Trillion cubic feet) 

--·-· 
1985 

1976 Without Plan 
Production 19.0 16.1 

.8 2.4 

19.8 18.5 

a$ a per'ceul 
of total supply L,. 0 12.9 

1985 
With Plan 

17.2 
1.2 

18.4 

6.5 

Thus some increasing dependency on imported natural gas is assumed to continue into the future. 

Domestic production estimates under the National Energy Plan are higher than other estimates, and would 

indicate reserve additions higher than in the recent past. 

Over the period 1968-1976, reserve additions have averaged 10.4 trillion cubic feet per year. 

Achieving the 1985 Plan goal of 17.2 trillion cubic feet of domestic production, while maintaining an 

RIP of 10 ,will require an average of 15.9 trillion cubic feet of reserve additions. Thus it will 

be necessary to increase reserve finds by an average of 54 percent. ~I 

Conversely, assuming the RIP remains at 10 and additions to reserves remain at 10 trillion cubic 

feet, domestic production will decline to 13.9 trillion cubic feet per annum by 1985. II 

It appears obvious that achieving the National Energy Plan goals for natural gas will require 

rather large financial incentive. 

Coal 

According to the National Energy Plan, use of coal by 1985 would increase by the equivalent of· 

2.4 million barrels of oil per day (200 million tons of coal annually) above the level projected 

without the Plan and by 6.5 million barrels per day (565 million tons of coal annaully) above the 1976 

level.' The principal feature of the Plan which would account for this 200-million-ton-per-year 

·additional coal demand is a "stimulated conversion" of more industrial plants from use of oil ~nd gas 

to coal. Full realization of the Plan by 19~5 would require production and transpor~ation of almost 

twice the amount of coal produced and transported in 1976. 

11 See Table 4 of the Appendix. 

~I Based un Table 5 uf t:lte Appe!tui:x.. 

II Based on Table 6 of the Appendix. 
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The United States has a large coal reserve, as can be seen by examining Table 16. 

Table 16.--United States Demonstrated Coal Reserve Base 
As of January 1975 

(Rillion short tons) 

Potential Method of Mining 
Rank Underground Surface Total 
Anthracite 7 0 7 
Bituminous 193 41 234 
Sub bituminous 100 68 168 
Lignite 0 28 28 

Total 300 137 437 
Note: Includes measured and 1nd1cated categor1es as 
defined by the U.S. Bureau of Mines and U.S. Geological 
Survey, and represents 100 percent of the coal in place. 
Recoverability ranges between 40 and 90 percent for 
individual deposits. Fifty percent or more of this coal 
reserve base is recoverable. 

Thus the United States has over 200 billion tons of coal to satisfy demand, which wa~ only 664 

million tons per annum in 1976. The ability to substitute coal for other fuels is not resource 

constr~ined at present. 

At mid-year 1977 no increase over 1Y76 bituminous coal production has yet been recorded, and the 

·Outlook for the balance of 1977 and early 1978 is clouded with threats of mine shutdowns because of 

prolonged contract negotiations between mine operators and mine workers. A slippage of mine production 

expansion timetable has already occurred, and there are now less than 9 years remaining to attain the 

1985 goal. 'From an annual level of 671 million tons, the P1an.goal in 10 years would require expansion 

at about·6.~ percent per year. Cut down to 8 years, the required rate of expansion would be increased 

to approximately 8.25 percent per year. In either case, expansion would far exceed the 2.6 percent 

gain ma~e in 1976. 

There. apparently was some confusion at first over what coal tonnages were being forecast under the 

National Energy Plan. A simple addition of the figures in the Plan itself totals 1,236 million tons, 

while the FEA's PIES Model developed a total of 1,264.7 million tons when used to break out regional 

production. As the PIES Model i~ a much more detailed analysis, this figure will be used in the 

following analysis. Based on the ranks of coals to be produced, this tonnage may also be more 

compatible with the Btu figures in the National Energy Plan. 

I 
Based on Table 7 of the Appendix, at underground mines, the 1985 projected production is larger 

than projected capacity by 145.5 million tons. This excess of projected production is shown for all 

but two regions, the exceptions being the Rockies and Northeast. Projected surface mine production 

exceeds the capacity in all regions except the Northern Great Plains and the Rockies. The following 

tabulation, listed by FEA region, summarizes a comparison of the projected total coal mining capacity 

and required 1985 total production to meet the Plan goal: 
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Region 
Appalachian 
Midwest· 
Central, West 
Northern Great 
Rockies 
Southwest 
Northwest and 

u.s. Total 

Table 17.-- Projected Capacity and 
Production of Coal, 1985 

Projected Totals 
(Million Tons) 

Capacity Production 
460.0 627.0 
147.4 203.4 

and Gulf· 63.1 80.6 
Plains 381.1 227.8 

114.4 63.4 
41.4 65.0 

Alaska 9.6 7.5 

1 217.0 1 264.7 

Ratios 
Prod:Capac. 

1..36 
1.38 
1.28 
0.60 
0.47 
1. 57 
0.78 

Some shortfalls of both regional and overall availability are apparent. Even if shifts of production 

are made to regions having sufficient capacity, all of the problems will not be solved. 

As stated in the June 2 report from the Executive Office of the President, a similar comparison 

of projected regional coal production-with current production and recent estimates of potential 

production has been made by_Environmental Analysis Inc. Feasibility of the increase was considered to 

bl a possible constraint on the program for increasing industry's demand for coal by 200 million to~s 

as planned for 1985. They com:luded: " ... In many cases, this comparison indicated that a significant 

number of heretofore unanticipated and unplanned mine openings would be necessary ... " 

Assuming coal production reached the projected 1,265-million-ton annual level by 1985, what 

additional mines, mining equipment, transportation equipment, and mine worker employment will be 

required? Some estimates have already been made and published. For example, in reporting to 

sto.ckholders, Thomas G. Ayres, Chairman and President of Commonwealth Edison Company, included the 

following: 

"Just to double coal-mining capacity, it is estimated that the U.S. 
would need: 

170 new 2-million-ton-per-year underground mines 
130 new 5-million-ton-per-year strip mines 
125,000 new miners 
2,540 new large shovels and mining machines 
100,000 ·miles of new rail-barge systems 
8,000 new locomotives and 
150,000 new gondola hopper cars. 

This says nothing about the environmental impacts and capital requirements 
that go with doubling the use of coal." 

An independent evaluation made internally came up with the following figures to achieve the Plan 

goals. §_/ 
177 new 2-million-ton-per-year underground mines 
63 new 5-million-ton-per-year surface mines 
254,600 new miners 
62,000 new hopper cars and 
2,485 new locomotives. 

§_/ Based on Tables 7-10 6f the Appendix. 
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The number of additional hopper cars and locomotives estimated assumes unit train movements of coal 

with a relatively high efficien~y, does not include an allowance for replacement of wornout cars, 

and possibly anticipates more efficient use of railroads than may occur. \ 

Under any circumstance, these increased production levels involve very large changes in the coal 

industry. The estimates are "iffy," and the only certainty is that more mines, more mining machines, 

more railroad facilities, unprecedented amounts of capital, and many more mine workers will be 

required. 

Nuclear 

At present nuclear power accounts for £.7 percent of·the gross energy inputs to the American 

economy and provides approximately 9.3 percent of the electrical power. As ot January 1, !Y//, the 

status of U.S. central station nuclear capacity is shown in Table 18. 11 

Table 18.--Status of U.S. Central Station Nuclear Capacity 

Number of Capacity 
St<1t1.1s unl.ts MWE (Net) 

Authorized to Oper-'!te.: 
Licensed by NRC 63 45,451 
Authorized by ERDA 2 940 

Being Built : 
Construction Permit 71 74,705 
Limited Work Authorized 19 20,490 

Ordered 60 68 218 

Subtotal 2l'i £09,804 

Announced (but not ordered) 22 ' 26 660 

Total 237 236 464 
Note. NRC stands for Nuclear Regulatory Comm1ss1on, and ERDA 
stands for the Energy Research and Development Administration. 

The current schedule for commercial operation of nuclear plants shows the cumulative capacity 

available through 1985 as 163,256 MW. Slippages will undoubtedly occur, hence the actual capacity wil: 

be substantially lower. \ 

The National Energy Plan envisages a significant contribution from nuclear power by 1985. In 1976 

nuclear power contributed approximately 2 quadrillion Btu of energy to the U.S. economy. By 1985 the 

contribution will be 7.4 quadrillion Btu without the Plan, and 7.6 quadril~ion with the Plan. The 

insignificant difference for 1985 reflects the long time lags required to plan, secure.licenses and 

environmental approvals, and construct nuclear powerplants. 

The United States uranium resources are· shown in Table 19. 

if ERDA, 1 U.S. Central Station Nuclear Electric Generating Units: Significant Milestones, ERDA 77-301, 
January 1, 1977. 
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Table 19.--U.S. Uranium Resources 
as of January 1, 1977 

(Thousand tons of u
3

0
8

) 

Uperatl.ng ana tuture 
capital cost level 
per pound of U 0 
-(excluding profi~s) 

Potential Resources 
Reserves Probable Possible Speculative 

$10 250 275 115 100 
1/ $15 410 585 490 190 
l/ $30 680 1,090 1,120 480 
It $50 840 1,370 1,420 540 
Byproduct 1975-2000 ]j 140 

Total 980 1 370 1 420 540 
1/ Includes lower cost resources. 
11 Byproduct of phosphate and copper production. 

The energy content of our uranium resources is finite. Assuming Light Water Reactor (LWR) 

technology, the energy content of our reserves is approximately 392 quadrillion Btu, and that of our 

utu.liscovered recoverable resources is approxim'a tely 1, 322 quadrillion Btu. If the Breeder Reactor 

is developed, the energy content is multiplied by a factor of 60 to 100--in effect, providing energy 

for a very long period of time. 

The major problem is that plutonium, the fuel produced by the breeder, can be used for nuclear 

weapons. Thus worldwide use of breeders increases the possibilities of the proliferation of nuclear 

weapons. The president in an April 7, 1977, question-and-answer session with reporters stated: 10/ 

We are nm~ completing an extremely thorough review of our ovm n1Jclear, pm~er prnr;rr1m. 
We have concluded that serious consequences can be derived from our own laxity in the handling 
of these materials and the spread of their use by other countries. And we believe that there is 
strong scientific And economic evidence that a time for a change has cu111e. 

Theretore, we will make a major change in the United States domestic nuclear energy 
policies and programs which I am announcing today. 

We will make a concerted effort among all other countries to find better answers to the 
problems and risks of nuclear proliferation. And I would like to outline a few things now that 
we will do specifically. 

First of all, we will defer indefinitely the commercial reprocessing and recycling of the 
plutonium produced in U.S. nuclear power programs. 

From my own experience, we have concluded that a viable and adequate economic nuclear 
program can be maintained without such reprocessing and recycling of plutonium. The plant at 
Barnwell, South Carolina, for instance, will receive neither Federal encouragement nor funding 
from us for its completion as a reprocessing facility. 

Second, we will restructure our own U.S. breeder program to give greater priority to 
alternative designs of the breeder other than plutonium, and to defer the date \~hen breeder 
reactors would be put into commercial use. 

We will continue research and development, try to shift away from plutonium, defer 
dependence on the breeder reactor for commercial use. 

Third, we will direct funding of U.S. nuclear research and development programs to 
Ar.relerate our research into alternative nuclear fuel cycles wltlch do not involve direct access 

10/ Presidential Documents, Volume 13, November 15. 
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to material& that can be used for nuclear ~eapons. 

Fourth, we will increase the U.S. capacity to produce nuclear fuels, enriched uranium in 
particular, to provide adequate and timely supplies of nuclear fuels to countries that need 
them so that they will not be required or encouraged to reprocess their own materials. 

Fifth, we will propose to the Congress the necessary legisfative steps to permit us to 
sign these supply contracts and remove the pressure for the reprocessing of nuclear fuels by 
other countries that do not now have this capability. 

Sixth, we will continue to embargo the export of either equipment or technology that could 
permit uranium enrichment and chemical reprocessing. 

And seventh, we will continue discussions with supplying countries and recipient countries, 
as well, of a wide range of international approaches and frame\vorks that will permit all countries 
to achieve their own energy needs while at the same time reducing the spread of the capability 
for nuclear explosive development. 

Thus the possibility of the Breeder reactor supplying energy in Lili:s c:entu1·y is becoming more 

remote. In any event it would not have an impact on the 1976-85 period. 

Hydropower 

At present the developed and undeveloped hydroelectric resources of the United States are as shown 

in Table 20. 11/ 

Table 20.--Developed and Undeveloped Hydroelectric 
Resources of the United States 

Status 
Developed: 

Installed Capacity, Megawatts 
Average Annual Generation, gigawatt-hours 

Undeveloped: 
Installed Capacity, Megawatts 
Average Annual Generation, gigawatt-hours 

Total: 
Installed Capacity 
Avera~e Annual Generation p;i~awatt-hours 

57,035 
271,124 

113,690 
404,010 

170,72') 
67 :,_,J 34 

The National Energy Plan points out that installation of additional generating capacity at existing 

sites could conceivably add as much as 14,000 megawatts to the Nation's generating capacity. It is 

improbable that all of this could be accomplished by 1985. 

Geothermal Energy 

The National Energy Plan does not discuss geothermal energy in any detail. Present U.S. production 

of electricity from geothermal heat is limited to the Geysers facility in California, which has 502 

megawatts of capacity. Nonelectrical geothermal energy use is insignificant--considered equivalent. to 

only 20.8 megawatts of electric capacity. No significant contribution is expected from geothermal 

energy by 1985. 

11/ Federal Power Commission, Hydroelectric Power Resources of the United States, January 1, 1976, 
Washington: Government Printing Office. 
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summary 

In general, the National Energy Plan contemplates significant increases in coal consumption in the 

future and significant reductions in petroleum consumption. Concommitant with this will be the 

necessity for large increases in the discovery rate for petroleum and natural gas. Problems will be 

encountered in creating the incentives for increased drilling for oil and gas for the opening of new 

mines. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The follmving is the discussion of Mr. Walter G. Dupree's presentation, "The United States Energy 

Scene 1976 - 1985. This discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the audience and 

answers from Mr. Walter Dupree. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

What effect would increased prices have on the amounts of petroleum reserves? 

Increased petroleum prices would increase petroleum reserves after a period of time in 
three ways. 

a. The life of wells would be extended because the point of abandonment, when the 
cost of pumping and maintaining a well exceeds the value of production, would be 
reached at a lower level of daily output. 

b. Enhanced recovery techniques which are of limited use could become economic for a 
larger number of reservoirs. 

c. Smaller pools or tighter sands, when discovered, would be "commercial," and would 
be produced rather than abandoned. 

Only the first of these \vould have a fairly immed:l.ate effect on actual reserves, although 
in many cases the effect would be too small to warrant recalculation of the reserve estimate. 
The increase in price since 1974 has by now resulted in activity of all three types, but 
the effet:t uu estimated reserve is not clear. 

Your figures for reserves use existing recovery rates, what's the potential for significant 
improvement? 

Recovery rates are likely to continue to increase through both improved enhanced recovery 
techniques and better knowledge of more efficient ways to produce over the life of a 
reservoir. On the other hand, if tighter sands and heavier oils should become economic to 
produce as a result of higher prices, the average recovery rate would be reduced. This is 
because the recovery rate under such conditions may be quite low, with the result that the 
increase in recoverable oil is accompanied by a disproportionately large increase in oil 
in place, most of which is not recoverable. 

Does the Transportation sector include "on farm" motor fuel use? 

The transportation sector does include "on farm" motor fuel use. The Bureau of Mines 
receives motor gasoline consumption information from the Federal Highway Administration. 
Slightly different totals are available depending on the method of data collection (table 
MF-33G is based on tax collection information, tables MF-24 and MF-26 categorize gasoline 
by type of use). Agricultural gasoline consumption is the largest non-highway category, 
accounting for 1.5 percent of total gasoline consumption in 1975. 
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The Bureau of Mines distillate figure includes use by railroads, vessels, military, and 
on-highway vehicles. Small amounts of distillate used by farm equipment may be included 
in the on-highway sector. 

LPG accounted for less than 1 percent of total transportation energy in 1975, but some of 
this fuel was used to power tractors, irrigation engines, and other farm equipment. 

Question: . Do you feel that improved new car efficiency could lead to a reduction in motor vehicle 
fuel use in 1985-95 period? 

Answer: Improved fuel economy is anticipated, but this will not necessarily offset the increase in 
miles driven. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

F.stimlltine mntnr fnPl nsP fnr thio; time pgrinrl ;., ""ry diffi"=•.!lt due to tha unpra!iiala~biLLty 
of many influencing variables. The established average fuel economy standards for passen
ger automobiles are currently focusing on the years 1981-85. Graduated standards up to the 
required 27.5 mpg in 1985 are expected to save approximately 41 billion gallons of gasoline 
over the life of these vehicles in comparison with the case where the average fuel economy 
remains at the 1980 level of 20.0 mpg. The technologies and the associated increases in fuel 
which mieht be expected are: 

Improved automatic transmission 10% 
Improved manual transmission 5% 
Improved lubricants 2% 
Reduced accessory loads 2% 
Reduced aerodynamic drag 4% 
Reduced rolling resistance 3% 

Also, shifts to diesel powered automobiles and changes in thP. size distribution of car 
ownership (more people owning smaller cars) will help save motor fuel. The extent and speed 
that these changes actually occur will be a determinant of the level of motor fuel con
sumption. $nergy savings from these and other automobile improvements will certainly con
tinue to have economizing effects in the 1985-95 period, especially as the auto stock con 
tains fewer and fewer cars that are less fuel efficient. 

What is the source for military fuel consumption? 

Information on sales,to the military of distillate and residual fuel oils is obtained from 
the annual survey of fuel oil distributors. Direct sales to the military of aviation fuels 
are reported by the refiners. No other information on military use of fuels is obtained. 

How does U.S. energy consumption per capita compare with other countr.ies? 

Source: How industrial societies use energy, Resources for theFuture. 

Per capita consumption of primary energy resources is much higher in the U.S. than it is in 
.other advanced industrial countries, such as Sweden, Germany, and France--although their 
per capita incomes do not differ appreciably from that of the U.S. Some 1972 energy con
sumption per capita figures follow: 

Country 

u.s. 
Canada 
France 
West Germany 
Italy 
Netherlands 
United Kingdom 
Sweden 
Japan 
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Energy Consumption 
per capita 

(tons oil equivalent) 

8.35 
8.38 
3.31 
4.12 
2.39 
4.68 
3.81 
5.31 
2.90 



Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

. Answer: 

Of course, both structural and energy-intensity characteristics may reveal only part of the 
story. Also important are geography, resource endowment, technology, demographic factors, 
and economic policies. By far the greatest intercountry differences occur in the transpor
tation sector, where the U.S. transport system uses more than twice as much energy as that 
of European nations and Japan for each dollar of national output. 

The goal of the national energy plan is for transportation energy demand to grow at .9% 
annually. What parts of energy consumption growth rate are necessary for the individual 
modes, particularly automobile, to meet this goal? 

I do not have this information. 

Have you forecast oil prices? Why is transportation's share of petroleum at a peak if its 
rate of growth is.less than overall energy growth? 

Forecasts of oil prices have not been prepared • 

The mandated increase in miles per gallon by 1985 for automobiles is expected to more than 
offset the expected increase in miles driven. 

Transportation petroleum accounted for 58.8 percent of total petroleum consumption in 1975, 
t~is figure up from 55.5 percent in 1960. The 1975 transportation share is the highest 
for the previous 15 year period, although the shares for 1968 and 1969 were near 58 percent 
The transportation petroleum/total petroleum trend was upward but at a gradual rate. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 1 

National Energy Plan 
Estimated 1985. Crude Oil Production 

A,P,I. D~fini~ion 
Rx~lurling North Slope 
(ulil·i·inrll:; nf h;;rrf'lR) 

Petroleum production with plan 
Less North Slope 

Net 

1976 Crude plus Natural Gas Liquids (NGL) production 
1976 API crude production 

Net g condensate plus NGL plus error term 

NGL 
Ratio = 738/3563 = 0.20713 Petroleum 

4,000 
600 

3,400 

3,563 
2,8?5 

738 

1985 .estimated condensate plus NGL +error term·= 0.20713 x 3,400 = 704 

Lower 48 Net plan petroleum production 
Less condensate, NGL, etc. 

Estimated 1985 API crude oil production to 
satisfy plan 
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3,400 
704 

2,700 



APPENDIX 
Table 2 

A.P. I. Crude Oil Additions to Reserves Required to 
Achieve 1985 National Energy Plan 

Excluding North Slope - Reserve/Production Ratio declines to 7 
(millions of barrels) 

Reserves Additions 
(ex. Prudhoe) to Production 

API Reserve Beginning Reserves !- Beginning 
Reported Production Decrease of Year (ex. Prudhoe) Reserves 

1966 2,864 (100) 31,352 2,964 0.0913 
1967 3,038 75 31,452 2,963 0.0966 
1968 3,124 670 31,377 2,454 0.1001 
1969 3,195 1,075 30,707 2,120 0.1040 
1970 3,319 231 29,632 3,088 0.1120 

1971 3,256 939 29,401 2,317 0.1107 
197 2 3,281 1,724 28,463 1,557 0.1153 
1973 3,185 1,040 26,739 2,145 0.1191 
1974 3,043 l,OSO 25,700 1,993 0.1184 
1975 2,886 1,568 24,650 1,318 0.1171 

1976 2,825 1,740 23,082 1,085 0.1224 
Estimated 
1977 2,811 312 21,342* 2,499 0.1317 
1978 2,797 249 21,030 2,548 0.1330 
1979 2,783 399 20,781 2,384 0.1344 
1980 2,769 310 20,390 2,459 0.1358 

1981 2,755 304 20,080 2,451 0.1372 
1982 2,7,41 297 19,776 2,444 0.1386 
1983 2,727 285 19,479 2,442 0.1400 
1984 2,714 300 19,194 2,414 0.1414 
1985 2, 700 293 18,894 2,407 0.1429 

1986 18,604 0.1444 

* Reported 

Assumptions: Continuous decline in production and Reserves/Production ratio to 
1985. 1985 Production= 2,700 and R/P = 7 

Average Annual Additions 
1968-1976 18,077 ~ 9 
1971-1976 10,415 y 6 
1977-1985 22,048 9 9 

to Reserves 
2,009 
1,736 
2,450 
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Kerorted 

1976 

Estimated 

1977 
1978 
1979 
19RO 

1981 
1982 
1983 
1984 
1985 

1985 

* Reported 

API 

APPENDIX 

Table 3 ----
A.P.I. Crude Oil Additions to Reserves Required to 

Achieve 1985 National Energy Plan 
Excluding North Slop~ 

Reserve/¥roduction Ratio remains at 8 
(millions of barrels) 

Reserves Additions 
(ex. Prudhoe) to 

Reserve Beginning Reserves 
Production Decrease of Year (ex. Frudhoe2 

2,825 1, 740 23,082 1,085 

2,663 (34) 21,342* 2,702 
2,672 (32) 21,376 2, 70ll 
2.676 (32) 21,408 2,708 
2,680 (32) 21,440 2, 712 

2,684 (32) 21,472 2,716 
2,688 (32) 21,504 2,720 
2,692 (32) 21,536 2,724 
2,696 (32) 21,568 2, 728 
2, 700 0 21,600 2,700 

21,600 

Production 
+ Beginning 

Reserves 

0.1224 

0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 

0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 
0.125 

0.125 

Assumptions: ReservcG/Production ratio equal 8 in 1977-1985. Production 
increases 'from calculated 1977 figure to 2,700 in 1985. 

Av~rage Annual Additions to Reserves: 
2,/lJ million barrels 
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API 
Reported Production 

1976 2,825 
F.~;ti.mated 

1977 2,657 
1978 2,587 
1979 2,522 
1980 2,462 

1981 2,408 
1982 2,359 
1983 2,314 
1984 2,273 
1985 2,251 

1986 

* Reported 

APPENDIX 

Table 4 

1985 A.P.I. Crude Oil Production 
Excluding North Slope 

Additions to Reserves= 1,735/yr. 
Reserve/Production Ratio declines to 7 

(millions of barrels) 

Reserve 
Decrease 

1,740 

922 
852 
787 
727 

673 
624 
579 
538 
516 

Reserves 
(ex. Prudhoe) 

Beginning 
of Year 

23,082 

21,342* 
20,420 
19,568 
18,781 

18,054 
17,381 
16,757 
16,178 
15,640 

15,124 

25 

Additions 
to 

Reserves 
(ex. Prudhoe) 

1,085 

1,735 

1,735 

Production 
'!' Beginning 
Reserves 

0.1224 

0.1245 
0.1267 
0.1289 
0.1311 

0.1334 
0.1357 
0.1381 
0.1405 
0.1429 

0.1454 



APPENDIX 

Table S ---·--
A.G.A. Natural Gas Additions to Reserves (Excluding Revisions) 

Required to Achieve 1985 Na'tional Energy Plan 
R/P Remains at 10 

Adjusted l/ Adjusted Jj Adjusted 1/ 
R.:.~.:.rv.: Dt: ~i{ulii"l~ Addit:i..:..:.3 

Reported Production Decrease Reserves to Reserves 

1968 19,373 8,573 286,659 10,800 
1969 20 '723 11,003 278,086 9' 720 
1970 21,961 10,262 267,083 11' 699 . 

1971 22,077 10,714 256,821 11 '363 
1972 22,512 11,643 246,107 10,869 
1973 22,605 12,660 234,464 9,945 
1974 21,318 11,485 221,804 9,834 
1975 19,719 9,316 210,319 .10,403 

1976 19,542 10,977 210,003 8,565 

Estimated 

1977 19,003 2,316 190,026* 16,687 
1978 18,.771 2,290 187,710 16,481 
1979 18,542 2,260 185,420 16,282 
1980 18,316 2,240 183,160 16,076 

1981 18' 092 2,200 180,920 is ,892 
1982 17,872 2,180 178,720 15,692 
1983 17,654 2,160 1.76,540 1,5,494 
1984 17,438 2,130 174,380 15,308 
1985 17,2?5 2,110 177, ?.50 15' 115 

*December 31, 1976 A.G.A. figure less Prudhoe Bay. 

Average Reserve Additions 1968-1972 10,355 
Average Reserve Additions 1977-1985 15,892 

Production 
+ D.:!,i,·,nir,!, 
Reserves 

0.0676 
0.0745 
0.0822 

0.0860 
0.0915 
0.0964 
0.0961 
0.0938 

0.0972 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1 
0.1 

0.1 
0.1 
0.1. 
0.1 
0.1 

1/ Calculated by subtracting Adjusted Additions to Reserves from Production. 
I! Reported data back calculated from December 31, 1976 figure less Prudhoe 
Bay reserve figure by adding Adjusted Reserve Decrease. 
ll All additions except Revisions and Prudhoe Bay.discovery. 
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APPENDIX 

Table 6 

(1) 
A.G.A. Natural Gas Production by 1985 Assuming: 

Reserve/Production Ratio Remains at 10 (2) Additions 
to Reserves of 10 tcf/year 
(Billions of cubic feet) 

Adjusted l/ Adjusted ]j Adjusted ll Production 
A.G.A. Reserve Beginning Additions + Beginning 

Reported Production Decrease Reserves to Reserves Reserves 

1976 19,542 10,977 201,003 8,565 0.0972 

Estimated 
1977 19,003 9,003 190,026* 10,000 0.1 
1978 18,102 8,102 181,023 10,000 0.1 
1979 17,292 7,292 172,921 10,000 0.1 
1980 16,563 6,563 165,629 10,000 0.1 

1981 15,907 5,907 159,066 10,000 0.1 
1982 15,316 5,316 153,159 10,000 0.1 
1983 14,784 4, 784 147,843 10,000 0.1 
1984 14,306 4,306 143,059 10,000 0.1 
1985 13,875 3,875 138,753 10,000 0.1 

*December 31, 1976 figure less Prudhoe Bay reserves. 
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N 
00 

TABLE T. - ~~o_<"-~2.!~ .... :md_sapad~~<:_ginns and Method: 
1976 Prod.1ction Compared "lth 1985 Projected Caeacit~ and Production 

(~lJlions of tons) 

I 1976 Production 2/ B-•se Capacity 3/ New & Exed-Caeacity 4/ 1985 Projected Caeacity 5/ 1985 Proj2cted Froduction 6/ 
l Regions )) UndergrounC Surface Total Und:.rground Surface Underground Surface Onder~round Surface To cal Undergrou~d Surface Total 

Appalachian 226.3 177.0 40).3 ~66.1 208.2 116.0 12.0 302. J 157.7 46(.0 427.5 1S9.5 62i .o 
(l86.3) (145.7) 

Hid-West 53.9 79.0 132-9 63.4 92.9 21.0 lLO 65.4 82.0 14; .4 110.3 53.1 203.4 
(44. 4) (65.0) 

Central, West S Gulf 0.3 24.4 24.7 o.i. 28.7 34.0 0.4 62.7 6.:.1 8.2 72.4 80.6 

Northern Great Plains 0.6 67.5 68.1 0.7 79.4 8.0 293.0 8.7 372.4 381.1 10.4 217.4 22 •. 8 

Rockies 11.2 6.1 1:.1 13.2 7.2 60.0 34 .o 73.2 41.2 lll.4 36.2 17.2 53.4 

Southwest 0.8 19.1 19.9 0.9 22.5 18.0 0.9 40.5 41.4 6.1 ~8.9 65.0 

Northwest & Alaska n 4.8 4.8 n 5.6 3.0 1.0 3.0 6.6 ~-6 0.7 6.8 7.5 

u.s. Total 293.1 377.9 671.0 9'''•· 7 444.5 208.0 409.0 453.9 753.1 1,211.0 599.4 665.3"1,26,.7 
(!45.9) 354 .1) 

.!/ Appalachian: Ala, Ga, E.Ky, Md, Ohio, Pa, Tenn, J;J, and W.Va; H.id-West: Ill, 1nd, W.Ky; C.antral, West & Gulf: Ark, Is, Kan, Ho, Oklo, Tex; Northern 
Crest Plain~: N.Colo, Mont, N.D., ·wyo; Rockies: So.CJlo, Utat:.; Southwest: Ariz, N.lfx; North...,est & AlASkA: Alas, Wash. 
2/ Including bituminous coal'and lignite, plus anthra:ite. 
J/ EstimAted a"ssumes 1976 production in all regions a: 85% of opP-ratlng capacity. Figure in ( ) is net adjusted for replac-ements, 1977-1H5. 
Zt Compiled from "Coal Mine Development & Expansl.on Su:vey," published by Coal Age, February 1977. Totals 617 million tons, excluding 1976 expansion. 
S/ 1985 projected capacity estimated by combining baso capacity (adjusted for replacements) with new and expanded capacity 1977-1985. 
~/ PIES Hodel, 1985 Initiative: Uniform Natural Gas ~egulaticn and Oil Import Price $13.00 asswned. 

Di,iaion of Interfuela Studies 
Juce 20, 1977 
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Table 8. - Estlm.Hed Addltcn:1l Coal Nines :1nd Rallrond Equipment Required to 
Heet the 1,2E5 Ntlllon Ton Annual Production Coal 

1985 Cool Product ion ~/ Adjusted Base J..l Re.,uired Exrnnslon !1_/ Additional Nines 'j./ 
Nil lions of Tons 

Regions 1£ Underground Sur face 

Appa lAchlan 427.5 199.5 

Hid-West 110.3 93.1 

Central, West & Gulf 3. 2 72.4 

N•)rtherr, Creat Plains 10.4 217.4 

Rockies 36.2 17.2 

Southvest 6.1 58.9 

Nor~hYest & Alaska o. 7 6.8 

u.s. Totnl 599.4 665.3 

11 State,q indic.,ted by footnbte en Table l. 
2.t r1ES Nadel, 1985 Initiative .•. 

Total 

627 .o 

203.4 

80.6 

227.8 

53.4 

65.0 

7.5 

1' 264.7 

HU 1 icms of Trns :-111 t ions o[ Tons 
Undergrm.md Surf:lce Undeq~round 5ur (nee Total 

186.3 145.7 241.2 53.8 295.0 

44.4 6-5.0 65.9 28.1 94.0 

0.4 23.7 7.8 43.7 51.5 

0. 7 70.4 9.7 1J8.0 147.7 

1).2 7.2 23.0 10.0 33.0 

0.9 2:.5 5. 2 36.4 41.6 

n ! .6 0. 7 1.2 1.9 

' 
245.9 35<.1 353.5 Jll.2 664.7 

)/ 1.976 capacity, from Tnble 1, ndjusted for mines "!Jork~d-out" in the period 1977-1985. 
'4! CalC'Jlated: 1985 coal production leu adjusted bose; u:tderground and surface combined for total. 

Estimated Number 
Under,sround Sur face Total 

120 11 lJl 

JJ 6 39 

4 9 lJ 

5 28 33 

12 2 14 

3 7 10 

n n n 

177 63 240 

Railroad Additions§./ 
Est lm:tted Number 

HO(!:I?:er Cars Locomotive 

19,470 780 

6,200 250 

6,800 270 

19,500 780 

4,360 175 

5,500 220 

250 10 

62' 080 2,485 

5! AssUJling 2 million tons annual capacity for underground mines and 5 mlllicn tons annual capacity for surface mine!l. 
~{ Assuming 607. of required expansion transported b!' rai~roads; in Appalachian and Hid-West ~,500 hopper cars and 220 loc;OCDotivtl added per 50 million tons moved 
by rail; in Central and Western regions ~,500 hopper cars and 220 locorrotives .added per 25 mlllion tons moved by rail. 

June 28, 1977 
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Table 9. - Estimated Additional Htne \.'orker Employment Required to Heet th• 1,265 
Million Ion Annual Coal Production G?al 

1916 l'roductlon '!:../ Numher lmployv.d 1~· Workus/~1111 ion Tons y Employ. Increase 1.' Eatfrntt ted Attrlth·n 9_/ Add 1t ional Worllrrs II 
{Million Tons} iTho• sands', Number {T'1ou:Jands} 1Thouarnds} ~Thousands"• 

P.cc.lons 1/ Underr.round Sur face Unden~.rou•.d Surface Undcrj;.round Surface Undcn~.oun·:i Surface Under~r.round Sur :ace Underuound Sur !ace Total 

AppAlachian 226.3 177 .o 130.5 45.2 575 260. 115.7 5. 9 48.5 12 7 164.2 18.6 182.8 

Hfd-Wcst 53.9 79 .o 11.9 ll.J 330 155 18.6 2. 2 6,6 3 4 25.2 5.6 30.8 

Central, West f. Gulf 0.3 2~.4 0.1 ).0 335 120 2.6 5.8 0.9 2.6 6. 7 9.3 

Northern Great Plains 0.6 6i .5 •).4 2. s 665 40 6.5 6.C 0.1 (Jo.8 6.6 6.8 13.4 

Rnck ies 11.2 6.1 4.4 o. 5 390 80 9.8 0.1· 1.6 Cl.1 11.4 1.0 12.4 

' SouthtJest 0.8 19.1 0.4 1.2 5•)0 65 2.6 2. 5 0.1 (!.3 :.! • 7 2. 9 5.6 

N<Jrthwest & Alaska ... 1 o. 7 145 0.1 c. 2 o.~ 0. 3 

u.s. To:.al 293.1 37 7.9 153.7 66.7 155.8 23.5 56.9 1f.4 212.7 41.9 254.1> 

1/ St<1tes in each reglon arc lndlc~ted ·:y footnote on J.able l. 
21 Comrdle::l from Tnble 4 of W,C.R. No. 3110, with addiltlon for Anthracite. 
Jt rrclimin.:1ry 1976 estimate. (From Tn.hle 5 of W.C.R, 3110 plus anthrnclte employment). 
'4! Calculated from preceding colurr.n. Rounded number e•ployed ~er mll'.ion tons produced annually. 
~I C<1lculated: 1985 projected producti.r.~n mines 19~6 p·oduct:on, both £:-om Table 1, multlplled by employment per rdllbr: tons. 
~I C:1lculated F.stlmated Attrition as!lurr.es :-etirements ·•nd deaths Ylll reduce present number employed by 51. per yea.r at the undergnund o·•Hationa and 3\'7. per year at sur .. 
face C'peratlons in 9 years, 1977-198S. The resulting c:tlm.tted a::trltlon upresente a numbH of presently employed mine workers to be re•laced in Qddltlon to number added 
to produce new requirements not existing in 1976. 
7/ Combined £rom preceding columns. The estimate of. aided mine 'tlorkera by 1985 assumed co:'ltlnuatlon of t.h~ lov level of coal mine ~rodu:tlvtty in 1976, not adjusted for 
"further declines or for introduce on of improved ma::hin~s or meth:>ds. 

Junt 28,. i.977 
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Regions 1/ 

Appalachian 

Hid-West 

Central, West & Gulf 

Northern Great Plains 

Rockies 

Southwest 

Northwest & Alaska 

u.s. Total , 

TablelO.- Alternative Estimate of Added Workers Requir ed to Meet 
The 1,265 Hilllon Ton Annual Coal Produc tion Goal 

"Best Practice" 2/ 
Ave rage -

Worke r s/Million To ns 
Underground Surface 

340 95 

195 80 

155 44 

300 40 

300 50 

315 55 

350 100 

Alternative Estimate 3/ 
Employment lncrease

(Thousands) 
Und erground Surface Total 

68.4 2.1 7(1. 5 

n.o 1.1 12. 1 

1.2 2.6 

2.9 6 .0 8.9 

7 . 5 0.6 8.1 

1.7 2.2 3.9 

0.2 0.2 0.4 

92.9 14.8 107. 7 

Attri t ion 4/ 
(Thousands) 

Underground Surface 

48.5 12.7 

6.6 3.4 

0.9 

0.1 0 . 8 

1.6 0.1 

0.1 0 . 3 

0 . 2 

56.9 18.4 

1/ States in each region cndicated by Table 1, footnote 1. 

Alternative -Estimates 5/ 
Added Workers -

(Thousands) 
Underground Surface Total 

116.9 14.8 131.7 

17.6 4.5 22.1 

1.2 3.5 4 . 7 

3. 0 6.8 9 . 8 

9.1 0.7- 9 . 8 

1.8 2.5 4.3 

0.2 0 . 4 0.6 

14S.8 33 . 2 183 . 0 

2/ Estimates based on evaluatio:1 of recrod of "high average" countries and company experience . 
}/ Calculated: 1985 Projected Production minus 19 76 Production, on Table 1, multiplied by "Best Practice" Average Employment Per 
Million Tons. 
4/ Assumed s: per year at underground mines and 3~% per year at surface mines . 
11 Combined from preceding columns. 

June 28, 1977 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE TRANSPORTATION SECTOR 

ABSTRAC'l' 

This paper provides an historical background regarding the percent of-energy consumed and the 

types of energy consumed by the U.S. transportation sector. It is concluded that the transportation 

sector accounted for nearly 25 percent of·the energy consumption over the last quarter of a century. 

During the same _time period, its share of petroleum usage has risen from 78.5 percent to 96.9 percent. 

In 1950, coal usage was nearly 20 percent; "it is now negligible. It is also concluded that the trans

portation sector uses nearly 50 percent of the total petroleum consumed in the U.S. The consumption 

of petroleum products (liquified gases, jet fuel, gasoline, distillate fuel, residual fuel and lubes 

and waxes) by the transportation sector has shown some variation over time. This has been documented 

in a tabular form as have the regional variations in transportation ener~y consumption. In 1975, the 

South led the Nation in per capita transportation energy consumption, and the Northeast consumed least. 
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ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN THE TRANSPCRTATION SECTOR 

Energy consumption in the transportation sector accounted for 26.1 percent of the total ~ross 

energy inputs to the United States economy in 1975, and for 32.4 percent of the net energy inputs. 

This relative position of transportation energy consumption is expected to decline in the future l/. 

At present, petroleum accounts for 96.9 percent of the energy inputs to this sector, and this 

dominance by petroleum is expected to continue well into the future. 

Total Energy Inputs to the Transportation Sector 

'During the period of 1947-76 total energy inputs to the transportation sector have increased from 

8,820 trillion Btu to 19,331 trillion Btu, at an average annual growth rate of 2.7 percent. As with 

all energy, the rates of growth have been higher in the latter years of this period. This is 

illustrated in the following table where the growth rate of transportation energy is compared with 

that of energy inputs to the total economy. 

Period 
1951-55 
1956-60 
i961-65 
1966-70 
1971-75 
1975-76 

Average Annual Growth Rate (%) 
of Energy Consumption for · 
previous five-year period 

Transportation 
2.6 

Total energy input 
t6 Economy 

1.9 
3.2 
5.1 
1 .4 
4.2 

3.1 
2.3 
J.b 
4.8 
1.4 
4.8 

Until 1966 the growth rate of energy consumption for transportation was lower than for energy 

growth rate of the economy as a whole. This trend reversed between 1966 and 1970, when the growth 

rate was higher for transportation. Part of this can be accounted for by the age distribution of the 

population; with the highly mobil, travel-conscious, 15-24 year old age group rising· very rapidly. The 

1971-75 period was one of equal growth rates, but during 1975-76 the growth rate of transportation fell 

below the overall energy growth rate. 

Lower transportation growth rates before 1966 resulted in smaller percentage shares of energy used 

in that sector, as illustrated in the.following table. 

Cross Energy Net Energy 
Consumption Consumption 

1950 25.4 28.9 
1955 24.7 28.5 
1960 24.3 28.2 
1965 23.8 ~8.0 
1970 24.2 29.2 
1975 26.0 32.5 

1/ 1 6 26.1 32.4 
- Executive Office of the President-Energy Policy and Planning, The National"Energy Plan. April 29,1977 
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Generally, the percentages of total energy going to transportation have been rising since 1965. 

An evaluation of the percentage of net energy consumption going to transportation reveals basically 

the same pattern. 

The percentages below show changes in fuels used in the transportation sector. 11 

Coal Petroleum Natural Gas 
1950 19.6 78.5 1.5 
19~~ 4.7 92.5 2.5 
1960 .8 95.7 3.3 
1965 .1 95.6 4.0 
1970 - 95.2 4.5 
1975 - 96.5 3.5 
1976 - 96.9 3.1 

Th1~ table 1s 1llustrated 1n F1gure 1. 

Natural gas used in the transportation sector provides fuel for pipelines. Although not among the 

traditional modes of transport, pipelines are include~ in the transportation sector because they do 

compete with other modes to transport materi.~ls. Over one fourth of the total U.S. freight tonnage is 

moved by pipeline. ]_/ Fuel sources for pipelines include natural gas,' electricity, ~n<:l <:Jj_esel oil. 

Most crude oil and petroleum product"lines are powered by electric motors or diesel engines. i/ 

Electricity used as pipeline fuel is included in the industrial rather than the transportation sector 

in Bureau of Mines publications, so only the natural gas used for pipelines is considered here. 

Natural gas lines use natural gas as pump-engine fuel. 

Transportation use of coal, while once important, is now negligiblP.. Replacement of coal-fired 

locomotives by diesel-electric locomotives was the major reason for the decline in coal consumption 

for transpor·Latiun. Minute amounts nf coal are still used by a few steam trains that are opet·ate<.l 

mainly for pleasure trips. 

Petroleum Inputs to the Transportation Sector 

The transportation sector uses over S3.6 percent of the total petroleum consumed in the U.S. The 

historical pattern i.s illustrated in the following table (all figures in percent): 

Year 
1950 
1955 
1960 
1965 
1970 
1975 
1976 

Of all Petroleum 
50.3 
51.9 
51.6 
52.4 
52.6 
54.3 
53.6 

Of all energy 
u~e~ of petroleum 

53.8 
56.0 
56.6 
57.8 
61.1 
60.4 
59.3 

The percentage of total petroleum consumption going to transportation ranges from 50.3 percent in 1950 

2/ 
3; 
it 

Percentages may not add to 100 because 
Department of Transportation, National 
Ibid., p. 291 

small amounts of electricity were omitted. 
Transportation Trends ~nrl Choices, 1977, p. 289. 
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to a high of 54 . 3 percent in 1975-- a r a ther narrow spread . If only the energy us e of petroleum is 

considered , then the r ange is frcm 53 . 8 in 1950 t o 60 . 4 percent in 1975- - again a narrow spread . The 

transportation share of total petroleum use has thus rema ined relatively stab l e ovPr thP past 25 yea rs. 

Perhaps petroleum consumption can be better understood if the quantities are expressed in physical 

units. In 1947 this count r y consumed 1 ,050 million barrels of oil fo r tra nsportation purposes . By 

1976 this figure had risen t o 3 .453 million barre]s-- ovP.r A thrP. e fol d increase. 

The consumption of petroleum products by the transportation sector has shown some varia t ion over 

time . Basically there are six products--liq uefied ga ses, jet fuel, gasoline, distillate fuel, residual 

fuel , and lubes and waxes . Th e percentage distribution ovP.r t i mP is illustra t ed in the follm,ing table 

(all figures in percent): 

T.iiJ"ifl<>rl 

' Year Ga s Jet Fuel 
19~() 0.1 

H55 . 6 3.0 
1':!60 . !l 7.1 
1965 . 9 10.':! 
1970 . 8 12.6 
1975 . 6 11.3 
1976 ~I . 5 10 . 7 

~I Estima t ed . 

Gasoline Distillate 
76.1 6 . 8 
76 . 2 9 . 0 
75 . 7 8 . 4 
74 . 1 8.9 
71.1 10.0 
71.7 ll.5 
71.7 ll . 8 

·· u.:.:;lJu" 1 
Fuel Oil 

16.9 
10.9 

8 . 0 
6.1 
4 . 7 
4 . 0 
4 . 2 

l.1 d /1-'!'-'o ri I 111 
Waxes 

0.8 
0 . 7 
0 . 8 

The relative shares of liquefied gases and lube s and 1,axes a re negligible . The other variat ion~ 

indicate a declining rela tive position for r es idual fuel oil ( f rom 16.9% t o 4 . 2%) and gasol in P. (7n. 1 to 

71.7 %). 21 Jet fuel a nd distillate both show significant increases- -due primarily to the inc r eases in 

jet aircraft and diesel trucks . Figure 2 illustra t es the petroleum products input t o this sector. A 

br eakdown of the four major f uel uses of petroleum for transportation follows . 

Ga soline : There are two major types of ga soline--motor and aviation . Consumption figures over 

the period 1960-76 a r e illustrated in Figure 3. General aviation gasoline shows a very sha rp dec line , 

due primarily to the dominance of jet aircraft over piston engined aircraft which nsP. e;A snl ine . Most 

aviation gas is presen tly consumed by private airr.rAft. 

Nearly all of the gasoline consumed in the United States is p~oduced domestical l y , a s shown i n the 

following table: 

Ituvurled Percent Domestic Percent 
gasoline of gasoline of Total 

Year ~mil . bbls2 t o tal ~mil. bbls2 Total ~mil . bbls) 
1965 10 . 1 0.6 1,710 . 1 99 . 4 1,720 . 2 
1966 15 . 6 0.9 1,777 . 8 99 . 1 1 , 793 . 4 
1967 15 . 2 0 . 8 1,827 . 5 99 . 2 1,842 . 7 
1968 21 . 6 1.1 1 , 034 . 4 98 . 9 1,9~6 . 0 
1969 22 . 7 1.1 2,019.8 98.9 2 , 042 . 5 
1970 24 . J 1.0 2,107.0 98 . 9 2,LH . J 

This may be misleading. 
over time. 

The section on gasoline g ives a clear er picture of gasoline consumption 
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1971 21.7 1.0 2,191.5 99.0 2,213.2 
1972 24 . 8 1.1 2,325 . 9 98.9 2,350.7 
1973 48.S 2.0 2,403 . 9 98.0 2,452.7 
1974 74.4 3.1 2,328.0 96.9 2,402.4 
1975 67.2 2.7 2,383.1 97.3 2,450.3 
1976 p_/ 47.8 1.9 2,519.4 98.1 2,567.2 

pj Preliminary. 

Jet Fuels: There are two major types of jet fuel--kerosene and naphtha. Some representative 

consumption figures over the period 1965-76 a re illustrated in Figure 4. Consnmption of naphtha Lype 

fuels is declining, while consumption of the relatively safer kerosene fuels is increasing . 

The quantities of imported jet fuels are decreasing relative to domestic jet fuels, as can be seen 

in the following table: 

Domestic Percent Domestic Percent Tota l 
jet fuel of jet fuel of jet fuel 

Year (mil. bbls) total ~mil. bbls2 total {mil. bbls2 
19n5 29.4 13.4 190.2 86.6 219.6 
1966 31.3 12 .S 213.1 87 . 2 244.4 
1967 32.4 ]().8 268.4 R9.2 100.8 
1968 38.5 11.0 310 . 9 89.0 34~.4 

1969 45.5 1 ? I} 316.2 87.4 361. 7 
1970 '17.7 14.9 300.3 85.1 353.0 
1971 65.7 17.8 303 .0 82 . 2 368.7 
1972 71.2 19.1 302.5 80.9 373 .7 
1_973 77.6 20.4 302.7 79.6 380 . 3 
1974 59.4 16.6 298 . 0 83.4 357.4 
1975 48.5 13.4 313.6 86.6 362 . 1 
1976 p_/ 28.0 7.8 331.4 92.2 359.4 

'I l:'re11m1nary. 

From 1965-2976 the percentage of total jet fuel consumption represented by imported jet fuel 

remained fairly constant until 1'97.6 when a sharp decline iu imports occurred. 

DistiJl a Le Oil: Di.:Jtillat·e fuel oil has four major uses in Lhe trAnsportation acctor-- fut 

railroads, vessel bunkering, milicary use, and on highway diesel. Figure 5 illustrates the 

distribution of these various uses. Consumption by railroads, vessels, And the military seclur has 

remained fairly constant over time, the most sign i ficant increase, haviug o C'.I: urred in on-highway c.llesel 

consumption. 

The transportation sector uses about one third of total distillate consumed, the remainder going 

primarily for home heating. The following table shows the changes in the transportation share , 

increasing from 23.9 percent in 1965 to 34.1 percent in 1975, then declining to 33.2 percent in 1976 . 

The overall increase reflects the increasing importance of trucking. 
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Used in trans 

• portation sector Percent of · Total Dema nd 
Year (mil. bbls} total {mil. bbls) 
1965 185 .7 23 . 9 775.8 
1966 196.6 24. 7 797.4 
1967 201.7 24 . 7 818.1 
1968 242 . 2 27 . 7 874 . 5 
1969 258. 1 28 . 7 900.3 
1970 269 .7 29.1 927 . 2 
1971 291.6 30 .0 971 . 3 
1972 328.4 30.8 1,066 . 1 
1973 370 . 6 32 . 8 1 , 128.7 
1974 366.5 34 .1 1 ,075 . 9 
1975 354.5 34.1 1,040 . 6 
1976 :2._1 380 . 4 33.2 1 , 145.6 

:E_I Preliminary 

Distillate imports have increased slightly since 1965, although they still constitute only 4.6 

percent of our domestic needs , as the following table illustrates : 

Imported Percent Domestic Percent 
Dis tilla t e of Distillate of Total 

Year {mil. bb l2 Total {mil . bbl) To t al {mil . bbl 2 
1965 13.0 1.7 762 . 8 98 . 3 775 . 8 
1966 13 . 8 1.7 783.6 98 . 3 797 . 4 
1967 18.5 2.3 799.6 97. 7 818 . 1 
1968 48 . 1 5 . 5 826 . 4 94 .5 874 .5 
1969 50.9 5.7 849 . 4 94 . 3 900 . 3 
1970 53.8 5.8 873.4 94.2 927 . 2 
1971 55 . 8 5 . 7 915 . 5 94 . 3 971.3 
1972 66. 4 6 . 2 999 . 7 93 . 8 1 , 066 . 1 
1973 138 . 8 12 . 3 989 . 9 87.7 1 , 128.7 
1974 105 . 6 9 . 8 970 . 3 90 . 2 1,075 . 9 
1975 56. 7 5 .4 983.9 94.6 1,040 . 6 
1976 52 . 5 4.6 1 ,093 . 1 95 . 4 1,145 . 6 

Pa rticula rly noticeable is the sizable jump from 1972 to 1973 in imported distillat e , and its 

rapid decline from 1973-76 . 

Residual Fuel Oil: Residua l fuel oil is used in the transportation sector f or r a ilroads, vessel 

bunkering , and military use . The shares are illustrated in Figure 6. In general , railroad usage has 

declined t o a minima l l evel, v essel bunkering ha s remined s t able, and milita r y use is slowly declining . 

The declining share of transporta t ion residual t o total residual consumption is shown below . 
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Transportation Percent of Total Demand 
Year (mil. bbls.) Total (mil. bbls.) 
1965 118.0 20.1 587.0 
1966 119.3 19.1 626.4 
1967 124.2 19.1 651.9 
1968 126.9 19.0 668.2 
1969 118.6 16.4 721.9 
1970 117.1 14.6 804 .. 3 
1971 109.2 13.0 838.0 
1972 103.7 11.2 925.6 
1973 116.5 11.3 1,030.2 
1974 ·112. 7 11.7 963.2 
1975 116.3 19.9 898.6 
1976 E./ 127.0 12.5 1,019.6 

]!_/ Preliminary. 

Historically, the United States imported more residual than it produced, although this disparity 

appears to be decreasing. In 1975, domestic production actually exceeded imports. 

Imported Percent of Domestic Percent of 
YP.."lT RPsid. 'l'r.>tal F.o;.>iiid. Total Total 
1965 345.2 58.8 241.8 41.2 587.0 
1966 376.8 60.2 249.6 39.8 626.4 
1967 395.9 60.7 256.0 39.3 651.9 
1968 409.9 61.3 258.3 38.7 668.2 
1969 461.6 63.9 260.5 31.1 838.0 
1970 557.8 69.4 246.5 30.6 804.3 
1971 557.7 68.9 260.5 31.1 838.0 

' 1972 637.4 68.9 288.2 31.1 925.6 
1973 676.2 65.6 354 .o 34.4 1,030.2 
1974 579.2 60.1 384.0 39.9 963.6 
1975 446.5 49.7 452.1 50.3 898.6 
1976 p_/ 511.8 50.2 507.8 49.8 1,019.6 

p_/ Preliminary 

Lubes and Waxes: Lubes and waxes, while important to the transportation sector, have never used 

large quantities of petroleum. Starting in 1967, the picture is as follows: 

Year 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
1974 
1975 
1976 

.. Used in Transportation 
Sector 

(million barrels) 
22.1 
24.2 
20.1i 
21.0 
20.9 
25.8 
26.9 
25.8 
22.6 
27.0 

The total consumption has varied over the years by only a few million barrels. 

Liquified Gas: Liquified gas as an internal combustion fuel is rather minor. The picture from 

1965 is as follows: 
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Year 
1965 
1966 
1967 
1968 
1969 
1970 
1971 
1972 
1973 
197q 
197.J 
1976 

Transportation Use 
(million barrels) 

28.4 
28.9 
27.7 
29.3 
34.9 
31.8 
31.5 
35.2 
33.6 
31.2 
27.7 
27.7 

Variations have been minor over time--only a few million barrels per year. 

Regional Variations in Transportation Energy Consumption ~ 

There are significant variations in transportation ener~y consumption between various regions of 

the United States. The per capita energy consumption for transportation purposes for selected years 

can be seen in the following table (all figures in million Btu/capita): 

Region 1960 1965 1970 1975* 
Northeast 45.3 50.8 62.8 62.2 
South 57.4 64.4 8J.. 2 t 91.6 
North· Central 62.0 53.8 71.1 78.4 
West 68.8 74.4 89.5 91.4 

Total U.S. 54.6 61.0 75.4 81.1 .,. Latest year for wh~ch complete data are ava~lable 

Particularly noticeable are the significant increases in per capita energy consumption for 

transportation purposes for the 1960-75 period. In 1975, the South led the Nation in per capita 

transportation energy consumption, with the Northeast consuming the least. 

Many of the same variations arc found when considering p.er capita gasoline consumption. This can 

be seen for selected years in the following table (all figures in million Btu/capita): 

Region 1960 1965 1970 1975* 
Northeast 35.9 39.3 46.3 48.2 
South 44.7 49.7 60.7 67.1 
North Central 46.1 50.1 58.6. 63.6 
West 49.3 51.9 60.3 63.4 

Total U.S. 43.6 47.6 56.6 61.1 

*Latest year for wh~ch complete data are ava~lable. 

Again the South leads in per capita gasoline consumption, but the West declined to third.place behind 

the North Central Region. The Northeast region of the country is significantly below the rest of the 

United States. 

Jet fuel consumption per capita differs from other fuel consumption patterns. This can be seen 

for selected years in the following table (all figures in million Btu/capita): 

Based on unpublished work of Colleen Cornett, Division of Interfuels Studies, Bureau of Mines, 
Department of the Interior. 
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Region 1960 1965 1970 1975* 
Northeast 1.2 3.6 6.5 ----s.-6 
South .6 2.6 5.7 5.3 
North Central .6 2.1 4.4 4.3 
West 2.1 6.2 12.7 12.4 

Total U.S. 1.0 3.2 6.7 6.4 

* Latest year for which complete data are available. 

Here the West leads per capita consumption, followed by the Northeast; South, and North Central 

regions in that order. 

Per capita distillate consumption in the transporation sector shows a slightly different pattern, 

as can be evidenced in the following table (all figures in millions of Btu/capita): 

Region 1960 1965 1970 1975 
Northeast 3.5 3.7 4.7 5.3 
South 5.3 6.2 8.9 11.9 
North Central 4.5 5.5 7.5 9.9 
Wesl 7.4 8.3 10.1 ll.l 

Total U.S. 4.9 5.7 7.7 9.7 

Per capita distillate usage in the Northeast region has remained consistently low, while that of the 

rest of the country has increased rapidly. Especially noteworthy is the very sharp increases in per 

capita distillate consumption (for transpoctation purposes) in the South. 

Per capita residual fuel oil consumption in the transportation sector shows a different pattern 

from other fuel uses, as can be seen in the following table (all figures in millions of Btu/capita): 

Region 1960 1965 1970 ~~_7 5 
Northeast 4:7 5.3 -.s·:-2· 2.9 
South 5.8 4.6 4.4 6.1 
North Central .5 .4 . 3 .3 
West 9.7 ...2:.2 __i_J:. ~ 

Total u.s. 4.6 3.8 3.7 3.4 

Generally, per capita consumption of residual fu~l oil is declining in all regions. 

Other fuel uses in the transportation sector are either negligible or not disaggregated to a 

regional level,. and hence will not be covered here. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 
The following is the discussion of Mr. Walter G. Dupree's presentation, "Energy Consumption in the 

Transportat·ion Sector. This discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the audience 

and answers from Mr. Walter Dupree. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Do you have a breakdown of the percentage of total energy use in the transportation 
sector attributed to railroad and (competing) truck traffic? Would a truck to railroad 
shift be significant from the point of view of impact on energy use in the transportation 
sector? 

We do not have this breakdown. lJetermining which truck and rail lines operated in direct 
competition would be a difficult task. Traditionally, rail handles low valued bulky 
commodities transported relatively long distances while ·trucks offer speedy direct service 
for higher valued commodities over shorter distances. Much debate has recently been 
centered over whether rail transportation is in fact economically more efficient even over 
longer hauls. Even though the trains' per-ton-~ile btu figure may appear more energy 
efticient, the whole mix ot serviee opt1ons (spetl!-li, security, value of commodity, p!!rish
ability) must be considered in any intermodal comparison. 

In 1974 combination trucks, those most likely to be in competition with trains, consumed 
more than 10.1 billion gallons of motor fuels. This was 9 percent of the fuel consumed by 
all motor vehicles. (Assuming all the truck fuel is distillate, the btu equivalent is 
1,262.0 x 1012 btu) and 7 percent of all fuel used in the transportation sector. The vast 
majority of railroads also use distillate fuel, the total of 1974 being 612 x 1012 btu. 

Does your study relate energy consumption in the transport sector to other data than "per 
capita": for example: per ton of goods, per passenger or trip miles? 

No. Many transportation studies have examined variables including those mentioned, but the 
analysis is usually on an aggregate level. Freight volume and passenger mile information 
are difficult to obtain on a state or regional basis. 

If 11.8% of energy used by transportation is distillate petroleum and this equals 33% of 
total distillate use, who uses the remaining 67% and in what percentages? 

The four categories of distillate consumption included in the transportation sector are 
railroads, vessels, military, and on-highway diesel. In 1975 these categories accounted 
for 34 percent of total distillate consumption. A more detailed breakdown for 1975 follows: 

Category 

Transportation: 

Railroads 
Vessels 
Military 
On-Highway 

Subtotal 

Heating 
Industrial 
Oil Company Use 
Electrical Utility Cos. 
Off-Highway diesel 
All Other 

Total 

93,191 
26,138 
18,004 

217,206 
354,539 
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( 8.9%) 
( 2.5%) 
( 1. 7%) 
(20.9%) 

Thousand 
RRrrPls 

354.539 

487. 1,20 
63,993 
13,633 
65,203 
48,977 
10!096 

1!043!561 

PPTC'Pnt 

34.0 

46.7 
6.1 
1.3 
6.3 
4.7 
0.9 

100.0 



Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

What is the impact on Western coal production of mandatory stack gas scrubbers for utility/ 
industry boilers? 

It is expected that mandatory stack gas scrubbers for utility and industry boilers will 
restrain the expansion of Western coal shipments to markets in the Mid-Western and Eastern 
States. Shipments to fill many long term contracts, which already exist> will continue 
so long as the lower Btu Western coal has a delivered cost advantage and performs satis
factorily in the available burning equipment. However, when utility and industry boilers 
have made substantial capital investments in the best available technology, they will 
use some higher sulfur Mid-Western and Eastern coals to take advantage of their higher 
Btu content and the lowet costs of transport from mines to generating plants. 

For what reasons has the rate of increase of transportation fuel consumption traditionally 
lagged behind the rate of increase for all uses of energy resources? 

The highest rate of growth of energy consumption has been shown by the electrical sector, 
which has quadrupled its consumption since 1950. Over the same period, transportation use 
of electricity has declined slieht1y. Nsxt in growth LaL~ has been the nonfuel use of 
fossil fuels by the industrial sector for lubes, waxes, chemicals, etc. This consumption 
has tripled since 1950. The transportation sector, which more than doubled, has grown 
faster than the industrial sector and the household and commercial sectors over this 
period. 

In the late Forties and early Fifties, the substitution of the more energy efficient diesel 
engine for the coal-fired locomotive reduced the Btu's consumed by the transportation 
sector. 

Since 1960, the consumption of the transportation sector has grown more rapidly than total 
U. S. energy consumption. 
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LONG- RANGE TRANSPORTATIOM PLANNI NG UNDER ENERGY CONSTRAINTS: 
A CRITICAL REVIHI CF CURRE~H CAPABILITY 

ABSTRACT 

This paper di scusses and evaluates the capability of conventional UTPS planning procedures to 

deal with energy issues . Central i ssues fo r " continuing": planning are i dentif ied as (1) r eev alua t ion 

of long- range plans ; (2) modal alternatives; (3) i nvestment needs; (4) tunding flow. The UTPS process 

is found to be capable of dealing quite well with certain energy policies (e . g ., speed reductions, 

increased vehicle efficiency) but is generally a weaker tool in add ressing other policies (e . g . , 

r a t i nni.ng , Sunday driving bans, urban ac l lvit y redi s tributions). Genf'rr~lly, the l.leVII.l~vuy d lldly"l"' 

capability of UTPS appears stronger than its capab l llty t o phe~c~t actual impac tR. Spec~t~c 

informa tion on gasoline price elasticity of travel by trip purpose, as well as trip priorities would 

greatly increase the pr ed i ctive P OWPr rd~ t-ho ~ .. ~ .- o~ 
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LONG-RAMGE TRANSPORTATION PLANNING UNDER ENERGY CONSTRAINTS: 
A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF CURRENT CAPABILITY 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

·one of the most interesting and significant immediate impacts of the energy crisis of the winter 

of 1974 was its impact on urpan and inter-city travel. As the energy crisis evolved through early 

1974, certain travel patterns changed markedly while others changed only slightly. Most individuals 

and households appeared to have taken some steps to conserve energy and fuel in travel (1, 2,), but 

travel generally returned to 1973 levels after the crunch period was over. 

In addition, shifts in travel behavior were not entirely as anticipated. Althoueh trRniit 

ridership increased sharply in early 1974, this gain was eaten away as the crisis subsided; thus urban 

transit appeared not to have been a major benefactor of the energy crisis. Rather, evidence suggests 

that people took moremultipl~stop trips and perhaps patronized larger stores closer to home, 

particularly in non-work travel. Carpooling was considerably less effective than had been anticipated. 

However, the sequence and ordering of these and other steps appear to be somewhat different in 

different parts of the country and for different contexts. Generally, shifts in travel behavior 

appeared to have involved personal actions taken·by individuals and their immediate households rather 

than actions .i.uvulving the social contact of individuals with other families. During the crisis, 

however, intercity travel particularly via automobile fell sharply, with resulting drops in accidents 

and deaths. 

While car purchases fell off sharply, the distribution of car registrations changed very little; 

·it appears that most individuals simply waited out the energy storm (1). The crisis did not last long 

enough to evaluate longer-term impacts, which have been suggested to include continuing increases in 

transit usage, resideutial shifts closer to Job and shopping locations, imd shifts in auto ownership 

patterns:particularly the purchasing of more efficient,vehicles. 

The 1974 crisis also has reoriented the process of transportation planning and invectment · 

decisions. For example, the distinct possibility (perhaps inevitability) of reduced fuel availability 

and/or significantly higher fuel prices in the future has raised basic questions concerning the 

relationship of future t.r;wel to ener·gy constraints. All this brings into question the 

appropriateness of large investments in new transportation facilities which may not be utilized to 

capacity, and further highlights the importance of including energy considerations in a formal and 

quantitative manner in long-range transportation planning. 
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In addition, short-range planning is also affected siucethe immediate impact of a reduction in 

travel during a crisis would be a sharp reduction in revenues:from fuel taxes and tolls. Since 

reductions in the funding capability of transportation programs would become real if an energy crisis 

were to occur again and continue for more than a few years, the entire issue of appropriate funding 

sources for transportation investments is brought into question. Since most state transportation 

funding agencies as well as the federal government use state fuel taxes as a revenue source, the 

reduced availability of these funds would greatly increase the competition among possible improvements, 

and would probably hamper the completion of needed transportation projects. If state funds were to 

fall, $tgnificant lo.sses of federal funds might also ensue, with the result being that hard decisions 

concerning the priorities '.of transportation investment proposals would have t.o be made. '.Chllt l:hli 

transportation planning profession was generally not well prepared to deal with these issues is well 

evidenced by the incapability of the profession to address relevant issues during the 1973-74 energy 

crisis, and issues ensuing from it. While most professionals were able to surmise, generally speaking, 

the impact of alternative policies on travel; in fact, it became quickly apparent that v~ry little hard 

information was available upon which to make accurate predictions of policy effects. In a particularly 

important area, the sequencing and priority pla~eu on trips by households, it was found th8t p~ojected 

energy-related actions did not occur according to conventional theory;,that unexpected "travel" shifts 

were observed. 

This may have to some extent been anticipated, since transportation planning techniques evolved 

during the 1950's and J960's, in a period in which the possibility of fuel shortages or prices that 

would influence travel demand, and subsequently the need for transportalluu investment~; was implicitly 

perceived by most professionals to be remote at best. A perusal of luug,-tduge tr4t1~porea tion plane 

prepared in the 1960's shows that only a handful gave more than lip-service to the possibility of 

energy-constraint futures. And an analysis of travel forecasting and evaluation techniques shows 

generally a paucity of procedures which are sensitive in any real sense to energy policies, particularly 

reduced fuel availability. The conclusion one must logically draw then, is that, generally speaking, 

transportation planning and the projections made therefrom are not energy sensitive. It further 

follows that there exists a distinct probability that significant over-estimates have been made of 

future travel, and possibly required transportation investments. Fortunately, this situation is not 

irreversible. Transportation planning processes in most metropolitan areas are entering the 

"continuing" phase, in which over the next ten years plans developed earlier will be reevaluated .<~ncl 

perhaps rescaled, based on monitoring and surveillance of key travel parameters. It would seem then 

that this next round of plans ought to give considerably more emphasis to energy issues thau uid the 
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previous round. 

2.0 ENERGY ISSUES FOR TRANSPORTATION PLANNING 

We may well ask then, what are the nature of energy issues that are likely to require consideration 

in the continuing transportation planning phase? They seem to fall into four general areas: 

(1) Reevaluation - Plans developed earlier must be reevaluated in light of energy constraints, 

and projections revised to.account for probable energy-constraint futures. 

(2) Modal Evaluation6 - The role of more energy efficient modes, particularly urban bus transit, 

needs to be more carefully considered. While the justification for urban transit is 

seldom great from a benefit/cost viewpoint, the inclusion of energy considerations in the 

evaluation may greatly change the picture. 

(]) ~eal Inve6tment Need6 - If travel changes, how will it be manifested in investment 

requirements? What are the most reasonable and real investments needed for energy-constraint 

futures? What is the role of gasoline availability and price in influencing investment 

policies? Are previously'developed plans really justified? 

(4) Funding - If travel is reduced, how will funding available for transportation investment be 

affected? What will the time flow of these monies look like? Are project prioritizing 

methods capable of filtering out those projects which are most valuable in energy-constraint 

worlds? 

What is the present ability of present transportation planning techniquesto evaluate energy issues? 

The following elements are crucial to answering this question: 

(1) The nature and scope of energy policy issues and options likely to be addressed in 

transportation planning. 

(2) The availability of appropriate data sources for energy analysis and the capability and 

availability of present long~range planning techuiques to analyze those issues. 

(3) Capabilities of transportation evaluation procedures to handle energy considerations 

(particularly equity) in a realistic manner. 

(4) The kinds of improvements in planning techniques that are required to permit such capability. 

(5) Research needed to generate the capability to make such icprovements. 

Policy Options 

The capability of long-range transportation planning to address energy issues must be evaluated 

against a careful delineation of the kinds of issues that are likely to he studied and ore likely to be 

of interest to professionals and decision-makers in the next few years. While numerous policies can be 

formulated as suggested for consideration, they may be generally grouped into one of the following five 
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general areas: 

(1) Policies enc@uraging a better and wiser use ~f existing vehicle fleets - These include 

actions such as e~pooting, p~eing o6 ga6oiine, which would initiate priority analysis 

·by households of the most important travel requirements, ga6 p~ee in~e.a6~ and tax~, 

~oning potiei~, and time. ban6 such as the Sunday driving ban. In all of these policies 

the objective is to get the driving public to utilize existing vehicles in a more efficient 

manner, by forcing them to address their real needs against their capability to obtain and 

utilize gasoline. 

(2) Policies aimed at improving the gas consumption efficiency of the vehicles themselves -

Examples are ~peed ~eduction policies, which generally result in a more efficient miles per 

gallon, and efforts to imp~ove. .the. e6Meie.ney o6. vehicl.e enginu. 

(3) Policies which would shift travel demand in time, so as to spread out peak loads and thereby 

ease congestion and improve operating efficiency - Policies in this area include in~eao~d 

p~~ng c~geo by time-of-day, ~tagg~e.d wohk houAJ, and 6ouh-ddy wo~~ w~~~. and 

(4) Policies aimed at inducing modal shifts to more efficient transportation modes - These 

policies include transit-related actions such as 6~e ~e.duction6 and ~~v~ee imp~oveme~, 

in~~~ed p~~ng eh~g~, tax~ on ga6otine. of a variety of types, possible transit 

increases due to ga6oiine p~ee. ~n~ea6eo, and ~oning potieieo. 

(5) Policies aimed at redistributing thespatial layout of activities, thereby improving the 

travel efficiency of the population - Such policies inc.l urle au.t.omubile. "barl-6 from certain 

areas, redistributions of ~ban aetiv~y loeation6, particularly work, and mu~e. e.66icie.r~ 

6ettteme.nt pattenn~. 

Capability of Present UTPS Techniques* 

Which of the above policies can reasonably be evaluated with presently available long-range 

transportation planning procedures? In answering this question, we must· first draw the distinction 

between being able to forecast the ae.tual impae.t to be expected (i.e. an estimate) from a given policy, 

versus the capability to measure the ~en6~v~y (expected changes) of various travel-related indices 

in response to various levels of a given policy. 

For instance, if_ a policy on carpooling were to be implemented, it would be quite difficult, if 

not impossible, to forecast exactly how muth of the travelling market would subsequently go into 

* The UTPS process is taken to mean the conventional four-step travel simulation package used by most 
agencies to forecast long-range travel, together with its peripheral programs. 
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carpools (e.g\ how much auto occupancy would change for work trips). But it would be relatively easy 

to test the sensitivity of, say, different auto occupancy levels (say 15%, 30%, and .60% increase) for 
) 

different trip types, and observe the result and impact on fuel consumption, VMT, etc. By varying the 

levels of the input variable, it would be possible to then construct an "elasticity" curve 

representing the percent change in a given travel parameter caused by a given percent change in auto 

occupancy. But the analyst would have to wait until an energy policy were actually implemented before 

he would know exactly how much of a change in auto occupancy actually occurred from an energy policy. 

This situation is unfortunately the case with many of the above policies: it is often possible 

to determine the ;.,eY!J:J-Lti..vi.;ty of energy consumption to an assumed change in travel, but it is q.uite 

another matter to Utima-te the change in travel which would occur if such policies were actuAlly 

implemented. 

eoneeA~ng ~eY!J:J-Lti..vi.;ty than que;.,tioY!J:J eoneeA~ng e;.,tima-tu. Table 1 summarizes in a subjective manner 

the possibility. of short-term (1 to 5 years) travel forecasts being made through the UTPS process, for 

specific energy related policies. An analysis of the table suggests the following general conclusions: 

(1) Certain policies may be tested with the present process quite well. These include speed 

reductions and increased vehicle efficiency policies. 

(2) Policies concerning transit -~ar~s, r<"rpooling, iut.:reased .P_arking, and taxes on gasoline can 

be tested with reasonable confidence. Information concerning gasoline price elasticity would 

greatly increase our predictive skills in these areas. While evidence is slowly accumulating 

that gasoline elasticity over the short-term is very low (in the order of -.1) we need to 

know considerably more about this phenomenon in order to make headway in the transportation 

analysis area. 

(3) Policies concerning general price incrP.ases or ratiuning schemes, as well as Sunday driving 

and urban activity distributions, appear to be beyond .our present capability to test 

reasonably well at this time. The primary reasons for this are that our knowledge is weak 

concerning the probable impacts of such policies on the redistribution of household 

priorities, and its output effect on trip sequencing and frequency. A parallel problem 

involves our knowledge about the flexibility of disposable household incomes. to simply pay 

mor.e for available gasoline. 

Some work has been done concerning the sensiti.vity of travel to various energy related policies. 

;.Table 2 summarizes a humber of· key parameters in the UTPS process, and the way in which they might be 

inputted into a conventional UTPS model, to determine energy impacts. Several tests have been made 

by NYSDOT (4): first, concerning the impact of a 50 mph speed; second, a 15% reduction in work trips; 
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third, a 30% reduction in work trips. Results are shown in Tables 3-5 and Figure 1. They demonstrate, 

as expected, that a 50.mph speed limit (using Rochester as a test area) would not decrease VMT by very 

much, and would save approximately 2% in energy over a typical day. Travel would (in theory) be shifted 

from expressways to the local street system. On the other hand, a 15% reduction in work trips would 

result in about a 6% reduction in VMT, and approximately the same reduction in total energy consumption. 

The sensitivity analysis further suggests that decreases in gas consumption were approximately linearly 

related to decreases in work-oriented ("long") trips (Figure 1). 

This example demonstrates the utility of sensitivity analysis for long-range planning. Given such 

information, put together through ~n extensive analysis of the entire UTPS process and its variables, 

it would be possible to translate many proposed policies into UTPS parameters for testing purposes. 

Evaluation 

The cvalaution of energy-constrained transportation futures, one against another anrl against "null" 

rt!4ulu;:a that tr:onsportat;i,on impacts on a varlety of areas hP. carl:!fully cvalu:&tE'rl. T.n 11 <;ont1nulng" 

planning, considerably morE' emphasis is likely to be placed on the comparison of nu11 altetrtatiVI:!s, 

particularly those with energy constraints, than was done in the first round. While it may appear on 

the surface that energy issues per se cannot be handled within conventional impact analysis schemes, a 

more careful reading of the capabilities of the present UTPS process suggests that the reverse is true. 

In fact, as the sensitivity test above demonstrates, with a very simple mill:!s-per-gollon ca]~ulator 

routine A.;t -0., poM.tb.ee. :to anal.yze ;the evteJtgy coYL6Vtvatiovt -UnpticatioYIJ.l o6 a vWU.e.:ty o6 potiuu, .oivtce. 

e.vteJtgy e.oMumptiovt de.pe.vtd~ p!Uma!U.ty ovt ve.h.tc.£.e. vofume., :tJUp .te.vtgth avtd .ope.e.d. Such routj.nes can be 

<'!nd have been <>ttached to conventional UT!'~ our.puls with little <>rlrlttional work. Thus, the analysis of 

some impact areas !:rom an l:!lli:!L'&Y 'lfiCIIJ10int ;, pr.es~ntly within the range of the ]Jrofession. This 

includes u.6 eJt co.o;t-6 avtd be.vte.6i;t.6, ILUt qua.Uty art.J no-0~ e. avtai.y.o . .i.o. 

On the other hand, the energy implications Ovt I.>OC-WeC.OI'lomi.l'. prJJt.a.mU~'L~, p:;,.rti r11l arly eq~li ty, are 

not well understood--but for that matter neither are the implications of other transportation issues 

on thes~ parameters well understood. U~bavt 6o~ and Me o6 ac;t.(.v-i.;ty ~.>pace is a particularly thorny 

area, in which very little impact analysis capability is presently available. The primary problem in 

both of these areas is that so little is known about the probable behavior of individ~als under energy 

constraints that issues such as redistribution of urban ~pace or inequities in gasoline allocations 

are not easily analyzed. 
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Improvement& needed 

The preliminary findings of this overview suggest that while the conventional UTPS process is 

capable of addressing certain long-range energy questions with reasonable ease, it falls short of 

making reasonable predictions in a number of key areas, particularly rationing. The following elements 

appear to be essential for a considerable increase in our capability to plan for long-range energy 

impacts. 

(1) Travel Behavior.- First and. foremost, we need to know considerably more about the ways in 

which individuals and households will reorganize travel patterns and priorities in energy

constraint futures. While some of this research is presently underway through NCHRP, the 

energy crisis of 1973-74 suggested that conventional views about the nature of these 

behavioral changes R~Q not valiu. Without this information, it would be impossible to 

predict the sequence and magnitude of responses to a variety of energy constraints. 

(2) Elasticity - While a considerable number of studies have been done on the question of 

gasoline price elasticity, the relationship of this information to the travel sequencing 

and priority is particularly ~carce. It is particularly important to understand the 

relationship of price elasticity to elements of the transportation planning process, 

particularly trip generation, distribution and mode ~plit. 

(3) Car Purchasing and Vehicle Fleet Turnover - A central piece of knowledge concerns the 

capability of improvements in vehicle efficiency to more than make up for projected price 

increases or reductions in gasoline availahility. Transportation planners should have 

a~ailable projections of car purchasing behavior under a variety of assumptions, and be 

equipped with procedures for entering this information into long-range planning. 

(4) Location Decisions - We must know a great deal more about the ways in which households and 

firms make location decisions, particularly the influence of energy-constrain.ts on such 

decisions. 

(5) Demand Forecasts - Good Models are needed which relate travel demand (generation and 

distribution as well as mode split) to both gasoline price and availability, as well as 

socioeconomic factors. This may involve the careful structuring of longitudjnal studies 

to obtain sequential information from a panel of households during periods of gasoline 

priL:e increase. 
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Some Proposed Researcn 

To answer some of these questions, research is needed to (1) develop appropriate procedures for 

analyzing energy price and availability in long-range transportation planning; and (2) develop methods 

for the inclusion of energy/fuel factors in transportation programming and budgeting. The pJr.odu.C-t of 

the research ought to be a set of plr.oc.edu.Jr.e!.l 6ul.l1J -i.YL:teg!La..ted with ewting me:thodJ.., :to .M.6.i.6:t S.:ta..te 

and loc.a..t :t.Jr.a.MYJOILta.:t.i.on planYLi-ng gltou.p-6 -i.n p!tepalt-i.ng, u.pda.,Urty , artd Jte.v,t,~.i_J1g llYIIZh[Jij-ILr?.o.-eMtic. 

:t.Jr.a.11.6poJt.:ta.:t,(_on pla11.6. Elements of the research should include: 

(1) Land Use/Transportation 

Procedures for studying the imp&cts of the fuel shortage on regional transportation demands 

and land uses should be researched. Based on estimates of travel behavior, demands on 

existing and planned transportation systems ct.lllld then be def:ined. Procedures fGr studying 

<Oldsting c:apBt:i.ties of transvortation modes should also be developed, to determine the 

availahi.lity of alternate transportation SQrvi.cP.s. '):'he delineation of supply of and demanrl 

for transportation should lead to defining of economic d:islocations throughout regional 

economics. 

(2) Travel Behavior 

Research should concentrate on procedures for describing travel behavior under energy

constraints, particularly with respect to (a) the sensitivity of travel to energy 

consLrainti (b) the sequence of household actions as a basis for determining the effects 

uf further tighte.ning or loosening of er,.'!rgy constraints; (c) household priorities placed 

on travel-satistied needs. 

(3) Demand Forecasting Procedures 

Virtually nonr. of the cnr.rent demand forecasting procedures available today can handle energy 

constraints realistically, let alone provide estimates quickly, or base such estimates on 

sound theory. Research is badly needed to develop special procedures for fast-turnaround 

travel estimates in response to a variety of energy-related policies. This research should 

use as a base the findings of recent L'esear.ch (e.g., NCHRP Pro.iects 8-12, 8-14, and 7-10) 

but concentrate specifically on energy problems. 

(4) Alternatives 

The range of alternatives typically consider.erl in long-range planning should be expanded to 

include energy-reduced options. Methods to ~rleutify and describe such options should be 

developed. 
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(5) Impacts 

Techniques,for analyzing the impacts (equity and otherwise) of fuel allocation schemes 

(rationing, pricing, etc.) on various segments of society, such as income groups, spatial 

distributions of popula~ion, and employment sectors, should be done through a review of 

literature and from data developed by Federal and State agencies. Sampling of population 

segments may be required should other data sources be inadequate. Some impacts covered 

would be: effects on aggregate personal consumption and consequent effects on transportation 

demands, effects on non-price competition among consumers for fuel, effects on distribution 

of income among population segments, etc. 

(6) .Financial Data 

The effects of gasoline con$umpt.i nn on tronspo:r Ld Llun finance and fund allocations should be 

determined. Based on current financial sources, an evaluation of funding levels likely for 

the states under fuel shortage conditions, should be made. 

(7) Alternative Funding Sources 

New sources of revenue shouln be explored which will be equitable to society and which will 

promote efficient uses of fuel. Advantages and disadvantages (administrative, political, 

and economic) should be defined for each taxation strategy. 

(8) Project Evaluation and Scheduling 

Procedures need to be developed forprioritizingand scheduling project proposals, accounting 

for (1) their impact on energy consumption; (2) energy impacts on availability and cost of 

construction materials.(e.g., asphalt). 

The emphasis of this research should be on developing procedures that are consistent with, but 

extension·s of, procedures used presently, so that Stat:: and local agencies c;m use them. 

3.0 CONCLUSION 

The efficient use of resources for ·transportation purposes has entered a pivotal and critical time. 

Recently transportation planning and investment has operated under the basic assumption of 

plentiful, almost unlimited and cheap fuel supplies. In the past the rationale for the use of public 

transportation to conserve fuel played an extremely minor role in planning. Now that the era of cheap 

energy is over, it is important that past assumptions of travel demand be 1·evised. It is also 

important to recognize the impact of transportation fuel shortages on regional economies, and consequent 

dislocations, to better promote those transportation resources of most efficiency and consequence. 

Since the financing of State transportation authorities and projects have been tied to the fuel 

tax on automobiles, the present fuel situation may have a dramatic impact on the finance and supply of 
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transportation resources in the future. Studies should provide transportation planners and pulicy 

makers with the background facts and projections necessary to formulate those st~atcgies which will 

promote efficient transportatjnn. 
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11 FUTURE TRANSPORTATIO~l FUELS - OPTIMIZATION OF Tf!E 

VEHICLE - FUEL - REFI~ERY SYSTEM" 

ABSTRACT 

Current energy demand and supply patterns are reviewed and the availability of energy resources to 

meet demands in the free world is projected. 

At current petroleum industry capital investment levels, it is shown that future domestic crude 

oil production will not be sufficient to significantly reduce the level of petroleum imports. Synthe

tic fuels from such sources as oil shale, tar sands and coal are also considered as replacements for 

imported petroleum. 

It is suggested that c.on6Vtvation c.oup.te.d W-i.-th inc.e.ntivv., 6oJr. new pe;tJw.te.wn and a.U:Vtna;te. Jr.ef.JouJr.c.e. 

deveJ!.opme11-t c.an ~ub-6-ta.n.:t...i.aUy Jte.duc.e. .the. Uni .. .te.d S.ta.te.o depevr.dr.nc.e. Of'! -i .. mpoJt.te.d pe..tJr.o.te.wn.. S-i.nc.e. .t'Um6-

po.'T.-tat<.on 6ueh ac.c.oul'l-t 6oJr. a .tMge. poJr.tion o6 liquid 6uel.-6 c.oMwnpuuvt, i.t .i.-6 l.lhown .tha;t .the. ve.h<.c..te., 

i.tl.l 6ue..t, and .the. Jr.e.O.i_nVty ( VFR) mUI.l.t be. op.timize.d M a .to .tal: .6tj.6:teJ'rl if'! UJtUIUt -tu p!Lovide. fiOl! . .the. mo.6.t 

e.66iue.Vl-t utilization ofi ouJL c.Jr.ude. oil alid ~.>ub.6e.que.Vl-t ~.>yl'l-the..tic.-bMe.d 6uel.-6. 

Benefits to be derived from optimizing the VFR system are illustrated by a series of cases pres

ented on the basis of applying known vehicle fuel economy efficiencies to various transportation fuel 

product slates to simulate an average U.S. refinery. These computer runs show the relative fuel 

quantities available when a given refinery is operated to provide a fixed volume of non-automotive 

petroleum products and a fixed amount of t.l!am;portati~n milca when using gr~snline, diesel, broad range 

fuel, and future concept enginP.S. 

Tt is concluded that system optimizations similar to the VFR system study mu:>L be more broadly 

applied between the variou:,; euergy sources and final use d~vic.es to improve conservation in our entire 

spectrum ot energy util.izaL!uu. 
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"FUTURE TRANSPORTATION FUEl.S - OPTIMIZATION OF THE 

VEHICLE - FUEL - REFINERY SYSTEM" 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

The 1973 oil embargo served to dramatize the real problems concerning our future energy 

supplies. There are many major aspects of both the current and future situation that must be 

considered in relation to one another. Unfortunately, however, many of the current discussions 

tend to deal with only single facets of the total energy problem wi:thout giving due consideration 

to the other aspects of the situation. 

To place the matter of energy avnil;;~bility, auu particularly our future transportation fuel 

supply in perspective, I will discuss 

1. Current energy demand and supply patterns. 

2. Actions that have contributed to our increased dependence upon petroleum imports. 

3. Increasing domestic petrolPum production. 

4. Alternate energy sources that will be utilized in meeting future energy requirements. 

and finally -

5. Conservation of transportation fuels. 

1. Current Energy Demand and Supply Patterns: As shown in Table I, currently both the us·and 

the rest of the Free World utilize about one quarter of their total energy for transportation. 

However, the US per capita use of energy is almost an order of magnitude higher than that of the 

rest of the Free World. 

From Table II you can see that the US is currently less heavily dependent on oil for energy 

than the rest of the Free World; however, the percent of energy aependency on both oil and gas 

combined is about the same in each case. 

2. Actions that Have Contributed to Our Increased Dependence Upon Petroleum Imports: The US 

has shifted its .use of the various energy reserves from a heavy dependence on coal through the 

1940's to a point where, as yuu have seen in Table II, about 46% is currently der·ived from oi 1. and 

30% from gas. These high value~ result in large measure from the convenience associated with 

and the ease of transport and clean burning characteristics of these fuels when compared with 

other enPrgy resources. Anpther important impetus has been the regulatory actions that have 

caused the phase-down in coal use because of stack gas sulfur emissions·and the standards 
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imposed on mining operations. These have caused an increased demand for oil and gas as the 

logical coal substitutes. Price regulations on natural gas and domestic ~rude oil to values 

below their real worth as energy supplies, have also acted to substantially increase oil and 

gas use. 

Automotive emission controls and ca1·-weight inc:r:f.'"'Res :required to meet vehicle safety stan-

dards have served to increase vehicle fuel consumption for a given weight class of car. Reduc-

tion in average car size and other non-engine changes reverse the fuel consumption trend but 

eugit\-=.··rolat'i'd re.gul<ttions to date have been in a direction that results in decreased engine 

efficiency. 

Additionally, the petroleum industry has recently fallen short of its investment capital 

g~uer"'tion :requirements. This h"'s contributed to the recen~ decline in the industry's ability 

to find sutficient: oil and gas rP.serves to replace dornesLlc production. The Jeficit f·~r ITS 

crude oil can be seen from this plot (Figure 1). 7 

This deficit in domestic crude oil availability has been filled by increasing imports of 

foreign crude oil and petroleum products at the s.qme time that worldwide per capita energy 

consumption is known to be rising. Thus, with increasing worldwide competition for available 

petroleum supplies, the US must move aggressively to develop a secure domestic energy base 

while striving to reduce im!Jorts of petrolP.um. 

3. Increasing nomestic._Oil and r.As Production to RP.duce Petroleum Imports: The abi.lity to meet 

Lite futuro Un:!tl'rl States transportation fuel requirements will be dependP.nt on several factors. 

Among the more important are the energy-related attitudes of both the public and !Jllv4tC oectorq 

of our economy. Foreign and dome"' tic govont!TlPnt policies and capital availability will also 

be of considerable importance. Attitudes and policies are, Cit. best, difficult to quantity. 

More tangible are the estimates of capital availability and requirements that have been made sho~!ng 

that between 3 and 4.7 trillion dollars 8 will be required to ~eet the total United States capital 

demands through 1985. Of this amount, nearly one trillion dollars will be reqt.lired by the energy 

industry alone to me.et projected domestic demands. Additional sums will be required for foreign 

.resource development so necessary to the satisfaction of our domestic requirements in support of 

:our efforts to establish U.S. energy independence. 

As shown in Figure 2, at current investment levels future domestic crude oil and natur<~l 

gas liquids production will not increase to meet the expected growth in total US petroleum 

demanrl. In fact, it is projected that domestic petroleum productjon will remain nearly constant 
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and, thus, foreign imports of crude oil and petroleum products will have to continue at an 

increasing rate to meet the expected growth in demand. 

4. Alternate Energy Sources: Many studies, including Project Independence forecasts, outline 

the need to seimulatethe use of coal and to intensify oil shale and tar sand development to 

supplement our petroleum-based liquid fuel supplies. The move to these alternates poses many 

problems some of which are shown here. 6 There are, as you can see from Table III, sizable 

material handling requirements that must be met in conjunction with the development of the pro-

cesses required to produce the so-called "synthetic" crudes. Once in the "crude" stage the 

material can then be procQsscd much lu the same way as in today's petroleum refineries. 

The period of transition to new liquid fuels will be one in which it will be necessary for 

the US to find the best balance in increasing petroleum reserves while at the same time moving 

aggressively in the effort to build.large scale commercial plants for shale oil and coal gasifi-

cation and liqnefaction. The e"unomics of these new plants will determine if their products 

will, at least initially,· be processed to make transportation fuels or if they will replace 

certain petroleum fractions now in non-transportation use which could be more economically 

processed into transportation fuels. 

This time period will be important to our nation's economic health since the use of energy 

is one basic factor that relates rather directly to our GNP as shown in Figure 3. 7 Few, if any, 

of the normal industry indices bear as direct a correlation as energy consumption with GNP as 

shown here. Therefore, decisions must be made tooay in order that we as a nation might develop 

new sources of needed energy We cannot continue to accept piecemeal blocking of realistic 

actions that prevent us from meeting our future energy requirements. 

While it can be projected (Figure 47) that synthetic crudes will represent an insignificant 

portion of the liquid fuel market in 1985, these syntehtic crudes could well represent more ~han 

5 percent of the liquid fuel market by 1990. At ttis level, these alternate fuels will begin to 

have a noticeable effect on transportatio-n fuels. In any event, the United States must generate 

substantial volumes of liquid fuels from the alternate sources if we are to become less dependent 

on foreign imports. 

5. Conserv~tion of Energy in Transportation: On the basis of the foregoing discussion, it can 

readily be seen that increasing the supply of domestic crude oils and manufacturing synthetic 

crude oils from coal, shale and tar sands will not themselves provide sufficient liquid fuels 
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to materially reduce the volume of imported crude. A major committment, therefore, must be made 

to reduce energy consumption by conservation. While conservation efforts must be made in all 

energy consuming areas, a significant impact on liquid fuels consumption can be achieved ~y 

directing conservation efforts to transportation fuels. 

5 9' 10 In several presentations given during the pas.t year ' Texaco has summarized the rela-

tionship existing between the vehicle~ its fuel, and the refinery (VFR). This relationship, or 

system, must be optimized as a whole if we truly wish to reduce crude oil imports, conserve our 

Iiquid fuel resources, and reduce the consumption of transportation fuels. 

Af · h d' d b 1 h 12 •13 •14 d the d ter rev~ewing t e stu ~es rna e y severa aut ors we presente inter epen-

dence of e~soline engine compression ratio, fuel economy and fuel research octane number (RON) 

as heine that shown in Figure 55 
We similarly reviewed data from die~el and direct injection 

ot~~tifie~ ch~ree and ~as turbine engines. This yields the relative engine efficiencies Ah~wn 

in Table Iv. 5 The future concept engine (ie. gas turbine) efficiency was assumed to be equal 

to that of the leaded fuel (96 RON) gasoline engine. 

Fuel manufacture waG studied by us:i :·.g a computer model to simulate a 100,000 barrel per 

day 1972 US refinery. The total fuels production was that from 125.6 such average refineries 

which represented the 1972 US refining industry when the gasoline production was virtually all 

leaded. For the b~se case, the quantities of leaded premium·and regular gasolines, diesel fuel, 
\ 

and non-automotive products consisting of jet fuels, heating oils, lubricants, wax, petrochemi-

cal naphthas, asphalts, and road oils were manufacturei in 4uauLities neceaoary to provide ~ 

· fixed amount of rram;!Jut Lallvtl mile:~ uuu moGt th~ 197? IJS rleman<i tor non-automotive petroleum 

' products. Refinery simulation "runs" were then made to manufacture today's 91 RON lead fr·ee 

gasoline, then diesel fuel, and finally a 100-650uF· broad boiling range· tue! hav·1 ng no ut.: Laue 

or cetane specification under the same·restraints as the base case. 

The study provided the refinery product yield results shown in Table V. You will note that 

the combined requirements for providing a fixed volume of non-automotive products and for fuel 

manufacture for the estimated daily US 1972 vehicle fleet mileage requirement of 4.33 billion 

vehicle miles per day causes case to case changes in refinery crude charge rates for the various 

engine-fuel systems. 

The process unit charge 'rate.s for each of the five cases are summarized in Table VI. The 

process unit capacities existing in the base case are adequate to produce all products in ~he 

J00-650°F and turbine fuel cases. However, additional crude oil atmospheric and vacuum 
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atmospheric and vacuum distillation, catalytic reforming and fluid catalytic cracking unit 

capacities are required for the unleaded gasoline case and a small amount of additional distill-

ate hydro-treating_ capacity is required in the diesel case, It should be noted that this refi-

nery simulation assumed isomerization could be used to convert· the excess pentanes to a higher 

quality gasoline blending stock in the 91 RON case. Other octane improvement processes might 

be selected for this purpose. 

11 
Also, while it has been shown in one study that a new grassroots refinery can be designed 

to economically make about a 1:1 ratio of diesel to gasoline, while protecting other products, 

o·ur study used existing processing units to the maximum extent pn«-;:iblc. Thu,;, rhe maximum 

ratio of diesel to gasoline was found to ae about 1:3. The 100-650°F DISC and future concept 

engine fuel cases were not restricted in a similar manner since the broad boiling range fuel 

could be manufactured while totally eliminating the production of gasoline. 

Novel or other processes not currently usedcnmmercially to any large extent were notconsid-

ere.d in this study. Therefore, the model refineries used in this study are only an approximate 

average ·refinery and were not intended to be similar to any particular refinery either current 

or planned. 

The net eftect nf rectructu:clug the simulated refineries and their product quantities for 

each of the various engine-fuel systems results in the changes to the amount of crude oil required 

* to provide the constant daily miles of transportation shown in Table VII The only VFR case 

which required less crurle oil than was produced in the U.S. was the DISC engine case H which used 

the 100-650°F broad boiling range fuel. The resulting percent change in miles per barrel of crude 

for each VFR system is shown in the bar chart of Figure 6. 

We believe that it is clear from tit<:! above study that optimizatioft of the overall vehicle-

fuel-refinery system is to be preferred over the separate objectives of either increased refi-

nery fuel production or vehicle fuel economy improvement. Furthermore, similar system optimiza-

Lions between the various energy sources and final use devices must be more broadly applied for 

our entire spectrum of energy utilization, 

What does all of this mean to the public anrl to the compactl<:!s involved in supplying the 

vehicles and fuels of the future? We feel that serious attention must be given to the develop-

ment of engines that can yield the benefits of optimizing the vehicle-fuel-refinery system. 

* Computation procedure is shown of Figure A in the Appendix. 
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Incentives for such developments require that regulations on emissions, safety, and fuel 

economy be established at levels that are realistic in termc of air quality standards, technical 

feasibility and cost effectiveness. Standards must then be set for a long enough time period 

to warrant the extensive inves.tment of manpower and capital required for such developments. 

Since che average vehicle is in use for more than cen y~ars, this means that changes in vehicles 

must be made today, far in advance of anticipated fuel supply changes. 

To achieve any significant long-term improvement in transportation fuel conservation re.~ 

quires that serious consideration be given now tO the u~Llwizotion of ~hP VFR svstem and %o the 

very nature of our future transportation complex. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Mr. Williafil T. Tierney' o pr~?~;~ntation, "Future 

Transportation Fuels - Optimization of the Vehicle-Fuel- Refinery System". This discussion 

is reported helow in the form of questions from the audience ·and answers from Mr. William 

Tierney. 

Questiun: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Please clarify why yo].! need a cost diffilro:>ntial between the price pt.r galion 
of synthetic fuel from the Canadian operation and of normally processt:J fuel 
(as opposed to having all gasoline prices rise uniformly). 

The capital investment associated with removal of over-burden, removing the Tar 
Sand from the berl, transporting it to the bitumen stripper, reclamation of _the 
scarred land are all operations that, per daily barrel of synthetic crude produced, 
are more costly than operation of a well producing petroleum crude. Each of the 
crudes can then be processed in essentially the same refinery. 

Could you please explain the alleged advantages a diesel engine-has over the 
gasol:l.ne. engine with respect to pollution when it appears to a layman that the 
exhaust is visibly blacker and more obnoxious to his sense of smell? 

The advantage of the diesel is fuel economy and ability to meet 0.41 HC, 3.4 CO and 
1. 5 NOx gms/mi. Particul.<~tes and odor are not presently regulated and therefore 
are not disadvantages under current EPA certification procedures for pass.enger cars. 
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TABLE I(l,2) 

ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY USE -·1974 

u. s. Free World (Ex. u.s.b 
MM BOE/YEAR/ MM BOE/tK/ 

BOE* % PERSON BOE* _1_ PERSON 

USES 

'f'ranspor-
. 24 1.66 tation 3,190 15.0 3,932 21.5 

Other Uses 10~075 76 47.6 14~390 78.5 6.07 

TOTAL 13,265 100 62.6 18,322 100.0 7.73 

*Million Barrels of Oil Equivalent 

TADLE rr(l, 2 ) 

PERCENT ENERGY CONSUMPTION BY SOURCE - 1974 

Free World 
us (Ex - U.S.} 

Oil 45.7 59-9 

Gas 30.1 12.5 

Coal 18.1 19.6 

· Hydro/nuclear 6.1 8.0 

TOTAL 100.0 100.0 
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TABLE III 

RAW MATERIAL CHARACTERISTICS 

AND DISPOSABLE SOLIDS FOR 

100,000 Bf.'D REFINERY 

TONS 
GALLONS RAW MATERIAL/ 

"CRUDE" /TON· IUU,OOO 
RAW MATERIAL BBL. CRUDE 

OIL 285 14,800 

COAL 126 33,300 

SHALE 25 168,000 

TAR SANDS 26 161,000 

NOTE: THE LARGEST CURRENTLY OPERATING COAL MINE 
IN THE UNITED STATES IS CAPABLE OF PRODUCING 
20,250 TONS PER DAY OF SOLIDS. 

TABLE IV 
RELATIVE ENGINE FUEL ECONOMY 

Engine Relative 
Option Fn P.l Econom_,y 

96 RON Leaded 1.0 

91 RON Unleaded 0.93 

Diesel 1.3 

DISC* 1.3 

Future Concept 1.0 

~Direct Injection Stratified Charge 
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TONS 
WASTE SOLIDS/ 

I 00,000 
BBL. CRUDE 

NIL 

3,300 

152.500 

143.200 



CRUDE CHARGE BPCD 

YIELDS - BPCD 

CASE 

A. Refinery Fuel: 
1. Fuel Gas 
2. Propane - Propylene 
3. No. 6 Fuel Oil 
4. · FC Coke (400 lbs/Bbl.) 

Sub Total 

B. Transportation Fuels: 
5- Premium Gasoline 
6. Regular Gasoline 
7. Lead Free Gasoline 
8. Diesel Fuel 
9. 100-650°F EP Fuel 

Sub Total 

C. Non-Automotive Products 
10. Avjet 
11. Home Heating Oil 

TABLE V 

~FINERY TRANSPORTATION FUEL PRODUCTION 

A 
LEADED 
BASE 

10u,ooo 

1,461 
191 

4,526 
1,575 

7,753 

20,910 
33,944 

10,131 

64,985 

F G 
9l RON 
(83 MON) DIESEL 

107.518 97,238 

2,306 1,131 
760 59 

5,248 4,012 
2,013 ~ 

10,327 6,187 

17,66~ 

59,893 
28,68 

10,131 16,670 

70,024 63,023 

H 
DISC 
~100-650 
F) 

85,095 

3,507 
_:_Q2l 

5,140 

10,131 
42,195 

52.326 

I 
FUTURE 
CONCEPT 
(J00-650°F) 

98,104 

886 

4,046 
1,256 

6,188 

10,131 
54,854 

64,985 

---------------------9,100---------------------------

12. Petrochemical & Special Napht.hRs ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~===~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;~~ 13. Lube Oil~ & wax -
14. Asphalt & Road Oils ---------------------3,300---------------------------

Sub Total 31,251 

D. Other Fuels (Coke LPG 
#4,5,6 Fuel Oils) ~ 8 467 ~ 8,017 ~ 

TOTAL 112,381 120,069 108,799 96,734 110,758 
*Additional charge stocks consisting of natural gas liquids and certain gaRes were also used 

(see appendix Table I). 

TABLE VI 

PRIMARY PROCESS UNIT CHARGE RATES 

C:P..Re A F G H I 

Identification Future 
Leaded 91 .RON DISC Concept 

Gasoline Unleaded (100-650 (100-
Base Gasoline Diesel OF b50°F) 

Unit Charge Rate, 
MBPCD 

Crude Oil Dist. 

Atmospheric 100.0 107.5 97.2 85.1 98.1 

Vacuum 45.0 48.6 43.9 38.4 44.3 

Catalytic Reforming 19.0 23.7 19.2 ll. 2 6.L! 

Fluid Cat Crat:king 31.6 33.6 23.2 '. 18.9 29.6 

Alkylation 5.2 6.4 4.3 3.5 3.4 

Coking 2.3 2.6 2.0 0.9 2.0 

Hydrocracking 5-7 5-7 5.7 5.6 5.7 

Distillate Hydro. 4.0 2.3 4.5 0.6 0.6 

Isomerization 3-5 



TABLE VII 

CRUDE OIL REQUIREMENTS 

Miles of Crude Oi::.* - BPCD x 10-6 
Miles cf Transportation Deficiency 

Transpo::-tation per barrel of Produced or 
Case 12er C.a;y x 10-9 crude ·:Jil Eeguired in U. s. (SurElus} 

A (Leaded) 4.33 345 12.56 11.22 1.34 

F (91 RON) 4-.33 325 13.32 ll.22 2.10 

G (Diesel) 4.33 355 . 1'2.21 11.22 0.99 

H (DISC) 1.!.33 405 10.69 H.22 (0.53) 

:t (Future Concept) L,33 352 12.32 ::.1 22 1.10 

*Crude oil as used here refers to crude oil, natural gas liquids, and c:rtain gc:.ses, 
(See Table I, appendix); 
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APPENDIX 

FIGURE A 

SAMPLE METHOD OF CALCULATION FOR TABLE VI 

54,854 BPD gasol/Refinery x 42 gal. /bbl x 12. 07* mpg x l. 0 :=-el. FE = 27.808 x 106 mi/day/ref. 
10,131 BPD diesel/Refinery x 42 gal./bbl x 12.07 mpg x 1.3 :-el. FE= 6.676 x 106 mi/day/ref. 

34.484 x 106 mi/day/ref. 

2. 34.484 x 106 mi/day/refinery ~ 100 MBPD crude/refinery 344.8 mi/bbl. crude 

345 mi/bbl. crude 

345 mi/bbl crude x 12.56 MM BPD crude processed in US in 1972 3. 
4.33 x l09m:::..les transpor~ation/day i:1 U.S. 

Other Cases 

Use 91 RON Unleaded, for example· 

1. 59,893 BPD 91 LFG/Refinery x 42 gal./b~l x 12.07 _mpg x 0.93.rel. FE~ 28.237 x 106 mi/aay/ref. 

10,131 BPD Diesel/Refinery x 42 gal./bbl x 12.07 mpg x l. 3 rel. FE = 6. 676 x 106 mi/day/ref. 

2. 34.913 x 106 mi/day/reffnery . 107.518 MBPD crude/refinery 

34.913 x 106 mi/day/ref. 

324.7 mi/bbl. crude 

325 mi/bbl crude 

3· To obtain same total miles transportation/day in us as for base case 
/ i 

(4.33 X 109 ) ' requi~es: I 

4.33 X 109 mi/day L 325 mi/bbl. = 13.32 X 106 BPD crude 

*Natiom1ide average gasoline engine fuel economy (1972). 



TABLE I 

REFINERY MATERIAL BA_LANCE 
MAXIMUM TRANSPORTATION FUEL PRODUCTION 

viHILE PROVIDING A TOTAL U.S. QUANTITY OF PROTECTED PRODUCTS 

CASE 

IDENTIFICATION 

~-

2. 

3. 

!!· 
5. 

6. 

' 
CHARGE STOCKS - BPCD* 

a. Crude Oil 
b. Natural Go.col1n.;o 
c. n-Butane 
d. iso-Butane 

TOTAL 

CHARGE RATES - BPCD 

a. Crude Oil Distillation 
Atmospheric 
Vacuum 

b. CRU Gasoline HTUs & 
Gasoline Blend HTU 

c. Catalytic Reforming 
d. Fluid Catalytic 

Cracking 
e. Alkylation (Product) 
f. Cnki.ng 
g. Hydrocracld ng 
h. Distillate Hydrotreating 

('l'otal) 
1. ~ Puri!'iMUUII, 

SCF/Day 
j. l:)U.llUl' Flc.t.u'b, Tone/nAy 
1\. IoomerizRt.inn 

CATALY'l'IC REFOR11ER 
SEVERITY, RON 

Conventional Catalyst 
Bimetallic Cata.lyst 

FCCU CONVERSION, VOL. )!! 

REFINERY FUEL REQUIRED 

BTU/Day X 109* 
Vol. % of Crude (5.87 MM BTU/BBL.) 

YIELDS, BPCD 
REFINERY FUEL 

FUt!l Gas 
Propane, Propylene, etc. 
F. 0. NO 6 
FC Coke, 4oo Lb./BBL. 

Sub-Tot•J. 
Llquid Petroleum Gas ( L~ti) 
P9t:rnr"hP.mic(l.L aml 3pec. Na.phthaR 

GASOLINES 
Prcm1wn (?.48 TEL gm/gal., max.) 
Regular (1.96 TEL gm/gaL, ""'"") 
Lend Fr~~ 
l00-6;iO'F 

~E:r~ 
Napn l..l!C:L T.Y f..:. 
Kerosene 'l'ype 

FIIF.L OILS 
1/2 (Home Heating) 
~ (Diesel) 

#5 
#6 

T.UBE OIL A_ND YIAX 
ASPHALT AND ROAD OIL 
COKER r.OKE (400 Lb./BBL.) 

TOTAL 

__ A __ 

BASE 

100.,~000 
5,800 
1,000 
~ 
107,900 

100,000 
45,000 

19,149 

19,007 

31,636 
5,200 
2,250 
5,700 

3,993 

ll,'tM 
24.0 

90.4. 
95.0 

67 .l 

50.2 
8.6 

1,461 
1\11 

4,526 
1,575 

7' 753 

20,910 
33_,9LI.LL 

10,131 

112,381 

F 

~l RON 
( 3 MON) 

UNLEADED 
GASOLINE 

107 ,~18 
5, ou 
l,OOO 
~ 
115,418 

107,510 
48,560 

23,659 

23,659 

33,610 
6,436 
2,593 
5,700 

2,314 

!"'.?~~~ 
J,S:JO 

94.4 
95.0 

77.7 

66.9 
10.6 

2,306 
760 

5,248 
_g_._o~_J 

10,327 
900 

),400 

1,800 
?,:;'...''·' 

13,651 
10,131 

1,200 
1,000 
4,800 
1,800 
3.. 300 

567 

120,{)69 

+r·or .,perating only t.he refining unlt;s uacd in eev:h case. 
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G 

DIESEL 
FUEL 

97,238 
~,800 
1,000 

___b_lQQ 

105,138 

a1 ,238 
3,917 

19,197 

19,197 

23,164 
4,331 
2,004 
5,700 

4,497 

.LlJ 7f'l() 
22.0' 

90.0 
95-9 

58.8 

41.4 
7.2 

1,131 
5'l 

4,012 

~ 
6,187 

1'(,669 
28,684 

lG,670 

108,799 

H 

100-65o•F. 
FUEL 

8?,095 
5,800 
1,000 
~ 

92,995 

8~ ,095 
3 ,432 

11,175 

11,175 

18,~48 
3, 45 

881 
5 .• 555 

616 

11 lU~6 

90.0 

58.9 

32.2 
6.4 

830 

3,507 
~ 

?,140 

42,195 

10,131 

117 

96,734 

I 

TURBINE 

')8,104 
5,800 
1,000 
~ 
106,004 

~8, 104 
4,)08 

6,438 
6,438 

29,621 
3,4ao 
1,9 2 
5, 700 

618 

G,8o7 
Hi I'·' 

90.0 
95.0 

58.9 

3!:!. 5 
6.7 

886 

4,046 
:......!.,.g26 

6,IRR 

54,S54 

10,131 

~ 
1)0,758 



• 

• 

RON 
MON 
L ead, gn1/ ga l. 
Spe cific 

Grav i ty 
Reid Vapor 

Pr es sure, l b. 
P r> rrPnt F'\/:Ofl 

at 160"F 
Pc~ r cent Evap. 

at 23 0"F 
P e r c ent F.va(.J . 

at 360 "F 

. Sulfu r , wt . pe r cent 
Flash, "F 
Pnu r Point., or 
Ceta ne Number 
Spec ific Gravi ty 

TAB LE II 

FUE L SPEC I F ICATIONS 

L eaded P r erniurn 
Gaso l i.'le 

L ead e d R egul a r 
Gasol ine 

L ead F r ee 
Gaso l ine 

Min.. Max. Min. Max. 

99.8 
92 . 2 

2 . 48 

94 . 0 
86. 4 

0 . 7l 

24. 0 

55. 0 

90 . 0 

D ies e l {No . 2 
Dis tillate) Fue l 
Min. Ma x. 

0 . 222 
140 194 

20 
4 5 . 0 
0 .835 0 .860 

I. 96 

0 . 76 

10. 7 

40.0 

9 1. 0 
83.0 

64.0 __ _____ _ __ _ .. __ _ 

100.0 - - - - -- ------ --

I 00 - 65C "F F ue l 
Miu . 

0 . 10 

R e id Vapo r Pr ess ure, lb. 
P e r c ent Evap. At -!00 "F 2. 0 

12.0 
10. 0 
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ALTERNATIVE AUTOMOTIVE ENGINES AND ENERGY CONSERVATION 

ABSTRACT 

This paper lends perspective to the national debate on alternative engines and 

energy·conservation. An attempt is made to gaze into the "crystal ball" of 10 to 20 years hence, 

and assess the potential role for alternative power-plants in meeting the nation's energy goals. It is 

concluded that the crystal ball is very cloudy. While substantial savings can be expected in automo-

I • 
bile energy con~umption, the contributions towards these sAVings ftoUI a1Lei'1ultive cnginos ~" not- r1 PRT. 

The author has raised two issues: One pertains to uncertainties in current estimates of the benefits 

to be gained from alternative power-plants. The other pertains to uncertainties in the role of the auto~ 

bile in the industry's J?rocess of technological innovation. Thus, while the case is made that some of 

the more promising alternative engines offer the potentiaJ tor ~:;lguificant savingc in a•.•tnmnti.ve fue.L 

consumption, and are therefore options worth pursuing, the case ic also made thAt these savings may be 

realized without the introduction of alternatives and the upheaval such introduction would bring. The 

paper begins by addressing the question of why we have become so interested in alternative engines. 

Subsequently, ·it deals with the review of the promising alternative engines both in terms of their 

energy conservation potential and other important attributes. The paper lists a dozen references 

pli>:rti.mmt to the topic. 
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ALTER~JATIVE AUTDr,iOTIVE ENGINES N!D ENERGY CONSERVATION 

1. 0 I NTRODllill1'1!. 
The c9nventional au~omobile is powered by a reciprocating spark-ignition engine, popularly called 

the internal combustion engine, or ICE. An enormous amount of experience relating to the design and 

manufacture of the ICE has been accumulated within the automobile industry. An extensive service 

industry -- with facilities, trained mechanics, tools and equipment -- has been built up. It is 

paralleled by a spare parts industry and distribution system. Millions of automobile owners have 

gained confidence in the ICE, and have developed high and continually increasing expectations of engine 

p~rformance and reliability. The industry has built up an impressive record of steady improvements in 

engine design and performance~ 

In parallel .with this mainstream of automobile engine activity, sporadic attempts to develop 

alternative engines have been made. Stratified charge engines have been researched since the 1920's. 

The gas turbine was brought close to limited mass production by Chrysler in 1966, and diesel engines 

have long been used in a very small segment of the market. The recent rapid growth in public interest 

in alternative engines can be traced back to the "Morse Report" (1) and Senate hearings (2) in 1967, 

at the time when automobile exhaust emissions were emerging as a national issue. In 1970 the Federal 

Government responded to increasing pressures for greater activity.on alternative engines with attractiv~ 

low emissions characteristics by setting up the Advanced Automotive Power Systems Program. The scale 

of. government and industry R & D programs on alternative engines has grown steadily since that time. 

More recently, the current major emphasis on alternatives has shifted to energy conservation. Since 

the 1973 Arab oil embargo, a substantial reduction in fuel consumption of the U.S. passenger car fleet 

has become an important public policy goal. At the same time, the reduction in air pollutant emissions 

which start.ed in 1968. has been expected to continue. 

The question addressed in this paper is whether alternative engines are' likely. to contribute 

significantly towards meeting this dual goal. Others have addressed this question (3-7, among many) 

but primarily f'rom a technical viewpoint. A great deal of "heat and noise" has been generated in the 

debate on the m~rits of alternatives; i~ part because many· of those involved in this debate are 

advocates for a special point of view, but in the main because the' issues involved ar~ exceedingly 

importont and complex. The intent of this paper· is to ],end some perspective to this national debate on 

alternative engines and energy conservation, which will c1arify some vf the important issues. An 

attempt will be made to gaze into the "crystal ball" of 10 to 20 years fr.om now, and assess the 

potential role for alternative powerplants in meeting the nation's energy goals. 

The principal conclusion is that the crystal ball is very cloudy.·· While substantial savings can be 
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expected in automobile energy consumption, the contribution towards those savings from alternative 

engines is unclear. Two key issues generally neglected in discussions of alternative engines will be 

raised. These are: (i) the substantial uncertainties in current estimates of the benefits to be 

gained from alternative powerplants; and (ii) the role of the automobile in industry's process of 

technological innovation. Both of these issues are heavily influenced by government behavior, which is 

uncertain in several dimensions. Thus, while the case is made that some of the more promising 

alternative engines offer the potential for significant savings in automotive fuel consumption, and are 

therefore options worth pursuing, the case will also be made that these savings may be realized without 

the introduction of alternatives and the upheaval such introduction would bring. 

First, part of this report addresses in more detail the question of why we have b"ecome so 

interested in alternative engines. The engine manufacturers have always had incentives to examine 

alternatives which had equivalent market appeal at lower manufacturing costs or which offered greater 

market appeal at equivalent manufacturing costs. To these market incentives have been added additional 

public incentives. First, strict government exhaust emissions standards have focused aLLeulluu uft 

alternatives which promise lower emissions and more durable emissions control. More recently and 

now most importantly, the increase in fuel costs, and the national security problems associated with 

substantial petroleum imports into the United States have focused increasing attention on alternatives 

with greater efficiency. But emissions and energy consumption are only two of the many attributes 

which must be evaluated in any powerplant comparison. Furthermore, fuel is only one of many resources 

which are consumed in the production and use of automobiles; the capital, labor, and raw materials 

used in the manufacture of vehicles are also "economic" resources. It becomes essential, then, to 

develop a framework for comparing the alternative engines and the dominant technology, the ICE 

baseline as it develops over time, against which the alternatives are competing. Thus, while the 

popular appeal of some of the alternatives is their reduced energy consumption, it is argued that only 

comparisons between engines based on total vehicle life-cycle costs are meaningful. 

Regulations for exhaust emissions must also be satisfied and a framework is needed for evaluating 

the low emissions' potential of these alteruallves. This is especially complicated because thP.re is 

short-term uncertainty as to what the emission standards will be; there is uncertainty ~s to the longer 

term potential of the ICE for further emissions reductions; and, for the ICE and for some of the 

alternative engines, there are tradeoffs between emission control and fuel economy (as well as initial 

and operating costs). It is tempting to say 'that comparisons should be made at the same emissions 

levels. But this ignores the fact that with the existence of a dominant technology, the lCE, the 

applicable standards represent what is achievable at some reasonable cost; that is, an implicit 

trade-off between benefits and costs is always present. The different engine technologies, since they 
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have different emissions levels versus cost functions, would presumably achieve this benefits-cost

trade-off at different emission standards. There is no easy way out of this dilemma. It is concluded 

that, due to political constraints, for alternative engines to be attractive they must offer the 

potential for emissions at least as low as those projected for the ICE overacomparable time frame. 

However, the advantages of even lower emissions are not large to the manufacturer, and in the time 

frame of interest-- the mid-1980's and beyond --will have limited impact on the urban air pollution 

problem. 

In the next section of this paper, a brief review of. the promising alternative engines both in 

terms of their energy conservation potential and other important engine attributes is presented. We 

must always remember, however, that engine improvements are only one of several technological methods 

for reducing automotive energy consumption. Many other vehicle design changes or new components can 

produce improvements in vehicle fuel consumption of similar magnitude. Shifts in market share between 

different vehicle classes subcompact, compact, intermediate, standard, etc. can have comparable or 

greater impact. Thus, in many ways, engine changes are only part of a much larger picture. Later on 

the procedure for evaluating the alternative powerplants is discussed and the major uncertainties in 

assessing them as replacements to the ICE. 

Next, we will address the process by which an alternative engine might be introduced in mass 

production in the passenger car market. Various stages are identified i~ the development and 

introduction process and the key points are examined in this process where critical decisions must be 

made. Finally, two important questions are answered: First, "Should we have an alternative engine tn 

the ICE?" Then the equally important question, "If we should have one, would we get one?" 

2.0 AUTOMOTIVE ENGINE TECHNOLOGIES 
This section provides a brief discussion related to the technical characteristics of both the ICE 

and the alternative engines to provide the necessary background for the remainder of the paper. The 

candidate engines are listed in TaLle 1. 

It must always be borne in mind that the alternative engines are competing to take the place of 

an enlrenched technology. The conventional reciprocating spark,ignition engine, commonly called the 

internal combustion engine or ICE, has been the dominant automobile engine since the early 1900's. 

During this period, several hundred million of these engines have been manufactured in the United 

States alone. Massive facilities now exist for producing the ICE, and there is extensive experience 

with and understanding of the engine design and manufactur:i.ne; processes, its operation in actual use, 

and its maintenanc-.e and service requirement~. There is, therefore, a baseline technology against 

which all alternatives must be compared. 
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However, over the past decade powerplant design criteria have been changing in response to 

Federal emission standards. Modifications have been made and components have been added to the ICE, 

increasing its cost and complexity; these changes have degraded engine performance, driveability, 

and more importantly fuel economy. Recently, fuel shortages and higher gasoline prices have upgraded 

the relative importance of vehicle fuel economy in comparison with other design characteristics. The 

fuel economy regulations, beginning with model year 1978, and changing fuel compositions may lead to 

even greater changes in desired engine characteristics. 

Many engine attributes or characteristics must be compared to make a systematic evaluation of 

alternative powerplants. Although emissions and fuel economy are often singled out as the 

characteristics of greatest public concern, other aspects of powerplant design are equally important 

to the vehicle manufacturer and individual purchaser. People do not buy minimum-emissions, maximum-

fuel enconomy vehicles. In any assessment of alternativP. engines in c.:umparison with the ICE, a .1 arge 

number ot powerplant c.:ltat·ac:teristico rnue;~ ba "-''!<'111Rtr.n and then compared. Those attributes which are 

normally considered by the manufacturer in such a powerplant evaluation at~ li~ted in Table 2. SomP 

of these attributes are readily quantifiable; many are not. While such a list is essential in any 

systematic powerplant evaluation, the relative weighting given each attribute significantly affects 

the final ranking obtained. 

In the brief review.which follows, the major advantages and disadvantages, and critical 

development problems for each of these engines will be described. 

2.01 The Baseline ICE 

The convP.ntional automobile engin~ is a carbureted reciprocating spark-ignition engine oper.ating 

on a four-stroke cycle. It is oft:en c.:alled the Otto Cycl&~ engine, or the internal combustion engine 

(ICE), though these titles are not sufficiently definitive to separate this engine from some of the 

alternatives. The engine, as now produced, is equipped with emission controls --engine, carburetor·, 

and intake modifications, an exhaust gas recycle system and an oxidizing catalytic converter. The 

fuel economy, engine performance and driveability of the engine have decreased since emission controls 

were first introduced in 1968. The,introduction of the catalytic converter in 1975 has reversed this 

trend. The engine now, however, requires unleaded gasoline and the compression ratio has been reduced 

so engines will operate on 91 research octane number fuel. 

Many. factors now combine to make the future of the ICE less secure than it has appeared at any 

time since it carne to dominate th~ market sixty years ago. The major uncertainties are: 

* whether the Tr.E can achieve sufficient control of hydrocarbons (HC), carbon monoxide (CO), 
and oxides .of nitrogen (NO ) , to meet whatever long-term emission standards are 
eventually chosen; x 
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* 

* 

* 

* 

whether the catalyst technology which has been developed for HC and CO control, 
and may be developed for NOx control, will be sufficiently durable and maintainable 
in actual use; 

how significant special problems associated with this catalyst technology-- e.g., 
sulfate emissions -- prove to be; 

to what degree the engine fuel economy gains which have been achieved in model 
years 1975 and 1976 will continue, especially if emissions are further reduced; 

whether adequate vehicle driveability, which has deteriorated as vehicle emissions 
have been reduced can be maintained if emissions are further·reduced. 

Because the ICE is the dominant engine technology there are tremendous development resources 

available for its further improvement. Substantial efforts are now being made to improve engine 

efficiency, emission control technology and vehicle driveability. Potential improvements in the 

following areas are being sought: 

* 

* 

* 

* 

Better mixture preparation, and ignition system performance to permit leaner engine 
operation to improve engine efficiency; 

More durable and effective catalytic converters -- oxidizing for HC and CO, and three
way with air-fuel ratio feedback control for HC, CO and NO --to minimize the impact 
of stricter emission standards on fuel economy. x 

Computer control of. engine operating variables -- spark advance, EGR, air-fuel-ratio 
as a function of engine speed, load and temperature to optimize efficiency at any 
given emission level; 

Cylinder head and combustion chamber redesign to optimize burn rate and minimize 
heat losses for best economy and engine emission control. 

On the time scale comparable to that required for developing and introducing alternative engines 

-- 5 to 15 years -- reasonable progress in most of these areas can be expected. While the ICE is 

currently having difficulties in responding to rapidly changing require~ents, considerable development 

potential remains. 

2.02 Wankel Spark-Ignition Engine 

An alternative spark-ignition engine technology the Wankel rotary combustion engine is 

primarily being developed for its high specific power. The engine design employs a three-lobed rotor 

moving in an eccentric path within a stationary housing. The smaller engine size than the ICE, 

lighter weight, smaller number of engine parts, and possible redesign of the vehicle to take advantag( 

of these different engine characteristics could all contribute to a reduction in cost. Current 

production versions of this engine show adequate durability but poorer fuel economy and higher 

hydrocarbon emissions than the ICE. Current engine developments indicate that the fuel eco~omy 

penalty relative to the ICE can be significantly reduced, and stratified Wankel engine operation may 

be promising. Because its operating characteristics are so similar to the ICE, the emission control 

technology developed for the ICE can be easily incorporated. In terms of better meeting explicit 

public policy goals, this alternative has no significant advantages relative to the ICE. 
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2.03 Carbureted Prechamber Stratified Charge SI Engine 

This engine concept is not new, but has recently been developed into an engine with low HC and CO 

emissions, moderate NOx emissions, and equivalent fuel economy to the ICE. A small prechamber around 

the spark plug and a dual carburetor and intake system are used to prepare stratified mixture. A 

fuel-rich mixture is admitted to the prechamber via a small intake valve. The burning jet issuing from 

the prechamber after spark plug discharge ensures good ignition of the lean mixture in the main chamber. 

The engine uses additional emission controls -- spark retard and an exhaust manifold reactor. The 

potential advantage of this engine is: 
' 

* Control of HC and CO to the original 1975 levels without a catalyst; 

The disadvantages appear to be: 

* Limited potential for NO control much below about 2 g/mile in a standard size car, and 
1 g/mile in a compact ca~, without significant fuel economy penalties. 

* Limited potential for improved engine fuel economy relative to the ICE at the same emission 
level~. 

2.04 Fuel-Injected Stratified Charge SI Engines 

This stratified charge engine concept combines some features of the diesel with some of the 

conventional spark-ignition engine. Fuel is injected into the combustion chamber during the compression 

stroke and the fuel-air mixture is ignited by a spark plug discharge. A number of different concepts 

of this type are being developed with additional emission controls such as EGR, ret~rded timing,-

throttling at light road, an oxidation catalyst. Emission levels below the original 1976 standards have 

been obtained with experimental vehicles. Because the fuel.octane.rating is less important in this 

type of engine, higher compression ratios can be used. Thus, improved fuel economy relative to the 

conventional ICE has been demonstrated. The system is still in the developmental st.age. Whether 

currently demonstrated operating characteristics and any potential improvements can be realized in mass 

production engines of this type is not yet clear. Potentialadvantagesof this concept are: 

* Improved fuel economy compared with the ICE at the same emission levels; 

* Better control of NO than is achievable with the ICE without a durable reduction 
catalyst; 

X 

* Possible tolerance to a wide range of fuel characteristics. 

Potential disadvantages are: 

* 

* 

* 

High cost of the fuel injection system plus almost full range of ICE emission controls; 

May not be able to meet 0.4 g/mile NOx standard in actual use; 

Possible problems with particulate and aldehyde emissions. 
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2.05 Diesel Engine 

Diesel engines differ from the gasoline ICE in their method of combusting the fuel. Fuel is 

injected into the air in the combustion chamber at the end of the compression stroke and ignites 

spontaneously. Since the fuel can be fully burned with excess air, HC and CO emissions are low. Since 

throttling is not required, and the compression ratio is much higher than in the ICE, and the overall 

fuel-air ratio is lean, maximum engine efficiency is as hjgh or higher than any other potential 

automotive engine. Automobiles with diesel engines are currently marketed in limited quantities in 

Europe by Daimler-Benz, Peugeot and Opel. Their vehicles have met the origina~ 1975 HC and CO standards 

with NOx emissions of about 1 to 1.5 g/mile. They exhibit excellent fuel economy compared with ICE 

vehicles of equivalent weigh~ but show substantially inferior performance characteristics. These 

current production diesel engines, which are of the prechamber or swirl chamber type, have significantly 

higher initial cost and weight than an equivalent ICE. The major advantages the automotive diesel 

might offer are: 

* Improved fuel economy in comparison \vith the ICE; 

* Re.duced maintenance requirements; 

* Good control of HC and CO emissions without add-on emissions devices. 

The major problem areas or uncertainties are: 

* Ability to meet NO standard below about 1 g/mile is questionable; 
X 

* Potential problems with odor, smoke and particulate emissions;; 

* Higher cost due to heavier engine and fuel injection system; 

* Reduced vehicle performance; 

* Engine noise levels higher than the ICE. 

2.06 Gas Turbine (Brayton Cycle) Engine 

The gas turbine operates by drawing air from the atmosphere through a con•pressor into a burner, 

where it is heated by o.:umbustion with the fuel, and then expanding the hot high pressure gases in a 

turbine. In automotive applications a regenerator is generally used to transfer energy from the 

exhaust gases to the air leaving the compressor. All these processes occur continuously, in contrast 

to the intermittent operation of spark-ignition and diesel engines. There is a considerable development 

history of the automotive gas turbine. Current major areas of uncertainty relate to whether ceramic 

components are required to significantly improve fuel economy, especially·at part load and to reduce 

manufacturing costs, or whether metal components provide adequate performance. The development of 

suitable ceramic components is one of Lite major technological barriers, and the potential performance 

characteristics of the engine depend significantly on whether success in developing such ceramic 
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components is assumed. The major potential advantages of the gas turbine are: 

* Control of HC and CO emissions below the original 1975 standards, with less certain but 
probable control of NOx emissions below the original 1976 st~ndard; 

* Ability to burn a wide range of hydrocarbon fuels; 

* High specific power; 

* Reduced maintenance costs. 

The major problem areas are: 

* Part-load fuel economy -- a major problem with metallic components, a lesser problem with 
ceramic components; 

* High manufacturing costs -- a major problem with metallic components, a lesser problem if 
techniques for fabricating suitable ceramic components are ueveloped. 

2.~7 Rankine Cycle Engine 

ThR RRnkine cycle engine is an external combustion engine. Fuel is burnt with atmospheric 
( 

press~re air in a burner-boiler to evaporate and heat the working fluid-- water or an organic fluid·--

to high pressure and temperature. The fluid is expanded in either a reciprocating or turbine expander 

to supply work to the shaft, then condensed, pressurized, and recirculated to the boiler. The Rankine 

cycle engine's clear advantage over the ICE is its ability to meet the HC. CJ, and NOx standards 

originally set for 1976, by suitable burner design. Stability of emissions control would, therefore, 

likely be excellent. It has, however, the following potential disadvantages: 

* Higher cost due to larger size and weight, more components, and greater complexity; 

* Fuel economy no better than the ICE (though the Rankine cycle has excellent fuel 
versatility); 

* Complexity of controls which results from need to maximize fuel economy and to obtain good 
vehicle driveability; 

·* Problems of engine integration into smaller s~.zed vehicles. 

2.08 Stirling Cycle Engine 

The Stirling engine derives its power output by using heating and cooling to vary the pressure.of 

a fluid within a closed volume; the pressure variations are transmitted via the piston to the shaft. 

The engine is a closed system using hydrogen as the working fluid. It consists of a Eet of 

interconnected piston-cylinder combinations, regenerators, heaters, coolers, and a burner. The ideal 

Stirling cycle efficiency· is that of the Carnot cycle -- maximum attainable between the highest and 

lowest temperatures. The Stirling engine only appr·oximates the ideal cycle, so actual efficiencies are 

lower. Relatively limited testing of Stirling engines for automobile applications has occurred to date. 

Thus considerable engineering development would be required before the engine can be evaluated as a 

viable automotive powerplant. The potential attractions of the Stirling engine are; 
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* Fuel economy at least equal to and perhaps better than any other contender 
(in a vehicle), plus excellent fuel versatility; 

* Ability to meet original 1976 standards for HC, CO and NOx 

The major problem areas currently apparent include: 

* Design problems notably in compact heat exchanger area, and engine seals to 
adequately contain the working fluid; 

* Higher cost due to greater complexity compared with the ICE and expensive materials 
required; 

* Response to normal abuse and neglect may be inadequate; thus engine maintenance may 
b" costly. 

2.09 Heat Engine Hybrid Systems 

A number of hybrid engines which combine a heat engine, often a small ICE with an energy storage 

device such as, a battery or flywheel have been examined. In principle, this combination allows a 

reduced size heat engine to operate close to optimum conditions at all times, with the energy storage 

device ·used to provide peak power·. It has been claimed that the systems offer flexibility., efficiency 

and low emissions. These potential advantages must offset the additional weight, cost and 

inefficiencies of the energy storage unit and the associated transmission and controls, for the concept 

to be attractive. The hybrid systems built to date have been heat engine, battery and el~ctric drive 

systems. These have been complex and heavy, with disappointingly high emissions and fuel consumption. 

There is only modest interest in hybrid systems at this time, apparently because of a general consensus 

that such systems are not attractive candidates. 

2.10 Battery-Powered Electric Sys.tems 

Electrically driven battery-powered vehicles provide freedom from emissions and from high energy 

conversion losses at the vehicle location; however, these problems are merely transferred to the 

location of the electricity generating plant. Thus, the overall desirability of electrically driven 

vehicles to the general public depends in part on public policy choices that go far beyond the scope 

of this paper. 

The limiting factors relating to technical and economic feasibility of electric vehicles are the 

weight 'of the system and the operating characteristics of the power source -- the battery. Electric 

drive systems with ex~ellent operating characteristics have been demonstrated. Presently available 

special-purpose vehicles powered by lead-acid batteries can provide ranges under favorable 

circumstances of up to 50 miles with modest acceleration, at a high cost. Other currently available 

rechargeable batteries such as zinc-silver oxide and cadmium-nickel oxide, while superior in some 

respects, are inherently unsuitable for vehicular applicatjons because of their high cost. 

A number of advanced batteries are now under active development. The most promising of the 
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advanced. batt.ery systems are sodium-sulfur and lithium-sulfur batteries, which generally operate at 

temperatures in the range 300-400°C. These batteries are expected to have adequate energy and power 

densities to permit the design of electric vehicles which approach normal automobile performance and 

range capabilities. Should these or other batteries prove attractive -- and an estimated eight-year 

developn1ent program ~vould be required, at a minimum -- than the electric vehicle would become a 

possible alternative to the conventional vehicle. The cost, however, would likely be signifi~R~tly 

higher than an ICE-powered vehicle. 

Nickel-zinc batteries may provide intermediate performance between the lead-acid and advanced 

systems; in a vehicle they remain range-limited and are probably more costly than the lead-acid system. 

The characteristics of electric vehicles. are sufficiently different, and the energy supply 

implications are so substantial, that evaluation of electric vehicles goes beyond the straightforward 

comparison of different engine attributes. Public policy goals for the long term are an equally 

important factor. 

2.11 Conclusions Concerning the Technology 

At this point it is appropriate to draw some conclusions which will have a strong bearing on the 

remainder of our analysis. First, it is clear that there are a number of potentially attractive 

alternatives to the ICE. For example, the diesel, the Stirling and fuel-injected stratified charge 

systems, offer the potential of substantial fuel economy improvements with their higher thermal 

efficiencies; and the Brayton, the Rankine and Stirling cycle systems stand out with low emissions 

levels and ability to use a wide range of fuels as a result of their steady flow combustion process. 

However, each of the alternative engines appears now to be significantly inferior to the ICE in 

at least one important attribute. For example, the Wankel has high fuel consumption and hydrocarbon 

emissions, the diesel has poorer performance for equivalent vehicle weight and emits odor and 

particulates, and the Stirling cycle engine is expensive to manufacture. Most of the deficiencies are 

in areas ultimately related to consumer acceptance. No one powerplant can now be confidently projected 

as broadly superior to the ICE. Furthermore, the ICE itself is the subject of extensive development 

programs to improve its fuel economy and lower its emission levels while preserving its other 

attractive features. 

3.0 EVALUATING THE ALTERNATIVE POHERPLM!TS 
In the previous section, a number of interesting and potentially attractive alternatives to the 

ICE were discussed. In this section, the procedure shall be examined for evaluating the relative 

merits of the alternatives, and to reach some generic conclusions concerning the nature of the results 

which must necessarily be obtained in such evaluations. 
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The latest surge of interest in alternative powerplants has been the result of the "energy crisis", 

a situation in which, for a number of distinct but often confused reasons, it has become national 

policy that petroleum, in particular, be conserved. But there has always been an incentive to conserve 

petroleum -- very few gasoline station attendants have been observed pumping their product into waste 

receptacles, and in fact the ICE,has become an increasingly efficient user of gasoline since its 

introduction into the market except for a few recent years when emission controls caused temporary 

reversals of the trend. (8) If further energy conservation is the goal of alternative powerplant 

· development and production, how, then, do we compare the alternative technologies? An important 

feature of most of the alternative powerplants discussed in Section II is that they cost more, in 

direct materials consumption and/or more expensive manufacturing process requirements than the present 

ICE. This cost difference represents a true difference in the consumption of real resources -- capital 

(machine tools, buildings, etc.), man-hours and materials (iron, superalloys, etc.) --which, like 

petroleum, are valuable and worthy of efforts'at conservation. Thus, when considering alternative 

powerplants, increased .consumption of these resources in engine manufacture is generally proposed to 

be traded for the decreased consumption of petroleum in vehicle operation. This consideration is 

emphasized because much of the discussion of energy conservation seems to neglect these very real 

resource trade-offs. 

It is contended here that thP. nnJy rational way to evaluate these trade-offs is to con~idcr the 

total life-cycle cost of the relevant motor vehicle, including an appropriate capital charge for the 

decrease in value of the vehicle itself along with the direct operating costs due to fuel consumption 

and maintenance. This thesis will be developed at some length because it has not been well developed 

elsewhere, and because it will highlight some of the inherent difficulties in the use of simple 

life-cycle cost calculations. Given the complete technological description of the vehicle and its 

usage, the crucial paramete~s in such a calculation are the prices to be assigned to each resource. 

The price represents the value of the resource to society, i.e., its relative scarcity. 

It is generally agreed that market prices are the appropriate ones to use in most cases. Two 

important problem areas, however, are the appropriate price of fuel, and· the valuation of the 

externalities associated with vehicle usage. The most important externality of motor vehicle operation 

is the burden its air pollutant emissions place on individuals other than the vehicle operator. 

Pricing these emissions, which can be looked upon as a consumption of the public resource of clean air 

has proved particularly difficult. The large magnitude of the value of the resource consumption 

involved, however, has been clearly recognized, and has led our society to place limits on the emissions 

of the important air pollutants from passenger cars. The actual values of t_hese limits \vhich will be 

imposed at the date for which the powerplants are being compared are of course not now known, but the 
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emissions issue can be treated as a simple constraint which future vehicles must meet, or be 

disqualified from consideration. 

Within this general framework, then, the remaining issue is the specification.of the attributes 

of the vehicle in which the alternative powerplants should be evaluated. This is not a simple matter. 

A consumer buys a car because the value of the ownership and operation are to him greater than the 

costs he incurs, both initially and throughout his ownership period. Therefore, the correct vehicle 

comparison would be to design a vehicle which maximize!;, .fur each different engine, the difference 

between quantified value to the consumer and total life-cycle cost including externalities. The 

optimal vehicle for each powerplant might exhibit very different characteristics due to the differing 

technological attributes of the eng1nes. For example, the optimal diesel-powered vehicle would most 

certainly have a lower acceleration than the optimal ICE-powered vehicle, because the lower specific 

power of the diesel engine increases the "cost" of acceleration. 

Such an approach immediately brings a problem into focus, it is unclear jU!;l what consumer to 

design the vehicle for. The market for automobiles is marked by substantial diversity in consumer 

"tastes", i.e., the values ascribed to the various vehicle attributes. One element of this diversity 

is the broad range of sizes and weights of vehicles which find willing buyers. The wide range of 

alternative features which are successfully marketed has received somewhat less attention. The 

widespread purchase of air conditioning, various forms of power-assisted equipment, vinyl roof~; awl 

other decorative features, various engine sizes etc., indicates the extent and diversity of vehicle 

attributes valued by substantial numbers of consumers. A further fealuce uf the diversity of the 

automobile market is the widely varying a111uuul!; uf usage to which consumers subject their vehicle. 

A recent survey indicated that twenty-five percent of vehicle users operate one-year old cars less 

than about 5400 miles in a year and twenty-five percent more than 17,500 miles, ignoring fleet 

vehicles (9). Clearly, these consumers will place very different relative emphasis on initial and 

operating costs. Of course, the diverse manner in whl.ch these fnlleS are (.ll'1Ven 1s relevant: in cit!!; 

consideration as well. 

It is clearly impossible to treat the optimization of the vehicles with different powerplants for 

this market in all its diversity. A first approximation is to segment the market into a reasonable 

number of classes, each one uniform in the set of the most important vehicle attributes, and to choose 

some appropriate annual mileage varying appropriately with the age of the vehicle. With the assumption 

that the value to the consumer is the same if these attributes are the same, the problem of determining 

the optimum powerplant reduces from the choice of the one which maximizes net value to the qne which 

minimizes total vehicle costs, within the emissions constraint. This has been essentially the 

treatment utilized by the two most prominent evaluations of alternative powerplants (3,4) where vehicle 
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acceleration which essentially determines engine size, internal compartment size, and the choice of 

key power~consuming accessories have been the features held constant within a number of vehicle classes. 

These studies have "designed" vehicles for each powerplant to attain the specified attributes. It has 

already been shown that this framework for evaluating alternatives will not necessarily compare optimum 

engine-vehicle combinations as perceived by the consumer. Also, these are inherently long-run 

calculations because, as discussed in Section IV below, it is unlikely that an entirely new engine body 

would be developed for the introdu~tion of a new e~gine. Similarly, the availability of a broad-cut 

distillate fuel, at some price advantage, was assumed in these studies for those engines which could 

use it. Like the optimized body, this desirable feature of the future is not likely to occur except in 

the long run well after a successful introduction is made, running mostly on gasoline. The JPL study 

(3) made a systematic attempt to apply technology advances consistently, clearly a necessary condition 

for a valid technology forecast. In total, the JPL study certainly represents a major advance over 

previous alternative powerplant evaluations, which generally had no consistent way of evaluating the 

relative importance of various engine attributes (e.g., 5,6,7). It can only be reemphasized, however, 

that these several life-cycle cost calculations still represent a very simplified study of a very 

diverse market. 

It seems, then, that the issue of energy conservation has been buried within the choice of the 

most·economical powerplant. If two vehicles with equal attributes have equal life-cycle costs, but 

substantially different fuel consumptions, are we actually indifferent between them, given energy 

conservation as a national goal? The answer must be yes, given the real resource trade-offs involved, 

but the crucial parameter is the price of fuel used in the life-cycle cost calculation -- it quantifies 

the value of fuel relative to the other resources which money can buy. For a life-cycle cost 

calculation performed by a private party -- an automobile owner or a vehicle manufacturer -- the market 

price is obviously the appropriate price. There is, under the·present circumstances of an international 

petroleum exporters' cartel and government price controls, substantial uncertainty in making an accurate 

forecast of the market price at the date of projected powerplant comparison. However, an uncertainty 

of a different sort is whether the market price of fuel is the appropriate pflce to use when making 

a life-cycle calculatio~ which attempts.to reflect the costs to the nation as a whole. The 

national effort:s coward development of syn.thetic fuels at prices higher than today's market price, the 

arms expendiLun~!; aimed at: stabilizing overseas sources of petroleum, the forthcoming creation of a 

national petroleum stockpile, the existence of national mandatory fuel economy standards for the 

automobile manufacturers, and the apparent general consensus that fuel must be "conserved" all s11pport 

the idea that the social value of motor vehicle fuels is greater than its market price. Thus, a 

socially representative life-cycle cost calculation should be made using some sort of "social premium" 
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added onto tbe market price, indicating an increased willingness to trade other resources for petroleum 

While the possible existence of a social premium for petroleum-based fuels raises a host of issues 

concerning possible disparities between all social and private calculations concerning energy 

utilization, only its impact on decisions concerning the development of alternative automotive 

powerplants will be discussed here. 

In the preceding section, the use of life-cycle cost calculations has been·discussed for a ·limited 

group of vehicle classes, using a pr.ujet:Lec.l rnarket fuel price and an uncertain social fuel pn>minm A.S 

a reasonable technique for attempting to sort out powerplant technologies for the future. However, 

there are two remaining sets of uncertainties which confound such an analysis even further; these are 

the difficulties in project~ng the attributes of the alternatives and the ICE to the relevant time 

.frame; and the levels of emission standards which the ICE and the alternatives will be required to meeL 

Projecting the t.e~hnological attributes comprised the major effort of the recent JPL study and these 

A.t.tributes are of course the focus of the present R & D efforts in this.area. 

The unknown future emissions standards affect the admissibility or price of some of the 

alternatives. For example, as long as the 0.4 g/mile NOx standard in the legislation is maintained, it 

is widely agreed that the diesel engine is eliminated from consideration. In the cost area, it appears 

that the gas turbine engine can attain· the statutory NOx limit, but only by using a relatively expensive 

variable geometry combustor. 

The combined effect of technological and emissions standards uncertainties on the improvements 

in fuel economy of ICE-powered vehiclE:s over the Lime frame of interest for altcrnativ'es is also 

substantial. This time frame is luug, at least ten years; therefore, it is the performance of the ICE 

in the late 1980's which is of interest. As discussed in Section II, improvements in ICE engine fuel 

economy over this time frame can be expected from improved emission control systems, increases in 

engine compression ratio, the use of leaner fuel-air mixtures in engines, the use of onboard computers 

to control engine operation, and improvements in transmissions. On the other hand, for the ICE further 

reductions in emission levels will degrade engine fuel economy, the extent of this degradation 

depending on the degree of additional emission·control required. 

Figure 1 shows our estimates of changes in ICE fuel economy, expressed as a percentage of the 1975 

baseline, through the year 1985, at three different levels of emissions standards. If today's emissiom 

standards are continued without change through 1985, the minimum estimated gain in engine fuel economy 

is about 15%. It can be argued that more successful ICE development efforts will result in larger 

improvements in engine fuel economy, and the shaded area indicates that improvements greater than the 

15% may well be attained. Substantial reductions in HC and CO emissions levels and modest reductions 

in NO. , would result in about a 10% decrease in fuel economy in the short-term. While developments 
X 
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in emission control tecnnology in the late 1970's and early 1980's may well reduce this fuel economy 

penalty, such reductions cannot be guaranteed. A reduction in NO emissions to 0.4 g/mile would in the 
X 

short-term result in even further reductions in fuel economy, again of the order of 10%. Although 

further developments may reduce this fuel economy penalty, such reductions cannot be guaranteed. All 

we can conclude, then, is that the gain by 1985 could be between -20% and a figure substantially 

larger than 20%. The lowest number is the likely result of modest improvements in technology, and the 

requirement that HC, CO and NOx emissions levels are forced down to the statutory standards. 

Substantially higher numbers are projected for more successful ICE development efforts and much more 

modest further reductions in emission requirements. It will be seen shortly that the magnitude of this 

uncertainty is comparable to the magnitude of the fuel economy gains which the more promising 

alternatives have to offer. 

In Figure 2 the results of calculations which illustrate the impact of these uncertainties on an 

evaluation of an alternative powerplant are presented. The Stirling engine has been chosen, because 

by making reasonable assumptions which are approximately correct, its economics can be treated in a 

particularly simple fashion. The calculations presented in Figure 2 are based on the assumption that 

the specific power of the 1985 Stirling engine is equal to that of the 1985 ICE, and thus that 

equivalent acceleration is roughly attained by engines of equal power in vehicles of equal weight. 

Then the only significant difference in initial vehicle cost is due to the difference in cost of 

equally powerful engines. Furthermore, it is assumed that the principal attribute of th~ Stirling 

engine which is not now reasonably well known is its cost; estimates typically range up to several 

times that of an equivalent ICE.* Thus, in Figure 2 the total operating plus capital charge cost 

advantage in c/mile of the 1985 Stirling-powered vehicle relative to the 1985 ICE-powered vehicle is 

plotted as a function of the ratio of Stirling engine cost to ICE cost. The key inputs to this 

calculation are the ratio·of the Stirling vehicle's fuel economy to that of the ICE baseline vehicle 

(~) which is equal to the ratio of the engine efficiencies since the vehicle weights are the same, the 

cost of a gallon of gasoline for the ICE vehicle (PB), and the differential (decrease) in the cost of 

fuel for the Stirling vehicle relative to gasoline ~P). The range of the independent variable (R) 

covers roughly the range of estimated Stirling engine costs, only the progress of present and future 

R & D programs will delenuine its value. 

Figure 2 presents several Lulal cosr comparisons tor an intermediate-size vehicle. · Line 1 is the 

"base case" where the fuel economy of the Stirling vehicle is 15% higher than the ICE baseline .• and 

* It is recognized that these simple calculations neglect a number of considerations (reduced fuel 
tankage requirements, differences in torque-speed curves, etc.) but they adequately serve our 
illustrative purposes. 
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where both engines use gasoline priced at 55¢ per gallon, roughly today's market price. The 1985 ICE 

baseline vehicle was assumed to meet an intermediate set ot emissions standards, and Lltus (from Figure 

1), attain a minimum fuel economy about 10% better than that of similar 1975 vehicles. This baseline 

case shows that the Stirling vehicle would break even with the ICE at an engine cost of about 1.3 

times the ICE cost. Also of note is the total operating cost advantage the Stirling vehicle would 

~ttAin in the unlikely case that its cost were reduced to that of the ICE; --.about 0.4 ¢/mile at R=l; 

this can be considered the maximum possible Stirling advantage for the assumed parameter values. The 

assumed Stirling efficiency here corresponds roughly to that of the present Ford/Phillips prototype 

(1.0). The second case shmvs the effect of a more optimistic fuel economy advantage for the Stirling 

vehcile, a 30% improvement over the ICE baseline. This Stirling engine efficiency advantage increases 

the initi~l St:i.rling engine cost at break-even with the ICE to a ratio of 1.5. This increase in 

relative efficiency could come either frum a more optimistic projection of Stirling iechnulugy, ~loser 

t.o thAt forecast by JPL, or from the impact u£ forcing the ICE to meet ~tandards closer tu r:lu" present 

statutory goal thus lowering the baseline :Cuel ecunowy. Ca.5e J is !'limilar to Ca!>o l Qxcept th.H t:hE> 

future gasoline price is 83¢ per gallon which indicates the impact of the uncertainty itl forecast fuel 

prices. Higher fuel prices clearly make the Stirling more attractive. The difference between Cases 1 

and 3 may be looked at in a different \vay: as the impact of a 28¢/gal s0cial premium on fuel marketed 

at 55¢/gal. While this may be considered a somwhat high estimate of such a premium, its effects are 

clear. First, the private (Case 1) calculation underestimates the total (i.e., social) maximum 

benefits (Case 3) of the Stirling engine by about 5U%. Second, the break-even iuiLial cost necessary 

for a socialJy Arlvanrageous introduction is underestimated by about 20% of the cu~L uf rh~ ICE, thus 

possibly imposing a substantial delay for cunLiuued cost-reduction R & D, or preventing introdtlcti nn. 
I 

Case 4 is the base calculation except that the Stirling engine is assumed to burn a wide range 

distillate fuel CO§ting 4¢ per gallon less than th~ gasoline used by the ICE. These assumptions roughzy 

cover the uncertainties in inputs. 

Figure 2 thus shows that estimates of the Stirling total cost advantage when expre~sed in·cents 

per mile of total life-cycle costs contain uncect~int:iP.s of the same order as the projected gain. In 

other words, for a given projected level of Stirling engine R & D success (i.e., a value of R), the 

Stirling engine may or may not . .be superior to the ICE. Similar calculations could be performed for 

most of the other alternatives, and we are left with the conclusion that while reasonable assumptions 

can produce significant total cost advantages for the more promising of the alternatives, the 

uncertainties in these estimates are substantial. 

These calculations also point.out an interesting feaLure of the alternative powerplants debate: 

the argument is over total cost advantages of no more than several tenths of a cent per mile. This 
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number must be compared with the total operating costs of a typical automobile of about 14C per mile. 

In order to obtain these total cost advantages, which are modest in relation to the total operating 

costs, the vehicle purchaser will face a very visible engine cost increase of several hundred dollars. 

One can only speculate as to the ability of consumers to respond rationally to this tradeoff. 

On the other hand, if these modest total vehicle operating cost savings can be realized at an 

individual level, on a national scale the gains can be truly enormous. If substantial conversion of 

an automobile fleet to a new engine technology occurs, gains of the order of a fraction of a cent per 

mile would total to the order of billions of dollars per year on a total fleet basis. We thus face the 

following dilemma: on a national scale, the potential gains from the more attractive· alternative engine 

technologies are very substantial; but to the individual vehicle purchaser, these gains may appear quite 

modest and at time of vehicle purchase may not be recognized due to the increase in vehicle price. 

In conclusion two points are reemphasized. First, relative total life-cycle cost is a reasonable 

approach to evaluating the alternative automotive powerplants. However, when applied to a limited 

number of vehicle classes and calculated based on certain assumptions of vehicle user habits, it is a 

rather crude tool for simplifying a complex market. Second, our current attempts at evaluation of the 

relative economics of the alternatives are overwhelmed by the uncertainties in the future technological 

attributes of the alternatives, the market price of fuel, the social value of fuel, and the level of 

emissions standards which will be imposed on ICE-powered vehicles by the Federal government. 

4.0 THE PROCESS OF AUTOMOtiVE TECHNOLOGY DEVELOPMENT AND PROD~CTION 
The process by which a major new automobile component such as an engine would be developed and 

brought into mass production is an important factor in evaluating these alternative engines. Figure 3 

shows a schematic of a simple model for this process of automotive technology development and 

production which we have developed for use in our research. It consists of a set of "stages," during 

which the firm performs an activity which advances the status of an innovation, and a "decision" 

preceding each stage, where the attributes of the innovation are compared against updated targets and 

the decision made whether or not to advance its status. While the model is clearly a gross 

simplification of a complicated, evolutionary process, it provides us with a few useful and reasonably 

well defined benchmarks for our analysis. 

In the simplest cases, we envision a relatively new technology,, such as a new alternative. 

powerplant, entering the system at the Selection Decision, where some potential technological or cost 

advantage over the in-use system, the ICE, has been identif.ied. In the Initial Development Stage, 

1 several alternative configurations are typically examined. The goal of this stage is to prove the 

technical feasibility and performance characteristics of the alternative, and there is minimal emphas· 
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on ultimate product cost and its reduction. This stage may end with a "proof-of-concept" demonstration. 

If the performance characteristics demonstrated by the prototype engine continue to be attractive 

relative to the ICE, the innovation will then enter the Final Development Stage where one configuration 

is chosen as the best, and the development focus is on design optimization and the development of 

manufcturing techniques to reduce costs. 

If the performance characteristics and the manufacturing cost determined in the Final Development 

Stage continue to be attractive, a qecision to introduce the new product into the marketplace may be 

made. In the Introduction Stage, initial tooling is procured and production initiated. The 

alternative engine would probably be introduced as an option on one or more model lines. There would be 

extensive testing of pilot production units, probably in fleets in the model year before market 

introduction. An extensive marketing campaign would be initiated. The product would be introduced 

on a scale of order a few hundred thousand units per year, and, if the introduction \vas successful, in 

subsequent model years penetration of the market would likely increase and the Mature Production Stage 

would be entered. Here, as the new product continued to demonstrate improved performance and cost 

characteristics relative to the ICE baseline, market penetration would steadily expand. 

The investment required in each activity rises by close to an order of magnitude from stage to 

stage, starting at millions of dollars in Initial Development to billions of dollars in Mature 

Production. The risk, or probability of failure, is of a different nature for each stage, and this 

affects-the way in which the decisions are handled and influences the manner in which the activities 

are carried out. The risk at Ll~ Selection or Final Development Decisions is high and principally 

technological: either the development activity undertaken will attain its goal or it will not.· But 

investment levels are low enough that a number of alternatives can be carried along, so that 

development "bets" can be "hedged". 

At the opposite end, the Mature Production De~lslon is a relatively easy one -- the innovation 

in question has already proven itself in l:h~-< tuarketolace. its desien and imnlementutiou iu the vehicle 

can now be optimized, and large investments made in new capital-intensive plants with relative security 

as to the nature and quantity of d,emand. It is the Introduction De~il:;luu at which the "dollar risk", 

i.e., investment times probability of failure, is the largest, because it is here that the response 

of new car buyers, consumers noted for unpredictability in their response to technological 

innovations, make. their judgment known, Notable past failures, such as fuel injection and air 

suspension in the late 1950's, indicate the difficulties the manufacturers face in forecasting consumer 

response to technological product changes. In the case of an alternative powerplant the magnitude 

of the investment is large enough to have a non-trivial impact on the firm's profit levels in the case 

of failure. The Introduction Decision for an alternative powerplant is thus an important ami uangerous 
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one. 

As has been widely noted else\vhere, the. total time for a major innovation to make it through all 

four stages ranges from ten years and up, depending principally on the degree of departure from 

previously manufactured technologies, in this case the ICE, and the pressures for change be they 

economic, competitive, or government-induced. Of course, the impact of changes in technology on 

national automotive fuel consumption or emissions only occurs once a substantial number of engines in 

the in-use vehicle fleet have been replaced. The fleet turnover stage, the far right in Figure 3, 

takes many years and depends on the average life expectancy of automobiles in actual use, about ten 

years. For these reasons, the entire process of developing, introducing and producing a new engine 

and substantially impacting on national fuel consumption takes a very long time, probably approaching 

twenty years from a positive Selection Decision under an aggressively pursued and successful program. 

The Introduction Stage is the focal point of the entire process; it must be anticipated by 

previous stages, and its success makes the Mature Production Decision a reiatively easy one. Its key 

characteristics of non-negligible probability of failure combined ·with large investment lead to a 

likely introduction strategy wherein the fixed cost of the innovation will be kept as low as possible, 

consistent with minimizing the probability of failure. Thus, the innovation is designed for a high 

degree of "integrability" so that the amount of redesign required in the automobile body and the 

related C?mponents is held low. FurthPrmnrP, " m;mufacturing proccoo u:~ing le~~ thau up Lltual, 

long-run minimum cost, capital investment is likely to be used; the initial production will likely 

involve variable costs higher than the long-run optimum, and thus total product costs hi?.her than 

the long-run minimum. These techniques allow the manufacturer to minimize his losses in the case of 

failure of the innovation to meet the market test. Only after a successful Introduction Stage will the 

vehicle redesign and increases investment in new process technology and specialized tools result in the 

most efficient product and manufacturing system combination. This has been the pattern in a number of 

past automotive product innovati6ns. 

These characteristics of the Introduction Stage have significant implications for consideration 

of alternative powerplants. As previously discussed, most studies of alternative engines have 

evaluated the alternatives in vehicles-once the engine and vehicle have been optimized to provide the 

maximum gain. While, in any successful development, introduction, and mass production process, such 

an optimum would eventually be reached, it is unlikely that the engine/vehicle combination produced 

during the Introduction Stage would be optimized in this way. Tn minimize the dollar ri~k at 

introduction, the fixed costs of pruducing and marketing the new engine would be held as low as possible. 

Thus, in all likelihood the new engine would be offered as an option in an existing vehicle body in 

which only the minimum modifications required to accommodate the engine had been made. For some of the 
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alternative engines, this combination would be close to the optimum. For others, it would be far from 

the optimum or would have characteristics which differed significantly from the ICE/vehicle 

combination with which it competes. Thus, alternative engines must be evaluated at several stages 

during this development, introduction, production and fleet turnover process. The key stages at which 

evaluations must be made are at the time of introduction, and in the long-term future when, through 

evolutionary product improvement changes the engine/vehicle combination has been optimized. Not only 

must the new engine/vehicle combination be attractive in the long term after optimization has been 

completed, but it must also be sufficiently attractive at the time the Introduction Decision is made 

for the new engine technology to move over this important hurdle. No published analysis has yet 

attempted to deal with this feature of the complex introduction process; only the long-run vehicle has. 

been analyzed, -as discussed in Section III. 

As an exa~ple of the complexities which this pro~ess produces, consider the diesel engine. Since 

the diesel engine's power-to-weight ratio is significantly lower than that of the ICE, at the 

Introduction Stage the diesel powered vehicle would likely have roughly equivalent weight o£ the ICE 

engine/vehicle alternative, and as a consequence, would have reduced performance. Thus, the critical 

introduction question would be whether a diesel engine/vehicle combination with lower performance than 

the ICE engine/vehicle combination would have sufficiently attractive characteristics to offset its 

performance disadvantage. In the long run, if the introduction proves .successful, the diesel engine/ 

vehicle combination would be modified to improve its performance characteristics, possibly, but not 

necessarily, to approach those of the conventional ICE/vehiele. Thus the market appeal of the diesel 

At time of introduction, and the market appeal of the diesel as the diesel-powered vehicle performance 

is improved could well be markedly different. The reverse situation would likely pertain with an 

engine such as the single-shaft gas turbine, which has been projected to have a significant higher 

power-to-weight ratio than the !CE (3). 

) 
A somewhat similar situation would likely take place With respect tu the avallaullity of the 

optimal, i.e., least expensive fuel for a new powerplant. Previous analyses, which have implicitly 

assumed an instantaneous total system optimization, include substantial benefits for alternatives 

which can operate on a fuel requiring less refining than the gasoline required by the ICE. Given the 

uncertainty of the success of an alternative powerplant, the petroleum industry has little incentive 

to make a low cost fuel available at the time the powerplant is introduced. Thus, a new powerplant 

would most likely have to achieve a successful market introduction by running on gasoline. Where 

diesel fuel is widely available some of the fuel versatility advantage might be obtained by early 

purchasers of the new system, but it would probably be many years before the broad-cut distillate often 

~tggested would be available. 
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No discussion of the possible introduction of an alternative powerplant would be complete without 

consideration of the intervention of the Federal Government into the process. In the present stage of 

government-industry relations little more than educated speculation is possible. For example, there is 

presently no provision in the Clean Air Act for the necessarily gradual introduction of an alternative 

powerplant, in the not unlikely case that the new system meets the statutory original 1976 standards 

but the ICE does not. It seems likely that the government would exert some sort of pressure to force 

an extraordinarily rapid conversion to the alternative. Anticipation of such a possibility certainly 

cannot serve as encouragement to the manufacturers in taking the major risk of introducing an 

alternative powerplant. Another imponderable is the possibility of a major government-supportea R&D 

program. Such a program, if carefully designed to take account of the process of auttomotive technology 

development and production discussed here, could do much to hasten the attainment of an optimal engine/ 

vehicle/fuel system. The possible existence of a substantial social premium on automotive fuels, with 

the attendant disparity between private and social evaluations of the attractiveness of some of the 

alternative powerplants as discussed in Section III above makes a major government program more. likely 

now than ever in the past. The social premium may be internalized explicitly, through the proposed 

tax-rebate scheme and gasoline tax (11), along with its explicit internalization via the present full 

economy standards. 

5.0 ENGINE CATEGORiZATION 
We have argued that, while some of the alternative engines ~ffer the potential for life-cycle cost 

reductions, principally through reduced fuel consumption, the uncertainties in evaluating the potential 

benefits are of such magnitude that we cannot draw definitive conclusions. These uncertainties 

include those associated with the long-run benefits -- the future attributes of the ICE and the 

alternatives, and the market and social values of automotive fuels -- and those associated with the 

introduction process. Faced with the enormous uncertainty, what can we-usefully say about each of the 

alternatives? First, we can recognize that they are all at different stages of development, and that 

as a result the major uncertainties for each lie in different areas. Sec~nd, we can identify the 

barriers which each of the more promising alternatives must overcome if it is to progress further along 

in the technology development and production process. Rather than discuss each alternative in detail, 

we will divide the most promising alternative engines into three categories, based on their degree of 

change from the baseline ICE. Table 3 lists the engines in three categories: those close to the ICE, 

advanced heat engines, and electric battery-powered vehicles. 

Those engines close to the ICE, the Wankel engine, the several different stratified charge engine 

concepts and the diesel engine, have the following characteristics in common. They are all quite well 
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developed engine technologies, and the extent of change from the ICE is relatively small, at lP.A~t in 

comparison to the other alternatives. They could be manufactured on engine production lines quite 

similar to those in use today, and indeed could use many common machine tools and existing engine 

components. Their emission characteristics are neither substantially better nor substantially worse 

than those of the ICE that they might replace. Only the diesel engine and the fuel-injected 

stratified charge engine concepts offer promise of substantially improved fuel economy and the ability 

to burn fuels cheaper than gasoline, but in both these cases, t~e initial engine cost would be higher. 

The reasons engines in this category are generally not being developed further are either that the 

engines are not deemed sufficiently attractive to warrant further development towards introduction, or 

that uncertainties in emissions standards make the developm~nt ?nQ ~ntrodv.ction of these enejnf.~ Vf.ry 

risky because their ability to meet government requirements in the long-term cannot be sufficiently 

guaranteed. In the case of the diesel engin~ which will be brought to marketplace by GM in late 1977 

as an option in the Oldsmobile, the fuel economy advantages are apparently judged more important than 

the risk in emissions. While the precise fuel economy and emissions advantages of these engines, and 

the initial cost penalties have not yet been adequately quantified (at least publicly) these 

uncertainties could be resolved by the industry at relatively modest cost. The development and 

introduction process would be very similar to that followed by a new conventional ICE. 

In.contrast, the advanced heat engines, if they were introduced, would represent a revolution in 

engine technology. The three engines listed all exhibit low emissions characteristics, and have the 

potential for improved engine efficiency to varying degrees. These engines are all much less demanrling 

in fuel requirements than the ICE and could burn a wide range of fuels. This could have important 

operating costs and refinery energy saving consequences. These engines are all in the initial 

development stage, though the development efforts devoted to each to date for automobile applications• 

are different, the gas turbine having received most attention. 

There are major uncertainties in the technological characteristics of these advanced heat engines 

and especially in their manufacturing feasibility and costs. Programs are currently underway to define 

the performance and operating characteristics of these engines insuitablevehicles. Once satisfactory 

operating and performance characteristics have been demonstrated, major efforts to evaluate 

manufacturing feasibility and determine manufacturing costs will be required. The scope of the efforts 

required to determine manufacturing feasibility and initial engine cost for these alternative engines 

will be substantial. The magnitude of this development cost is a formidable barrier to further 

examination of these advanced heat engines, given the uncertainty in their potential attractiveness. 

The battery-powered electric system is placed in a class of its own for three important reasons. 

The first is technolgical. The required battery technology for vehicle performance approaching that.of 
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a conventional engine vehicle has not yet been developed, let alone been demonstrated. I? addition, 

while the other alternative· engines can be viewed as a straight replacement for the ICE, the 

battery-powered electric system requires much more fundamental vehicle modifications. The second 

important reason is·that even if the advanced battery development efforts are successful, the electric 

vehicle would inherently be a range-limited vehicle concept. Also, while initial and operating cost 

estimates for such electric vehicles are highly speculative, it appears unlikely that they will be 

less than those of conventional vehicles. Thus, even under optimistic technological assumptions, the 

market for electric vehicles, in the absence of extensive government intervention to increase dem~nd, 

is likely to be small. Fianlly, and more positively, the electric vehicle is the one engine option 

which could separate a sizeable part of the transportation system from dependence on petroleum fuels. 

Whether this option w1ll ever be exercised cannot now be predicted. It is nonetheless an important 

option for this reason alone. 

6. o sur1t1ARY Mm coNcLusIoNs 
We have tried to show that this problem -- alternative engines as replacements for the ICE -- is 

rich in controversy, confusion and uncertainty. We can identify much of the advocacy for what it is, 

and thus moderate some of the controversy which obscures the real issues. In this paper, we have 

attempted to clarify some of these substantive issues by emphasizing the magnitude and extenf of the 

sources of uncertainty which have contributed to the current confusion. 

To focus our summary, let us return to the questions which we raised at the end of ~ection I. The 

first was: Should we have a new automotive powerplant to replace the ICE? We might thereby realize 

savings in total vehicle life-cycle costs, principally through reduced fuel costs. Our answer is that 

one cannot yet say. A number of the alternative engines now appear attractive, because they do offer 

the potential for total life-cycle cost savings relative to today's ICE, through improvements in engine 

efficiency and the use of fuels cheaper than gasoline. However, by 1985, the earliest titne frame for 

introduction for most of these alternatives, the ICE is likely to have improved significantly and may 

offer reduced life-cycle costs relative to today's engine comparable to those now promised by the better 

of the alternatives. What makes this comparison impossible to resolve currently are: first, the 

substantial uncertainties involved in estimating the progress in the baseline ICE due to uncertainties 

in emissions standards, and the degreetowhich ICE development efforts to improve fuel economy will be 

successful; and, second, the uncertainties in the magnitude of the gains offered by each of the 

alternatives, primarily in their fuel economy and initial cost. These uncertainties are of the same 

order as the potential gains. 

However, if as a result of successful development efforts, it becomes clear that one or more of 
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the alternative engines would offer reductions in total life-cycle costs relative to the ICE, with 

the resource costs appropriately valued to reflect their national importance, a second question must 

then be asked: Would such an alternative be developed and introduced in mass production? We cannot 

answer this one either. It would depend on whether meeting future emission standards with the 

alternative was judged sufficiently assured, whether private life-cycle costs at time of vehicle 

purchase properly reflected the national importance of resources such as fuel, whether the alternative 

was judged to be attractive relative to the ICE during introduction as well as in the longer term when 

the engine/vehicle/fuel system would have been optimized, and whether the government embarked on major 

new programs of regulation, R & D, or other market intervention. 

So what, then, is the role for alternative engines in energy conservation? The potential impact 

on a national scale is high, though uncertain. We therefore conclude that the more attractive 

alternatives are promising R & D areas for the industry and the government. The early goals of such 

R & D programs would be to reduce the current technological, economic, and regulatory uncertainty 

through more precise definition of the performance, cpst and other attributes of these alternatives, 

relative to the ICE. 

This is not a glamorous or definitive conclusion: it does not focus national attention on a 

single clearly defined goal. But given the nature of the problem, it is the only realistic conclusion 

we can reach. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is t:he discussion of Dr. Lawrence Linden's presentation,"Alternative Automotive 

Engines and Energy Conservation". This discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the 

audience and answers from Dr. Lawrence Linden. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question:' 

Answer: 

Has consideration been given to the possible surplus of gasoline which might result 
as more diesel fuel or a broad-cut distillate is used for highway transport? 

An important advantage of most of the alternative automotive powerplants is that the 
fuels they use do not have to meet the same stringent technical criteria as gasoline, 
thus less refining is required and they cost less. Therefore widespread utilization 
of an alternative powerplant, especially an advanced system, would almost certainly 
involve an increase in demand for diesel fuel, or another distillate, and, if total 
motor fuel con&umption &tays ~onstant, a deoreaee in demand for gasoline. However, 
there would never be any surplus of gasoline. The.transition of powerplants and fuels 
would be a· smooth one because, as described in this paper, it would be very slow. It 
would take several years to a decade for all new cars to replace a new engine. Then it 
would take about ten more years for these new cars to replace those on the road. Thus 
the petroleum industry would have ample time to alter its refining processes to adjust 
its automotive fuel output. The difficulty, if any, comes with the first few cars with 
the new engine; they would be at a disadvantage, relative to their future potential, 
because the cheap fuel they could consume would not be widely available. 

What is the feasibility of using ceramic components in ICE's to approximately double 
their efficiency - will this technology take longer to develop than Stirling or gas 
turbine with ceramics? 

Ceramics offer some cost and efficiency advantages for the ICE (and the diesel) as well 
as the Stirling and gas turbine. The advantages are more like a 10-20% improvement in 
efficiency than the doubling suggested, and are much less than the advantages for the 
advanced engines. The efficiencies of the advanced engines are limited by the ability 
of the available materials to bear loads at high temperature, at a reasonable cost. 
Ceramics would offer a major improvement in this area, with efficiency increases of 
20-50% and uncertain, but possibly substantial, decreases in cost, relative to the all
metal versions. Most of the development effort in ceramics for heat engines is pre
sently going into turbine engine components. The key problem is in the manufacturing 
process, and once this is solved for the gas turbine, the solution most likely will 
carry over fairly readily to the ICE. 
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TABLE 1 

CAIWIDATE AUTmrOTIVE D:GINES 

BASELn!E 

* Reciprocatinc Spark-Ignition (SI) Engine 

AL TEll:~ A TIVES 

lol;;wlr.gl SI ii:nginu (uniform or otratificd chorgc) 

Carbureted Prechamber Stratified Charge· SI Engine 

Fuel-Injected Stratified Charge SI Engine 

Diesel Engine 

Gas Turbine (Brayton Cycle) Engine 

Rankine Cycle Engine 

Stirling Cycle Engine 

Heat Engine Hybrid Syste:.Js 

Battery-Powered Electric System 

* Popularly kn01m as the internal ccmbustion eni;ine or ICE, though 
many of the alternatives are ·also ''intcrn<:ll combustion engines". 
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TABLE 2 

* KEY ATTRillUTES OF AUTO:·!OTIVE PO',:ERPLA.t'lTS 

Emissions a Maintenance ease: b 

Response to abuse and neglcctb 

1 
a,b 

Fue economy Design horsepower versati·lity c 

Control ease c 

Producibility c 

Starting easeb Size c 

Driveabilityb 

Performanceb Ability to be in tegratcd in vehicle c 

The attributes are marked to distinguish their major significance as 

follows: 

aGovernment regulat~~ns now in effect or expected and must be met. 

bcons~mer generally identifies these as important engine attributes 
influencing his choice of vehicle. 

cContributes to the ability of the manufacturer to sell engines that 
satisfy the consumer (usually by way of reducing cost). 

* From (S) modified. 
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TABLE 3 

ALTERNATIVE D:r.n:r. CT.ASSJFICATION 

Engines Close to ICE 

* Wank!:!l SI Engine 

* Stratified Ch·arge SI Engines 

* Diesel 

Advanced Heat Engines 

• 
"' Gas Turbine (Brayton Cyt.l(>) 

* Rankine Cycle Engine 

* Stirling Cycle Engine 

Electric Vehicles 

* Battery-Powered Electric System 
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SYNTHETIC LIQUID FUELS DEVELOPMENT - ASSESSMENT OF CRITICAL FACTORS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper provides the summary results of a study done by SRI International for the Energy 

Research and Development Administration. The study relates to the technology assessment of selected 

liquid fuels der.ived from coal and oil shale. These fuels are considered to be the most likely alter-

natives to substitute for or augment petroleum derived fuels in the transportation sector in the 

1980-2000 time frame. The core of the study deals with the preparation of a Maximum Credible Imple-

mentation (MCI) Scenario for the deployment of a syn.thetic liquid fuel industry based on the use of 

coal and oil shale.to produce synthetic crude oils and methanol. The preparation of the MCI was 

followed by detailed exploration of the broad consequences if the scenario were to become a reality. 

The research reported here treats only a part of the total picture, but it nevertheless represents a 

significant step in the portrayal of the large new industries that may be required to meet future fuel 

demands. This work was initiated in June 1974 by the Alternative Automotive Power Systems Division 
\ 

(AAPS) and the Office of Energy, Minerals and Industry of the U.S. E.P.A. the AAPS Alternative Fuels 

Program became a part of the U. S. Energy Research and Development Administration in 1975. 
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SYNTHETIC LIQUID FUELS DEVELOPMENT 
ASSESSMENT OF CRITICAL FACTORS 

A. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND METHOD 

Domestic supplies of petroleum already fill far short of meeting U.S. demand for liquid fuels. In 

1973, the shortfall was 6 million barrels per day (B/D) (1 million m3/D). With plausible growth in 

demand and decline in domestic oil production, the shortfall may be as large as 18 million B/D (2.9 

million m3/n) in the year 2000. ·of this shortfall, about 6 million B/D (1 million m3/D) can be 

attributed to the automotive market (cars, trucks, and buses) 

It has been widely proposed that synthetic liquid fuels could be substituted for conventional 

petroleum. Syncrudes and methanol derived ftom coal and oil shale could possibly lessen or avoid 

future shortfalls. Several previous studies have examined the technical and economic feasibility of 

such synthetic liquid fuels. In contrast, the central objective of this study was to examine the 

feasibility of these fuels in a much broader sense--the feasibility when environmental, economic, social, 

and institutional consequences are taken into account. These consequences were to be contrasted 

briefly with those of an attempt to reduce or eliminate the shortfall by means of an alJ-out effort to 

develop remaining domestic conventional petroleum resources. 

The core of the study was the preparation of a Maximum Credible Implementation Scenario (MC.I) for 

the deployment of.a synthetic liquid fuel industry based on the use of coal and oil shale to produce 

synthetic crude oils and methanol. The preparation of the MCI was followed by detailed explorati.on of 

the broad consequences if the scenario were to become a reality. 

Far from being an advocated implementation scenario, or even an expected future, the MCI is 

intended only to depict the maximum rate at which a synfuel industry could be implemented under 

favorable circumstances. The MCI served, therefore, ·to identify and highlight those consequences that 

would prove most critical Lu uepluyml:!nt once the decision was made to have such an industry. 

B. THE MAXIMUM CREDIBLE IMPLEMENTATION (MCI) SCENARIO 
FOR A SYNTHETIC LIQUID FUELS INDUSTRY 

The MCI rests on building-block descriptions of the technologies for making syncrudes from coal 

and oil shale and Methanol from coal. Syncrudes are emphasized rather than synthetic final products 

such as gasoline because the corporations most likely to produce and m~rket synthetic fuels--the oil 

companies--have strong economic incentives to make synthetic crudes rather than final products 

directly. 

Production of synthetic crude allows it simply to be added to the natural crudes still available 
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to refineries, and with·relatively minor modifications to the refineries*, final .proclnr.ts essentially 

identical to present fuels result. This approach has the practical advantage of serving both the 

needs of oil companies wishing to maintain the usefulness of present investments and of insulating 

the consumer from change. As a result, syncrudes have received emphasis over methanol in this study. 

However, future uses of methanol in stationary energy-consuming devices could release petroleum for 

use i.n the automotive sector. 

For reasons of data availability and technological state of. the art, this study has focused on the 

H-coal process for producing syncrude from coal,the TOSCO II process for producing syncrude from oil 

shale, and a combined process for producing methanol from coal--a Lurgi gasifier followed by methanol 

synthesis. For all of these technologies the required resource inputs (capital, labor, fossil 

material, water, steel, and electricity) and the fuel outputs have been specified for the 100,000-B/D 

J (16,000-m /D) plant size that seems likely to characterize the industry. 

The MCI is summarized in the following figure. Notice that the MCI alone would not entirely . 

eliminate the 18 million-BID shortfall expected in 2000. 

8 

2 

~ COAL METHANOL 

f·;{}j;j:;: .. J COAL SYNCRUDE 

~ OIL SHAI.F. SYNCRUDE 

o-----_,= 
1975 1980 1985 

YEAR 

1990 1995 

MAXIMUM CREDIBLE IMPLEMENTATION SCENARIO 

* 

2000 

As long as the syncrude remains a small portion of the crude accepted by any given refinery. 
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C. CONSEQUENCES OF THE MCI 

1. Industrial Decision Making 

The United States does not have a synthetic liquid fuels industry in place today because, in the 

.past, such fuels could not be produced at costs competitive with conventionally produced oil. Even 

with the high prices of oil paced by the Organization ot Petroleum Exporting Countries (OPEC) cartel, 

syncrudes and coal-derived methanol are not yet competitive with natural crude oils: Moreover, the 

rise in oil prices has made many previously uneconomic conventional petroleum options worth exploring, 

and companies are now vigorously pursuing those that appear economic. Until the risks of such 

ventures increase to intolerable levels or the relative cost of producing synthetic fuels fails, 

prudent business investment practice will emphasize conventional petroleum in preference to synthetic 

liquid fuel's. Thus, unless the market place changes dramatically, or governmental policies provide 

sufficient economic offsets or incentjves, there will be few or no synthetic liquid fuels produced-

and the MCI will remain only a hypothetical exercise. 

2. Capital Availability 

The capital investments required by the MCI are large, and thus there is reason to inquire whether 

financing a synthetic liquid fuels industry is in fact possible. Application of a simple model of 

the aggrega~e petroleum industry in the United States indicates that even if historical rates of 

return on investment in the oil industry are maintained, and if the rate of inflation is 5 percent, 

then a future, integrated evolutionary natural-plus-synthetic petroleum industry could not finance 

the MCI out of its cash flow. There would be a continuing need for attracting capital to the industry. 

However, in 1995, new borrowings would rise to only twice the fraction of national capital formation 

presently absorbed by the petroleum industry. Theref0re, while capital availability ~ay appear to be 

a major limitation, it probably is not a fundamental constraint. 

3. Resource Depletion 

The cumulative amount of coal required by the MCI over the assumed 20-year lifetimes of the plants 

is very large. On the basis of Bureau of Mines estimates of strippable coal reserves, the ·.-MCI could 

be sustained for about 70 years on strippable·coal if no other demands were placed on that resource. 

When other demands (such as electric generation and substitute natural gas production) for this coal 

are taken into account, the reserves would last for only about 40 years--enough for only two 

generations of synthetic fuel plants. After that, the more costly, more dangerous to mine, deep 

reserves would have to be used. 

Net energy ratio estimates have been made for the synthetic fuels considered here. Such estimates 
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take into account all the energy resources needed, directly and indirectly, to produce a fuel. The 

energy contained in the product fuel is then divided by the quantity of the energy resources consumed 

in its production. The higher the ratio, the more effectively the fossil resource is used. The ratios 

shown in the following table indicate that the coal syncrude option is more conservative of the coal 

resources than the coal-derived methanol option . 
• 

Resource depletiqn under a scenario of rapid growth in consumption such as the MCI occurs far 

sooner than is commonly appreciated. As a result, this aspect of the industry is critical to national 

energy policy. 

* 

NET ENERGY RATIOS FOR SYNTHETIC LIQUID FUEL PROCESSES 

Oil shale 

Coal liquefaction 
Wyoming coal 
Illinois coal 

Methanol 
New Mexico coal 

Conversion 
Step 

2.3 

1.5 
1. R 

0.66 

Resource-t~-Fuels 

System 

1.6 

1.1 

1.3 

0.65 

Including refining of syncrudes and 1000 miles of pipeline 
shipment of syncrude or methanol. 

4. Water Availability 

Synthetic liquid fuel processes all consume large amounts of water. Synthetic fuels are also 

expensive to make and, thus, to achieve favorable economics, low-cost strip-minable coal must be used 

as long as it is available. Most of the available strippable coal is in the arid West where the 

location of fuel conversion plants would place severe stress on available water supplies. 

Much of the relevant coal resource in the West is in the upper Missouri River Basin (specifically, 

Montana, \-Jyoming, North Dakota) 'where many of the MCI conversion facilities would likely be located. 

There would be adequate water physically present in the basin to support the MCI even in view of other 

expected f•1ture demands. However, this water resource would almost never be in the same place as the 

coal resource. Therefore, for mine-mouth conversion facilities to be viable, extensive new water works 

such as aqueducts and interbasin transfers would have to be constructed. 

In contrast to the East, where water is abundant and rules governing its allocations have not been 

crucial to its equitable use, water rights in the arid West are complex, uncertain, and often contested. 
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The rights to the water in the Missouri River Basin that would have to be transferred, however, are 

very uncertain, partly because the water rights of the federal government and Indian nations in the 

area have not yet been adequately defined. 

For coal, at least, there remains the option of transporting the coal to water-rich regions for 

conversion. The transport of coal by rail~oad consumes essentially no water while transport via slurry 

pipeline can reduce the water requirement to about half that required for fuel conversion. While there 

remains considerable uncertainty about the relative economic desirability of the two modes, the railroads 

have.been successful so far in blocking several proposed (and competitive) slurry pipelines. 
I 

Oil shale is found primarily in arid northwestern Colorado, not far from the Colorado River. 

However, unlike coal, oil shale cannot be shipped economically for remote conversion. As a result, 

conver.si.nn mn<;t tAkP pl ArP nPAr thP. mine nne\, consequently. the water must be drawn from supplies of 

the upper Colorado River Basin. Other expected future demands in the year 2000 indicate that 

implementation of the MCI would result in a water shortfall in the upper basin because total demand 

would exceed Colorado's allocation under the interstate compacts which allocate the Colorado's annual 

flow. 

However, water earmarked in the inventory for future agriculture expansion could sustain twice 

the level of oil-shale syncrude production shown in the MCI without resort to interbasin transfers. 

Because water for irrigation is essential to agriculture in the arid West, the physical and· 

institutional availability of water for the production of synthetic fuels in the dry western states 

is a highly charged issue--one that is critical to the future of a synfuels industry and its ability 

to augment petroleum supplies. 

5. Strip Mine Reclamation 

Strippable coals suitable for synfuels are found most abundantly in the West,' Illinois, and 

Appalachia. In all three regions, reclamation of stripped mined lands is difficult but it is least 

difficult in the Illinois area because of its relatively level terrain, its thick soils that can be 

easily revegetated, and its ample moisture. In the West, arid conditions and thin, poor soils make 

revegetation difficult even inthe level terrain where most coal is found. In Appalachia, the abundant 

moisture works to the detriment of reclamation because strip mining is done along contours or hillsides 

and the mined and reclaimed slopes are easily eroded after mining. 

Reclamation of strip-mined lands has become an important national issue, one that has resulted in 

strong, but twice vetoed, bills from Congress. Until reclamation practices are better demonstrated and 
' 

until federal and state policy on strip mining and reclamation stabilize, this issue will remain a 

critical stumbling block to deployment of the industry and to the design of generally acceptable 
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environmental protection measures. 

Reclamation following oil shale extraction and conversion is difficult because the spent shale 

residue acutally occupies more·volume than the raw shale (because of voids) and requires large 

quantities of water for compaction and dust control. Spent shale cannot be readily revegetated. In 

addition, the leaching and the subsequent runoff of salts that could pollute ground and surface waters 

are not e~sy to control. 

6. Air Pollution Control 

The air pollutant emissions expected from the fuel conversion plants using best available controls 

have been compared to emissions permittecl uncle-.:- existing standards for nnnlogo1.1s operations. Oll t;halc 

plants will require improvements in control technologies for particulates and sulfur dioxide to enable 

single plants to meet plausible (Class II) ambient a~r CJ11Rlity standards. 

Single coal liquefaction plants would be able to mP.e.t emissions and Class II "non-degradation" 

ambient air quality standards. However. appli.cati.on of "' pnll.11t<1nt dispersion model to a complex of 

four plants under worst-case conditions in Wyoming's Powder River Basin shows that a multiple-plant 

complex within an air basin would generally require use of improved air pollution control technology 

for particulates. 

This conclusion remains tentative, however, because many candidate states for plant locations 

have not yet specified the non-degradation standard classes that will apply. 

7. Boom Towns 

The concentration of numerous fuel conver~ion plants in"' ArnAll ~rea--such as might rccult from 

implementation of the MCI with mine-mouth plants--would lead to rapid and sustained population growth 

in what are now essentially rural communities. Under the MCI, population growth could easily be in 

excess of 9 percent in Wyoming's Campbell County and 17 percent in the Colorado oil-shale region. Many 

planners consider an annual growth of 5 percent to be at the edge of manageability. Consequently, 

the location of conversion plants in the resource extraction region would set the stage for the creation 

of boom towns. To~om~ undergoing boom growth ·tend to lack social and physical amenities and a sense of 

community. Moreover, tax revenues collected from the industrial base, which are necessary for the 

provision of essential public services, tend to lag the onset of the demand for such services. These 

deficiencies result in a social malaise evidenced by high rates of divorce, suicide, alcoholism, worker 

absenteeism, and reduced worker productivity. Frequently inadequate sanitation facilities and poor 

access to medical care combine to impair physical health. 

The phenomenon of the boom town also creates value conflicts between former residents and the 
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newcomers. These value conflicts in turn deter community agreement on measures to cope with growth and 

their ~mplementation. 

Mitigation of boom-town effects could be a critical factor in the establishment of a synfuel 

industry primarily because of the effect of the boom town on the reception afforded the industry by the 

region and on the quality and stability of the work force attracted. 

8. Summary of Critical Factors 

Unless they were •to be resolved, the several critical factors that have emerged in the preceding 

discussion could severely constrain deployment of a large synthetic liquid fuel industry. These factors 

are: 

Industrial decisions to deploy a synfuels technology 

Resource depletion 

Water availability 
.I 

Strip mine reclamation 

Air pollution control 

Boom Tmms 

' Since most of these critical factors relate to questions of rates of groNth or the geographical 

concentration of the industry, they point to controlled growth or dispersion of the industry as possible 

avenues of resolution. 

D. Evaluation of Alternatives 

l. · Evaluation. Criteria 

In del~beration of the role of synthetic liquid fuels in national energy policy, it is natural 

to ask which, if any, of the fuels considered here should be favored. From a national perspective, as 

opposed to a corporate or consumer outlook, there are several important considerations in weighing the 

relative attractivP.ness of the synfuel options. Beyond the obvious and strictly economic factor of 

cost are questions of the allocation of national resources and the balancing of adverse and beneficial 

consequences not necessarily adequately reflected in the economi~ cost. 

Important criteria include: 

Resource intensiveness 

- Fossile materials used 

- Energy consumed versus energy yield 

- WAter consumed 

- Capital invested 
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- Labor required 

- Land area mined 

Geographi~ concentration 

Social systems impacted 

Ecosystems impacted 

Difficulty of evolutionary adoption 

2. Criteria Applied to Synfuel Options 

A comparison, on the basis of these criteria, of the coal syncrude and methanol alternatives 

using Western, Illinois, or Appalachian coal and the oil shale option reveals that no onP nptinn i~ 

best in every respect; each one h?S undesirable consequences. Nevertheless, it is apparent that mining 

and processing of Illinois coal to make syncrude is the least disruptive coal-based option. However, 

since Illinois alone cannot support the MCI, deployment of an industry on the scale of the MCl clearly 

means acceptance of some less desi•able tradeoff~. 

Since coal has other potential uses (especially in electricity generation and gasification) 

society may, in effect, forego opportunity by converting coal to liquid fuel instead of converting oil 

"' 
shale, a resrn1~ce with no other use. 

3. Synfuels Options Compared with All-out Conventional Oil Production 

Given that the MCI alone cannot close the gap between domestic fuel supplies and demand and that 

it would have large auverse consequences, perspective on the future of a.utomotive fuel can be gained by 

considering the alternative of all-our. development of remaining domestic convenrinn-"l oil resourceo. 

All-out development would require production from now until the year 2000 nf m<;~r<i oil th;.~n the 

United States has produced cumulatively to date and from resources significantly more difficult to 

extract. Moreover, imports could not be eliminated by this means. 

The l'tlut<llY suurct!!s 6t oil would be Aiaskan on-shore, Alaskan offshore, lower 48 states offshore, 

and advanced (tertiary) recovery everywhere. When the same criteria that were applied to the synfuel 

options are applied to all-out conventional production, the impacts turn out to be nearly all adverse. 

The results of the impacts would be concentrated in the Arctic and the coastal zones of both Alaska 

and the lower 48 states. 

Thus, energy policy makers who may view the impacts of the MCI with alarm should realize that the 

alternative impacts, while clearly different in form and location, may be no~more acceptahle. 
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E. THE EFFECTS OF CONSTRAINING THE GROWTH OF A SYNFUEL INDUSTRY 

Constraint exercised in the rate of growth allowed a synfuel.s industry in any given area coupled 

with restriction of the plant size has been found (by analysis) to be an effective means to resolve 

many of the adverse impacts of the MCI. In particular, the growth of communities can be slowed to 

keep pace with the ability of local· governments to provide and finance public services, to smooth 

abrupt jumps in population size that interfere with orderly growth, and to somewhat ameliorate the 

issue of water rights so that it can be approached and resolved in an atmosphere less tense than might 

otherwise prevail. 

Constrained growth scenarios imply the acceptance of a reduced schedule of fuel production or the 

exportation of coal to remote regions for conversion. If it is presumed that the remote sites chosen 

are those with adequate water availability and appropriate socioeconom.ic institutions already in place 

to accept modest growth, the remote siting concept can also serve as a mechanism to mitigate many 

adverse impacts. Although the remote siting approach could not be fully explored in this study,* it 

appears to hold promise. 

F. PUBLIC POLICY CONSIDERATIONS RAISED BY PROJECTED 
IMPACTS OF A SYNFUEL INDUSTRY 

The chief public policy considerations raised by this study concern the steps that appear 

necessary if ncar-term implementation of a synthetic liquid fuels industry is desired and the 

consequences that would require resolution on~e the industry began to develop. These two classes of 

considerat·iun ar'e of ten intertwined. 

1. Financial Aspects of the Industry 

Before industry and sources of capital will consider investment in synthetic liquid fuels, the 

products must be shown to be soundly competitive economically. Until then, synfuel investment will be 

considered far more risky than alternative investments competing for scarce capital. Without a massive 

change in the cost of national petroleum in the market place, or federal intervention to provide the 

economic means to offset the inherently inferior returns (or losses) on synfuel investments, no synfuel 

industry will appear. 

2. Water Availability 

The issue of water availability, both with respect to actual physical quantities and access to and 

priorities of water rights must be greatly clarified. In the meantime, the uncertainties translate 

into risks that not only inhibit realization of a synfuel industry but also inhibit development of 

* The concept is currently under examination at SRI in a study for the Energy Research and 
Development Administration. 
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alternative water uses in water-poor regions. 

The issue of exporting coal from resource-rich regions by coal slurry pipeline is now before 

Congress. Th~ subject has acted to broaden the question to involve the health and vitality of the 

U.S. railroad system, which suggests a long and complex debate. 

3. Resource Leasing and Strip-Mine Reclamation 

These issues are joined because much of western coal and most of the oil shale i.s on fP.cl PrA 1 1 Anrl 

and mining can take place only after acquisition of a lease from the Department of the Interior. For 

several years, leasing of coal lands has been suspended, but when it resumes the Department of the 

Iulerior is expected to require reclamation of strip-mined lands largely in accord with rules in the 

twice-vetoed strip-mine bills. 

Clarification and implementation of the new leasing and reclamation provisions is essential 

before a sizable synthetic liquid fuels industry could be developed. 

4. Air Quality Control 

Since complexes involving multiple synfuel plants apparently will not be able to meet class II 

degradation standards, it is essential that improved emission controls be developed and/or that the 

non-degradation air quality standards that will be applicable be decided by the states. Moreover, 

until ne\v-source emission standards are issued for synfuel plants, designers can only use standards 

for analogous facilities as plausible guidelines. 

Until these issues are clarified, investment in synfuel plants will be inhibited and states will 

be unable to foresee adequately the air quality implications of synfuel plants. 

5. Boom '!'owns 

The federal government may stimulate the synthetic liquid fuels industry Afi A mAttPr nf Pn~rgy 

policy. At the same time, and perhaps through the same mechanisms ·(such as loan guarantees or public 

tinancing), the federal government might be able to stimulate the provision of "front-end" money to 

communities by industry as a means to avert the tax lag phenomenon largely responsible for the adverse 

quality of life in boom towns. Government acceptance of such contributions as a proper cost of 

constructing and operating a synfuel plant could legitimatize the practice and make it routine. 

6. The Role of Conservation 

The public policy considerations discussed above are conc:P.r.nf'!rl with mitigating various negative 

aspects of synthetic liquid fuels developments. Another, more certain, way of mitigating such impacts 

would be to reduce the need for synthetic liquid fuels by means of vigorous energy conservation 

programs. Although conservation itself certainly has some potential negative impacts, most would 

probabiy.be widely distributed across the country in c:ontrast to the highly concentrated consequences 
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of synthetic fuels developments. The federal government has already perceived that conservation is an 

apsect of energy policy deserving much attention; programs of the Energy Research and Development 

Administration as ~vel! as the Federal Energy Administration are attacking the question with 

increased vigor. 

The following section provides an executive summary of the "regionalized industry social impact 

on coal resource depletion" study performed by SRI for ERDA. 

The issues: coal resource depletion 
rate and regional boom-bust cycles 

CoAl Tnventories and extraction· 
costs are computer-modeled for 
eight regions. 

The United States has vast coal resources. But 

little analytical attention has been given to the 

rate of their depletion in a coal-based energy 

future. Nor has the problem of regional boom-bust 

cycles associated with intensified coal production 

and conversion been studied in depth. The study 

reported here uses a computefized coal depletion 

model and three plant location scenarios to examine 

these issues. The objective is to discover ways 

to moderate adverse impacts of coal production and 

conversion at an acceptable national cost. 

The Coal Resoun:e Depletion Model inventories the 

coal resource on a regional basis and derives the 

quantities of coal extractable at different costs 

by three technologies -- strip and underground 

mining and in-situ combustion (Figure 1). The 

eight coal regions considered in the model include 

about 90% of the coal resource in the conterminous 

United States. These boundaries coincide with state 

boundaries in the six coal-rich areas of the West 

to allow examination of the effects of state 

severance taxes on regional production. 
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The basis for the computer model calculations is a 

plausible coal demand scenario extending from 1975 

to 2050. The scenario is conservative in terms of 

total energy demand (Figure II), but it depicts a 

"high coal" future in which 75% of the U.S. energy 

demand is supplied either directly or indirectly by 

<.:ual. Th!!l demand is mer by 2.11~ synthetic liquid 

fuel plants producing 100,000 B/D, 312 substitute 

natural gas (SNG) plants producing 250 million 

SCF/D, and 722 coal-fired electric power plants, 

each with 1,000 MW capacity. In addition, the 

scenario assumes 890 million tons of coal per year 

to be required for industrial consumption. 

The coal demand scenario is examined in three 

variations that differ primerily in the location 

of synfuel plants. These variations are the 
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Minemouth conversion seeks lowest cost regardless 
of social/environmental impacts 

Dispersed conversion seeks minimum 
adverse impacts 

Limited Minemouth conversion seeks 
economic and impact compromise 
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Minemouth, Dispersed, and Limited Minemouth 

Scenarios. 

1n the Minemouth Scenario, coal conversion plants 

are allowed to locate near the minemouth in the 

region that can yield the lowest cost final energy 

product, without regard to social or environmental 

constraints. 

At the other extreme, the Dispersed Scenario 

features the location of synfuel plants in towns 

and counties with an ample water supply and social 

capacity sufficient to accept the large synfuel 

plants without undue disr~ption. The scenario is 

made truly geographically dispersed by avoiding, 

as much as possible, the multiple siting of 

plants close together. By and large, plants are 

located in the eastern portion of the United States 

because of the adequacy of water supply. The 

Dispersed Scenario requires that the mining ·of coal 

be followed by shipment (by rail, barge, or slurry 

pipeline) to distant conversion sites. 

The Limited Minemouth Scenario is intermediate 

between the two extreme scenarios. Based on the 

lessons of the other scenarios, the Limited 

Minemouth Scenario selectively allows SNG plants to 

locate at the minemouth because they have the least 

community and environmental impact on a per-plant 

basis and because minemouth location of SNG plants 

yields the.largest economic savings relative to the 

cost of the final product. 



All Three Scenarios show half of U.S. 
coal is used or obligated within 75 years 
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The high level of coal use assumed would deplete 

U.S. coal resources much more rapidly than most 

people appre~tatA. Indeed, by 2050, the coal demand 

scenario outlined would have consumed one third of 

all the coal in the "measured", "indicated," and 

"inferred" categories (defined by the U.S. 

Geological Survey) and another sixth would have 

been promised to plants then in operation (Figure 

III). Thus, within 75 years about half of the best 

and most certain U.S. coal resource would have been 

depleted or obligated. Of course, the actual 

amount of U.S. coal is unknown, and if the coal 

in the "hypnthPtical" reliability category i::J 

::l.nciuded, depletion is de.laye.rl. C';na l. in this 

category, however, has not been mapped; it is only 

presumed to exist on the basis of geological theory. 

Under the Minemouth Scenario, the coal model shows 

very rapid build-up of production in ~he western 

states followed by very rapicl production declines 

as the cheapest, best coal in the region is depleted. 

First ~lyoming, then HuuLaua, and then Nort:h Dakota 

cnpcricncc boom cyc.l"'"· Tile Wyumlng boom is 

followed by a bust 30 to 40 years later (Figure IV) 

Until after the year 2000, strip mining accouts.for 

most of the increased production with underground 

production remaining nearly constant (Figure V). 
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Low Cost ··Minemouth conversion ic offset 
by environmental and social impacts 

Dispersed conversion reduces boom-bust 
impacts but raises synfuel costs 
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VI AVERAGE ANNUAL PRODUCTION COST 
PER SYNFUEL PLANT - COMPARISON 
OF MINEMOUTH AND DISPERSED 
SCENARIOS 

There is much evidence that the industrial 

facilities assumed above cannot be absorbed readily 

by the small, predominantly rural communities most 

prevalent in the coal-rich areas of the country. 

As a result, offsetting the obvious national 

economic benefits of low-cost conversion plant 

siting near the mines, the Minemouth plant location 

scena~io results in significant local and regional 

costs stemming from the social disruption of Loom-

town style rapid urbanization followed by rapid 

economic decline as the resource plays out. In 

addition, the Minemouth Scenario implies severe 

localization of adverse environmental effects such 

as air pollution and water demand for water thirsty 

synfuel producing plants. 

In the Dispersed Scenario, production and conversion 

activities are spread much·more evenly across the 

nation than in Lh<' Nlnemouth ~cenario. This greatly 

smooths the rise and fall of coal production 

regionally and provides coal production regions with 

much more opportunity to cope with the problems of 

rapid urbanization and to enjoy a longer-term 

prosperity. However, realization of the regional 

benefits of the Dispers"'d Scenario extracts its 

high cost -- some $100 million per synfuel 

conversion plant per year (Figure VI). This extra 

cost arises primarily from the need to transport 

coal from the mines to distant conversion sites. 

Clearly, the selling price of the synfuels must 

reflect this cost increment, some 16% for syncrude 

ann 100% for SNC. 
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Limited Minemouth conversion offers mid-ground 
fuel cost and avoids boom-bust 

No mechanisms are available to assure only 
limited minemouth conversion 

States nuw use severance taxes 
as a blunt tool for control 

Since the nation may nut be willing to bear the 

cost of thi~ magnitude primarily to avoid the 

adverse effects of the Minemouth Scenario, the 

compromise Limited Minemouth Scenario was examined 

to determine its potential benefits. Although 26 

Western counties are involved in the.Limited 

Minemolith SceuaL.i.u, judiciour:: tim5ng nf plant 

locations allows annual growth in those counties to 

be held at or below 5% (except for the effect of 

the first plant); this is a rate of growth that 

many planners consider manageable. Coal production 

and economic activity are even more uniformly 

spr·ead in this scenario than in the Dispersed 

SrPn~rin. This compromise scenario illustrates 

the potential value of a nationally coordinated 

coal conversion location strategy. 

However, at present, there is no public or private 

entity with either the authority or the power to 

promulgate or enforce a national plant siting 

strategy designed to reach an acceptable compromise 

between national economic benefits and regional 

social and environmental benefits. Accordingly, 

p<trt:.i.es of interest are attempting to prepare for 

inleu:s.i.l'ied cool dcvt~l·~·pmPnt with the policy tools 

presently available. 

Chief among these tools is the state severance tax 

on coal extraction. Several western states have 

such taxes (most notably Montana with a 30% tax 

on strip co~l) and others are considering them. 

The co<tl resource depletion model shows that 

unilateral imposition of a severa!lc.e tax by a state 

tends to shift production to other coal producing 
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Three key policy questions emerge: 
resource uncertainty, conversion plant 
locations, demand reduction 

regions. Boom and bus·t cycles are both delayed 

and reduced in their magnitude. When several 

states simultaneously impose severance taxes, the 

effect of each tax is weakened. 

The results of this analysis point to three major 

areas in which policy issues emerge. The first is 

the longevity of the U.S. coal resource. A long~ 

term energy policy for the nation should include 

an accelerated exploration and inventory program so 

that sound information on the size of the resource 

base will be available soon enough to be useful in 

making long lasting decisions on energy production 

and consumption that will be necessary to stimulate 

interaction among the parties at interes4 so that 

equitable and acceptable plant siting strategies 

can be worked out to enable amelioration of the 

effects of rapid production build-up and 

urbanization. This means that institutions and 

mechanisms to implement such strategies will have 

to be established. Finally, the study '~as 

predicted,on a high coal demand future. But it 

should be recognized that any strategy that lessens 

the demand for coal will, in itself, embody a means 

of efficiently mitigating adverse regional social 

and environmental impacts of further coal 

development. 

The following section provides an executive summary of the "Energy/Economic Comparison of Coal-

Based Automotive Energy Supply Systems". 
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Is energy analysis needed to select energy 
supply choices that conserve resources? 

Traditional economists say "No". 
Energy analysts say "Yes." 

As the nation strives to reduce its dependence on 

foreign petroleum sources, technologies for 

converting coal and oil sh~l~ tn liquid and 

gaseous fuels become increasingly important. These 

new synfuel systems must be analyzed for their 

P.rnnnmir ~no te~hni~al feasibility, environmental 

impact, and socioeconomic effects. Dut an 

additional factor -- the analysis of energy 

r~vour~Q~ roquirod to produoo and dclivc~ uocful 

forms of energy may also prove important because 

the nation must choose judiciously among 

alternative supply options to conserve resources. 

The relative merits of energy analysis versus 

traditional economic analysis have heen oP.h~t~n ~t 

length in recent years. Some economists assert 

that energy analysis adds no new information to 

that already contained in economic analysis. Some 

energy analysts, on the other hand, claim that the 

explicit consideration of energy flows is n~rp,se~ry 

for a complete understanding nf thP. impli~atjDns of 

energy supply awl Ul;e. Fut Lltennure, these energy 

llt'taly"L" a<gue Lltal Lite matkeL ltas nut been able t:o 

serve its appropriate role as an allocator of 

energy resources because of government regulation 

and the influence of the OPEC cartel. Therefore, 

so the argument goes, energy analysi~ provides a 

valuable service in illuminating the effect that 

the many energy supply and conservation choices 

facing tile uallun will have on energy resource 

consumption. 
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One way to find out is to compare .the 
two approaches 

Six coa~-based automotive energy forms 
were analyzed for cost and energy co.nsumption 

The objective of the study reported here was to 

compare the choices that result from a traditional 

economic analysis of energy supply systems with 

those obtained from an energy analysis to see if 

similar or divergent options emerge. This issue 

has particular significance to those who must make 

decisions in the field of energy conservation 

because it is desirable that those options that are 

the most energy conservative also be low cost. 

Energy conservative but high cost options present 

difficult tradeoff~. 

Our comparison of options was focused on energy 

supply systems that could provide automotive 

energy. Six coal-based energy forms (Figure I) --

gasoline refined from synthetic crude oil (syncrude) 

methanol, gasoline produced by Fischer-Tropsch 

synthesis, liquid hydrogen, liquid methane, and 

~l~~Lrlciry -- were analyzed in terms of cost and 

energy consumption. 

COAL-BASED AUTOMOTIVE ENERGY SUPPLY SYSTEMS 
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The six were: 
Sync rude/gasoline 
Methanol 
Fischer-Tropsch gasoline 
Liquid hydrogen 
Liquid Methane 
Electricity 

A range -of costs for each energy 
supply system was determined 

Using only coal-based energy forms promoted 

consistency in the comparison of options. The five 

synthetic liquid fuels could be used in 

conventional or modified internal combustion 

engines, while electricty was assumed for use in 

powering electric cars that employ an advanced 

battery such as lithium-sulfur. Included in the 

energy supply systems were coal mining, coal 

transport, coal conversion, product transport, 

refining (for syncrude only), and product 

distribution. 

The cost analysis was b~s~rl on the Coal Resource 

Depletion l'Joclel JH'e~;.:uL.:tl lu a LelaL.,J ~tully."' 

The output of this model providec cool conversion 

costs for plants in various regions of the country. 

Additional costs are assigned to product transport 

and distribution for all possible market areas for 

each conversion plant location. Thus, a range of 

costs representing the effects of varying coal 

types, conversion plant locations, and market 

locations w~& rl~t~rminArl for each enerKY ~;upply 

option. The percentage differences between 

minimum and mRx·imnlll <:usts· of delivered energy for 

t:he ::;lx upLluu::;, as luflueuct'!u Ly the f4ctor.! cited 

above, are as follows: syncrude/gasoline, l4%, 

Fischer-Tropsch gasoline; 9%; methanol, 10%; 

liquid hydrogen, 16%; liquid methane, 14%; and 

electricity, 43%. 

* E.M. Dickson, et al., "Synthetic Liqutd Fn~ls 

Development: Assessment of Critical Factors -
Volume III, Regionalized Industry, Sor.ial Impact, 
Coal Resource Depletion," Division of 
Transportation Energy Conservo<~r.1on, TJ.S. Ener·gy 
Research and Development Administration, ERDA 
76-129/3 (1977). 
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Results showed that syncrude/gasoline 
is the cheapest option 

But, for propelling an automobile, 
electricity is cheapest 

Energy consumed to produce each energy 
form was then calculated 

The results of the cost analysis showed that 

syncrude/gasoline is the least costly option, 

followed by methanol, methane, Fischer-Tropsch 

gasoline, hydrogen, and electricity. In addition, 

the costs of methane and methanol produced through 

in-situ gasification of coal were analyzed and 

found to be lower than all options except syncrude/ 

gasoline. 

When the efficiency of converting various fuels to 

motive power in an automobile is considered, the 

relative cost picture changes. Using nominal 

internal combustion engine efficiencies (subcompact 

car) for the five liquid. fuels, and the electricity 

consumption for an advanced electric car, we found 

that electricity is the lowest ~ost option on a 

cents per mile basis, followed by syncrude/gasoline 

methanol, methane, hydrogen, and Fischer-Tropsch 

gasoline.* 

Energy consumption of the six energy supply systems 

was analyzed in a manner analogous to the cost 

analysis. Energy accounting techniques described 

in our previous work** were used to assign an 

ancillary energy requirement to each component in 

the energy supply systems. The energy "cost" of 

each component was then computed as the sum of the 

ancillary energy requirement and the energy loss 

* To account for changes resulting from rapidly 
escalating costs, as well as errors due to 'the 
speculative nature of many of the cost estimates, 
a sensitivity analysis is given for each energy 
supply option. · 

** E.M.Dickson, et al., "Synthetic Li(juid Fuels 
Development: Assessment of Critical Factors", U.S. 
Energy Research and Development Administration, 
ERDA 76-129/2 (1976). 
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Results showed that Fischer-Troosch ~aRnlinP 
t:uu::>utu~:~> L11~: lllU!H energy, wieti electricity 
next high.est, and syncrude/ gasoline t.hP. lowest 

But, again, electricity is lowest in 
~:u~:t·gy u~>e when auromot1ve etticiency 
is considered 

from each component, as determined by its overall 

energy efficiency. Using the same model approach 

employed in the cost calculations, the component 

energy consumption figures were added to obtain the 

total energy consumed. in delivering 106 Btu of each 

energy form. As in the cost calculations. the 

variations in energy consumption among coal types, 

conversion plant locations, and market lo"cations 

were determined. 

'fhP ro;.~ult~ of the energy nnaly,:~;i,, ~ltvwcll l.ltnl lltl-' 

energy consumed (converted to waste heat or nonfuel 

products) in delivering 106 Btu of auLumutive fttF>l 

or electricity can rdng~ ftum d luw 0.8 X 106 
tltti 

for ~>yucrude/gasoline to a high of 2.5 x 106 Btu 

for Fischer-Tropsch gasoline. Between these two 

extremes lie methane, methanol, hydrogen and 

electricity -- in order of increasjng P.nP.rey 

consumption. Methane and methanol derived from 

in-situ gasification of coal are slightly higher 

rltau syncrude/gasoline. 

As in the cost analysis, the consideration nf 

automotive energy efficiency results in a·different 

p1cture tor the relative attractiveness of each 

option in terms of energy consumption. Due to the 

high expected efficiency of advanced batteries, the 

electricity option has the lowest total energy· 

requirement -- 5000 Btu/mi. Fischer-Tropsch 

gasoline has by far the highest: at 14.300 Tlttt /mi. 

Methanol, methane, and hydrogen are in the 9000 to 

10,000 Btu/mi range, while syncrude/gasoline is 

7500 Btu/mi -- 50% higher than electricity. 
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High-cost automotive energy system components 
are also high energy users 

These results are peculiar to 
capital- and energy-intensive systems. 
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In comparing the cost and energy consumption 

figures for the various automotive energy options, 

certain parallels are evident. Those system 

components that have the highest costs also require 

high levels of energy consumption. This is 

generally due to the severity of the processing 

conditions required to convert one energy from 

(e.g., coal) to another (e.g. methanol). These 

conditions require the use of capital-intensive 

equipment as well as the consumption of large 

amounts of energy. For some components that have 

relatively high costs but low energy requirements 

• (e.g., fuel distribution), the costs are due to the 

many handling and transfer requirements, which are 

often labor-intensive and can also involve 

expensive equipment. However, such ~andling and 

transfer steps do not consume large amounts of 

energy. 

Overall, the capital- and energy-intensive energy 

·conversion pro~esses dominate the systems examined. 

Consequently, a comparison of cost with energy 

consumption for all of the energy forms considered 

showed a definite trend -- increasing costs imply 

increasing energy consumption (Figure II). 

Thus, decision makers concerned with promoting 

energy conservative supply options can feel 

confident that they are also promoting the least 

energy conversion options. 
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Less energy- and capital- intensive · 
energy supply systems may show a 
different trend 

However, we caution against extrapolating these 

results to other systems because systems that do 

not have the same kinds of capital-and energy-

intensive components as those considered here may 

exhibit different trends. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of l)r. Barry Walton's pr~entation, "Synthetic Liquid FUels 

Development Assessment of Critical The. tors." This discussion is J;eportc-.c1 hP.low in the form uf 

quesLlons from the audience and answPrs from Dr, DdfLy Walton. 

Question: 

Answer: 

What is your estimate of the portion of non-petroleum fuels in the year 2000 transpor
tation fuel mix? 

Clearly the mix of fuels will d.epend critically upon the direc.tion of national pollt.:y. 
Pressure to develop alternative sources of fuels for transportation will grow. Based 
on our impact assessment I would, personally speaking, est·imate with 90% confidence 
that alternative fuels production will be less than 8 million barrels per day in the 
year 2000. Production from oil shale seems likely to be less than 2 million barrels 
per day. Production of methanol from coal seems unlikely at all. And production of 
syncrude from coal seems likely to be less than 6 million barrels per day. 
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ENERGY USE IN INTERCITY FREIGHT TRANSPORT 
AND POLICY IMPLICATIONS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper compares the propulsive work requirements of line-haul movement by rail and truck with 

a view to identify those characteristics which affect the absolute and relative amounts of energy 

required. The study includes rail movement in convetional cars, rail movement in truck trailers on flat 

cars (TOFC or piggyback), and over the road movement in various types of trailer trucks. Characteris-

tics such as weight and size of shipments, the average speed, and route profile conditions are varied. 

In order to identify the effects of varying mode and market characteristics, the work requirements 

(foot-pounds) are estimated using ~neineering relationships in contrast to most prior comparisons which 

have used average empirical (statistical) data. The study concludes that route profile has a consider-

able effect on the propulsive work required. In general, truck is least affected by undulating profiles 

and relatively large average and ruling grades, while both TOFC and conventional rail are very ad-

versely affected. Trucks usually require more propulsive work for any shipment than rail .or TOFC, the 

difference between TOFC and truck at comparable speeds is often very small, and in some cases the truck 

re4uires less propulsive work than the TOFC movement. The lighter the load, the more favorable truck is 

relative to either of the rail modes. The author concludes that: substantial gains can be made in re-

ducing oil consumption in intercity freight transport; we should start shifting to other sources of 

power. 
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ENERGY USE IN INTERCITY FREIGHT TRANSPORT AND POLICY H'PliCATIONS 

This morning I'd like to talk about two inter-related topics. One is to present the ba~ic prin

ciples of the process by which energy is consumed in transportation, with a particular orientati~n for 

freight transportation, and within that entire area, on the intercity, line-haul portion. Second, 

I'd like to discuss various options to reduce fuel consumption in transportation, both in the short 

terrn and looking ahead to perhaps the year 2000 and beyond, when it's fairly certain on the basis of 

current studies that supplies of oil and other fossil fuels including coal may be inadequate to 

power transportation as we now know it today. I think this raises some very important, very signifi

cant long term policy issues for transportation including some technological problems which haven't 

received the attention that they deserve. 

Physical Principles 

So first then, we turn to the physical basis for energy consumption in the line-haul movement. 

The basic reason for which energy is consumed is of course that the vehicles have a resistance·to 

motion. The resistance to motion on a straight, level path is termed the inherent resistance, 

Figure illustrates the typical effect of speed on inherent resistance. The lower line is a chart 

of' thP resistance of a single railroad TOFC (tr~iler on "flat· car) carrying two 40-foot highway 

trailers which (combined) are carrying 100,000 lbs. of cargo. This curve also includes an allocation 

of the resistance to motion of the locomotive required to pull a train consisting of these cars, that 

added resistance being the locomotive resistance divided by the maximum number of cars it can pull 

·at each speed. As you can see, the inherent resistance increases rather dramatically with increases 

in speed. At 40 miles an hour·, the resistance is abuut 500 lbs;· at 60 miles per hour, about 1000 lbs; 

and it increases at an increasing rate. Also shown is the resistance to motion, again on the straight 

level roadway, of a truck; the truck being a tractor plus one 40 ft. trailer carrying cargo weighing 

50,000 lbs. The truck resistance follows the same pattern, increasing rather rapidly with increases 

in speed. Note that the inherent resistance to motion is much greater for the truck, even though it 

is carrying exactly half the cargo of the rail TOFC car. 

The inherent resistance to motion increases as the weight of vehicle (car or truck) increases, 

but less than proportionately. Hence, if you were to double the weight of cargo in a rail car (or in 

a truck) you would not in general double the inherent resistance at any speed. This is partly because 

if the weight of cargo in the vehicle is doubled, the entire weight being moved does not double, 

since the weight of the empty car (or empty truck) is not increased. Also, air resistance in general 
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will not increase for a box-body vehicle, and some other resistances do not increase, 

Another source of resistance is due to rounding a curve, This generally is quite small and I'll 

choose to ignore it essentially in this discussion, although it can be a factor of significance in 

railroad ,operations. 

,The third source of resistance to motion is gradient resistance. Figure 2 shows a grade measured 

in the common units so its measured in gradients, p is the percent grade, it's simply the rise sAy in 

feet over a 100 foot in distance or a 100 foot length along the grade. The weight of the vehicle acts 

downward, and there is a compo~ent of this force which acts parallel to the grade and gives rise to 

an additional force acting on the vehicle which we shall term the gradient force. As derived in most 

transporation engineering tests, the gradient force is given by the equation on this figure. The 

important features of this relationship are that the force is exactly proportional to the vehicle 

weight (including cargo) and also proportional tn the percent grade. If the vehlde is going up the 

grade, this force has to be overcome, along with the inherent (<lnd other) reciatlinces. Conven;t:!ly, 

if you;re going down the grade, this force is going to be acting in the direction in which the vehicle 

is travelling, tending to accelerate the vehicle. In some cases it will simply help overcome the 

inherent resistance to motion so you can apply less power. In other cases this gradient force acting 

along the grade in the direction of motion will be greater than the resistance force, requiring 

braking the behicle to keep it from accelerating to an unsafe spe'ed. 

Tot a 1 Resistance 
to Motor, 

2000 

1000 

lbs 

Truck 
Tra't~40· fL, Trailer 
Cargo wt. 50,000 lbs. 
Empty Vehicle wt. 2.5,000 lbs. 

20 40 

Rail TOFC* 
TOFC Car + 2 40-ft Tra i 1 ers 
Cargo wt. 100,000 lbs. 
Empty (car + trailer) wt. 

94,000 lbs. 

60 
Speed, mph 

*rhe resistance of each car includes an allocation 
of the resistance of the locomotive required. 

FIGURE 1. Effect of Speed on Inherent Resistance 
of Railroad TOFC Car and Truck on 
Level, Tangent (Straight) Path. 
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To give you an idea of the magnitude of gradient forces relative to inherent resistance, you may 

recall that the 97-ton trailer on flat car with 2 loaded truck-trailers had an inherent resistance . . 

of about 950 lbs. at 60 mph. If that car were pulled up a 1% grade, a rather shallow grade, the 

added resistance due to the grade will be 1940 lbs -- over twice the inherent resistance! The 

inherent resistance is more·than tripled due to the grade. So you can see the magnitude of changes. 

There are then these 3 sources of resistance, inherent, curvature and gradient resistance. When 

combined these yield the total resistance to motion which must be overcome. This is overcome by 

applying a force to the vehicle from the prime mover, a locomotive truck tractor in the cases we are 

considering. To apply this force we have to consume energy, or more precisely, fuel, and the fuel 

consumption is roughly proportional to something termed propulsive work. The propulsive work is 

simply the force applied to the vehicle multipl~ed by the distance over which it is moved. This. 

concept is best illustrated by a simplified example of the computations. The details of the method, 

and results of early tests of its accuracy, appear in the book by Poole (1962). Also, this method, 

termed the "Poole method" oi "work method", now appears in the American Railway Engineering Associa-

tion manual of recommended practice, in simplified form. 

Turning now to the example problem, consider the route appearing in Figure 3. If we have a 

vehicle which has a weight (including the cargo) of 80,000 lbs. and if this vehicle travels at a con-

stant speed over this route such that its inherent resistance is 1000 lbs., then th~ w0r.k performed 

in moving this vehicle from point A to point B is just its inherent resistance on the straight level 

route of 1000 lbs., multiplied by the distance over which we apply that force to the vehicle of 

20,000 ft. so it's 20 million foot-lbs. of work. The work from B to C involves not only overcoming 

the inherent resistance but also the additional resistance due to the upgrade. The gradient force, 

using the formula·presented earlier, is simply 800 lbs. This 1800 lbs has to be applied over 10,000 

ft., yielding a total propulsive work on the upgrade, B to C, of 18 million foot-lbs, Going down-

grade, there is a gradient force of 1600 lbs. That 1600 lbs. acting in the direction of vehicle 

motion is more than enough to overcome the inherent resistance of 1000 lbs, so the total "resistance" 

is negative. We have a force helping to accelerate the vehicle in the direction of-motion of 600 lbs 

No work from the power unit is required because the gradient force will cause the vehicle to travel 

down at this speedi in fact, we'll have to apply the brakes in order to maintain a constant speed. 

Hence, the total work required is just 38 million foot-lbs. 

As a result of a number of studies, both experiments and monitoring of regular railroad opera-

tions, railroad engineers have discovered that diesel locomotive fuel consumption is roughly 
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proportional to the amount of propulsive work applied to the vehicle by the power unit. The average 

rate of proportionality is called the fuel factor, which is simply the rate of fuel consumption per 

unit of work, such as 3 lbs. of fuel per million foot lbs. This is used to estimate fuel consumption 

simply by multiplying the fuel factor and the propulsive work. In the example, 38 million foot-lbs. 

multiplied by a rate of, say, 3 gallons of fuel per million foot lbs., yields a fuel consumption of 

11.4 gal. 

To summari·z;e this discussion of basic principles Figure 4 has been developed. From the dis-

cussion above, it is clear that fuel consumption of any vehicle moving any cargo from any 

2'points is going to depend upon (1) the vehicle weight (including the cargo), (2) the inherent re-

sistance of the vehicle to motion which as we saw varies between modes, types o[ vehicles within 

each mode, acceleration and deceleration, and speeds, (3) the route in particular gradients and 

curwature, and (4) the efficiency of the power unit in the particular application which determines 

the fuel rate converting the gallons of fuel consumed.to the work output. So, all of these are 

potentially important factors depending upon the particular application. One important implication 

of these conclusions is that in looking at average national data on fuel consumption, say per ton-mile 

or per passenger-mile, for various modes one is ignoring the variations due to all of these factors. 

c" 
_..?\ /"" 
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'(/ l ""} 
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1-------20 .. 000 FT -----1 (+1.0~ GRADE) (-2,(Y,l; GRPW!l 
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= 1000 + 800 = 130Q LB 

1800 LB X 1000~ FT = 18 X 106 FT-LB 

'dORK FROM ( TO D: GRADIENT FORCE = futl800QQ = 1600 LB 

TOTAL RESISTANCE = INHERENT - GRADIENT 

= 1Q00 - 1600 = -600 LB 

HENCE NO PROPULSIVE WORK IS REQUIRED · 

TOTAL PROPULSIVE WORK FROM.~ TO fi = 20x106 + 18x106 + 0 = 38x106 FT-LB 

FIGURE 3. 
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The results, therefore, apply only to some sort of average situation for the entire country. It is 

important that one look more deeply if we wish to ascertain the effects of changes in the transport 

system on fuel consumption. In the paragraphs below we will consider a particular example. 

A Truck-Rail Example 

Recently much attention has been focused on the difference between railroad and truck in energy 

intensiveness (EI) and possible substitution of rail movement for truck as a means of reducing fuel 

_consumption. National average data.for 1970 indicated that railroads consumed about 650 BTU's per 

ton~mile of freight, while in the same year trucks consumed (in intercity service) 2800 BTU's per 

ton-mile. One might quickly conclude that the railroad is four times as energy efficient as trucks 

in moving freight and hence that if freight were shifted from truck to rail there would be a savings 

-of 75% of this 280Q BTU's per ton for each ton-mile of freight so shifted. Similarly one might con

clude that cargo which could be moved by pipeline but which is now moving by rail should be shifted 

to the pipeline, which has a lower EI. Similarly, in the case of shifts from air to truck, or to rail, 

and so on. But these national averages mask any differences between these modes with respect to the 

kinds of freight carried, imbalances in traffic flow by direction, speeds of movement, area of the 

country or terrain to be traversed, and many other possible influencing factors. So I think it's 

important to also look at energy consumption of various modes not only in terms of these average 

national statistics, which obviously mask variations due to these factors, and turn to an approach 

which would enable one to look at specific movements, for a specific origin to specific destination, 

with a specific cargo in terms of weight and volume (or density), and with a specific level of 

service. In this way we can see whether the differences are really as-great as indicated by these 

average data, and what factors influence them. 

The results I'm about to cover are a few of those from a general comparison of rail and truck 

movement that were done in the context of an evaluation of the solid cargo pipeline in comparison to 

rail and truck mu_vement. The comparison is limited to work requirements, since data in fuel factors 

for all these modes, conditions, etc., were unavailable, but the results still yield considerable 

weight. 

We will consider just one cargo load, 40,000 lbs, with a vol~e of about 4,800 cu.ft. This can 

be carried in either 2 trucks, each with one 40 ft. trailer, 2 forty foot truck trailers on a rail 

piggyback (TOFC) car, a truck consisting of 2 forty foot trai~ers, as allowed on many 

interstate highways. This weight of 20 tons will easily fit in terms of weight capacity into all of 

these vehicles that I've just enumerated. Now what we've done with each of these vehicles :i.s to 

operate it in this case at a constant speed of 55 miles per hour between 2 points, 100 miles apart, 
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and we varied characteristics of the route over which it was being operated from a completely level 

route (as might be found in the Midwest) to a route which has an average upgrade to the highest point 

on the route of 1%. That's typically the highest average upgrade you'll find over rail routes and 

also over most (although not all) interstate highway routes. There can be many variations in grad

ient along the route. We allow for a variation in the case of rail, up to 1% and 2% as the maximum 

or ruling grade, which determines the size of the power unit required. The 2 end points 100 miles 

apart are at the same elevation, so you're either in effec·t tending to go uphill (possibly with 

undulations up and down within that section) and then back downhill. For this situation, then, using 

the resistance relationship which we obtained from the Society of Automotive Engineers for trucks 

and the Association of American Railroads for railway equipment, we calculated the average propulsive 

work, mile-pounds of work required per mile of movement. In rail, the work was calculated for an 

entire train -- the longest train the locomotive could haul -- the work for one TOFC car carrying this 

cargo being the total train work divided by the number of cars. With this assumed pruflle and its 

vl'lri.lltions, and particular vehicle designs which I won't detail h~r~, but which ar!:! typical cl~;::.l~us, 

one obtains the results shown in Figure 5. The two single unit trucks each require about 1300 pound

miles per mile of movement or 2600 for both. With a double bottom, this drops to about 1550 lb-miles 

per mile. Alternatively, we might imagine shipping this freight, again at this line-haul speed of 55 

miles an hour by piggyback, where depending upon the ruling grade (as indicated by the crosshatched 

l'lrea) this movement required between about·900 and 1650 lb-mile of work per mile. The interesting 

point here is that the double bottom truvk, operating on a flat route at the same speed as the TOFC 

train, requires only about 40 to 50% more work than the TOFC train on flat routes. Furthermore, the 

differences diminish, ultimately, to effectively no difference, in conditions of steeper grades. This 

may seem strange at first compared to national average results but it is consistent with engineering 

theory. The reasons a~e many. First, the weight of that TOFC car (and its load of the truck and cargo) 

was considerably more than twice the weight of a single trailer truck carrying half the same cargo, and 

that's the reason grades affect rail TOFC much more than trucks. Conventional TOFC cars with trailers 

are very heavy. Also, the difference is smaller because we are operating at the same speed in both 

cases. Although a lot of freight trains do operate at 55 (or more) miles per hour, a lot operate at 

much slower speeds. This increases work requirements considerably. Finally, we are carrying the 

same freight, while national data reflect actual widely varying commodities and characteristics. 

An alternative.form of movement is in a conventional railroad box car. The cmount of work re-

quired is considerably less than either TOFC or the double bottom truck. TI1e clifference between the 
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t1vo rail technologies, is primarily due to two factors. One, a conventional railroad box car has far 

less air resistance, thus being significant at ·speeds of over 55 miles an hour. The box car weight is 

also substantially less. The marked effect of grades on work required for box cars is also shown. 

At steeper average grades, the work would continue to rise, but at some point the work for trucks 

would also rise. It's not clear whether they would intersect just by extrapolation or not. 

Similar results were obtained for other speeds. To illustrate this, Figure 6 is for 25 miles per 

hour. As you can see, all of these curves have dropped down very substantially. As a rough order of 

magnitude, each of these lines is. about half ·the level it was in the previous figure at 55 miles an 

hour. This underscores a second very important point; namely, that increases in speed (given the same 

technology) will result in very substantial increases in work required. The same form of relation-

ships are obtained for the cargo weights, rlensit:l.es, and speeds, so we'll not cover them here. 

On the basis of these and similar analyses, there· emerge. a number of important conclusions. 

First of all, I think it is very clear that the use of average national energy intensiveness informa-

tion to estimate potential fuel savings from shifting traffic from one mode to another can be ex-

tremely misleading, and in fact wrong. For example, in situations where you're contemplating shift-

ing freight from double bottom trucks (typical in the Western part of the US) to trailer on flat car 

movement, and if you operate the trailer on flat car operation at high speeds comparable to trucks, 

the difference in work can be very slLu .. 
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that you actually consume more fuel by moving it via rail than via truck. This conclusion, based 

upon engineering calcufations, was confirmed by some recent tests and analyses performed on the West 

Coast in an extensive sludy of the possible energy savings from shifting freight from movement via 

truck over the roads on to TOFC trains moving along the West Coast. Depending upon the size of the 

trucks and the density of freight, the savings in fuel ranged from gains or reductions of the order of 

20% to a 20% increa~e in fuel, depending upon thP. RpPPd of the train.!, Lite density ot freight, and the 

type of. truck, double bottoms or singles, etc. Of course if you can shift freight from truck to rail 

box cars, there probably would be a substantial energy saving; also if you could shift the 

freight to rail box car and have the rail operate at a much lower speed than is typical of truck 

movement, then there probably would be further energy savings. I think the speed effect has an 

important policy implication, one that is tangential to my discusRj.on here, but important. There 

seems to be a considerable amount of intere~t (at the federal level) in explci.ring the high speed 

intermodal service connecting major population aml production and consumption centPrR i'1 thG US, 

something probably built around a containerized movement, via rail for the line haul and truck for 

access. Speeds in the vicinity of 100 to 150 miles an hour are being talked about. I think these 

results clearly indicate that there's a suhstantial energy penalty within the rail mode for getting 

up to those very high speeds. That may or may not be important. Obviously we're primarily con

cerned now with saving oil. If this high speed, railroad were to be electrically powered and that 

electric power were to come from coal, then perhaps thjs wouldn't be particularly important. But if 

you are thinking of operating with conventional diesel electric locomotives, or something else wi.th 

electric.ity that comes from oil, then I think a wonl uf caution must be raised. 

The second point is that thP.rP arQ obviously ~uu~Lantial gains in the trucking industry from 

going to larger trucks. Now I'm not advocating allowing double bottoms on all interstat~ hi~hwRyR, 

uu ~11 tOll roads, or on all divided limited access highways; there obviously are other"important 

considerations. For example, there is a great deal of dispute and debate regarding whether these 

very large trucks, the double 40 foot trailer combinations -- often 90 or 100 feet in length -

whether these are really as safe as smaller trucks. But I think it's very clear there are substan

tial energy gains from going to larger trucks, so it really is worthwh·ile looking at these. 

Another possibility is in areas where there are many very high truck volumes sue~ that it might be 

economical to provide an exclusive truck lane or truck roadway. To conserve energy, it may be very 

attractive to reduce truck speeds below the 55 miles an hour. Again, referring back to the figures, 

there is a very substantial reduction-about a saving of 1/2-if you were to operate trucks at 25 miles 
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an hour as opposed to 55 miles an hour. Now to do this you'd actually have to change the trans-

missions of trucks and so forth to really be efficient at these lower speeds. But if oil becomes in 

increasingly short supply, ·and we do not find substitutes for propelling trucks, then operating 

trucks at much lower speeds in line-haul intercity service might be one·way of making substantial 

gains in that sector. 

Long Term Issues 

In the remaining discussion I'd like to turn to a related topic, one which I think has not been 

given very much attention in the literature. This is the long term energy problem in transportation 

finding alternatives to natural fossil fuels, which surely will dwindle in availability. 

I think it's fairly clear that in the short run, the next 10 to 15 years, as a matter of 

national policy we will attempt to reduce our dependence upon foreign oil, and for ·this reason there 

is and will continue to be considerable emphasis upon conservation. This might be induced by 

voluntary programs, ~axation and other policies that are being debated in Washington at the present 

time. We could also increase this independence by substituting other energy sources. For the next 

few decades, maybe longer, it appears as though coal will be in plentiful supply, if we can find ways 

of extracting it from the ground and converting it to usable sources of energy such as electricity 

without running into seriour environmental problems. Much coal may not be easily extractable simply 

because of environmental concerns, although I think the needed technology probably will be developed.· 

But in the very long run, coal itself is not a renewable resource, so one has to think of shifting 

away from dependence not only upon oil but ultimately from dependence upon coal, probably to sources 

such as nuclear energy (again one with obvious environmental and safety problems which may· or may not 

be overcome to the satisfaction of our society) and solar energy, and possibly others such as wind 

' power. This discussion raises the question of how might we shift the various modes of transportation 

from a dependence upon oil. In the short run this might be to coal, but ultimately we would have to 

shift from that also. What are the options, the possibilities? 

It is useful to discuss this question in terms of Figure 7. At the top are indicated various 

power sources, including the so-called renewable ones (e.g., water, wind, solar energy and nuclear 

energy) and also what have been termed non-renewable sources (although the earth is obviously gener-

ating these at some very slow rate) such as coal, natural gas and oil. Then in the next row are 

shown various prime movers, power units of vehicles, with some examples of various types. Now we're 

primarily dependent for transportation upon non-renewable sources of power, primarily oil or its 

various products. Coal, and to some extent water power, is also used in transport for generating 
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electric power, which then is transmitted to vehicles, particularly electric railroad lines, rapid 

transit lines, and trolley bus lines. At the present time, then, we're primarily relying upon these 

non-renewable resources. 

But this graph indicates various possible ways, or technologies, for shifting from oil to coal 

in what I'll term a relatively short period, say something like 20 or 30 years - by converting this 

coal to electric power and then transmitting this to vehicles. This can be done following the rail-

road scheme, as one option. That is, providing overhead wires along routes from which vehicles obtain 

their power. This can be done not only for railroads but also for road vehicles. One would string 

overhead wires along the highway and operate trucks or buses directly from them. Obviously I'm 

merely pointing this out as a technological possibility if we have to shift from oil to coal. I 

don't know whether it's economically practical; it obviously would have a lot of operational problems. 

For example, passing obviously would be completely precluded just as it is on rapid transit railway 

or trolley bus operations now. However, it's certainly not impossible, and in fact so-called 

trolley trucks now operate in Moscow and a few other Russian cities. An alternative, of course, 

is to generate electricity and then store this in a battery on the vehicle. Current examples include 

experimental buses, some delivery trucks in a few areas and some small automobiles. 

Another possibility is to convert the coal into oil or some other liquid fuel for vehicles. 

Also, one can use coal directly in external combust}on engines, either turbines or the conventional 
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reciprocating steam engine. It is interesting to note that a ·few foreign countries which do not have 

the foreign exchange money to buy oil are still using steam· locomotives. Whether such coal-burning 

engines can be refined to be environmentally acceptable I have no idea, but the possibility is worth 

exploring. This again offers the possibility of shifting from one fossil fuel to another more 

plentiful one. 

Conclusion 

So in conclusion my remarks really leave me two summary statement.s. The first is that we 

clearly can make some fairly substantial gains 'in reducing oil consumption in intercity freight 

transport. But perhaps much more attention has been devoted to modal shifts than is really warranted, 

and much less attention has been given to other options than they warrant. Such options include · 

changes within modes, such as changes in speed, changes in inherent resistance to vehicles, (i.e., 

' better streamlining and weight reduction). These might not have any negative effect in terms of 

quality of service or disrupting current shipp}ng patterns. 

The second point is that I see a serious long term problem of energy in transportation, a 

problem we are not adequ~tely addressing now. This problem stems from the fact that virtually all 

our transportation technology relies upon oil and its products as the source of energy, but that 

source will become scar~e at some point in the future. Therefore,· we must consider not only conserva-

tion, but also shifts to other sources of power. There are many technological options, but an 

assessment and evaluation of these will require a great deal of very imaginative thinking on the part 

of the engineering community, and some very careful consideration of impacts in adopting any of 

these technologies. And most importantly, unless we begin to conceive of these options now, and 

analyze, refine, and test them, we may not find alternative power systems in time to avoid future 

shortages of oil or other fossil fuels. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Professor Edward K. Morlok's presentation, "Energy Use in 

Inte!city Freight Transport and Policy Implications." This discussion is reported below in the form 

of questions from the audience and answers from Professor Morlok. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Could you comment on the feasibility of the use of hydrogen as a freight transportation 
fuel, especially for trucking? 

There is much research on hydrogen as a fuel for road vehicles, so any remarks I might 
make could be changed as a result of R&D efforts currently underway. It seems techni
cally feasible, but a major problem is carrying the hydrogen. In a liquid form, this 
requires cryogenic tanks, which are very heavy and bulky, but research is underway on 
carrying it as a gas in metal, in the form of a hydride. 

In those jurisdictions permitting double 40' bottoms, what is the permitted maximum 
gross vehicle weight, and to what extent does this limit the potential for rediverting 
iuLen:ity freight from rail to truck? 

I do not have these data at my fingertips, but as I recall the gross vehicle weight 
l.ltulls Ull uuul.Jle fui:Ly"-[OuL I..UlllUlHatiuL'L.!i ai:l!: h1 the vicinity of 125,QQQ to 13Q,QQQ lb. 
I really don't know what effect permitting such large doubles has on diversion of 
traffic from railroad to truck. These vehicles certainly reduce the costs of the 
carriers and private operators that can use them, making truck more attractive. On 
the other hand, it is not obvious that the users of doubles are carrying freight that 
would otherwise go via rail in the abasence of doubles. Research is needed to answer 
questions of this sort. 

In your speech, you advocated a movement towards heavier type~ of road vehicles. At 
what point would this begin to result in severe road deterioration and/or additional 
investments to improve road systems to support heavier ~ehicles? 

I 
I want clarify my position. I do not advocate large or heavier road vehicles. 
I'm simply pointing out their potential for fuel savings, which can be substantial .. · 
There are other ramifications, such as safety, and road maintenance costs. Surely 
many of our highways arc not designed for the axie loads now placed on them. But it 
may be economically attractive to upgrade some of those roads, permit larger and 
heavier vehicles, and charge users appropriately. There seems to be no problem in 
designing, building and maintaining roads for large, heavy vehicles, as many of the 
toll roads are doing this. Also, I should point out that the axle loads assumed for 
the analysis are all within current federal guidelines - the increase in total or 
gross vehicle weight comes from the greater number of axles. 

Given the ICE torque characteristics, what is the lowest energy efficient speed for 
trucks, given state-of-the-art transmission efficiency? 

The answer surely would depend on the truck·in question, so I don't think there is any 
general answer. I would assume that truck manufacturers design their engines and trans
missions so that the truck is as efficient as possible at its typical cruise speed. 
Since trucks are made for a wide range in speeds - from 55 mph or so on turnpikes to 
perhaps 10 to 20 mph in mines and other special applicatio~s, I imagine currently 
available transmissions would permit the engine to operate at its most efficient speed 
over a speed range of this sort. Of course, different transmissions would be used for 
.different design cruise speed conditions. 

Is it realistic to discuss modal shifts to improve energy efficiencies without con
sidering issues of productivity and the resulting impacts on capital investment and 
labor costs 7 
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Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

No. I think any evaluation of modal shifts would have to include these and other 
factors, such as inventory and distribution costs, also. It is for these reasons, 
as well as the fact that modal shifts such as from truck to piggyback might not 
produce the energy savings some people suggest, that I am skeptical of modal ~hifts. 

Relating to question 3 (above), there is a movement for triple-bottoms in some western 
states. Would the same direction of improvement occur with these over single or double 
bottoms? 

Yes, it would. 

How about rationalizing transport systems~ i.e., to use railroads over main inter-node 
corridors and trucks as a radial system based oh the nodes? (would require contain
erization or much more piggybacking) 

I'm all for a rational transport system, but I think one has to be careful about one's 
assumptions before making any major changes. If rail TOFC or COFC is cheaper than truck 
on the line haul, considering not only carrier costs but user and societal costs as well
for all commodities - and truck access is cheaper than rail branch lines in the same 
sense, than a rail-truck containerized system is sensible. But I haven't seen any 
evidence to suggest these assumptions are true in general. For many commodities, tr.uck
ing seems to be cheaper than rail TOFC or COFC, door-to-door, any many shippers seem 
to like current carload freight service, siding-to-siding. There may be an intermodal 
system which is better than the systems we have now, but it hasn't yet appeared and 
been so proven. On the other hand, I think it is possible that with the right tech
nology and marketing, an interrnodal system could replace some over-the-road trucking 
and also some rail branch line service. 

The following set of questions and answers were taken from the lecture delivered last year by 

Prof. Morlok. After the lecture, a lively discussion ensued which could not be included in last year's 

proceedings. The same discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the audience and 

antiw<:<i:S from Prof. Morlok. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

You might point out here the fact that when you increased the grade you maintained a 
constant speed of 55 mph, while this is not necessary, at least in the rail case. 
Actuallt in most operations the speed drops off in upgrade areas. How would tkis 
affect your conclusions? 

In general, reducing speeds on grades, by virtue of reducing the numbers of locomotives 
on the train, and increasing cruise speed on the level so the overall average speed 
remains the same, will increase the work and fuel required. Both GM and GE, the two 
major locomotive builders in the U.S., have been conducting some simulation studies of 
reducing fuel consumed in rail freight service and they conclude that fuel consumption 
would b~ reduced by running trains at a more uniform speed than is now common·. Of 
course, this requires more locomotives due to the higher proven requirements on grades. 
This is also suggested by much more elaborate theoretical analysis. Of course, to 
maintain a constant speed, you will need more locomotives because of the added power 
requirements on the upgrade·. 

I am not sure that I understand your comparison of single and double bottom trucks. 
Let us take,for example, the case where you have a truck with one forty foot van and 
another with two vans. It looks like you are saying that a truck with one forty foot 
van is more efficient than a truck with two. 

Yes, it is, but of course this assumes that all the freight can be fit into one van. 
If it requires two vans to carry it, then'one truck with two vans is more efficient 
than two separate single van trucks. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

If you pull one rail box car with a locomotive, the locomotive is not fully utilized 
when you pull this one box car. So if you put a box car behind a locomotive, it is 
going to end up being not as efficient as a truck going the same distance. If you add 
additional box cars, the train becomes more efficient. Do you have just one car and 
one locomotive, or do your trains consist of a locomotive pulling all the cars it can? 

All the trains are with the locomotive's power or tractive effort fully used with the 
maximum number of cars it can pull. In other words, for these computations of work 
the length of train measured in cars per locomotive varies as you vary the upgrades 
or speed. 

But in the real world you don't h'"'"' that ;ideal full luau behind the rail engine, but 
less. Hence, the difference or ~eparation between the truck and the train would be less. 

If you have less, then rail is less fuel efficient than these graphs show and the 
separation between rail and truck would be less. I believe, however, that generally 
railroads try to fill out trains to the tonnage the locomotive can handle over that 
line. They are fairly efficient with this. There are some exceptions. Obviously, a 
scheduled freight train that has to run may not be filled to capacity. 

Ed, did you analyze container or flat car (COFC) service in your paper? Where does 
that stand relative to other modes? 

I did not anlyze container trains because I could not obtain a well tested inherent 
resistance equation for COFC. My fr.uess is thflt thP. 'i!quation would Le ~:~lmllar t'o that 
fut Lux car~. Hut COFC resistance~:~ may be different because there are vaious things 
that can happen with the flow of air around these vehiclP.s. But it would probably be 
in the vicinity of the rail box car. If that is the case, then you can see that there 
might be very substantial gains compared to both truck and TOFC. The FRA is now 
sponsoring a number of tests of COFC and TOFC designs, first in wind tunnels, and then 
I believe they will go to actual prototype vehicles. These designs are intended to 
reduce the weight of the car and reduce the air resistance - especially at high speeds. 
I don't have any information on the results so far but they are working on this and I 
think they recognize that it is a real problem with the conventional TOFC designs. 

How much does the rail curve shift down if you go something like ~0 mph for rail trains? 

If you will go down to 25 mph there is approximately a 2 to 1 ra~uction in propulsive 
work and hence in fuel consumption. I w;;~s not going to put the~:~e slides on the screen 
but I will. As you may recall the rail car movement at 55 mph was approximately 500 
pound-mile per mile and at 25 mph as we see here, it is about 250. BetweP.n 25 and 55 
there i~ about a 2 to 1 rativ !n tP.l'm~ of fuel consumptiou. This holds tor both rail 
and truck. I think this brings out another important point. If you are really con
cerned about saving fuel, nne <J.pproar.h would be to reduce Lhe speeds at which the 
vehicles operate. ~bviously in the rail case this is much easier to do than in the 
case of trucks. In the rail case you just operate your trains at a lower speed. It 
would probably disrupt a lot of freight schedule~, although I suspect ol'lgin to 
destit"latlon shipment times would not suffer greatly because so much time is now typi
cally spent in yards anywgy, Jn thP """9 of trudto tit.: level of service effect would 
De greater, for truck load movement, where the movement is direct from origin to destina
tion, current average speeds are in the vicinity of 42 mph. Any change that would 
reduce line haul speeds below the 55 mph limit would also reduce the average dock to 
dock speed as seen by the shipper. 

1he truck companies argue that their trucks are more efficient at higher speeds than 
the 55 mph limit we now have. 

I have heard that argument, I have looked at truck transmission designs and other 
character.istics and I frankly don't see the argument as generally true, but with par
ticular transmissions from say 60 to 65 mph operation compared to the 55 mph limit they 
are complaining about. It seems to me at best it is a matter of changing gear ratios. 
I am not persuaded by the arguments, but there may be some that I have not seen. Never
theless, the gains from substantial reductions in speed are certainly there, with 
appropriate engine and transmission designs. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

We seem sometimes to forget about the indirect cost both of energy and dollars of these 
systems. At the same time we are talking about rail advantages the Federal Power Com
mission is not going to locate coal fired power plants with no access to getting coal 
there. There is no line there already so there is going to be an extremely intensive 
capital and energy cost to run a rail line, for example, into the area. The point I am 
making is that a fixed rail system hasn't the flexibility to go where the shipping 
market is. So in any case you are still talking about pick up, delivery, breakdown, 
load at a rail terminal, shipment, breakdown and delivery again. And we are talking 
about a system that was developed where there is no market, except between.major air
line carriers. So the indirect cost would be improving the access where the market is 
expanding. We are faced with the system we have right now, and to actually make rail 
more viable or more practical or acceptable will add an awful lot of expense into our 
cost. 

I think I agree with most of what you said. In connection with a branch line where 
there may be new developments of large industries or power plants in the future, this 
obviously is something that should be considered in any decision between abandonment 
now and rebuilding later, or retaining it as is. 

There is a problem of actually defining what a user of a highway is, and who is actually 
benefitting from that highway. There are little old ladies in tennis shoes who do not 
own a car but get a significant benefit out of having decent streets and highways. They 
are paying no taxes for those they walk to the grocery store - they are paying no direct 
user cost - yet they have got to be included in there because they are benefitting from 
the streets. 

I think it is question of who really pays the cost incurred to get that benefit. If a 
repair truck comes to that person, if a road user charge comes from the repairman, and 
it is reflected in his charge to the person for whom he did the repair work, then the 
alternate beneficiary pays through that chain. This is the same way that you pay for 
the benefits from having rail service or pipeline service. For example, I don't pay 
directly for the various pipelines that provide household heating fuel to the area I 
live. I pay it to the power company and then they pay for the movement of the fuel. 

I might add that I think this whole question is partially a matter of policy with res
pPrt tn prir.i.ng. It seems to me that at the present: time we are in a situation of 
particular portions of the transport industry being favored with much lower than ·average 
costs being charged for the use of government owned and provided facilities. The amount 
of the costs not covered by user charges is being spread over our society - through 
general taxes - in a very imperfect way. And obviously this works to the disadvantage 
of pipelines and railroads which pay for all their facilities. Whether it makes any 
drastic difference in the modal split of traffic I don't know. 

Let us look at this more closely; and focus on rural interstate type systems and trucks. 
Assume they pay 79% of their share now, and you want to make that 100%. It seems to me 
that all you have to do is·add two cents a gallon to the user tax on gasoline. Two 
cents per ton miles on a truck costs is not going to matter at all when the shipper is 
already paying perhaps an average of eight cents a ton-mile. 

That is what I just got through saying. I doubt if it would make a great deal of dif
ference in the modal division of freight. But I think it might affect the private 
trucker most, the firm that has its own fleet of trucks. But these are things that 
obviously would have to researched carefully. I am just trying to point out a policy 
which I think that we have unwittingly gotten ourselves into in transport - the under
pricing of transport services. And I think it has implications for energy consumption 
and that is the reason I am raising it here. I don't think the extent to which our 
expenses for transport are greater than the charges which we are levying on the direct 
users of those facilities is widely realized. And I think it is very uneven among 
private carriers versus common carriers ~n a number of various modes. I think it is 
high time we faced up to it. 

In the University Research work you are doing is there any thought of extending this 
analysis to unit train operations? 
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Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

The work on·energy that I have reported on was done in the context of evaluating the 
feasibility of moving freight by capsules in pipelines and comparing that mode to rail 
and truck. We have just completed some work on the total amount of merchandise traffic 
flow in the Northeast part of the U.S. It appears that there is enough ~raffic move
ment to consider container unit trains, say between New York and Chicago. So the answer 
is that we are likely to consider it in the future. 

The train itself lends a totally different total resistance. Look at rolling resistance. 
Whether. it is mechanical or aerodynamic you are not looking at one locomotive or one car, 
you are looking at a train. 

In these computations we are always looking at the whole train for total resistance, 
then dividing this by the number of containers in trailers to get the values presented 
on the figure. We were not looking at ane .locomotive pulling one car. I think this 
question came up once before and I am sorry that I did not clarify that. 

What do you do with your aerodynamic resistance at 55 mph? Do you charge it to every 
car in the train? 

The AAR formulas as well as the earliest Davis formulas on which they were based give 
the additional resistance per car. The front locomotive has a somewhat higher coeffic-· 
ient, reflecting the fact that it has to push a iot of air out of the way . 

• 
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ENERGY AND ECONOMIC IMPACTS OF PROJECTED FREIGHT 
TRANSPORTATION IMPROVEMENTS 

ABSTRACT 

The major goal of this study is to estimate thP rm:rent and future energy intensity fut· major 

freight modes. The report also de~ls with the economic impact of anticipaled changes in freight 

systems (trucks, railroads, inland waterways, coastal and Great Lakes ships, pipe lines, and air 

freight) under various assumptions about freight dem~nns·f.or 1980 and 1985. This report also 

examines the impact of certain vehicle types upon energy intensity. Statistical and engineer-

ing relationships are used for predicting the energy usage and intensity. The study is constrained 

by the nonavailabllity of good energy rl"lated data. It io highly recommendetl Lhat attempts should 

be made to collect data which could enhance future> st•.1dies ·:related to energy consenratiun. The scudy 

concludes tilaL ample opportUnities exist for energy conservation in the freight transportation industry. 

The report also adds that the greatest opportunities lie with the industry itself. Government influ

ence to improve energy conservation practices is not as potentially significant as opportunities 

currently available to industry. The report also deals with the regulatory changes which may have a 

profound impact on transporation energy conservation. 
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Ef ~ERGY P.~·ID ECm:or.n C Ir1PP.CTS OF PR.OJ ECTED FRE I Gf'T 

TRM~SPCPTATI ml If·~PROVEf":EnTS 

STUDY OBJECTIVES AND SCOPE 

The general ob~ectives of this study were to assess current and future energy usage for each major 

freight mode by major commodity and to identify potential economic impacts of anticipated changes in 

freight systems under varying assumptions about freight transpor~ation for 1980 and 1985. This study 

has attempted to probe deeper into energy consumption characteristics by transportation mode, by 

commodity, and even by certain vehicle types than any previously published study. Information sources 

were limited to previous studies, existing data bases of energy consumption and freight transportation, 

theoretical energy consumption relationships, transportation characteristics as determined from federal 

statistics summaries, and trade publications of. industry associations. This information was 

supplemented by interviews with people in the freight transportation industry and its associations. 

This study provides the best available information on freight energy consumption characteristics and 

their potential changes in future years. However, much of the data used in this study cannot be 

verified and many of the study determinations are based on judgment assumptions. Specific limitations 

include: 

• Census of Transportation cliitil nrP. thP. primP snnrrP fnr nnnrPenl,tPn t-n.1ck h1el 
estimates and other selected motor carrier transportation estimates. 

• Although.railroads appear to be statistically more fuel efficient on a net ton-mile 
basis than motor carriers, it cannot be assumed that the use of railroads in lieu of 
motor carriers results in fuel savings or that it is necessarily economically 
desirable and in the nation's best interest. A similar limitation exists when 
comparing rail versus \va ter. 

• Data sources for other modes, particularly water and pipeline, are incomplete 
and their reliability may be questioned. 

Base case data were computed for 1972 (adjusted for 55 miles per hour speed limits) and projected 

to 1980 and 1985 with the assumption that no energy conservation measures would be implemented beyond 

1972 levels. Projections for 1980 and 1985 include scenarios for "industry changes" assumptions, i.e. 

past trends in energy conservation will continue and transportation carriers will implement other 

operational and technological changes without new incentives or other stimulus. Other scenarios for 

1980 and 1985 were based on a series of government incentive and regulation assumptions that relate to 

the implementation of new or additional operational and technological changes. Data for the scenarios 

described above were entered into an intercity freight transportation energy consumption model (TRANSEN) 

which systematically details energy consumption and energy intensiveness patterns for the base year and 

projected scenarios based on specific data inputs, assumptions, and energy use relationships. 
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Basic projections of traffic growth are assumed to closely follow the historical trend of constant 

dollar growth in the gross national product. 

Intercity Freight Transportation Energy Model Framework 

Energy impact scenarios were developed for the following specific modes: 

• trucks; 

• railroads; 

• inland waterways (non-self-propelled vessels); 

• coastal and Great Lakes ships (self-propelled and non-self-propelled vessels); 

• pipelines; and 

• air freight. 

Freight was divided into 19 commodity categories based on combinations of major two-digit standard 

transportation commodity code.groupings. Energy conservation measures addressed in this study included 

only the impacts ot operational change, technological change, and ~odal shitt trom motor carriers to 

rail. Changes in freight characteristics, markets, industry location, etc., were not included. 

An analysis of the energy conservation impacts of different operational and technological changes 

and policy options requires an understanding of how traffic and transportation operating characteristics 

are translated to energy consumption. To analyze the multiplicative impact of many different 

alternatives and opportunities, PMM&CO. and its subcontractor, Battelle Columbus Laboratories, 

developed the TRANSEN model, which converts traffic data by commodity and mode to energy consumption 

estimates. The model relates transportation performance parameters to energy utilization, which 

permits analysis of the way in which changes in operating conditons and technology affect transportation 

performance and, consequently, energy consumption. The model calculates energy intensity values for 

each mode under input conditions relating to oPe>ating P>actices and technology in use. The model is 

not deterministic but is a descriptive tool which analyzes the impacts of alternative operating policies 

and uses of technological improvements to alter the energy intensity of different modes. 

Trucks 

For truck movement, variations in fuel consumption by commodity group reflect differences in truck

fleet makeup to carry each commodity as well as differences in commodity density. Truck-mile estimates 

by commodity group and tru~ type form the basis for the fuel consumption calculations. To develop 

the necessary truck data base, vehicle .miles for commodity group categories \ve;:e allocated· based on 

statistics for Class I common and contract carriers. A second adjustment to truck-mile data involved 

defining the study truck-type categories and then classifying vehicle-miles by commodity according to 
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truck types. The combination of three body types, five weight classes, and two fuel types resulted 

in 24. generalized truck types. 

To estimate load capacity for each truck category, tare and gross vehicle weights \vere esttmated 

for representative trucks in each ca·tegory. Fuel consumption rates were calculated based on handbook 

formulas. 

Because of the lack of data on motor carrier tonnage by commodity group shipped by truck in 

intercity service, a t\oJO-stage procedure was also used to estimate truck tons by commodity. The first 

stage involved developing estimates from information in the Census of Transportation Commodity Survey. 

The second stage involved modifying and extending that estimate by multiple regression analysis against 

ICC commodity statistics for regulated carriers. 

The product of estimated average hauls times tons by commodity group proclnr.ed some vo.lucs which 

were inconsistent \vith vehicle ton-mile capacity estimates. Therefore, to assure consistency bet\veen 

data obtained from independent sources, some adjustments to data were made. 

Railroads 

Energy intensity for railroad movements differs for each of the 19 commodity groups because of 

variations in load per car, length of haul, and the mix of equipment used to transport each commodity. 

Thus energy intensity was estimated for rail movements by commodity for seven car-type categories. 

Because of regulatory reporting requirements, statiRtirr~l informo.tion in the l'diltuad industry was 

superior to all ocher modes and provided the study team with control totals to reconcile energy 
I 

statistics and traffic statistics, 

Inland Waterways 

Since energy consumption varies for different waterway systems due to differences in the number of 

locks and dams, water current speed, and the size of tows, the inland-waterway system was divided into 

six segments. The average length of haul per ton. was developed by dividing reported ton-m] 1 P.s by 

reported tons. Subsequent commodity specific average haul values for each wa tenvay were estimated 

and adjusted so that the sum of ton-miles on each waterway equalled the national total. The modified 

1 . 
Howe Formula was used to calculate \vater speed under a variety of tow configurations and tO\vboat 

horsepower. Then, using brake-horsepower specific fuel consumption factors, it was possible to estimate 

energy consttmption for specified average waterway current velocity, miles traveled, allowance~for 

locking and other delays, towboat horsepower, draft per tow, engine load factor, length and width of 

1 "Process and Production Functions for Inland \.Jaterway Transportation." Paper No. 65, Institute for 
Quantitative Kesearch in Economics and Management, C.H. Howe, Purdue University, Lafayette, Ind., 
1964. 
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tow, tons per tow, channel depth, channel width, and number of locks per mile by waterway. 

Coast·al and Great Lakes Shipping 

An accurate analysis of coastal shipping was extremely difficult because of the lack of summGry 

data on ships engaged in coastal trade and the intermingling of international with domestic cargos on 

many ships. The methods and assumptions for this transportation sector are based on available published 

data and are intended to give a gener~l indication of this mode in relation to other modes and to permit 

analysis of the effects of changes in speed and ship size on energy consumption. Three typical ship 

types were selected for analysis: dry bulk, break bulk, and tanker. The procedures used to estimate 

energy consumption are running hours per trip, tons, horsepower hours, and idle time. 

Pipelines 

To cctimate energy <:.onsumed for crude ami products pipelines movements, the following information 

\l~L.: U!i>liid: 

• harrels per day by products and crude; 

• average length of haul per barrel (ratio ot annual barrel-miles to annual barrels); 

• miles of pipeline fqr products and crude by pipeline size; 

• inside diameters by pipeline size; 

• barrels per ton for products and crude; and 

• friction factors . 

A value for energy conversion efficiency was estimated based on the efficiency of the four types of 

pumping stations involved i.n pipeline transportation: electric motor·::;, grts turbine, liquid fuel 
''-,} 

turbine, and diesel engine. For this study, a level of 30 percent was selectec1· for pipeline thermal 

energy conver,:;i.on efficiency. 

The mn,:;t ,:;P.nsi.tive assumption in pipeline methodology was that for a particular commodity (i.e. 

product or crude) and pipeline size, a single velocity figure was used. In spite of numerous 

discussions with industry experts and a search of the literature, no good estimates of weighted average 

. 
pumping velocities· could be found. Because pipeline resistance per unit of measure decreases 

significantly t~ith large diameter, a low "nominal" velocity was assumed for a 2-inch-line, and a higher 

"nominal" velocity assumed for a 48-inch line, with linear interpolation applied to pip,eline diameters 

in between. 

Air cargo moves in all cargo aircraft or in the underbelly of passenger aircraft. The energy 

intensity for cargo moving in passenger aircraft was computed based on two alternative assumptions: 
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o Marginal Approach - Passenger aircraft will move with or without cargo since its 
primary purpose is to transport passengers. Thus freight should bear only the 
incremental fuel usage associated \~ith the weight of the freight itself. 

• Pro-Rat~ Approach - The cargo in passenger aircraft consumes its \~eight-proportional 
share of the energy used in flight. 

The basis for calculating energy intensity is the distribution of tons by commodity. The energy 

values selected for the TRANSEN model calculations were based on load factor and stage-length 

assumptions corresponding to the aircraft mix included in the study. No allowances were made for 

ground movements associated with air freight. 

Surrunary 

The summary of 1972 base case traffic and energy statistics is included in Table 1, for each of the 

different modes included in the study. 

ENERGY CONSERVATION MEASURES 

Research and interviews with motor carrier industry experts suggest that as long as fuel is 

readily available, radical operating changes are not likely to occur in the next 10 years in trucking. 

Progress is expected to be evolutionary and to center on reducing circuity and empty truck-miles and 

improving trip productivity (net tons per truck-mile). The fleet mix of truck sizes is not expected 

to continue to increase due to increa·sed legal limits. The three factors which could result in energy 

conservation through operating changes include changes in: 

• capacity utilization (both proportion of truck capacity utilized and proportion of total 
truck miles operated with load); 

• speed; and 

• fleet makeup. 

For a given capacity utilization factor, fuel consumption will be greater if the proportion of 

empty miles is increased and the load factor is correspondingly decreased. This is because fuel 

consumption increases at a marginally lower rate with increases in load, while back-haul fuel 

consumption varies directly with the number of empty vehicle-miles. At low speeds, rolling resistance 

of trucks is greater than air resistance. At a speed of approximately 70 miles an hour, air resistance 

is roughly equal to rolling resistance for a large, fully loaded truck (and greater for a smaller truck 

with approximately the same frontal area). As a general rule, energy efficiency per net ton-mile 

increases with vehicle size (capacity). For instance, switching from a 57,500-pound gross vehicle 

weight, 40-foot semi-trailer to a 73,280-pound gross vehicle weight, 27-foot twin trailer for light and 

.bulky freight can save approximately 2,800 gallons of diesel fuel per million net ton-miles, or 386 

Btus per ton-mile. 
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Ch<~nges in truck technology Include: 

o engine optimization; 

• parasitic-load reduction; 

• drive-train optimization; and 

o aerodyn anic improvements. 

Engine optimization involves choosing an engine size that satisties service requiremenL~ wl!ile 

operating at the lowest possible fuel consumption rate. It is a relatively common practice in the 

motor carrier industry to overpower trucks to·improve acceleration, speed, hill-climbing ability, and 

engine life. With the iucreasing cost of energy, motor carrier-s ;ne becoming more tognlZatlL uf Llu~ 

benefits to be achieved. by reducing engine size and power to more closely match service requirements. 

Many engine accessories are driven directly from truck engines with no intermediate modulating 

device. Others are indirectly powered using elec lricity generated by the alternator. Of ·"' 11. the 

parasitic loads, the engine fan c.lraws the most power--os much as ~b horsl'>pnwer tor a la1ge eu)'.iw!: .it 

highway speeds. Since this cooling power is needed only rarely, a IJULeutial savings of 8 percent can 

be realized with the use of fan clutches. Since 1973, the use of clutched fans has become quite common. 

Dr-ive train optimization includes the use of transmissions that permit the engine to operate at its 

optimum speed and throttle range over a wide variety of operating conditions. Radial tires, as the 

final link of the drive train, can also contribute significantly in reducing energy consumption 

compared to conventional bias-ply tires. 

The most significant technological truck fuel-efficiency improvement is aerodynamic stredmlining. 

Opportunities range from simple cabmounLeu aiL £oils to complete ctreamlining of t<Artnr and trailer, 

including a flexjhlP. diaphragm between the tractor and trairer to reduce air turbulence. Energy saving 

up to 30 percent at highway speeds can be realized with a fully aetodynamically streamlined truck. 

P.;:J.il 

A number of operating changes can be instituted by Jailroads to save energy, including: 

• reductions in circ:-1.1i t.y; .. reductions in empty backhauls; 

• ·increases in load per car; 

• reductions in operating speeds; 

0 reductions in delays and stop~; 

41 changes in train configuration; 

• reductions ;Ln yard hanc.lling; 
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• reductions in locomotive id~ing; 

• elimination of caboosei, and 

• tighter control of fuel use and accounting. 

Average circuity of rail movements· is estimated to be between 11 and 18 percent of published-tariff 

short routes. Eliminations of circuitous routings save energy dirEctly proportionate to the number of 

circuitous miles eliminated. Such high circuity exists in the railroad industry because shippers can 

often specify competitive routings other than the short-haul carrier, and many carriers which originate 

traffic attempt to keep cars on line for the greatest distance to maximize divisions of revenue. Cars 

returning empty often move via reverse routing instead of the most direct route back to the ot~ing road. 

Reduction in circuity is an industry problem which should best be attacked on an industry basis. 

Maqy empty backhauls are not incurred because of traffic imbalances, but because of restrictions 

applicable to equipment now ot~ed by an originating carrier. Car-service rules require that certain 

types of equipment b~ returned home empty, regardl~ss of the opportunity to load that car in a direction 

towards the owning carrier (unless permission is first obta~ned· from the owner). The trend to empty 

backhauls is increasing due to greater use of specialized equipment, which is subject to special rules 

and is less suitable for general-commodities loading. The increasing use of dedicated equipment and 

private-line equipment also contributes to increased empty backhaul. By attacking the many problems 

·which cause empty backhaul, the industry could possibly significantly reduce empty backhaul and improve 

equipment utilization. This major problem is now being studied by the industry and the Association of 

American Railroads.· 

The benefit of increased load per car is similar to the benefits of increasing load factor in motor 

carriers. 

Reductions in line speed can be accomplished by reducing the horsepower per gross-ton ratio, which 

results in the need for fewer locomotives and a general overall increase in net tons to gross-tons ratio. 

Since so much of tra~sit time from origin to destination is consumed in yards and terminals·, reducti.ons 

of times spent in these areas can reduce the need for high line speeds and preserve schedule 

connections and customer servi~e. 

The elimination of avoidable slow orders, delays, and stops will reduce the need to accelerate and 

decelerate trains (as well as save time) with some attendant savings in energy. In today's railroads, 

crew districts approximately 100 miles in length are no longer necessary, but are a holdover from 

steam-engine days. 

In some cases, changes in train composition or configuration to provide a more uniform, 

aerodynamically smooth shape can contribute to energy savings. Although this rna~ not be practical in 
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most cases due to blocking requirements, this area has not received attention in the past. Computer 

simulation studies have shown that for a 30-car TOFC train with four empty spaces, up to 6 percent 

more energy m, LJe required t1- -n if the train were fully loaded. 

Yard op·= a tions currently ::onsume approximately 11 percent of total railroad transportation fuel. 

Reducing yard :tnndling requirements can save energy. Energy saving steps include: 

• increasfng use ot run-through trains and eliminating intermediate blocking requirements; 

• reducing handling within terminals; 

• increasing flexibility between line and yard crews for industry switching activities; 

• reducing special handling ot shipments; 

• improving planning and supervision; and 

• modernizing and consolidating yards and terminals_. 

It is estimated that approximately 2.L, percent of transportation tuel is consumed by idling 

locomotives. Diesel engines are typically left running to avoid coolant freezing in winter, potential 

engine damage by moisture condensation within cylinders, and thermal stress to the engine block. 

Engine damage can be prevented by adherence to proper operating procedures when starting diesels and 

the use of block heaters in cold weather. 

The value of the caboose in today's railroad environment has diminished. The use of improved 

signaling on high-speed main lines and the technological development of wayside detection devices has 

reduced the need for human observation of the rear of a train for protection from following trains. 

European roads and the Florida East Coast Railroad operate successfully without the use of cabooses. 

Elimination of cabooses on today's trains could save 1 to~ percent of transportation fuel. 

Tighter control of fuel accounting and use can reduce losses due to undelivered fuel, misuse, and 

theft. 

Technological improvements in railroad transportation include: 

• locomotive streamlining; 

• car tare-weight reduction; 

• car streamlining; 

• other changes in car technology, and 

• electrification. 

Wind resistance at 40 to 70 miles an hour consumes from 6 to 20 percent of the horsepower output 

of a modern, 3,000-horsepower, diesel-electric locomotive. Previous studies have sho1m that this wind 

resistance can be reduced by up to 50 percent by streamlining. Other possible technological 

improvements that could save energy include automatic locomotive control which takes units "off the 
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line" when not needed, the increased use of turbo-chargers (already 10 percent on high-horsepower road 

locomotives), and additional clutching mechanisms for para~itic loads (such as air compressors). 

Although railroading in the United States is significantly different from that in Eurpoe, many 

U.S. railroads operate high-speed trains where locomotive weight is not essential. In high-speed 

operating situations, locomotives of reduced weight could conserve energy. In heavy-drag service, 

weight is essential for tractive effort at low speeds. Improved wheelslip control devices can reduce 

the weight needed for traction by improving the effective-adhesion ratio. 

Freight-car streamlining and weight reduction can contribute to significant energy savings 

ranging up to 20 percent on empty car movements. Other areas currently being researched include 

technological improvements to reduce truck "hunting" (oscillations which increase wheel/track friction 

and wear) and devices to help ~ceer Lru~k~ lu ~utve~. 

Electrification is an alternative only because it reduces dependence on the use of petroleum fuels. 

However, the overall "thermal efficiency of electrification is not significantly different from the 

thermal efficiency of a diesel-electric locomotive. In heavy-grade territory or where substantive 
I 

regeneration can be achieved (such as where frequent starts and stops are made), electrification could 

save energy. 

Inland Waterways 

Ope~ating changes in the inland waterways are highly .dependent on technological changes to the 

waterway systems, locks, and dams. Larger tows at optimized speeds (influenced by river current) are 

not always practical. Because of the already relatively efficient modal use of energy, potential 

operational and technological changes in the inland waterways were not assumed to be overly significant. 

Coastal and Great Lakes Shipping 

Potential operating and technological changes in this transportation mode were not examined and 

are assumed to be relatively insignificant in terms of energy conservation potential by 1980 and 1985. 

Pipelines 

Improvements to pipeline energy efficiency can occur by reduced pumping velocities over longer 

periods of J·ime, larger diameter of pipes, and a continued shift towards more efficient turbine-driven 

pumps. No significant operating or technological improvements were assumed for this mode by 1980 and 

1985. 

Air,Cargo 

Operational and technological changes in air freight include the use of larger aircraft with 
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larger load factors, use of turboprop aircraft at slower speeds, higher-altitude flights, and use of 

smaller aircraft where load factors cannot be increased. 

Because energy costs are such a large portion of air freieht costs, it is anticipated that airlines 

will be making substantial reductions to energy intensities of air freight in the next 10 years. 

Because the total volume of energy consumed in air freight is so small relative to other modes, however, 

a thorough review of the potentials by 1985 was not conducted. 

Modal Shifts 

Some freight shipments by virtue of shipment size, length of haul, and nature of origin and 

destination served, could reasonably move by either truck or rail. Service and economics are generally 

governing factors. In some cases, railroads could be in a position to provide line-haul service to 

motor carriers. at an advantage to both with the potential additional benefits of energy savings. Growth 

in intenuudal movements can be encouraged by: 

• operating cost reductions in terminal areas (such as by dedicated shuttle TOFC trains): 

• joint marketing efforts on the part of rail carriers and motor ~arrier.s to achieve mutual 
benefits; 

• potential governmental assistance in expanding TOFC/COFC capabilities and facilities; and 

• regulatory reforms to encourage intermodal coordination. 

The greatest opportunity for intermodal cooperation lies in traffic moving over 400 miles. One 

study estimated that only 4 percent of potential motor carrier freight mnvine in the qQQ-to 1,200-mile 

range was actually moving by TOFr./r.OFC. 

F.NF.Rt-::Y c_'C.lN~ERVATION SCENZ\IUOG 

The study report describes A SP.riPS of scenarioe; which project freight Llaus[.JUrtat:ion and energy 

consumption by each freight transportation mode in 1980 and 1985 under varying conditions of energy 

conservation. it combines energy conservation measures discussed and evaluates the relative potential 

energy impacts in each mode under assumed rates of implementation. Given the amount and quality 

of data available, we believe the assumptions contained in this study to be a reasonable expectation 

for the future. We also believe that the findings and det~minations can be imprnved upon as better, 

more reliable data become available and perhaps as clearer industry trends develop. 

For each mode, three sets of scenarios were developed: 

• projections which assume increases in traffic consistent with expected growth of the 
econoruy wlth no changes in l97:l levels of energy efficiency or modal shifts; 

• projections \vhich assume that each transportation mode will implement changes to conserve 
energy (relative to 1972 energy intensity levels), and that there is some modal shift 
between truck and rail; and 
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TABLE; 1 

SUMMARY Oli' 1972 BASE CASE SCENAlliO THAL''F'IC AND ENERGY STATISTICS 

AVERAGE NET TON- TOTAL BTUs PER BTUs PErt. 
TONS HAUL NET TON(l) NET TON-MODE (xl0 6) PEll TON MILES BTUs 

- (Miles) (xl0 9 ) (xl0 12
) (xl03 ) MILE (l) 

Truck 1,525 238 363 850 557 2 ,31,3 

Rail 1 ,1,1,7 523 756 519 370 687 

Inland Waterway 507 350 177 1,8 96 272 

Coastal & Great Lakes Ship 3811 1,095 lt20 70 261, 226 

Coastal & Great Lakes Barge 17 211 281 

Pipeline (4) 879 411• 363 102 116 158 

A i.t' 2 620 2 { 21 (2) 8,782(2) 14,188 (2 ) 
60 (3) 21,, 726 (3 ) 39,9lo9P> 

'l'olal/ Aver·age I,, 7114 1,39 2,081 1,665(3) 351 (3) soo<3) 

(1) l!:xciudes adjustments for different circuity factors poculiar to each rnor:le, 

(2). Based on incremental energy requirements for the portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(3) Based on pro-rata share of fuel consumption for portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(4) llegulated pipelines only. 

TABLE 2 

SUMMAllY Oli' lDOO BASI~ CAS I!: SCli:NAIUO Tlli\Ti'FJC AND F:NF:IlGY STATISTlCS 

AVERAGE NET TON- TOTAL BTUs PEll BTUs PEll 
TONS HAUL MOUE; (xH:i 6) PEil TON MILES BTUs NET TON(l) NET TON-

(Miles) (xl0 9 ) (xl0 12
) (xl0 3 ) MILE (I) 

-

'l'ntdc 2,282 238 5lo3 . 1,246 51,6 2 ,2')1, 

!tail 2,130 522 1,111 760 357 681; 

Inland Waterway 7116 350 261 71; 99 278 
Co:ostal &. Great Lakes Ship 619 1,052 651 110 .253 226 
Coastal & Ct·eat Lakes Barge 25 209 2711 

Pipeline(4) 1,261 l,ll, 522 11;~ (2) 
116 281 

8,267 (2) 13 ,667(2) 
A i'r l; 605 .2 { 95(3 ) 21,,650 (3) 1,o, 753 (3 ) 

'l'ola l I i\ v e r·age 7 ,Olt2 1,39 3,090 2 ,1•57(3) %9 (3) 795 (3) 
·--

(1) l!:xcludes adjustments for different circuity factors peculiar to each mode. 

(2) Based nn· incremental energy requirements for the portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(3) Based on pro-mta share of fuel consumption for portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(4) llegulated pipelines only. 
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TABLE 3 

SUMMAltY 01? l!lllO INDUSTLW CHANGE; SCI!:NAltiO 'l'LlAFF'IC AND ENE:llGY STATISTICS 

A VEllAGE: NET TON- TOTAL BTUs PEll BTUs PEil 

MODI•: 
TONS HAUL NET TON(!) (xl0 6

) PEilTON MIL'ES BTUs NET TON· 

(Miles) (xl0 9 ) (xl0'2) (x!03 ) MILE (I) 

Tt·uck 2,179 232 506 1,071 492 2,119 

Modal Shift (Truclc to TOFC/COFC) 103 352 37 58 559 1,589 

!tail 2,130 517 1, 101 GGU 31 •1 G1 7 
Inland Wui:P.rway 7!16 350 261 70 '){I 265 

Coast.:1 I & Great Lukes Ship I 619 1,052 651 10!l 252 225 

Coastal & Great Lakes Barge 25 206 271. 

Pipeline(<!) 1,261 t11t1 522 138 110 265 

Air· !I 605 2 { 31 (2) 8,072 (2) 13 ,3tls <2 
9J (3) 2!1,211 {3 ) /10,028 (3 

'l'ot.a I I 11 v l!l·age 7,0112 /137 3,080 ~.232( 3 ) 317( 3) ns<3 

( L) (,:X eludes adjustments foe different circuity factors peculiat· to each mode. 

(2) Tlased on incremental energy requirements for the portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(:i) Based on pro-rata share of fuel consumption for portion of freight movi.ng in passt:nger aircraft. 

(4) lletJulated pipelines only, 

TAHLI~ '.1 

SUMMAitV Ot•' 1900 GOVI~IlNMr;:N'f INL;>J~UI;:NCI~ SCENAIUO 'fr!.AFL<IC AND ENEilUY S'J'A'J'TS'.rrCS 

- --· 
AVEitAGI~ NET TON- TOTAL BTUs PEH B'I'Us PElt 

MOIJF: 
TONS HAUL NE'r 'i;ON Cl! Ni:!'l' TON-(xw•; Pi~ll TON Mli..I':S H'J'Us 

(Miles) (x10°) (xl0 12
) (xJO') MILl!: (I) 

'l'nt<:lc 2,127 229 t,07 992 l~hh ~ ,IJ:Jb 

Modal Shift (Tntc:k to TOJ•'C/COJO'C) 1,055 352 y, 79 515 1 .'f66 

1\.:lil 2,130 5111 1,095 6211 293 570 

Inland Watenvay 7!•6 350 ~61 70 ')t, 265 

. Coastal & Great Lakes Ship } 1 ,052 651 lOB 252 225 
619 

Coastal & Gt·eat Lakes Bar·ge 25 206 271 

l'ipeline (4) 1,261 I, ].l, 522 138 110 265 

1\ i ,. '• 605 2 { 31( 2) B,Oi2(2~ lJ,JI·5m 
93 ( 3) 21, ,2t, 1 (3 I,0,02fl 

'J'utal/1\vei·age 7 ,ot,2 1,36 3,072 2,129 (3) 302(3) 6'!3( 3) 

(l) Excludes adjustments for dlfferent:circuity factors perulinr to each mode. 

(2) Based on incremental energy requirements for the portion of fr~lght moving in p::~ssengcr alrcrofl. 

(3) Based on pro-rata sharP. of fuel consumptlon for portion of fn::iglit moving in passenger nlt·craft.' 

(4) Jlegulated pipellnes only. 
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8 projections which assume government influence (voluntary or involuntary) to achieve 
greater energy conservat5on measures over and above what industry would do without 
government incentives. 

Tables 2 through 8·_provide a summary for each of the scenarios in 1980 and 1985 traffic and energy 

statistics. Since adjustments for different circuity factors that are peculiar to each mode are 

excluded, direct comparisons between modes are not appropriate. The nature of the product transported, 

the type of service rendered, and the service (average haul) are different for each mode. Details for 

each of the 19 study commodities by mode are contained in the full report. Modal comparisons by 

commodity may be more relevant than whole industry comparisons except that these comparisons should 

include adjustments for circuity, shipment size, length of haul, and consider quality of service 

rendered. 

For the industry change scenarios in 1980, we have assumed a 20 percent shift from truck to rail 

ofthe relatively small amount of total traffic which is competitive to both truck and rail. By 1985, 

.we have assumed a shift of 40 percent; Appendix A describes the calculations of the shift in more 

detail. It was assumed that where modal shift from truck to rail occurs, the average length of haul of 

the freight shifted is 50 percent longer than the average haul by truck for that particular commodity. 

Government influence scenarios center chiefly on providing incentives, technical assistance, or 

capital assistance to implement change beyond that which industry would likely achieve on its own 

behalf. Some of these influences include intermodal cooperation (or outright traffic shift) between 

truck and rail. Influence on other modes is negligible. 

In developing the results of energy conservation measures, it was necessary to consider both the 

rate ofadoption of operating and technological change and the penetration that these changes have had 

on the.population of vehicles within each transportation mode. 

Economic Impacts 

Economic implications of energy conservation alternatives are quite complex. Compared to energy 

conservation studies, there, is an even more serious lack of data upon which to base estimated industry 

impacts. As a general rule, operating changes which save energy are accompanied by other direct and 

corresponding reductions in incremental cost--usually labor. For motor carriers, these incremental 

savings will vary between approximately 30 to 35 cents per trailer mile not operated (70,000-pound gross 

vehicle weight). For lighter (smaller) trucks, savings are not correspondingly less since labor costs, 

about 75 to 85 percent of incremental costs, are not materially less for smaller vehicles. 

On a long-term basis, operating savings which promote energy conservation also tend to promote 

greater equipment productivity, u~ilization of capacity, and hence the need for fewer vehicles. In 

these cases, fully allucated operational costs may be considered to pe a proper basis for savings and 
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TABLE 5 

SUMMARY OF 1D85 BASE: CASE: SCENAlliO TL1AF.li'IC AND I~NE:l1GY STATISTICS 

........ 
AVERAGE: NE:T TON- TOTAL BTUs PER BTUs PER 

MODE 
TONS IIAUL NET TON (l) (xl0 6) PE11 TON MILES BTUs NE:T TON-

(Miles) (xl0°) (xl0 12
) (xl03 ) MILE: (l) 

Truck 2,675 218 637 1,456 5loA 2,287 

rtail 2 ,SOL~ 519 1,299 886 35l~ 682 

!11land Waterway 880 350 308 87 99 280 

Coastal & Great Lakes Ship 7il7 
132 254 226 

Coastal & Great Lakes Barge 
751 1 ,Olo8 

30 209 271~ 

Pipeline (•I) 
·.- 1,500 Iolii 620 174 116 281 

Air 591 
. 

3 {36(2) 7. 748(2) 13 n8(2l 
5 113(3 ) 2l~,573 (3) lo1: 601 (3) 

Total I fl.ve r-age 8,315 439 3,654 2,879(3) 31~6 (3) 788 (3) 

( 1) Excludes adjustments for different:circuity factors peculiar to each mode. 

(2) Based on incremental energy requirements for the portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(:!) l:.lased on pro -rata Siiat'e ot t~el con!lmnption for portlun uf f re l~h l muvlug lu pa1:1 ~:~euge r air~.; t·aft. 

(4) · Regulated plpellnes only. 

TABLE 6 

SUMMARY OF l!J85 INDUSTRY CIJANGE SCENARIO TRAF'l~IC AND ENEllGY STATISTlCS 

AVERI\GE NET TON- TOTAL BTUs PEH BTUs PEl!. 
MODE 

TONS IIAUL NET TON (I) NET TON· (x 11.1") PErt TON MILES · BTUs 

(Miles) (xJO"l (xl0 12
) (>.:10 2 ) MILE (I) 

Truck 2,418 225 544 1,096 t,sj 2 ,Oil, 

Modal Shift (Tr·uck to TOFCICOFC) 256 3lo8 89 136 52~ 1,522 

flail 2,505 511 1,?.80 69?. 276 5l,Q 
Lulaud Watet'way · 000 350 JOB Ol1 95 270 
Coastal & Great Lakes Ship } 751 1,048 787 

126 249 223 
·Coastal & Great Lakes Barge 29 205 269 
Pipeline (4) 1,500 '·ll~ 620 165 110 265 

Air 5 591 3 { 34 (2) 7 ,388·(2) 12,sos<2 > 
109(3) 23, n2(3) loO,llo3(3) 

Tolal I Average 8,315 l~37 3,631 2,437(3) 293 (3} 671 (3) 

(1) Excludes adjustments for dUferent:clrculty factors pecullar to each mode. 

(2) Based on Incremental energy requirements for the portion of freight moving In passenger aircraft. 

( 3) Based on pro-rata share of fuel consumption for portion of freirrht moving in passenger aircraft. 

(4) Reculated plpellnee only. 
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TABLE 7 

SUMMARY OF 1985 GOVEil.NMENT INFLUENCE SCENARIO TRAFFIC AND ENERGY STATISTICS 

AVERAGE NET TON- TOTAL BTUs PER BTUs PEil TONS HAUL 
NET TON (1) NET TON-MODE (xl0 6) PEil TON MILES BTUs 

(Miles) (xl0°) (xl0'2) (xl03 ) MILE (I) 

Truck 2,290 218 499 951 '•15 1,904 

Modal Shift (Truck .to TOFC/COFC) 384 %8 131, ll•9 388 1,117 

It ail 2,505 SO'• 1,263 558 223 '•42 

Inl3ncl Waterway 880 350 308 83 911 267 

Coastal & Great Lakes Ship ~ 126 2l,g 223 
751 1,048 787 

Ce>astal & Great Lal<es Barge 29 205 269 
Pipeline (4) 1,500 414 620 165 110 265 
A it· 5 591 3 { 3l. (2) 7,388 (2) 12,508(2) 

109(3 ) 23.712 (3) 40,ll•3 (3) 

Total/ Avct·age 8,315 '·35 3,614 2,170(3) 261 (3) 600 

( l) Excludes adjustments for dUferent circuity factors peculiar to each mode. 

(2) Based on incremental energy requirements for the portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

(3) Based on pro-mta share of fuel consumption for portion of freight moving in passenger aircraft. 

( 4) Regulated pipelines only. 

TABLE B 

HECAP OF' TOTAL .L''REIGHT TH.ANSPOB.TATION TITUs 
(10 12 ) 

Base Case Industry Chi:mgc Gov. 
HJ72 1!)80 1985 1980 1985 1980 

I 

Truck B50 1, 2tl G 1,456 1,071 1,096 992 

Modal Shift 0 0 0 58 136 79 

Rail 51!) 760 BBG GGB 692 G2tl 

Inlnnd Water tJB 74 87 70 Btl 70 

Coastal & G. L. 87 135 162 133 155 133 

Pipeline I 102 147 174 130 1G5 1 :~fl 

Air 2 GO 05 113 D3 100 03 

Total 1,666 2,457 2,079 2, 2 32 2,437 2,12!) 

Re g·ulated pipelines only. 

Based on pro rata share of fuel consumption. 
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range between 35 cents per truck mile for smaller vehicles up to 75 cents per truck mile for 

large, expensive rigs which average 70,000 miles per year. 

Railroad economic impacts are more difficult to evaluate and rang!:! fru111 a:; liLLl!:! a:; Lit!:! <..:u::;L of 

fuel saved to as high as $10.00 per train mile. 

The evaluation of technological change is greatly impacted by the order, or pro.cession, of the 

adoption of changes. for instance, the economic impact of two technological alternatives which have 

the same capital and maintenance costs and useful life, which both result in the same percentage 

savings of energy, is affected by which improvement is applied first. The ~bsolute amount of energy 

saved will be greater tor the tirst improvement applied than ror en~ s~cona r~cnno10g1ca1 alternatlve, 

due to the effects of compounding. For example, thus to analyze economic impacts of new truck 

technology, it is generally preferable to analyze alternatives as a "package". One approach to 

determine economic impact is to analyze the impact on a single vehicle and extend this impact to the 

appropriate number of vehicles in a fleet (adjusted for age, utilization, etc., 'as appropriate). A 

break-even determination of the adoption of a technological "package" or engine substitution may be 

calculated using procedures included in Section 4. 

Similar procedures can be used for the evaluation of technological change in the railroad industry. 

Section 4 illustrates how these evaluations can be made. Since so-many assumptions are required for 

evaluating what the total economic impact will be in both the motor carrier and rail models, the study 

focused on prescribing this simplified methodology which can be used under many different assumptions. 

CQNCLUSlONS 

An important cor.clusion of the study is the need for an improved national data base on freight

transportation-energy consumption, particularly for unregulated elements of the transportation sector. 

Although studies such as this can provide useful and valuable information for the purpose of 

establishing national policies and priorities, an improved data base can result in improving the 

confidence and reliability of assessing alte.rnatives and their potential impacts on freight 

transportation and, subsequently, national interest. 

The study concludes that substantial opportunities exist for energy conservation in the freight 

transportation indus~ry. The greatest opportunity for conservation lies with the industry itself, 

Indeed, return-on-investment opportunities are sufficiently attractive in many specific instances that 

we believe the transportation industry will continue to explore and adopt changes to realize energy 

conservation. Government intluence to improve energy conservation practices is not as potentially 

significant as opportunities currently available to industry, The primary influence of government is 

to accelerate industry trends by making change financially attractive (or, conversely, failure to 
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change more expensive.) Other changes, of course, could include regulatory changes that can have a 

direct effect on transportation energy conservation. The danger in major regulatory changes, however, 

includes adverse economic side effects in the transportation sectors and for users of transportation. 

Major regulatory changes could also cause restructuring in the transportation industry and result in 

major capital needs in one area and excess capacity in another, to the point where economic consequences 

outweigh the benefits of energy conservation. Because of the many unknowns and the problems associated 

with implementing regulatory changes, no major changes to government regulatory policies were assumed 

in t~is study. 

Tables 9 through 13 summarize the change in Btus per ton-mile by mode and scenario, total Btu 

consumption by mode and scenario, percent of ton-miles relative to percent of energy used, total Btu 

consumpt1on by commodi~y and scenario, and net ton-miles and energy consumption by mode and scenario. 

The government influence scenarios suggest that the marginal energy saving influence of 

government is half that of the trucking industcy itself, and equal to about 60 percent of what the 

railroad industry can do on its own behalf by 1980. Short of draconian measures we have also concluded 

that government influence can double· the 1985 contribution to truck but still amount to only half the 

percentage impact that carriers themselves can achieve. For railroads, however, government influence 

can almost equal the impact of the industry itself. Except for inland waterways (where even their 

government influence is small), no significant savings are anticipated as a result of industry 

acceptable levels of government influence. 

In absolute terms, motor and rail carriers offer the greatest potential for energy savings. 

Changes in inland, coastal, and Great Lakes waterway modes are not as potentially significant as 

opportunities in rail and truck and therefore were not studied. Energy conservation opportunities in 

air cargo are relatively large in terms of potential percentage reduction in energy requirements but 

very small in the total picture of freight transportation energy. The amount of savings is also 

largely influenced by whether freight is considered to be an add-on to passenger traffic, or whether 

freight carried in passenger planes should assume its pro-rata share of energy consumption. 

Although modal shift may be desirable from an energy conservation viewpoint, it may not be 

advantageous from an economic or shipper's viewpoint. For a modal shift to occur and be effective, 

it should be voluntary on behalf of the users of transportation and sufficiently attractive to carriers 

to provide mutual economic benefits. In lieu of a pure modal shift, opportunities ·exist for carriers 

to work tog2ther in a cooperative environment without one mode suffering at the expense of another. 

Motor carriers are generally more responsive to opportunities to change. Investment requirements 

are usually substantially less, and turnover rates among motor carrier equipment are highly relative to 
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TABLE 9 

ALL COMMODITIES 

BTUs PER TON-MILE BY MODE AND SCENARIO 

~::_ 
MOilAI. SIIIFT COASTAL COASTAL 

TRUCK INLAND & & 
(Til!ICK TO RAIL GREAT GREAT PIPELINE 

TOFC/COFCJ 
WATF.fl 

LAKE:> LAKE:> 0 
SJJIP BARGE 

1972 13ASE 2,343 0 687 272 226 274 281 

1980 13ASE 2,294 0 681, 27!1 226 274 281 

INDUSTI1Y CHANGE 2' 119 1,589 617 265 225 271 265 

GOVEilNMENT INFLUENCE 2,036 1,462 570 265 225 271 26!i 
-

1985 BASI;: 2,287 0 682 260 226 274 281 

INDUSTHY CHANGE 2,014 1,522 540 270 223 269 265 

GOVERNMENT INFLUENCE 1,901, 1,117 442 267 223 269 7nS 

TABLE 10 

TOTAL DTU ANNUAL CONSUMPTION BY MOD.I:!: AND SCENARIO 

(Percent Changes: Industry /Base; Government/Industry) 

BTU X 1012 

•;:::::--....._~0()8 M ()1)1\ 1.. ::ill! JCT INLAND COASTAL& 

TRUCK (TitUI '1-\ TO HAIL Gil EAT PIPELINE AIH 
WATEll LAKES 

SCU:NAH!O'-........_ II) TOI•T/COI•'C) (.I) Sl!lP 

1072 BASE !!50 0 519 '•!! 86 102 60 
----------·----

l!Ji!O HA!m 1,246 0 760 74 D5 14i ~:. 

INIJUSTilY 1,071 58 66 8 70 133 138 93 

Clli\N(;I~ 
- 14"/.. - -In -~7. -I% 1,% -2% 

GUVErtNMEN'l' 99~ 7~ 624 70 IJJ •138 \13 
INl•' I..Ul~NCE 

+27% -7% -7% 0% 0 07. 0% 

IUIJ5 BASE 1,456 0 !!86 87 162 175 UJ 

I ,096 136 692 

j 
155 165 109 

INDUSTitY 
CIIANG8 -25% - -22% -5% 5% -4% 

951 llo9 558 . 155 165 109 
GOVI!:ItNMEN'r 
INFLUENCE: -13% +9% -197. . O% 0% 0% 

--··· 

(I) IO:xcludes onodal shift BTU's. 

17!:! 

A Ill AVEilAGE 

39,949 BOO 

40·, 753 795 

40.026 717 

40,02R 685 

41,601 788 

40,143 671 

'•0,1'13 600 

··~ -

TOTAL 

1,665 

2 ,li57 

2,232 

-!1/', 

2,129 

~5% 

2,879 

2 .'•37 

-15'1. 

2,170 
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TABLE 11 

ALL COMMODITIES 

PEl\CENT OF' TON -MILES/PERC E:NT OF EN li:RGY USE BY MODE AND SCENARIO 

~ TIIUCK 
' 

) 

"l'uTM 18 
W72 UASI!: 

%BTU 51 

JaOO BASE 
o/o'I'M lll 

"/ol"l'J'll 51 

IN DUSTilY "l'uTM 16 
CIIANGE 

o/oBTU 41l 

GOVEllNMI~NT 'Yo' I'M 16 
INFLUENCE 

"/uBTU lt6 

"/oTIVi 18 
1005 BASI~ 

%BTU 51 

lNDUSTllY "/o'I'M 15 
CIIANGE 

"/oBTU 45 

GOVEltNMENT %TM .,. 
INFLUENCE 

"/uiJTU 41t 

~··Ins ign if icaut 

197:! IInse 65 217 

HlliO Bast! 331 47 90 341 

lutlu!lti'Y 30H 45 HO ]21 

44 ll7 - ·---------·- -- -----·-·--
HJU5 Ua~c 376 bO 100 40& 

ludu!lll'y 3:!3 55 H4 374 

GuVCI'fllllCul 2')b )2 70 370 
··-----·--

MOIIAI. SIIIF'T 
COr'\STAL 

INLAND & 
(TitlJCK TO HAIL WATEI1 GIIEAT 

TOFC/C<WCJ LAKES 
SHIP 

0 37 ~ 19 

0 31 :J 5 

0 37 9 19 

0 31 :J '• 
l 36 8 19 

3 30 3 5 

2 11) R lH 

4 30 3 5 

0 37 9 19 

0 31 3 '• 
2 35 9 19 

6 28 '• 5 

4 35 ll 19 

7 26 4 6 

TABLE 12 

TOTAL BTU CONSUMPTION BY 

COMMODITY AND SCE:NAlliO (1) 

BTU X 1012 

40 IH9 "" 51 120 42 •• 
:06 67 140 95 20H 56 120 

209 61 125 ., 16H ,. '"" 

CCASTAL TarAt. 

·~ Gi~EAT PIPELINE Am (Ton: !06) 

I..H:ES (BTU, un 
UAitG~; 

3 v. .. 2,0H7 

l 5 4 1,665 

:J 1/• .. 3,090 

I 6 - '• 2,1t57 

3 17 * 3,080 

l 6 ,, 2,232 

1 17 -~ 3,072 

l 7 '• 2,129 

3 14 ..... 3,65'• 

I 6 4 2,1l79 

3 17 .. 3,631 

I 7 '• 2 ,'t37 

3 17 ~': 3 ,6llt 

l 7 5 2,170 

62 70 lt8 Sl 116 40 II 1.667 
·-- ---·-----------1-

IOJ 9'J 60 60 197 61. 17 2.456 

72 n 174 57 15 2.232 

-- -~~?.__. _:.!_ _,_17_ ·-'•- -~~ ~-~ ~- -~ -~ _,_o_ ~ _>_4 __ 1_4_~ ., ~64 74 156 · lUi 260 60 l3H l25 116 98 97 224 7tl 19 2.87'J 

75 213 63 128 'J2 21S 6.4 lHi IDS 101 I til 83 !83 63 16 2,436 

92 67 12 111 t46' !it 't4 z.no 
-----__ , __ 1--'----'---1 

70 IH4 57 110 ,. 190 54 103 

SCii:NAIUO PI~HCfo.;rl'l' CJIANOI~!,; 

:~-~~.1~~?~-l--~9-w-:,---::~- -6 _,.---~.-~---80 ~~~ ~-EIO -.4 -~~-::---::-~-;;-E.--EIO l~--:-;-;- ... hulu::.lry lu · 
Gvvctnlncnl -4 -3 -J -1 -J -6 -6 -6 -7 -5 -2 -5 -4 -5 -4 -4 -6 -5 

-~~u~~~i~.~~~~-·- -J-=~~--~7-- --=:--~- ~;-· --:~;---.-~~--~----..-;;----:;;---~~~~~ -14 -ta -t9 

~;:~~~~~~~~~:;, -H -1 -11 .. 1 -7 -14 -10 -14 ·15 -12 -Hi -II -1~ -14 -13 -ll -20 -19 
---------- ---·--·----------- --- ·---- --'------1---.Jl--' 

-7 -5 
.. ---

-15 -15 

-12 -'J 

-13 -11 

(II 1\ i r c••c rg y t~o••.:>umpt ion ll:.•tll:tl (m l'''o rHI n 
di::;tr·ihulion ht!lwccr• f1·cight :and pus~c·•~cl' 
ll'<offk. IJistf'ibllliOII by l!OIIIIIIUifity lll<ttiC 

on li;1::;i::; uf 
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rail. In addition, trucking companies are generally smaller than railroad companies and thus motor 

carrier management can often respond more quickly to opportunities to change. 

The availability of cash and other financing alternatives are also important in promoting the 

adoption of energy conservation measures. 

TABLE 13 

INDEX OF NET TON-Mli"ES AND ENERGY 
r.nN~TIMPTION RY MOOI~ AND SCENARIO 

(1972 = 100) 

~ INI.AND 
COASTAl. t:OAS'rAI. 

THUCK HAll, & GIIEA'r .1. OJIEAT 
WATI<.'l\ l~KI':S I..AKF.S ' 

(I) SIUI' nAilGE 

Ton-Miles 
B~se Case 

150 147 Ilt7 155 155 

TIT!IR 1~7 l~fi l~lt I ~7 147 

Ton-Miles 139 151 147 155 155 
JnHn lnflnstrv C:hi1nrrr. 

TITUs 126 140 145 154 147 

Ton-Miles 134 152 147 155 155 
Govet·nmcnt Innuencc 

BTUs 117 135 145 154 Ilt7 

Toi1-Milos 175 172 17'• 187 187 
uosc Cose 

BTUs 171 171 tnt 189 176 

'rnn-MHP.s 150 iAl i74 187 187 

JllH'l Industry Chan~;e 
H'I'U§ ~~~ lbU 11> IOU 1/L 

- ~ 
Ton-Miles 137 185 111+ 187 187 

Government Innucnce 
f\TUs 112 136 173 180 171 

(I) Includes Modol Shift Ton-Milt!S ~nd BTU's. 

QUESTION AND f.\NS\'IER SESSION 

I'IP~:LINE Alii AVP.IIAGB 

144 154 149 
t·-

144 1~7 148 

11,1+ 15'+ 148 

DS lSI, 1>4 

11+4 15'• 148 

135 154 128 
--

171 lRO 170 
--· -

171 187 173 

171 180 "" 
10l 101 DT 

171 180 171, 
r--

162 181 119 

The following is the discussion of Mr. Robert H. Leilich' s presentation, "Energy and Ecc:wmic 

Impacts of Projected Freight Transportation Improvements." This discussion is reported below in the 

form of questions from the audience and answers from~ r. Leilich. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

With regard to trucking, what are the reasons for the greater energy savings in your 
work, as compared to the DOT Truck and Bus Panel Report? 

I have not made close comparisons with the DOT Truck and Bus Panel Report, and assume 
that differences are largely attributable to independent efforts which include different 
data bases, assumptions, vehicle descriptions, and energy intensities. A more precise 
explanation requires a review of the bases for estimates in each study. 

Do the lengths of haul of the various modes evaluated include circuity? 

Yes, they are included, since circuity statistics of traffic movements (versus routes) 
are not available, except for rail, and hence short-line ton-miles cannot be computed. 
Energy intensities are for actual ton-miles. Eliminating circuity to equal short-line 
miles would raise EI, particularly for water carriers. 

Vo you care to speculate as to why typical rail hauls are so much longer than truck 
hauls as indicated in your conference paper? 

It is a question of inherent economics and service. The high cost and poor service of 
terminals are "averaged down" by increasing distance. Rail costs are high at origin 
and destination and lm~ for the line haul. Trucks are the reverse. Breakeven is 
frequently in tte ~00-500 mile range. 
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TRUCKING AND FUEL ECONO~~ 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with heavy duty trucks for freight movement in terms of the energy and economic 

aspects. The recoverable and non-recoverable aspects of energy are quantified ways of minimizing 

energy consumption are described. Considerable emphasis is placed on operational aspects which may 

provide some insights towards reducing the energy consumption in the intercity trucking industry. The 

~imulation approach is demonstrated as a design tool for the selection of the optimum truck under given 

conditions. Details of the truck components (engine, transmissions, driving axles, tires) are provided. 

The author states,"during the past couple of years, considerable progress has been made by using energy 

conserving components to reduce non-recoverable energy consumption, and employing engines with improveu 

efficiency and reduced operating speeds". He feels that there is still room for improvement, primarily 

in two areas: 1) further reduction in non-recoverable energy losses by optimizing the way the truck 

operates. This involves emphasis on constant speed operation at the lowest acceptable average speed, 

and for many operators means increased power in the truck; 2) a change in the operating philosophy in 

order to take better advantage of truck diesel engine efficiency. Trucks need to be geared so that the 

engine is operating in its most efficient speed range, rather than using the engine governor as a means 

of limiting road speed. The author concludes by saying that the driver must become a partner with the 

owner- a situation which is relatively rare in the trucking business-today. 
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TRUCKING AND FUEL ECONOMY 

1.0 BACKGROUND 

The diesel fuel used by over-the-highway trucks is a petroleum product. Like all users of 

petroleum today, the trucking industry is coming to realize that the world's oil supply is finite, and. 

it will become increasingly ex~Pnsive. It is important to understand that the typical trucker views 

fuel as an expense, and the primary motivation for saving fuel comes from a desire to reduce that ex-

pense. 

It is equally important to realize that fuel is one of many expenses. The truck operator is 

a business man whose basic mission is to provide A service (transportation) for a price - and make a 

profit. This means he must seek the proper balance among all expenses so that he reaches the minimum 

total expense. Much has been said recently about the relationship between truck speed and fuel economy 

- the slower the truck is driven, the better the fuel economy will be. There is no doubt this is true 

(as will be shown later). However, while some expenses go down as operating SJ?eed is reduced (fuel 

cost, tire cost, maintenance cost), other expenses increase (driver pay, capital costs, taxes). It 

costs money to own a truck - if money is borrowed interest must be paid; if cash is paid, the owner 

must consider ~he return he could get on money elsewhere. The more slowly a truck is operated, the less 

revenue it generates to cover this type of expense. Another aspect to consider is that many truckers 

succeed in getting business from less expensive modes of transport because they provide more rapid 

service. N~ither the trucker nor the shipper will succeed if the price of transportation is low be-

cause the truck went slow and the shrimp or strawberries spoiled enroute. Inventory in transit is an 

expense to the shipper, and reduces hi.s ability to react to fast changing markets - longer travel times 

may not provide the service he needs. 

The point of this discussion is not to say that trucks should run fast or that they should 

run slow. Recogni~ing that running slow is good for fuel economy by itself is simplistic, and not 

appropriate for the trucker's true operating environment. The best speed for a given truck depends on 

the requirements for service and the proper balance of expenses that allow the trucker to. operate on a 

sound financial basis. The answer will vary with the operation. As a supplier of powerplants to the 

truck industry, Cummins views its role as twofold: 

• To provide information that informs the operator of the fuel consumption 
vercuc operating speed tradeoff for his trucks, so he hAs t.hP. he~t infor
mation possible when he decides how fast his trucks should run. 

• Advise the operator hmv, at a given operating speed, to best select and 
apply a Cummins engine to minimize fuel consumption. 
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The balance of this paper will address these issues, primarily the ~econd - for ~ eiven 

level of productivity (operating speed) what the best combination of powertrain components and operat

ing methods are to minimize fuel consumption. 

2.0 ENERGY USED BY TRUCKS 

Perhaps the best place to begin is to ask why a truck needs to consume energy in the·first 

place. This question can be answered in two parts. 

2.10 Recoverable Energy 

This is energy stored in the truck to allow it to change oper~ting cicct~stances. When the 

truck needs to increase speed, it must increase its kinetic energy (momentum) in orrler t.o ovP.rromP its 

inertia (resistance to acceleration). Another focrn of recoverable energy is potential energy- when a 

truck changes elevation (climbs a grade), energy is ~bsorbed by the truck as it increases i~s potential 

energy. lfhether it is an increase in kinetic or potential energy, the energy is not consumed or dio-

sipated rather it is stored. When the truck reduces speed or comes down a hill, the stored energy is 

released. This is why it is called "recoverable energy." The amount of ecyergy stored in (or.released 

by) a truck results only from its change in status, and is independent of the rate of change. All 

"recoverable energy" is not recovered. If a truck ends its route at a higher elevation than it began, 

the potential energy added to the cargo remains with it on the loading dock when the truck leaves. If 

the rate of release of "recoverable energy" on a down grade (or when slowing for a stop is too rapid), 

the driver must dissipate some energy with his brakes to maintain control of the truck. How much 

energy is lost this way is primarily a function of the route (where, how steep and how long the grades 

are, how many stops and speed zones) and secondarily a function of driver technique (he can minimize 

losses by anticipating problem areas and entering them slowly). 

2.20 Non-RPrmrPrah 1 P. Fnersy 

This is energy used to overcome resistance forces, and is ultimately dissipated as heat to 

the surroundings. There are three types of "non-recoverable energy" requirement, all of which are 

speed dependent. First are losses due to drivetrain friction and accessory drive requirements. 

Accessories include cooling fans (by far the most important), alternators, power steering pumps, air 

conditioning compressors, service air compressors, and any special devices needing energy as the truck 

does its job. Drivetrain losses include oil churning losses in transmissions and axles (most important), 

u-joint friction in propeller shafts, and direct transmission losses in gear sets of the transmission 

and axle. In particular, cooling fan and oil churning losses are a function of the rotating speed of 
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the engine - the faster the engine turns, the higher the losses. The magnitude of these losses is five 

to 15 percent of the rated engine output, 

The second "non-recoverable" energy requirement is rolling resistance, caused by hysteresis 

1-ri.thin and between tires and pavement, and windage and friction in lvheel bearings and brakes. For 

trucks, the following expression describes the rolling resistance: 

Hhe.re FR rolling resistance retarding force· (LBF) 

H gross weight of the truck (LBF) 

Cs static rolling resistance coefficient (1/LBF) 

Cv dynamic rolling resistance coefficient (1/MPH-LBF) 

V truck road speed (MPH) 

Figure 1. shows the magnitude of rolling resistance for a typical highway truck in the United States. 
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The third "non-recoverable" energy requirement results from aerodynamic drag on the truck 

as it moves through the air. These forces tend to be high on a truck because of large. frontal area and 

its basic shape. Because the operator is interested in maximum productivity, and most freight is low 

in density, the largest box that fits within legal limits is used. This means the truck is not very 

efficient aerodynamically. Air resistance forces on a truck are described by: 

where 

FA 

FA air resistance retarding force (LBF) 

K constant including conversion of units and air density, 
approximately .0024 

A projected frontal area of the truck (FT
2

) (height- .75FT) x width 

CD aerodynamic drag coefficient 

V relative air speed of truck (MPH) (road and wind speeds combined) 

Figure one shows the air resistance of a typical U.S. highway truck operating in still air. Figure 

one also shows the combined air and rolling resistance forces for the typical truck. Since power 

required is the product 6f resistance force and road speed, the sensitivity of power requirement to 

road speed is significant, as shown in Figure two (accessory and drivetrain losses are also included). 

The actual energy expenditure required for non-recoverable factors is shown in Figure three for the 

typical high~,,ay truck on a 200 mile trip. 
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2.30 Minimizing Energy Consumption 

Obviously, one of the first steps a truck operator concerned with saving energy (fuel) can 

take is to minimize the expenditure of "non-recoverable" energy. Such steps include reducing acces-

sory losses by using a fan'that draws power only when needed to cool the engine(less than five percent 

of the total running time for a highway truck). Rolling resistance can be reduced 25-30 percent by 

using radial construction tires compared with traditional bia~ ply tires. Air resistance can be re-

duced by 10-20 percent through the use of add-on aerodynamic aids. Total savings through such pro-

cedures have the potential to reduce "non-recoverable" energy expenditures by 15-30 percent, depending 
I 

on the circumstances. All energy saving devices have costs associated with them, the truck operator 

must evaluate them in light of his needs to see if they are feasible. 

In any event; u.!in& these uevices does not alter the relationship between road speed and 

"non-recoverable" energy - the consumption rate goes up faster than road speed. This brings up the 

second step for an energy conscious operator - to minimize "non-recoverable" energy losses, the truck 

should operate at the slowest constant speed consistent with needed productivity. Consider the vehicle 

8nd trip shown on Figure three, with the added provision that the trip must be completed in four hours 

(this is a 50 mph average speed). If the truck is driven at a constant 50 mph, then (per Figure three) 

the total energy expenditure will be 708 hp-hr to overcome "non-recoverable" energy requirements. 

Suppose, however, that for 25 miles the truck can only go 25 mph - this meanR thP. truck 

must go 58.3 mph for the remainder of the trip to finish in four hours. For one hour at 25 mph, the 

"non-recoverable" energy requirement is 54 ph (per Figure two) or 54 hp-hr, while the remainder of the 

trip of three hours at 58.3 m~:, requires an energy expenditure rate of 246 hp for a requiremP.nt of 

738 hp-hr. Total energy expended is 792 hp-hr, or 11 percent more than required when the trip is made 

at a constant 50 mph. Using this trip as a base, Figure four shows the sensitivity of the ,·'non-recover-

able" energy requirement to speed variation. Apparently, most of the savings that result from running 

at constant speed are gained by staying within 10-20 percent of the ideal theoretical cruise speed. 

Constant speed operation is ideal, but does carry a price, While the total energy require-

ment for operatin& at ~unstant speed is low, the rate of energy expenditure (the power required) will 

see large fluctuations due to the need to accommodate changes in the "recoverable" energy level of the 

truck (caused mainly by changes in potential energy while climbing.grades). Figure five shows the 

sensitivity of power requirement to grade, compared to requirements for "non-recoverable" energy needs. 

A one percent grade is defined as one foot of rise in 100 feet of horizontal travel. ThP. :i.nterstate 

highway system in the United States is huilt to a standard that allows up to three percent grades any-

where in the country except in Rocky :1 ountain areas, where grades of up to five percent are allowed. 
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SLOH SPEED SPEED FOR ENERGY USED 

FOR 25 MI OTHER 175 Ml HP-HR 
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FIGURE 5. Sensitivity of Power Required to Grade 

In ~dition, a two percent additional grade is permitted when the terrain presents unusually severe 

problems. In fact, grades up to seven percent are encountered, and grades of three to five percent are 

connnon in the Rockies. The rest of the country appears to adhere to the thn!e percent maximum. AG 

Figure f iva shows, even grades of two percent will more than double the powet· ce<}'.t:ired for constant 

speed operation in the 50-60 mph range which appears most desirable to most truck operators. 

The price of constant speed operation is power - the extra cost of more powerful engines. 

Fi.gt.trP six shows, for the tYPical U.S. highway truck, how much power is required to maintain a constant 

55 mph on the indicated grades. This tabulation overstates the situation somewhat, because it .is not 

necessary to stay right at the target cruise speed (staying within 10 to 20 percent gets most of the 

benefits as shown on Figure four) and in most places grades over 2-3 percent are relatively short (on 

short grades the vehicle gives up some kinetic energy as it slows down, so deceleration is leisurely). 

How much power is appropriate for a given application depends on the terrain over which the truck will 

operate and the weight of the truck. Figure seven shows the effect of operating a typic.al truck at 

* various power levels . Two types of operation were con~idered - a typical eastcrn/midwester·1 (pl~ins) 

* These and all subsequent data on truck performance were generated by Cummins Vehicle ~ission Simulation 
model. This is a computerized simulation of actual truck operation that is used by Cunnnins for engin
eering, planning, and marketing purposes. It has been used on a production basis for eight years and 
is well accepted in the trucking industry. 
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TO MINIMIZE ENERGY CONSUMPTION, USE A TRUCK THAT CAN SPEND 

MOST OR ALL OF ITS TIME IN TOP GEAR - THIS TAKES POWER 

6 X 4 TRACTOR/SEMI-TRAILER 

70,000 LB GROSS WEIGHT 

102 SQ FT FRONTAL AREA 

TO MAINTAIN 55 MPH: 

GRADE POIIER 

0 (LEVEL) 

0.5% 

1 .u~ 

l. 5% 

2.0% 

2.5% 

3.0% 

REQUIRED 

215 HP 

277 HP 

339 HP 

401 HP 

463 HP 

525 HP 

587 HP 

FIGURE 6, Minimizing Energy Consumption 

interstate route with gently rolling terrain, and a 

typical mountain range crossing (mountains) on inter

state quality roads in the Rocky '1 ountain area, 

Standard production engines at four power levels 

were used (the number in the model designation repre

sents the rated engine power in hp), all with 

similar fuel consumption characteristics. On the 

plains route there is a straight line tradeoff be

tween fuel economy and average speed, the results 

achieved depend on speed, not the power used. The 

most appropriate engine for this operation is the 

lowest power that will satisfy the average speed 

(productivity) requirement. In mountain operation, 

there is less sensitivity between fuel economy and 

average speed. However, average speed is highly 

sensitive to power. The extra outp~t of more power

ful engines goes primarily into increasing "re-

coverable" energy (potential energy) since.the truck is operating at relatively low speeds where "non

recoverable" energy consumption is not highly speed sensitive (Figure three), Because they provide 

large productivity benefits, with little cost in fuel economy, high powered engines are generally 

favored for mountain operation. 

Consider another situation where the truck operates on a mixture of plains and mountain 

routes, within a fixed trip time. Figure eight describes what happens at various power levels for a 

trip that is 25 percent mountain and 75 percent plains. The more powerful engines complete the moun

tain portion of the trip at higher speeds, allowing them to run the plains portion at reduced speed. 

The NTC-290 powered truck loses so much time in the mountains that it cannot cover the plains part of 

the route fast enm.1e;h. The other engines complete the trip on time, but fuel economy differs - the 

more power, the better the fuel economy because they have run at a more constant speed. At this point 

the operator must look at additional factors such as initial price to determine which engine is most 

appropriate. In this particular case, the price premium of the NTC-400 over the Formula 350 is small, 

while the KT-450 premium over the NTC-400 is large. The best choice based on the requirements of the 

trip, the relative fuel economy, and the price of the trucks would favor the NTC-400 powered truck as 

the most likely choice. 
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FIGURE 7. Minimizing Energy Consumption 
Effect of Varying Power 

FIGURE 8. Minimizing Energy Consumption 

Summarizing to this point, the best way to save fuel is to minimize the energy require-

ment, the real opportunity being to reduce "non-recoverable" energy consumption, This is done by using 

such energy savin~s components as radial tires, aerodynamic aids, etc. when they can be cost effective. 

The basic philosophy of operation should be to run the truck at the slowest average speed consistent 

with the need for productivity, and to operate at as constant a speed as pracitical within this con-

straint. 

3. 0 OPTIMIZING ENGINE Bf'.E'lCIENCY 

Energy requirements can be minimized, but aot eliminated. The second major concern of the 

fuel conscious truck operator is to make the engine convert the energy required as efficiently as 

possible. Figure nine shows the fuel consumption characteristic of a typical turbocharged diesel truck 

engine. The wide-open-throttle performance available is shown as power output versus speed - the engine 

can be operated anywhere within this envelope, but it must be kept above the peak torque engine speed 

for any sustained operation at large throttle openings. (In other words, if the engine cannot accel-

erate readily against its load, it should not be running below peak torque speed.) Superimposed on this 

performance curve are lines indicating fuel consumption rate in gallons per hour. The engine will 

operate most efficiently when a given fuel rate produces the most power - where the constant fuel rate 
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FIGURE 9. Engine Fuel Consumption 
Characteristics 

lines peak on this type of curve. To get best fuel 

economy from a given engine, simply operate it at 

reduced speed where it is most efficient. Con-

ceptually, this is simple; in practice there are 

problems. 

For example, assume an operating condition 

that calls for 220 hp from the engine during level 

road cruise. As shown on Figure nine, 220 ~p can 

be obtained anywhere between 1500 rpm (torque peak) 

and 2250 rpm (where the high speed governor inter-

venes). At 2250 rpm the fuel rate is a maximum of 

13.1 gal/hr, while at 1600 rpm it reaches peak 

efficiency and requires only 11.7 gal/hr (a dif-

ference of 12 percent). Simply select the drive-

t.rain so the engine is run at 1600 rpm at the 

target cruise speed and the engine will deliver its 

best fuel economy. Lnfortunately, the real world 

does not consist of flat level roads with still air. As was shown earlier, it takes a great deal of 

power to overcome even modest grades- and this engine only.has about 30 hp in reserve to handle a head 

wind or grade. Also, the driver cannot count on using momentum; he can slow down very little before he 

must shift to a lower gear (at high engine speed). \"ilile it is desirable to operate this engine at 

1600 rpm and 220 hp, the truck is not driveable. This is the basic situation as it existed in 1973 

before the energy crisis became manifest, and the price of fuel began to rise dramatically - it was 

not practical to operate a truck diesel engine in its most efficient speed range. 

In 1975, Cummins introduced a new version of this engine. The primary objective in develop-

ing this engine (shown in Figure 10) was to improve engine performance in the low speed range, so that 

it would be practical to use the engine in a truck at its most efficient speeds. At 1600 rpm, the 

reserve power for hill climbing and head winds is increased to 50 hp, and the operating speed range is 

extended down to 1300 rpm (the drive now has some usable momentum to help on the steeper grades). In 

addition, engine efficiency is improved slightly at 1600 rpm, and 220 hp requires only 11.5 gal/hr. At 

the same time, engine efficiency at the top of the speed range (2250 rpm) lost some ground, it now takes 

13.4 gal/hr to make 220 hp. This change in performance characteristics was accomplished by re-matching 

the turbocharger to deliver more air over an extended operating speed range, increasing compression 

ratio for better efficiency, and retarqing the fuel injection timing (acts like retarding spark timing 
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in a gasoline engine) to limit peak cylinder 

pressure. 

Another problem remains - the traditional 

method of specifying trucks in the U.S. trucking 

industry is to use the high speed engine governor 

to limit road speed. Specifying an engine/ dr.ive-

train combination for optimum fuel economy at re-

duced engine speed requires a commitment to using 

some other means of controlling road speed - the 

potential maximum road speed of the optimized 

combination is considerably above the cruise speed 

;;~t optimttm e.ngi.ne efficiency. At this point in 

ti.ntP. the.r.e is g~:eat reluctance in the industry to 

trust dr.i .. vE>:rs with .o truck that. has the. potential to 

go faster than the desired cruise speed. The 1975 

engine (Figure 10), when applied so the high speed 

governor is used to limil road speed is actually 

less efficient than the original engine (Figure nine) - 13.4 gal/hr versus 13.1 gal/hr. The decision 

was made to reduce the rated speed of the new engine to 1900 rpm, in which case the engine requires only 

a 13.5 gal/hr fuel rate to produce 220 hp (Figure 11). 

The resulting engine is called a "Formula" engine, and is the first of the so called fuel 

efficient engines introduced to the trucking industry in April of 1975. This reduction in rated speed 

was made possible by the improved 'low speed performance o± the revised engine. Hecause of the reduced 

peak torque speed, the Formula engine retains the same operating speed range as the original engine, 

shifted 200 rpm closer to the optimum efficiency speed range. The old engine runs between 1500 and 

2100 rpm, the Formula engine runs between 1300 and 1900 rpm - best fuel economy occurs in the 1500-17~0 

rpm range for both engines. The typical, pre "energy crisis" application for the original engine 

(using the high speed governor to limit road speed) results in fuel consumption of 13.1 gal/hr. Using 

the Formula engine in the same manner reduces fuel consumption to 12.5 gal/hr (a five percent improve-

ment). If the operator foregoes traditional application methods and specifies for optimum fuel economy 

the result is 11.5 gal/hr (a 12 percent improvement). 
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4. 0 THF: 'l'R!Jr.KP.R 'S DILEMMA 

At this point, the truck operator is :faced with a difficult choice - especially as fuel 

costs continue to increase. He must decide on one of two courses of action: 

o Remalu with the traditional method of specifying trucks - use the engine high 
speed governor to limit road speed. He must forego the possibility of running 
the engine at optimum efficiency, but he can do better than in the past by em
ploying a Formula engine. On Figure 12 this approach would be represented by 
the results obtained using a 4.11 axle. 

o He can specify his truck so that the engine runs at reduced speed for improved 
efficiency at the target cruise speed, but he can no longer use the high speed 
engine governor as a check on road speed. Some other means must be found to 
control cruise speed. This philosophy is represented on Figure 12 by the 3.70 
axle ratio results. 

Using the first gearing philosophy, fuel economy will be 4.73 mpg when the driver goes as 

fast as he can. Using the second philosophy, if the driver operates at the same trip time (59.2 mph 

average), fuel economy will be 4.90 mpg- a 3.6 percent improvement. However, if the driver ignores 

the owner's wishes and runs the truck fast, he will get only 4.53 mpg - a 4.2 percent disadvantage. At 

any average speed where the two axle ratios (4.11 and 3.70) can be compare'd, the results achieved by 

the second philosophy are superior. A third axle ratio of 3.90 is also shown on Figure 12 to illus-

trate the fact that the operator has a range of choices available. 
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5.0 CONCLUSION 

Much progress has beea made in the last four years toward reducing the fuel consumption of 

over-the-highway trucks. ~ost of this progress has· been made by using energy conserving components to 
I 

reduce "non-recoverable" energy consumption, and employing engines with improved efficiency and reduced 

operating speeds. There is still room for improvement, primarily in two areas: 

• further reduction in "non-recoverable" energy losses by optimizing the way 
the truck operates. This involves emphasis on constant speed operation at 
the lowest acceptable average speed, and for many operators means increased 
power in the truck. 

• A change in operating philosophy in order to take better advantage of truck 
diesel engine efficiency. Trucks need to be geared so that the engine is 
operating in its most efficient speed range, rather than using the engine 
governor as a means.of limiting road speed. 

In order to get the best possible fuel economy, the operator must put a high powered, high 

speed potential truck in the hands of his drivers. If such a truck is used as intended, it will get 

outstanding fuel economy. This truck also costs more money to.buy, and will not get good fuel economy 

if it is not driven·properly - in fact, it represents a major exposure to poor fuel economy. In order 

to get the best fuel economy, the driver must become a partner with the owner - a situation which is 

relatively rare in the trucking business today. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

Last year Mr. Thomas Hutton, Freightliner Corporation, Portland, Oregon, presented a 

lecture entitled, "Trucking and Fuel Economy," at the 3rd National Conference on "Effects of Energy 

Constraints on Transportation Systems." After that lecture, a lively and meaningful discussion 

ensued which could not be included in the last year's proceedings. Hence the same discussion is 

reported below in the form of questions from the audience and answers from Mr. Hutton. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

I don't know if it was mentioned or not, but Rider act~ally has designed an aerodynamic 
cab for their trucks. And they are actually using them in the Washington area and a 
giant food corporation has bougnc at least one of them ,~hich I have seen. 

Rider Corporation is evaluating a tractor that has a very narrow cab; however, I don't 
know if it provides an aerodynamic improvement. I think it was about the time the 
energy crisis and some of the other declines in our economy hit the trucker that Rider 
closed down most of its research programs. At that time they had about ten of the 
vehicles under construction. I don't know if anything further has happened to that 
concept or not. 

The other comment that I had is that the National Science Foundation funded a guy in 
Texas, and he did a bibliography search of all the truck aerodynamic devices. All 
types of aerodynamic testing were conducted and he indicated whether it was in a wind 
tunnel or whether it was out on the road or whether it was in a controlled testing 
environment·. The bibliography is a pretty thick. document but it is fairly com
prehensive and it gives a run down on the devices, where there :i.s a potential problem 
and cost information. If the person who claims a percentage fuel savings by using this 
device has actually established a credibility he explains ei.ther with some kind of a 
test program or research or whatever. It is an excellent report and probably has gotten 
a lot of publicity. 
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Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

I have not seen that particular one, but in general I think the claims of many of these 
people are vastly exaggerated when they claim nearly 24% reduction in aerodynamic drag. 
I think the reduction in drag is there under certain test conditions, but once you get 
into the real world conditions it is very hard to determine what it really is, par
ticularly once you get the driver in the vehicle and the driver is tending to utilize 
this power to go faster. It is seldom that you realize the potential fuel saving that 
is there if you don't go at a constant speed. 

In another FEA Commissioned Study they actually put together what it takes to go out and 
sell fuel savings to two different groups of people. One was to go to the fleet owners who 
have one set of constraints and the other was going to the owner-operator. The owner
operator first of all wants his truck to look nice. That is the main thing. If you add 
on the devices and it still looks nice then he is going to buy it. But there are two 
programs. If you are interested in these you can contact either one of the manufacturers 
in Teaneck, New Jersey or the FEA. And the book is supposed to be available at the end 
of this month. It is very interesting at how they see the other two. First. of all they 
show that there are savings available in terms of dollars because that is why somebody 
is going to buy something -to save money. It's a very interesting study of the owner
operator because they found out what their main interest was :=·if it looked good, they 
would buy it. If it did not look good theY were not interested, 

That is certainly true, we had a similar marketing experience at Freightliner. If you 
ordered a truck during a certain time period, you could have one of three things. One of 
them was air conditioning, one was radial tires and the other was a fancy upholster job. 
And the owner-operators usually went for the fancy upholster job. 

You mentioned derating an engine I can see that applying to existing fleets but does this 
seem to lead to the conclusion that you buy a somewhat bigger engine the next time 
around with that in mind? 

I think there were a number of reasons for derating even betore the tuel crisis and one 
of them was the longevity of the engine. You go to a big engine or a more expensive 
engine and then cut back on its power in an attempt to get it to live longer. And it is 
a common practice with the fleets as a means of a driver control of the vehicle too. 
'l)rp:i.cally th11 fleetc; uoc speed control g.;:«L lug. They gear t:he vehicle so that at 
maximum engine speed they are able to travel at a certain speed say, 62 mph under full 
power conditions, in an attempt to keep the drivers under half way control of how they 
operate the vehicle. The owner-operator on the other hand is paying for fuel out of his 
own pocket and some of these guys are gearing these tractors for 80 mph. To them I 
guess getting the tractor out on the road and making the trip is how you make money, 
However, it is not the way to save fuel. For a big fleet where they usually have ter
minals set up a certain distance apart, getting there faster doesn't mean anything. 
But it can make a difference in making money and not making money for the owner-operator. 

What is the Freightliner experience with the use of automatic transmissions? 

In the intercity trucking industry there is a very limited usage of automatics. I think 
we have installed less than fifty of them all together. However for other types of 
truck users such as refuse haulers and dump truck operations where they are continually 
operating in lower gear.s, as well as frequently starting and stopping, the automatic 
transmission has virtually taken over. The driver of an intercity truck believes that he 
is a professional and he would be disappointed if he did not get the opportunity to 
demonstrate his ability to shift. Once he gets the truck in gear and gets it out of 
town on the interstate highway, he does not do that much shifting anyway. Our parent 
company Consolidated Freight-ways, has been using five and six speed transmissions for 
more than ten years. There is really no reason at all to have many more gear steps than 
on a highway vehicle, yet the owner-operator likes to have thirteen speeds because 
he has a better selection of gears and can utilize all the power that he has. Cutting 
back on the number of transmission gears; steps that are available for climbing a grade, 
also cuts back the amount of horse power than can be extracted from the engine. Fuel 
is saved because the engine is forced to operate at a lo\ver average Iill1 and is seldom 
at maximum ruM. Automatic transmissions aren't as efficient as manual transmissions. 
Even though remarkable strides have been made to improve their efficiency it still 
isn't quite that of a manual transmission. I don't expect to see a substantial increase 
in usage of automatic transmissions in line haul trucks. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Que:;;tion: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

What is the anticipated life of a line haul truck? 

Typically the first user or the initial purchaser will keep it four or five years, 
however, this varies from place to place. The thing that surprises me is the number 
of miles of utilization that you hear quoted from different sources for intercity trac
tors. On the West Coast it is typical to find vehicles that operate one hundred fifty 
thousand to two hundred thousand miles a year, yet when you look at the over-all industry 
statistics numbers like ninety thousand, and even as low as sixty four thousand miles 
per year are quoted. There are vehicles that I know of personally that have three and 
one-half million miles on them and they are still operating. But this is far from 
typical. I think typically the industry expects a million miles of service from a line 
haul vehicle. The vehicle may start out in a major .fleet and then be sold to a smaller 
fleet and then eventually to somebody that uses it two times a year. The vehicle is 
still around but :it is not being utilized to any ext.ent, 

A hundred thousand miles on an engine is what you said? 

Typically an intercity highway tractor must travel about one hundred thuu~:;auu miles per 
year to operate a L a !JL'uf lt anu stay in business. Depending upon huw the vehicle lu uccu 
C.!'\d maintained and the type of uperacion the engine may well eet some place between three 
l:'lunared and five hundred t:huus:iml milt'~ ul:!r'-""' JL "L"e4uh:e"' a ,;lajur vv·.:rh<luL 

Earlier in your talk, it must have been the fifth or sixth slide, it shows 'that rolling 
resistances appeared to be a straight line yet you implied that it may vary with velocity. 

Here again, even talking about something as simple as rolling resistance for truck tires 
there are three or four different formulas that people use. Some of them considered 
it to increase with speed. I frankly don't know what it does. Until a couple of years 
ago when the Federal Motor Vehicle Safety Standard 121 came into effect there wasn't 
a tire company in the United States that had a dynamic test trailer for the truck tires. 
There is a big difference in knowledge about the performance of passenger car tires and 
truck tires. 

Well the DOT and·SAE are trying to set up test procedures for truck and bus tires and it 
is things like warm up periods that you have to take into account. There is a tremen
dous difference in the rolling resistance on the tires. At this point from the latest 
information I have seen, the major tire manufacturers report they are closer to an 
acceptable test procedure than they were three years ago when they tried to put together 
a test vrocedure for tires. Personally, I think that you can never do it. There are 
just too many variables that have to be put into it. 

The rolling resistance of truck tires is alot less than it is for passenger car tires 
(only half as much) but still people don't really know for sure how to measure it. I 
don't know either and I am not criticizing industry for nut knowing. It is such a co!11-
plex problem that people have not yet developed a credible test method. 
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"ESTif"'ATED HIGHWAY FUEL SAVINGS IN 1975" 

ABSTRACT 

This report presents an analysis of the effectiveness of efforts to conserve motor fuel using 

data available through 1975. All states now have a 55 m.p.h. speed limit. The report attempts to 

answer the following set of questions: Did the energy crisis have a lasting effect in changing travel 

patterns and driving habits or are we back to business as usual, now that fuel is readily available 

again? Has there been any ·change in car pooling and public transportation patterns during the peak 

hours? How much has fuel consumption been affected by the increased proportion of smaller cars in the 

vehicle mix and the greater fuel efficiency of the more recent model year cars? 
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ESTH1ATED HIGH\·!AY FUEL SAVINGS Hl 1975 

1.0 INTRODUCTIOM 

This report describes an analysis of the effectiveness of efforts to conserve motor fuel using 

data available through 1975. The Arab oil embargo of October 1973 and the resulting energy shortages 

focused the Nation's attention on the growing imbalance bet,4een domestic consumption and domestic 

production of fossil fuels, particularly petroleum. In the ensuing month~ a number of steps were 

taken by government and industry to reduce fuel consumption, and citizens were encouraged·to initiate 

fuel conservation measures individually. The transportation sector, and particularly highway 

transportation, was the target of many of these measures since it represented such a large portion of 

the oil consumption. 

Efforts to reduce highway use of motor fuel or to restrain the growth in such usage ranged from a 

presidential request for voluntary closing of service stations on Sundays to the imposition of a 

nationwide 55 mph speed limit in early March of 1974. Publicity campaigns urged the American public 

to reduce non-essential driving, use carpools and public transportation, and to improve their driving 

~abitsand eliminate high speed driving. People also began to purchase smaller, more fuel efficient 

automobiles. 

The immediate effect of these efforts and the acute fuel shortages of early 1974 was that in 1974, 

for the first time since World War II, there were reductions in highway travel and fuel consumption. 

Travel decreased 1.4 percent and highway use of motor fuel decreased 3.8 percent from 19~3 values. 

Overall, fuel efficiency expressed as miles per gallon increased from 11.85 in 1973 to 12.13 in 1974, 

or 2. 3 percent. 

Fuel consumption efforts in highway transportation are continuing. All States now have a 55 mph 

speed limit; the Federal High,vay Administration, the Urban Mass Transportation Admini.stration and the 

Federal Energy Administration are actively encouraging carpooling and the use of public transportation 

for ~ommuters; and the.automobile industry is shifting production gradually toward smaller and more 

fuel efficient cars. The Energy Policy and Conservation Act approved by the President on December 22, 

1975, requires an average of 18 mpg for 1978 models with increases to achieve 27.5 mpg by 198?. 

Questions continually arise as to the effect of these factors: 

Did the energy crisis have a lasting effect in changing travel patterns and driving habits 
or are we back to business as usual, now that fuel is readily available again? 

Has there been any change in carpooling and public transportation patterns during the peak 
hours? 

How much has fuel consumption been.affected by the increased proportion of smaller cars in 
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the vehicle mix and the greater fuel efficiency of the more recent model year-cars? 

This report will address those questions insofar as available data will allow. 

2.0 PROCEDURES 

The method used in this analysis was to first determine the total savings in highway use of motor 

fuel in 1974 and 1975 and then for the year 1975 to attribute the savings insofar as possible to the 

various factors involved. The basic premise of this analysis was that nejther fuel savings nor 

travel reductions should be considered only in terms of absolute reductions but should also include 

changes in previous, well established, growth patterns. TheTefore, using 1973 total travel and highway 

fuel usage as the base, 1974 and 1975 travel and fuel usage were projected using the compounded average 

annual growth rates for the 1962 to 1972 period State-by-State. The national total equal to the sum 

of the State-by-State projections was compared to the estimated national totals for 1974 and the 

preliminary estimated totals for 1975. The results of these comparisons are shown in Table 1. 

The estimated actual highway use of motor fuel for 1975 was 108,984 million gallons. This was 

14,024 million gallons or 11.4 percent below the projected total of 123,008 million gallons. 

l..O PORTION OF FUEL REDUCTIOn DUE TO TRP.VEL REDUCTION 

The travel reduction was calculated in the same manner described above for the total fuel savings. 

The results are also shown in Table 1. Actual travel in 1975 (preliminary) was estimated at 

1,332,106 million vehicle miles. This was based on travel estimates prepared by the highway departmen~ 

of the 50 States and the District of Columbia. The projected total based on the 1962 to 1972 travel 

was 1,449,679 million vehicle miles. The difference or reduction was 11,573 million vehicle mil~$ or 

8.1 percent of the projected travel. 

The travel reduction of 117,580 million vehicle miles was divided by a miles per gallon (mpg) 

figure representing the overall average for all vehicles to determine the fuel savings attributable to 

reduction in travel alone. Two different values of mpg were used in calculating the fuel saving: (1) 

the estimated overall mpg of 12.22 for 1975 based on estimates as of August 13, 1976, and (2) the 

estimated overall rnpg for 1973 of 11.85. Both calculations are shown on Table 1. Using the 1975 

estimated mpg of 12.22 yielded a fuel saving of 9,621 million gallons. This was 7.8 percent of the 

projected fuel consumption in 1975 or 68.6 percent of the total savings. The 9,922 million gallon 

saving obtained using the 1973 mpg represents 8.1 percent of the projected fuel usage and 70.7 percent 

of the total savings. 
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Table 1. - Comparisons of Actual Fuel Consumptions and Travel with 
Projected 1962-1972 Trends 

6 Fuel Consumed- Actual (10 gal.) 

Fuel Consumed - Projected 

Fuel Consumed - Reduction 

Fuel Reduction as % Projected 

Travel - Actual (10 6 vm) 

Travel - Projected 

Travel - Reduction 

Reduction as % projected 

Miles per gallon!/ 

Fuel Reduction due to travel Reduction 

1. based on mpg shown for each year 

2. based on 1973 mpg 

Reduction as % projected 

1. based on mpg for each year 

2. based on 1973 mpg 

1973 
110,473 

1,308,562 

11.85 

1974 llli. 
106,300 108,984 

116,567 123,008 

10,267 14,024 

8.8 11.4 

1,289,645 1,332,106 

1,377,227 1,449,679 

87,583 117,573 

6.4 8.1 

12.13 12.22 

7,220 9,621 

7,391 9,922 

6. 2 7. 8 

6.3 8.1 

The 11.85 mpg and 12.13 mpg values for 1973 and 1974 are the values 
published in Table VM-1 for those years. The 12.22 value for 1975 is 
based on data on highway use of motor fuel and travel as of August 
13, 1976. 
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There are arguments in favor of using either mpg figure to calculate the fuel savings due to travel 

reduction. The 1973 mpg rate was established primarily by pre-embargo travel and therefore includes 

little or none of the effects of reduced speeds, increaRed proportion of small cars in the vehicle mix, 

or increased fuel efficiencies. It might be said, therefore, to offer a purer estimate of the fuel 

savings due to travel reduction. On the other hand, the 1973 value does not include the effect of 

changes in the distribution of travel by vehicle type as the 1975 mpg figure does. This effect should 

be taken into account. It can further be argued that any estimate of fuel savings due to reduction in 

travel should be based on conditions in effect at the time the travel occurred. 

For the purposes of this report it is almost as important to evaluate the sensitivity of estimates 

of fuel savings to the assumptions made about the factors involved as it is to develop the estimates 

themselves. For this reason both values are considered in the analyR)s. 

4.0 PORTION OF FUEL REDUCTION D~E TO BETTER FUEL EFFICIENCY 
Of._LAIEJr.nELu.ES. 

The procedure used in determining the fuel savings due -to better fu~l efficiency of the late model 

cars is shmvn in table 2 and included the following steps: 

1. Weighted average fuel efficiencies-(measured in miles per gallon) were estimated for the 
1973, 1974 and 1975 model year cars. EPA test values for fuel efficiency for those 
model years by weight class were used. It was assumed that each car for a given model 
year was driven the same number of miles in 1975 and therefore, the weighting \vas based 
on the number sold in each weight category and mile per gallon class compared to the 
total sales for that model year. The res"lts by model year were: 1975- 18.8 mpg, 
1974 - 14.7 mpg and 1973 - 14.0 wpg. These are called the Highway Statistics Division 
( HSD) estimates. 

2. It was assumed that the number of 1973, 1974 and 1975 model year cars in operation for 
the calendar year 1975 was equal to the number in operation on July 1, 1975. It was 
further assumed that the annual miles per vehicle values for these model years were 
equivalent to the annual miles per vehicle by age of vehicle from the Nationwide 
Personal Transportation Study (NPTS) i.e. 1975 vehicles were assumed to travel thesame 
miles per year as new vehicles in the NPTS, 17,500; 1974vehicles·the. same as 1 year old 
vehicles, 16,000; and 197 3 vehicles the same a·J 2 year old vehicles, 13,200. It may 
be that the average annual miles per vehicle by age has changed somewhat from that 
shown in the NPTS data (1969-70). (Collection of new data is scheduled for 1977-78). 

3. Two weighted average miles per gallon rates were used for 1975 model automobiles. 
The first (18.8) HSD estimated as described above, and the second (15.8) estimated 
by the Transportation Systems Center (TSC) using a computer model with sales figures 
for more detailed vehicle categories. 

4. The total number of vehicles for each model year was multiplied by the percentage 
estimated to be in operation on .T"ly 1., 1975, and the resulting number multiplied by 
the annual miles per vehicle as estimated in No.2 above to determine the total 
annual vehicle miles produced by each model year in 1975. 

5. It was assumed that of the tolal estimated vehicle miles for 1975 of 1,332,106 million 
vm, about 78 percent or 1,037,601 million were produced by passenger cars. This is a 
slightly higher proporti~n than was sho\vn in Table VM-1 for 1974, and is believed to 
reflect a moderate reduction in truck activity. 
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6. It was assumed that the automobile vehicle miles not attributed to the 1973-1975 
model years were performed by pre-1973 cars at 13.1 miles per gallon as shown in 
Table VM-1 for 1973. 

7. The total vehicle miles for each group of cars was multiplied by the corresponding 
mpg to obtain a weighting factor. The sum of these factors was then divided by the 
total automobile vehicle miles to obtain a weighted average miles per gallon for 
all vehicles. 

8. Total motor gasoline consumption for automobiles in 1975 was then calculated on three 
bases as follows: 

a. No fuel savings due to greater fuel efficiency of late model cars - i.e. all 
of the estimated 1975 automobile travel was performed at the 1973 average 
rate of 13.1 mpg as shown in Table VM-1 for 1973. 

b. Automobile travel in 1975 was performed using weighted average mpg assuming 
the greater efficiency calculated by HSD for 1973-1975 model cars. 

c. Automobile travel was performed using the weighted average mpg assuming the 
tuel efticiency calculated by HSU for 1973 and 1974 and by TSC for 1975. 

9. Two estimates of savings were then calculated (a-b) and (a-c). 

The lower mpg rate for 1975 automobiles calculated by TSC (15.8) is considered to be a more likely 

figure for overall travel by actual drivers than the 18.8 calculated by HSD from EPA test data. 

Therefore, the savings calculated using this rate are used in the remainder of the analysis. The 41 

percentdifference in the savings computed using the two mpg figures (13.95 vs. 13.69) which differ 

by less than 2 percent shows how sensitive such calculations are to differences in methods of 

'calculating miles per gallon rates or to variations in the vehicle mile estimates for any given model 

year. 

5.0 THE EFFECT OF MASS TRANSIT AND CARPOQWlli_ 

Transit usage in 1975 was compared to transit usage in.l973 and also to ~vailable efuployment 

data for the 2 years to see if changes in patterns of mass transit usage could be detected. There 

were no measurable shifts. 

Hourly distributions of traffic at urban automatic traffic recorder (ATR) stations were compared 

for 1973 and 1975 to see if there had been any significant change in the magnitude of peak hour 

traffic or in the number of hours included in the peak which might be attributable to carpooling. No 

measurableeffect of carpooling could be detected from these data. 

Based on values in Table 1, actual 1975 travel is estimated to be 1.6 percent greater than in 

1973 compared to a projected increase of 10.8 percent. If it could be shown that total person trips 

increased by the projected 10.8 percent, then it might be concluded that the difference, a saving of 

g2 percent, could be attributed to increased carpooling and transit usage. Data were not available 

• with \vhich to evaluate directly the difference between person trips in 1973 and 1975. Therefore, 

trips were analyzed by purpose using those factors which generate travel .for each purpose as surrogate 
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Cars 
Model (millions) 

l97)(a) ~.J 

1,975 (h) 

1974 8.8 

1973 11.3 

'l'otal(a) 

(b) 

Table 2. - Cor.~putations for Estimates ~f Fuel Savin~ Due to Great~r 
Fuel Efficiency of Late ~odel Cars 

Annual Total 1975 
Percent in Use miles ?er vehicle miles :npg 

July l, 197 5 vehicle (mill ions) 
X X 

63.3 !1 '500 91-,945 ;a.s 

15.8 
1/ 

102.0- t6, ;oo 14.:.. 514 l'. 7 

96.0 13,200 143,194 1~ .0 

3'79' 653 

1975a - weighted average :npg estimated by HSD 

1975b weighted average mpg esti~ated by tSC 

Toea! Estiroated 1975 ~assenier car 11:'1 • 1 ,017 .~01 

Eatimated 197) and laccr car3 

VM for 1972 and earlier cars 

VM• 379 653 

657,91.8 

WP.1ghr.1ng Farro'!' for 1972 and ·"~rliar t;arc1 

657,948xl3.l • 3,619,119 

Over all weighted average mpg using t975(a)(HSD) est. 

5,857,626 = mpgxVM-1973 and later cars. 
8,619,119 :z !llpgxV'M-lq7?, .1.,tj e~rlier r.ara 

14,476,745 

14,476,745 total xVM/1,037,601 total 11M 
•13.')5 weighted averag~ :nil!!s jJI!C gallon 

Overall weighted average IIIP• using 1975(b)~ est. 

5,581,291 • mpgxVM-1973 and later cars 
8,619,119 • mo•xVM-1972 and earlier cars 

14, 200,910 • <I!PgxVM-Total 

14,2!)1),910 total mpgxVM/1,037,601 total 1/l-1 
•13.69 weUl!ted avera~e )11'(; 

Estimates of gasoline consumed 

(a) 1,037,601 million VMT/13.10 ~G 
·1~,20~ million gallons 

(11) L.OJ7.GOl :Dillion vm:/lJ.71 ~fPn 

~ 74,JOO million gdllut19 

(e) 1,037,601 million VMT/lJ .&9 
•75,793 million gallons 

Savings at 1).95 rnpg: 

79,206- /4,JHU • 4,82& million gallons 
or ).9 percefit of tot~l projected use for 1975 

Savings at l),'iq :npg: 

79 ,206 - 75,791 • 3,413 million gallons 
or 2.8 percent of total projected use for 1975 

.. !./ 1')0 ?ercent r.'!presents all 1974 :nodel cars sold throur.h December 31, 1974 
and does not include nfloor scoclc." snld in 1975. 
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measures. The purposes used were work and related business, shopping and family business, and 

recreation. 

Trips to and from work and related business account for about 1/3 of all person trips and are the 

principal market for carpooling. Since employment in 1975 shows virtually no change from 1973!/, it 

is concluded that there had been no significant increase in work trips. 

Shopping and family business account for a little less than 1/3 of all person trips, with shopping 

taking up the larger portion of this. Retail sales decreased from 378.3 billion dollars in 1973 in 

2/ 
1967 constant dollars to 362.9 billion in 1975, a decrease of 4.1 percent- . With that large a 

decrease in shopping activity it is unlikely that there was any significant increase in shopping 

travel. 

Soci3l and re~~PAtinnal trips including travel to theaters, sports events, recreation areas, 

si~htseeing, and vacations accounts for a little more than 1/3 of total trips. Recreational 

expenditures in 1975 were 4.3 percent higher in 1967 constant dollars than in 1973. Hotel and motel 

3/ 
receipts increased by 7.3 percent-. Visits to national parks and monuments were 12.7 percent higher 

in 1975 than in 1973~/. Th~s. it appears that there were significant increases in recreational travel. 

The.apparent lack of growth in travel demand associated with work and shopping activity, purposes 

Mhich might lend themselves to the use of mass transit and carpooling, and the growth in recreational 

travel which generally does not lend itself to these modes, leads to the conclusion that increased use 

of mass transit and carpooling had little effect on the changes in travel between 1973 and 1975. 

It was concluded that \vhatever the effects of transit usage and carpooling were, they could not 

be measured with the available data. It was further concluded that whatever fuel savings \vere caused 

by these factors would show up as changes in total travel. Thus, they·are included in the savings of 

fuel caused by travel reduction. 

6, 0 PORT! ON OF FUEL REDUCT! ON DUE TO SPEED REDUCT! m! 

The estimate of fuel saved through speed reductions was derived by estimating the amount of fuel 

cuu~umed by free flowing traffic in 1975 thP.n estimating the amount of fuel which \vould have been 

consumed if that travel had been performed at 1972 speeds. Restricted flow travel is not included in 

the analysis because little if any of this travel was likely to be affected by the 55 mph speed limit; 

and because speed distributions were not available. The procedure was as follows: 

1/ 

Jj 

]_/ 

~I 

"Employment 3nd Earnines," llurP.au of Labor Statistics 

"Monthly Retail Tr3de Report," BureAu of Census 

Monthly Selected Service Receipt~, Bureau of Labor Statistics 

National Park Service 
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1. The estimated total travel for 1975 was distributed by vehicle type in about the 
same manner as the 1974 Table VM-1. 

2. An estimate was made of the portion of total travel for each vehicle type which 
occurred under free flow conditions. This free flow travel WAS considered to 
remain the same regardless of which speed distribution was made. 

3. The free flmv travel for each vehicle type was further broken do\m by 5 mile per 
hour speed increments using speed distributions for 1972 and for 1975 from 
"Highway Speed Trends Report" for the two years. 

4. A miles per gallon (mpg) rate was assigned to each speed interval for each vehicle 
type and the corresponding travel was divided by the mpg to obtain estimates of 
fuel consumed. The mpg rates were based on "The Effect of Speed on Automobile 
Gasoline Consumption Rates"-October 1973 and NCHRP Report 111. The results of the 
above calculations are summarized in Table 3, and are shmm in figures 1 and 2. The 
estimated fuel consumption fQr l97'i frf'f' flm.r rr~"'•1 ;Jt 197::! opc.cd.'i wo~ Jl,790 
million gallons and at 1975 speeds, 48,183 million gallons. The difference of 3,607 
million gallons represents the fuel savings attributable to the lower speeds in 1975. 
This is 2.9 percent of the projected total fuel consumption, and 25.7 percent of the 
total savings. 

7.0 SEr!SITIVITY OF THE ESTirATE TO THE ASSllMEIIDNS USED FOR THE 

ELEt]ENI~ H!YDLVED 

The sum of'the estimates of savings by various means is greater than the total savings whether the 

high or low figure for savings due to travel reduction from Table 1 is used. A summary is shmm belmv 

using the lower figure obtained using 1975 overall mpg: 

means by whj r_h 
§avings were obtained 
reduction in travel 
greater fuel efficiency 
of late model cars 
mass transit and carpooling 
speed reduction 

Total 

Amount 
9621 x 10

6 
gal. 

3413 x 106 gal. 
nnt measurable 
3607 X 106 tAl. 
16,641 x !U 

The sum shown above exceeds rhe estimated total savings uf 14,024 million gallons by 18.7 percent. 

If the higher figure for savings due to reduced travel of 9,922 million had been used the excess would 

be :w.!:! percent. 

The estimate of fuel savings due to travel reduction is considered to be the most reliable. It is 

the largest and most stable portion of the savings. It depends on only three things, the proiected 

total travel based on past trends, the estimate of actual total travel and the mpg rate used to get 

the fuel savings. 

Obtaining the "projected" travel was a straight fono~ard mathP.mAt:i.cal procedure and the "actual" 

travel was based on complete estimates from 48 states and preliminary PStimates from the other two. 

The variation bet\veen using the 1973 mpg of 11.85 and the 197:> mpg of 12.22 is only 301 million gallons 

which amounts to only 2.1 percent of the total sa\·-ings and 0. 2 percent of the projected 197 5 fuel use. 

It was necessary to use many more sources of data and to make many more assumptions in unler to 
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N 
0 
-..] 

Vehicle 
Type 

Passenger 
Cars and Motor-
cycles 

Single 
Unit 
Trucks 

Combination 
Trucks 

Buses 

All 
Vehicles 

Passenger 
Cars and Hotor-
cycles 

Single 
Unit 
Trucks 

Combination 
Trucks 

Buses 

All 
Vehicles 

Table 3. - Comparison estimates of fuel consumed by free flowing vehicles in 1975 at speed 
distributions fou~d before 3nd after imposition of the 55 m.p.h. soeed limit 

Free Flow Travelt Consumption Rate and Fuel Used by Spee:d Interval 

Under I Over Total 
Item 50 S0-55 55-60 60-65 65 Free Flow 

Distribution based on 1972 Speed Tr.ends 

Annual Vl-ITxl06 66,525 61,407 ! 97,229 102' 346 184,222 Sll, 729 
Average mpg 19.93 19.05 ' 18.05 16.95 15.65 
Fuel Consumption(Gal.xl06) 3,338 3,223 5,3R7 6·,038 ll '771 29,757 

Annual 1JMrxl06 27' 228 24,860 31,963 20,125 u. '206 ll8,382 
Average mpg 12.65 11.43 10.36 9.37 8.41 
Fuel Consumption(Gal.xl06) 2,l52 2,175 3,085 2,148 1,689 ll' 249 

Annual Vl-ITxl06 9' 516 8,689 ll,l71 7,034 4,965 41,375 
Average mpg 5.42 4. 76 3.96 3.32 2.96 
Fuel Consumption(Ga1xl06) 1,756 1,825 2,821 2,119 l ,677 10,198 

Annual Vl-ITxl06 ~38 379 
I 

409 672 1,022 2,920 
Average mpg 9.43 7 ;54 I 5 >70 4.47 3.84 
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) 4(, 52 72 150 266 586 

Annual Vl-ITxl06 103,707 95,335 140' 772 130,177 204,415 674,406 
Average mpg - - - - - -
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) 7 '292' 7,275 ll' 365 10,455 15,403 51,790 

Distribution based on 1975 Speed Trends 

Annual V1-ITx106 164,255 122,567 142,815 59,554 22' 538 Sll,729 
Average mpg 19.93 19.05 18 ."05 16.95 15.65 
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) 8, 242 6,434 7,912 3,512 1,440 27' 542 

Annual Vl-ITx106 41,986 31,847 30,642 ll '045 2,862 ll8,382 
Average mpg 12.65 ll.43 10.36 9.36 8 .1~1 
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) 3,319 2' 786 2' 958 1,179 340 10,582 

Annual Vl-ITxl06 9 '794 12 '099 13,099 4,943 1,440 41,375 
Average mpg ~.42 4.76 3.96 3.32 2. 96 
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) 1,797 2,542 3,308 1,489 '486 9,622 

Annual 'R-ITxl06 994 690 821 339 76 2,920 
Average mpg · 9.43 7.54 5.70 4.47 3.84 
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) lOS 92 144 76 20 437 

Annual Vt·ITxl06 217,029 167,203 187,377 75,881 26 '916 674,406 
Average mpg - - - -
Fuel Consumption(Galxl06) 13 ;463 11 '854 14,322 . 6' 256 2,286 48,183 

All 
Travel 

l' 059' 931 

214,230 

52' 739 

5,100 

1,332,000 

1,060,036 

214' 230 

52,739 

5,100 

1,332,106 
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Figure 1 - Distribution of 1975 free flow travel by speeds found 
before and after imposi~ion of 55 mph speed limit. 

Under 50 

JIIIIIFuel consumed at 1972 Speeds 

IIIIIJIJI Fuel consumed at 19 75 Speeds 

50-55 55-60 60-65 Over 65 
Speed interval (MPH) 

Total 

Figure 2 - Estimated fuel consumed in 1975 free flow travel at speeds 
found before and after imposition of 55 mph speed limit. 
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estimate the savings due to greater fuel efficiency of late model cars and speed reduction. 

Because of the uncertainties involved in estimating savings due to these two factors directly, and 

because neither can, at this point, be considered more reliable than the other, a comparison is 

provided showing the effect of allowing each in turn to be a residual after all factors had been 

included. This would also serve to give a range within which these savings might fall. These savings 

are shown in Table 3. Savings due to carpooling and mass transit were not included since they could 

not be evaluated. 

·- ------------
Table 3. Comparison of Fuel Savings \hfhen One Means Is 

Con~:?idered as a Residual. 

-------
3ctv.i.fJyS as 

Amount 
10 6 Percent Percent Projected 

Means of Saving's gals X Savings 1975 usage 
Speed reduction as a residual 

Total 14,024 100.0 11.4 
Reduction in travel 9,621 68.6 7.8 
Fuel efficiency 3,413 24.3 2.8 
Speed reduction 990 7.1 0.8 

Fuel efficiency as a residual 

Total 14,024 100.0 11.4 
Reduction in travel 9.62i 68.6 7.8 
Fuel Efficiency 796 5.7 I 

0.7 
Speed reduc'tion 

,I 
~,607 25.7 2-9 

The estimates of savings due to both factors range from less than 1 million gallons to more than 3 

million. lt is reasonable to·assume that the actual amount lies sumewl~re in between. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

Last year, Mr. Alexander French* presented a l~cture entitled, " Energy and Freight li ovement", ** 

at the 3rd National Conference on "Effects of Energy Constraints on Transportation Systems". After 

that lecture, a lively and meaningful discussion ensued which could not be included in the last year 1 s 

proceedings. Hence the same discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the audience 

and answers from Mr. French. 

*Chief, Highway Statistics Division, Federal Highway Di.vi.!;:ion, l!.S. DOT, Washington. 

** The title may be somewhat misleading but the presentation dealt with "The Energy Aspects of 
Highways", and included automobiles and trucks. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Comment* 

Is it possible to have a rule requ1r1ng States to issue citations. 'C ive out 50% more 
tickets this year," or else they don't get their Federal aid money. Something is wrong 
in the system. 

That would have an impact. There has been a lot of discussion on the whole question of 
Federal requirements. Are you involved in the :1 etropolitan Planning Regulations at all? 
It has come up there quite a bit too, and the idea of imposing additional Federal checks 
on State procedures as a precondition for receiving apportioned Federal aid does not: 
have unanimous support. 

Maybe you could argue with the fuel efficiency from the 55 mph limit; but if they are 
serious about enforcing regulations to r~c:luce fuel and accidents, the enforcement of 
the 55 mph speed limit does not provide much of a return. For example, the highway 
accident counts reported on television say that 40% of all fatal accidents involved 
the use of alcohol. In this State for example the convictions for driving while 
intoxicated is only about 3%. They just passed a law to allow a person to reduce the 
penalty for basically DWI (driving while intoxicated), They figure they will get a 
higher c.onviction rate. Secondly, it openo up specialized programs regardless if they 
have had their license removed or went to a driving class. Like everything else about 
the fuel effi~iency if you want to get an effect T rlon't tltink thi~ is the place to put 
all your marbles. You are not going to get a drop in the fatalities or perhaps even a 
reduction ot the fuel consumption. 

The lower speed is only one part of the accident reduction situation. In France for 
instance, they have had a tremendouG reduction in their fatality rates recently. They 
have a recent law that says that everybody sitting in the front seat has to have a 
shoulder strap buckled on most roads and expressways. Children under a certain age must 
not ride in the front seat because the restraint is not satisfactory. Counts under 
conditions where the law applies.showed that 90 to 95% are in compliance. They attri
bute a lot of their reduction to that. In addition, a helmet law for motorcycles was 
extended, I guess it was last January that it went into effect, to apply to mopeds. Of 
course, it is easy to enforce that and they have had a dramatic reduction in their 
fatality rate. They still have a ways to go to catch up with the 1Jni.t~c:l States rates of 
less than 4 fatalities per 100 million vehicle miles. There are a whole lot of things 
that can have a dramatic short term effect. Several people have po:i.nted out that there 
has not been nearly the reduction in the accident rate, that there has been in the 
fatality rate. But I am not really an expert in the accident business. I brought it up 
because it is part of the 55 mph speed limit campaign, and the lower speeds have cer
tainly reduced highway fatalities to some extent. 

You said in the studies for fuel efficiency that the vehicle had speed control devices 
on it. 

No, that was not tested in the otudy by Dr. Claffey, but it is a good thought. 

I wonder if it is a trade off between the price of the device, you know, over every
thing else. I know General Motors had it for years. 

I saw one advertized in the paper this morning. They call it "cruise control". They 
had it advertised for around $60.00 as an add on. 

I read a study on cruise controls and currently if you are driving on level terrain you 
will get a fuel savings that is relative to constant speed. However,. if you are on 
hilly terrain normally the driver will compensate by going a little slower up hill and 
faster down hill. This unit would not be willing to modify a constant speed. If you go 
up the hill with cruise control you naturally use more fuel to maintain your constant 
speed. However, down hill or on level terrain, we as drivers will let the car go a 
little faster so that you use the momentum to start up the other hill. We will usually 
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slow down going up to maintain a constant speed .overall. So really that compensation 
factor by the unit does not take place automatically and consequently in fuel efficiency 
or gas mileage the cruise control may not help in hilly terrain. 

Well, to put in my two bits worth, we have a car pool and one of the fellows in the car 
pool has a van bus with a cruise control. He visits his ·parrents in West Virginia 
frequently and he concluded that it cost him fuel driving to West Virginia and back for 
the reason that you described. In other words it maintains a constant speed which 
causes it to open the accelerator more, when it has to get back up to that speed, than a 
driver would. But he concluded that driving down to Williamburg it saved him fuel and 
that is fairly flat type of operation. So I think that it would be something worth study:.. 
ing. The set speed is another consideration. Do you set it to maintain 62 mph or to 
maintain 54 mph? I would think that it would make a difference if you could live with 
54 mph. 

Have there been any studies made as to the impact of rising fuel cost on consumption? 

Yes, there was a study of the Quarterly Demand for Gasoline and Impacts of Alternative 
Taxes, Data Resources, December 1973. An economist named Verleger and others in Cam
bridge as I recall, have done a study on the price elasticity of gasoline and found that 
the elasticity is something like -.1 to -.3 and that it may be as high as -.7 in the long 
run. That was for prices ranging from 30¢ to 80¢ in 1973 dollars I believe. At the 
Transportation and Road Research Lab in England they did one that showed that elasticity 
was not substantial until the price got up to around the equivalent of $3.50 or $4.00 a 
gallon in 1973 or 1974 dollars. Then the price elasticity factor would really start 
to get close to -1.0. And so that is what I know about it. In this country if we were 
to put a tax on all petroleum that was equivalent to $2.00 per gallon, it would provide 
enough revenue to exceed all the revenue presently collected from all sources by all 
levels of government. 

There was a proposal at one time to increase the fuel cost by taxation; number one, to 
reduce consumption and secondly, to pay for those additional taxes and put them into 
a pool and utilize them to subsidize the cost of research into alternate fuels that 
could be used for mainly the transportation sector. Is that one still on the books? 

It never got passed. But from the telephone calls that we got yesterday I think that 
there is interest in that in Congress still and I think we are all curious to see what 
happens next year. 

There has always been a problem in trying to figure out vehicle miles and average 
vehicle fuel consumption to get your data. How is that approached now? How confer
table are you with the process? 

Not too confortable. This fellow Paul Claffey who lives up here in Potsdam, New York 
did NCHRP Report Number 111, Running Costs of Motor Vehicles as Affected by Road Design 
and Traffic and he did another study for us Travel Estimates from Fuel Consumption 
Information. Now underway is a contract with OAI to develop a computer model. Basic
ally,.as you probably know, the way the vehicle miles would be estimated ideally would 
be for the States to go out and make very careful counts on all the mileage in the State, 
both urban and rural, on a probability basis and expand that to get an estimate of the 
vehicle miles. Statistically, you can design a procedure that requires a relatively 
limited number of counts to get a very good standard error of the means of the estimate. 
What actually happens is that the State highway departments and DOT generally get very 
good counts on the State highway system which always includes the Interstate and usually 
most of the Federal aid primary, perhaps about half or less of the Federal aid secondary, 
where counts are made, and few if any counts on local roads and streets. The mileage 
accounts for, let us say, 60% of the vehicle miles. Then the analyst may say, "Well in 
the last issue of Highway Statistics they showed that the average national miles· per 
gallon figure was 12.5 so we will figure that ours is a little higher or a little lower 
or we will use the national average and we will say that our total vehicle miles based 
on the fuel sold in this State is therefore this much. We have accounted for about 60% 
of the VK Ton ·the high order systems and therefore there must be about this much on each 
of the other systems" Then they send that in to us and we add it all up and we say 
that there are this many vehicle miles and this much gasoline sold and we divide it out 
and we say 12.5 miles per gallon. So Claffey made a study where he ran the test vehicle 
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over different kinds of highway and then from terrain conditions and traffic volume 
conditions, stop and go cycles, and the vehicle mix, computed what the miles per gallon 
would be on that particular class of highway. So then you start out with the total fuel 
that was sold in the State and you say on the Interstate System with the vehicle mix, 
the kind of terrain, and these kinds of operating conditions the average miles per 
gallon ought to be say, 11.5 and at th.at rate this much of the total fuel would be used 
up. And you go down that way through the 60% of the travel that you have accounted for 
by traffic count data and you find that you only have this much fuel left. With the 
kind of .terrain and traffic conditions that we have on the remal.nl.ng mileage we then 
compute how many vehicle miles could be produced with that motor fuel. That then pro
vides a new estimate of the vehicle miles that tends to be lower in most cases than what 
we might have been estimating before. 

Now before I finish let me say that when Dr. Claffey completed the study, we distri
buted it to the States. A good many looked at the study and said, "yes this makes sense" 
and went through the procedure and revised their vehicle miles estimates accordingly. 
New York is one of them. Maybe somebody from New York would know, but as I recall, it 
resulted in t:e.;h,lt:;ing the average miles per gallon from something like 12.4 to 11.3 or 
11.5. In general, my own gut feeling is that when it is over 1£, 1 Am a llttle doubtful 
in my mind. Several States have done studies where they have estimated the vehicle miles 
in some other way; by checking odometers or by-interviewing drivers and asking "how 
many miles did you drive?" and by traffic count on low order systems. They have also 
reduced their miles per gallon in nearly every case. Now I think in one case there was 
a State Lhat raised its vehicle miles and miles per gallnn when it made the analysis 
following thi:s Claffey procedure. l. thin!<: that: was a Slalt! Lhal wd!l using something 
like 10.9 u1 11.Z a1ld they rlliocd it to 11.7 or 11.13. A<: mnrP pP.nplP. analyze it. !!lOre 
States seem to come into that: range. 

Are these more or less consistent results in terms of vehicle miles? 

Well, that is what this computer model is supposed to do. It is going to provide a com
puter procedure for doing it and then we can really start to make some sensitivity testa 
State by State. Or the States and X etropolitan Planning Areas can make studies and that 
ought to help. 

Of course, the other side of the equation is the fuel consumption which is also a prob-
lem. In Connecticut there is an awful lot of travel that is produced by fuel that was 

not purchased in the State. This may also be true for Rhode Island, '.1 assachusetts, New 
York, New Jersey, Delaware, '.1 aryl and and Pennsylvania. -But when you take the whole 
region together why you realize that few vehicles can travel through the whole North
eastern J,Ja(t of the country without buying gasoline som~;> where. So it i::; hard to come 
up with the right answer, but it is easy to raise questions. 1 think that is one of the 
thinis that makes us Feds unpopular with the States sometimes. In the past, the vehicle 
mile estimates and miles per gallon were of less concern as they related to other SLalt!s. 
The thing that we were concerned about was more the year to year change. But now when 
the fatality rates are used in determining which States get safety incentive grants, the 
concerns with air quality and :tuel. cortse.rv.<ttion and thlu~s lH.t! th4t, th~n it gcto muoh 
more crucial as far as we are concerned. As far as the States were concerned, I don't 
think that the precision of the State total VMT made much difference in management 
decisions as long as they had reasonable proportions among systems, and the ADTs on 
sections of the State system were accurate. Now there is concern about the sources of 
emissions. 

As fuel efficiency compels larger trucks (operating at high speeds) and smaller cars, 
are separate roadways contemplated, and if so, at what overall energy cost including 
construction, maintenance and traffic control? 

The possibility of separate roadways for truckl; is under consideration. There is no such 
corridor in existence on which to obtain actual cost data and make cost-benefit analyses. 
The feeling is that theoretical studies have gone about as far as they can and that a 
demonstration project is needed to answer questions on the feasibility, cost-effective
ness, and energy saving aspects of such roadways. It is apparent that such separate 
roadways could only be cost-effective in corridors having very high truck volumes. The 
Federal Highway Administration ls presently looking for such a high volume truck 
corridor for a demonstration project. 
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Answer: 

How effective has state enforcement affirmation been (with Federal Aid Highway Act 
money withholding implied) given the obvious desire to retain Federal assistance and 
therefore a positive affirmation? 

Federal law requires by January 1 of each year a certification from the Governors that 
their States are enforcing the 55 m.p.h. speed limit. To ·date, these certifications 
have been made by all States and the certifications have been accepted. Arrests and 
citations for speeding have doubled or tripled in all States since the imposition of the 
55 m.p.h. speed limit indicating a high level of enforcement activity. 
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AIR TRANSPORTATION ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

ABSTRACT 

This paper reviews the energy efficiency of air transportation, summarizes the results.of the 

recently completed RECAT Studies on improvement alternatives, and briefly describes the NASA Aircraft 

Energy Efficiency Research Program now ~nderway to develop the technology for significant improve

ments in future aircraft. The paper includes 34 figures and an updated list of references. 
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AIR TRANSPORTATION ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

INTRODUCTION 

nuring the past 25 years the total U.S. energy consumption has more than doubled (Figure 1), and 

we have become highly dependent on imported oil. The vulnerable nature of this dependence was made 

abundantly clear during the OPEC oil embargo. Eve~ though the embargo is over and our recollection of 

those long gas station lines is grmving dimmer, the dependence on imported oil has continued to increase 

and fuel prices continue to grm• higher. 

In the U.S., transportation accounts for about one-quarter of the total energy used and about one

half of the petroleum consumption. Most of the transportation energy (Figure 2) is consumed by high,•ay 

vehicles (cars, trucks, and buses). The energy consumed by aviation, both civil and military, amounts 

to about 13% of the transportation energy usage or less than 4% of the total U.S. energy consumption. 

~venty years ago the aviation energy consumption was primarily military and was about one-half aviation 

gasoline and one-half jet fuel (Figure 3). However, following .the introduction of jet aircraft into 

airline service in 1'958, civil air transportation has grmvn rapidly and civil aviation fuel usage is 

now slightly larger than that of military aviation. The transition to jet aircraft is also evident in 

the overwhelming dominance of jet fuel usage over aviation gasoline. In comparison to the fuel usage 

of the military and the certificated airlines, the fuel used by general aviation is very small. 

Currently, civil air transportation consumes about ten billion gallons of fuel annually. This amounts 

to less than 2% of the total U.S. energy consumption and about 4% of the total petroleum consumption. 

Although air transportation accounts for such a small fraction of the U.S. petroleum, it is 100% 

dependent on petroleum fuels and strongly influenced by the availability· and cost of these fuels. In 

spite of these facts, air transportation has received considerable scrutiny regarding its energy 

efficiency relative to other transportation modes. However, for a trip greater than a few hundred 

miles, there is no other transportation alternative that can compare in terms of speed, passenger 

comfort, and reliability. Until such a substitute can be found, we must examine ways to improve air 

transportation's energy efficiency. 

This is not a new objective. Aircraft fuel usage has always been important in terms of performance 

and operating cu~t, even at pre-embargo prices. The fuel efficiency of the newer, stretched narrow

body aircraft is better titan the initial aircraft and the newest wide-body aircraft are the most energy 

efficient (Figure 4). From 1965 to 1975, these more efficient aircraft have been added to the airline 

fleet and the older turbojet aircraft have been replaced (Figure 5). As a result, the average energy 

efficiency, measured in seat miles per gallon, of the U.S. trunk airlines has increased by 33% (Figure 

6) over this ten-year period. 
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An examination of the current U.S. scheduled carrier fuel usage by stage length and equipment type 

(Figure 7) reveals the dnminance of the short/medium range operations by the Boeing 727 aircraft. 

Because of the large number of B-727's in service, this single aircraft type currently accounts for 35% 

of the total airline fuel usage (Figure 8). It is also important to note that 53% of the airline fuel 

is used for stage lengths of less than 1000 miles. 

\fhile fuel efficiency was important when these aircraft were designed in the 1960's, it has now 

become one of the major design goals. Until the middle of 1973, the price that the airlines were paying 

for jet fuel had remained constant for many years. However, since that time, these fuel prices have 

tripled (Figure 9). Even though ~bor costs have also increased substantially over this period, these 

fuel price increases have resulted in fuel cost accounting for a much larger fraction of direct 

operating cost. In 1973, fuel cost amounted to 25% of the direct operating cost for average operation 

of a Boeing.727; in 1975 it had risen to 38%. At the current level of U.S. airline fuel use of 10 

billion gallons per year, each one-cent per gallon increase in the price of fuel costs the airlines 

100 million dollars. Even ignoring the desire to increase airline energy efficiency from a conservation 

viewpoint, these price increases provide considerable incentive. 

The remainder of this··paper will discuss the results of the recently completed RECAT studies 

examining energy efficiency improvement alternatives and briefly describe the NASA aircraft energy 

efficiency (ACEE) research program now underway to develop the technology for significant improvements 

in future aircraft. 

RECAT STUDY 

From 1974 to 1976 a study examining the "Cost/Benefit Tradeoffs for Reducing the Energy Consumption 

of the Commercial Air Transportation System," referred to as RECAT, was conducted under NASA sponsorship. 

This study involved the coordinated efforts of the Douglas Aircraft Company, Lockheed-California 

Company, United Air Lines, Inc., and United Technologies Research Center. Very simply, the purpose of 

this study was to examine, on a common basis, all of the alternatives for increasing the energy 

efficiency of air transportation in order to identify the most promising areas for research and 

technology emphasis. The alternatives considered included operational procedures (higher density 

seating, higher load factors, and flight procedures), aircraft modifications, derivatives of current 

production types, and new aircraft exploiting advanced technology in all areas (Figure 10). 

Aircraft Operation 

One of the easiest methods of increasing aircraft energy efficiency, as measured on a seat-mile 

per gallon basis, is to increase the number of seats on the aircraft. This can be done by eliminating 

lounges and garment bag storage areas, reducing the first class (F)/coach (Y) seating ratio, increasing 
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the number of seats abreast, and by reducing the seat pitch. Since 1973. the airlines (as indicated 

by data from United Air Lines) have increased the seating density considerably by these methods 

(Table 1). To serve as a basis of comparison in the RECAT studies, an increased density seating 

l 
configuration Has specified. This seating configuration represents a 10%F/90% Y arrangement with 38" 

F/34" Y seat pitch and seats in place of garment bag storage on the Boeing 727 and 737 aircraft. These 

seating density increases result in aircraft energy efficiency increases ranging from 5 to 22% relative 

to 1973 (Figure 11). 

While these increases in seating density look good in terms of energy efficiency measured in 

seat-miles per gallon, they really represent a ficticious improvement unless the number of passengers 

per flight increases also. The increase in passengers per flight can be obtained either by increasing 

the seating density and holding the passenger load factor constant or just increasing the load factor. 

An increase in load factor from 50 to 60% is equivalent (in terms of passengers carried) to a 20% 

increase in seating density with a constant load factor of SO%. \1hen frequency of service, load factor, 

and seating density are considered, the most efficient aircraft for transporting passengers over a 

given route network is not necessarily the aircraft with the highest energy efficiency in seat-miles 

per gallon. For example, over a 1000 n.mi. stage length (Figure 12), even though a Boeing 737 (39 seat-

miles per gallon) is some 26% less energy efficient in seat-miles per gallon than a DC-10 (53 seat-

miles per gallon), the B-737 is the most energy efficient aircraft in terms of passenger-miles per 

gallon for carrying less than 97 passengers. 

In addition to passenger capacity, another factor which must be considered when comparing aircraft 

energy efficiency is the aircraft's range capability. For example (Figure 13), at short stage lengths 

the Boeing 737-200 is more energy efficient in seat-miles per gallon than the Boeing 727-200 or Douglas 

DCS-61. However, at medium stage lengths, the B727-200 is more energy efficient than the B737-200 or 

DCS-61. And at longer stage lengths, beyond the capability of the B737-200, the DCS-61 is more energy 

efficient than the H727-200. In order to provide the long range capability of the DCB-62 or the B747-

100, some penalty in shorter range energy efficiency is incurred. 

Although the fuel efficiency improvements possible with increased seating density and higher load 

factors are large initially, they are limited in extent and are obtained at the expense of passenger 

comfort and convenience. Another means of inc~easing aircraft energy efficiency is with fuel 

conservative flight procedures and increased aircraft maintenance. In thz RECAT studies these 

operational alternatives were grouped into those that could be implemented within the current air 

traffic control (ATC) system and those that aould be obtained with ATC advances (Figure 14). Within 

the current ATC system small percentage improvements in energy efficiency can be obtained by reducing 
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' 
AIRCRAFT SEATING DENSITY INCREASES 

ACTUAL AVERAGE SEATS MARCH 1976 
ESTIMATED PFR IN-SERVICE 

AIRCRAFT REVENUE DEPARTURE SEATING SEATING 
W/INCREASED CONFIGURATIONS 

DENSITY** 
1973 1974 1975 (2 CLASS) , 

737-200 9Z.6 95.0 95.0 10F/ 85Y = 95 12F/ 85Y = 97 

727-100 96.7 96.3 96.0 12F/ 86Y = 98 12F/ 90Y = 102 

727-200 122.8 124.0 125.0 14F/112Y = 126 14F/118Y = 132 

DC-8-20 120.5 126.3 127.0 22F/107Y = 129 14F/125Y = 139 

DC-8-51/-52 122.5 131.4 127.0 22F/107Y = 129 14F/125Y = 139 

DC-8-62 127.7 133.9 142.5 20F/123Y = 143 16F/133Y = 149 

DC-8-61 165.4 183.5 184.0 28F/156Y = 184 28F/170Y = 198 

DC-10-10 233.5 238.0 238.8 42F/200Y = 242 46F/212Y = 258 

747-100 315.6 318.5 339.0 *38F/312Y = 350 38F/348Y = 386 
\ 

*INCLUDES 8 SEATS IN UPPER DECK LOUNGE NOT USUALLY SOLD BUT WHICH ARE SALABLE. 

**INCREASED DENSITY OBJECTIVES: (1) 10%/90% F(Y SPLIT, (2) 38 in./34 in. F/Y SEAT PITCH. 
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cruise speed to long range cruise (maximum n.mi. per lb of fuel) levels, reducing the current step 

climb increment from 4000 to 2000 ft to allow closer adherence to optimum cruise altitudes, loading the 

aircraft closer to the aft e.g. to reduce trim drag, increased airframe maintenance to reduce excrescence 

drag, reducing the operating empty weight slightly by removing any accumulated unnecessary equipment, 

and increased engine maintenance to reduce the engine specific fuel consumption deterioration with time. 

Additional operational energy efficiency improvements that require ATC system advances include cruise 

climb to maintain the optimum cruise altitude, reduced holding delays by an average of one minute, and 

reduced terminal area delays by an average of four minutes. Hhile the individual fuel savings that 

are obtainable with improved flight procedures and increased aircraft maintenance attention are small, 

the summation is significant and worthy of attention. 

Aircraft Modification 

Another means of improving aircraft energy etticiency, without sacrificing passenger comfort and 

convenience, is by modification of the current aircraft types. In the RECAT study, the modifications 

that were examined ranged from adding improved aerodynamic fairings to new engines (Figure 15). The 

effect of the most promising modifications on the respective aircraft energy efficiency ranged from 

4 to 39% (Figure 16). The lar~est aircraft energy efficiency increase is obtained by replacing the 

existing turbojet engines on the DC8-20 with new refan JT8D engines. However, this modification is 

estimated to cost about $5 million per aircraft and appears economically unattractive unless required 

for some other reason, such as noise abatement. While the aerodynamic modifications offer much 

smaller percentage improvements on the order of 4% to 8%, the estimated modification costs are also 

considerably smaller and they appear economically reasonable. This is particularly true tor those 

aircraft that are expected to remain in service for many years. 

Derivatives and New Turbofan Powered Aircraft 

Some of the more extensive design modifications are only feasible for new production versions or 

derivatives of the current aircraft. Derivatives are of interest because they allow the manufacturers 

and the airlines to capitalize on the experienre that has been obtained on that aircraft type and to 

minimize the development expense that is required. In the past, the most common derivatives have 

involved a fuselage stretch to increase the aircraft capacity in response to increasing passenger 

demand. Now, in addition to this desire, these derivatives must also be designed to operate more 

efficiently with much higher fuel costs. The effect of increased fuel price on aircraft design is 

reflected, of course, in increased emphasis on aerodynamics, structures, and propulsion efficiency. 

Externally, this is most evident in the wing design (Figure 17). At yesterday's fuel prices, the 

optimum aircraft for minimum direct operating cost (DOC) was designed to cruise at Mach 0.85 and had a 
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wing swee.p of about 35 degrees. At a fuel price of 60¢/ gallon, the optimum aircraft fer minir.mm DOC 

'~ould cruise at Mach 0. 78 and have a wing aspect ratio of about 11 and a wing sweep of 28 degrees. If 

the aircraft is designed for minimum fuel usage, regardless of the economics,the optimum cruise speed 

drops to Mach 0. 7 with a straight '~ing and a wing aspect ratio over 15. 

New Turboprop Powered Aircraft 

In the 1950's, the seemingly unlimited supplies of cheap, jet fuel coupled with the speed and 

altit·ude advantages of the turbojet resulted in its being favored over the 1950's turboprop. Today's 

environment of higher fuel prices and energy conservation have necessitated a re-examination of the 

turboprop--not the 1950's version, but a new, highly loaded, multi-bladed turboprop using advanced 

blade structure and aerodynamics technology for efficient, high-speed operation. Because this concept 

lies somewhat between the conventional turboprop and an unshrouded high bypass ra ti0. turbofan, the 

Hamilton-Standard Division of United Technologies refers to it as the propfan. Based on recently 

c.ompleted wind tunnel tests, the propulsive efficiency of the advanced turboprop or turbofan is about 

20% better at Mach 0.8 than a high bypass ratio turbofan (Figur~ 18). This efficiency advantage is 

even·greater at lower speeds, increasing to 34 to 40% at Mach 0.7. In order to evaluate the overall 

impact on complete configurations and to identify the critical technology areas, three design studies 

of propfan powered aircraft have been completed. 

Because of rli ffP.rPnt Rtnrly grn11nt:lr•.•le• ;;md atltlumptionc, the prop fan aircraft fuel &t1V.i.ug, 

identified in these three studies ranged from 8 to 28% in comparison with their turbofan counterparts 

for a 1000 n.mi. stage length (Figure 19). In all ca"e", the increased·efficiency advantages of the 

propfan compared to the turbofan at lower altitudes and speeds results in greater fuel savings at 

shorter stage lengths. This is one reason why the propfan looks particularly attractive for the 

short/medium haul markets currently being served by the DC-9, B-737, and B-727 aircraft. 

The largest fuel savings were for a prop-:an derivative DC9-30 investigated by the Douglas Aircraft 

Company as part of the RECAT study. For this comparison, the derivative was not resized to the same 

design range as the baseline DC9-30. Instead, the gross takeoff weight and payload were held constant. 

The takeoff, approach, and cruise performance of the propfan derivative were chosen·to match the 

baseline DC9-30 performance and the propfan was sized for Mach 0.8 cruise at 30,000 ft. altitude. Two 

levels of propfan performance were examined. One propfan design was based on performance levels 

corresponding to an eight-bladed propfan with a rotational tip speed restricted to 720 fps, corresponding 

to the Lockheed Electra Propeller, and current technology turboshaft engine performance. This resulted 

in a propeller efficiency of 0.7'3 and an installed cruise thrust specific fuel consumption (TSFC) of 

0.65 lb/lb/hr. The other propfan design was based on an eight-bladed propfan with an 800 fps tip speed 
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and turboshaft engine performance corresponding to JT10D/CFM56 turbofan core engine technology. This 

resulted in a propeller efficiency of 0.80 and an installed TSFC of 0.53 lb/lb/hr. Depending on the 

assumed propulsion system efficiency, the derivative propfan uses from 27 to 33% less fuel than the 

DC9-30 at its average operational stage length of 290 n.mi. For the same takeoff gross weight and a 

passenger load factor of 58%, this fuel savings translates into a maximum range capability improvement 

of 41 to 73%, depending on the propulsion system efficiency assumed. 

Admittedly, the fuel savings shown for the DC9 propfan derivative are higher because the comparison 

is with the older technology, low bypass ratio, JT8D turbofan rather than a· comparable technology 

turbofan. However, the propfan derivative does not include the application of any of the other advanced 

aerodynamics, structures, or active controls technologies that can improve the efficiency still further. 

Also, the low bypass ratio engines are the ones that are currently in-service and being sold in large 

quantities on this airplane type. 

In a Lockheed-California Company study, also completed as part of the RECAT study, a four-engine 

propfan powered aircraft was compared with an equi~alent technology level advanced turbofan (JTlOD) 

powered aircraft. These aircraft were both designed to carry 200 passengers in equal comfort for a 

maximum range of 1500 n.mi. at Mach 0.8 cruise speed. The technology levels reflect 1985 service 

introduction and include a supercriti~al airfoil, aspect ratio 10 wing, active controls for longitudinal 

stability augmentation, and composite secondary structure. The propfan is powered by a Pratt & Whitney 

study turboshaft engine (STS 476) based on the JTlOD engine core. The resulting fuel saving for the 

propfan aircraft was 20.4% for a typical in-service sta·ge iength of 475 n.mi. and a 58% passenger load 

factor. 

The third and most recent advanced turboprop design study was with the Boeing Co~ercial Airplane 

Company. In this study, two propfan pm•ered configurations \•ere compared with an ec,uivalent technology 

level advanced turbofan powered aircraft. These aircraft were d~signed to carry 180 passengers in 

equal comfort for a minimum range of 1800 n.mi. at a cruise speed of Hach 0.8. All three configurations 

were twin-engine, wide-body aircraft using 1976 design airframe technology and engine technology 

corresponding to 1980-1985 certification. One pro;:>fan design had the engines mounted on the \•ings; the 

other had the engines mounted on struts attached to the fuselage aft body. The fuel savings identified 

in this study were more modest, amounting to 13.5% for the wing-mounted propfan configuration at a 

500 n.mi. stage length and 13% for the aft-mounted configuration. These smaller fuel savings reflect 

the Boeing study assumptions of a propfan noise level in cruise 10 db higher than the Hamilton-Standard 

noise goal, resulting in a larger acoustic treatment weight penalty, ,and an increase in drag due to the 

effect of the propeller slipstream on the wing aerodynamics. These are two of the critical technology 
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areas that are currently being investigated experimentally. 

In comparing the energy eff~~ency of current aircraft, modified versions ot these aircratt, new 

near-term aircraft using current technology, and the Lockheed propfan aircraft (CL-1320), the 

improvement potential is very encouraging (Figure 20). Compared with the DC8-61 for a 1000 n.mi. stage 

length; a short-body DC-10 derivative could save 26% in fuel and provide an energy efficiency 

improvement of 35% in seat-miles per gallon; a new near-term aircraft using current technology but 

designed for minimum DOC 1~ith 60c;:/gallon fuel cou-ld save 39% in fuel and provide a 64% improvement in 

seat-miles per gallon; a new advanced technology propfan aircraft could save 52% in fuel and provide 

a 108% improvement in seat-miles per gallon. 

Fuel Efficiency Trends 

The preceding discussion has presented several alternatives for increasing air transportation 

energy efficiency. The relative attractiveness of these alternatives is a question of timing and 

economics. The potential improvement over time is very high (Figure 21). In the near-term, extending 

from 1972 to 1980, energy efficiency improvements will require strenuous attention to the individually 

small improvements possible with increased load factor, increased seating density, fuel conservative 

flight procedures, and the gradual replacement of older aircraft with current production types. The 

airlines have already accomplished a lot in this direction. As a result, the energy efficiency of the 

U.S. scheduled airlines has risen from 17.5 passenger-miles per gallon in 1973 to 20.7 in 1976. The 

airlines actually used 800 million gallons less fuel in 1976 than in 1973, while carrying 21 million 

more passengers. from 19~ to 1985, the introduction of modifications and derivatives of current 

aircraft can provide continuing increases in efficiency. And, beyond 1985, sufficient advanced 

technology should be available to justify the deveillpment costs of completely new aircraft. By the end 

of the century, the energy efficiency of air transportation may be twice what it is today. Regardless 

of whether petroleum derived fuels are still being used, the fuel will undoubtedly be high priced and 

precious •. and these efficiency improvements will be required. 

NASA AIRCRAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM 

In order to accelerate the development of advanced technology for future aircraft energy efficiency 

improvements, NASA has embarked on a comprehensive ten-year research program. This research program, 

now nicknamed ACEE, \~as formulated during 1975 by a NASA task force working closely with the aircraft 

and engine manufacturers, the airlines, and other government agencies. The resulting ACEE program 

·involves research in six major technical areas (Figure 22) encompassing propulsion, aerodynamics, and 
I 

structures. In the propulsion area there is research in three technical areas: Engine Component 

Improvements, Energy Efficient Engine, and Advanced Turboprops. 
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Engine Component Improvement 

Research in this area is directed at developing improved te.chnology that can be in rorporated 

quickly into new production versions of the current JT8D, JT9D, and CF6 engine types (Figure 23). 

Specifica·lly, this research is aimed at reducing the performance deterioration that occurs with time 

.and develo?ing fuel-saving component modifications that will be cost effective for new production 

engines. Engine performance deterioration has become a more severe problem with the newer high bypass 

ratio engines and currently amounts to a 3% to 8% increase in thrust specific fuel consumption with 

time. Although some of this deterioration is recovered during engine repair, a large fraction is not. 

Some of the sources of this deterioration are fan nicks, compressor tip wear, warped combustors, seal 

leakages, and eroded turbine blades. Engine diagnostic testing of selected new and used engines during 

ground and flight operation is being used extensively to identify the major reasons for this 

deterioration and possible methods for improvement. In order to develop im~roved components that are 

cost-effective for new production versions of the current engines, detailed technical and economic 

analyses are being conducted on potential candidates. These candidates include abradable seals, 

improved turbine blade designs, materials and coatings, active tip clearance control, and exhaust 

nozzle mixers. The Engine Component Improvement goal is a near-term 5% fuel saving relative to the 

respective current engines. 

Energy Efficiency Engine 

For the far term, research is being conducted to provide the technology for significant 

improvements in energy efficiency for future turbofan engines. Several turbofan engine concepts 

incorporating the most advanced engine components are being examined under contracts with the major 

large engine manufacturers. Preliminary studies have identified two promising candidate engine concepts 

(Figure 24). One involves a separate flow eng~ne with a direct-driven fan and a metal nacelle; the 

other is a mixed flow engine with a gear-driven fan and a composite nacelle. Both concepts require 

a more efficient cycle, improved component aerodynamics, active clearance control, a composite fan, 

higher temperature materials, and better seals. Research in these concepts will begin with component 

development and testing. Next, the core system will begin with component development and testing. 

Next, the core system components will be assembled and tested. Finally, the fan, low pressure combustor, 

low pressure turbine, and exhaust nozzle will be assembled and matched to the core to evaluate the 

performance of the complete engine. The Energy Efficient Engine goal is a far-term 10 to 15% fuel 

saving relative to today's high bypass ratio turbofans. 

Advanced Turboprops 

The potential improvements that have been identified for advanced turboprops were discussed 
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previously. Research is c urrently und erway in the crit i cal technology areas of propeller efficiency, 

propeller noise and fuselage noise a tt enuation , airframe/engine integration, and propeller and gearbox 

m~ntenance . The future phases (Figure 25) of the Advanced Turboprop Program involve structures 

and component design and integration, an experimen t al engine , and a turboprop system flight test. 

The Advanced Turboprop's goal is a mid-far t erm fuel saving of 15 t o 20% relative to comparable 

technology turbofans . 

Energy Efficient Transport 

In the aerodynamics a rea there is r esea r ch in t\vO t echnical areas: Energy Eff i cient Transport and 

Laminar Flmv Control. The Energy Efficient Transport research is aimed at the development of advanced 

aerodynamics and active controls technology for application to derivative and new transport a ircraft . 

SpeLifl~ally, this r esearch (Figur e 26) invo l ves the t echnology for new, high aspect ratio, 

supercritical wings, winglets, engine/airframe integration, high-lift devices, digital avi onics , and 

active controls for stability a ugmenta tion and gust/maneuver load control. Research is a lso being 

conducted under a joint NASA/industry progr am t o investigate selected concepts for improving the 

energy eff iciency of the derivatives of current transports or new transports. The Energy Efficient 

Transport goa l is a near-far term fuel saving of 15 to 20% relative to today 's wide-body transports. 

Laminar Flow Control 

This research is aimed at the l a r gP rPrl•Jctions in aircraft JLd~ Lhar: may be obtained by 

maintain1ng smooth, or laminar, flow over the wing a nd t a il surfaces . Previous experiments in the 

1960's with the USAF/Northrop X-21A a irpla ne demo uo; Lra ted that l aminar flow control could be maintained 

by using a suction system to prevent bounrl ary l ayer buildup and the transition to turbulent f l ow . 

However, this research progr am was termina ted without the successful demonstration of full operational 

practica lity. The ACEE Laminar Flow Control Progr am (Figure 27) involves the development and 

demonstration of a practical system. This development requires researc h on surface contamination, 

surface configuration , sucliun distribution, manufacturing, propulsion/suction system design, and 

airfoil and wing design . The Laminar Flow Control goal is a far-term fuel saving of 20 to 40% relative 

to conventional aircraft. 

Composite Primary Aircraft Structures 

The r~maining resea rch area in the ACEE program is advanced composite aircraft structure . 

Composite structure is composed of filaments of boron or graphite a rra nged in an epoxy, polyimide, or 

metal ma~rix. The resulting material is light with high strength and may ~ruvide substantial reductions 

in the structural weight of future aircraft. Although composit e structure is currently being used 

extensively in high performance military aircra f t and to a very small extent in some transport aircraft 
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secondary structure, the current experience is insufficient for a manufacturer commitment to primary 

structure on the next generation of commercial transports. The NASA research program (Figure 28) 

includes the design , development, cert ification, and flight service of three composite secondary 

structural components (DC-10 rudder, L-1011 ver tical fin, B-737 horizontal tail, and DC-10 vertical 

fin), and a wing. The experience gained by all three major transport manufacturers on these components 

should provide a much firmer basis for the expanded use of composite ma terial in future transport 

aircraft. The Composite Primary Aircraft Structures goal is a mid-far term fuel saving of 10 to 15% 

relative to aircraft with conventional aluminum structure. 

Potential ACEE Fuel Savings 

The timing of the research in the six technical areas of the AGEE Program spans a period of ten 

yean; (Figure L':J) . ln the near term, energy efficiency improvements will be obtained from the Engine 

Component Improvement and Energy Efficient Transport por:ions of the pro gram. In the far term, major 

energy efficiency improvements should be available from all the research areas . An indication of the 

potential fuel savings that may be possible with the technology developments resulting from the AGEE 

program can be obtained by examining the possible applications. 

To make this analysis, let us assume a conservat ive 4% growth rate per year in airline revenue 

passenger ~;les (RPM). Withou t the AGEE program, if this demand is met by the current aircraft types 

(two-engine, narrow-body, 2ENGNB, · etc.) and sQme: derivatiVPfi, thP f11P.l usage could bo expected to 

almost parallel the demand growth (Figure 30). However, i f the technology derived from the AGEE 

program is applied in a reasonable manner when it is available, there are many more derivative and new 

aircraft opportunities (Figure 31). By including several of these t echnologies, far-term new a ircraft 

fuel savings of 50% appear ach i evable ; With the same 4% RPM growth rates, the introduction of these 

aircraft could substantially reduce the expected increase in fuel usage (Figure 32). By itself, the 

AGEE program's fuel savings will not appear until after 1985, but will be substantial from 1985 

thereafter (Figure 33). By the year 2005 (Figure 34), the yearly fuel savings could amoun t to almost 

250 million barrels or 10 billion gallons per year--equal to the current level of consumption. The 

cumulative fuel savings from 1985 to 2005 could amount to 2 billion barrels or 84 billion ga llons. At 

a fuel price of 30c/gallon this would be equivalent to 25 billion dollars. Even if this simplified 

analysis is not entirely accurate , the trend is clear--the fuel saving would be substantial for the 

AGEE Program research investment of about 500 million dollars over the next ten years . 

The fuel savings shown in this analysis and the air transportation ener gy efficiency imprnvPments 

identified in the RECAT studies are in agreement . The teclnwlugy opportunities are both challenging 

and exciting . 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Mr. Louis William's presentation, "Air Transportation Energy 

Efficiency." This discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the audience and answers 

from Mr. Louis Williams. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Give a good definition of active controls. 

Conventional aircraft controls are surfaces that are moved by the pilot to control the 
direction of flight (elevator for pitch, rudder for yaw, ailerons and spoilers for roll). 
With active controls, acceleration or altitude sensors are added to also move the controls 
automatically in a manner to relieve the structural loads on the aircraft or allow the use 
of smaller stabilizing surfaces. The most common application of active controls are for 
longitudinal or lateral stability augmentation and gust or maneuver load alleviation. 

For longitudinal stability augmentation the elevator or horizontal stabilizer is moved 
automatically to provide the same stability while allowing the tail size to be reduced. 
The smaller tail is beneficial because of its lighter weight and lower aerodynamic drag. 
For gust and maneuv·er load alleviation, the spoilers and ailerons on the wing are moved 
automatically to alter the wing lift distribution and reduce the wing bending moments. 
This allows reductions in the aircraft structural weight. 

Compare projected acoustic "footprint" of advanced turboprop at takeoff to comparable 
footprints for Boeing 747 and Concorde. 

At this time in the advanced turboprop aircraft research program it is premature to make 
detailed noise footprint comparisons with these current aircraft types. However, all indi
cations are that the advanced turboprop aircraft should be a good neighbor. The propeller 
tip speeds during takeoff and landing are comparable to today's turboprop powered aircraft 
and increasing the number of propeller blades should make the noise more acceptable. The 
EPNL noise levels at the FAR Part 36 noise measuring locations are estimated to be com
parable to the newest widebody transports (DC-10, L-1011, A300) at the takeoff and sideline 
locations and some 5 to 10 EPNdB lower at the approach location. 

Compare projected emission characteristics of advanced engines to characteristics of 
existing engines. 

Because improved energy efficiency is the major goal of the AGEE program, the specific 
fuel consumption (sfc) of the advanced engines will be reduced. If all the other engine 
design parameters were equal, the total emissions would then be reduced. However, in order 
to achieve these sfc improvements the advanced engines will operate at higher temperatures 
and pressures. While this is not a concern for carbon monoxide (CO) and unburned hydro
carbon (HC) emissions, it does increase the forma.tion of nitrogen oxides (NOX). 

Because of this concern, research is currently in progress on advanced combustor concepts 
involving pre-mixing, pre-vaporization, or catalytic combustion to significantly reduce the 
NOX formation. 

What are the relative advantages/disadvantages of the naptha based aviation fuels as 
opposed to the kerosine based fuels? What mix of fuel consumption would you anticipate 
by years 1980, 1990 and 2000? 

Research is currently in progress to evaluate the use of broader spec·ification or alterna
tive fuels for aircraft engines. One of the design goals for the advanced turbofan engines 
being investigated in the AGEE program is to allow the use of these broader specification 
fuels. At this time this researdt i~> not complete and a definitive answer to this question 
is not possible. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

lfhat is the energy efficiency in terms of BTU/passenger trip for the various modes? 

Comparisons of the energy efficiency of the various travel modes are highly dependent on 
the individual location, the passenger load factor, and the particular vehicles being 
compared. In general, it is pr~tty hard to beat the energy efficiency of a sailboat or a 
balloon, but these travel modes are not always available. Seriously, many general com
parisons have been made and I would recommend reviewing these comparisons. One such com
parison is given in a paper entitled "Air Transportation Energy Consumption: Yesterday, 
Today and Tomorrow," by A. C. Mascy and L. J. Williams (AIAA paper 75-319), presented in 
Washington, D. C. on February 24-26, 1975. 

What makes laminar-flow control more promising than it appeared to be a number of years ago? 

Flight experiments with the USAF/Northrop X-21A airplane in the early 1960's demonstrated 
the technical feasibility of maintaining laminar flow using suction on the wing surface. 
However, this program was terminated before demonstration of an operationally practical 
system had been achieved. Recent developments in lightweight composite and metallic struc
turco coupled with improved fabrication techniques, surface coatings, suction system, and 
greatly expanded computer analysis capability warrant a reevaluation of laminar flow con
trol. Considering the large potential fuel savings that laminar flow control offers, 
research to achieve a practical system cannot be neglected. As with all the ACEE program 
research elements, there are decision points all along the way to insure that continued 
research is appropriate. 

In terms of operational change, has consideration been given to the elimination of first 
class seats and replacing them-with economy class seats? Likewise, can certain bulk
heads be removed to increase the number of seats? Lastly, has consideration been given 
to improving load factors? What are the reasons for low load factors? What are the 
possible solutions to the load factor problem? 

In the RECAT study considerable attention was given to the aircraft seating configurations 
in order to place all the aircraft, modification and·derivative alternatives, and new 
aircraft fuel and cost performance on a common basis. There are many practical considera
tions involved in the seating configurations of current aircraft that limit the flexibility 
of changes. These include the galley and lavatory locations, emergency exit locations, and 
the requirement for garment storage areas. For more ·information on specific aircraft, I 
recommend the United Air Lines RECAT study report, NASA CR-137891, listed as reference 11 
in my paper. 

The airlines are always trying to improve their load factors. The higher the load factor 
the larger the profit. Actually, the U. S. scheduled airlines have the highest passenger 
load factor of all intercity passenger modes. Because of route network and scheduling 
considerations and the variations in demand by time of day, day of the week and season, 
it is very difficult to increase the passenger load factors very much without a substantial 
shift in the availability and convenience of scheduled service at peak times or on highly 
traveled routes. Striving for higher load factors is admirable but the potential improve
ments are limited and the reduction in level-of-service may be severe. 

Has any consideration been given to the cost-effectiveness or cost-benefit of the hardware 
alternatives you are pursuing, such as laminar flow systems and major composite structures? 

The cost-effectiveness of the ACEE research program elements is a stated goal. It is 
recognized that unless the fuel saving technology also yields a reduction in operating cost 
it is highly unlikely that it will be used. As additional data are obtained from each of 
these research programs the cost-effectiveness is reevaluated and decisions regarding 
continued research emphasis will be made. 

Do you believe that NASA is adequately funding the effort to improve the energy efficiency 
of the U. S. air transport system? 

Within the current funding levels I feel the research emphasis is correct and the funding 
is adequate. As the research program frogresses there may be opportunities where increased 
levels of effort may allow earlier acquisition of the technology and reaping of the energy 
efficiency benefits. These assessments will be made as the current research results unfold 
and future recommendations regarding funding levels will then be made. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

What part does the cargo load factor have on the energy effi.iciency of the passenger/cargo 
aircraft? 

This is a very difficult question in that it addresses the combination of two energy 
efficiency measures--passenger miles per gallon and cargo.ton miles per gallon. While each 
of these efficiencies is well documented. for the current passenger and cargo aircraft, a 
reasonable parameter combining each has not been determined. Even if we limit the question 
to the impact of carrying increased cargo on the reduction of the energy efficiency for the 
passengers carried, the results are highly dependent on the route, the trip length, the 
particular aircraft, the passenger load factor, and the amount and density of the cargo. 
At the risk of seeming to avoid answering the question, it is not possible to do the 
question justice at this time without much more investigation. 
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THE ENERGY EFFICIENCY OF URBAN TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper evaluates the energy consumption and efficiency of urban automobile, bus, rail rapid, 

light rail and Automated Guideway Transit (AGT) modes. Initially,transportation profiles are reviewed 

and the portion of total energy used by urban transit systems is identified. This is followed by an 

overview of the energy intensiveness of urban transit systems and the extent that each mode is used 

in the Unitea States. The maJor components of operating and construction energy are listed and evalua

ted for each transit mode. Energy intensiveness estimates are then computed and normalized on the 

basis of recent system lifetime data (in terms of vehicle miles). Energy intensiveness is presented 

in terms of passenger seat miles where the effect of load factors on transit energy efficiency are 

treated parametrically due to the variability in load factor reference data. The energy intensiveness 

·presented for AGT modes reflects data from extensive detailed analyses of AGT systems currently under 

development (e.g., Advanced GRT). Finally, comparisons are made of the energy efficiency of alterna

tive urban transit modes, followed by estimates of energy savings which can be realized as a result 

of modal shifts. 
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E~!ER.GY EFF I C I E~:CY CF UR!:N! TP.N:S IT 'sYSTPns 

INTRODUCTION 

The role of emerging advanced urban transit systems such as Dual Mode, Shuttle Loop Transit (SLT), 

Group Rapid Transit (GRT) and Personalized Rapid Transit (PRT) in the structure of urbanized regions 

of the future is yet to be established. However, the importance of these non-petroleum based transit 

systems will in fact be magnified as petroleum reserves continue to dwindle. Since AGT systems are 

s ti~l embryonic, the critical questions pertaining to service, co!;?t, public acceptance, and energy 

characteristics remain to be answered. The objective of this paper is, therefore, to present the energy 

efficienc;y uf AGT as compared to conventional transit energy intensiveness, and thus provide insight 

to the energy facet of AGT. 

TRANSPORTATION PROFILES 

. Profiles of transportation energy consumption by sector and the operational characteristics of 

alternative transportation modes are presented in this sectio1t. Initially the overall energy situation 

is summarized, followed by specific data relating to urban transit. Data for Automated Guideway Transit 

(AGT) are notincluded in the profiles since these systems are deployed only in major activity centers 

(e.g. the Airtrans at Dallas/Fort Worth Airport). At this time, however, projected operational data 

for AGT systems. as clP.rivPn frnm I?Xiiiting ::tpplicotton::J and ~:ecei1L dlldly~l~, are introduced in the 

portion or the paper which addresses the energy efficiency of conventional and advanced urban trcu1sit 

systems. 

The existing energy situation is summarized in Tables 1 and 2 which list, respectively, the source 

and consumption of energy in the United States for 1975. This is also depicted graphically in the energy 

flow diagram shown in Figure 1. The significant aspects of these data are (a) 46.5 percent of the total 

U.S. energy is derived from petroleum, (b) 53.5 percent (or 17.7 quads) of the petroleum is used for 

Lransportation, (c) 96.7 percent of transportation energy is derived from petroleum and (d) the 

transportation sector's conversion of energy sources to useful energy is the least efficient at 25.1 

per~ent. Table 3 shows the relative conversion efficiencies of the various consuming sectors. 

The transportation energy consumed by each mode of transportation, including intercity and urban 

systems is shown in Table 4. The energy required for public urban transit (excluding the automobile 

and commuter rail) is only 0.06 quads or 0.34 percent of the total transportation energy consumed. The 

energy requirements for each urban transit mode are summarized in Tables 5 and 6. The urban vehicle-miles 

and passenger-miles are shown in Tables 7 anu 8. The intercity vehicle-miles and passenger-mile data are 

shown in Tables 9 and 10. 

Based on the passenger·-mlles of travel for each ground transportation mode the percentage of urban 
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and intercity travel has been computed as shown in Table 11. The energy which is re~uired for urban 

travel versus that required for intercity travel is presented in Table 12. The results of Table 12 

show that 56.7 percent of the total ground passenger transportation energy is used for urban travel. 

As expected, urban automobile transit accounts for 53.3 percent with all the other modes (including 

commuter rail) accounting for only 3.4 percent. Hence, it is apparent that although we are concerned 

with the energy intensiveness and efficiency of urban mass transit modes, the automobile energy 

intensity is of utmost importance. In the subsequent sections the automobile energy intensity and the 

effect of modal shifts from automobile to urban transit, and in particular, AGT will be presented. 

Additional urban and automobile statistics which are of interest are shown in Tables 13, 14, and 

15. 

URBAN TRANSIT ENERGY EFFICIENCY 

Urban transit energy efficiency is based on the energy required for transit operations, and the 

·ridership of each mode. To make valid comparisons between alternative transit modes, it is also necessary 

to determine the construction energy for.the transit vehicles, roadways, and guideways. 

Data pertaining to each of the factors which effect efficiency have traditionally been difficult to 

acquire. This is particularly noticeable with regard to specific information concerning ridership 

specifics such as passenger-miles and load factor. As a result an extensive literature search has 

been required in order to obtain baseline data for the energy efficiency analysis. Fortunately, due to 

recent interest in transportation energy, the data base for all transportation modes is increasing both 

' in volume and accuracy. Hence, the operating and construction energy presented below are a combination 

of previou~ research augmented by and updated with recent results. This combining of sources is 

believed to provide the most comprehensive estimate of the energy characteristics of urban 

transportation currently available. 

pperating Energy 

The operational energy for the petroleum consuming modP.s has been computed by determining the 

vehicle miles of each transit mode, the total petroleum used by each mode, and the BTU energy content 

of the tuel. The conversion factors for the computation of the energy equivalences·as obtained from 

the Handbook of Chemistry and Physics (Reference 11) are presented in Tables 22 and 23. The operating 

energy for transit mo?es which are not petroleum based was computed from vehicle forces, the auxiliary 

energy consumption requirements, and represP.nt~tive driving cycles for each mode. The data were then 

nonualized to obtain the average energy per vehicle mile. The resistive forces and auxilary energy 

requirement•s as derived by Salihi (Reference 5) and Mittal (Reference 12) are: 
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lADLE 11 
GROIJilD liP"Ail 'i-:~··~ I 'IT=-R:-ny PASSt::r;::-~ !;t~vq c:> 

(A) 

lJ.REb:.i lJiliillll IOIAL 
fJJTO:'IOBILE 57.8 ~2.2 100 

RAIL ~.0 55.0 100 

BUS 
<ll 

~7 .5 52.5 100 

l!R.ll&'UiG' I C T=!'j'-'i 

liEAVY RAIL 100 0 100 
LIGIIT RAIL 100 0 100 
TROLLEY 100 0 100 

(2) 
SOIO.O u:J.S 21.2 78.3 100 

(A) BASE.D ON HSSE,GER 111 LE!i fOR EACH ~<;JE 

(1) I.SSUI'\~S ~:! LOA!> FACTOR FOR URHN THVEL: AEHU~PA~t LUNP. 

· (2) ASSUMES E:".U. URBAN A!O RUR.U. LOI.!l FACTORS. 

TABLE 12 
ENERGY PfQ'Jl RED FOR URIWI e,:m HUE=fiTY 

GqOUh'!l PASSI'iiSfR TRAY'! 

~UIOOQBII F 

lill.S. 

EAlL 

PUB! IC URBA'I IP~'iq 

HEAVY RAIL 

LIGHT RAIL 

TROLLEY 

SCHOOl BUS 

TOTALS 

PcRCcHI (ll 

~ 
5.055 

0.053 

0.255 

0.00813 

0.0005-4. 

O.G0036 

56.7 

~~6m~sr 
3.691 

0.0595 

0,32~ 

0 

0 

0 

CL.Uill 

4.108 

~3.3 

-, 

I 
TOW 
rsu'~~> 

8 .7~6 

0.1125 

0.5790 

o.oom 
0.00054 

0.00036 

[hDlli 

9.~89 

100 

j 
I r-·- ---------------------------f------------------------··t 

Llf.Hf Rf\11 

m:uEY 

turORilJS 

TOT f-l.. 

PAiL 

Tru 13 w x 1ffi 
lflPNI ~YSl~' fr\.c;:Lf'EL_ __ 

U975) 
(133'1.7) 

(93.7> 

(55.8) 

(4(8).9) 

<5625.3) 

cdttm:R 
A'lTWD< 

W REFEIIDCE 4 

194 

3.3 

l AVERAGE E l? L~:ioTH 

I ANNUAL I 01°~ :-::~ HOUSEHOLD 

I I :DAILY TP.IPS ;:::r. H:lUSEHOLD 

I-I L[llf.lll Or l:i\,,!.rJ TiliP m 

i 

(A) 

5 Ml LES C~ LESS 

6 IIIL::S - 10 MILES 

11 MIL::5 - 20 MILES 

21 111L.L5 0~ G:\LATEfi 

REFERENCE 3 PA~E 50 

w-••-·••·-----~--· ----··----- •••---,·• ' •· --- ----• • • . ..._ ... ._. ___ , 
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8.~ MILES 

13 00 

3.6 

6li.2 

15.~ 

11.1 

7.~ 

1CO: 



a) Acceleration/Braking Energy (.25 kHh) 
b) Road Energy for Rolling Resistance and 

Aerodynamic d~ag (1.1 kwh/mile) 
c) Auxiliary/Accessory Energy (20 kw) 
d) Notor Efficiency (80%-90%) 
e) Electric Transmission Efficiency (95%) 

The energy values in parentheses are representative values for an automated guideway GRT vehicle 

accelerating to, and cruising at a speed of 35 miles per hour. (Makofski, Reference 7). The road 

energy for a typical AGT rubber tired vehicle is comprised approximately of one third aerodynamic drag, 

and two thirds rolling resistance. 

The driving cycle energy consumption has the following components where the percentages in 

parenthesis are for a typical 7.5 mile GRT trip. 

a) Uwell in Srat:ion 3.07~ 

b) Merge and Accelerate 4.0% 
c) Speed Transitions (3) 7.8% 
d) Cruise 84.0% 
e) Brake to Stop 1.2% 

The operation energy during the driving cycle shows that the cruise segment is the dominating 

element. This is not the case for driving cycles which have shorter trips, or which include a greater 

number of accelerations and speed transitions. Generally, the driving cycles for transportation modes 

using conventional roads (i.e. as compared to dedicated guideways or busways) include extensive speed 

transitions. Research pertaining to the driving cycles associated with conventional vehicular traffic 

flow has been performed by Collins and Epps (Reference 13). However, in the case of automated guideway 

vehicles the operating data base needed to verify a driving cycle model is virtually non existent. 

Therefore, in the computation of operating energy efficiencies for these advanced urban transit modes 

extensive use has been made of simulation results. 

An interesting comparison of the effects of acceleration speed transitions on the various 

transportation modes can be illustrated from the following approximate equation for the acceleration 

energy: 
!i 

E = 1/2 (g) (vf2 - v
0

2) 

where (W) is the vehicle weight, (g) the gravitational constant and (vf ,v
0
), the final and initial speeds. 

A ratio can be constructed for comparisons of the energy required for the modes; i.e. 

Using an average automobile seat weight.of 720 lbs the comparitive acceleration energy for 

alternative transit modes is: 
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Accelerating Energy Ratio(l) 

Mode Maximum( 2 ) Maximum (3 ) 
Seats Load 

.1\utomobile E E 
PRT l.l6E l.l6E 
GRT 1.39E 1. 39E 
SLT 1.81E o.nE 
Heavy Rail l.l2E Q.58E 
Bus 0.55E 0.55E 

(1) The energy ratios are computed for both the 
maximum seating capacity and the maximum load. 

(2) The units are energy per vehicle seat. 

(3) The units are energy per person. 

The data abovearepresented for both the maximum number of vehicle seats and the maximum load. In the 

case of PRT and GRT vehicles the maximum load and the maximum number of seats arP. P.qual. Th:i.s reflects 

the philosophy incorporated in the design of the smaller advanced transit vehicles, namely to provide 

service similar to the automobile (i.e. seats for all passengers) .. On this basis the accelerating 

energy for the SLT, Heavy Rail and Bus modes, which allow standees, tends to be less than the other 

modes. 

The ~cceleration energy ratio computed on the basis of maximum seating capacity is greater than the 

automobile for all modes with the exception of the bus. Although the automobile and bus have lower 

speed transition energy requirements their driving cycles show a large number of such transitions as 

compared to AGT systems. This feature of ACT is attributed to their automated control techniques. 

Therefore, the nature of automobile operations inherently requires greater numbers of speed transitions 

which in turn degrades any inherent energy efficiency due to this component. Buses are similarly 

penalized but only at about one-half the rate of automobiles. 

When the factors influencing the operating energy are combined with their driving cycle 

characteristics, and normalized by vehicle miles, the operating energy estimates appearing in Table 16 

are obtained. The dispersion in the data reflects the differing characteristics of the vehicles 

analyzed and variations in the operating characteristics assumed within each mode. To reduce the 

dispersions between the data the operating energy per seat mile was computed. and is ~resented in Table 

17 and plotted in the scatter diagram of Figure 2. In· all cases the seating capacity of the mode was 

used in lieu of the maximum or crush capacity. The significance of this assumption is lessened 1~hen 

subsequent comparisons are made in terms of the energy efficiency per passenger-mile. That is, the load 

factors used in these comparisons are computed with reference to the maximum available seating rather 

than crush capacity, thus removing the potential conflict in the data analysis. 
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lliJ.QR 
URBAII AUTO 

lilTERC I TY AUTO 

URMil BUS 

11/TERCITY BUS 

(A) HF 

(B) REF 

TABLE 15 

L.JlfiD...EAU.!lRS 

IOTA! SEATS 

4-& 

4-6 
50 

46 

(c) RHERENCE 6 

~ 
U-1.7 (A),Csl 

(A) 
2.0-3.0 

. Ccl 
15 

(A) 
19-23 

~---------------------------------

) 

(a) 
Princeton 

P~T 9554 
(1) 

GRT N/A 

SLT HIA 

(1) 
Aute>nobflo 10,1184 

(14) 
Urban Bus 29548 

Heavy Ra11 52886 
(16) 

l1ght Ra11 N/A 

PRT 1592 

CRT H/A 

SLT N/A 

Aut-.bflo 1814 

Urban Bus 139 

Heavy Ra t1 735 

lfqht R•11 H/A 

Table 16 

Sources Mr.~&fi __ T.r.".".~!.P.J~t'!.~!J !!9 

!_n_~_'JlY. [stlm.l~ 

1 B IUL.:!_,h f c le-mfle) 

:b) (c) 
Aerospdte Johns Hopk 1 ns/ APL 

(2) (1) 
4030-4810 5120 

(6) (1) 
8100 11877/9289 

'(11) 
11000-17000 N/A 

(13) (2) (1) 
11278 8328 116792 

(15) (15) 
18759 30717 

(1~) 
45120-80840 N/A 

H/A N/A 

Table 17 

Urb.!ln Transit Operating Energy Estimates 

(BTU/Scat Hfle) 

Johns Hopkfns/APL 

671-1202 853 

540 '990/774 

440-680 N/A 

(2) (1) 
2256 2028 /2799 

375 614 

627-1122 H/A 

H. A 

See not .. for Table 16 N/A Hot Avaflable 
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Oep 1 oyed/Oeo f 9ned AGT 
Systems & Other Source~ 

(3) (4) (5) 
2940 /7000 /1300 

(8) (9) ( 10) 
11000-14000 /30000 /19600 

( 12) 
23000 

(2) (1) 
5208 /8682 

(d) (d) 

(15) 
38550 

(11) (17) 
30500 -84000 

(18) (18) 
23000 -67000 

Oep loyed/Oes tqned 
AGT & Other Sources 

(3) (4) (5) 
980 /1750 /2lb6 

(8) 
917-1166 I 

( 12) 
595 

(d) (d) 
1301 /1447 

(d) 
771 

(d) (d) 
381 -1050 

(d) (d) 
Z99 -670 

(10) 
/1633 

HOHS FOR 

URBAN TRA.~SIT 01'(RA11NG 

[N[f!LY [STIKAHS 

(a) Reference 9 

(b) Reference 6 

(c) Reference 7 

(d) Reference 2 

(1) 6 SeJts 

(2) 4 S.c.lt~ 

(3) Cab1nctax1 (Germany) 
- 3 Se.ltS 

(4) cvsc (J,pan) 
- 4 seats 

(5) Rohr 1'\onoctlb 
;. 6 se.Hs 
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(1) 12 Seats 

(8) 12 Seats 

(9) Bendix Ouheveyor 
12 Soau 

( 10) Otis/no 
- 12 SetltS 

(11) 25 Set~ts 

(lZ) Atrtrt~ns 
- 16 seated/24 sUnding 

( 13) 5 SL•lltS 

(1() 40 Seats 

(15) 50 Suts 

(16) 12 Suts 

(17) 80 Seats 

(18) 77 Seats 
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The scatter diagram for PRT and GRT reflects the uncertainty associated with these emerging new 
I 

technology systems. Although a Limited amount of actual AGT operating data is available from CVS, 

Cabintaxi and Transpo '72, and from Morgantown, Airtrans and Transpo '72, for GRT/SLT vehicles, the 

lack of an extensive operating energy data base leads to the observed dispersions. For the purposes of 

comparison the PRT systems with characteristics similar to the automobile have been. chosen for analysis. 

The GRT operating energy estimate selected for comparison represents the latest data derived from the 

DOT/UMTA Advanced GRT design studies. 

The results of comparisons of operating energy efficiencies for the urban transportation modes is 

shown in Figure 3. The operating energy per seat mile has been parameterized in terms of load factor 

in order to obtain comparisons on the basis of energy intensiveness per passenger mile. The method of 

comparison has been to show the energy intensiveness of conventional modes (i.e., automobile 1 bus, rail 

rapid) and then relate this to equivalent load factors for the advanced automated guide\vay transit 

modes. The comparison of conventional modes reveals that bus and rail are the least energy intensive 

and the automobile is the most intensive. Since bus transit is petroleum based an equivalent non-

petroleum mode was selected for comparison. These non-petroleum modes are SLT, Rail Rapid and GRT. 

The comparison indicates that if the equivalent energy per passenger mile is to.be maintained on the 

non-petroleum modes the load factors for SLT, Rail Rapid and GRT must be 26%, 30%, and 49%, 
~ 

respectively. The 30% load factor required for rail rapid to get equivalent energy performance is less 

than the 35% currently being achieved by that mode. Since GRT systems are not deployed the load 

factor performance has been obtained from extensive system management simulations. These data show 

load factors·ranging from 40% to 60% as a function of the service level (i.e. demand or schedule). 

As expected the PRT energy efficiency is similar to the automobile since the same type of 

personalized service is provided. Additional comparisons of energy efficiencies for the full range of 

vehicle and operating characteristics are deferred to the next section where the influence of 

construction energy is factored into the comparison. 

Construction Energy 

Comparisons of energy efficiency of urban transportation modes would be incomplete without 

including the energy required for the manufacture of vehicles, roadways and/or guideways. Although 

several rather extensive studies have been completed which estimate the construction energy of 

·transportation systems (M.F. Fels: Reference 10, and C.A. Lave: Reference 14) there is still a 

substantial degree of uncertainty in the construction energy factor. This is due in large part to the 

wide range of manufacturing techniques, variability in expected lifetimes of equipments, and the urban 

implementation requirements associated with the construction of even the same generic types of 
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transportation systems. 

The construction energy estimation approaches also vary substantially in philosophy; that is, from 

studies which estimate the energy based on the discrete elements of the system (Reference 10) to 

approaches which· relate the energy to the system costs (Reference 11). These alternative approaches 

are in substantial agreement for conventional transportation systems (e.g. the bus and automobile). 

However, in the case of newer technologies such as automated guideway systems (e.g. rail rapid, GRT, 

et al) the latter estimation approach is subject to large irregularities. The costs of immature 

technologies do not reflect the fine honed cost-effectiveness found in the selection of material or 

manufacturing techniques of conventional systems. such as the automobile. 

As an example of the improvement in costs which accompany increased volumes, reference is made to. 

the learning curve effect which manufacturers associate with increasing production runs. This curve 

is shown in Figure 4 and uses a seventy-five percentile factor up to a particular production run level 

rod then switches to a ninety percentile factor. It is evident that t:h~ costs of new technology 

decrease drastically during the early phases and that estimates made on the basis of cost are not 

necessarily indicative of the true situation. 

On the basis of the construction energy estimates in the literature the range of vehicle and 

guideway e~ergy requirements were tabulated per vehicle mile as sho1vn in Table 19. The energy data 

presented in the table were calculated from the total construction energy and the lifetime vehicle miles 

associated with the use of the element (i.e. vehicle or guinewRy). In the case of the guideway elements 

the construction energy per vehicle mile, as contRinen in Reference 10 and adjusted by alternative 

lifetime assumptions, was used. The vehicle construction energy incorporates reference data to 

determine the miles a v~hicle can be expected to accumulate during it.s lifetime. 

Using data from Reference 10 on the annual vehicle mileage and number of vehicles in service, 

lifetimes of l,POO,OOO; 1,500,000; and 1,000~00; miles per vehicle were obtained·for buses, heavy 

rail, and light rail, respectively. The automobile vehicle lifetime was determined on the basis of 

Reference 2 which lists 95% of the automobiles as being 13 years old or less. Using data on the 

average annual mileage per automobile from Reference 3 results in an automobile vehicle lifetime of 

125,000 miles. Since the construction energy for a subcompact is substantially different than for a 

standard size car, the percentages of each were compute·d from Reference 4 data finn used to prorate the 

construction energy. The data indicated that 13% of the automobiles are subcompacts, with 87% being 

compact and larger sizes. 

The GRT vehicle mileage lifetime estimate was based on simulation data for a typical automated 

guideway network. Thi~ yielded a GRT vehicle lifetime which ranged from 475,000 to 1,500,000 miles. 
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Accordingly, the vehicle construction energy data in the table reflects this range of variation. The 

PRT lifetime mileage was taken as 1,000,000 miles and the SLT was assumed equal to that of GRT. 

Finally, the construction energy was converted to BTU/seat-mile using the same vehicle characteristics 

as for Table 17. 

The vehicle construction energy on the basis of seat miles shows that the least energy intensive 

modes are those which are designed to carry the largest number of passengers. The small personalized 

nature of the automobile and PRT results in larger construction energy requirements for these vehioles. 

The guideway construction energy for all the modes is generally less than that required for vehicles, 

and in comparison to the operating energy (Table 17) is essentially negligible. 

Total Energy 

Combining the results for the operating and construction energy leads to the overall energy 

intensiveness presented in Table 21. In order to provide as broad a base as possible for the comparison 

of the energy efficiency of urban transit modes the full range of energy requirements is presented. 

The range is a result of both variations in the characteristics of the yehicles in each category and 

uncertainties introduced by the estimation,process. However, from the data it can be unequivocally 

stated that the operating energy is the dominant factor in the urban energy efficiency calculations. 

With the exception of SLT and Light Rail, the operating energy for the modes is 88% of the total or 

h:i.gher .. SLT ond Light Rd.i.l. a1·e 83/; to 81% ot the total energy, respectively. Therefore, the key to 

the energy efficiency of urban transit is to improve the operational characteristics of each mode. 

This aspe~t is discussed in the next section where the effects of load factor for each mode are treated 

pa-rametrically. 

TABLE 21 

Total Energy (Operating Plus Construction) 

(BTU/Seat-mile) 
Total 

oeerating Construction Low Hig:h 

PRT 671-2166 113.7 784.7 2280 
GRT 540-1633 71-120 611 1753 
SLT 440-680 89-138 529 818 
Automobile 1302-2256 193 1495 2449 
Urban Bus 375-771 31-103 406 874 
Heavy Rail 361-1050 52-145 433 1195 
Light Rail 299-870 61-202 360 1072 

Parametri~ Analysis 

The total energy intensiveness data in the previous sections have been derived on the basis of 

seat miles. Since urban transit modes operate at average load factors significantly less than full 
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Table 20 

Construction Energt: 

{BllJlSeat-mlle) 

(a) 
~ Guldew11y 

Construction Energy 
Illi.! 

PRT lOB 
(a) 

5.7 113.7 

(p) 
GKI ol-111 0.~ /0,6 110.i 

(I) (I) 
SLT 62-111 21 89-138 

(b) 
Autcrnobtle 116 l1 193 

(a) (b) 
Urban Bus 23.9 -65.7 6.8 30.7-103.2 

(a) (b) 
Heavy Ratl 18.9 -112 33.2 52.1-145.2 

(a) (b) (3) 
light Rail 20.6 -169 33 61.6-201 

!b
'l! Reference 9 

Reference b 
Assumes 25 ieats oer vehicle 

N/A Not Avlllhble 

(p) Preliminary: b.'lsed on sfmuhtfon d11t 
(2

3
) A))UIIt'd to bl! the Jllme OJ GIH 

( ) Assumed the )alfl!! tl) Hl:'llvy' Roil 

A11! hr.H It r 
lllturuitll'll'• 
~Uit· hI tu"'l n(lll\ 

lf9n1tC' 

N.Hur<"~_U~~ (per cubic ft) 

Ory 
W~l 

Ll,ul~ (Ao9) 

ncc.t•i®_ 

1 k f1 ow at t hour 

PP.troleu~n (per b.'lrrel) 

Crude otl 
R€'sfdu.\l fuel o11 
01st111.:tte fuel on 
c.,~olfne (incl. avtatton gas) 
Jet fuel (Kcro:;cne) 
Jet fuel (kaphto) 
Kerosene 

I gram fhs toned U-235 

TABLE 22 

~4tu 

7~1.4 A 10(1 
;'(,.i' )II 1(1(, 

19.0 X 10(, 
13.4 X 106 

I ,031 
I, 10.1 
4.1nn 

3,(13 

5.60 X lOG 
6.29 X 106 
5.83 X 106 
5.25 X 106 
5.6/ X 106 
5.36 X 106 
5.67 X 106 

HOOO 
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Table 19 

Constructton Energy 

( Btu/Vch-mlle) 

(o) 
Veh1c les Guideway 

(a) 
PRT 640 34 

l43-1332(p) 
(l) 

101 GRT 

(I) 
SLT N/A 680 

(b) 
Autcrnobtle 1056 102 

(a) (2) 
Urban Bus 955 -2629 273 

(•) (2) 
Heavy Rat 1 1356 -80/4 2388 

(2) (2) 
light Roll ?IQQ -IJ010 N/A 

Reference 3 !~'! Refe.-ence 9 

l.sttmated frMI simulation tldlo.t 

(1) EHimllt.Pd fran Refere~ce (.'1) data 
(2) [stfm.'lted fran Vehicle Usage dllta 

In Reference 2 

A1cnhnl 

Crude Ull te){as 

c., 011 

C.l:;ol ine 

Fuel Oil 

Furn.:~ce Ofl 

Kerosene 

Propane 

tUA: Ut~ta No\ Av3t1ab1~ 

j 
TABL[ 2J 

rluf.~~ 1~'~.'~~ 

111 .. 'o fi r. lf~ 

I'J.&I.U ],]'lfl 

1noo 7.1-S"' 

207~0 6.151 

19l/6 7 .4~8 

19025 7.461 

19810 6.821 
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loads, it is nP.cessary to incorporate this effect prior to performing comparisons of energy efficiency. 

Due to the variability of load factor data the energy intensiveness based on load factors is treated 

parametric.ally. In the comparison the ranges of load tactors which are traditionally experien a:d i.n 

each mode are indicated. In addition, the comparisons are performed for both the high and low energy 

estimates which were previously developed. A tertiary consideration has been to make the comparisons 

on the basis of established modes vis-a-vis emerging automated guideway trau::;it modes. Alco the 

comparisons are made in terms of the load factors that AGT modes must achieve in order Lu provide the 

same energy intensiveness as conv~ntional modes. 

First the urban bus energy efficiency was compared with that of the SLT and GRT modes. This 

particular comparison was selected since the SLT and GRT modes are capable of providing service to 

passengers which is equivalent ·to, or better than bus service. The GRT and SLT vehicles have 

capacities in the range of 12.to 40 persona, wherea::; Lite LypiLdl urban bu~ ~·~r~ ~n Hnrl h~s a c~ush 

load of 75 persons. 

Fie;nres 5 and 6, show the parametric variations of energy intensity in BTUc per passene;P.r mile 

versus load factor for both the high and low bus, GRT, and SLT estimates. Generally the energy 

intensity of CRT and SLT :!.~ greater than the bus due to the personalized nature of the service these AGT 

modes provide (i.e. fewer seats per vehicle). The best data to date for bus load factors indicate that 

the average bus occupancy is between 20% and 30%. The reader is cautioned, however, that these data arc 

not fully documented, nor is it certain that deadheading is included in these load factors. As a· result 

the bus load factors should be considered as an optimistic estimate. On this basi::; the GRT modes must 

achieve load factors of :JO% to 44% (low range) and 40% to S!l% (hie;h r11nge) iu order to provide the same 

energy intensiveness as buses at 20% to 30% loads. 

Using a representative Rail Rapid load ·factor of 35% results in a GRT load factor requirement of 

50% in order to provide the same energy intensity. To :f.J lustrale Line energy cfficiww;y nf llAi l Rapid 

and GRT, as compared to the automobile, a comparison was also made with tti~ autumuulle. Fut' the l0\1 

range estimates the automobile cannot compete with either GRT or Rail Rapid. At the higher range, the 

automobile would have to achieve an average load of 70% or an average of 4.2 persons per automobile. 

The last comparison of the e~ergy intensiveness involved the automobile and the_PRT vehicle 

(Figure 9). In the low range estimates the energy intensiveness of the PRT vehicle is approximately 40% 

less than the automobile. At the high range the energy intensiveness of each mode is'about equal. 

Finally, the energy intensiveness of both PRT and automobile modes is higher than the respective low and 

high ranges of the other modes. This again is due to the personalized nature of the service provided by 

these modes as compared to the mass transit modes. 
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Conclusions 

The parametric data relating the energy intensiveness of urban transportation modes to the load 

factor shows that each mode is operating at an efficiency level of about 30%. Since this region is 

approximately at the knee of the curves, substantial improvements can be achieved with improved load 

factors. That is, increasing the load factor of any mode (i.e. the automobile) accounts for about 99% 

of the urban travel and uses approximately 94% of the urban passP.ng~r travel energy (i.e. 5.055 quads). 

Thus, if the automobile urban travel was shifted to one of the mass transit modes, and simultaneously 

the mass transit load factor efficiency increased to about 60%, the urban energy requirements would be 

reduced to about 25% of the current l~vel (i.e. 1.26 quads). This equates to an energy reduction of 

about 3.79 quads and represents a 20% savings in the total energy consumed for transportation. If in 

addition to this the shift was from automobile to one of the electrified transit modes this savings 

would be totally reflected in reduced petroleum consumption. That is, an approximate 11% reduction 

in total petroleum requirements or a 30% reduction in oil import requirements. 

Although a modal shift from the automobile to urban public transit can result in significant energy 

savings the capital costs and schedule·feasibility of such a shift remain to be evaluated. For 

example, currently the total urban transit vehicle miles are less than 1% of those of the automobile. 

In order to accommodate such a modal shift the fleet of public urban vehicles would have to increase 

about seven fold (assuming an increase in load factor to about 60%). This corresponds to an increase 

in the urban transit fleet of about 3.5 million vehicles. Thus, a substantial amount of time and 

capital would be required to effect such·a shift. 
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QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Hr. H. Lee Tucker's presentation, "The Energy Efficiency of 

Urban Transit Systems." This discussion is reported below in the form of questions from the audience 

and answers from Hr. H. Lee Tucker. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

To what degree do you feel we can use your finding versus doing site specific analysis 
even tf all the data are not reRnily RvRilAhlP? 

The data presented in the paper are representative of the range of energy efficiency (both 
operating and·construction) for each urban transit mode and is generally applicable to all 
sites. However, if the duty cycles are known for a specific site, then the range of energy 
efficiencies can be narrowed. 

Why was operating energy related to stations and maintenance facilities, as well as guide
way heating for AGT not included? 

The energy for facilities and guideway heating was not included for AGT because these 
energy components were not included for the other modes and equivalent comparisons were 
desired. 

m1y use B.T.U./vehicle mile or B.T.U./seat mile for coP-struction, the use of energymile of 
structure, and/or trip may be better for future use? 

The energy for mile structure is important; however, the comparison of energy efficiency 
for urban transit modes must be made on the basis of the number of people moved. Hence, 
the construction energy must be prorated according to the B.T.U./seat miles and B.T.U./ 
p~ssenger miles. 

What exactly is meant by sector conversion efficiencies on Table 3, and how were th~ 
efficiencies tabulated for each sector? . 

The sector conversion efficiencies refer the amount of usable energy available after losses 
(e.g., transmission losses, heat losses). The sector conversion efficiencies are computed 
by comparing the total input energy (B.T.U.'s) with the total output energy (B.T.U. 's) for 
each major section. 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

How will the potential improvements in efficiency of each of these modes affect the 
comparisons? 

The results of improvements in the energy efficiency of each mode cannot be included in 
the comparisons until the specifics of the improvements are precisely known. However, 
improvements which improve load factors can be determined from the parametric data in 
Figures 5 through 9 of the paper. 

What policy options does your study provide for the Administrator, UMTA? 

The paper is not a policy paper and presents only the relative energy efficiencies of 
alternative transportation modes which is but one factor in policy decisions. Additional 
factors such as capitalization requirements, service levels, implementation requirements, 
and local issues are typical of other factors which are assessed in policy decisions. 
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PRESIDENT CARTER'S AUTOMOBILE RELATED ENERGY CONSERVATION PROPOSALS 

ABSTRACT 

·This paper describes in a quantitative manner, the impact of President Carter's Automobile 

Related Energy Conservation Proposals upon gasoline savings. The energy conservation proposals are 

directed towards: encouraging the manufacture and purchase of cars that are more fuel efficient 

through a system of taxes and rebates that would make more efficient cars cheaper and less efficient 

cars more expensive for the buyer; encouraging people to drive fewer miles by imposing taxes that would 

raise the price of gasoline. The study concludes that the gas guzzler excise taxes would have the 

largest effect on fuel consumption. At the same time, its effect on total car sale~ should be rela

tively minor, reaching a maximum reduction of about 280,000 new cars sold in 1985. As a whole, the 

President's proposals would reduce gasoline consumption by about 55,000 and 305,000 barrels per day in 

1980 and 1985, respectively. Vehicle miles shall be reduced by 0.8 percent in 1980 and 2.3 percent in 

1985 relative to present policy. The paper also includes details on the methodology utilized for 

estimating auto demand. 
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"PRESIDENT CARTER'S AUTOJVOBILE RELATED ENERGY CONSERVATION PROPOSALS" 

The automobile-related provisions of the President's energy proposals are aimed at reducing gasoline 

consumption 10 percent below current levels by 1985. The plan is to: 

• encourage the manufacture and purchase of car,s that are more fuel-efficient 
through a system of taxes and rebates that would make more efficient cars 
cheaper and less efficient cars more expensive for the buyer; 

• encourage people to drive fewer miles by imposing taxes that would raise the 
price of gasoline. 

CBO* analysis indicates that the President's proposals--combined with fuel-efficiency regulations 

already on the books--would indeed cut gasoline consumption but probably by no more than 5 percent 

below current levels by 1985. 

The goal of 10 percent reduction in gasoline consumption by 1985 is ambitious, considering that motor 

gasoline consumption increased an average of 4.5 percent per year between 1965 and 1975. Legislation 

already on the books, however, as well as the delayed effects of post-embargo gasoline price increases, 

will slow future increases in gasoline consumption even if no further steps are taken. This slowing 

will take place as auto manufacturers adjust to higher fuel prices and to existing energy legislation 

by producing cars with improved fuel economy. It will become evident in national gasoline consumption 

when, during the next decade, these new fuel-efficient vehicles are phased in and the nation's auto 

fleel a:; a whule rl:!fll:!c.: t~ ~ubst:ant:ially up gra:led fuel economy. 

·cBO projections presented later in this report indicate that, because of improvements in auto 

fuel economy anticipated under present policy, the gasoline cost per mile of driving an automobile in 

1985 will be 18 percent lower than it is now. Because of reduced fuel costs per mile and increased 

affluence, the number of vehicle miles of travel per household in 1985 is projected to be over 20 

percent higher than it is now. 

There has been considerable public concern about the adjustments in travel which the American 

people will be forced to make in response to the President's plan. By and large, these adjustments 

are really slowdowns in the rate of the rise of the standards of living between nm~ and 1985. But even 

with the rate slowed, the standard in 1985 would still be higher than it is now. For example, the 

average American family now drives slightly less than 15,000 miles per year. Under the plan, they 

would likely drive 17,000 miles in 1985, which is more than they drive now even though it is less than 

the 18,000 miles they would drive within the plan. Similarly, the cost per mile of fueling cars will be 

lower in 19 ffi under the President's plan than it is prl:!~l:!ntly, although it would still be lower in 

1985 under a continuation of present policy. 

* Congressional Budget Office 
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Three programs in the President's proposals are likely to reduce future automotive gasoline 

consumption. The "gas-guzzler" excise taxes and rebates for new cars appear to offer the greatest fuel 

savings. CBO estimates fuel savings for the gas-guzzler program to li>'e 215,000 barrels a day in 1985 

and 450,000 barrels a day in 1990, savings slightly above those projected by the Administration for this 

program. The crude oil equalization tax would have only minor effects on gasoline consumption, reducing 

it by about 40,000 barrels a day in 1980, 25,000 barrels a day in 1985, and even less·thereafter. The 

standby gasoline tax could eventually lead to significant fuel savings,but CBO expects only moderate 

effects by 1985. The stringent gasoline consumption goals contained in the President's plan are 

projected to trigger the standby gasoline tax from 1982 on, producing additonal.fuel savings of 6J,UUU 

barrels per day in 1985, and 200,000 barrels per day in lY':JU. Taken together, CBO estimates these 

three program elements lead to total gasoline savings, relative to present policy, of 305,000 barrels 

per day in 1985, ~nd 650,000 barrels per day in 1990. 

The greater the fuel savings from other measures, the later the standby gasoline tax will be 

triggered, and consequently, the smaller the savings attributable to the standby tax by 1985. Both 

the extent of diesel usage within the auto and truck fleets and the stringency of fuel-economy standards 

to be set for light trucks under the EPCA will play major roles in determining when the standby tax is 

initially triggered. More diesel usage and more stringent light-duty truck standards could delay 

triggering of the standby gasoline tax from 1982 (as projected by CBO) until 1984. On the otr.er hand 

slower develcpments in these highly uncertain areas could lead to 1985 motor gasoline consumption that 

exceeds the Administration target by anywhere from 400,000 to 740,000 barrels per day. The 

Administration projects lY~S gasoline consu~ption of 350,000 barrels a day above target without 

consideration ot the standby gasoline ta)(. Given the magnitude uf t.:he ulffetettt:es !JeLweeu Llte Li.kely 

outcome and the target projected by both the Administration and CBO, 1985 gasoline consumption is not 

likely to be held beneath the target that will trigger that standby gasoline tax. 

In short, President Carter's program produces sizable gasoline savings--equivalent to about 20 days 

of auto gasoline use in 1985 and 45 days in 1990. The provisions contained in these proposals do not 

appear to be sufficient, hmvever, to meet his goal for 1985 ·gasoline consumption. Cl}O expects 1985 

automobile gasoline consumption under the President's program to be only about 5 percent beneath that 

experienced in 1976, compared with the 10 percent reduction called for by the President. 

Trucks hold the key to narrowing the gap between actual and target gasoline consumption in 1985. 

There is now one truck for every four cars registered in this country, and the number of light-duty 

trucks continues to soar as vans, pick-ups, and recreational vehicles increase in popularity. Because 

of the great variety of trucking equipment and operations, federal programs for trucks can be cumbersome 
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particularly for heavy trucks, and current truck fuel-economy programs lag behind those for automobiles. 

As yet to be specified fuel-economy standards for light-duty trucks ,authorized by the Congress under 

the Energy Policy and Conservation Act, will play a key role in shaping an effective and even-handed 

policy for transportation fuel conservation. 

Proposed Policies 

Three of President Carter's"energy proposals could have particular!~ strong impacts on automobile 

sales, otvnership, use, and fuel consumption: 

• Crude oil provisions (price controls and equalization taxes) that would 
effectively bring domestic crude oil prices up to the world price by 1980 
and that would increase them at the rate of inflation thereafter. 

• Graduated gas-guzzler excise taxes and rebale~ imposed on new cars on the 
basis of their fuel economy. Similar taxes and rebates would be imposed 
on light trucks. 

• A standby gasoline tax of up to 50 cents per gallon, imposed in five-cent 
increments starting in 1979, if actual gasoline consumption exceeds a 
predetermined target level for each year. 

This chapter explores the l~kely automobile-related consequences of these proposals. l/ Before 

examining the effects of the Administration program, each of these auto-related proposals will be 

dummarized and major areas of uncertainty specified. 

Crude Oil Equalization Taxes 

As noted above, the President's proposal includes measures that would levy a tax on domestic crude 

oil to bring its net price up to the prevailing world price by 1980. This would in turn increase the 

price of gasoline at the pump in future years. 

Gas-Guzzler Excise Taxes and Rebates 

The so-called gas-guzzler provisions of the President's program are excise taxes and rebates for 

auto manufacturers 11 based upon the fuel-economy ratings of new cars that they sell. The objective of 

this proposal is to provide an additional incentive to automobile manufacturers to improve the fuel 

economy of their cars and to encourage consumers to purchase vehicles that are fuel-efficient. 

ll The term "automobile" in this report refers to conventional passenger cars and does not include 
light-duty trucks as does the same term in the Administration's proposed energy bill. 

11 The proposed act would require manufacturers to validate that the rebates and taxes had been passed 
along to vehicle purchasers. Inclusion of the tax or rebate as a separate item in computing the 
~Licker price would apparently constitute such valioatfQn. ThP. Ar.t would not prohibit manufacturers 
from raising the price of vehicles nor from passing along the costs of technological changes made 
in order to improve fuel economy. 
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The Energy Policy and Conservation Act of 1975 (EPCA, P.L. 94-163) established a set of gradually 

more stringent new car fuel-economy standards to be implemented between 1978 and 1985. An auto 

manufacturer who does not meet these standards is liable for civil penalties based upon the degree 

to which the average fuel economy on its cars falls short of the standards. On the basis of CBO's 

analysis, it does not appear that the standards and noncompliance penalties built into current law are 

sufficiently strong to induce tull compliance in all future years. I~deed, the analysis presented .. 
later in this chapter indicates that,in the absence of further policy changes relative to auto 

fuel economy and gasoline prices, EPCA standards will yield an average new car fuel economy of only 

23.3 miles per gallon (mpg) in model year 1985, well shnrt nf thP statutory 6tJndard of 27.~ mpe. 

· The gas-guzzler element of the Administration's program is designed to reinforc·e the existing 

standards. As stated eArl fer., the President's propo:::;al calls for imposition oi a set of graduated 

excise taxes and rebates h·Aser.l upon the relative fuel consumption of new vehicles. As prnpnsecl, tax~s 

(in current dollars) would range from $449 for a 12-mpg car to a rebate of up to $473 for a 38-mpg 

car in model year 1978. In 1985, the corresponding figures would be a tax of $2,448 for a 1'2-mpg car 

and a rebate of up to $493 for a 39-mpg car. 

In each future year, the proposed tax/rebate schedule uses the current EPCA miles, per gallon 

standards as the dividing line between those cars subject to taxes and those eligible for rebates (for 

example, 18 mpg for 1978 and 27.5 for 1985). 

The magnitude of taxes and rebates increases throughout the 1978-1985 period; but in any single yPar 

the differences bet1veen tax and rebAte entries are roughly proportional to the fuel saviugs implicit 

in each extra mile per gallon. For example, if cars are assumed to travellO,OOO miles per year, then 

improv1ng a car's tuel economy from 12 to 13 miles per gallon saves 64 gallons of fuel per year. 

Similarly, a simple computation shows that improving a car's fuel economy from 35 mpg to 36 mpg yields 

fuel savings of 8 gallons per year. Thus, the extra fuel savings associated with one mpg improvement 

to the 12 mpg car are about eight times those of a one mpg improvement to the 35 mpg car. The 

Administration tax/reb ate schedule reflects these fuel savings by including large steps in the schedule 

for fuel-economy improvement at the low-mpg end of the table, and small rebate differences for 

improvements toward the high-mpg end. 

Under the proposal, the rebate side of the table would not be specified for future years, however, 

but would be adjusted from year to year so that rebate payments just balance tax collections. That is, 

the net tax collections under the gas-guzzler proposal 1vould be zero. 

One major area of uncertainty in this proposal is the treatment of imported cars. Since imports 

are generally smaller and more fuel efficient than domestic cars, the rebates for them would be 
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substantially larger than for the average domestic car if they are treated on the same basis as domestic 

cars. Thus equal treatment of foreign and domestic cars could be vie~~ed as a substantial subsidy for 

foreign automobile production, while omission of foreign cars from the rebate system could be viewed 

as a trade barrier with effects similar to a tariff. 

The actual rebates for imported cars will be determined through negotiations with individual 

co,untries to "develop equitable rebate agreements." '}_/ The Administration's proposed legislation is 

no more specific, declaring that the agreements with foreign countries " ... shall be designed to assure 

that manufacturers of domestically manufactured automobiles are not disadvantages ... " !:_/ At this 

writing, the exact mechanism of achieving this goal is yet to be specified. 

Another major uncertainty involves the treatment of light trucks. Under the Energy Policy and 

Conservation Act, the Secretary of Transportation is authorized to promulgate efficiency standards for 

trucks with gross vehicle weight ratings of up to 10,000 pounds. Standards for vehicles under 6,000 

pounds (gross vehicle weight) are currently being promulgated·, and the President has directed that the 

Secretary of Transportation begin to set standards on vehicles in the 6,000 pound to 10,000 pound 

(gross vehicle weight) range. These standards, when set, would encourage improved fuel economy of 

light trucks in two ways. First, by establishing a set of fuel-economy standards and noncompliance 

penalties for light trucks; a clear economic and legal signal is given to manufacturers of light trucks· 

to comply with the standard. Second, the standard to be set under the Energy Policy and Conservation 

Act would also serve as the dividing line between light truck taxes and rebates for light trucks under 

the President's energy plan, thus giving light truck manufacturers a reinforcing set of economic 

incentives to meet (and exceed) whatever fuel-economy standard i.s set for them. Together, these 

incentives have the potential to be very effective in conserving fuel in light trucks. It is impossible 

to provide estimates of their effect at this stage, however, since the standards themselves have not 

yet been set by the Secretary of Transportation. 

Standby Gasoline Tax 

Probably the most controversial proposal in the President's energy package is the standby gasoline 

tax. Under this program, at the end of each year starting with 1978, actual nationwide gasoline 

consumption would be compared to the predetermined consumption target. If actual consumption is found 

to exceed the target consumption, a gasoline tax of five cents per gallon would be imposed for each 

full percentage point by which the actual consumption exceeds the target. However, year-to-year changes 

are limited so that the tax never changes by more than five cents from the previous year. If the 

standby tax were to grow at the maximum possible rate under this constraint, the tax could start at 

1/ Executive Office of the President, Office of Energy Policy and Planning, The National Energy Plan, 
1.977, p.38. 

~ The National Energy Act, H.R. 6831, Title II, Part B, Section 1201a. 
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five cents per gallon in 1979 and reach a level of 50 cents per gallon by 1988, in current dollars. 

The proposed target levels of consumption increase from 7.35 million barrels per day in 1978 to 

7.45 million in 1980 and then decline rapidly to 6.6 million barrels per day in 1985 and 6.5 million 

barrels in 1987 (see Table 1). For comparison, actual 1976 gasoline consumption is estimated to b~ 

7.0 million barrels. 

TABLE 1. PROPOSED TARGET LEVELS f'Ul{ NA'l'lUNAL GA:o;Ul.lNt: 
CONSUMPTION, AVERAGE D~ILY CONSUMPTION lN 
MILLION OF BARRELS 

Year ~I Target 

. 

1978 7.35 
1979 7.40 
1~8U 7.4~ 

l98l 7.1!.0 
1982 7.20 
1983 7.00 
1984 6.80 
1985 6.60 
1986 6.55 
1987 and thereafter 6.50 

SOURCE: H.R. 6831, Section 1221c, Title II, Part B. 

~I For 12-month period ending September 30. 

The standby gasoline tax would probably not have any effect until the early 1980's. Fuel-economy 

improvements already in evidence in model year 1977 vehicles as well as anticipated fuel-economy 

improvements between now and 1980 lead to a forecast of auto gasoline consumption that increases from 

1976 to 1978, levels out through 1980, and then declines slightly between 1980 and 1986. Thus, the 

target proposed in the Admin~stration plan appears to r~flect the general shape of the trajectory 

expected for future automobile gasoline consumption. Since the standby gasoline tax would be 

triggered by overall gasoline consumption, however, (not just automobile gasoline consumption) the 

gasoline used for other purposes must be taken into account when analyzing the likelihood that the 

standby gasoline tax would be triggered in aqy given year. 

Trucks are the principal nonautomobile users of gasoline. In 1972 trucks used about 20 percent ot 

the nation's gasoline. Of this, more than half was used by light-duty trucks such as pick-ups, vans, 

and recreational vehicles. Light-duty trucks have been growing in number by more than 5 percent a year 

during the last decade. A continuation of this growth trend would lead to increases in fuel consumption 

that more than offset automobile fuel savings in 1985, as discussed below under the analysis of energy 
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impacts. 

ENERGY H1PACTS 

Options Examined in this Report 

Using an econometric model, 11 forecasts are developed for each of five different policy options. 

These five options represent policy and four combinations of proposals from President Carter's 

proposals. 

Option 1 (Present Policy): 

Present Policy reflects the imposition of the EPCA (although not necessarily assuming 
attainment of the standards contained therein) and assumes that, except for a gradual 
relaxation of price controls, gasoline prices increase at the rate that inflation 
increases. 

Option 2 (Crude Oil Equolizotion Tcx): 

Implementation of the crude oil equalization tax. 

Option 3 (Gas Guzzler): 

Implementation of both the crude oil equalization tax and the new car excise taxes/ 
rebates of the President's package. 

Option 4 (Full Package): 

Implementation of all prov1s1ons within the President's energy package (i.e., crude 
oil equalization tax, gas-guzzler excise taxes and rebates, and the standby gasoline 
tax.) This option assumes that the standby gasoline tax is triggered in each year 
from 1982 to 1991. 

Option 5 (Fully Triggered Tax): 

Implementation of all provisions of the President's energy package, assuming that 
the standby gasoline tax is triggered from 1979 to 1988. This option represents 
the most restrictive outcome possible under the standby gasoline tax and is not 
judged to Le a l.lkely out come. 

Present Policy Forecast for the Auto Sector 

The impacts of President Carter's energy program should be gauged in terms of shifts from what would 

be expected in the absence of his program. In view of changing technology, rising population, and 

increasing affluence, automobile usage and the associated fuel consumption will differ from previous 

usage and consumption. The increase lu gasoline prices of recent years and the existence of the ,. 

standards required by EPCA will also play significant roles in shaping that future. 

Under present ·policy, vehicle miles of travel are expected to increase more rapidly than new car 

sales, fleet size, or use of gasoline by automobiles. Travel growth is projected to average nearly 

3.2 percent per year between 1977 and 1985. The stock of cars is forecast to grow somewhat more slowly, 

21 For details, please refer to Marketing and Mobility, report of a panel of the Interagency Task Force 
on Motor Vehicle Goals Beyond 1980, March 1976; and Damian Kulash, "Forecasting Long-Run Automobile 
Demand", in Transportation Research Board Special Report 169, 1975, pp. 14-19. 
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around 1.9 percent per year less than the very rapid growth experienced in the late 1960s and early 

1970s. Its tapering off is attributable to several factors: 

• a decline in the rate of increase of driver-age population; 

• increases in automobile operating costs; 

• increases in automobile purchase prices; and 

• the existence of near-saturation levels of auto ownership among upper-income group~. 

This slow growth in the number of cars translates into an almost level pattern of auto sales from now 

until 1985. Under present policy, new car sales are not projected to vary by more than 3.5 percent from 

their current level throughout the next decade. 

In spite of the 32 percent growth in vehicle miles of travel forecast between 1977 and 1985, total 

auto fuel consumption is expected to change only slightly. k vehicles with improved fuel efficiency 

are phased in, the historic pattern of annually increasing automotive fuel use is expected to reverse 

itself. Auto fuel consumption is expected to peak in lY/8 at about 5.4 percent above the 1976 level, 

then fall to about 0.7 percent above the 1976 level in 1985, and to begin to increase again in the late 

1980s. The slight growth and eventual decline of auto gasoline usage between now and 1985 is primarily 

attributable to fuel economy improvements made in response to the fuel-economy provisions of the EPCA 

and to today's gasoline prices (which are considerably higher than those which prevailed when most 

existing cars were manufactured). The average fuel economy of new cars is projected to rise from 18.3 

mpg in 1978, to 20.5 in 1980, and to 23.3 in 1985. These gains in new car fuel economy imply that the 

fuel cost per mile of model year 1985 cars will be 30 percent lower than that of model year 1~76 cars. 

Along with increasing affluence. this decrease in projected fuel cost per mile is expected to increase 

auto travel per household from 15,000 miles per year in 1976 to 18,000 miles per year in 1985. 

Future truck gasoline consumption under a continuation of present policy is difficult Lu preulct 

for two reasons. First, as noted earlier in this ~hapter, it is not yet clear how ~LrlngeuL tl~ EPCA 

truck fuel-economy standards will be. Thus, their impact on truck fuel consumption is still unclear. 

Second, increases in the diesel-powered share of trucks will reduce truck demand for gasoline, but the 

extent to which the diesel share will increase in future years is subject to considerable uncertainty 

because of technological, environmental, and regulatory questions. 

It has been assumed here that truck gasoline consumption increases 1.6 million barrels per day in 

1976 to 1.9 million barrels per day in 1980, to 2.2 million in 1985, and to 2.6 million in 1990. This 

assumption, based upon a forecast made for the Federal Energy Administration, &I reflects expected 

&I Jack Faucett Associates, Trucking Activity and Fuel Consumption: 1973, 1980, 1985, and 1990, report 
submitted to the Federal Energy Administration, June 1976. 
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increase in trucking activity, modest increases in the share of diesel trucks (for example, the diesel 

share of heavy trucks increases from 61 percent in 1973 to 84 percent in 1985), and no increases in 

truck fuel economy. In view of the light truck provisions of the Energy Policy and Conservation Act 

and other conservation actions being taken by truckers, the future truck fuel consumption assumed here 

is probably conservative, that is, higher than what would be expected if these initiatives are 

successful. Nevertheless, it is adoped here in order to gauge the maximum possible impact of the 

standby gasoline tax. That is, to the extent that this forecast may overstate future truck gasoline 

consumption, the future total gasoline ~onsumption which it implies will be high, with the result that 

the standby gasoline tax is projected to be triggered earlier than it probably would. Correspondingly 

the effect of this assumption about truck fuel consumption is to examine the standby gasoline tax 

proposal in the strongest torm it could take. 

Although the automobile fuel consumption projected above implies a downturn in the nation's gasoline 

consumption during the early 1980s, taken togetherwiththe truck fuel consumption projections of th7 

preceding paragraph, the result is gasoline consumption substantially above the targets for the mid-

1980s put forth in President Carter's energy proposals. 

Estimated Fuel Savings 

Under present policy , (which includes the EPCA new car fuel-economy standards) automotive gasoline 

consumption will probably increase by 1. 2 percent per y,ear until 1980, decrease by about 0. 8 percent 

per year from then to 1985, and then begin increasing again by 0.3 percent per year from 1985 to 1990. 

Table 2 shows expected gasoline savings resulting from adding various components o£ the energy 

package to present policy. These findings indicate: 

• Option 2: The crude oil equalization tax by itself \vould likely save only minimal 
amounts of gasoline by 1978, but by 1980 woulq save about 40,000 barrels per day and 
about 25,000 per day in 1985. 

• Option 3: By adding auto excise taxes and rebates onto the crude oil equalization 
tax, the gasoline savings would become quite substantial, beginning with 55,000 
barrels per day in 1980 and rising to 240,000 in 19 85 and 450,000 by 1990. (This 
option would increase savings by about 15,000, 215,000, and 450,000 barrels per 
day over Option 2 for 1980,· 1985, and 1990 respectively). 

• Option 4: The standby gasoline tax, which most likely would not begin before 1982, 
would, combined with the crude oil equalization tax and the excise tax/rebates, save 
about 304,000.barrels per day in 1985 and about 650,000 by 1990. (This option would 
increase savings by about 65,000 and 200,000 barrels per day over Option 3 in 1985 and 
1990.) 

• Option 5: In conjunction with the crude oil and excise tax/rebate prov~s~ons, a 
gasoline tax triggered in 1979 by much stricter consumption standards could produce 
substantial gasoline savings much earlier: 120,000 barrels per day could be saved by 
1980, 390,000 by 1985, and 710,000 by 1990, if the full five cent per gallon increase 
in the gasoline tax were imposed every year. (This option would increase savings by 
about 65,000, 85,000 and 60,000 barrels per day over Option 4 for 1980, 1985, and 1990, 
respectively. 
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TABLE 2. PROJECTED GASOLINE CONSUMPTION UNDER PRESENT POLICY AND 
ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS: PRESENT CONSUMPTION AND CHANGES 
(MINUS) IN THOUSANDS OF BARRELS PER DAY 

' Option 1978 1980 ! 1985 1990 

1. Present Policy 7. 390: 7,530 7,650 8,160 
EPCA Standards af ' I 

2. Crude Oil Equalization Tax -10 I -40 - 25 0 
I 

3. Crude Oil Equalization Tax, -20! -55 I -240 -450 
Excise Taxes and Rebates ! 

! I 4. Crude Oil Equali~ation Tax -20! -55 1 -305 -650 
Excise Taxes and Rebates, : ;' (20 cents) (45 cents) 
11nd Partial Oa.:s Tax 
(level of tax) 

5. Crude Oil Equalization Tax, -20 i -120 -390 -710 
F.lC<:>i.se Taxes and Rebates, 

I 
;c 10 cents). ( 3!> cents) (50 cents) 

and Full Gas Tax I (level of tax) ( 

30URCE: Cullgr•!,!ssiona! tmaget urnce. 

AI Figures shown for present policy refer to projected consumption levels; 
figures for the other cases refer to differences relative to present 
policy. 

Options 4 and 5 reflect two possible outcomes under the standby gA.;;ol:i.ne t~x, namely, that it Hould 

be triggered from 1982 on and from 1979 on, respectively. CBO projections indicate that, in 1990, the 

standby gasoline tax would add 200,000 barrels per day to the gasoline savings of-the other proposals 

in the President's package, assuming that it is triggered from 1982 on-and reaches a value (in current 

dollars) of 45 cents per gallon in 1990. The corresponding projection assuming triggering from 1979 

on is 260,000 barrels per day in 1990. These projections suggest that the standby tax could have 

substantially different effects 'on fuel conservation depending upon when it would take effect. 

I 

Furthermore., the· determination of when it would take effect is strongly influenced by what happens to 

future gasoline consumption by trucks. 

Option 4, which assumes that the standby gasoline tax would be triggered from 1982 on, is consistent 

with a very conservative view of future energy conservation by trucks. As was discussed earlier under 

the description of the present policy case, it is assumed here that the diesel share of heavy truck 

sales increases from 61 percent in 1973 to 84 percent in 1985, and that there are no-gains in the fuel 

economy of light trucks. Both of these$sumptions understate the extent of gasoline conservation likely 

to be achieved by the trucking industry. CBO estimates that, under the light truck standards of the 

Energy Policy and Conservation Act and the reinforcing taxes and rehatP.s for J ie;ht trucks proposed in 

the President's energy plan, it would be po~sible to obtain reductions in truck use of gasoline 

sufficient to delay triggering of the standby gasoline tax until 1984 and possibly even until 1985. 
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It is difficult to attribute savings in gasoline consumption by trucks to the Administration plan versus 
• 

present policy since both are based on the same, yet to be determined, fuel-economy standards for light 

trucks. It is clear, however, that these policies regarding trucks would exert a strong influence on 

the triggering mechanisms of the standby gasoline tax. 

It should be noted that the standby gasoline tax would not apply to diesel-pmvered vehd.cles, 

apparently as an incentive to encourage greater diesel use. While diesel engines are generally more 

fuel-efficient than gasoline ones, their efficiency advantage does not appear to be very substantial 

for light vehicles in local use. 11 Exclusion of diesel-powered vehicles from the standby gasoline 

tax would thus encourage some shifts to engines that save gasoline but would have little effect on 

overall petroleum product conservation. 

The reduction in gasoline consumption projected under the standby gasoline tax would come largeiy 

through reductions in vehicle miles of travel. In the most restrictive case (including a gas tax 

starting in 1979 as in Option 5), travel reductions relative to present policy would be small until 

about 1980, but increase to about 4 percent in 1985 and 5 percent in 1990. These travel reductions 

are thought to be indicative of only minor traveler inconveniences since they represent declines in 

travel growth per household relative to what would be expected under present policy, not absolute 

reductions from current levels. 

OTHER IMPACTS 

Impact on Motor Vehicle Manufacturers 

President Carter's proposals would influence the auto manufacturers in two major ways: (1) by 

encouraging the manufacturers themselves to make changes in autos that result in greater fuel 

efficiency; and (2) by encouraging consumers to alter the number and type of cars they purchase. 

Table 3 shows that both increases in gasoline prices and the new car excise tax/rebate scheme 

would reduce the number of autos sold in future years beneath the levels anticipated under present 

federal policy. This reduction is caused in part by expensive technological improvements that would 

be made by manufacturers under the Administration's plan (and whose cost would be passed along to 

consumers) in order to increase the amount of the rebate for which each new car is eligible. The 

decline in new unit sales would also be partly attributable to the increase in the nost per mile of 

fueling vehicles that would emerge under the President's proposals. By 1985, the President's 

package would increase the fuel efficiency of new cars by 12 percent above present policy, while the 

price of gasoline (including the standby gasoline tax triggered in 1982) would increase by 22 percent. 

11 See Jack Faucett Associates, ~· cit. 
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• 
TABLE 3. PROJECTU AUTO SALES UNDER PRESENT POLICY AND 

ALTERNATIVE OPTIONS: PRESENT SALES AND CHANGES 
(MINUS) IN THOUSANDS OF AUTOS 

Option 1978 1980 1985 

)., !'re~ent !'ol1 cv. 11.660 12,oqo 11,620 
EPCA Standards ~ 

2. Crude Oil Equalization Tax -120 -370 - 80 

3. Crude Oil Equalization Tax, -140 -360 -360 
Excise Taxes and Rebates 

4. Crude Oil Equalization Tax, -140 -360 -990 
Excise Taxes .and Rebates, 
and Partial Gas Tax 

5. Crude Oil Equalization Tax, -140 -1,000 -1, 210 
Excise Taxes and Rebates, 
and Pull Gas Tax 

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office. 

1990 

12.180 

0 

-160 

-1,240 

-1,220 

I 
! 

~ Figures shown for present polic·y are projected auto sales; figures for 
other years refer to differences relative to present policy. 

Taken together, these factors would increase the cost per mile of fuel for new cars relative to present 

policy about 10 percent. As a result of the increased purchase cost and fueling cost of automobiles 

under the Administration program, the projected reductions in new cars sold relative to ·f<resent policy 

would range from as little as 80,000 autos or 0.7 percent of anticipated. new car sales in 1985 if only 

the crude oil taxes are imposed (Option 2) to as mur.h !'ls ]. 2 million autos or 10.4 percent of new car 

sales if the crude tax is combined with the excise tax/rebate system and the imposition of maximum 

increas.es in the standby gasoline tax (Option 5). Hmvever, imposition of the excise tl'lx/rP.hl'ltP. 

\proposal alone woul~ probably increase unit sales sl1Rhtly in the first few years. 

I Even though the number of new cars sold would decrease under the President's proposals, relative 

to present policy, the sales revenue of the auto industry adjusted for penalties under the Energy 

Policy and Conservation Act would probably remain about the·same. The prinripl'll 'P.~son why auto 

industry revenues would not fall under the program is because of technological improvements made in 

response to the gas-guzzler excise taxes and rebates. CBO expects that these improvements would add 

between $400 and $600 to the price of new cars in 1985, thereby producing additional new car sales 

revenues almost equivalent to those lost through the decline in the number- of new cars sold. 

Furthermore, penalty liabilities for noncompliance with the Energy Policy and Conservation Act are 

projected to be about 1.3 billion dollars lower in 1985 under the President's plan. If auto industry 
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revenues were adjusted to reflect penalty liabilities, the President's plan would produce adjusted 

1985 auto industry revenues that would be almost identical to those. projected under present policy. 

The effect that the President's proposals would have on the profits of the auto manufacturers is 

not clear. Under most options, auto unit sales would decrease, perhaps reducing the profit margin on 

each vehicle sold. Under most options the intermediate and large car prol'ortion of nev auto sales 

would increase even faster than under present policy, however (see following section). Since profit 

margins are thought to be greater on large autos, and since U.S. firms produce the vast majority of 

these vehicles, the profitability of U.S. auto manufacturers might not be impaired by the proposed auto 

energy controls. 

The influence of the proposed energy package on auto imports cannot be estimated until the policy 

on robatcc for fuel-efficient import~ i~ clarifi~u. 

Mechanism of Influence of Auto Sales 

The increase in gasoline prices and the system of excise taxes/rebates proposed by President Carter 

appear to affect the auto industry in different vays. As gasoline prices \vould be increased (either 

through, the crude oil provisions or through triggering of the standby gasoline taxes), total auto saies 

would be decreased relative to sales anticipated under present policy as well as relative to 

alternative energy proposals that include the excise tax/rebate system. 

Iu audltlou, increased gasoline prices would tend to encourage a shift in market share away from 

small cars and tovard larger cars that are relatively fuel-efficient. (Of course, these new larger 

cars vould be substantially more fuel-efficient.than current ones). This somewhat counter-intuitive 

resull would occur because it is easier (and relatively less expensive) to'make large percentage 

improvements in the fuel efficiency of large cars as compared to the already efficient small cars. 

Therefore, the combined cost of buying and fueling large cars would be increased relatively less than 

the corresponding cost for small cars. The smaller relative cost increase for large cars would thus 

encourage a greater proportion of consumers to buy laq~e cars! than would have been the case with no 

cost increase at all. This effect is magnified by the; fact that small car buyers are more price

sensitive than are large car buyers. 

In general, the proposed system of excise taxes and rebates is projected to encourage the purchases 

of small cars relative to the number estimated to be purchased under present policy and relative to the 

number purchased under proposals which increase gas prices. The market share of large cars projected 

under the gas-guzzler provisions would b~ r~duced relative to options which include significant gas 

price increases. A combination of excise taxes with even a small increase in gas prices (for example, 

with the crude tax only as in Option 3) tends to increase the market share for large cars relative to 
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present policy. 

The proposed excise tax/rebate system would probably influence the auto manufacturer more than it 

would the auto purchaser. For example, most of the rebates would not be fully passed on to consumers 

in the form of lower prices for existing models; but some of the rebates would, in effect, be absorbed 

by manufacturers in making technological improvements that result in even more fuel-efficient models, 

that is, vehicles that can qualify for larger rebates. 

Used Car Market 

Changing the prices of new cars in turn changes the prices of used cars as well as the dynamics of 

the used car market. An excise tax on larger, less fuel-efficient autos would increase somewhat the . 

value of existing cars ot this type and discourage people from junking them. Uw.l!,!r Lit!,! !,!Xlsllug EFCA 

standards, these gas gu~zlers will become increasingly rare, however, so that the additional effect on 

fuel consumption associated with delayed scrappage is ljke.ly to be minor. 

Similarly, rebates for new small-and medium-size autos that are fuel-efficient should decrease 

somewhat the value of existing cars of this type. This effect would be reduced since much of the 

rebates would likely be used by the manufacturers to make changes that improve auto fuel effici~ncy. 

Increased gas prices would probably have the opposit!,! !,!((!,!<.:L uu lite used car market--encouraging 

a more rapid turnover of inefficient autos and a longer retention of fuel-efficient autos. Taken 

together, changes in vehicle-scrappage patterns are not expected to have ~ignificant implications for 

the nation's fuel consumption. In 1985 even the most extreme of the energy options (Option 5) is 

projected to decrease the number of autos scrapped by less than 1.2 percent. 

Penalty Liabilities on Industry 

Individual auto companies must make penalty payments if their car sales do not meet the fuel-

efficiency standards set by the Congress under the EPCA. ~/ It appears that the system of auto excise 

taxes and rebates proposed by President Carter would have a major ettect in reducing the auto 1ndustry's 

overall penalty liability and in moving the industry as a whole toward meeting the EPCA standards. 

Under present policy the auto industry is projected to be liable for penalty payments ot ~£.~ billion 

in 1985 (in 1977 dollars). Options 3, 4, and 5 (which include the excise tax/rebate system) would 

reduce the penalty liabilities by more than one-half, to between $1.05 billion and $1.21 billion in 

1985. 

/ 

~/ These penalties equal $50 per car for each mile per gallon by which a manufacturer's average new 
car mpg falls short of the standard. These civil penalties are not tax deductible. 
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ConBumer Impacts 

The shifts in crude oil price controls, the increase in crude oil taxes, and the standby gasoline 

tax would all translate into higher gasoline prices for consumers relative to those anticip~ed under 

present policy. Most motorists would simply pay these higher gasoline prices and continue driving 

as much as before; some would curtail their driving; and a few would find that the increased gas·oline 

prices made it no longer worthwhile to buy a second car or replace cars as often. CBO projections 

indicate that vehicle miles of trave~ would fall by 4.2 percent in 1985 as a result of the full 

Administration package, including a fully triggered standby gasoline tax. The gas-guzzler provisions 

are not expected to have any noticeable impact on the total vehicle miles of travel. The crude oil 

equalization taxes by themselves would lead to a reduction in ~985 auto travel of under 0.5 percent. 

The number of cars in use would decrease slightly under the gas-guzzler taxes and rebates, although 

the drop appears to be only about 1.3 percent in 1985. The standby gasoline tax (if it is fully 

triggered) is the only element in the Carter package whi~h promises to have a significant impact on 

automobile ownership patterns. The full gas tax combined with the other parts of the proposal could 

lead to a drop of 6.1 million cars in use by 1985, about 5.4 percent under the level expected under 

present policy. 

It is difficult to project who will bear the brunt of the reduced travel and auto ownership that 

would result from the Administration proposals, specifically from the standby gasoline tax. High

income groups would face the largest total travel price increases b·ecause they tend. to own more cars 

per househ~ld, to use each car more, and to buy large cars that are relatively fuel inefficient. While 

these figures clearly indicate that relatively high-income households would encounter the greatest 

net price increases, they are also, however, clearly the households that are least inconvenienced by 

these extra charges. Low-income households whose fuel use is much lower could nonetheless curtail 

their travel the most. The evidence available on the effects of gasoline price increases on different 

income groups is discussed in detail in Chapter X of President Carter's Energy Proposals: A Perspective: 

Staff Working Paper, June 1977, Congressional Budget Office, 

DISTRIBUTIONAL H1PACT 

There are several factors that would be likely to reduce the potentially regressive nature of 

increased gasoline prices. Most significantly, the revenues from the gas tax and crude oil provisions 

would be rebated on a per capita basis, regardless of automobile ownership. Families with no auto 

would receive the full rebate, and since these families are concentrated at lower incomes, the system 

of rebates would repres'ent a transfer of income to them. In 1973, only 36 percent of families with 

incomes under $3,000 owned a car, compared to over 90 percent car ownership by families with incomes 
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over $10,000 !}_/. A! so, because the sum to be reba ted to i.ndi viduals would include a part of the taxes 

paid by business, all income groups should receive larger rebates than their increased gas payments. 

A major offset to this rebate would be the likely increased prices for consumer goods as trucking 

firms and others pass on their increased fuel costs. 

Under pr·esent policy, significant improvements are expected in the fuel efficiency of ne\v cars 

so that by the late 1980s when the nation's vehicle fleet as a whole should be about 30 percent more 

fuel efficient ·than now, families at virtually all income levels should be able to drive the same 

vehicle miles as today, for a lower expenditure on gasoline. (Of the options examined here, the only 

exception is if the standby gas tax is fully triggered, resulting in a 5 percent increase in gas cost 

per vehicle mile in 1985 over 1976). Since higher-income families purchase a larger proportion of new 

cars than lower~income groups, they would be the first to receive these gains in fuel efficiency, 

however. In time, as new cars pass through the used car market, all income groups would enjoy these 

fuel-efficiency gains. 

The President's proposals would improve averag~ fuel efficiency of new cars over the gains likely 

to occur under present policy by about 12 percent in 1985, leading to an improvement in the average 

fuel efficiency of all cars of 1.6 percent relative to present policy. For the average consumer, these 

efficiency gains would be more than offset by increased gas prices, however, increasing the fuel cost 

per mile relative to that expected under present pol~cy. But bemuse of the significant improvements 

in average miles per gallon expected under the existing EPCA standards, the Administration proposals 

would still result in an improvement relative to today's conditions in gasoline costs per vehicle mile. 

The increased gasoline prices would have different effects depending on where people live. Since 

people living in central clties are less apt to own cars (32 percent of central city inhabitants own 

no car versus 15 percent for other urban areas and 18 percent for rural families), more central city 

dwellers \vould receive rebates and yet bear relatively minor cost increases. Also, since public 

transportation is better in urban areas, it should be easier to shift some work-related trips from 

auto to public transit. In general, rural families with autos already spend a larger portion of their 

income on gasoline than do similar urban families. 

!}_/ Bureau of Labor Statistics, Consumer Expenditure Survey Series: Intervie\v s"urvey, 1972 and 1973 
Taule 16L. 
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BUDGETARY IMPACTS 

Federal Budget 

The direct impact on the federal budget of the gas price and new car excise tax/rebate proposals 

is planned to be neutral. Rebates would be adjusted annually so that total auto rebates offset total 

auto excise taxes. Any temporary imbalances would be absorbed by the Treasury, but would likely to be 

small (perhaps $50 million at most) and of little significance to the federal budget. Similarly, 

revenues from the standby gas tax (if and when it is imposed), \vould be returned to consumers through 

the income tax system and other mechanisms. 

The revenues generated by the standby gas tax could be quite substantial. Usin~ the proposed 

gasoline consumption targets, a five cent per gallon tax would likely be impo·sed in 1982, increasing 

to 20 cents in 1985 and 45 cents in 1990. A tax at these levels would produce about $3.3 billion in 

1982, $11.2 billion in 1985, and $19~9 billion in 1990 (in 1977 dollars), net of revenue losses due to 

business claiming the gas tax as an itemized deduction on their income taxes. 

The energy provisions would have an important impact, however, on the ability of the auto 

manufacturers to meet the existing EPCA auto-efficiency standards, and thu's on the penalty payments 

they are required to make. With no changes in existing law, penalty payments could equal $2.5 billion 

in 1985. The influence of the crude oil provisions on the price of gas should lower this by only about 

$15 million. Adding the excise tax/rebate system would, however, significantly improve the extent to 

which the auto industry is likely to meet the EPCA standards, reducing the expected 1985 penalty 

li~ilities tn between $1.05 and $1.21 billion. The federal budget might also be increased by as much 

as $0.7 billion in 1985 and $1.3 billion in 1990 if additonal aid were provided to replace state 

revenue losses caused by decreased state and local gas tax receipts and other highway-related receipts. 

This problem is discussed in the next section. 

State Budgets 

Reductions in automotive gasoline consumption under the President's plan would be accompanied by 

adverse effects on state (and possibly local) budgets. Fuel tax revenues, auto license fees, and 

titling fees and taxes would all be reduced . Highway tol1s would also be affected. There might also 

be a slight change in sales tax receipts, but this is indeterminate since consumers would simply spend 

roughly the same proportion of their incomes on a different market basket of goods and services, most 

·of which would also be subject to sales taxes. Table VI-4 shows estimated state revenue losses in 

each option examined. There is no easy way to determine the share of losses on a state-by-state basis, 

although some would be more severely affected than others. The most restrictive combination of 

President Carter's proposals (Option 5) could reduce state receipts by 0.4 percent, 2.5 percent, 
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7.1 percent, and 11.9 percent in 1978, 1980, 1985, and 1990,respectively relative to present policy 10/. 

The federal government might wish to consider state aid packages to make up these losses. Since 

many of the state losses would fall in revenue areas that are earmarked by law for highway use, one 

option would be to provide a system cf block grants to the states, some of which would be tied to 

highway spending but not be tied to new highway construction. This could reduce the impact of the 

energy proposals on the state money available for maintenance of highways, GrantR r,n11ln hP Rppnrtion~d 

by a formula that attempts to simulate revenue losses by state. 

TABLE 4. IMPACTS OF ENERGY PROPOSALS ON STATE BUDGETS: 
IN MILLIONS OF DOLLARS 

Oire(')t Auto-Related Hevenue Changes 
Comoared to Present Policv a/ 

Option 1978 1980 1985 1990 

j 

l. Present Policy .Q./ 10,500 10,600 10,460 i 10,670 I 

Crude Oil -25 -90 -55 
I 

0 2. Provisions 

I 3. Crude Oil Provisions, -40. -120 -380 -640 
Excise Tax/Rebates 

4. Crude Oil Provisions, -40 -120 -540 -1,130 
Excise Tax/Rebatco, 
Partial Gas Tax I 

Crude Oil -40 -270 -740 
! 

-1,270 5. Provioion!J, I Exoiso Tax/Rcbatcoi 
I Full Gas Tax .. 

SOURCE: Congressional Budget Office. 

£/ Includes decreased fuel tax revenues, auto license and re~i~tr~tion 
r Ms, and title f'ees and special titling taxes . 

.Q./ Figures shown.for present policy are projected auto-related state 
revenues; figures for other years refer to differences relative to 
present pol.icy. 

10/ State governments are expected to spend about $13.7 billion in highway-related tax receipts on 
highways in calendar year 1977. This sum includes truck-related taxes and pRrkinp. charses and 
tolls that are not included in the estimates in Table 4. ~0ca1 gover~ents are expected to 
spend an additional $600 million in highway-related receipts. (Fe<:leral Highway Actministra tion 
News Release, December 31, 1976, Table HF-11.) 
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SU~~ARY OF PRINCIPAL IMPACTS'OF THE PRESIDENT'S PROPOSALS 

Of the three proposals in the President's energy program shown in the following figure, the gas-

guzzler excise taxes would'have the largest effect on fuel consumption, reducing automotive gasoline 

consumption in 1985 by 215,000 barrels a day. This saving could reach 450,000 barrels of gasoline a 

day in 1990. Because the gas-guzzler provision influences the type of new car produced by manufacturers 

and purchased by consumers, it would take a number of years for it to have an appreciable impact on 

gasoline consumption. At the same time, its effect on total car sales should be relatively minor, 

reaching a maximum reduction of about 280,000 new cars sold in 1985. 

The standby gasoline tax appears ~nlikely to be triggered before 1982, and, in constant 1977 

dollars, could reach as much as 23 cents per gallon in 1990. Under optimistic assumptions about 

diesel penetration and standards for light-duty trucks, the tax might not be triggered until 1984 or 

1985. If the standby gasoline tax is triggered in 1982, it could reduce auto gasoline consumption by 

an additional 65,000 barrels a day in 1985 and 200,000 barrels a day in 1990. 

In contrast to the gas-guzzler provisions, which would reduce new car sales by about 280,000 units 

in 1985, the standby gasoline tax could have a large impact on new car sales, reducing them by over 

. -
600,000 units in 1985. Total vehicle miles travelled could also be reduced by 1.7 percent in 1985 

because of the standby gasoline tax. 

As a wh6le, the President's proposals would reduce auto gasoline consumption compared co presenc 

policy by about 55,000 and 305,000 barrels per day in 1980 and 1985, respectively. New car sales 

would be reduced by a total of about 360,000 and 990,000 units in 1980 and 1985, respectively. Vehicle 

miles travelled would be reduced by 0.8 percent· in 1980 and 2.3 percent in 1985 relative to present 

policy. 
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Projected Gasoline Savings of the President's Energy Proposals 
(Savings refer to gains relative to present policy.) 
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APPENDIX I 

AUTO SECTOR FORECASTS - NOTES ON METHODOLOGY USED IN 

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE PROJECTIONS 

This appendix provides details on the methodology utilized for estimating auto demand for 

future years. 
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AUTO SECTOR FORECASTS: NOTES 0~ rETHQDOLOGY ~SED I~ 

CONGRESSIONAL BUDGET OFFICE PPOJECTIONS 

INTRODUCTION 

A wide range of programs including voluntary measures, standards, restrictions, and taxation 

policies have been proposed to help restrain future automobile gasoline consumption in the United 

States. In comparison to policies that would require substantial government involvement in the 

automobile market, steps that would improve the fuel economy of new automobiles find broad support 

because of their relatively minor impact on automobile ownership, ease of travel, and life-styles 

generally. There are, however, numerous alternative steps of this sort, and the implications of each 

are extremely difficult to pr.oject. This difficulty springs from the durability of the automobile stock, 

~ndthe correspondingly long lags inherent in introducing a fleet with improved gasoline performance. 

Since about·half of the automobile gasoline in this country is consumed by automobiles that were 

manufactured 4 or more years ago, policies that are tied to new vehicles alone can be evaluated 

realistically only by comparing their long-run effects. Furthermore, automotive technology cannot be 

changed rapidly and the timing and feasibility of potential fuel economy improvements are surrounded 

by considerable uncertainty. Public policy adds to the uncertainty. For example, the feasibility 

of diesel and stratified-charge engine technology is dependent on environmental policy as \~ell as market 

and production factors. finall~ shifts in consumer automobile purchasing and travel patternR ~nuld 

reshape future patterns of gasoline consumption, and those factors are themselves heavily influenced 

by overall economic conditions, automobile industry pricing and marketing practices, gasoline prices, 

and numerous other forces. 

To deal consistently with the interactions between technology, public policy, the automobile 

industry and the marketplace, a modeling approa~h iR virtnally m<~ndated: The intricacy of the task is 

far beyond that susceptible to casual estimation. At the same time, many elements of this process are 

poorly understood and inadequately documented, so that jt;dgment can and must play a key role even 

within the context of an analytic model. 

The approach presented in this paper represents a blending of many elements, some susceptible to 

rigorous analytic estimation and validation, some dependent on judgments tempered by review of past 

trends and relations, and some that combine the t\~O . 

.... 
Realizing the environment for which this methodology has been designed is critical to understanding 

the structure of the procedures developed. This model has been designed to predict long-run automobile 

demand, travel demand, and gasoline consumption as a function of policy-induced shifts in new 
I 
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automobile prices, new automobile fuel economies, and gasoline prices. 

OVFRVI E\·' 

The forecasts prepared by the Congressional Budget Office (CBO), presented elsewhere in this 

volume, are based on a detailed computer model referred to here as the "Auto Sector Forecasting Model". 

This model is designed specifically to predict the effects of alternative policies about automobile 

fuel economy. It projects future gasoline consumption, numbers of vehicle miles of travel, new car 

sales, fleet size, and fleet composition likely to result from a given policy. These policies may 

include the use of excise taxes and rebates applied to new car fuel economy, imposition of average 

fuel economy standards on manufacturers, changes in the price of gasoline through taxation or other 

mecl.Sui:"'"• auc.l cutul.Jluallum; of these policies. The brief d1scussion ot this model's capability 

~resented here draws heavily on several previous papers. 1/ 

The heart of the fo~ecasting approach that CBO used is an econometric model that interrelates 

vehicle purchases, use, fuel consumption, vehicle characteristics, and product offerings. On the basis 

of ooserved behavior in recent years, it simulates how consumers will purchase cars given shifts in 

vehicle prices, gasoline prices, and vehicle fuel economy. It also simulates how the auto industry 

will decide to vary its product offerings, in terms of price and fuel economy, given alternative 

federal policies bearing on those decisions. In short, the model predicts how the auto industry and 

consumers will interact in future years. These relationships are necessarily based on past trends, and 

given the difficulty of extrapolating such trends into an uncertain future that will be different from 

the past, the results of this model -- and all others used to increase the impacts of the energy 

proposals --- must be viewed with caution. 

The sequence of steps the model performs is repeated once for each year of the forecast period. 

In the long-run, the nation's stock of cars grows in response to increasing population and affluence. 

Each year's "new" fleet becomes part of the next year's "existing" fleet. Year by year-, the fleet is 

augmented by new car sales and diminished by scrappage, so that the composition of the "old" fleet in 

distant years is a product of earlier sales. In the model, any ~uture year's scrappage, new car 

sales, or total fleet size are thus the result of forecasts of vehicle miles of travel and gasoline 

consumption. 

1/ In particular, see Marketing and Mobility, report of a panel of the Interagency Task Force on 
Motor Vehicle Goals Beyond 1980, March 1976; and Damian Kulash, "Forecasting Long-Run Automobile 
Uemand,'' in Transportation Research Board Special Report 169, 1975, pp. 14-19; and Damian Kulash 
and Carmen Difiglio, "The Impact of Mandatory Fuel Economy Standards on Future Automobile Sales 
and Fuel Use," paper presented at the Transportation Research Board, Jan. 1977. 
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The projections are based on a detailed inventory of the nation's automobile fleet by size class 

and year of manufacture. This level of detail permits reasonable estimates of fuel consumption to be 

developed for periods in which the fuel economy and size composition of new cars are changing. The 

final energy savings derived from this process appear to be generally in line ~·:th the results of other 

econometric analyses of gasoline demand, i.e., elasticity measures (percentage decreases in consumption 

due to percentage price increases) -0.06 to -0.20 in the short-run. 

Experience following the oil embargo appears to suggest an elasticity of gasoline prices toward 

the low or inelastic end of this range, in agreement with the estimates derived by CBO. Of course, as 

futurefuel economy improvements reduce the gasoline consumed per mile, the fuel price elasticities will 

drop correspondingl"y. 

ASS Ut1PT I m1s 

The principal assumptions applied in using these methodologies are outlined below: 

• the macroeconomic climate between now and 1985 unfolds according to CBO projections; namely; 

taxable personal income grows at an av~rage of 4.8 percent per year; 

the unemployment rate falls from 7.2 percent in 1977 to 4.5 percent in 1982 and after; and 

real gross national product grows at an average of 4.8 percent per year; 

• future safety regulations required, by model year 1985: 

crash avoidance: anti-lock brakes; 

crashworthiness: passive belt system, upgraded side and roof structure 
mph rollover; and 

damageability: soft-face bumpers with HSLA steel back beams: 

20 mph side, 30 

• population grows according to Census Series II Projections (see U.S. Bureau of the Census, 
Current Population Reports, Series P-25, No. 601, "Projections of the Population of the United 
States"). 

• technological capability is characterized by the cost/performance curves developed for the 
Federal Energy Administration (sec Rittman AGGociatcG, Inc., "Fuel Economy/Cost Relationships 
for Future Automobiles,'' 1976, report prepared for Jack Faucett Associates, Inc. under contract 
to the Federal Energy Administration). ' 

• environmental regulations require that automotive emissions meet the statutory standardo 
(hydrocarbons 0.41 grams per mile, carbon monoxide 3.4 grams per mile) set out in the Clear Air 
Act by model year 1982, except that the standard for nitrogen oxides is relaxed (2.0 grams 
per mile) until 1990 for innovative engines or control technology on fuel-efficient vehicles; 
and 

• gasoline prices increase from 60 cents per gallon in 1977 to 67 cents per gallon in 1985 in 
terms of constant 1975 dollars. 
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.CONSUMER DH1AND BlB~!:\UIOMOBJLES 

The methodology employed in making these forecasts combines two distinct parts: an automobile 

demand prediction capability (discussed in this section) and an automobile industry simulation 

component (discussed in the next section). The automobile demand model is based upon the set of 

econometric relationships shown in Table 1. These relationships are applied recursively for each 

year of the forecast perio.d as shown in Figure 1. The heart of the model is the new car sales 

forecasting procedure (Eqs. 1.-4.). New car sales projections are based on a modified stock adjustment 

concept whereby the "desired" stock of automobiles (Eqs. 2. and 3.) is determil}ed from population and 

income forecasts, and the "actual" stock of vehicles is based upon the previous stock less scrappage. 

ThP.. degreP. tn whi.c:h iH'.tual. stock attains the desired level is based upon the cost of purchasing and 

operating new vehicles (Eq. 1.). Sales by vehicle size class are determined by a market shares 

estimator which is based upon the prices of purchasing and operating vehicles in each class (Eq. 4.). 

The total number of vehicles scrapped which is_applied in forecasting new car sales is based upon the 

detailedvehicle age composition of the fleet. The scrappage rate of the older vehicles in the fleet 

is computed based upon the replacement costs (i.e., costs of new cars) which prevail at the time of 

replacement (Eq. 5.). Vehicle miles of travel are computed based upon the stock of vehicles, the 

affluence of the population, and the costs of operating a vehicle (Eq. 6.). The fuel consumed in 

providing the projected number of miles is calculated by distributing the total fleet's mileage to 

individual vehicle types (age and size class) and then computing fuel consumption using fuel economies 

which are characteristic of each of these vehicle types. 

This automobile demand forecasting process was designed to integrate vehicle ownership, sales, 

use, and f~el consumption harmoniously with expected future demographic, economic, and policy factors. 

The aim of this section is to present the structure of this process in a largely qualitative way. 

The highly interactive process sketched in Figure 1 can be understood in greater structural detail 

by considering its major segments individually. This is done below by breaking the demand estimation 

process into seven key parts which will be discussed in turn: 

• number of surviving cars on the road 

• generalized price 

• target automobile ownership 

• new car sales 

• market shares 

• vehicle miles of travel (VMT) 

• petroleum product consumption 
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I) 

2) 

3) 

4a) 

4b) 

4c) 

5) 

6) 

II 
t 

TABLE 1. MODEL EQUATIONS 

be-(-4.1749- 1.8660(X~) • l.50?l(X~) + 5.6426(Sc-IJ) 

II 5 L , 
l•e- (-4 .1749-2. 0765(X'c )+l. 5450_(Xc )•. 2589( Xt )•5. 64280\_ 1 )j 

L • 1 •-
t l+e-(-4.1749-.4299(X~)•l.8117(;(~)•5.6~28{Lt_ 1 l] 

~ 01 Autos 
tuil_o • -52979.8 • 15087 LOG HELD - 2204.24(C~) t + 6337.24 llli!.O 

t t t 

Nt ,. Total nev car sales in year c 

o; • Target ownership of automobiles in year t 

(Autos)c • The stock of automobiles on hand as of January 1 of year t 

Dt G Tbe number of autos sc~apped during year t 

x;. Ao index of the real generalized price of nev cars, 1967::.1.00 

St.~1t,lt • H.at·kel shares of s~all, c~dil.:..l:l, and L1rge cars, resj:jectively, 
in year t 

XS t'i XL • Au index of t.he real ge::~eralized price of small, mediu=l and 
c• t' t large cars, respectively, relative to thac. of all Oe~o~ .:ars 

in year t, 1~bi•!.UU 

SPCt • The race Of scrappage in year t of vehicles eight or more years 

of age, an index relative to the avera~e rate for vehicle5 in 

l!ach age group. 

(P ) 
n t An index of the r~al price of cars in y•ar t, 1967•1.00 

ut • The unemployment rate in year t 

Dlt • Total real disposable inccce in year t 

VMTt • Total vehicle miles travelled in year t 

CPII 
t An index of the fleet real 6asolice cost5 per ~ile5 in year t

1 

1967•1.00 

HHLDt • The total number of households existing in year t 

Pit • Froction of tot~l l1uu~eholds io year t having income 
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Number of Surviving Cars on the Road 

Figure 2 shows the process by which the number of cars on the road is caluclated, prior to 

estimation of new car demand. First of all, the existing stock of vehicles, by size class and vintage, 

is available from previous forecast cycles or, for years in the immediate future, from a combination 

of forecasts and knowledge of the fleet in existence in 1975. The rates by which vehicles are scrapped 

from this fleet depend on vehicle age. Average scrappage rates are applied for vehicles one through 

nine years of age, as these tend to be constant over time. Older vehicles, by contrast, tend to be 

maintainedlonger when macroeconomic conditions are poor or when replacement costs are high. In the 

Auto Sector Forecasting Model, scrappage rates for these older vehicles are computed, by class, as a 

function of new car prices (which reflect replacement costs) and the unemployment rAte (which serves 

as a proxy for the ~acroeconomic climate). These scrappage rates are then applied to the vehicle 

stock in existence tor each forecast year and scrappage hy ~lA~S ~nd vintage category are then computed, 

and the tot,al number of surviving vehicles is calculated by summing across all classes and vintages, 

This total stock of operating vehicles net of scrappage is later used as on~ nf the key determinants 

of new car demand-. 

Generalized Price 

Prices clearly play a role in determining new car sales and there are several price-related 

automotive features which require consideration in a model of vehicular fuel use, namely nP.w r.Ar pr.it::es, 

new car fuel economies, and gasoline prices. The lifetime operating costs of thP.· r.Ar which Jre 

at~ributable to gasoline may be computed from the price of gasoline and the fuel economy of the car,• 

taking into'account the expected profile of mileage per year over the vehicle's life and the economic 

discount rate. This lifetime gasoline operating cost may then be combined with the price of a new 

car to arrive at an index of a vehicle's overall cost -- both the acquisition cost and the operating 

cost. (Obviously, insurance, maintenance, repair, and numerous other costs also contribute to lifetime 

costs, but these are not isolated here because they are not closely related to variations in vehicular 

fuel economy, the primary focus. of this investigation.) Figure 3 illustrates the process by which 

the generalized price is computed. The price of gasoline and the fuel economy of the car are combined 

to yield the lifetime gasoline costs of operating a vehicle in each class. This is then added to the 

new car price for each class to compute the generalized price as follows: 

y 
c,t 

Y = C + bG /F 
c,t c,t t c,t 

generall;,:ed pt'ice of a ne~-.7 vehicle of class c in year t; 
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c 
c,t 

G 
t 

F 
c,t 

b 

price of a new vehicle of class r in year t; 

price of gasoline year t; 

fuel economy (miles/gallon) of a new vehicle of class c in year t; and 

52853, a constant which reflects the lifetime, discounted, perceived 
mileage of the car. 

That is, the generalized price is the sum of th~ r••rchase price of a vehicle and ~he perceived 

lifetime costs of operating the vehicle. This latter term as used here includes only gasoline costs, 

thus assuming that maintenance, insurance, and other operating costs are not affected by the policy 

alternatives being analyzed. The constant b is based upnn actual annual mileage l'atterns recorrlPrl 

2 
in the Nationwide Pe~_sonal Tran~I2.QWti nn Snrm•y, aooumil'E; uu aunudl Lllscount rate o± ten percent and 

a perception factor of 80 percent, reflecting consumers' incomplPt~ and imperfect awar~~ss uf future 

operAting costs. 

In computing total new ca·r sales, the generaltzed pr:ices for each size class are merged into a 

single weighted-average generalized price for new cars. The weights used in computing this average are 

the shares during the previous year. The generalized price thus computed is the key new vehicle price 

variable lvhich triggers new car sales within the Auto Sector Forecasting Model. 

Target~~~ornobi~e Ownership 

Conventional stock adjustment models employ a variable reflecting the "desired" stock of some 

durable good and then proceed to model the demand for new goods of that sort baGed on a lagged movement 

tmvard the desired stock. A somewhat similar construct is employ~d by the Auto Sector Fnce(.;asting 

Moil ~1. Like the stock ad jus tlllent Apprnach, the Auto Sec tor Fur·et:ast:in~ Model shows the sale of new 

automobiles to be driven by some unrlPrlyin[l (:mnually itKre.d .. lng) target stock. Unlike the stock 

adjustment approach, deviations from the target stock levels are not primarily attributed to adjustment 

1~~::; but tn vehicle prices. That ls, the target is not some idealized point in stock ownership but 

rather is a baseline ownership profile reflecting increasing population and affluence. Departures from 

that baseline may run in either direction, depending upon price conditions. There is also a critical 

structural difference. Stock adjustment models are generally designed to collapse to a single 

equation n1odel, allowing minimal description of scrappage and used cars generally. The Auto Sector 

Forecasting Model employs a recursive structure whereby S(.;rappage is estimated separately and fed into 

the new car sales equation. 

The structure by which the target auto stock is computed is set out in Figure 4. The average 

target autom~bile ownership per household is computed by weighing the target automobile ownership per 

2 
Natiomvide Personal Transportation Survey, Report No. 2, "Annual Miles of Automotive Travel," Federal 
Highway Administration, Aprjl 1972. 
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income group by the fraction of the population falling in each income group. The overall target 

o~ership is then computed from the per-household statistic (which reflects affluence effects) and 

the projP.~~e~ population. 

New Car Sales --------
The number of cars sold is estimated directly from the characteristics described above, as 

illustrated in Figure 5. The forecast of sales draws on three processes described below: 

• the number of surviving cars on the road, 

e the generalized price of new cars, and 

• the target automobile ownership 

The number of surviving cars on the road is subtracted from the target automobile ownership to 

find j:he shortfall in the existing automobile stock. Thi.s shortfall forms the backbone of our new car 

demand estimation procedure. It serves as an index of "normr~l" demand which is adjusted downward or 

upward depending upon price conditions, representerl in rhP mnrlPl hy the gener:~li13cd nc\l car price. 

Market Shares 

The shares of new car sales within each size class are computed from econometrically-estimated 

relationships which incorporate the market-weighted generalized price for vehicles in adjacent shares, 

and the (single period) lagged share of the same class. The shares thus estimated are normalized so 

that their total is exactly one, and these shares are then multiplied by the total sales estimated 

earlier in order to calculate the number of units sold by share. These numbers then form the current 

period's entry within the model's representation of the ~P.hir11l~r stock by class :~nd vintage. 

Vehicle Hilc~ of Trav~l (VMTJ 

The total number of vehicle miles of travel per household is computed from an estimated 

relationship based upon one exogenous factor (the disposable income per household) and two endog~nous 

factors (automobile ownership per household and the gasoline portion of vehicle cost per mile). The 

operating cost is computed from the harmonic mean of the fleet's fuel economy, calculated across all 

size classes and vintages. This mean fuel.economy is then combined with the appropriate price of 

gasoline (an exogenous input) to compute the gasoline cost per mile. 

Petroleum Product Consumption 

The quantity of petroleum products consumed in any projection year can be computed directly from 

the projections developed in previous steps as described above. H01~ever, one further behavioral 

relationship is introduced by the Auto Sector Forecasting Model in this computation, namely the 

observed decline in VMT which accompr~niPS vehicle age. The total VMT computed above is firsL uf all 
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allocated to vintage groups in proportion to their observed relative miles of use, weighted according 

to the number of vehicles in each vintage group. On this basis,.VMT by class and vintage are computed. 

These VMT estimates are then combined with fuel economies by class and vintage to deduce petroleum 

product consumption by class and vintage. The total petroleum product consumption (and its composition 

by fuel type) can then be calculated from the detail;d consumption calculations described above. 

Automobile Industry Response to Policy Steps 

The industry simulation component'of the forecasting methodology is based upon an assessment of 

feasible technological improvements and their costs, together with a set of assumptions about how the 

automobile industry as a whole would choose various technological combinations in response to 

alternative policy conditions, These assumptions are rles~rihP.rl hP.lnw. 

It is assumed that the automobile industry acts to minimize the generalized price of vehicles 

within each vehicle size class. The generalized price of a car is defined as described in the 

preceeding section .. 

Before describing how the automotive industry is assumed to react to specific policies, it will 

be helpful to focus briefly on the nature of the evidence available on the cost of technological 

improvements as well as on the general.pattern followed by the components of generalized price. Figure 

6 illustrates the basic for~at in which technological information was assembled. Each fuel-saving 

modification (or combination of them) is presented in Figure 6 as a point, a line, or a box. Previous 

estimates of technological options were reviewed to determine the likely cost and fuel saving of each. 

These estimates were plotted on graphs such as that shown in Figure 6 -- the vertical axis representing 

the additional cost of a modification and the horizontal axis representing ~he additional fuel economy 

gained. Lines and boxes were used where estimates indicated a range of uncertainty in one or both 

of the dimensions graphed. Curves of this sort were developed separately for each: 

vehicle size class, 

model year (by 5-year increment), 

set of emissions standards, and 

set of safety standards. 

These graphs were then used to construct curves of potential cost/fuel economy combinations such 

as that shown in the lower half of Figure 7. This curve represents the portion of generalized price 

that is attributable to manufacturing costs associated with vehicles having improved fuel economy. 

The upper half of Figure 7 shows the gasoline cost savings associated with improved fuel economy. 

In the absence of any federal policy tied to new car fuel economy, it is assumed that automobile 

manufacturers select, in each size class, a vehicle design that minimizes the sum of thesetwocomponents, 
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REPORT PREPARED BY HITTMAN ASSOCIATES, INC. FOR JACK 

FAUCETT AsSOCIATES, INC., UNDER SUBCONTRACT FROM THE 

FEDERAL ENERGY ADMINISTRATION, JANUARY, 1976, P.8. 
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If fuel economy standards and a set of non-compliance penalties are in force, then the automobile 

manufacturers are assumed to respond by producing vehicles which minimize the generalized price net of 

penalties and which are priced so as to pass penalty payments along to consumers. That is, the 

automobile'make~s are assumed to continue to improve fuel economy up to the point where the margin~! 

cost of improving economy (i.e., the added new car price) is equal to the marginal penalty payments 

that would be avoided by making the improvements. This can happen in either of two ways corresponding 

to whether or not the standards are ultimately met, as discussed below. 

Standards Met 

Fuel economy standards might, in some instances, be met by manufacturers solely because of fuel 

cost savings, with the result that the imposition of a standards program would produce no further 

changes. Or alternatively, standards might be met by making some limited improvements; ones which 

would be made if non-compliance penalties were set at a less-than-statutory level. In both of the 

above situations, the marginal penalty payments associated with an increase in vehicluar fuel economy 

is zero since there are no further penalty savings to be gained by the manufacturer once the 

prescribed standard has been met. 

Automobile manufacturer compliance with fuel economy standards might theoretically be accomplished 

in many ways: one class of vehicie could be upgraded substantially, in terms of fuel economy, while . 

others remain virtually unchanged; or all vehicle classes might be upgraded approximately to the same 

extent. It is assumed here that improvements are made to each vehicle class in such a wav that the 

marginal cost of fuel economv imorovements less the marginal value of the associated fuel savings is 

equal for all vehicle classes. This assumption results in improvements being made in an even-handed 

tashion across all vehicle classes, subject to the costs ot those improvements. Whether or not an 

individual vehicle class is itself above standard has no particular bearing on whether or not 

standard-induced fuel economy ~mprovements will be made to vehicles of that class. 

Standards Not Met 

Since each manufacturer would be willing to spend only an amount per additional mpg of fuel 

economy up to the amount of the (after-tax) oenaltv oer mpg, there comes a Point where it is more 

economical to Pav penalties rather than make further technological improvements. As-a result. the 

value of the marginal penalty reductions eventually falls at either of two values: zero, if standards 

are met; or at the after-tax value of the penalty per mpg, if standards are not met. In the latter 

case, all vehicle classes would be upgraded to the point where the equilibrium between penalty payments 

and other factors (price and fuel savings) is struck. 
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• 

• 

Excise Taxes 

Because excise taxes based on fuel economy need not fo llow any systematic form, the selection 

of new car fuel economy under excise tax policies is determined by exhaustively searching through 

all possibilities (at increments of 0 . 1 miles per gallon) and selecting the one that yields the lowest 

generalized price . 
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POTCNTIAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE FUEL-ECONOMY IMPROVEMENT 

by 

Clay W. La-Pointe* 
Automotive Emissions & Fuel Economy Office 

Ford Motor Company 
Dearborn, Michigan 

* These remarks are the edited version of the oral presentation made by Dr. La-Pointe at the Fourth 
National Conference. Although a conscientous effort was made to replicate the remarks any error in 
interpretation lies with the editor- MITTAL 
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POTENTIAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE FUEL ECONOMY IMPROVEMENT 

ABSTRACT 

The remarks made by Dr. La-Pointe relate to various facets of the automotive fuel economy 

program. Auto makers under the enactment of the 'Energy Policy and Conservation Act' have to come up 

with a fleet average fuel economy of 27.5 mpg by 1985. · Dr. La-Pointe explained the impact of various 

driving cycle approaches upon fuel economy. Various components of work (rolling friction, aerodynamics, 

inertia, etc.) were explained in relation to the types of the driving cycle. Dr. La-Pointe provided an 

excellert analysis of the methodology utilized behind the estimation of the rolling and aerodynamic 

resistance. D.ata related to aerodyra rille. drag coefficient \..ere provided for several cars and vans. 

Dr. La-Pointe also outlined a set of pote_ntial improvement actions-which included: Reduction in weight 

of 20 percent with a fuel economy improvement in the range of 13-16 percent; stratified charge engine 

(high compression) which may imp·rove efficiency by 20 percent. br. ta-Pointe's concluding remarks were:· 

"We are committed to meeting all these standards, • • • we will meet them in one way or another, and ••• _ 

we don't need any taxes or any other help from Washington." 
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POTENTIAL FOR AUTOMOTIVE FUEL ECONOMY IMPROVEMENT 

For several years the U.S. Department of Transportation has been studying the potential for 

automotive fuel economy improvement. What started as a 120.day study which concluded that the auto

mobile industry could achieve 100% improvement in fuel economy blossomed into a 600 day study which 

still has a great many political implications. 

However, my intent is not to critique prior studies but rather to talk.of constraints on 

energy in the transportation and auto industries. When 1 ~peak o6 ~he auto ~ndU4tny, 1 am ~~~ng my~~6 

~o vehlc.~u undeJt 6, 000 pou~ w~c.h ~ndudu ~orne p~c.k.up tnuc.M a.nd va.M. ThM ~. ~e o~y ~egme~ 

o6 ~e auto ~ndU4:t:Jty 6M wh~c.h 6u~ .ec.oYWmy ~nda/!.CV.. Me Jte_gui~ed. It is also the only· seg-

ment uf the transpun:ation industry which will experience an absolute reduction of about 20% in petro

leum and gasoline consumption by 1985 despite a 20% increase in vehicle population. As you probably 

know, the auto industry consumes about 25% of total petroleum or about half of the petroleum consumed 

by the transportation industry. 

The auto industry, however, is regulated far beyond 1985. The regulations pertaining to fuel 

economy are enmeshed in an elaborate framework. Thus, we must first describe what we mean. by fuel econ

omy. Some technical aspects must be understood before we can talk .of how to improve fuel economy and 

what limitations we must face. 

On a personal level, each of us can describe fuel economy in terms of how we feel about our 

car. If we like. it, we report fuel economy in terms of results on a steady trip during the summer; if 

we don't like our car we'll report results of wintertime city driving. 

Another consideration important to fuel economy is driving pattern. EPA derived a driving 

pattern based on a city test called the LA-4 cycle derived by California Resources and a highway test. 

As representatives of actual driving patterns, these tests are only comparatively successful, but 

nothing better has yet been derived. Now we must relate the test and its statistics to the work that 

the engine has to do. This is really the crux of the fuel economy treatment and it provides the limita

tions that will occur in terms of efficiency improvements. When I talk of efficiency, I am speaking in 

the engineering sense. Generally miles/gallo~ is considered as efficiency. This is,not entirely true, 

however, as technically efficiency must be related to the work that is actually done. We also want to relate 

it to the thermodynamic efficiency of the engine itself. When we do that, we realize there is a limita

tion on what we can do. 

In 1978, we are facing 18 miles a gallon, corporate average standard for fuel economy. From 1981, 

through 1984 vehicles, NHTSA has just come up with what they are charged with doing - setting the maxi-
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mum feasible standards, which will go up by two miles a gallon in those years. They go 22,, 24, 26 and 

27 and then 27-1/2 miles a gallon. That 27-1/2 miles a gallon is around 100% more than it was in 1974, 

which was their biggest year. Now 100% more in fuel economy is 50% less in fuel consumption if every-

thing else remains the same. As I mentioned, however, it's going· to be 20% less because everything 

else isn't going to be the same. That was arbitrary; that was political; but, we believe it is achiev-

able, although not achievable with the same mix we have today. Our cars are going to be different. My 

Wk. :today dea£.6 w.Uh wa.y.J.> o6 Jteduc..i.rtg the woJtk. Jtequhr.ed bec.a.u.-6e the eng.i.ne c.a.nnot be J.>u66-<.c..i..err:ti.y 

-i..mpJtoved to Jtea.c.h tha.t goal. 1 n a.n -i.deal J.>.u:.u.a.t.i.on, .U · .6 e6 6-tc..i.enc.y -i.-6 not h-i.gh enough to a.c.IU.eve 

:tha-t~ 

The penalty is a significant one. It's $50 per mile per gallon below the standard per car 

that you produce. For example, if your ave~age MPG is 19 in 1980, which is 1 miles per gallon below 

what it should be, and you've produced about 3 million cars, which is roughly a Ford size company, your 

fine will be 150 million dollars. That's before taxes and you can double that essentially, because 

it's not a tax - it's a fine. It comes right off the top. So what the company feels is 300 million 

dollars. So the automobile is going to consume 20% less because you need energy to do work. Now we 

must do the same work with greater efficiency. The test which has been designated as that for fuel 

economy stems from the emissions test. It was an in place, it had a cycle, and by law, this is it. It 

was controversial, and includes an indoor test on a dynamometer for emissions because you can't test 

for emissions outdoors. Basically, the test can be described as follows: assume that all the carbon 

that comes out of the tail pipe comes from gasoline, and count carbon atoms. The carbon appears in the 

form of hydrocarbons CO and co
2

. Now hydrocarbons and CO are pollum.nts and are regulated. A miles/ 

gallon standard, therefore, specifies the other component of this equation. In other words it's almost 

like a co 2 standard. We cannot emit more than a certain number of grams per mile of co2 - roughly 900 

grams/mile. Take that carbon balance fuel economy (which incidentally is not bad; if you actually 

weight the fuel that's used and compare it to the carbon balance fuel economy which you get from bags 

that collect the exhaust it's very close), and make it into a composite, city-highway fuel economy by 

taking 2 tests, 1 mpg on the city test, 1 mpg on the highway test. That's a harmonic mean and although 

it is somewhat pedestrian, you must understand it if you are to understand the label on your ca~ 

Chart 1 shows the methodology for the calculation of fuel economy for a combined city and 

highway driving cycle. You've got two tests, you've. got an mpg in the city and an mpg on the highway. 

Then you'll assume that 50% of all the distance traveled in the U.S. is city typ~ driving so that 

me, the miles. in the city will be .55 miles total; that's the total miles traveled. 

~i h is .45 times m, the basic equation is mpg = m/gallons. If 
n g way 
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you know that equation, you'll get all the subsequent formula. So you put m over the gallons in the city 

(gc) +the gallons on the highway (gh) and the rest is algebra now, and you get down to the end and you say, 

well that's a funny looking average. It's an harmonically weighted average. It's weighted 55:45::city: 

highway and it's harmonically taken, it is not arithmatically. A harmonic mean is basically defined 

as the sum of all the miles divided by all the gallons. 

COMBINED CITY-HIGHWAY AVERAGE 

Two tests: mpgc & mpgh 

Assume 55% of all distance 
traveled in U.S. is city-type driving. 

m = 0.55 m c 

~ 0.45 m 

m mpg 
gc + ~ 

m 
gc ~ -m +-~ m c c ~ 

m 
.55m + .45m 
mpgc mp~ 

1 
,.').') .45 +--
mpgc mpgh 

CHART 1 
Now you can do that, apply it to a fleet average for a fleet of N cars. There is a variability of about 

4 or 5% at 1 simga associated with the tests. The average miles/gallon for N, a fleet of N cars or N 

tests on 1 car is that funny summatior,.Wll.ch is in the denominator. If you can compare the arithmatic 

mean to that which is just N divided into the sum of all the individual mps's, you will always find 

that it is greater than the harmonic mean (Chart 2). In other words, the harmonic mean is always less. This is 

a sinister aspect from our point of view. 

For example, if you only produce two types of cars and you have a sales fraction F1 of your 

small car which gets 30 miles/gallon and you have another car F2 which gets 10 miles/gallon, you had a 

fuel economy standard of 20 miles/gallon and you ~ould. compute on an arithmatic basis and half your 

cars would be 30 and half would be 10. That's intuitive- but an harmonic mean does not do that (Chart 3). It 

weights the low mileage cars greater, so that you actually have to go over to about 63% small cars for 

that same 20 mil~~/gallou average. The problem becomes selling enough omall cars to achieve the 

average. 
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Chart 4 is an example of fuel economy versus inertia weight. For 1975, it represents weighted 

fuel economy for 49 states; California had lower fuel economy because of its emission standards. EPA's 

data agree and show that it will be something like 10% lower in California again in 1977.. However, 

the standards have changed. And that's well understood in California, where there is a separate car 

for California. Some manufacturers only make one car, the California car, which they also sell in the 

rest of the states. In that case, there is no difference because there is only 1 calibration; but where 

there is a difference, California is lower. 

CHART 4 

Although Chart 4 shows you that there is a relationship between weight and fuel economy, it 

doesn't tell you very much. For example, what does "sales weighted" mean? Sales weighted means that 

at 1 over mpg there is a decline as the sum of the sales fraction of ICE type car divided by the fuel 

economy as tested in the ICE type of car. So, take one car of the ICE type and use that value as the 

fuel economy of the class of car. For Ford, the sales fraction could be Fi. Assume we have 10 or 12 

cars, models or types. If Pinto sells 20% of our sales, F i would be . 2. Divide this by the miles/ 

gallon of around 30, and sum that to get the average- 'a sales weighted average which is what the auto-

mobile industry is required to meet for fuel economy. 

Automobile manufacturers have other concerns, however. Among them are systematic classes as a 

means to derive information on the effects of weight 9n fuel economy in terms of percentage improvement. 

On Chart 5 this is plotted on log log paper. This figure is sales weighted and you will note that at a 

certain distance up with or without a protractor- there is a certain percentage in proven fuel econ-

imies. If you want a 10% improvement in fuel economies over the board, you can plot a line that 

distance above it, and it is still sales weighted. However, sales weighting distorts this relative to 

engineering. For example, there may be a car.which is very poor in terms of fuel economy but which is 

a high selling car, perhaps because of its style or performance. 

So, look at Chart 6 and make a number of assumptions. First, these data are not weighted 

because I want to consider every entry in the EPA certification derby as being an engineering attempt 

to market a car in that category. You will note something very striking. You can put two straight 
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lines through the data. If you regress them, you'll find they have a slope of around 20. But there is 

a break in there and you may ask why. Because the cars at the lower end have a higher performance on 

the average than those on the higher end. If you were to plot a plot of CID over weight, for example, 

or CID times N/V over weight, you'll find that there's probably one value on each line. That is just 

historical; it is the way they are marketed. Larger cars have to have higher performance, because that's 

what buyers want and also because they pull things. Pecple buy cars for their maximum intended usage, 

although they don't always use them for it. 

But to continue, with Chart 7 we now have two straight line segments, 

We postulate that if we were to improve the performance of these cars, their fuel economy would g.o down. 

Conversely, if we were to take this line and extend it, and reduce the performance of these cars, the 

fuel economy would e;o 1.1p. Tn far.t, that's true. It's misleading because it's based on the test as it 

was then. The test has changed. I plotted the points for 1977 on there to show you why we can no longer 

do this. The reason the test has changed is that we are now able to take into account aerodynamics of 

a particular vehicle rather than going to a table to look it up. The coast down procedure has been 

responsible for this and next year 1978, everyone will be using the coast down procedure. In 1977, 

some manufacturers coasted it down but others did not. No real conclusions such as straight lines on 

log plots from 1977 can be drawn. Perhaps in 1978 we'll have a higher slope now because aerodynamics 

has been removed. Many people have tried to do this to perform regression analyses. I've been guilty 

as well -- saying that mpg is a function of performance and weight. You have to assume a form and make 

some physical justifications for the form you see where you have the displacement from the CID times 

N/V which is the amount of times the engine goes around in rpms per mile per hour that the wheels go in 

the back in top gear divided by the weight and then split the weight out. It's split out in this form 

because this parameter is constant' on those two lines we saw. That parameter itself is related to per

formance. The performance discussed here is the distance traveled in 10 seconds from a standing stop. 

This will give some idea of the sensitivity of these parameters. For example, if we changed weight at 

constant performance, we also have to lower displacement or change the acce~eration or something like 

that. So that parameter is constant. And if we do that, it makes no difference if we have weight to 

the -.8 power. It is not inversely proportional to the weight because the aerodynamic force is not 

proportional to weight. In other words, if you reduce weight roughly 10%,· you'll get an 8% improvement 

in fuel economy. If you reduce weight 10% and have the displacement reduced correspondingly, you'll 

also get an 8% improvement in fuel economy. However, if you just reduce weight by 10%, you will get 

only a 4% improvement in fuel economy. 

This is a regression analysis and is an admission of ignorance. It means you can't get from 

here to there by basic principles, and that you'll have to say, ."O.K., I'll take an ensemble of things, 
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postulate a form for it, and run my regression and see if the correl.ation comes out reasonably well." 

In fact, that's what happens. That regression is no longer, valid as I pointed out previously. 

It's valid only for those years where the test caused those exponents to be what they are. Now, the dis-

advantages of a regression analysis are that it applies only to those ensembles that you test. It depends 

on the form you choose and it depends on the test procedure. It cannot be extended or extrapolated. I 

stress this because right now they are trying to use a regression analysis based on automobiles to set 

standards for vehicles over 6,000 lbs. which have never been tested before and for which there's no base 

line. But the test has now changed. Now you calibrate the dynamometer. So we're going to have to get 

something more basic like what is the work you're going to have to do. 

Now, I'd like to deal with driving cycles, because from the statistics of the driving cycles 

we can get some work parameters. I'll not spend much time on their relation to national driving patterns 

because the test itself showed you that it doesn't give the >:ie;ht answer for an aggregate fuel consump-

tion; not because its statistics are wrong, but because the test procedure itself i!'; not adeq.uate for 

the job; Nany tests were considered and their relations to each other in terms of sensitivity to fuel 

economy action and the variability are what we really want to discuss. I'm sure that you're familiar 

with the velocity time trace for the cities. For the first 505 seconds (see Chart 9) the car is 

actually physically lifted. We can't start it; we lift it and put it on the rolls, after having a 12-

hour cold soak. That's a cold start. Then there is a stabilized portion for 72 seconds after which 

we rerun the first 505 for bag 3, collect the stuff in a bag and have the hot start portion. Then the 

EPA City Cycle (LA-4, FTP, CVS) 

ooS""s«c 
..,---.bog/1(.3 -~>-(<--- btJt;l2 -_.,_ 

~bZIL)n[hjDrvf:J~;M!JJ 
0 

oaq f- cold sfq,-[-

1Hl;J2- .s/abif-jacf 
lu:rg 3- hoi- star+ 

,'.372.. 

CHART 9 

cold start and hot start portions ~re weighted at something like 435%. It's complicated and applies 

only to vehicles less than 6,000 lbs. Now with highway st,.t:i.stics, you have different types of roads 

with different percentages of the total national distribution, summ"'cl 1.1p on them. If you take the 

bottom here, the 3lt.3 (Chart 10), in other words, the urban c.:ycles, you h~ve the federal test procedure. 

That cycle you saw earlier in Chart 9 is called e:i. ther the LA-4, the FTP, the CVS, the CVS-CH or the EPA 

city. If you sum up 34.3; 5 .. 6; and 5.5; and 6.9 (all the urhan contributions here) you'll get flomcthing 
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like 52.3% of the miles traveled in the city or they rounded that off to 55 and that's where the 55/45 

split came. The CVS-CH cycle is the FTP now. This is its velocity distribution. The percent of dis-

tance traveled while within the vicinity of the velocity you see there. According to the highway cycle 

shown here in Chart 11, not many miles are traveled around 50 mph, which is kind of unusual. So, th~ cycle 

may b"' wrong there. 

Chart 12 gives the combined 55/45 cycle and shows that there are two peaks. It's slanted in 

the right direction because it is a distance traveled distribution rather than a time spent distribution. 

In other words, the higher the velocity, the more mileage.you can travel for a certain time. What can 

we do with Llu::se in terms of work? From a velocity distr-ihnt.i.on function wh;!.c::h is FL, which is the 

fraction of time spent in the vicinity of velocity V (dv of V) you can have the fraction of distance 

traveled. This is distribution Fx which is shown in Chart 13. The relation between the two is simply 

the instantaneous velocity divided by the time average velocity. The moment of these distributions, 

which I think can also be applied to trucks,is 1. The time average or velocity can be gotten from the 

time distribution. More simply, you can just divide the total distance X by the time it takes to 

execute the cycle. Another number which we need is the RMS velocity. That will give us something to do 

with aerodynacic work, so we can use the distribution for that. But what we really want to learn is what 

is our potential for fuel economy improvement. 

Then we can go further towards useful, positive engine work. We can have a conditional velocity 

distribution, F prime of F which (Chart 14) is the fraction of the distance traveled during the whole 

cycle at velocity V while accelerating or cruising while the acceleration dv/dt is either,greater tha~O 

or equal to 0. It's equal to 0 at cruising and idling, but you don't travel any distance so ·that's de-

generate. The moments of this distribution are the distance X
3 

(Chart 15) that you traveled while 

accelerating and the distance Xc that you traveled while cruising. This gives you the VxR which we'll 

need fo~ aerodynamics. The engine has to overcome aerodynamics, inertia and rolling friction. Statist!-

cally, you can also get an acceleration distribution which is a fraction of distance traveled while 
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CHART 15 

accelerating at a rate a or dv/dt. From that you eet xa and xa + xc and other moments of il:·; however, 

you must take yuur integral form 0+, not 0, because th8t would include some cruise fa~tors 1~ there. 

Now, we can start talking about work. The cycle that we're talking about is the CVS-C. The sample 

cv~-CH is actually 11 miles long. That is the distance actually tr.:weled in performing the test.· Tt is 

weighted; that· is, the additional 505 seconds ;n:e added on. even though in Iact they ar~ not Llueue 

because the results are taken from that and put it into the CVS-C. The work parameters we're talking 

about now are the; which is dv/dt. Since a is 

WORK PARAMETERS 

INERTIAL ROLLING AERODYNAMIC IDLE OECEL LENGTH DRIVING FRICTION TIME TIM F. 

g:ven in~g's and the ui~tance traveled is given in 

CYCLE 
0 'a 'o+ •c VRNS Xo+ x.c SEC SEC MILES percent, we are accelerating over 40% of the distance 

cvs-c .0361 47 59 33.1 59 245 475 7.5 
E CVS-CH .0361 47 56 
p 

35.9 56 339 655 11.0 in that city cycle. The distance over which rolling 
10.3 A HIGHWAY .016J3 43 61 50.6 61 4 296 

METRO/HWAY .026<. 45 60 43.9 eo 343 951 21.3 friction must be overcome is the distance of accel-
ceo .1769 10 65 21.7 65 60 61 2.0 

s SUBURBAN .1007 9 92 46.4 92 14 46 5.2 eration and cruising or 59%. So if you subtract 
A 
E INTERSTATE 55 .031 19 61 55.0 131 0 59 4.7 

INTERSTATE 70 .031 24 76 70.0 76 0 59 4.7 those two, you find out that cruising time is small. 

F FORO CITY .1726 10 90 25.6 90 109 93 3.6 
0 FORO SUB. .100 9 96 46.1 96 52 23 5.2 R 

Therefore, in this analysis, the threshold's on 

0 50 ss 0 0 100 50 100 0 0 1.0 determing the distances change as thP. velocity changes. 
CHART 16 
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It's an acceleration or deceleration, no matter how small. If you also put a threshold on that, yo~'ll 

l 
get a greater cruising distance plus accelerating distance, but you'll also get your a. Then the 

product of the two turns aut to be fairly close to what it is in this case. These are the EPA cycles. 

SAE is developing cycles and Ford has cycles which are on the track. We've used those in the past and 

have some faith in them being representative of what the ~ustomer se_es because we've taken surveys. If 

we add our Ford city/suburban test we find we get abo~t 14% less than-the combined city/highway of EPA. 

We believe that is a better number. What do these various tests do for a single car? Compared to the 

CVS-CH, the CVS-C is multiplied by 1.04S. That's what the average difference is between the CVS-C and 

the CVS-CH. You can see on Chart 17 that at 50 mph steady/state compared ·to the city cycle for Ford 

you can double your mileage. A Torino was used for this test. 

But what we really want to learn is what is our potential. Now, let us continue with a dis-

cussion of the potential for· fuel economy improvement. Following is a brief review of the test proced-

ure. The test procedure is done on two steel rolls (Chart 18), which are your driving wheels. They are 

connected to discs which have clutches on them. We can clutch in as many discs as we need to simulate 

the inertia of the car. Since the car was moving, we had to simulate mov~ment. So the initial force, 

the mass of the car times the acceleration is simulated by discs. There is a small turbine with water 

in it and a paddle wheel which just beats the hell out of that water. It is only the size of a cup but 

it absorbs a lot of horsepower. A v2 
force is what the aerodynamic force is. The rolling resistance 

(Fr) is the weight on the rear wheels times a coefficient of rolling resistance 

There are two dimples that go around the circumference of the car. All of this adds up to a lot more 

resistance than a single car sees on the road. Since there are only two cars on the rolls, the assump-

tion that makes this work, and it's only approximately valid, is that two tires at 4S psi gauge on the 

rolls simulate exactly four tires at manufacturers' suggested pressure setting on the road. In the past,· 

we had to pump in more water to reach that pressure setting. To calibrate the dynamometer, add water. 

That's all you do. Mr~tc:h up road load to SO miles per hour. If you talk about power, all lines come 

up from the origin; but at SO mph, you have a little less than half of your rolling resistance in tires. 

The other half is in aerodynamics. The actual road load is described in Chart 19, roughly as if these 

merge in a parabola. However, on the nynnmometer, the rolling resistance is not qui~e similar. It de-

pends on the tires to some extent, but the average· is not simulated. However, if you do force it to 

match there, you take a coast down. If it is forced to match at SO mph on the dynamometer 

you experience a higher road load than you do on the road. At speeds below SO mph you experience a 

lower road load than if you were actually on the road. So, for the city cycle,the dynamometer is 

accurate but for the highway cycle it is not. This test is for one car with rear driving wheels and 

one with front wheel drive. So we win some and lose some. The Rabbit for example, has an extremely low 

dynamometer setting because rolling Fesistance is so high on it. 
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4500 lb. CAR- FUEL ECONOMY TEST COMPARISON 

FIVE TEST AVERAGES 

FUEL ECONOMY 
PERCENT OF CVS·CH 

200 

ISO f-
I~P9 

roof-

so 1-

10.1"/mpg 
~9 .--

16.6mpQ 

'~·· ...:__ 

OL-~~L_~~~~~~L_L_~~~_J~L_L-_L~ 
FORO FORO SAE SAE CVS CVS CVS 50 

= 

CITY SUB CBO INT 70 C CH HIGHWAY SS 

TEST CYCLE 
CHART 17 

/1-·· ~ 
'-

• -c J 
'\) 
b 

I t • -- _-t-:::.£~- ---,, 
"' J ·t"ll>l:SS 

" 0 reo 
VEt.,OC.IT)I' (mph.) 

e'XAMPLH; a-f 50rnph~ 74-•1="1 29"',, 1D!Jr'at.UI~D/Ibe/>yt:u,

AiTRO HP;; -J.,PCDAV
3 

= .BCDA = .S(.S)(n):B.B 
'rti'ZB JIP = f"WV;; ./3/-'W 

= .t5/'.ot) 4QOO = -!('2 

.13 (.DtS) 4000 ;; 7. 8 

CHART 19 

AVERAGE DRIVING CYCLE 
ENGINE EFFICIENCY 

USEFUL ENGINE WORK 

(
TOTAl. ENERGY)- ( EIIIERGY CONS.UME·D-) 

CONSUMED DURING IDLE a DECEL 

m~g = W cj~fd)+*(:E) 
CHART 21 

CAR 

w = 

CHAS IS DYNAMOMETER ELF'.MP.N~ 
(TWIN ROLL CLAYTON CT-50) 

Rc-4t".I\Jt; 
R~st.SrANt:.G 

~-~~w 

IIYOROOVI'JA""flt= 
PtDIVDR, Ae...soRPrlt:MJ UNir('pAu) 

~vo"" v2 

,.JISSUHPri(,N: ('DN.I-V APPR~I-Arl!'t..Y' 1/,4~0) 

'1 WC.,:.O 11~1;;~ A1' 4~· P!$.1~ 6N DYNO .SI...,l ... ll,.ATG" 

;/- r11~6S AT 2$ PSitf, ON I:UMD 

CHART 18 

DRIVING CYCLE WORK 

ROLLING 
INERTIA FRICTION AERODYNAMIC 
Jdv M dt~x + Mgjfdx + ~PCuA/v2dK 

Mjvdv + MgfL + 
I ~ 

zPCdAv2L 

ENGINE WORK PER MILE (~~ ~o) 

WE = M [.!. dv Xo + Xo+Xc (f CdA 2')] L g 9dt L L +p2Mg" 

CHART 20 

Chart 20 shows the components of driving cycle work .. 

Chart 21 shows the equation for average driving cycle. 

Charts 22 and 23 define the coefficient of drag and 

tabulate data for several cars- You'll note that 

the CITRQN-SM has very low acrodynArni c. r.nf!ffi <:i IO'nt of <.lL'aB. 

It is measured in the ab$cncc of a boundary. As 

soon as there is a bounda•y like the road and the 

car has wheels sticking out of it, which are suppu~ed 

to maintain contact with the road, aerodynamic power goes down. So, I've demonstrated a non-ideal 

situation and .355 is the practical limit for an automobile. Although that land speed record car is 

.11, I doub·t yuu'd like to ride in it. What cars look like is sales weighted. For this figure we chose 

a group of cars that we thought were interesting. We included our competitor's cars; but we also picked 

some very interesting cars, cars that we thought would he interesting.aerodynarnically. So, if this were 

a real distribution, I would suspect that it would be less if used at higher numbers. The average of 

our distribution is around .52; a van is around .6; a pickup is around .7; (Chart 24) and that will help 
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COEFFICIENT OF DRAG 

c0 IS A DIMENSIONLESS EXPRESSION 
FOR BODY SHAPE EFFICIENCY 

~AERODYNAMIC DRAG (LBS.) 

Co=.!!.. 
QA 

DYNAMIC PRESSURE__/ ""---FRONTAL AREA 
Q : 'h p y2 OF CAR (FT2) 

15 

/0 

0 
.3 

D =Co QA 
~ VELOCITY, MPH 

DV 
HP =375 

CHART 22 

OCCURA.NCE" R4r"E" 
vs 

PASSEA./,(!jE:R.. CAR D.ce4tf COO~ 

HGMO; VANS 'Z,"' o.t;, 

PICKUP C,o Z O. 7 

CHART 24 

Co OF SIMPLE SHAPES 

OBJECT 
AIR ~ 

~ 
PARACHUTE ~ 1.35 

FLAT PLATE ~ 1.17 
(SQUARE) 

CYLINDER 0 .35 ·1.20 

CONE (60") S€j .51 

SPHERE 0 .10 •• 50 

HEMISPHERE -0 .41 

CITROEN SM - ~ .355 

-CONE (30") - ~ .34 

LAND SPEED RECORD < :; " ;::1 .11 
CAR · 

AIRFOIL c:> .05 

C!ll.hnT 2J 

tell you what improvement depends on. We can get 

down to .4 by removing different add ons, but this 

can be difficult since some protuberences like 

mirrors are necessary. But what happens if we re-

duce that 20%? That reduction in aerodynamics will 

give a 6% improvement in fuel economy and also give 

some performance improvement. A weight reduction of 

20% gives you something in the neighborhood of 15% 

improvement in fuel economy at constant performance. 

Until now, we've only talked about reducing the work 

that you need to do, but we can also impact epsilon 

and eta. Eta is the efficiency and epsilon is the amount of fuel lost when no real positive work is 

being done. lfuat improves efficiency (eta)? Well, we assume a transmission will, but we haven't 

really built an improved transmission, put it on a car, run the test and had it ~ertified. So we really 

do not know. We have computer projections .and guesses, but we don't even have a computer program that 

can predict fuel economy, because it cannot yet predict the cold start portion of the cycle. As to 

accessory loss reduction, we can do a lot about that on the road, but nothing on the dynamometer. It's 

not tested. 

Dual mode cylinder operation is something that we're banking on. This is. where we can take 

some of our cylinders, close off the exhaust valve and let the other cylinders run for a while when they 

aren't needed. You recover work to pump on the exhaust stroke. It's like a sprint so it works out 

alright. The only problem ·is that the emissions go up slightly so we have to take care of those in other 
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ways. Our prototype engine will give us about 20%. By the way, don't add that 20% to a load, for 

example, or electronic engine controls because they're mutually exclusive. They're different types of 

engines. In other words, if you want to get a 100% improvement in fuel economy, this is what we have 

to do. We're not going to do it by improving eta. That dual mode cylinder operation impacts both eta 

and epsilon. During idle, we reduce the consumption rate which makes the other cylinders work harder. 

This puts them· in a more effective region of the fuel island curves where it attacks eta, and it re-

duces epsilon. In summation, there is a rational engineering way of looking at these things and a 

rational engineering way of establishing what is possible and what isn't. Ae4o, 1 have been chaAged to 

tell rJOu that we Me comm.<fted to mee.:Urtg aLe tho-6e .6iandaJtd-6, tha.,t we will meet them -i.n one warJ oJt 

anothe~t, and that we don't need ~I'Uf taxe-6 oJt ai'U{ othe~t help filtom WMh-i.n.q.ton. 

II aervcf€fncln1/CS t2o «>ft.) 

0 ,ro//,".J res!.si-anc4 {::lo%) 

e weigh!- {2o'}"~ 

~> ln?provec/ -li"Qn.Sn·usston5 

CD ace e.ssorv fpss rec/ucrzon 
/ 

e less V/sCOiA.S. luhr-rcanl-:s 

«J ele~lrontc en:Jn7e con-h-ol.s 

e dua£ n?ode CL(hnder ~atzon 

e.s-/n:rfz.'{z'ec/ cha'!Jejhryh ccnnp, 

CHART 25 
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SPONSORED BY THE FEDERAL RAILROAD ADMINISTRATIONJ DOT - - - -· -:: c:: WI. -~~ 

by 

John Koper 

Federal Railroad Administration, 
Department of Transportation 

Washington, D.C. 

Mit. K.upoVt .V., tiL~ 6wJ.C..tiona£ c.ooJtd.ilu:U:Dit 6olt C.ltC!/I.gy and <!.Yiv.L'to11171a.ntal ttc.t.lv.U b~~ 6nh 

the. o66.ic.e. o6 R&V/FRA. In :t:Jr.L6 c.a.pa.c..i.:ty he. monil.oM a.nd c.ooJtd.i.Yiilte6 te.c.hn.i.c.ai. Mpe.c.U o6 
Jte~.>e.a!tc.h a.c.t.i.viliv.. d.i/r.e.c.:tey Jte-f.a;te.d to e.nv.ilr.o11171e.n.t.ai a.rtd e.neJtgy .i.rtteJta.c.t.i.oM. The. c.oOJt

d.i.na.toJt pJr.ov.i.dv.. J.>ta.66 J..uppoltt to the. MJ..oc..i.a.te. Adm.i.YL.i.-6:tJr.a.toJt 6oJt R&V a.nd to the. thlte.e. 

J..uboJtd.i.rta.te.d 066-i.c.e.-6 [FJte..i.ght SyJ.>te.m-6, PM-6e.ngeJt SyJ.>te.mJ.>, a.rtd Rail Sa.6e.ty Re.J..e.a!tc.hl. He. 

J..Vtvv.. M a. Jte.pM.i.toJty o6 te.c.hrt.i.c.ai. .i.n6oJtmat.i.OYL a.nd a.rt e.x.peJtt adv.i.J.>OJt a.nd c.oMu.Ua.YLt. 

P Jt.i.oJt to h.i.-6 MJ...i.g 11171e.nt6 .i.n e.neJtgy I e.nv.i/r.o 11171e.Ylt-Jte-f.a;te.d Jtail Jt.Me.a!tc.h a.c.t.i.viliv.., Mit • Ko peA 

J..Vtve.d M a. pltoje.c.t· e.ng.i.ne.Vt 601t the. FRA h.i.gh-J..pe.e.d Tlta.c.k.e.d Le.v.i.ta.te.d Ve.h.i.c.i.e. PJtOgJta.m. 

PJt.i.oJt to jo.i.n.i.ng FRA'-6 066-i.c.e. o6 R&V .i.n 1972, Mit. KopeJt woJtk.e.d .i.n the. a.VtMpa.c.e. a.nd 

de.6e.n.~.~e.-Jte-f.a;ted J..e.c.toM P6 plt.i.va.te. .i.rtduJ.>.tlc.y. Fltom 1967 to 1970 he. J..Vtve.d M PJt.i.nc..i.pa.f. 

E ng.i.ne.eJt-SyJ..te.m-6 6oJt the. Urtk. V.i.v.i.J.>.i.on o6 the. S.i.ngeJt Compa.ny. PJt.i.ma.Jty 6UYLc.t.i.oN.l a.nd 

Jte.~.>poM.i.b.ii.ilie.J.. .i.nc.i.ude.d ma.the.mat.i.c.ai. mode-f. de.J...i.gn a.nd a.rta.f.yJ...i.-6 o6 ve.h.i.c.i.e. dyrta.m.i.c.-6, a.Vto

dyrta.m.i.c.-6, a.nd p1topul.6.i.on J..yJ..te.m-6 6oJt vaJt.i.oU-6 6-f..i.ght J...i.mu.1.a.-toJt J..yJ..te.m-6. Mit. KopeJt mode-f.e.d 

a.rtd de.J...i.grte.d the. ve.h.i.c.i.e. dyrta.m.i.c.-6 a.nd p1topul.6.i.on J..yJ..te.m-6 6oJt the. 6.i!r.J..t .f.oc.omot.i.ve.-.tlc.a..i.n 

J...i.mu.f.a.toJt .i.rt the. U.S. bu.ii.t 6oJt the. Sa.rtta. Fe. Railway Co. Fltom 1970 to 1972 Mit. KopeJt WM 

e.mp.f.oye.d by the. NoJtthJtop COJtpOJtat.i.on' .6 E.e.e.c..tlto-Me.c.ha.rt.i.c.ai. V.i.v.i.J.>.i.on. Mit. KopeJt g1tadua.te.d 

6Jtom the. Urt.i.veJtJ...i.:ty o6 Ma1ty.f.a.nd w.i.th a. B.S • .i.n AVtMpa.c.e. Ertg.i.ne.Vt.i.ng. 
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OUTLINE OF THE ENERGY-RELATED PROJECT·s SPONSORED BY FRA~ DOT 

ABSTRACT 

4· 

This paper provides an overview of the enP.rey rPlArPd projlictE cponoorcd by the Offict: uf 

Research and Development, FRA, DOT. The paper provides an organizational chart with FRA. It lists 

the specifics of the study being conducted by TSC in relation to fuel measurement of freight trains. 

The paper also lists the details of a study related to flywheel energy storage for classification yard 

switch locomotives. Another study being funded by FRA is to determine the aerodynamic characteristics 

of TOFC/COFC trains. Finally, the paper deals with the 'Rail Electrification Study' which is examining 

the potential National benefits of electrifying the high density rail-lines. 
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OUTLINE OF THE ENERGY-RELATED PROJECTS SPONSORED BY FRAJ DOT 

I would like to outline for you the projects sponsored by the Office of Research and Development 

that are related to energy conservation and energy efficiency for rail freight and rail passenger 

systems. 

CHART 1 

FRA/O~&D Programs 

Energy Coordination 

Energy Related Research 
projects 

Frei'}ht Syst.P.ms 

Passenger Systems 

:chart 2 shows the organizational structure within' the FRA: 

5YSlfMS ANAL Y:ll~l 

TECHNOLOGY ASSFSSMENT 

ClA&&IriCATION Y&AO 

TECHNOLOGY 

SIGNAL & COMMUNICATION 

e CONTHOL PROCESSES 

e AUTOMATIC CAR 

IOENTIFLCATION 

e Y AAD & TERMINAL 

OPTIMIZATION 

• ElECTRICAL DISCIPUNES 

CHART 2 

EQUIPMENT Pt:RFORMA.NCE 

ANALYSIS 

SYSTEM SPECIFICATiONS 

e ROlliNG STOCK 

e COMf'ON(NTS 

e CONFIGURATION 
MANAGEMENT 

e M,10.INTAI!IOAiUUTY 
e kEliABU.ITY 

• PERFORMANCE 

• RIOt: OUAUTY 

e MECHANICAL DISCIPLINES 

The main responsibilities for the functional coordinator are to 

INTUMODAL liYSTlloiS 

SUPPORTING RESEARCH 

SYSTEMS f.NGINEERING 

MoniLor and coordinate technical aspects of related research activities for the Associate 
Administrator of Research and Development/FRA, 

Keep program managers, Office Directors informed of technical developments occurring 
outside their programs, 

Provide advice and technical guidance, 

Coordinate program development of research activities related to Energy and Environmental 
activities within FRA and outs:i.rlP. ;~gencies. 

Charts 2 and 3 outline the program areas for Improved Rail Freight Service and the Improved 

Passenger Equipment Evaluation Programs including Rail Electrification. 
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CHART 3 

Develop Evaluation Methodology, 
Including: 

Train Performance Calculator 

Demand Analyses 

Operating Cost Analyses 

Ride Quali.ty 

Evaluate Foreign Technology 

CHART 4 

4-R Act Study 

Test Oenter Pax Track 
Electrification 

R&D 

Over the past 2-3 years we have been conducting studies of fuel consumption in rail freight 

operations. My colJ.ea gue, Dr.. Hopl~ins* from TBC, will cover t:h~ i'esults of the data collected from 

several different railroad op~J:'<! tions And over 50,000 troelt-miles. The mea!:lur~fiierits are being used 

to calibrate/validate an anlyti.cal model developed at TSC to determi.ne various indices of energy 

efficiency for rail transportation systPms. (Chart 5) 

CHART 5 

CONSUMPTION IN RAIL TRANSPORTATION 

OBJECTIVES 

STATUS 

Develop more Fuel Efficient Railroad Operations 
Accurate Determination of Actual Fuel Consumption· in Various 

Operations 

ANALYTICAL MODEL DEVELOPED to Examine Sensitivity to Various 
Factors 

Speed 
Grade 
Power/Weight 
Load 
Rolling Resistance 
Internal Efficiency 

VALIDATION THROUGH MEASUREMENTS IN ACTUAL OPERATIONS 

TOFC/COFC 
Unit Train 
Mixed Consist 
Branch Line 

Assess means of Increasing ~ail Fuel Efficiency within Constraints 
of Existing Operational Requirements and Basic Locomotive 
Technology 

* The paper is entitlerl, "Measurement and Simulation of Fuel Consumption in Rall:Freight Service." 
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CHART 6 

TOFC/COFC Service Fuel Consumption Measurements 

Southern Pacific 

Average Net Ton-miles/Gallon . 180 
2 runs, One-way, Detailed Data Collected 
(35-50) MPH 

Burlington-Northern 

Average Net Ton-miles/Gallon . 157 
23 runs, One-way, Total Fuel Only 
(40-50) MPH 

Santa Fe 

Average Net Ton-miles/Gallon . 154· 
2 runs, Round-trip, Detailed Data Collected 
40 MPH, One-way 

Illinois Central Gulf 

In Progress 
6 runs, Round-trip, Detailed Data Collection 

Some of the early results from tests on the Southern-Pacific, Burlington-Northern, Santa Fe, and 

Illinois Central-Gulf Railroads respectively are indicated here. (Chart 6). 

CHART 7 

OTHER FUEL EFFICIENCY STUDIES 

PAST WORK 

Report-railroads and the environment-estimation 
of fuel consumption in rail transportation volume 
!-analytical model (PB 244 150/as; $5.00) 

Report-fuel efficiency improvement in rail freight 
transportation (PB 250 673/as; $5.00) 

FUTURE WORK 

Report-railroads and the environment-measurement 
of fuel consumption in rail transportation volume 
II-(to be published) 

Locomotive-mounted diagnostic instrumentatio~ 

Flywheel energy storage (FES) 

Yard locomotive FES application-feasibility 
study 
Wayside FES for regenerative (dynamic) braking
feasibility study. 

Use of TOFC/COFC data in intermodal systems 
engineering. 
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This chart shows some of our past studies published and indicates our current and future work. 

As a follow-up to the recommendations in the fuel efficiency improvement report, testing of a Fuel-

Saver Device has been underway since last summer on several railroads in revenue freight service and 

AMTRAK throughout the United States. 

The objectives, scope, and current status of our two flywheel energy storage (FES) projects are 

depicted on these next three slides. The investigations are being pursued for two specific 

applications. 

CHART 8 

FLYWHEEL ENERGY STORAGE FOR CLASSIFICATION YARD 

SWITCH LOCOMOTIVES 

OBJECTIVE 

SCOPE 

STATUS 

Examine Potential for Reduced Fuel Consumption, 
Exho11n~ Emissions. Noise, Impro~ed Efficiency 
in the Operation of Classification Yard Switch 
Enqines 

Expand Operational Capacity of Classification 
Yards Without Exceeding Local Environmental 
Constraints 

TechnicQl Feasibility Assessment through System 
Engineering, Control System Design, and 
Application of an Existing Energy Storage Device 

Installation in a Towed Car, Followed by Test 
and Evaluation Program in Actual Classification 
Yard Operations 

P.hnsP. I - System Analysis/Bench Testing (Award 
Imminent) 
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OBJECTIVE: 

APPLICATION: 

SCOPE: 

CHART 9 

WAYSIDE ENERGY STORAGE STUDY 

Technical Feasibility and Engineering Economy Study of Flywheel 
Energy Recovery System 

Flywheels Employed in Wayside Stations for Recovery and Storage 
of Regenerative Braking Energy in Diesel Electric and Electric 
Locomotive Operations on Descending Grades. This provides 
Energy Supplement for Locomotives Ascending Grades. 

Identify Potential Locations from Route System of u.s. Railroads 
Derive Systems Concepts for Both Diesel Electric and Electrified 
Railroads 
compare Power and Energy Requirements with Existing Fuel 
Consumption Data 
Determine Modifications Required for Existing Diesel Electric 
Fleet 
Derive Concepts of Wayside Third Rail And/Or Catenary Equipment 
Required to Deliver and Receive Energy From Electric Locomotives 
Derive Concepts for Flywheel Stations Including Flywheel Designs 
and other Components 
Analyze Methods of Regulating Energy Flow and Storage for Various 
Train Configurations 
Analyze use of Utility Energy to Pre-Charge Flywheels or to 
Supplement Flywheel Energy for Ascending Trains 
Study Design Concepts for Coupling Flywheel Systems to Substation 
Buses 
Perform Engineering Economy Study to Determine Economic Viability 
of Trackside Flywheel Energy Storage 
Define Suitable Follow-on Program Based on Results of Study 

A considerable amount o~ effort and resources has been directed over the last two years at 

characterizing the aerodynamic drag of Trailer-on-Flatcar (TOFC) and Container-on-Flatcar (COFC) 

equipment. This program has progressed from the test planning stage through actual wind tunnel 

measurements on scale models up to full-scale correlation testing at our Pueblo, Colorado Transportation 

Test Center. Chart 9 indicates the objectives of the overall program and summarizes the different 

test configurations for the wind tunnel measurements. 
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CHART 10 

AERODYNAMIC DRAG INVESTIGATION OF TOFC/COFC . 

INTERMODAL EQUIPMENT 

OBJECTIVES 

Determine Aerodynamic Component of Total Train 
Resistance 

1\ooc:Js ro~~ible Eut::!Ll:JY Savings '!'hrough Improved 
Design Techniques 

STATUS 

Test Plan Developed, Models Constructed for Wind 
Tunnel Testing 

WIND TUNNEL TEST - DEC. 1975 

Trailers vs. Containers 
Open Space between Cars & Containers 
Simple Streamlining 
Various Flat Car Configurations 
Effect of Open Load Spaces on a Car 

PULL SCALE CORRRT~TION TESTS - 1976 

Validate Wind Tunnel Measurements 
Establish Correlation Methodology for Railroad 
Aerodynamic Testing 

CHART 11 

TOFC/COFC AERODYNAMIC DRAG INVESTIGATION 

COMPLETED 

Scale Models of Cars, Trailers & Containers 
(some cars conceptual) 

Wind Tunnel Test~ of 76 Configurations in' 
Five car consist 

Preliminary Results & Analyses of Wind 
Tunnel Data 

Prcp~rntinn for Full Scale Validation Tt::!~t~ 

IN PnOGni:JOO 

Conduct Full Scale Tests at TTC, Pueblo, Co. 

FUTURE WORK 

Publish Report of Research Findings 

Use of Data in Intermodal Systems Engineering 

The next chart summarizes the results of the scale model tests which are available in a NTIS report. 
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CHART 12 

TOFC/COFC AERODYNAMIC DRAG 

WIND TUNNEL TESTS OF TOFC/COFC 

Basic Block Tests 

5 Blocks at Different Spacings (60", 30", 15" between 
end sills) 

Measurements Made on Middle Block 

Rail Flat Car Tests 

5 car Train - Locomotive, 3 Flat Cars, Box Car 

Measurements Made on Middle Flat Car 

Cross-Wind Condition 

0 to 30 Degrees 

WIND TUNNEL BASIC BLOCK TESTS 

Effect of Block Spacing 

Minor When Gap Size Less than Half Block Width 

Major when Gap Size Greater than Half Block Width 

Effect of Rounding Forward Corners (Two Tenths of Block Width) 

Minor at Gap Size Less than Half Block Width 

Important Drag Reductions at Greater Gaps 

WIND TUNNEL RAILROAD FLAT CAR TESTS 

76 Different Configurations 

· Standard and Modified Cars, Trailers and Containers 

Standard TOFC 

Drag at Zero Cross-Wind 

· Checks C&O Tests 
· 20% below E-L Value 

Drag Rises with Cross-Wind 

· Doubles for 15° Cross-Wind 

Train of Alternate Loaded and Empty Cars 

· 20% More Drag than Loaded and'Empt.y Grouped Together 

Modified TOFC 

"·TTX Car with Streamlined Underbody- No Effect 

•' 

Trailer Well Car - 40% Drag Reduction 

Full Fairing Between Car and Trailer - 50% Reduction - same 
as r.ontainers 

Bridge ~lates iu Verticu.l Position - No Effect 

Decrease Coupling Distance Below 60" - No Effect 
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Chart 12 cont. 

WIND TUNNEL RAIL FLAT CAR TESTS (Continued) 

Standard COFC 

50% Less Drag than Trailers - Checks NYC Tests 

Drag Doubles at 15° Cross-Wind 

Modified COFC 

Rounding Forward Corner of Containers - 10% Reduction 

Container well Car (Double Stacked) - 25% Increase in 
Drag (40% Reduction in Drag Using Aerodynamic Fairings) 

Side Forces 

Depend on Cross-Wind 

Rolling Moment Equals Side Force Times Half Height of Tot~ 
Load · 

Lift (Vertical Force) 

Small for Nn Cross-Wind 

Increases Rapidly with Cross-Wind 

We ore currently modifying the instrumentation and fixtures for the full-scale testing and plan 

to rerun the correlation measurements in late September. 

The passenger R&D Office' is responsible for the rail Electrification program and under the 4R Act 

of 1976 a series of studies are required. OnP. of the studies is to assess potential national ~enefits 

of electrifying high trRffic density rail line~. 

CHART l3 

RAIL ELECTRIFICATION STUDY 

1R ~ct of 1976, ~ec. 901 (7) Calls 
for a Study of 

Potential National Benefits of 
Electrifying The High Density 
Rail Lines 

Costs and Benefits to Railroads 
of Electrification 
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CHART 14 

,------------_5-T~~---~~---~--~i-~o-~~L~O~G~Y------------~l 
Identify High Density Routes 

Determine CaHu.Luate ~egmenta for 
Electrification 1 

- Determine Capital Costs to I 
Electrify ! 

Determine Traffic Levels Over 
Candidate Seyments 

- Present Levels 
- Future Levels with Modal Shifts 

1 
Determine Fuel Use 

- Petroleum 
- Electricity 

- Identily Fuel for Electrici~ 
- Evaluate Impact on Power 

Generation 

Evaluate Environmental Impact of 
Alternate Fuels 

Evaluate Impact of Fuel Costs 



As part of this national assessment of costs and benefits, shifts in petroleum useage, 

environmental impact of alternative fuels, and fuel costs have been studied by the ~1ITRE Corporation 

under FRA contract and supported by an interagency agreement with the Federal Energy Administration. 

The report should be available this fall. 

Other ongoing·passenger R&D related to energy includes work at TSC on Train Performance Simulations 

and the New York City-Buffalo Corridor study that Professor Mittal will elaborate further in their 

work. The last item on electrification and energy that I want to mention is a study by Arthur D. Little 

conducted under a TSC contract that presents quantitative information on the projected availability and 

costs of electrical energy for rail electrification a~d also for diesel fuel as a comparison ~asis. 

The published report will be available after the first of next year. 

Lastly, I would like to briefly discuss an application of solar technology in railroad operations. 

A study of standby power for railroad-highway grade crossing warning systems was completed last year for 

our Office of Safety Research by the.University of Lowell Research Foundation. Techniques for supplying 

this power were examined including 115 V-AC primary power and storage batteries, solar cells, 

thermo-electric generators, and other innovative approaches (fuel cells, flywheels, wind generation). 
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MEI\SIIRF:MF:NT ANn SIMULATION OF FUEL CONSUMPTION IN RAIL FREIGHT SERVICE 

by 

John B. Hopkins 
Transportation Systems Center 

U.S. Department of Transportation 
Cambridge, Mass. 

Joh» B. Hop~n6 heeeived an A.B. deg~ee 6~om Amh~~t Coliege ~n 1958, hav~ng majo~ed 

in phy.6~e.6. He .6ub.6eque¥Lily attended HMvMd UMveMdlj, 6hom w~eh he ~eeeived an A.M. 

deg~ee in 1959 and a Ph.V. in 1966, both ~n Applied Phy.6ie.6. He~ then employed at the 

NASA EleethoMe.6 Re.6eMeh Cen-t:eh 6Mm 1966 to 1970, wdh he.6pon6~b~y 6oh expe!Wnen-tal 

and analytiea£ .6tudie.6 eoneehMng Mlid .6tate m~eMuttve and eleethoMe dev~ee.6. 

Sinee 1970 he ha.6 been a .6ta66 membeh o6 the TMn6po~on Sy.6tem.6 Centeh, U.S. 

VepMtmen-t ofi TMn6poMation, whehe he i.6 now ~n the Ve~de-6 and Eng~neeUng Vivi.6ion o6 

the 06 Mee o 6 GMund Sy.6ten1.6. He ha.6 had teehMeal and manag~ he.6pon6ib~e.6 6M a 

numbeh ofi pMjew ~elating p~~IJ to teeh11ologiea£ Mpew o6 impMved M6ety and pM

duetivdy in ~ail than6po~Ol1. At )Jhe.6en-t:, ~ mo.6t ~eet involvement i.6 wdh hailhoad 

6uel eon6umption .6.Wdie.6, dM.6i6ieation yMd teeh11ology, and gMde e~oM~»g M6ettJ. He i.6 

a membeh o6 P~ Beta Kappa, Sigma Xi, IEEE, AAAS, a11d the TMn6po~ol1 Re.6eMeh BoMd. 

He ha.6 authohed oh eo-authohed 6oM patent.6 and 11umehOtv~ teehMea£ papeM and Goveh11men-t 
") 

hepoht-6. 
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MEASUREMENT AND SIMULATION OF FUEL CONSUMPTION IN RAIL FREIGHT SERVICE 

ABSTRACT 

Fuel consumption measurements have been carried out in cooperation with several railroads for 

a variety of types of revenue freight service. Intermodal operations have been emphasized, but this 

report also includes studies relating to branchline and general freight movements. The wide range of 

operating parameters examined include train speed, weight, length, type, power-to-weight ratio, and 

terrain. In particular, this report describes the test conditions, operating parameters and fuel 

usage indices. for 85 separate line-haul movements on six different railroads, coverine 52,700 trAin 

miles. TOFC service predominates, but several manifest freights, two unit coal trains, and two COFC 

trains are included. In spite of considerable variation in relevant parameters and inherent impre

cision in the data, the results are found to exhibit a basic consistency both internally ami with 

past estimates. 

-· 
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Objectives 

f1Ef..SURE~1E~lT Arm su·;uLATIOtl CF FUtl cm.:scr~PTHY~ In R:~IL 
FRET G:-IT SERVICE 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

It can oe both futile and erroneous to attempt to develop a single number to characterize the fuel 

or energy intensiveness of railroad transportati~n of freight. An overall average value, no matter how 

achieved, can be highly misleading if applied to a specific case differing in some crucial factor. 

Thus, for relatively general policy purposes it is necessary to have fuel efficiency values for each of 

several "typical" and extreme cases, and filling this need represents one major objective of the· 

research d~scribed he~~. 

Often, however, it is desirable to be able to make relatively specific decisions concerning policy, 

operating procedure, or even mode choice. Such questions can arise for transportation companies, 

shippers, and governmental bodies. In these cases it becomes important to have available the 

capability to estimate fuel usage with reasonable accuracy for.a variety of scenarios. The development 

of appropriate computer models and "train .performance calculators" (TPC's) has been a common solution 

to this type of situation. These simulations can be relatively elaborate, but are inherently based 

upon a small number of rather old measurements of train resistance (the force required to pull a train 

under given circumstances) and normally include a number of important simplifying assumptions. There 

has been little published concerning the accuracy of current TPC's. For this reason, it has been 

judged appropriate that the U.S. Department of Transportation undertake to obtain actual fuel 

consumption data under sufficiently realistic and well-defined circumstances_ to permit calib:·ation and 

validation of Government (and other) computer simulations. , 
The third major goal of this research has been a better characterization of fuel efficiency in 

TOFC and COFC operations. This has been an area in which there has been considerable controversy, and 

which bears upon significant policy decisions. In particular, an attempt has been made to supply' the 

basic information required to support FRA intermodal systems engineering ~ffor.ts. 

Approach 

In order that these objectives be met, accurate and well documented measurements of locomotive 

fuel consumption must be carried out under a variety of circumstances. For this information to be both 

valid and credible, it must be obtained during actual revenue operations of railroads. Since the 

business of a railroad is moving freight, rather than conducting fuel measurements, thi·s activity has 

required securing the active cooperation of railroads and developing test plans which were compatible 

with their normal practices and operations. Given the number of parameters whic~ must be known or 
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controlled, this 'has been a coMplex undertaking, and in different c'ases has been achieved in a variety 

of ways, at several different levels of·detaiL In essence, it has been necessary t.o depend to a large 

degree upon "targets of opportunity" - operations in which consists, routes, fueling procedure, speed, 

test equipment, and interest on the part of the railroad have been suitable to the generation of data 

meeting the stated needs. 

In practice, the desired degree of precision is quite expensive and often not attainahlP. HnwPvPr, 

much can be learned from less comprehensive data. For example, a standard and readily attainable 

computer-generated consist list, the actual operating schedule, and the total fuel pumped into the 

lueumut:lves C.<li'l ptovJ.de,meaningtul, if imprecise, estimates of the overall fuel efficiency in various 

operations. It may be possible to make numerous runs of this type, thereby developing averages in 

which one can have confidence. 

A variety ot cases occurred in the measurement project in which the detail, accuracy, and quantity 

uf Llu: llaLa eullect:ed lie between these extremes. Although the special need in this project was for 

TOFC/COFC data, it has ~lso proven feasible to obtain data for several other categories of general 

freight, unit coal trains, and light-traffic branchline operations. Tests that have been carried out 

incorporate considerable variety in terrain, speeds, consists, and power-to-weight ratios. 

Constraints 

The experimental findings and analysis to be described below must be viewed from a realistic 
I 

perspective. In general, it is seldom possible to collect data sufficient in qur1nt:i.ty and accuracy to 

generate truly precise characterization of rail freight transportation energy intensiveness in r1 

specific situtation. Weighing of cars is time-consuming and often not possible. Determination of net 

weights requires detailed examination of a large number of bills of lading. Changes in consist, 

' whether planned or the result of mechanical problems, can also be difficult to record precisely in 

normal operations and very tedious to analyse. 

Fue-l can vary significantly in energy content, which can be determined accurately only through 

laboratory analysis. Changes in barometric pressure and tempPr~ture can also affect the efficiency of 

combustion. Accurate recording of speed variations, including all stops and slowdowns, is labor-

intensive in collection and/or analysis, but necessary to any attempt to associate fuel consumption 

with velocity (large variations in speed are characteristic of most rail operations). At higher speeds, 

for which aerodynamicr forces become particularly significant, winds can be especially important, but are 

very difficult to monitor, and may vary rrarkedly over the length of a train or a particular run. 

Even if all these and several other parameters can be determined with high precision, and one 

succeeds in the exact characterization of a spec.ific train movement, there remains the problem of 
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generalization. Some scheduled trains vary little from day to day, such ffi in expedited TOFC or unit 

train serv~ce, but the more common case includes substantial differences in weather, delays, switching, 

track conditions, power to weight ratio~ etc., as well as the effects of the train-handling practices 

of different engineers. 

2.0 MEASUREMENTS AND RESULTS 

Long-Distance TOFC (Burlington Northern) 

In June, 1975, the Burlington Northern Railroad collected a variety of information relating to fuel 

usage on a scheduled TOFC train operating daily between Chicago and Seattle. This train normally 

carried a number of cars the full distance, with other cars being set out and picked up at St. Paul, 

Fargo, Minot, Havre, and Spokane. Its scheduled running time was 49 hours, 15 minutes, for the 2200 

mile trip. Hith the exception of an occasional mail car, it 1vas purely TOFC, with almost all trailers 

loaded. No empty cars were hauled. 

The data obtained included computer-generated consist lists and total fuel added at Ninot and 

Seattle. (The trains left Chicago with full tanks.) 

The data from these runs were analyzed by subdivision into sections chosen to accomodate all 

significant consist changes, with calculation of average running speeds and train weight and size for 

each segment. The typical consist was three locomotives (generally 3600 HP SD-45's) and 15 to 40 

trailer-carrying flatcars, yielding gross trailing weights of 1100 to 2800 tons, and power-to-weight 

ratios of 4 to 10 HP/ton. The TTX cars normally carried either two loaded trailers 0V one loaded 

trailer. Data were provided for a total of 13 Chicago-Minot runs (922 miles), and in 6 cases for the 

1257-mile continuation to Seattle. These trains operated at 50 to 60 MPH and delivered an overall 

average of 425 gross-trailing-ton-miles per gallon. 

For pure TOFC operations, a useful index c·an be calc'ulated even without accurate knowledge of net 

weights. From the consist lists it is possible to determine the number of trailers carried. Similarly, 

the fuel figures may be considered to be accurate to within a few percent. Thus, one can readily 

determine the "trailer-miles per gallon" with good accuracy. This quantity is the one appropriate to 

comparison with high1vay movement of trailers, for which it is equivalent to truck miles per gallon (for 

single-trailer operations). The overall average for these runs was 10.1 trailer-miles per gallon, with 

virtually all trailers loaded. It should be noted that the average load carried may not be the same for 

the rail a'i1d high1vay cases. 

Information concerning eight further runs was provided in early 1976. At-this time operations had 

changed so that only Chicago-Minot data could be reported, and the train typically consisted of 5 to 

15 box cars in addition to the TTX cars. The overall fuel usage was close to that for the previous 
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case, 442 gross-trailing-ton-miles per gallon. 

Detailed Measurements for Various Consists (Southern Pacific) 

During July, 1975, the Southern Pacific Transportation Company collected detailed data concerning 

operational and fuel consumption characteristics for eight trains (four in each direction) running 

between roseville and Bakersfield, California, a distance of 287 miles. The terrain - the Great· Central 

Valley of California - is relatively flat. On most trips several stops occurred at which minor changes 

in consist were carried out. All trains were weighed at Stockton, California, on in-motion scales, and 

the weights recorded. The power consist was unchanged for the eight runs, and comprised of two SD-45 

locomotives on each side of a dynamometer test car housing the test crew·and measu~ement aooarat11s. 

Fuel consumption was determined with cal ihrA tPrl mc>tPrc; l'(lnpo;ot:tQd from the tcot car to;> .;:a eli vf t.lu~ illl-'sl-'1 

units. Prior to testing, both locomotivPs were checked thoroughly to insure that they were in proper 

operating condition, and the meters werP. I'Alibrated. 

The basic test procedure consisted of recording distance traveled, milepost, fuel consumed, speed, 

time, and other factors at 10 mile intervals, as well as at stops or otherwise noteworthy points. The 

measured gross weights of the cars were subsequently added manually to computer-generated consist lists, 

and equipment-register car empty weights were subtracted to obtain net weights. All consist changes 

were carefully noted. 

Three types of trains were involved. Two runs consisted of TOFC only (from 29 to 47 cars), 

carrying loaded trailers predominantly. These relatively light traigs (2200 to 3600 tons) operAtPn At 

power-to-weight ratios of 2 to 3 HP per gross tr,ailing ton, with speed often in the range of 50 to 60 

NPH or higher. Jo'our other runs invo1vPn heavy mixed-freight trains ·- two of ovP.r 10,000 tons, and two 

ot 5000 - 6000 tons, operating at .7 to 1.4 HP per gross trailing ton, and moving at relatively low 

speeds. The remaining two runs.were intermediate cases- about 30 TTX cars, mostly loaded, combined 

with 34 to 48 loaded freight cars. gor analysis the four round tri.ps were divided into 13 sr.ements 

based on uniformity of consists. 

The TOFC-only service, with an average of 37.5 TTX cars carrying 53.7 loanPn trailers, delivered 

13.2 trailer-miles per gallon, with most of the trailers loaded. The figure for net-ton-miles per 

gallon was 181, with a gross figure of 599, substantially higher than that for the Burlington Northern 

tests. (The BN runs were partia1ly on mountainous terrains, and involved significantly higher ratios 

of power to weight). The heavy general-freight trains moved at an average 9f 449 net-ton-miles per 

gallon (956 gross-trailing-ton-miles per gallon), and the mixed-consist trains showed 206 net, 672 

gross. 
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Long-Distance Detailed Measurements (Santa Fe) 

In the first half of 1976 the Sante Fe Railway Company carried out highly detailed measurements 

during three round-trips between Kansas City, Kansas and Los Angeles or Barstow, California. These 

tests included two TOFC trains and one consisting primarily of box cars, hauled by either 3 or 4 

SD-45 locomotives. Average speeds overall were in the range of 45-50 MPH. with running speeds for the 

TOFC trains reaching 70 MPH. A test car,. located behind the power consist, \vas always used, equipped 

with a variety of instruments and data processing and recording equipment. The first (eastern) half of 

the route is relatively l.Pvel, with a moderate continual ascending grade, rising from an elevation of 

768 feet to 4262 · In the west are several very lengthy grades (both ascending and descending); the 

maximum elevation on the run is 7350 feet. The westbound TOFC trains generally carried a full 

complement of loaded trailers; when eastbound the trailers were predominantly empty. All trains were 

weighed on in-motion scales, with net values based upon manual subtraction of bill-of-lading weights. 

For the TOFC trains the overall average energy intensity was 439 gross-trailing-ton-miles per gallon, 

or 13.3 trailer-miles per gallon. (The GTTM/gal figure is seen to be very close to that obtained in the 

BN tests, for similar power/weight and terrain). 

Long-Distance Tests (Illinois Central Gulf) 

In 1976 13 runs we·re carried out by the Illinois Central Gulf Railroad involving routes between 

Chicago and New Orleans and from Omaha to Chicago. There were 7 TOFC, 2 COFC, and 5 manifest freight 

trains. Several locomotive types were involved, with GP-40's (3000 HP) and GP-38-2's (2000 HP) 

predominating. In this case no test car was used, but a strip chart recorder in the lead locomotive 

accumulated data concerning speed and throttle notch; fuel meters on each locomotive were read at 

several points during the run. The TOFC trains, which covered 3200 miles, averaged 347 gross trailing 

ton miles per gallon, and 9.6 trailer miles per gallon. Their average power to weight ratio was 5.4 

liP I ton. The other ICC trains travelled 3450 miJ.PS ( 1 0'10 miles COFC, the remainder predominantly box 

car) and yielded 612 gross trailing ton miles per gallon, at an average of 2.3 HP/ton. Train length 

ranged from 46 to 153 cars, with an overall average speed (including stops and delays) of 26 MPH. 

Long Distance Tests (Union Pacific) 

Additional TOFC fuel consumption data were collected in a cooperative effort with the Union Pacific 

Railroad. A round trip between North Platte, Nebraska, and Los Angeles was monitored, with a loaded 

TOFC consist in both directions (35 cars westbound, 48 ~acs eastbound). This Has o highly pOivered 

train, with the locomotive consist comprising one SD-40 and two DD-40's (twin-diesel, 4-axle-truck-units) 

for a total of 16,200 HP. The total run, over predominantly mountainous terrain, was 1519 miles (each 
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way), run at speeds often near or exceeding 70 MPH. These trains had power to weight ratios of 6.5 and 

5.0 HP/ton, and delivered 325 gross trailing ton ~iles per gallon. 

Unit Coal Train Operations 

In conjunction with another FRA research project several runs have also been made for unit trains 

carrying coal, and returning to the mine empty. The Burlington Northern participaterl in a test 

covering a round trip trom Lincoln, Nebraska, to Metropolis, Illinois, a distance of 704 miles. The 

power consist of four SD-40-2's provided 12,000 HP. The loaded movement involved a power-to-weight 

ratio near unity, and speeds in the vicinity of 20 MPH. A similar operation on the Boston & Main 

Railroad, between Mechanicville, NPw York, and Bow, Ne\~ !lamps hi rP, (1 RQ mi l<:>c:) yioldcd oin1ilur Ja Ld. 

Iu LilaL t.:asc, six t;l'-Jtl's wet'e used, also providing 12,000 HP. ThP rP<:tll.ts for both railro.,;J,. d"' 

presented in Table 1. The average speeds exclude knowu stops. The suhstantially greater fuel 

efficiency of the BN n•ns, compared to those for the B&M, IMY he pa~tially related to the considerably 

more uneven terrain for the latter case, and the substantial net vertical drop (approximately 700 fPet) 

for the BN in the loaded direction. In addition, one would anticipate a substantial variation 

associated with pattern of stops, different train handling practices for the different topography, etc. 

Summary of Intermodal Results 

All TOFC runs described above are summarized in Table 2. Hhile these tests are not truly 

comparable to one another, due to differences between consists, terrain, speeds, etc., they proviriP a 

reasonably consistent pattern with respect to fuel usage for TOFC service. The overall TOFC average of 

10.9 trailer-miles per g;allon is relatively uniform from railroad to railroad, altilough substant:ial 

variations do occur, particularly <B a function of pmver/weight and !Je·r·t.:entage of empties. The maximum 

value (for loaded trailers) is 16.5, and the minimum (excluding one 12.3 HP/ton case) is 6.6 

The COFC data (see Table 3) are rather limited, but do fall within the range that would be expected. 

The data are inadequate to provide rigorous substantiation of the £xpected fuel efficiency advantage 

over TOFC, but consistent results are observed. For the ICG measurements, if one ignores those runs 

characterized by power-to-weight ratios of greater than 4 HP/ton (COFC operations were at 2 to 3 HP/ton), 

the COFC shows 46% greater efficiency in terms of container-miles per gallon, and 40% for gross trailing 

ton miles per gallon. However, different routes were involved, so this comparison must be used with 

great caution. 

The relationship of net ton-miles to the gross ton-mile anrl trailer-mile fi~ures used here re«~ins 

somewhat uncertain, since there may be a substantial difference among trailer and container load 

weights. This element, coupled with .uncertainties previously stated, emphasizes the importance of 
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MEASURED FUEL CONSUHPTION DATA 
COJSIST TYPE: UNIT 
CAR TOTAL INCLUDES rEST CAR, IF PRESENT, AND CABOOSE 
"G! TR" "GROSS TRAILING"; "HP/TON" = "HORSEPOWER PER GROSS TRA:LING TON" 

RUN UP NR OF CARS NR OF WEIGHT HP/ DIST AVG. FUEL TON-III/GAL ROO'l'E 
CODE BOX TTX TOTAL TRLRS GR· TR NET TON (III)· SPEED (GAL) GR TR NBT (ORIGI II - DEST.) 

BN 61 12000 110 0 111 0 14395 10998 0.8 682 24.8 7566 1298 991 LlliCOLR - IIBTROPOLIS 
BN 62 12000 110 0 111 0 3397 0 3.5 682 21.3 6278 369 O.IIETROPOLIS - LINCOLN 

B&ll 1 12000 95 0 96 0 12192 9315 1.0 207 21.6 3894 648 495 IIECHAiiiCVILLE - BOW 
R&ll 2 12000 86 0 87 0 2877 0 4.2 207 23.0 1828 326 0 BOW - IIECBANICVILLE 

AVG 12000 100 0 101 0 8215 5078 2.4 445 22.7 4892 780 482 

TOTALS: q RUN SEGHENTS, 1178 !liLES 

AVG. TON-!II/GAL TOTAL TON-III/TOTAL GALLONS 
OTHER AVERAGES NOT WEIGHTED 

Table 1. Unit Coal Train Fuel Consumption Measurements. 

~3ASU1ED PUEL CON9UKPTION DATA 
:ONSIST TYPE: TOPC 
:AR T~TAL INCLUDES rEST CAR, IP PRESENT, AND CABOOSE 
01 GR l'R" ''GROSS TRAILING"; "HP/TON 11 = "HORSEPOWER PER GROSS TRAILING TON" 

3UN HP NR OP CARS NR OP WEIGHT HP/ DIST AVG. POEL TON-!I/GAL 'IR-KI BOOTE 
COD3 BOX TTX TOrAL TRLRS GR TR NET TON (KI) SPEED (GAL) GR TR NET /GAL (ORIGIN - DEST.) 

BN 1-1 10HOO 1 36 38 65 2670 1012 4.0 922 51.8 5498 448 170 10.9 CHICAGO - KINDT 
BN 1-2 10800 0 33 34 60 2390 905 4.5 1257 50.8 4601 653 247 16.5 ftiPOT - SEATTLE 
BN 2-1 10200 1 2J 25 42 1804 658 !>.b 922 56.7 3985 417 152 9.8 CHICAGO - KINDT 
BH 2-2 10200 ·0 18 19 33 1479 501 6.9 1257 51.2 4050 459 156 10.4 KINOT - SEATTLE 
BN 3-1 10500 1 33 35 63 2611 S82 4.0 922 56.4 5170 466 175 11.2 CHICAGO - ftiNOT 
BN 3-2 10500 0 27 28 49 2127 731 4.9 1257 51.4 4998 535 184 12.3 ftiNOT - SEATTLE 
BN 4 10800 0 35 36 64 2718 957 4.0 922 55.2 4808 521 184 12.2 CHICAGO - KINOT 
BH 5 10500 0 22 23 40 1513 594 6.9 922 57.3 3952 353 139 9.2 CHICAGO - KINDT 
BN 6-1 10H00 0 18 19 33 1221 491 8.9 922 54.1 3268 344 138 9.2 CHICAGO - KINDT 
as 6-2 10800 0 16 17 29 1038 428 10.4 1257 49.9 3115 419 173 11.5 KINOT - SEATTLE 
BN 7 10200 1 24 26 40 2641 639 3.9 922 54.3 5646 431 104 6.5 CHICAGO - KINOT 
BN 8-1 10200 1 30 32 53 2091 831 4.9 922 56.4 5605 344 137 8.7 CHICAGO - KINDT 
BN 8-2 10200 0 25 26 41 1671 618 6.1 1257 50.2 5559 378 140 9.3 KINOT - SEATTLE 
BN 9 10200 1 32 34 57 2356 897 Q •. l q77 ~"-? 5~~6 II OJ 163 9.0 CUICA!!O · litHO! 
UN 10 1JUOO 1 31 39 7o 2675 1087 5.2 922 53.1 7124 346 141 9.0 CHICAGO - KINDT 
BN 11 10500 1 35 36 65 2585 1018 4.1 922 54.8 5360 445 175 11.2 CHICAGO - KINDT 
BN 12-1 9900 0 21 22 35 1425 525 6.9 922 55.5 3618 363 134 8.9 CHICAGO - ~INOT 

BN 12-2 9900 0 16 17 29 1283 428 7.7 1257 46.4 3674 Q)9 146 9.8 KINO? - SBATTLE 
BN 13 10800 0 15 16 26 1D55 386 10.2 922 54.6 3562 273 100 6.6 CHICAGO - KINDT 
RN ?.9 10200 6 45 52 85 3744 151&4 2.7 922 50.2 6307 S47 226 12.4 CHICAGO • KINDT 
SP 1-1 7200 0 29 31 49 2233 618 3.2 60 55.5 314 426 118 9.4 ROSEVILLE - STOCKTON 
SP 1-2 7200 0 30 32 50 2347 685 3.1 115 53.1 477 566 165 12.1 . S!OCK'lON - PRESNO 
SP 1-3 7200 0 31 33 50 2298 596 3.1 112 42.0 430 599 155 13.0 PRESHO - BAKBRSPIBLD 
SP 7-1 7200 0 37 39 65 2787 794 2.6 60 30.0 303 552 157 12.9 ROSEVILLE - STOCKTON 
SP 7-2 7200 0 46 48 83 3584 1172 2.0 227 40.1 1218 668 218 15.5 STOCKTON - BAKERSFIELD 

"SP 1-1 14400 0 55 57 100 3997 1316 3.6 635 46.8 6455 393 129 9.8 KANSAS CITY - CLOVIS 
A?SP 1-2 14400 0 49 51 93 3693 1206 3. 9 973 43.9 8879 405 132 10.1 CLOVIS - BARSTOW 
aTSP 1-3 14400 0 62 64 119 3634 672 4.0 1116 46.5 1D763 377 70 12.3 LOS AHGELBS - CLOVIS 
ATSI' 1-4 14400 0 62 64 119 3634 672 4.0 632 43.7 4593 500 92 16.4 CLOVIS - KASSAS CITY 
ATSI' 2-1 10800 0 47 49 .90 3563 1247 3.0 633 40.5 3994 565 198 14.3 KAHSAS CI'lY - CLOVIS 
~TSI' . 2-2 10800 0 47 49 91 3616 1269 3.0 1115 42.0 7378 546 192 13.8 CLOVIS - LOS ANGELES 
ATSP 2-3 10800 0 56 58 109 2640 0 4.1 1116 39.1 8255 357 0 14.7 LOS ANGBLBS - CLOVIS 
ATSI' 2-4 10800 0 56 58 109 2640 0 4.1 633 43.3 2986 559 0 23.1 CLOVIS - KAHSAS CITY 

ICG 1-1 8450 0 36 37 62 2575 923 3.3 188 31.5 1153 420 150 10.0 MEW OHLHANS - JACKSON 
ICG 1-2 8450 0 51 52 90 2880 1350 2.9 216 30.0 1749 356 167 1 1.1 JACKSON - "EBPHIS 
!CG 2 12000 0 37 38 68 2700 1020 4.4 535 33.6 3918 369 139 9.3 KEKPHIS - CHICAGO 
ICG 3-1 7850 0 11 12 . 18 636 270 12.3 290 31.5 902 204 87 5.8 CHICAGO - DOQOOIN 
!CG 3-2 7850 0 28 29 52 1907 785 4.1 245 28.8 1075 435 179 11.9 DDQOOIN - BE"PHIS 
ICG 4 7850 0 25 26 46 1550 686 5.1 404 38.2 1950 321 142 9.5 "EKPHIS - HEW ORLEANS 
ICG 5-1 7850 0 26 27 46 1778 690 4.4 188 31.3 967 346 134 8.9 HEW ORLEANS - JACKSON 
ICG 5-2 7850 0 50 51 82 2930 1230 2.7 216 41.1 1597 396 166 11.1 JACKSOB - BBBPHIS 
ICG 6-1 9000 0 16 17 28 884 423 10.2 290 3Q.8 1185 216 104 6.9 CHICAGO - DOQOOIN 
ICC 6-2 9000 0 JJ 34 63 2127 945 4.~ 246 27.2 1330 393 175 11.6 DOQOOIH - KEBPHIS 
ICG 7 9000 0 26 27 43 1578 639 5.7 404 30.2 2092 305 123 8.2 BE"PHIS - RBW ORLEANS 

OP 1 16200 0 34 35 68 2501 1020 6.5 1519 50.3 13679 278 113 7.6 NORTH PLATTE-LOS ANGELES 
UP 2 16200 0 46 47 92 ,3233 1380 5.0 1519 49.5 12888 381 163 10.8 LOS ANGELES-NORTH PLATTE 

AVG 10351 0 34 36 62 2370 801 5.0 742 45.4 4257 415 140 10.9 

TOTALS: 46 RUN SEG"ENTS, 34136 ft,[LBS 

dVG. TON-KI/GAL TOTAL TON-KI/TOTAL GALLONS; SAKE POR TR-KI/GAL 
OTUBR !VCRA!lB3 NOT WEIGHTED 

Table 2. Summary of TOFC Fuel Consumption Measurements 
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utilizing these numbers only as indica tor::;, n liler than as proof of a specific COFC fuel efficiency 

advantage over TOFC. Further, any generalization to overall transportation efficiency would require 

inclusion of effects of empty backhauls, typical loads, and terminal and pick-up/delivery energy 

usage. 

comparison with Computer Simulations 

Direct comparison of experimental data and computer simulations is generally a more challenging 

task than might at first appear to be the case. The acquisition of detailed track data (curvature, 

speed limits, and elevations or grades) i::; a prubleu1 which plagues all researchers in this field. For 

these and other reasons serious attempts at simulation of these runs hav~ ~~gun only r~eently at !SC. 

The simulations which have been carried out to date are, for the most part, based on rough 

approximations to the actual speed profiles, and must be considered to be preliminary ln ualu.re. 

However, they do show fairly good agreement with experience, generally differing by no more than a few 

percent in running time and 5% to 10% in fuel consumption. Some cases are quite close, \~hile a few 

deviate markedly, for reasons not yet ascertained. Results in this area should be viewed in terms 

of the many factors identified elsewhere in this paper which bear upon the accuracy of the experimental 

figures. Important considerations not readily simulated include wind effects and details of train

handling techniques, such as application of power and brakes simultaneously in order to maintain the 

train in a stretched condition. 

In spite·of such uncertainties and the constant presence ot uncontrolled and possibly unknowable 

variables, the initial and preliminary results that have been obtained in the FRA/TSC ::;tudle::; suggest 

that computer calculations for a fully calibrated and validated model can yield results \~ith an 

uncertainty of less than 57. for a \~ide variety of t.:ase::; wileu train resistance equations have been 

sufficiently refined, with even better results in the more precisely defined situations. 

3.0 SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The tests described here represent 52,684 train-miles of operations under a wide variety of 

conditions. Summary values of average gross trailing-ton-miles per gallon and miles of testing are 

shmm in Table 4. (The "Mixed" category involved such djsparate consists and operations that a 

breakdown by railroad is not judged to be meaningful). The many differences among the various test runs 

generally preclude meaningful comparison among these numbers, which are presented merely to indicate 

trends and representative values. For example, the ATSF boxcar trains w~re operated at r:elallvely 

high speeds over mountainous terrain with a high power to weight ratio; the case was completely 

different for the Southern Pacific boxcar operation, and intermediate for the ICG. The resulting tuel 
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MRASU3ED FUEL CONSUMPTION DATA 
CONSIST TYPE: ALL EXCEPT TOFC 
CAa TOTAL INCLUDES T~ST CAR, IP PRESENT, AND CABOOSE 
•ca T.:t" "GROSS TRAILING"; ''HP/TON" = ''HORSEPOWER PBB GROSS TRAILING TOR" 

auN HP NR OP C~RS NR OP WEIGHT HP/ DIST AVG. PUEL TOR• HI/GAL CONSIST ROUTE 
COD3 BOX TTX TOrAL TRLRS GR TR NET TON (HI) SPEED (GAL) GR TR NET TYPE (ORIGIN - DEST.) 

BN 22 10800 1D 44 55 B4 4291 1694 2.5 922 4B. 1 6311 627 247 "IlED CHICAGO • 8INOT 
BN 23 9600 6 19 26 33 1861 795 5.2 922 50.4 3300 520 222 HI XED CHICAGO - HI NOT 
8N l4 10200 8 9 1B 16 1128 636 9.0 922 51.7 3240 321 181 "IXED CHICAGO - "INOT 
8N 25 10200 6 3B 45 70 3177 1313 3.2 922 51.7 6631 442 1B3 "IIBD CHICAGO - MINOT 
BR l6 10200 13 39 53 73 2775 1622 3.7 922 53.1 7958 322 1BB "!XED CHICAGO - "INOT 
BN 27 10200 16 34 51 63 195B 1631 5.2 922 47.6 6320 286 23B "IIBD CHICAGO - "INOT 
8H 3u 9600 20 22 43 40 2B13 1580 3.4 922 49.7 5394 4B1 270 "!XED CHIClGO - KINDT 
8N J1 9600 11 24 36 42 2284 940 4.2 922 51.7 4430 475 196 HIXBD CHICAGO • MINOT 
BR 33 960D 10 46 57 82 3556 1625 2.7 922 48.5 7622 430 197 MIXBD CHICAGO - "!NOT 
SP 2-1 7200 48 26 76 50 4681 1605 1. 5 112 48.0 727 721 247 "IXED BAKERSPPIELD - FRESNO 
SP 2-2 7200 4B 28 7B 53 4BJB 1674 1.5 175 38.2 1194 709 245 "II ED PRESHO • ROSEVILLE 
SP 3-1 7200 13B 0 140 0 10399 5J60 0.7 2B7 32.2 26BO 1114 617 BOX ROSEVILLE - BAKERSFIELD 
SP 4-1 7200 116 0 11B 0 5876 2135 1. 2 157 37.7 1042 B85 322 BOI BAKERSFIELD • LINGARD 
SP 4-2 7200 115 0 117 0 5744 2102 1. 3 130 30.6 937 797 292 BOX LINGARD - ROSEVILLE 
SP 5-1 7200 126 0 128 0 8960 4787 O.B 19 25.3 192 B88 474 BOI ROSEVILLE - FLORIN 
SP 5-2 7200 134 0 136 0 9227 4B33 O.B 268 32.1 23B5 1037 543 BOX PLOBIM - BAKERSFIELD 
SP 6-1 7200 107 0 109 0 5291 170B 1. 4 2B7 2B.2 1957 776 250 BOX BAKERSFIELD - ROSEVILLE 
SP 8-1 7200 34 40 76 76. 4643 1214 1.5 227 43.9 1607 656 171 "IXED BAKERSFIELD - STOCKTON 
SP 8-2 7200 34 30 66 56 4161 1214 1. 7 60 32.7 453 551 161 UIBD STOCKTON - ROSEVILLE 

!, rsp 3-1 14400 62 0 64 0 4530 1815 3.2 634 44.4 5933 4B4 194 BOX KANSAS CITY - CLOVIS 
USF 3-2 14400 61 0 63 0 4450 1753 3.2 1113 45.7 992B 499 197 BOX CLOVIS - LOS ANGELES 
HSF 3-3 14400 37 30 69 60 4462 1640 3.2 970 40.3 BB36 490 1BO KIIED BARSTOW • CLOVIS 
hsF 3-4 14400 37 30 69 60 4462 1640 3.2 634 44.9 3264 B67 319 "!XED CLOVIS - KANSAS CITY 

ICG B-1 BOOO 152 0 153 0 6796 1BOO 1. 2 4B9 21.0 3B66 B60 228 BOX CHICAGO - MEMPHIS 
ICG 8-2 81)00 107 0 108 0 5147 1550 1. 5 198 17.8 1710 596 179 BOX. KEHPHIS - JACKSON 
ICG 8-3 8000 124 0 125 0 7224 3500 1.1 178 14.0 1675 768 372 BOX JACKSON - NEW ORLEANS 
EG 9-1 8000 73 0 74 0 3130 800 2.6 45 19.3 385 366 94 BOX HEW ORLEANS - HA"HOND 
ICG 9-2 8000 45 0 46 0 1615 245 4.9 52 28.4 279 301 46 BOX HAMMOND - MCCOMB 
ICG 1u 8000 64 0 65 0 502~ 2370 1.6 787 21.1 5926 667 315 BOX "CCO"B - CHICAGO 
ICG 11 9000 146 0 147 0 9106 3350 1.0 97 32.9 1069 826 3D4 BOX MEW ORLEANS • "CCOHa 
r:G 12 12100 0 79 80 150 5387 1800 2. 3 526 31.8 4773 594 198 COPC COUNCIL BLUFFS • CHICAGO 
ICG 13 12000 0 63 64 125 4075 1500 2.9 526 33.9 4373 490 18D COPC COORCIL BLUFFS - CHICAGO 
ICG 14-1 12000 73 11 91 19 4143 1 J93 2.9 267 29.4 2594 426 133 ~IXBD CHICAGO - WATERLOO 
ICG 14-2 12000 93 8 10B 11 5118 1623 2.3 99 26.2 1102 46D 146 BOX WATERLOO - PT. DODGE 
r.:c 14-3 12000 50 8 65 11 3711 1523 3.2 136 27.7 1058 477 196 "I lED PT DODGE - COUNCIL BLUFFS 

AVG 9620 61 18 "81 33 4744 1916 2.6 479 36.6 3461 547 232 

i'01'ALS: 35 RUN SEGMENTS, 16171 eiLES . "3 ~"i 
ST1<.\'(J}_"'''.,;~ Toe 

HG. rON-MI/GH TOTAL TON-HI/TOTAL GALLONS 
OTHER AV~RAGES NO! WEIGHTED 

Table 3. 

RAILROAD 

BN 

SP 

ATSF 

lCG 

UP 

ALL 

Table 4. 

S\-\0~\Sl c 
Summary of All Fuel Consumption Mea:..urements Oth~r Than TOFC and Unit Train. 

SUMMARY 

BOX TOFC core MIXED 

433/20450 

9~9/ 1148 599/57/1 

493/17l•7 439/68';2 

G99/1945 347/3222 544/1.0~2 

328/3038 

678/4840 415/34136 544/1052 471/ 10B78 

Summary nf F11P.l r.onsumption Measurements. 
(Gross Trailing-Ton-Hiles per Gallon/Niles of Testing) 
Ovc ra 11 Ave rage i> ,uileagc-1-!ctgh ted. 
Unit coal train data is presented in Table 1. 
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u~age is consistent with these differences. The relevance of the data in Table 4 to a particular 

purpose or interpretation must be judged in terms of the detailed test descriptions presented in the 

body of this report. The 34,100 miles of TOFC operations yielded a mileage-weighted average of 10.9 

trailer-miles per gallon. The relatively small number of COFC runs mbnitored suggest a fuel efficiency 

approximately 45% greater than for TOFC, although this finding should not be considered definitive. 

The scatter· in the data typically showed a standard deviation equival Pnt to ag.p-roid~ately 20% uf the 

average value~, which is not unreasonable considering the variety of operations examined (particularly 

in speeu and terrain) and the uncertainty in train weights in some cases. 

These results are not in serious disagreement with most previous estimates. Close examination 

generally shows the expected variation with power/we1~•r, t~~in woight 1 dnd ~peeu, and illustrates the 

range of fuel efficiency values which rnn occur. The various tests show a reasonable consistancy from 

railroad to railroad And for very different locations. Nonetheless, in viewing this report, the many 

pitfalls in this area must be kept clearly iu minc'l. Variations in locomotive and Lrack conditions, 

train-handling policies, details of route and speed profile, train consists, empty/loaded ratio, 

weather, etc., can all render simulations or "rule-of-thumb" estimates seriously in error. The numbers 

which have been mentioned here represent findings for specific cases, and generalization must be 

approached wiL& great care. 
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uiNTERCITY RAIL ENERGY INTENSITY FOR 
PASSENGER MOVEMENTU 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the Energy Intensity of Intercity Rail Passenger Systems. Included in the 

energy evaluation are the impacts of operating conditions (speed, trip-length, load factor) and train-

consists. The paper also documents an extensive list of data used for evaluation purposes. Impact of 

track on energy i.ntP.nsity is also documented. Several trains are simulated along the New York City to 

Buffalo Corridor. Increases in energy efficiency due to modernization of rolling stock and improve-

ments of track and service conditjons are also analyzed to insure equitable comparison among the com-

petitive modes. The study concludes that: Presently the energy intensity figures are high because 

the load factor is low; there is a considerable potential for improving EI values by improving the 

attractiveness of the trains and also by using the contemporary rolling stocks. It is also concluded 

that improved track is the key for rehabilitation of the railroads in this country. Electric 

trains were also studied and proved favorable from an energy intensity viewpoint. This paper 

represents a comprehensive study in the subject area. It also presents a comparative analysis 

of the 'EI' values of the intercity passenger transportat~on modes. EI values of several train-con-

sists are provided in a tabular for.m. 
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If\WR,r:I1Y RAtL FNF~Y I~ITFNSilY FfJR PASSENGER MlVF.MF.NT 

1. n J't~tTR1nt !(J HiN . 

Presently, the transportation sector accounts for nearly 53% of the total petroleum con

sumption in the U.S., nearly 40% of which is imported. This could well lead to untenable situations 

such as a deficit in our balance of payments, political unrest, and instability in our economic 

structure. For the U.S. alone, the cost of imported oil was roughly $7.3 billion in 1973 and approxi

mately $40 billion in 1977. The long term impacts of such importation could be devastacing. Several 

factors have contributed towards high use of petroleum in the U.S.; one factor is that transportation 

demand (in miles or passenger miles) has been increasing at a faster rate and a second factor is that 

there has been a considerable modal shift since the post World War II era. Mass transit and railroads 

have heen losing their share of the market while autos, buses and planes have been having considerable 

growth. These factors have resulted in a tremendous increase in use of petroleum which is a limited 

resource. For the near term, our strategies must be towards conservation and shifts to energy effic

ient modes. The crude analysis done on the subject of energy efficiency of the passenger rail system 

shows that rails are 2-5 times more efficient than the competing modes. Unfortunately, energy effic

iency figures available so far vary from author to author because of assumptions, methodology, and 

analysis of techniques to derive these figures. To give an added impetus towards the rehabilitation 

and modernization of the intercity rail system and to make it a national priority, credible data on 

energy efficiency must be made available to planners, engineers, federal and state officials and the 

general public. Revitalization of our railroads must be one of our national priorities because rail

roads offer economic and environmental advantages with respect to land use, air pollution, noise levels, 

energy efficiency and conservation, resource allocation, safety and cost per passenger mile of move

ment, Our major goal in this study is to establish ground rules, document data sources and compare 

energy efficiency figures under various service and operating conditions. Since the present equipment 

on the rail system is outdated, it i~ important that we study the impacts of current existing 

technoloP,y nn energy efficiency figures for comparison purposes. 

1.10 Problem Definition 

The major research problem being undertaken here is the determination of the present and 

potential energy intensity for intercit!] p;;~.c;.c;pngAr movement under variable service and operating con

ditions. 

By energy intsnsity we mean the amount of energy expended in moving a unit person-mile or 

ton-mile. Since transportation modes compete for certain markets, it is imporcant that other 
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characteristics are also understood and well defined. Operating and service characteristics include 

parameters such as the average speed, length of trip, type and condition of track,. reliability, 

frequency of service, and cost to patrons and suppliers. Intercity passenger data are collected mainly 

from the New York State Region, with supplemental data being obtained from the NYC-Washington route. 

The problem can best be defined by posing the following questions, all of which are related to inter-

city rail systems: 

• ~~at is the average amount of energy used per passenger mile in moving people by 
rail in intercity travel? 

• How do these energy intensity values depend upon track configyrations, loAn 
[d~Lut~, ~peed, typ~s ot locomotives, types of passenger cars, types of terrain. 
and service characteristics? 

• What is the potential for improvement level in these energy efficiency values? 

Within the next 5 years? 
Within the next 10 years? 

In particular, we are interested in deriving the improvement in energy 
intensity figures resulting from rehabilitation of track and moderniza
tion of rolling stock. 

• How do these intensity figures compare with those for competing modes of 
transportation such as buses, autos, and planes? 

• How sensitive is the energy intensity in terms of speed, power to weight 
ratio and locomotive design? 

1.20 State of the Art 

Since the uil embargo, there has been a considerable increase in literature related to energy 

intensity. Federal agencies, r.nnsulting organh:ations, educational inst1r.nrinns, and inductrial organ-

izations have all shown considerable interest in the energy area. 

1.21 Intercity Passenger Movement 

Table 1 shows the values of energy intensity foe intercity passenger movement, as published 

by various authors, including Eric Hirst, W. E. Mooz, W. Fraize, M. Miller, and G. Schott. It is clear 

from the table t.hat there is considerable variation in the values of energy intensity. Th:L!:i var1a-

tion is a result of different data bases and assumptions regarding load factors, different types of 

rolling stocks, track characteristics, ratio of dead load and number of seats and circuity. Some 

authors have not even explA:I.ned the sources of data and the techniques used in arriving at the energy 

efficiency figures. A recent comprehensive study on energy efficiency of intercity modes was done by 

* Messrs. Miller and Schott ( 3) of Boeing Company. In this study, aircraft, train, bus, and 

* Figures in parenthesis indicate reference number at the end. 
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automobile modes are compared from an energy viewpoint. In their analysis the authors have 

listed their data sources and their ground rules and assumptions. They also derived the effect of 

circuity, ioad factor, and range. The Boeing study concluded that: "Buses are 

most fuel efficient at.all ranges. Airplanes, automobiles, and trains have comparable efficiency 

levels, except at very short distances where some train services are more fuel efficient. At long 

distances automobiles are comparable with the best trains." 

Table 1 

OTHER PUBLISHED ANALYSES OF PASSENGER TRANSPORTATION 
FROM ENERGY EFFICIENCY VIEWPOINT 

Gr.eat Circle 
Route Seat Miles Passenger Miles 

Mode Route Passenger Miles Per Gallon Per Gallon Per Gallon 

Train 
Cross Country 36 so lSO+ 80 46 80 so 144 14-64 
Metrolider 7S 210 210 
Commuter 100 200 
Suburban 200 400 

Airplanes 
Average 

Investigator FEA DOT/ DOT/ Hirst Hirst NCMP Mooz Rice DOT/ Fraize Boeing 
TSC OTEP OST 

Reference No. 20 2S 26 7 8 10 16 21 24 s 

rhis study io biased dgainst rall systems because: 

(i) Rail Equipment: The present equipment in the railroad technology is 20-40 
years old and although some.emphasis is being given towards improvement in 
the rolling stock, the Boeing study has not considered the potential of 
these new equipment uses. The Boeing report uses figures of 8,000 to 
9,000 lbs. of dead load per seat mile while present high speed passenger 
trains use data less than 2000 lbs/seat. Also th.e use of some of the 
freight locomotives for passenger movement unfairly reduces the energy 
efficiency of trains. 

(ii) Rail Circuity: Results are biased because limited track availability means 
actual distance travelled will be greater than the most direct route. 

(iii) Operating Conditions: The track conditions are so poor that vehicles 
must be operated at reduced speeds. 

(iv) Range is emphasized from SOO to 2,000 miles. Since the majority of trips 
actually occur in the 100 to SOO mile range, it is important that data 
relevant to this shorter range be collected 8nd analyzed. 

1.22 Major Drawbacks of Previous Studies 

3 

Estimation of the energy intensity figures for rail systems are generally based on figures of 

' 

overall averages. Averages are hRsed on total passenger miles divided by total fuel used. Most of the 

rail companies do not keep good data banks, so the energy figures are not completely accurate. Also, 

the gross fuel figures do not make clear the amount of fuel actually used in the trip aside from shunting, 
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Another dratvback of the previous studies i,:; that th.e energy utilized in various areas such as 

rolling, grade, accessories, and aerodynamic drag is not 1 explaineu. Since the major energy components 

are neither identified nor quantified, it is impossible to predict the energy intensity of modern 

systems. Also, the amount of savings accrued due to modal shifts cannot be precisely estimated. The 

ma.for drawbacks of the previous studies are briefly summarized below: 

1. 30 

manner: 

• Poor data base 

• Unclear description of the rolling stock . 
and tyves of passenger cars) 

(Types of locQmotives, 

• Inadequate explanations of operating and service conditions 

• Lack of discussion of energy intensity potential 

• Quality of service (baggage cars, dining cars, parlor ~Rr,:;) not 
well defined 

• Components of energy expended (Aerodynamic drag, rolling 
resistance) not discussed 

• Potential in energy savings due to modernization of rolling 
,:;tock not discussed 

• Impact of load factor on energy intensity not discussed 

• Impact of mode shifts on energy savings not discussed 

Organization of the Paper 

Rail energy intensity study is subdivided into nine sections which are listed in the following 

Section I 
1ntroduction 
and General 
Background 

J 
Seclion 2 

Descr !pt!on of 
various 

Train Consists 

J 
Section 

Jvl~tJJUt..lulugy for 
E s ti rnation 
of EI Values 

Section 4 
Impo.ct of VariouG 
Operc~.llng Cum.lltiuus 
(Speed, Load Factor) 

Upon Cruising EI Values 

L 
Sectlon 5 

Energy Intensity 
Values of Several 
Train Consists 

SectJn 6 
Components of 

Energy 

:..ieclon 7 
In1pact of Track 
Characteristics 

Upon EI Values 

ScctLn 8 
Con1parative Energy 

Intenslly Auetly.sis 
for Intercity 

Passenger 
Moven1ent 

~ J .,t:cl.aun 9 
Summary 

and · 
Conclusions 

Upon Actual Operating 
Condition::; 

Now I will give a brief description of each of the sections· including the goals I have in mind. 

Section 2 provides the data on various train consists which are either being used on various 

intercity routes. or being contemplated for use in the near future. Physical, mechanical and perform-

ance characteristics are provided for the representative diesel/electric and electric train consists. 

Data on various train configurations are also provided. These trains differ in the type of service 

(parlor cars, cafe cars, dining cars, luggage accommodation, etc.) and also the type of locomotives 
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being utilized for propulsion purposes. Data are also provided on the follmving contemporary train 

• CC14500 + Amfleet 

Section 3 deals with the methodology on the energy intensity for various train consists. 

Energy intensity is defined by the following expres.sion: 

B.T.U./P.M. 
Energy used in B.T.U. (B.T.U.) 

Passenger miles (PM) 

Energy utilized is calculated from the engineering relationships while passenger miles are 

calculated from the number .of seats and load-factor information. The major goal of this section is to 

discuss the pros and cons of two approaches (statistical, and engineering) which are presently being 

utilized for estimating the energy intensity figures. 

Section 4 deals with impact of various operating and trip parameters upon energy intensity 

figures. Following parameters are considered: 

• Speed 

• Load Factor 

The above parameters are evaluat.P.d in the light of several trains described previously. 

This section also deals with the evaluation of several train consists at specified ca~acity 

ratings which vary from 200 to 350 passengers (per train) with an increment of 50 passengers. Both the 

snack-bar consists and full-service consists are evaluated. 

In Seclion 5, cffortc: arQ mado:> t:n tAhnlate EI values for several train-consists under the 

actual operating conditions. 

In Section 6, the components of energy (acceleration, thermal, transmission losses, auxiliary 

losse!;, ae~odynamic drag, rolling res:i.s tance, track resistance) are tabulta ted for various train con-

sists·. This section provides us with some insight regarding the conservation strategies which could be 

directed toward the railroad industry, per se. Several trains are simulated along the NYC to Buffalo 

corridor for evaluation and documentation purposes. 

Section 7 deals with the impact of track upon energy intensity. The quality of track is the 

/ 

most influential factor in determining the average speed among the given city pairs. The speed affects 

the demand and hence the l~ad-factor for the given train consist, 

In Section 8, efforts are made to provide the reader with a comprehensive picture of the 

energy intensity figures for competing (buses, air, auto) intercity passenger modes. Only the present 

operating conditions are considered. 

Section 9 provides a complete summary and concluding remarks. 
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2.0 nF:SCRTPTin~l OF VARIOIIS TRAIN CONSISTS 

This section includes descriptions of the various train consists which are either presently 

being utilized for intercity passenger movement or are being contemplated for use in the near future. 

Each train consist is divided into the following three subcategories: 

• Physical Parameters 

• Mechanical Parameters 

• Performance Parameters 

P~Ysical parameter characterization entails th~ following; 

• Train Configuration - This pantme.ter charac-terizes the arrangement of the 
train to number and type of locomotive and cars. Snack 
car, parlor car, dining car are wPll documented. For example, 1-2C-S means 
one locomotiv.e pulling two coach cars ancl nne snack car. The type of the 
locomotive is mention~cl in each heading. 

• '!'rain length 

• Loco length 

• Car length 

• Train weight 

• Max . width 

• Loco heieht 

• Car height 

• Mechanical Characteristics entail the deRr.ri.ption of the following: 

• Axle arrangement 

• Type of propulsion systems 

• Maximum gross horsepower 

• Maximum net horsepower 

• Types of brakes 

Ill Tilt Body capability 

• Service power 

• Performance Characteristics entail quantification of the following par-ameters: 

• Max. speed - on level tangent tr.ack 

• Fuel consumption at rated horsepower 

• Power transmission efficiency 

• Train resistance 
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• Max. tractive effort 

• Revenue seats 

• Availability of 1st class accommodation 

• Pounds/revenue seat 

Appendix I provides the detailed data on various train consists which are either being 

presently used or are being planned for possible development in the near future. 

3,0 ~ETHODOLOfY FOR ESTIMATION OF ENERGY INTENSITY FIGURES 
In ·this section, an explanation of methods for estimating energy intensity figures is provided. 

The data related to each method are also indicated. An attempt is made to explain the pros and cons of 

the methods presently being used. In this study, the engineering approach was utilized. 

Subsection 3.10 explains the definition of energy efficiency as it relates to various trans-

portation systems. Subsection 3.20 explains the methodology for estimating energy intensity (EI) values. 

3.10 Energy Efficiency of Various Transportation Modes 

Efficiency in a general manrier is defined as follows: 

Efficiency 

* Eneq~y Efi'icieney 

Output 
Input 

rr.an~portation Output 
Energy Input 

ra~;seugl:!r Miles 
Energy Input 
(in B.T.U.) 

1 
Energy Intensity 

One way to defineotransportation output is by means of passenger-miles for passenger opera-

tion, and ton~miles for freight operation. 

Energy input is defined as the energy (converted into British Thermal Units) used by the 

particular modes for moving people and/or freight. On an aggr~gate level, the energy used may be the 

total amount of energy used in a year for moving a certain number of passenger miles for the air 

operation. On the other hand, at a micro level, the energy expended may be the amount of fuel utilized 

to fly a certain type of airplane between a certain city pair under certain operating conditions such 

as altitude and speed. It is important to note that the energy in the above equation is only the 

'operational energy' which is usually accounted for the efficiency purposes. Other energy utiliza-

tions for purposes such as maintenance and construction (or indirect energy) are also important but 

* . -ser1ous questions have been raised by proponents of airlines and trucking associations regarding this 
measure because it does not take into account the quality of service parameters such as travel time, 
convenience, r.~li~bility, etc. A ton of coal shipped through barges at a speed of 5 miles per hour 
is not equivalent to a ton of flowers moved across th~ country in a controlled environment from 
Los Angeles to New York. These are real issues which are important but cannot be addressed within 
the scope of this study. 
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cannot be treated adequately at the present time. The transportation output would be 

(no. of passengers) x (distance) 

passenger miles 

Both the micro and macro approaches are valid and will be discussed iu subsequent sections. 

Another point which needs to be made relates to the fact that certain propulsion plants use 

electric energy (Metroliners, E-60-CP-General Electric Locomotive) and under those conditions, t:hP. 

energy (fuel, nuclear power, coal, etc., converted to ILT.U.) is measurl:!d at the input to the power 

plant which may be nearly three times the energy (electrical) needed for the given transportation 

propulsion system. It is recognized that tlie source em~tgy (lu)Jul to the p6,Cl' plGnt) m;;~y nnt nPrPs-

sarily be petroleum based. 

3.20 Methodology for the Estimation of Energy Intensity Figures 

There are two methods by which the energy intensity values can be estimated. The following 

paragraphs summarize some of the pros and cons of each method. 

A. Statistical Method 

In this method, the gross figures are used for fuel and pass.enger miles (or ton miles) for the 

particular mode. For example, American Public Transit Association maintains yearly data on passenger 

miles and energy utilized (KI.JH or gallons of diesel and gasoline) for its member transit organizations. 

Given these data, energy intensity can then be calculated ao follows: 

EI (Fuel U!;€'<.1) in n. T. U. for a particular y_e~_r_) 

Paocenger Miles for t:hP. ~~me year (3-1) 

The data on passenger miles are usually not directly avallatJle, LuL L.,.,., L.:. ealculatGd in th<;> 

following manner: 

Passenger Miles= (No. of Passenger Trips) x (Trip Length ) 
\ 

or 

Passenger Miles = (Vehicular }!ile) x (Average Load Factor) x (No. of Seats) 

(3-2) 

(3-3) 

In equation (3-2), trip length is an unknown; while in the third equation, (3-3), the load factor is an 

unkno\vn parameter. Depending upon the assumptions of these parameters, passenger miles can be 

estimated. 

For statistical purposes, we need the dala base as mentioned in the precedine paragraph. The 

Interstate Commerce Commission and the individual railroad companies such as A}!TRAK and Southern 

Railway are the major sources of required data needs. Also, Transportation Association uf America 
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publishes a report entitled "Transportation Facts and Trends", which may serve the purpose of our 

data needs. 
UN10tl COLLEGE TRA1tl PERFORMA .. CE CALCULATOR 

ROLLIN6 £N£RGY 

A£ROOYNAMIC £N£RG Y 

ACC£L£RATION £N£RG Y 

POTCNTI/1 L £N£RG Y 

Lagend• 

AIIP • Ac:c:o••ory lloncpowor 

GIIP • Orou IIOrDCIIOWIIr 
NIIP. Net lloncpowcr 

"'CGIIP • AIII'J 

IUIP - Rail llor~e~powor 

'~tr • Effic:lunc:y ~·actor 

"~ 
'1,.,. ·+H* 

COMPON£NTS OF £NE:R.GY'"fA(C£L£R//TION OR CRUISING) 

Most of the data mentioned earlier are on a national basis (gross statistics) and provide us 

1vith energy intensity values for a mixen fl P.P.t. (for example, a different type of train-consist over 

different trip lengths varying load factors and varying operating conditions). The quality of the 

data rests somewhat upon the particular organization depending upon the accuracy of the accounting 

procedures. 

R. Engineering Methodology 

This approach is based upon transportation mode characteristics (type of vehicle), operating 

characteristics (speed, altitude) and trip cl~racteristics (trip length, load foetor). The vehicles 

are simulated over a given trip and the energy demand is estimated from engineering relationships. 

Fig.3-l shows the engineering methodology utilized for evaluating trains from an energy intensity 
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viewpoint. The list of symbols used in the figure is as follows: 

F Net tractive effort 

\v Total weight (inclurHng rotations) of the vehicle 
(or a system of vehicles) in pounds 

a 

n 

v 

n 
= L Wi 

i = 1 2 
Acceleration in ft/sec 

Tractive effort (applied) at the wheels in pounds 

NPt resistance in poundn 

Weight of the i-th vehicle 

No. of vehicles (No. of cars + caboose+ locomotive) 

= l~near velocity of the transportation system in miles per hour 

Given the velocity profile of a given trip, we can calculate the net horsepower in the following 

manner. 

Rail Hon;epower (T)(V) 
375 

* Given the rail-horsepower, and the operating velocity, the input fuel rate can be calculated as 

shown in Fig. 3.2. The energy intensity can then be calculated from the following equation. 

B. T .l'. /P.M. (Fuel rate in gallons/hr) x (B.T.U./gallon~ 
(Speed) x (No. of seats) (Load Factor) 

in Miles/Hr. 

(3-4) 

The above equation provides an instantaneous EI value which conlrl be accumulated over the given trip. 

Average EI valnPs <:.nuld be established. This method is highly uata-intensive and a considerable 

amount of labor is needed for obtaining the necessary, data base, analyzing it Cur attain:l.ng t.hP 

estimates of energy intensity figures for passengers and/or freight movement. The representative 

kinds of data needs follow: 

(1) Vehicle Physical Charac.terist ics 

• Length 

• Weight 

• Height 

• \Vidth 

• Number of seats 

* . Most of these data are supplied by the manufacturers. For complete details see RPference ·15. 
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(2) Vehicle Mechanical Characteristics 

• Type of propulsion system 

• Max . gross horsepower 

• Types of brakes 

• Axle arrangement 

• Type of transmission 

(3) Vehicle Performance Characteristics 

• Maximum speed 

• Fuel rate at various output levels including idling 

• Transmission efficiency 

• Tractive effort characteristics 

A comparative chart on the pros and cons of utilizing the statistical or engineering approach as follows. 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

8. 

Statistical Approach 

Gross national estimates for energy intensity 
values are obtained. 

Takes into account unknown or non-quantifiable 
inefficiencies due to idling, circuitous 
routes, eiiopty vehic'le movement, etc. 

Input data can be established with some 
effort. 

Energy intensity figures are not applicable 
for a particular situation. 

Energy intensity values are not explicitly 
affected by the aerodynamic and rolling 
characteristics of the vehicle. 

No meaningful ana'lysis can be performed to 
study the impact of improved technology upon 
energy intensity values. 

Models do not have to be validated. 

Effect of ·trip length and load factors 
cannot be evaluated explicitly. 

Engineering Approach 

1. Micro energy intensity values for the 
particular environment (trip, type of 
vehicle, load factor, speed) can be es
timated. 

2. Data have to be supplied to the formula to 
take into consideration the inefficiencies 
due to idling, circuitous route, P.mpty 
vehicle movement, etc. 

3. Input data are labor intensive and require 
considerable time and effort. 

4. Energy intensity values can be estimated to 
suit the given e.nvironment. 

5. Energy intensity values are sensitive to the 
aerodynamic and rolling characteristics'of 
the vehicle (input to the calculations). 

6. Impact of improved technology (reduced 
·weight) can be evaluated quantitatively. 

7. For real life purposes, engineering models 
should be validated by collecting relevant 
fuel data and comparing them with the math
ematical models. 

8. Trip length and load factors are independent 
input parameters rather tha~ inherent para
meters in the model. 

A somewhat simpler method for est:l.mflt:i,ng energy intensity is the cruising energy intensity method 

which is a subset of the engineering methodology. A brief description of ·the method follows. 
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C. Cruising Energy Intensity 

In this method, the vehicle is simulated such that it is moving at a constant speed on a 

level tangent track. No acceleration or deceleration is ~onsid~ered. 

In order to illustrate the above method, let us assume that the resistance of a given trans-

portation system (i.e., locomotive pulling a set of. cars) is given· by the following equation: 

R • Resistanc~ in pounds 

~ AW + BV + CVW + DV
2 

where A, B, C and D are constant, V is the velocity in miles per hour and W 

is the weight of the system (usually in tons). Let us assume that the tractive 

effort supplied by the power plant (locomotive) is T, then 

T R (for equilibrium--no acceleration) 

or 

T AW + BV + CVH + DV2 

RHP =Rail horsepower = (T;i~) 

Knowing the RHP, fuel rates can be estimated which are usually provided by the manufacturers; Let the 

fuel rate be 0 gallon/hr. Then the energy intensity is given by 

B.T.U./P.M. 
(Q) x (EC) 
(No. of Pass.) x (V) 

(Q) x (EC) 
(No. of Seats) x (Load Factor) x (V) 

where 

EC • energy content of the fuel being utilized by the power plant 

138,700 B.T.U. for diesel engine 

115,000 B.T.U. for gasoline engine 

V Velocity (in miles per hour) 

In the above equation, velocity V is varied and Q is obtained accordingly which allows us to plot 

n.T.U./P.M. as a function of cruising velocity V expressed in miles per hour. 

For longer distance trips, cruising energy intensity provides a close approximation to the 

actual conditions. In order to get a more accurate energy intensity value, we need to know the 

number of accelerations and decelerations for the given trip. The greatest advantage of this method 

lies in the reduction of labor and computer time. Hence, to obtain a crude approximation, this method 

is the best available. Section 4.0 provides us with the results of cruising analysis. Section 5.0 

deals with the estimation of EI values under actual operating conditions. 
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4/l TMPACT nF SPFFn ANn LnAn FACTOR UroN F.I VALUES UNDER CRUISING mNDITIONS 

In this section, the impact of the following operating conditions upon energy intensity values 

are evaluated. 

• Speed 

• Load Factor 

Details on the impact of each parameter follow·: 

SPEED: As mentioned earlier in section 3, speed has a profound impact on the energy intensity 

for the following reasons: 

• Aerodynamic drag increases proportional to the velocity squared term and 
hence more force is needed to overcome aerodynamic drag at higher velocities. 

• Rolling resistance is affected by the velocity component. 

• Thermal efficiencv and transmission efficiencies are also affected by the 
speed so the 1input energy (B. T. U.) is affected. 

The basic equation used is the following: 

Traction Effort Net Resistance to motion 

Net Resistance to motion is composed of the following parameters. 

• Rolling resistance 

• Aetuo.ly't1.!mic drag 

• Grade resistance 

• Curve resistance 

• Acceleration resistance 

For this analysis only rolling and aerodynamic components are taken into consideration. For a 

specific cruising velocity, resistance is calculated and then the rail horsepmver is computed· as 

·follows. 

Rail Hdrsepower (Resistance in lbs.)(Velocity in miles/hr.) 
375 

From the above rail horsepower, fuel rate can be calculated according to Figure 3-2. EI 

values (under cruising conditions) can be calculated by using the following equation. 

B.T.U./P.M. = ~Flow rate in gallons/hr) x (energy content expressed in B.T.U./gallon) 
Cruising velocity in mph) x (No. of passengers) 

The cruising results of the EI figures are documented in Appendix II. Table 4.1 shows the 

summary results of cruising EI values for several train-consists. These results pertain to a specified 

seating capacity rating and all have been calculated at a cruising speed of 65 miles per hour. 
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Type of 
Locomotive ! 
P30CH 

LRC Tr.ains 

Rohr-
Turboliner 

F-40 PH 

cc ~4soo* 

SDP-40F 

Average 
Load Factor 
Percentag.:_ 

' 

TABLE 4. 1 

ENERGY INTENSITY (CRUISING) OF INTERCITY 
PASSENGER TRAINS AT SPECIFIED SEATING CAPACITY RATING 

Snack Bar Consists Full Service Consists 

No. of People No. of People 

** 300 350 200 350 200 250 250 300 

532 427 393 367 593 4 70 426 367 

376 303 293 286 442 350 332 286 

127<;1 1047 876 770 1204 1039 898 770 

456 348 334 311 584 400 362 311 

491 348 333 323 499 4 00 376 322 

497 399 362 336 545 433 390 336 

88.97 102. 1 98. 57 91. 2 75. 55 91. 22 84.29 98. 34 

General Comments 

Hauling Amflcet Cars 

LRC Car Consists 

Hauling Amfleet Cars 

Hl'luling Amfleet Cars 

Hauling Amfleet Care 

'~Assumes 35% - Power Generation EfHciency 
95% - Line Transmission Efficiency 

** Thi~ row refers to the specified seating capacity for 
a given train. A~t~al no. of seats are usually higher. 

Two sets of nwnbers are obtained: one pertains to snack bar (haviil.g at least 'one snack car} while the 

St:!cond pertains to full service train consists which have at J.east one club car. It is important to 

realize that depending upon the type of train consist and the. seating capacity rating, the load factor 

for each train cons:l.:;t can ho>. l"stimated. The average load factors for each set of. seating capacities 

are given in the last rmv. 

It is also important to recognize that in the case of a seating capacity for 350, EI values 

tor snack bar consists and full service consists were nearly identical. This is because the load 

factors for the full service consists were higher as compared to the snack bar consists. 
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5,0 ENERGY mTENSilY VALUES a= SEVERftl TMIN CONSISTS UNDER .~CfUAL OPEMTING CONDITIONS 1 

Section 4.0 dealt with the impact of cruising speed upon energy intensity values. Under 

actual conditions, the operating cycle of a train consists. of the following modes: 

• Idling (during station stop) 

• Acceleration Mode (during increase in velocity) 

• Constant yelocity Mode (cruising) 

• Deceleration Mode (stopping or decreasing velocity) 

During each trip, the train is likely to be in each mode several times with differing energy con-

sumption rates, e.g., the acceleration mode usually requires high power because in addition to over-

corning the aerodynamic, rolling and track resistance, the train has to overcome the accelerating force. 

In order to understand and document the results of the energy intensity figures, several 

trains were simulated along the New York City (NYC) Buffalo and New York City-Washington routes. The 

results are documented in Tables 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3. Table 5.1 deals with the diesel/electric train 

consist; Table 5.2 shows the results of the metroliners and electric loco-hauled Amfleet cars and 

Table 5.3 shows the results of the turboliner simulated along NYC-Albany route. The results 

f.N. 

Ia 

lb 

lc 

ld 

le 

If 

2a 

2b 

3a 

3b 

3c 

3d 

3e 

3f 

4a 

4b 

* 

'l'AHL.t: !>. 1 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF DIESEL/ELECTRIC TRAIN-CONSISTS 
ALONG NYC TO ALDANY nOUTI:; 

EI Values Under 
Type of 50o/o IOO% Train 

Locomo- load Load Average Configur- No. of 
' t.ivP. Factor Factor Speed ation People Remarks· 

E-8 1627 49.66 1-3-1-0 
::: 

121 Hauling Re-
furbished 

E-8 820 49.34 1-3-1-0 242 Cars 

E-8 1430 49.33 2-8-2-1 306 

E-8 723 49.27 2-8-2-1 612 

E-8· 1555 49.96 3-8-2-1 306 

E-8 786 49.93 3-8-2-1 612 

P-30 CH 1151 50.49 1-3-1-0 156 Am fleet 
Cars 

P-30 CH 582 50.46 1-3-1-0 312 

SJJP-40Y 1100 50.90 1-3-1-0 ISU Arnfl(:(:l 
Cars 

SDP-40F ( 555 50. 50 1-3-1-0 312 

SDP-40F 911 50.25 2-8-2-1 421 

SDP-40-F 462 48.92 2-8-2-1 842 Am fleet 

I Cars 
SDP-40-F ' 1035 50.44 3-8-2-1 421 

' I 
SDP-40F 524 43. 11 3-8-2-1 842 

! 
LRC 1041 

J 
50.48 1-3-1-0 152 

I 
LRC-Ca~ 

; 528 50.43 1-3-1-0 304 
Consistsj 

LRC l i I 
l-3-l-0 means l loco, 3 coaches, 1 snack and 0 club car. 
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are listed for both SO percent and full load conditions. The relevant data regarding the train con-

sis1ts (no. and types of cars) are also provided. It is important to note that the EI values of the 

* electric trains were based upon the input energy to the power-plant rather than the traction input 

energy. 

5.10 Energy Intensity of Diesel/Electric Trains Under Actual Operating Conditions 

The following.remarks need to be made with regard to the EI values for diesel/electric trains: 

• Under full load conditions, LRC appears to be the most efficient train (S1S B.T.U./S.M.) 

from the energy intensity v~ewpoint. The DSP-40F train consist is second, the P-30 CH train consist 

third and the E-8 train consist the fourth on an energy efficiency scale. It is also important to 

note that EI values are extremely sensitive to the type of the train consist (no. of locos, no. and 

types of cars--parlor, snack, etc.). For the cases discussed, EI values varied from 462 to 820 B.T.U./ 

S.M. The average speed (including dwell time) was around SO mph. 

• Under SO% load factors, the EI values varied from 911 (SDP-40F with 11 cars) to 1627 (E-8 

train pulling 4 refurbished cars) B.T.U./P.M. The ratio between the EI values for SO% loading and 

100% loading varied from 1.970 to 1.984 with an average value of 1.977. This implies that the energy 

consumption rates per car mile under fully loaded and half loaded conditions appear to be nearly the 

** same. 

TADLE !i. Z 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF METROLINERS AND ELECTRIC 
LOCO-HAULED AMFLEET CONSISTS 

(SIMULATED ALONG NYC-WASHINGTON ROUTE) 

li:I Valuoo Under 

Type or SO~o IUU% Train 
. 

Locomo- Load Load Average Configur- No. of General 
S. N. tivP Fa(;'to:>r Factor Soood o.tion Pco__Rlc Rt:Hid.t'k!:i 

In RC·lo. 21?6 i uo. u7 1-Z-1-l 139 Assumlng 35. ·/4°/o 
lh ~'7·1;,. liO•l 

I 

66. 7G 1-:l-l·l: ~0(, eeneration + 
trans-mission + 

le RC4a "'~ b'l, ~b 1-4-1-1 446 catenary efficiency 
ld RC4a 729 65.86 1-6-I-1 nl4 (Hauling Arnfieet 

consists) 
le RC4a 645 64.26 l-8-1-l 782 

If UC4a !iS!i 62.81 1-10-1-1 lJ!>U 

2a CCI4500 2021 68. 54 1-2-1-1 139 (Hauling Amfleet 

2b CCI4500 963 68. 34 1-4-1-l 446 consists) 

2c CC14500 825 67.66 1-6- f-1 614 

2d GGI4500 717 66. 37 l-8-l-l 78~ 

2e CC14500 677 65. II 1-10-1-1 950 

3a E-60CP Zl47 67. 97 1-3-1-Z 206 (Hauling Amflect 

3b E-60CP Z364 69.68 1-3-1-0 156 consists) 

3c E-60CP 1015 68. 19 1-4-1-1 446 

Jd t;-6UCP 855 66. so 1-b-1-1 614 

3e E-60CP 758 65.48 1-8-1-1 782 

3f E-60CP 688 64. Z5 l-10-l-1 950 

4a Metro- 887 78. 30 4-1-1 >;< 418 (Hauling Amfleet 
liners consists) 

4b Metro- 1019 78. 37 Z-1-1 258 
liner!'! 

>)1-Z-1-1 means I loco, 2 coaches, l snack car and l parlor car. 

* Power Generation Efficiency = 3S%. Line Transmission Efficiency = 9S%. 
"f(* 

The incremental fuel penalty by raising the load factor from SO% to 100% appears negligible. 
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5.20 Energy Intensity of Metroliners and Electric Loco-Hauled Amfleet Train-Consists 

Concluding remarks regarding EI values for metroliners and electric loco-hauled Amfleet train 

consists. 

• Under full load conditions, the EI values vary from 585 (RC4a, 12 cars) to 1019 B.T.U./S.M. 
r 

The average speed is around 65 mph (including dwell time). As expected, the EI values vary depending 

upon the number and type of consists (parlor cars, snack cars, coach cars, etc.). It must be reiterated 

that EI values are based upon the input energy to the power plant. The average velocity is higher in 

comparison with the diesel/electric train consists. 

5.30 

• Under 50% load factors, the EI values varied from 1804 to 2364 B.T.U./P.M. 

Energy Intensity of Turboliner 

Concluding remarks regarding the energy intensity values for turboliner. 

S.N. 

la 

lb 

lc 

-·-

TABLE 5. 3 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF TURBOLINER 
(SIMULATED ALONG NYC TO ALBANY ROUTE) 

EI Values Under 

Type of 50% 100% Train 
Locomo- Load Load Average Configur-
tive Factor Factor Speed ation 

:::< 
Standard- 3930 11).78 2-J-1-1 
Turboliner 

Standard- 1956 50. 31 2-3-1-1 
Turboliner 

Standard- 50.38 2-3-1-1 
Turboliner 

No. of 
People 

i.H. :,u 

263 

38.88 

-·-Means two powered cars, 3 coach cars, 1 snack car and 1 parlor car. 

• The energy intensity of the turboliner simulated along the NYC to Albany route is 1957 

B.T.U./S.M. (fully loaded). 

• Under 50% loading, the e9ergy intensity is 3930 B.T.U./P.M. which is twice the value under 

full load conditions. 

The above remarks clearly indicate that turboliners are inefficient modes of transportation 

from the energy intensity viewpoint. 
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6. COMPONENTS OF ENERGY 

This section deals with the components of energy expended for the intercity passenger train 

operation. Only the operational aspects of energy are considered. The goals of this section are to: 

• Study and document the components of energy for various trains. 

• Discuss the conservation measures for intercity rail operation. 

The energy utilized for intercity train operation can be divided into the following sub-

categories: 

• Aerodynamic Losses 

• Rolling Resistance Losses 

• Transm~ssion Losses 

• Auxiliary Losses 

o Track Lossi:!S 

• A~celeration Looses 

• Thermal Losses (Engine Loss!:!~) 

The above components can be well understood with the help of the previously described Fig. 3-2. 

Referring to Fig. 3-2, rail horsepower is the available power at the wheels which goes towards over-

coming the following resistances: 

o Aerodynamic Losses 

• Rolling Resistance Losses 

• Track Losses 

• A~cell:!raLion Losses 

Transmission losses are the losses which occur between the input of the traction motor and the 

rail horsepower. Auxiliary losses are the components of energy which go towarcls propelling cooling fan, 

compressor, etc. Thermal losses (water, air, frictional losses) are the losses which occur within the 

* diesel engine. 

The following Table 6.1 shows the components of Energy for several train consists which were 

simulated along the NYC-Albany corridor. 

* For electric powered locomotive, thermal losses are computed based upon the power plant and transmission 
efficiency of 33.25%. 
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TABLE 6,.J: 

COMPONENTS OF ENERGY FOR SEVERAL TRAIN CONSISTS 

COMPONENTS 
OF ENERGY 

TRAIN - THERMAL AUX. TRANS. TRACK ROLL. AERO. ACCEL-

CONSISTS l 
LOSSES LOSSES RES IS. RESIS. DRAG ERATIO 

N 

E-8 70.3 6.0 4.5 1.9 6.5 5.5 .6.1 

P-30 CH 66.3 6.2 4.5 2.2 7.2 6.3 7.3 

TURBOLINER 88.9 2.5 1.6 0.7 2.3 1.8 2.2 

LRC 70.0 7.3 4.2 1.9 6.6 3.6 6.4 

ACTUAL TRACK, FULLY LOADED, 1977 NYC-ALBANY CORRIDOR 

The following observations can be made with regard to the above table. 

• Nearly 70% of the energy (89% in case of turboliner) goes towards the 
thermal losses within the power plant. 

• Transmission losses range from 1.6% to 4.5%. 

• Auxiliary losses range from 2.5% to 7.3% 

• Useful power (rail tractive effort) varies from 7% to 18.5%. 

TOTAL 

100% 

100% 

100% 

100% 

From the above observations, it is clear that the major potential for conservation lies with 

the power plant itself (in improving the thermal efficiency of the engine). The gains, though small, 

can be accrued from improving rolling resistance, aerodynamic drag and acceleration losses (by reducing 

the number of speed changes). 

7.0 IMPACT OF TRACK CHARACTERISTICS UPON El VALUES 

In this section, the iwpact of track upon·EI values shall be documented, The quality of 

track is the most influential factor in determining the average speed among. the given city pairs. 

The speed affects the demand and hence the load-factor for the given train consist. The New York 

* . State Department of Transportation contributed to this study by estimating the demand under various 

service c1:n1ditions. Fig. 7.00 shows the mP.thodology utilized for this purpose. Box a provides 

* Details are reported in Reference 4. 
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the existing data in terms of allowable speed which can be improved by investing funds. The new speed 

limits are indicated by box b which is an input to the Train Performance Calculator which has an output 

of estimated travel time (box f) and energy intensity (box e) under the assumed load-factor. The trip-

time data are fed into the Demand Analysis which provides us with revised load-factor data. 

Existing 
Track 

Box a 

Investment 

All able 

Speed 
Limits 

Box d 

Imp,oved J 
Track 

~ 

~ 
Box b 

00 
{\ 

~ 

TPC _. 

t 

B. T. U./P.M. 

Box e 

F.IGURE 7. 00 

Demand 
Analysis 

Box c 

Luwer 
Trip Time 

Box f 

The revised load-factor data are utilized for obtaining the final estimates of EI values. 

The results of this section are presented in Figures 7.10 a, b, c. and d. Each Figure has the~~ curves. 

The top-curve shows the relationship between estimated EI values and average speed. ThP. loctd-factor 

* io kept constant lu thill c.urve. The data are plotted fur four years, 1977 through 1980 . The second-

line shows the impact of increased demand upon EI values. The third, bottom curve, shows the 

·variation in EI values as a function of track improvements (and hence speed), under full load condi-

tions. After careful examination of the figures, the following conclusions can be drawn: 

(a) Comments regarding the top curve (impact of track upnn EI-under constant demand).· 

• Under constant demand conditions, the EI values for the diesel/electric trains are in 

** the range of 6000-8000 B.T.U./P.M. The E-S train consist has the highest EI values 

with the LRC train consist on the lower end of the range (more efficient). These 

values are the average EI values based upon the NYC-Buffalo corridor. The Rohr Turbo-

liner has a range of 16,000 to 18,000 B.T.U./P.M. 

• In almost all the cases, the EI values first showed a decreasine and then an increasing 

trend as a function of the track improvements. Usually, the increased speed results in 

*The load-factor = the average load factor is 10% for NYC-Buffalo Corridor. 
**Except for E-8 train consist which will be discontinued beyond 1979. 
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higher EI values (because of increased aerodynamic drag) which would have moved the 

curve upward right from the start; but a second factor, which is not shown in the diagram, 

is the number of reduced ~peed changes which helps to reduce the acceleration energy. 

It is contended that the downward movement of the curve is because initially the energy 

gain due to the fewer number of speed changes overcomes the energy loss due to the 

higher cpccds. 

·(b) Comments regarding second curve- As expected, in all the cases, the second curve appears to 

be a linear curve with a negative slope. For the diesel/electric train consists, the EI 

values range from 2000 to 7000 B.T.U./P.M. For the turboliner, the EI value had a range from 

7000 to 17,000 B.T.U./P.M. The improvements in track had an appreciable impact upon reducing 

the EI values. 

(c) Comments regarding 'the third curve- EI v/s track improvement~, under full load. conditions. 

The diesel/el~ctric train~ have an approximate range of 600- 750 B.T.U./S.M., whereas the 

turboliner has F.T values in the neighborhood of 2000 B.T.U./S.M. The curve provides us with a 

potential EI value as a result of the' improved track conditions. 

In summary, the impact of track upon EI values could be described by the following statements: 

• Under constant load conditions (demand is kept constant), the variation in EI values 

* resulLlng from improved track is quite negligible i.e., the track changes affect energy 

consumption itself very little and the EI changes are almost completely due to changes 

in demand. 

• The quality of track det;e·rmines the allowable speed which affects r.he demand and thereby 

.the EI values. 

*'This is true only under the conditions which were analyzed - type of train-consists, no. of speed 
changes, average speed, etc. 
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8 I 0 (J'MPARATI'.'F FNFRGY I~rfFTIIST.TY A!lALYSIS FOR If\ITF:RCITY PASSENGER i'V\f8v1ENI 

This section deals with the comparative EI values for several intercity passenger transporta-

tion modes which are presented on Table 8.1. Energy intensi.ty values are provided for current load fac-

tors and are also based upon the maximum seating capacity. As expected, authors differ in the result-

ant EI figure for each mode. Without dwelling on the assumptions adopted by each author, the follow-

ing section is meant to provide a general overview regarding the reasons for variations in EI values 

within each mode. 

Tr•n•pon•tion 

Aui.Omohlle 

• Physical and mechanical characteristics of the transportation mode. Each mode has a 
variety of equipment characteristics which result in different EI values; e.g., autos 
differ in size and power-plant; trains differ in size and type of power-plant (diesel, 
diesel/electric, gas turbine, electric); planes differ in size and thrust character
istics, etc. 

• Traffic characteristics - length of trip, load factor, frequency of operation are some 
of the parameters which affect the EI values. Length of the trip has a defi~ite impact 
upon the EI values of intercity planes. 

• Fuel consumption data - assumptions regarding the fuel rate have a direct bearing upon 
the EI values. The fuel rates may be theoretical, supplied by the manufacturers who 
may provide us with conservative EI estimates. On the.other hand, actual fuel data 

. obtained from yearly reports may be in error and hence may result in different EI 
values. The actual fuel measurement data are usually on the high-side which may re-
sult in higher EI values. The other factor which affects the EI value relates to the 
components of fuel consumption which may consist of traction, maintenance, yard-switching, 
etc. Because of the accounting procedures in practice, it may not be possible to have 
data pertaining to the operational trip energy, thereby causing the variation in the 
estimated EI value. 

• Methodology behind EI values - .that passenger planes carry most of the intercity air 
freight causes extra fuel penalty. The methodology behind the distribution of fuel 
between passengers and freight affects the EI values for passenger as well as freight 
movement. 

TABLE 8.1 

INTERCITY PASSENGER ENERGY INTENSITY FOR VARIOUS TRANSPORTATION MODES 

II.T.U./P.M. U. T. U. IS. M. 

Coonp•n 2.,7)6 
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9.0 SUM~ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

This study has attempted to discuss the EI values for intercity passenger trains under different 

operating and rolling-stock characteristics. It was noted that EI values are sensitive not only to the 

rolling stock characteristics (type of locomotive, type of cars - parlor or snack cars, etc.) but also 

the operating characteristcs (load factor, speed, trip length, level of acceleration and decelerations, 

no. of speed changes, dwell time, etc.). The study attempted to document the necessary data base and 

the methodology used for the systems. The conclusions are summarized below: 

e Cruising Energy Intensity: Under constant ~peed profjJ.es (li5 mil~ per ho1.1r), the cruising 

* energy intensity values varied from 286 B.T.U./P.M. to 1279 B.T.U./P.M. 

• Actual Energy Intensity Figures: Under actual operating conditions (speed profiles as die-

tated hy t.hP. track characteristics, current dwell times) the EI values for the diesel/ elec-

tric trains varied from 528 B.T.U./P.M. to 820 B.T.U./P.M. (under full load conditions). 

** The similar figures for metroliners and electric loco-hauled amfleet consists were in the 

range of 585 B.T.U./P.M. to 1019 B.T.U./P.M. It is important to note that these EI values 

are dependent upon the train-consists (number and types of cars- parlor car or snack car). 

For the turboliner, the EI value was 1956 B.T.U./P.M. A6r~~ comp~ing th~6e EI valu~ with 

tho~e o6 the ~u~ing mode, it~ obvio~ that. the ~eal-~i6e op~ating env~onme~ do h~ve ~ 

m~ke.d imp~c.t upon the E1 valu~. 

• Components of Energy: For. the rolling stock analyzed, nearly 70% u[ the energy (89% in case 

of turboliner) was accounted towards thermal losses within the power plants. Useful power 

(rail tractive effort - sum of track, rolling, aerodynamic and acceleration losses) varied 

from 7 percent (turboliner) to 18.5 percent (LRC). 

• Impact of Track Characteristics Upon EI Values: Track partially detP.r.mines the allowable 

speed for the given train which affects the demand and hence the load-factor. For the 

NYC to Buffalo Corridor, improvements in track resulted in 57 % improvements in EI values 

·for the LRC train consists, while a 54 % decrease \vas predicted for the turboliner. 

• EI Values of Intercity Passenger Modes: The EI values of the intercity modes of transporta-

tion were rlncumented under the current load-factor conditions and under full load con-

ditions. These values are given in Table 9.1. It is also concluded that the current EI 

values for diesel/electric trains are high (3500 B.T.U./P.M.) because of the low load-factor 

and poor rolling-stock perform8nce. 
-,--,=---:-----
*For diesel/electric train consists, the cruisiri.K~EI values are in the range of 286 B.T.U./P.M. t.n 593 

B.'l'.U./P.M. 
**These runs were made under actual track conditions (~~C-Washington,D.C.). 
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TABLE 9.1 

ENERGY INTENSITY VALUES FOR INTERCITY PASSENGER MODES 

B .. T. U. /P.M. 
B. T. U. /S.M. (At Current 

Mode of Transportation (Full Load Conditions) Load Factors) Comments 

a) Auto 

Compact 1100 190(' m.p.g.= 26 
occ. rate =2. 4 

Average 1600 265u m. p. g.=l8. 0 

b) Air 
WiLle Dody 3500 5500 

Current Fleet 4200 6500 

c) Bus 500 1100 Current Load 
Factor= 45% 

d) Rail 

Cross- Country 1000 3500 Diesel/ 
Electric 

Metroliner 900 1800 Current Load 
Factor = 50.~-
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APPEND I X I 

This appendix contains technical and performance characteristics of turboliner (Table I-1) and 

P 30 CH loco-hauled (Table I-2) train consists. Readers who are interested in knowing more details 

should refer to reference 15. 
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APPENDIX II 

This appendix contains representative results of EI values of several train consists under 

cruising mode. The results are plotted for several train consists which have a varying load-factor. 

Type of the locomotive used and the percentage load-factor are described for each of the following 

eight cases. Readers who are interested in further details are referred to reference 12. 
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A STUDY OF THE ENERGY CONSEQUENCES OF ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT 
POLICIES IN INTERCITY FREIGHT ~ARKETS 

INTRODUCTION 

This presentation involves a study which the Freight Transport Group at MIT did for the 

Federal Energy Administration and completed in December 1976. I will also discuss some additional work on 

piggyback (TOFC) rail-service which we have done as a follow-on to the basic FEA work and a study of 

TOFC versus double trail.P.r trucks which is currently under way. 

These studies take quite a bit of time to describe completely, so I will make things very 

abbreviated and hope that you can follow them. At some point, I would like to give you some slides we 

have prepared showing the results of the project. 

THE SUPPLY-DEMAND-EQUILIBRIUM 

We are going to be looking on the demand side of what is, in reality, a demand- supply-

equilibrium problem. As you are aware, when the economist talks about demand he draws a curve that 

looks like Figure 1. It has price on the y axis and volume along the x axis with what is typically a 

downward sloping curve. This demand curve represents the volume that will use a given transport service 

offering for any given price in the market. 

From our point of view, the travel demand curve doesn't tell the whole story because price is 

not the only determinant of the volume traveling by a given mode. The typical transport situation is 

clearly more complex. It involves more factors; travel time, reliability, loss and damage, mi~imum 

size of shipment, etc. We know these factors are important and we feel that they must be taken into 

account before one can even start to analyze a problem of this general type. I would argue that in 

inter.:ity freight transport markets the mode. chnic.e issues are very subtle. I would prefer therefore 

to look at the equilibrium problem as a process like that shown in Figure 2. What we think happens is 

PRICE 

VOLUME 

~·igure 1. The Transport Demand Curve 
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Figure 2. The Supply-Demand-Equilibrium Process 

DEMAND SIDE 

SHIPPER'S CHOICE 

BETWEEN 

ALTERNATIVES 

that there is a supply offering, characterized by a c~rrier deciding he iG going to offer specific 

services in the trucking business or railroad business. The user nf transport services notes the avail-

ability of that supply offering and responds to it by Ghipping his gouJ~. As a result a volume of flow 

occurs. The flow volume acts as feed-back to the supplier telling him whether he has offered a desir-

able service which is actually going to be accepted. The user of transportation evaluates the service 

offering by examining feed-back in the form the transport level of service variables of the particular 

service in question. At some point the system comes to ~quilibrium. If the supplier offers a service; 

which no one accepts; he goes bankrupt, and gets out of business. Another carrier offers a service; the 

service becomes known; it seems to be a good one; it is accepted; and a certain number of people buy it. 

It may be the fastest way to get to a particular place, or t.hP cheapest, or whatever. 

One reason I want to point out the nature of this equilibrium is that we are eoing to be 

working only on the demand side of what is both a supply and demand equilibrium problem. We really 

don't know what the supply looks like without more ana:ysis of the costs ~t various volume levels and 

load factors. As I indicated at the outset, we have done more work on the supply side in the case of 

our studies for DOT on TOFC services and we could get into those a.bit here, but there is not time for 

very much. 

THE LAGGED NATURE OF THE RESPONSE 

Another reason why I think it is important to explain how we are looking at things is that if 

you can postulate the attributes of a reasonable service offering then the demand response tells how 

much travel you will initially generate on the system. The system has a vPry lagged response. Given 

the supply-side offering, the users respond to it reasonably quickly. In a very short time they 

perceive' that there is a new service offering between the two cities in question and Lhat it 1s useful 
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to them. They accept it and begin to use it. In the meantime, it takes a while for the supplier of 

the transportation services (the carrier) to evaluate what the steady state volume really will be. 

When he has a fix on it, if he wishes to change it, then he has to go to the federal government and get 

all sorts of approvals from the ICC for any changes in rates, service or routes. Even withdrawing from 

the service sometimes becomes a problem, as the railroads attempting to abandon lines have seen. So 

there can be quite a delay on the supply side before the carrier can revise the service offering. 

Even though we are working only on the demand side we would argue that this is typically a 

good first step. The problem is that there have been, up until now, no freight demand models worthy of 

the name. The whole profession has suffered from the fact that we didn't have the analytical devices 

that were needed. So, I am going to be describing to you the logic we used in approaching the demand 

side modeling. It has to have a reasonable s·tructure before you can accept the policy conclusions we 

have reached using it. 

EVALUATING ALTERNATIVE TRANSPORT POLICIES 

Let's suppose you have a policy option you'd like to evaluate. There is a population which 

will be impacted by this policy. See Figure 3. Consider, for example, the doubling of gasoline prices. 

That policy option will impact some segment of the overall population. Now we will draw from the over-

all population a representative sample of decision makers impacted by the policy we are getting ready 

to study. Then, we'd like to study how each observation of the sample performs. That is, we want to 

use our demand model in disaggregate fashion to see how each individual decision maker decides what he 

wants to do. Each individual decision maker chooses between the alternatives open to him. Note that 

we are using a disaggregate as opposed to an aggregate approach. We are using a model of the choices 

made by an individual not a model of the group. 

Using a disaggregate as opposed to an aggregate approach also implies considerable detail in 

the representation of such things as the service attributes of the modal supply offerings. There are 

clearly modal service alternatives available to the decision maker in most cases. These are de~crlbed 

in terms of their relevant level of service attributes. By relevant level of service attributes, I 

mean to include things like waiting time, or service frequency (how long you are forced to wait for 

service), transit time (how long does it take to go from one place to another), time reliability (a 

measure of the variability of transit time), loss and damage (what is the probability of loss or damage), 

and of course price. Price in the freight case always goes along with how much can you ship for that 

price. There usually is a minimum size offecine for. the price being quoted. Normally you would have 

to render over 20,000 pounds before a trucker will give you full-truck-load rate~. The transport 
\ 

supply alternatives then, are going to be described in terms of their attributes. 
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"where" and "what mode" decision, you have expressed the manager's entire logistics strategy. 

For each policy option to be investigated, we would like to use the demand model to see how 

the individuals in each observation will make each of his choices. When we have done. this for every 

observation (for each decision maker), then we use an aggregation scheme to factor up the results of 

the sample to the scale of the total population. In essence, what we are doing is summing individual 

choices. The result is the base case output. 

After producing a base case result, the next step is to repeat the operation for each of the 

policies that we want to investigate. The steps are: First, we modify the transport level of service 

variables, to reflect the policy being tested, then, repeat the use of the disaggregate choice model 

to see what choices are made, including the aggregation scheme. The result is the policy reponses. 

The base is then compared with the policy run. The differences are inferred to be the' impact of the 

policy. 

~Vhat I would like to do now is show you the results using some slides from the Federal 

Energy Administration study that we completed last year. We're going to be dealing with very specific 

policy questions. That is policy options with very specfic impacts on the level of service attributes 

of the individual model service offerings and consequently on the individual decision makers. But 

since we're going to be working with samples, we can be as specific as we want to be. We'll aggregate 

to get the impacts on the overall population. 

THE FREIGHT MARKET AND POLICIES STUDIED 

Our FEA study was a study of our city pair freight markets. We looked only at the flow 

between the two cities in the pair. We didn't look at through flows or flow that pick up and drop off 

along the way, only the flows between the two points in question. The markets we chose were Boston 

to Newark, Philadelphia to Cleveland, Chicago to Houston, and San Francisco to Los Angeles. We thought 

those markets would provide a cross section of the nation as a whole. We felt that they were fairly 

interesting markets, individually and very different. You can appreciate that the railroads in the 

western markets are better than on the East Coast. Chicago-Houston is a long haul market with barge 

and heavy energy materials to carry. Philadelphia to Cleveland is a somewhat average East Coast 

industrial market and Boston to Newark is a short markP.t in which it is hard for rail to compete. We 

wanted to look at several policy options in these markets. Not all of them are specifically energy 

options. We would argue, however, that they all have energy implications even if they don't start out 

as energy options. For example, increasing waterway usage charges is not specifically an energy 

option. It m~eht mor.e properly. be considered an equity option. We think that it is equitable for the 

waterway users to pay a charge because the government is constructing those locks and dams. However, 
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it does have energy implications. 

The particular options we decided that we'd like to look at are the following: (1) the re

habilitation of railroad yards and facilities, (2) the widespread use of shuttle trains, (3) double 

trailers· for trucks on the Interstate, (4) increasing truck user charges, (5) the imposition of water

way user charges, (6) increasing fuel costs and finally, (7) combinations of the above policies. 

THE LOGISTICS COST FUNCTIONS 

At the center of the process is the disaggregate choice model of the decision maker I de

scribed earlier. It incorporates the choice variables that I mentioned a minute ago. We think that the 

decision maker (the receiver) has to decide where, when, how much and by what mode he will acquire each 

of the inputs used in his production process. We are going to describe these commodity inputs to his 

production process in great detail. We hypothesize that he is motivated by trying to minimize his 

total iogistics cost. See Figure 3. We would argue that the costs that we see here are the driving 

forces. Even if the receiver is not motivated to "optimize" this logistics cost function these forces 

keep hlm [rum getting t:oo far off optimum. For example, his boss might call him up and say, "Why thP. 

hell Harry, haven't you got that material down here?" This is one extreme. The other extreme is, 

"Harry, have you looked at the warehouse lately?" We think that these extremP.s tend to push the 

decision maker toward an optimum. 

\ve' re going to make a model of the de cis ion maker's actions that t~ill reflect the sum of the 

purchase costs, the transport costs, the storage costs and the capital carrying costs, and the stack

out costs associated with each alternative way of ordering a particular commodity. A stock-vut occurs 

when you run out of stock and you have to back order it. ThP.re are usually additional costs a5sociateJ 

with the occurrence of a stock-out ~nd some of them are very hard to get hold of. For example, you 

might lose your customers. This clearly is a cost to you and it may be hard to measure. Or, you may 

have to shut your factory down because you didn't have any more right rear fenders. In eonstructing 

the model, we had to make some decisions as to exactly what variables were involved in each component 

of the total logistics cost function. 

INVENTORY CONTROL AS A PART OF THE LOGISTICS PROCESS 

We think that the process involves the receiver's inventory control process and though there 

are several ways to model inventory control, I will describe to you as an example only one of them. 

The inventory process starts off with some items on hand (see Figure 4) and you use the items under 

some probablistic use rate, sometimes the use rate is higher, sometimes it's lower, sometimes it's 

highly variable. The stock works its way down until, if you didn't reorder it you would eventually 

run out. The bell shaped distribution on the horizontal axis rP.pr.esents the lead time required to 
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order, transport and receive that stock. · The lead time may vary with respect to the choice of trans-

port ~ode. We belicive that this is the way that transport gets into the picture. If you order by 

rail, you have 7 days to wait o~ the average. But, sometimes you're going to have 15 days to wait and 

sometimes only 4 days to wait. The lead time distribution is different for different modes and in fact 

the average is different as well. 

Note that the process is probabilistic on both use rate and transport lead time. If you 

decide that you want to reorder by rail then you're forced to reorder earlier. If you wanted to order 

by air freight you could wait until very much later, not only because of the shorter travel time but 

also because of the reduced variability of the lead time. On the other hand, the costs per pound 

would be greater. So, transport is going to interact very substantially in the way you stock. In 

fact, you may even explicitly choose to stock-out if you want to.. One example which 1 like to give is 

that if you want a new muffler for your 1934 Alfa Romeo sports car, you're not going to find it at 

your local Alfa Dealer. In fact, he's probably going to have to reorder it from Rome since he knows 

that you have no other alternatives. He's not going to even place the order for it until after he re-

ceives your order. For most goods, however, the policy is to restock before the supply is depletecl. · 

i.{O! ITEMS 

0~·: HAND 

S.i\FETY STOCK 

i.ZVEL 

S?OCKOUT 

LEVEL 

Q 

1. 
___ ,.. 

U = daily use rate; modelled a: a d:i.screte random variable 

R = reorder point in a triggec point inventory control sYstem 

Q = number of items in the order 

L = lead time; modelled as a discrete random variable 

Figure 4. Relationships of the Basic Inventory Control Variables 

Turning to the general case, how can we measure stock out costs? It depends very much on 

several things. It depends on such things as: lfuat kind of business you're in? (manufacturing or 

retail sales), How much of the product are you using? What is the usage rate? What are the impacts 

on you of being stocked out? We think that we can predict for different situations what the stock-out 

costs may be. They must, however, be explicitly incorporated because they are going to be traded off 
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against the increased costs of providing a place to put the stock, a night WAtchman with a guard dog 

and flashlight to watch it and so on. The tradeoffs between stocking out and carrying extra stock 

have been quantified very carefully in the model so that the various choices are properly made. 

AN OVERVIEW OF THE MODEL 

Without going into the details of the model, it can be described rather simply by showing 

some of the variables involved in the form of a single equation. See Figure 5. The equation would 

select values for the choice variables such that they minimize Z, where Z is the total logistics cost 

function. The classes of the other kinds of variables in addition to the choice variables are 

( 1) transport attributes which I mentioned earlier, (2) commoc:l:i.ty attributes 1 (3) receiver (!ttii-

butPs and (4) market attributes. 

lve' re going to be very explicit wi.t:h the transport attributes because they are the way tt·am;-

port gets into the inventory control process. Its a highly interrelated and subtle process which 

depends importantly on the values the decision maker puts on speed, reliability, loss and damage 

and shipment size on the one hand and transport charges on the other. Trans·it time and reliability 

are measured with a complete probability distribution. The probability of loss and damage is given as 

a single variable, the probability, that the shipment will be completely lost or destroyed. 
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Finally, the tariff changes that are included are given for each shipment size in the form of a size/ 

rate schedule for each mode. The policies that we intend to study will each be represented in terms 

of these transport level of service variables. So these variables become very important to the way 

this model works. 

Looking at the other variables commodity at tributes inc] urle things like value per pound, 

·density, shelf life, physical state and kinds of environmental protection required. A commodity can 

be described in great detail with these kinds of variables. We've noticed that for trucking, density 
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is probably the most important variable next to shipment size. For rail, density doesn't make as much 

difference as value per .pound. 

Receiver and market attributes are things like usage rate and usage rate variability, the 

cost of capital, warehouse costs, the price of the commodity, whether the receiver is a manufacturer 

or a retailers, etc. I won't attempt to describe other variables because I believe you now have the 

flavor. 

Using these variables we have built a model that reflects the cost elements which bear on the 

logistics manager as he decides on his logistics strategy. I could describe the model in one sentence 

as a very large deterministic user choice model of logistics strategy. It is not a probability model 

but it does have probabilistic elements in it. For every transport alternative that is tried different 

shipment sizes, different rate break points, different modes, and so on are computed. The costs are 

computed using reasonably elaborate cost functions. It might also be described as a very large Fortran 

IV inventory control model that goes into great dP.tail selecting the choice variables in the cost 

function and is somewhat slow on the computer. 

SOME EXAMPLES TAKEN FROM THE MODEL 

If you use the model you can plot total logistics costs versus the quantity shipped and you 

see transport offerings coming out at different places. For example, see Figure 6. There's an LTL 

shipment of 862 pounds, a truckload shipment of 2,341 pounds, a truckload shipment of 40,0.00 pounds, 

another truckload shipment at 30,000 pounds, a TOFC shipment of 60,000 pounds, a carload shipment of 

60,000 pounds, and so on. The general shape of this curve is first down and then back up again. If 

you pick the proper size shipment you will wind up right at the very bottom. That is the transport 

alternative that the model is looking for. This is the best choice of shipment size given this 

choice of mode. This was for electronic components at 12 ppunds per cubic foot for an annual use rate 

of 513 tons and with a value of $2.17 per pound. 

For different commodities you would expect different optimum solutions. Figure 7 shows a 

fairly high-valued commodity, reasonably light, and with an annual use rate which is comparatively 

large. Miscellaneous flavoring is being used in very much larger quantities (1000 tons a year). It 

has a density of 49 pounds per cubic foot (very dense). A carload shipment of 120,000 pounds looks 

like the optimal choice in this case. 

There's still another example shown in Figure 8 with a use rate of 16 tons a year (a very 

small usage rate) but a dense commodity, 49 pounds per cubic foot. The 3000 pound LTL shipment is the 

appropriate mode choice. 
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THE TRADEOFFS 

These examples let you see how the choices vary from commodity to commodity and how the model 

goes about the business of selecting a strategy. The tradeoffs that we're trying to capture jn the 

model are basically the following: the purchase price versus the.transport rate; large orders with low 

transport rate and high storage and capital carrying costs versus small orders with high order costs, 

more frequent opportunities for stock-out, high handling costs, low storage costs Ann hieh transport 
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Figure 8. Model Output for the Case of STCC 20134 Canned Meat ,, 

rate. There are just enough variables in this problem that trying to handle it ~nalytically will 

bogr;le your mind. Each one of these variables can take on an incredible range of values. The value 

per pounds, for example, may range over several orders of magnitude. To plot shipment size and value 

per pound, it is convenient to use logarithmic scales. Examples can be found for shipment size all the 

way from 10-3 to 106 • An analyst with good common ~ense ;mrf j•.1dgmont 1 workiu!$ a~ fast: as he could 

work just can't handle a problem like this. It's too complicated, there's too many variables, they're 

all interacting at the same time. It takes a model like the one I've described to address the problem. 

TRANSPORT ATTRIBUTES 

Let me show you the commodity attribute data file that we've just put together at the 5 digit 

level for use on the project. See Figure 9. It's amazing, the number of variables that it takes to 

describe a commodity. It gives the STCC number, the name of the commodity and its description in 

words, the density in puunds per cubic foot, the value in pounds per dollar, the state and then where 

it is important, special handling rcquireme(•t~ such as freezing temperatures required, temperature 

controls required, shock protection required or other special handling required. Finally, for perish-

able commodities, the shelf life is giveri. 

FREIGHT RATES 

One other thing that I'd like to describe'briefly is the way we have handled freight rates 

in the model. Suppose you're goiu9 to ship something from A to B. You'd like to know the costs of 

shipping it, what's the transport rate? Hell, conceptually that's easy. You just go to the tariff 
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books, and look it up. However, there are a lot of tariff books. Some 3 trillion rates are published 

for commodities in the United States. One just can't look these things up. 

Transport rates are published for every commodity between every two cities in the United 

States by all shipment sizes. We found that we were in trouble. There was no way that published 

rates could be used. What we did was to develop some models. One for each of the general classes of 

commodity by different modes. The model is a regression model based on 188 observations from way bills 

taken from the Mid-Atlantic Conference Continuous Traffic Study. All shipment sizes and origins and 

destinations can be developed from the model using the attributes of the commodity and the distance 

and the shipment weight. For full truckload shipments the variables that came out were the log of 

miles, the log of density, the log of value pet poulH.l, the log of lv'ii.(lht. See Figure 10. We didn't 

.do too badly, we got an R2 of .8, we got statistics that are reasonable, and significant. 

We were quite pleased with the results that we got for the other models as well. We now 

have models for full truckload, less than truckload, barge, TOFC, full carloarl rail, and sume multicar 

rail shipments, I think we even have a model of unit train shipments. Recently we h~ve added models 

for air cargo as well. These models do not apply for private truck so we have constructed cost models 

that can be used to estimate the costs for shipping by private truck. We don't have rate models for 

exempt commodities in the study because they're not in the census of manufacturing and we don't have 

statistics on their movement. 

When you take the rate models and plot the results yuu .get something like Figure 11 for a 

particular commodity. This is fur a 20 ton shipment of a commodity with a value of 20¢ per pound, 

and a density of 20 pounds per cubic foot. 'l'he solid line is truck and the dotted lines are the 

litanrl..,rrl deviations, plotted as a band. of c.onfidence. The cro::;s hatched li.ne is for 1·ail. As you can 

appreciate, some "i.zes of movement won't qualify for shipment by both rail and truck. This does give 

you some feeling for how full truckload regulated common carrier truck and rail carload freight are 

relaLed to each other. There ;.,, of course, no problem where the two curves lie well separated from 

each other. We can have reasonable confidence that these models will give you rea.,onable results. 

What if on the o'ther hand, they fall together as in fact they do on the left side of Figure 11. You 

can't discriminate truck rates from the rail rates. In that case 1ve're almost positive that transit 

time and reliability or loss and damage will be the determining factors in the choice of mode rather 

than rate. Rate will no longer be as important. We would argue, therefore, that models like this are 

just what you need for a study like this. They are fast and easy to use. You place them in the 

computer and away they go. With these models, you don't have to look up rates in the tariff book. 
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!1S OP DECEl-HlER 4, 197 5 

DAT~ PROVIDED IS h~ FOLLOWS: 
COLDRHS 1-5 YIVE DIGIT STAHDABD TRANSPORTATION CO~~ODitY CLASSIPICATIOU 

(STCC) NUr1BER 
COLUUHS Y-39 COHHODITY NlAE 
COLUHUS 41-43 DENSITY IN POUNDS/CUBIC POOT 
COLUMNS 45-50 VALUE PER POUHD IN DOLLARS 
COLUHN 52 STftTE--1=SOLID,2=LIQUID.3=GAS,4~Pl3flCO~~~E 
CCLlHIN 54 SI.>ECIAL HA NDLHIG REQOIREH~~TS--?--=?RB'EZI~G :r2i!?ZRA'l:OB.ES R!:QUI3ED, 

C=TE~PERITURE CONTROL RRQUIREO,S=S~JCK PBOTECTION REQUIRED. 
O=OTRER ~PBCI&L HANDLING RZQOIRED--3L&~K~NO SPECI~L HANDLih 

COLUHHS 56-S7 SHELF LIFE IN [fEEKS--BLli.NK'-=S!l3LP J:.I?8 >6 i10ll'.l:HS 

'£!;ESE CA~DS !·lAY Br; JJE:!D USING THB l"CLI.O!HNG fOUT1h\1j I?Ol1\~~·.r: 

(l5 6 3X.A31.1X.I3.1X,P6.2,1X,I1.11~A1) 

i~OHiiZ~l'l'S,, l\DIJXTrOllSu CR CORREC:THHIS ~lOULD B'E ?i2P.R'2:CB·r-:;;o, AHO SJJ·)U!.D BE: 
DlRECTlH ~0: PROFESSOR PAUL ROBERTS, CENTER POR Ta~HSPOBfATCON STUDI~S, 

R00H 5-204, ~ASSACBOSETTS INSTITUTE OJ f8CH~OtOGY 7 
CAHDBIDGEu MA 12139 

,_: t !21 ~{~~ :J GO'i"i'l) li .(N :cn.r.::s 32 '?:/. ~~ 

· .. ~ 'i 129 l-"\ w <.:0 'f'l'C·l'l l'~C 32 ,2!.1 4 
:.: ·; '131 DA~LEY 37 .()2 4 
'01132 COR!i EY.C I'OPCORN 115 .02 Ll 
Y) 'j '133 01\TS 21 .02 lj 

\''1 't ]!) H!CE, ROUGH 31 .07 !! 
-~-·1 'i35 RYE 47 • 02 l~ 

'!)'I ., 3 6 SORGHU !1 GHAINS 47 .OJ II 
n 137 !HIE.!I.T EXC UUCKriiHEAT 47 ,03 (~ 

~-i '139 Glll\Dl UEC 47 .03 [) 

tl'j '({) 1 COT'.CC USEEDS 27 ,02 ll 
;) •j '! 42 PLl\XSEEDS 47 ,05 [) 

r ,.,43 ~liS Pf..AtiU'rS 20 • 15 I! 
tl'i 'i 44 SO'IBEA NS 37 .06 4 
G1 't49 on SBEDS/HU~S/K~HN~LS t~ g;,._. 30 ,OG 1.1 
t~ 'i i 51 LAtiN GRASS SEED 15 .110 II 2·) 
') i 't52 POI.>CORII NO'£ POPPED 45 • 03 ll 20 
:_' i 'i 59 l'IELD SEf.DS ~EC "0 • 27 c.; ?.0 
t1 ·j 'I ':11 HAY/POUDER/BODGUAGE ~0 .02 ll 

D"i 'i 92 HOPS 30 ,71 4 
.,_, ., i 93 LEll.l? '£0Dl\CCO 15 • 83 1 20 
;;·i 'i94 l.>O'l'l\ TO J:S, SlEET 45 .06 1 c 
l;.ii '195 1'01'A'£0ES 0'£11ER- THAN SWEET 45 .03 1 c 
~1'1196 '5'!..'ll~U EXC CiiO:?Pt:D 20 .!)4 4 
!)~ 'i97 SUG/\R DEE'£$ 40 .1)1 1 
') "( 198 SUGJ\ll nNJ; lO ,01 1 
i.! 1'199 l'I ~~LD CROP;-; l•iEC 35 .~8 1 
'.ll:Z11 GHAI.>\':r'HUIT 35 ,1)4 1 - 5 
:n :.:·12 LEI·IONS 32 .06 1 c 12 
'-' i.~ 1 u Oil!\. il G r: S 35 .I) 3 1 c 0 
')'I :Z15 'JI\NGEHIIIE S 37 .0:1 1 c 3 
':i21.:t crcnus l'~\JJT~ Nt:C 37 11 , c 5 
') 'n1 H'I.>LES 30 .05 1 c 2') 

(.'1222 APRICOTS 32 .1)7 c 

Figure 9. The MIT Center for Transportation Studies Commodity Attribute Data File 
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LN RATE = 9, 409 + 0, L:74 L~ i·1 I LES - 0, 084 LN DENSITY + 0, 075 · u~ V.l\LUE 
<17.3) (13,6) (-3.49) (4.22) 

- 0.711 LN \\EIGHT 
(-13.8) 

) = T - RATIOS 188 OBSE:RVATIONS 

RATE = CHARGE HI CENTS/HUNDRED HEIGHT VALUE "' VALUE PER POUND IN DOLLARS 

f-11 LES = LENGTH OF HAUL Ill MILES \·IE I GHT = \·IE I GHT OF SH I Pi1ENT IN POUHDS 

DEi~SITY = DENSITY I!l POUNDS/CUBIC FOOT 

.DI\TA FR0~1 f11DDLE ATLANTIC COf-IFEREI'!CE COiHifHJING TRAFFIC STUDY <1967) AllD 
f-liT COI•li·lODITY .~TTR!i3UTE FILE. 

Figure 10. The FTL Truck Rate Hodel 

TRANSIT TIME AND RELIABILITY 

Now one final problem that we've got in developing the level of service data used as input 

are figures for transit time and reliability. Hhat we woulci really like to have are results that iock 

like those shown in Figure 12 for transit time by the various modes. He'd like to know for an item 

shipped on day 0 what the probability is of its arriving in 5 days, 10 days or 15 days. By rail we 

may still be waiting on the 13th, 14th, 15th, 16th, 17th, 18th day and so on, The figure shows 

graphically the probability that the shipment will arrive on each one of these days. The question is 

can you ever get this much information. about real world modes? Reliability is, of courl':e, 11 measure 

of the spread of these distributions. 

Hany carriers have developed this entire probability distribution for these traffic lanes 

which they serve. Records are kept in the computer. enabling them to analyze and publish it weekly and 

send it to all distribution centers. For us it is very hard to get hold of this information because 

the carriers don't like to let out individual observ~tions. So we have developed some models here 

that will allow us to compute similar information. Our models are based on a concept called the P-

make curve and assume that delays occur in the transport system primarily at consolidation terminals. 

In the case of trucks, for example, the shipment comes in and is unloaded, but the outbound truck 

leaves before it can be completely processed. It missed its connection. It shouldn't, but it did. 

The longer the time available in the term~nal, the higher the probability that you'll be able to 

place the shipment on the next departing vehicle. The same thing happens by rail. If the arriving 

car comes in too late on the arriving train·, this makes it almost impossible to m11ke the connecting 
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train. The early arrival has a better chance of connecting on the other side. The cumulative dis-

tribution of time available gives the probability of making the connection. This can be used in a 

simple model like that shown in Figure 13. You enter with terminal time T and it tells you the 

probability of making the connection on the other end. Now different yards and different facilities 

have different P-make curves. A bad yard has a long, slowly rising P-make curve. A very good un-

congested yard has a very steep curve. We can represent a system of terminals with characteristic 

P-make curves. Then, from th~ time that the shipment is rendered at the origin, we can look at the 

schedule and see when the departure is and check to see what the probability of making that connection 

is. We then run a"little simulation of each leg in the trip and. get a whole probability distribution 

for the result. 
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REPRESENTING POPULATION AND INDUSTRY STRUCTURE 

The next question that arises is how to draw a sample population of decision makers with 

which we were going to work. It turns out that in the United States there are several nice sources of 

data on industrial firms. Probably the most comprehensive and complete is the County Business Patterns. 
COUNTY BUSINeSS PATTER~~S 

For every county in the United States the Census Bureau publishes tables like those shown in Figure 14. 

TABLE2. Counties: 1967-co:rt:nuccl 

c.t.?.?E:NTC:.~t':~ A~:> WOOll FLOORWGo 
C~R?i::l"ii~RIN~. • 
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co~;t:r.~:rc: "~~'~~< 
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STRUCTUR~L STEEL ERECTION 
EXCA'I.lTIUG AND FOUN•J.\TI0:-1 \'IORK, 
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S?::~l/1!... lRAiJ~ CONTRACTC.:\S• N.E.c. 
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P.J•..:L TRY t. 5-~.\LL GAM::: PACKING, Vi:-tSLE 

0.\l?.Y P~OIJUCTS•· 
CH?.ES?:• t;.:,;u'V.L AN!l PP.OCC:S!i?:O 
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It shows in four-digit commodity detail the production of various commodities. It tells how many 

firms there are in each of eight size classifications. lYe thus have no lack of data about the types 

and sizes of firms there are in any particular area of interest. Nmv all we have to do is to get our-

selves a representation of this in the computer. That is a little complicated but in essence what it 

boils down to is that we prepare an industry by firm-size table for a given urban area by aggregating 

the information from Coun~y Business Pattern for each of the counties in that urban area. This enables 

us to get a representation of the firms in the Philadelphia and Cleveland urban areas for. use in a 

model of Philadelphia-Cleveland flows. From this source, we will sample an industry to get a particu

lar firm. F~om the firm size we know how many employees they have and by inference the amount of 

dollars in sales they have. lYe now know three things about the firm. We know its industry, its size, 

(consequently we know the amount of output in dollars) and we know the product being produced. All we 

have to find o~t now is what they use for inpuls. We use the coefficients from a large input output 

table to develop the amount of input of each of the particular commodities which the firm needs to 

produce its output. Sec Figure 15. 

l\gri. :·Jnfg. Trans. Corl'.'ll. Util. Hhole. Retu:i.l Pe.cs. Invs. Inv. Expor.-1. ----,_c__.,r------.---.-------.---.----..-L=!Tr= .. ,- --~ 

I II ·1 I I 
-----f---T-?r-+e-P_r_o_c_"f-s-s_J. __ n-g-t-S-e_c_t_o-.+--=t=f·F 'j F i("'~ J L .... 

' 1 D:!~:t£\:1u I 

-+--·-!'--, -·t-Fi--tT" i L---~1 
! j! - I I 

-- 1 r t 1 

1---t---+---+'--~---+---....... ~---+r·f::·,~==F~ ==F..-==i==:~ 
Paymat~t Sec or ' I 

~---r---~r-----~'-----t----~r------t------+r---..,-----r-----r'---·· 

t·L'1fg. 

Agri. 

'l'rans. 

Comm. .=4 
Util. 

~·Jh-;;ole. I 
Retail I I 

Inv. Dep. I 

Dep. Allo,., 

Households 

Fieur.e 15. Input-Output Transactions Table 

This enables us to produce a demand matrix for a city. See Figure 16. The result is the annual use 

rate of a particular commodity by a firm of a known size in a given industry. 

I said we use an input output table. An input-output table is useful because it gives what 

is in essence the bill of materials needed _to produce any commodity. The question is how big an input-

output table can we get hold of? This determines the commodity detail that can be developed. We 

managed to get from the Bureau of Labor Statistics a 500 by 500 input-output table. It is a pretty 
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Figure 16. The Demand Matrix for a City 

big table. Economists do not typically need input-output tables that big because it is difficult to 

invert a 500 x 500 matrix. We want them bigger than that because we're not going to try to invert 

them. All we're going to do is use the column coefficients to tell us how much of a particular 

commodity we're using. 

THE OVERALL MODEL STRUCTURE 

The model process as a whole is shown in Figure 17. We develop it industry by industry for 

each of the end-point cities. The level of service inputs for time, loss and damage and rate models 

are developed as I described previously. Within a 2 digit commodity grouping we will draw a 5 digit 

commodity. We then sample each industry which uses this commodity and finally a firm size within this 

industry. This observation is now used in the logistics strategy model to determine how the shipper 

will respond to the alternatives available. 

When we get finished we can aggregate the sample back up to the 2 digit level and report cur 

answer. So, even though ~•e'll be working at the 5 digit level for the individual firm decisions, we 

will get aggregate statistics as output. That way we get the best of both worlds. We have the ability 

to look at individual commodities in· the most gory level of detail without having to treat all that 

detail when we want to look at the final ancwcrs. 

The model results are scaled to fit the intercity freight market being represented. The 

Census of Transportation publishes fairly detailed results on the amount of the commodity moving 

between certain cities in the United States. The census is filled with undisclosable data. It covers 

only the manufacturing sector, and it is reported between selected city pairs. But,~we can pick a few 

cities. In fact, we've been very careful to choose the cities for.which we have Census of Transporta-· 

tion data. 
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EtiU~IERf.Tf. J 

I - origin city 

J -destination city 

K - co:nmodity 

BID- consuming industry 

SJZ:: - size of conscming firm 

Q - shipt::ent size 

R - inventory reorder point 

LOS- lev,:.l n.f o:;p,...,·ice (incl. rate) 

KSEG - aggregate cOJrmJd;ty gr\lup 

V - .volun:e of. flow 

M - mode 

U - nul!lber orders per year 

Ak. - annual ose rate of conmodity k 

TS - tot a 1 cost per yP.i!r 

II'S ,. lli.l:lr rnrt~ 

OUTPUT I,J ,K, HID,SIZE ,Ak ,Q,R,M,II,T$ ,U$ 

Figure 17. City-Pair Analysis Sequence 

The Census data is then used as a check on what's moving. We can compute the local whole-

sale and retail prices to determine whether purchase is local or from the city at the other end. We 

think that when a manager orders a commodity for input into his process, he's looking around the world 

to see where he can buy this commodity most easily. For example, he may be able to get it in San 

Francisco, in Dallas, in Chicago or in NYC. The manager could also buy from a local wholesaler who has 

bought the commodity in truckload, or carload quantities. It will be sJtehtly marked up in price, 

mind you, because he did do the work of acquiring it and storing it. The local wholesale option has 

been incorporated into the model. 

THE MODEL RESULTS 

Once we've got the mode shares in tons and percentag~s, we now can perform the energy com-

putations to develop energy statistics from them. The 2 digit commodity groupings that we are working 

with are shown in Figure 17. Agriculture, forestry and fishing are not there. They aren't in the 

Census of Transportation so we couldn't report the results. Food products are there. These are manu-

factured food products. This is the amount of energy that was used by industry. You can also get tons. 
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Figure 18. Example of Model Fuel Use Output by Industrial Consumer 

The next slide shows for a single 5 digit commodity grouping, the tonnage shipped·by the 

chosen mode and the logistics costs for the loeistic:s strategy chosen by the firm. See Figure 18. 

This is in some ways the most interesting output of the study. These are the individual observations 

that were used to develop the disaggregate results. These are 5-digit commodities in the 2-digit food 

processing area. The first is unfrozen carcasses purchased by food processing (industry 4), firm size 

5. This firm size is a little bit bigger than average. Annual use rate is 199 tons a year. The next 

set of colUmns represent the order cost, the transport cost, the warehouse costs, the stock-out cost, 

the purchase cost, and the total cost as reflected by the model. Costs are expressed in cost per 

pound by the v1ay, so that it is comparable to the grocery store price. The next item hefe is the ship

ment size for the mode chosen. Next, is the number of days between reorders. The order was by truck. 

Out on the end, there is an "N" or a "Y" for a "no" or a "yes" that a wholesaler was used. Down the 

line further ynn r.an see several "yes" indications. That means they are bought from a wholesaler. If 

they are bought from a wholesaler then we've got to figure out how a wholesaler got the product. So 

we go down and take each observation indicated as being bought from the wholesaler and find out how 

the wholesaler would order it. 
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There are in total 30 to 40 observations for food processing. Each one of these was counted 

as 1 ton sampled. Therefore, we place the ton in a histogram of how many tons went by each mode. 

When finished we divide by the total number of tons to give percentages. This gives the mode share for 

commodity flow in the freight market. 

close. 

We compared the results that we got with the Census of Transportation and came in reasonably 

Some commodity groups compared better than others. 
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POLICIES EXPLORED 

The first policy that we tested was the policy of rail rehabilitation. The policy assumes 

that steps will be taken to get the track back in shape, maintain it well, improve the yards and in 

particular, do some work on getting the rail operations smoothed up, cut out all the excessive switch-

ing by inaugurating run-through trains, and set up schedules that match. T~is was the essence of the 

rail rehabilitation policy. 

We decided we would try this particular policy in the Cleveland-Philadelphia market. We 

developed the inputs for transit time and r.eliability which look like Figure 20. Travel times start 

with an origin in Philadelphia. The shipment goes first to a local yard, where it sits around for a 

day or two getting organized. Then at 10 miles an hour the shipment connects to a "C" type yard in 
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Philadelphia. This is the Greenwich yard. It then goes through Harrisburg on a through train and on 

to Pittsburgh where in Conway yard it is then switched in a B type· yard. B is assumed to be better 

than C. It then goes the 130 miles to Cleveland on the 1 train a day. Once in Cleveland, it is 

• classified one more time and sent to the local yard and finally arrives at the destination. The mean 

travel time is 6.57 days with an overall transit time distribution that looks like the one in Figure 

20. This is the base case. 

For the policy case we would like to improve transit time and reliability so we assume that 

we are going to first eliminate the local yards. This allows ·cars to move directly to the main termin-

al where they will be classified and placed into a train. Next, we'll upgrade the Philadelphia 

terminal from a C yard to a B yard and run one train a day to Pittsburgh. After being reclassified in 

the B terminal as before in Pittsburgh, the car goes on to Cleveland. If we now eliminate the local 

train in Cleveland, we come up with a travel time of 4.23 days. You save 2 days in this process. The 

rates were assumed to be exactly the same as before. ~laybe the cost could drop a little bit as well, 

but we left them the same. Essentially we're cutting 2 days off the travel time and we're making the 

t-rain more reliable. 

\~ \J.~· ... ,t>\1 ... 
c:~At:rv"t> 

:,-.;;~v:w. 
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·~o·, 
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Figure 20. Rail Rehabilitation Policy in the Cleveland-Philadelphia Market 
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We came out with the following results shown in Figure 21. We made one of these little 

diagrams for each of the policy alternatives explored. The total number of tons in the base run was 

737,239. The total fuel was just over 2.3 million.gallons. The total cost was 322 million dollars. 

The mode· share in tons has changed between the base run and the policy run by the amounts show~. 

Carload freight traffic went up by almost 6000 tons. In terms of the total number of tons its a small 

increase. The fuel use went down as you can see. The purchase costs of transportation went up just a 

little bit. The overall transport costs went down some and the logistics costs went up slightly in 

this.particular case. 
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Figure 21. Rail Rehabilitation Policy: Philadelphia-Cleveland 
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~~nFRAL POLifV ~PTIONS TO EFFECT FUEL CONSERVATION IN THE AIR INDUSTRY 

by 

. * Robert L. Bowles 
Transportation Economist for Regulatory Institutions 

Office of Conservation and Environment 
Federal Energy Administration 

Washington, D.C. 

Col%Vtvation and Env-Utonment, FedeJta£ EnVLgy Adm-i.n.M.tJz.a.tion jo-ined :the FEA -in Januevty 

1975. S-ince ~hen he ha6 been ~~pol%-i.bte 6o~ develop-ing and -i.mpt~ne~ng eneJtgy p~og~m~ 

d~-i.gned ~o pMmo~e col%Vtvation and -i.nc~ea6e e6Mc-i.ency -in ~he -i.nteJtcdy pa6MngeJt ~al%

po~ation ~e~o~. In addd-i.on, he~ ~~pol%-i.ble 6o~ p~ep~ng and p~e~e~ng FEA'~ 

v-iew~ be6Me ~he C-ivil AVtona~~ Soevtd. P~M ~o com-ing ~o FEA, Mit. Bowl~, ~pent one 

yeevt wdh ~he Rail SVtv-i.c~ Plann-ing 066-<-ce o6 ~he Inte.M~~e CommeJtce Comm~~-i.on eval.u~

-i.ng ~he econom-ic .Unpac~ o6 ~he p~opo~ed ~~~u~ng o6 ~he No~hea6~ ~ ~y~~em. In 

addd-i.on to ~ goveJtnment expelt-i.ence, he Wa6 employed by Ea6~Vtn A-Utt-i.n~ 6o~ ~even 

yeaM, ~ la6~ po~-i.tion bung ~~ o6 ManageJt o6 Mevtk.u FMeca6ting. Mit. Bowl~ hold~ 

a B.S. deg~ee Mom ~he Un-i.ve.Mdy o6 No~h CciJtolina and a M.B.A. Vr.gJr.P.e. 6Jrom the AmVt.i.can 

Un-i.ve.Mdy. 

*Due to unavoidable circumstances, Mr. Bowles could not be available at the conference. The paper is 
included for reference purposes only. 
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FEDERAL POLICY OPTIONS TO EFFECT FUEL 
CONSERVATION IN THE AIR INDUSTRY 

ABSTRACT 

Federal policies which may have potential for reducing petroleum consu~ption within the trans-

portation sector are dealt with in this paper. Airlines eunsume nearly 10 percent of the transportation 

energy and constitute a considerable portion of the operating cost. Federal policies discussed include: 

Fuel Allocation and !:'rice Coti.U'O.L; iaxat:luu; AlL Ca..:ri.:.r negulation; J\.v:!,;.tinn SystPm RP.~ulat1on ~p.d 

Federal Expenditures and Investment. 
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FEDERAL POLl CY OPTI Dr-!S TO EFFECT FUEL C0~1 SERV/-\TI C'~' H! T~E P.I R HWLISTRY 

1,0 INTRODUCTION 

Petroleum, the main source of energy for the transportation sector, currently accounts for 

approximately 46 percent of the United States' total energy use. During 1976, the United States 

consumed over 17.4 million barrels per day, 42 percent of which came from foreign supplies. Petroleum 

imports at such levels place the United States in a position of economic vulnerability and seriously 

limit its foreign policy options. 

The energy situation is especially serious for the aviation industry since it is totally 

dependent on petroleum energy sources and thereby particularly vulnerable to another oil embargo. 

However, the availability of dependable foreign supplies is not the only problem facing the air 

industry. Its growing vulnerability to this country's energy priorities is reflected in this past 

winter's energy crisis, when spot shortages of home heating fuels were evident in numerous sections 

of the country. During the crisis, ~ix uil companies were ordered to cut production of kerosene-based 

jet fuel to help cope with these spot shortages. 

An airline fuel conservation program is an essential element of any national conservation program. 

Both the nation and the industry would benefit from the inclusion of the air industry in a broader 

CUt'!St!LvaL.iuu prugram. 

Basically, the policy options available to the F'ederal Government for effecting fuel conservation 

within the air industry fall into five distinct areas. These areas are: (1) fuel allocation and price 

control, (2) Laxation, (3) air carrier regulation, (4) aviation system regulation and (5) Federal 

expenditures and investment. 

2.0 FUEL ALLOCATION AND PRICF cr~TROL 
The most direct leverage available to the Federal Government for controlling air carrier fuel 

consumption is through the implementation of rationing or an allocation program similar to that 

adopted in the fall of 1973 in response to the Arab Oil Embargo. By establishing industry wide quotas, 

upper limits can be placed on the amount of fuel that lvill be consumed in any one year or on the rate 

of growth that will be permitted in any future time period. The Federal allocation policies adopted 

during the period of the Arab Oil Embargo resulted in a fuel savings of over one billion gallons, due 

largely to schedule reductions and the grounding of some 96 aircraft. At the urging of both the Civil 

Aeronautics Board (CAB) and the Federal AviAtion Administration (FAA), the airlines also voluntarily 

adopted a wide range of operational fuel saving procedures, many of which remain in effect today. 
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Allocations under a Federal rationing system could either be based on an airline's past fuel•use 

(as is the case with the current allocation program) or on a formula which provides incentives for 

improved fuel efficiency. A third alternative could be to permit competitive bidding between airlines 

for fuel allocations. Although President Carter's Energy Program specifically ·omitted any mention of 

a mandatory rationing or allocation program, it did set forth guidelines for accepted levels of energy 

growth. Both the President and his chief energy adviser, James Schlesinger, have stated that rationing 

could be a viable option if the Administration's conservation goals are not met. 

Increased fuel prices could also provide the airlines with an incentive to reduce fuel use. Prior 

to the Arab Oil Embargo, domestic airlines paid an average of 12 cents or less for a gallon of fuel. 

T99ay the cost has risen to over 34 cents a gallon. Prior to the embargo, fuel costs accounted for 

approximately 12 percent of an airlines ~utal operating costs; today, fuel t:osls a<:l:uunl .Eo:or wP.I I over 

20 percent of operating costs. Of course, the impact has been lessened to some degree by allowing the 

airlines to pass the higher fuel costs through to users in the form of higher rates. A policy to 

permit no pass-through or only partial pass-through of the higher fuel costs would provide an even 

greater financial incentive to the airlines to conserve fuel. 

One means of increasing not only jet fuel prices but all fuel prices is to decontrol domestic 

crude oil prices. Although the Administration has rejected the uullun of outright decontrol of oil 

prices, the intent of its energy program is to bring domestic refinery prices up to world prices over 

a three year period. One possible outcome of either policy could be a reduction in the geographic 

variations of jet fuel prices which encourage the ferrying of fuel. More uniform price regulation of 

jet fuel in the different geographic regions of the country would greatly reduce the ferrying of fuel. 

3 I 0 TAXATI ()tl 

The tax powers of the Federal Government, like its authur·lLy to allocate fuel, provide a means to 

encourage a wide variety of fuel saving actions on the part of the air industry without direct 

intervention in the operation of the aviation system. The Administration 1 s Energy Program's 

alternative to the decontrol of crude oil prices is· to impose a wellhead tax on crude oil such that 

world market prices would be equaled in three years. It is estimated that this tax would increase th~ 

cost of jet fuel by 7 to 8 cents a gallon by 1980, providing additional incentive for the air industry 

to control the inefficient use of fuel. 

In addition to the Administration's proposed wellhead tax, separate taxes could also be put on jet 

fuel, thus placing the airlines at a disadvantage to other modes not similarly taxed. Increases in 

non-fuel aviation taxes, such as on tickets and waybills, could also provide incentive for the airlines 

to rP.r:ltiC'.e fuel use and for travelers and shippers to seek more fuel efficient modes. Increased Federal 
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landing taxes could discourage unnecessary flights and reduce congestion as would higher taxes on 

general aviation. 

The tax system can also be used to provide positive incentives. The Federal Government could 

allow the airlines investment tax credits for the purchase of new, fuel efficient aircraft. Inaddition 

one of the proposals in the noise reduction bill currently being debated in Congress is to allow a 2 

p~rcentreduction in the current passenger ticket and waybill tax and to collect it instead as a 2 

percent environmental surcharge. Part of the monies collected could be directed toward the purchase 

of new, more fuel efficient aircraft to replace the older, noisier and less fuel efficient aircraft. 

/I.,'J AIR CARRIER REGl 1LATTON 
The Federal Government can also improve airline fuel efficiency by encouraging or mandating changes 

in fares, routes, schedules or equipment either through existing or new Civil Aeronautics Board 

regulatory authority. While the CAB does not have the statutory authority to mandate conservation 

measures to the air industry, it can exert indirect influence on the airlines through its various 

ratemaking policies. 

The CAB has at its disposal a simple and effective means of inducing whatever energy conservation 

it deems desirable. Specifically, the CAB can do this by varying its load factor standard, which is 

the criterion used to determine what fare level is justified. The higher the CAB sets its load factor 

standard~ the higher will be the accompanying break-even load factor. This in turn provides additional 

incentives for the airlines to curtail their capacity in order to raise their load factors and avoid 

the financial stress that accompanies an inadequate spread between actual and break-even load factors. 

The CAB instituted a rulemaking proceeding on August 19, 1975, to reexamine its current standard. 

Comments and arguments were originally due on December 1, 1975, but numerous delays have caused the 

hearing to be postponed for over 1-1/2 years. If one considers that the current 55 percent load 

factor standard, set in 1971, was appropriate when energy conservation was not an important national 

priority, the pre~ent circumstances would surely dictate a higher standar~. Federal Energy 

Administration estimates show that a 65 percent standard, phased in over a three year period, could 

save 12.6 billion gallons of fuel, 7.3 percent, over the 14 year period between 1977 and 1990. 

The criteria that the CAB establishes to evaluate fare increase proposals can also influence 

airline fuel efficiency. Overcapacity and the lack of price competition caused many airlines to 

replace original aircraft configurations with fewer seats and other non-price amenities in order to 

gain an advantage over their competitors. However, in evaluating fare increases, the CAB assumed· the 

more dense seating configui:ation, i.e., 9 abreast seating in the DC-10 and L-1011 instead of the 8 

abreast configuration employed by most carriers, in determining the rate of return. This provided a 
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strong incentive to increase seating capacity since the carriers were not compensated by higher fares 

for the additional capacity operated because of their failure to meet the seating deuslLy standards. 

It is estimated that this CAB policy will add an additional 5,300 seats to existing aircraft, with 

little or no increase in fuel consumption. 

Heretofore, the CAB has allowed the airlines to pass along higher fuel costs in the form of 

higher fares. By disallowing all or a certain portion of increased fuel costs in calculating rate of 

return, the CAB could put greater financial pressure on the airlines to raise load factors and 

reexamine their scheduling and operating procedures with regard to fuel use. 

Within its overall responsibilities for fare regulation, the CAB not only determines the general 

fRrP 1 P.VP.l h11t also has th~ final word on the type of discount fares that are to be allcnved. One 

specific area in which discount fare policy could improve fuel use involves the use of peak and off

peak pricing. lhe airlines lllive long argued that they are unable to increase their load factors above 

the 55 percent level for fear of wholesale traffic rejection. A recent staff study by the CAB's 

Bureau of Economics concludes that the judicious use of peak and off-peak pricing, i.e., charginq 

higher fares in peak hours or peak travel demand months and lower fares in off-peak hours or low 

travel demand periods, could result in a load factor improvement of between 5 to 10 pen:ent with no 

significant increase in peak-period passenger rejection. In addition to the fuel that could be saved 

because of the capacity reductions possible at higher load factors, such fares could also help reduce 

peak-period congestion at many airports, and save additional amounts of fuel. 

The CAB's PO\vers to control the route structure of the airline system c..:ould also be useC: to reduce 

the number of flights and increase load ±actors. The CAB could declare a.moralorlum on the granting 

of any new competitive route awards, much as it did during its unofficial moratorium in the early 

1970's. An extreme example of such control could have the CAB cancelling existing route authority in 

markets with over-capacity. Capacity agreements or pooling arrangements could be encouraged to reduce 

the mnnber nf flights. Capacity agreements, declared illegal in domestic markets, were approved by 

the CAB for. some 22 markets during the Arab Oil Embargo. It Has estimated that these agreements saved 

some 380 million gallons of f11Pl. 

The CAB could also make only airport specitic route a1vatds t:O under-urlllzed alqJut L!:> .i." <..u•·,g~sted 

hubs or make use of overfly by-pass route aHards to encourage non-stop service, thus eliminating many 

of the delays and congestion at the major airports. In addition, Lite CAB could encourage airline 

operating efficiency by actively pursuing a policy of removlug um1ecessary route restriction!' from the 

carrier route certificates, providing this HOuld contribute Lo improve• ope·rat.ing efficiency of the 

carriers. The CAB can also encourage trunk.aud local service carriers to suspend !'crvice at marginal 
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or uneconomic points. Substitute service, if deemed desirable, could be provided by commuters, 

utilizing aircraft more closely sized to match to·the traffic needs of small communities. 

New legislation could enable the CP~ to take even more direct control over airline schedules and 

equipment. Higher load factors could be mandated by the imposition of civil penalties or the threat 

of route loss; alternatively, a percentage reduction in the number of flights could be mandated. By 

more direct intervention in the operation of the air system, the Federal Government could allocate 

schedule slots to carriers and mandate use of equipment sized to meet demand. A more far-reaching type 

of intervention, hmvever, would be a Federally controlled scheduling system designed to optimize fuel 

utilization. 

The opposite of the above alternative is, of course, total deregulation of the airline industry 

and complete reliance on competitive market forces to effect a more energy efficient air system. Price 

competition coupled with unlimited free entry and free exit should result in the restructuring of the 

air industry into a more vigorously competitive and efficient industry and should, in the long run, 

result in significant savings in energy use. It now appears likely that some type of regulatory reform 

will be enacted in the current session of Congress. Whil'e it is too early to determine the specifics 

of the final reform legislation, it now appears that Congress is trying to frame a bill that has a 

chance of overcoming the lobbying efforts of the airlines and their unions. The net effect, I believe, 

will be a bill that allows limited price competition by eliminating most of the CAB's ratemaking 

authority, and incidentally its indirect influence on fuel conservation, while severely limiting the 

amount of free entry or exit to be permitted. On first appearances, the proposed reform legislation 

would not appear to promote an energy efficient air system. 

5 I Q AVII\TIC['! SYSTEt~ REGL'LPIIct\ 
The Federal Government can influence fuel conservation through its regulation of airports and air 

traffic control. Existing powers of the Federal Aviation Administr3tion allow it to set quotas at 

congested airports Lu improve safety. An expanded quota program could be used to reduce delays and 

congestion at other airports as well. When used correctly, quotas can help reduce aircraft operations 

in peak-hours, thereby eliminating congestion and saving fuel. However, a recent report by the General 

A~cuunting Office showed that the quotas established for Chicago O'Hare have been largely unenforced by 

the FAA. During the period January 1, 1976 through June 30, 1976, the take-offs and landings at O'Hare 

exceeded the quota 35 percent of the measured quota hours. 

Federal requirements for airports to charge higher landing fees to reflect the total cost of 

airport operations could also relieve ~ongestion and might discourage unnecessary flights. Peak 

period landing fees could also be used in much the same manner as peak and off-peak fares, providing 
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no pass-through allowance is made. Higher landing fees could be charged at peak hours and lower 

landing fees at off-peak hours to help smooth out aircraft operations over the entire day. Variable 

landing fees could also be ·employed to discourage the use of congested airports such a.s Chicago O'Hare 

and Washington National in favor of underutilized airports like Chicago Midway and Washington Dulles. 

Higher landing fees could also be used to discourage general aviation from using major airports at 

IEak hours. 

Air traffic control regulations could be used. to reduce congestion and improve aircraft 

operational efficiency. Changing the landing priority procedures from first-come-first-served and 

giving commercial aircraft landing priority over general aviation aircraft could encourage the airlines 

tn hnld aircraft on the ground at the point of origin when delays occur at the destination airport 

rather than allowing the aircraft to waste fuel circling the airport. Airborne delays could also be 

rP.rlur.P.ci through improvements in the capacity uf enruule and terminal area air traffic control systems. 

FAA's supervision of flight plans and air coulruller procedures to assure optimized taxi and 

flight procedures could also result in considerable fuel savings. While many fuel saving operational 

procedures were adopted by the airlines in response to the Arab Oil Embargo and fuel allocations 

policies, the easing of the fuel shortages and the increase in fuel allocations has led to the 

resumption of many pre-embargo, fuel inefficient operational procedures. The FAA could establish 

monitoring procedures so as to determine whether its recommended operational procedures are being 

followed and, if not, establish a program, including penalties for non-compliance, to assure that they 

will be in the futnrP.. 

6 I 0 FEDERAL EXPEf1!DITURES M!D ItlVESIMENI 
Federal investment and subsidy policies can also influence fuel use in a number of ways. 

Expenditures for airport improvement at existing airports or new sites could help reduce congestion. 

Investment in new airport technologies such as towing systems or mobile lounges could reduce fuel use 

for all operations. Federal investments in improved air· traffic control technology for landing systems, 

terminal area systems and on-route systems could help reduce delays. 

Current programs of subsidy to commercial air carriers could be eliminated in order to reduce 

aviation activity or revised to encourage more efficient fuel use. A revised program might allow 

subsidy payments only to commuter carriers who \vould provide substitute service to the small, uneconomic 

markets, utilizing smaller more fuel efficient aircraft. 

Federal investments could also be used to improve alternative modes, to increase research and 

development in new technology and operating procedures for reducing fuel use, and for public education 

to encourage reductions in demand or shifts in the time pattern of demand. 
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The above discussion of Federal policy options is not intended as an all - inclusive list of possible 

Federal actions nor should it be construed that the enactment of any or all of such actions is 

imminent . The Administration's policy toward energy conservation is one of voluntary actions and , as 

such, it is hoped that the air industry and its regulators will move voluntarily toward establishing 

new energy conservation goals and programs. To the extent that this occurs, other Federal actions 

woul d become unnecessary . 
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MEASURING THE I~?ACT ON SCHEDULED AIRLINES 
OPERATIONS OF RESTRICTIONS IN FUEL AVAILABILITY 

ABSTRACT 

This paper deals with the airline and aircraft manufacturers' fuel conservation efforts . The 

author describes how since 1973, passengers flown per gallon of fuel used have increased by 19 percent. 

The airlines have reduced the average number of flights flown each day to conserve fuel and to take 

advantage of new, more efficient aircraft which carry more passengers per fli ght. Use of computerized 

flight plans (optimum routes, altitudes and speeds) has reduced the use of fuel to a considerable 

extent. Use of flight simulators and fewer engines during taxiing have also reduced the consumption 

of petroleum. The author outlines some of the currently on-going studies related to the topic. 
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r1EASURHlG THE IP'1PACT Of'! SCHEDULED AIRLINES OPERA.Tin~·!S OF 
RESTRICTIONS IN FUEL AVAILABILITY 

1.0 I~TRCDUCTIO~ 

Professor Mittal, fellow colleagues, ladies and gentlemen: To be invited back to speak a second 

time is a great honor. As you know, a return engagement is not always assured. I am reminded of a 

reputedly true story when Winston Churchill received an invitation from George Bernard Shaw to attend 

one of his plays back in the early 1900's. 

The note read: "Enclosed are t1vo tickets to the first night performance of a play of mine. Bring 

a friend -- if 'rnu havP one." 

Churchill sent back this !eply: "Dear G.B.S.: I thank you for the invitation and the tickets. 

Unfortunately, I am engaged that evening, but could I have tickets for the second evening performance-

if there is one?" 

I am proud that there is one for me -- a second performance. 

There are some repeat performances that are not wanted, however, such as another oil embargo which, 

at this time, \vould make the last seem like a pleasant day in May by comparison. 

2.0 BPCKGRCUND 
This nation's petroleum imports have been a topic of economic and political interest since this 

country became a net petroleum importer following World War II. Prior to that time, beginning in the 

early 1920's, the United States had been a major exporter of petroleum. This export position 

deteriorated as a consequence of large reserves of crude oil found in Venezuela and in the Middle East 

during the 1930's and 1940's. After World War II, th~s oil became available at relatively low costs. 

Between 1947 and 1957, U.S. petroleum imports increased at an average rate of nearly 14 percent, 

and the U.S. dependence on imports rose from 8 percent to 18 percent of domestic demand. 

During the period 1958 through 1967, petroleum imports increased at an average annual rate of 4 

percent, from 1.7 million barrels a day in 1958 to 2.5 million barrels a day in 1967 to equal about 

20 percent of domestic demand. From 1968 through 1973, domestic production fell increasingly short of 

demand, and, as a result, imports increased 16 percent annually, reaching 6.3 million barrels per day 

in 1973, or 36 percent of domestic demand. 

The growing U.S. dependence on foreign supplies came into focus and became a matter of public 

concern during the 1973-74 Arab Oil Embargo, when the interruption of supplies caused widespread 

shortages. 

During 1974 and 1975, U.S. petroleum imports were at slightly reduced levels, initially because of 
~ . 
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lowered demand stemming from reduced economic activity (a polite way of describing a recession), 

from higher prices, and conservation practices. However, even though petroleum imports fell 2.3 and 

2 percent ·in 1974 and 1975, respectively, U.S. vulnerability increased because of declining domestic 

crude oil production. During both of those years, imports of petroleum were equivalent to approximatezy 

37 percent of domestic demand. 

At the time of the embargo, the Arab oil producing nations were supplying the U.S. with about 1.3 

million barrels or about 7.5 percent of total demand of 17.3 million barrels of petroleum per day .. All 

of you here are old enough, I am sure, to remember what happened when that fiddling little 7.5 percent 

was cut off -- the long lines at service stations, shortages of home heating and industrial fuel oils, 

of diesel and jet fuels, and even a shortage of rubber tires because of shortage of carbon black, a 

petroleum derivative essential to rubber tire manufacture. 

Today, with a domestic petroleum demand of over 17.5 million barrels per day, the U.S. imports 

over 8.5 million barrels per day, or almost 50 percent of.the nation'spetroleum requirements. Of the 

17.5 million barrels per day domestic demand, 15 percent is now being supplied by the Arab Nations 

I 
·t~at imposed the 1973-74 oil embargo. This is double the amount supplied before the embargo. We, 

as a nation, are playing with matches atop an open powder keg. The potential for industrial collapse 

and economic chaos staggers the imagination. 

3 I 0 PROPLU1 
What, then, is the problem, and what can be done about it? 

The problem is simply this -- we in the United States are consuming petroleum products faster than 

they can be produced domestically. Domestic demand for petroleum is increasing at the rate of about 

5 percent per year and the domestic production of crude oil is declining at about 2.3 percent per year. 

The difference can only be made up by increasing imports of petroleum, mainly from those with the most 

to export -- the Arab supplier nations. We must face the grim fact that we cannot, at least for the 

next decade or so, be independent of foreign oil sources. 

Conservation is very important and vitally necessary, but \ve cannot "save" our way out of our 

energy troubles. It has been estimated that we can conserve about a million barrels of petroleum per 

day. This is the approximate amount of the anticipated increase in domestic petro~eum consumption in 

1978. The one million barrels per day from Alaska by the end of 1978 will satisfy thP increased 

petroleum consumption in 1979. What of the years beyond 1980, when the domestic demand for pP.t:rolP.um 

is forecast to increase to 20 million barrels per day and more? 

If I had an answer to that question, I \vould not be standing here speaking to you and if ~ had 

the answer, you would not be sitting there listening to me. The fact is, many arP. awsrP of the problem 
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but no one has the total solution, as yet. I am confident that it will come, in time, but in the 

meantime we must all do the best we can with what we have available. 

4.0 PIRLIME & AIRCRAFT fANUFACTURFR FUEL CO~SERVATIOM EFFORT~ 
In 1976, the airlines used 800 million gallons less fuel than they did in 1973, while carrying 

21 million more passengers and more cargo. In the past three years, since the fuel shortages began, 

the airlines have become increasingly more efficient in conserving their use of the nation's limited 

petroleum resources. Since 1973, passengers f:lm,·n per gallon of fuel used have increased 19 percent. 

This.has been made possible mainly by self-imposed fuel conservation procedures developed by the 

airlines and used both in the air and on the ground. 

The airlines have reduced the average number of flights flown each day to conserve fuel and to 

take advantage of new, more efficient aircraft which carry more people per flight. During 1976, the 

airlines were operating, on an average day, about 900 fewer scheduled flights than in 1973. This means 

a reduction of over 300,000 flights annually. 

Computerized flight plans arP. being used extensively by the airlines as a principal means of 

conserving fuel. By\computing optimum routes, altitudes and. speeds, significant reductions in fuel 

consumption can be made. For example: reducing the speed of a DC-8 by 14 miles per hour from 544 

miles-pP.r-hour to 530 -- gets Lite aircraft from Chicago to Los Angeles only four minutes later, but 

saves 164 gallon~ of fnPl . 

The use of flight simulators has been expanded to eliminate thousands of training flights annually 

enabling thP. airlines to save millions of gallons of fuel. 

After an airplane lands, one or more engine~ is shut down as the aircraft taxiis to the arrival 

gate, and aircraft are being held at departure gates with engines shut down, when there is likely to 

be a delay in takeoff. 

Airline maintenance departments have developed sophisticated monitoring systems to identify 

individual airplanes that may be using excess fuel and to take corrective action. 

Technological advanceG by airframe and engine manufacturers have also produced the extra 

dividend ot getting more work out of a gallon of jet fuel. The enlarging or "stretching" of 

conveutional jet aircraft to produce greater efficiency is one example. Another is the high-bypass

ratio design that has made the engines of the wide-body jet aircraft far more fuel-efficient and 

productive. Both developments enable more passenger seat miles and more cargo ton miles to be 

produced per unit of fuel. 
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4.10 Operational Economics: 

The cost of airline fuel has tripled since early 1973, from 11 cents to about 34 cents per gallon, 

which now represents about 20 percent of airline operating co::;ts as compared to abo•.•t. 11 percent prior 

to the oil embargo. Each cent per gallon increase in the price of jet fuel results in an additional 

$100 million in annual·expenses for the U.S. scheduled airlines. 

It is obvious that the airlines should replace their older air~raft with the newer morP. efficient 

types, not only in the interest of fuel conservation, but as an economic consideration as fuel prices 

continue to rise. You will notice that I say "should" and not "could". There is a big difference 

hP.tween the two -~ and it's spelled "M-O-N-E-Y 11
• 

Net earnings of the U.S. certificated route air carriers in lY/b were t:ll(,! !tlgl•e"l for any g;tlt;mrl~r 

year in the history of the industry -- $451 million on revenues of $17 billion. This equates to 2.6 

cents per dollar of revenue--which is just: about half the U.S. industry average. 

A recent CAB study of airline equipment needs indicates that on a current dollar basis with thP. 

aircraft pric:P. index assumed to increase at a rate of approximately 5 percent per yP.ilr., the total 

capital equipment needs for the period 1977 through 1985 are estimated to be $32.5 billion. 

Although the totaJ P.quipment needs from 1977 through 1985 amount to $32.5 billion, the Net cash 

need is about $29.9 billion. The difference is attributable to procurement lead times, retirement of 

existing debt and leasing activities. Based on t:hi::; net cash need, the U.S. airline industry will 

expend over $3.3 billion each year on an average for the next nine years to replace E>quip::tent and 

provide for expected traffic growth. 

At the level of past, present, and ant1c1paLed future earnings, thP. airlille industry thus tacE's 

a serious financial challettge in obtaining the capital to purchase new aircraft and ground support 

equipment. 

A record of stable, high level earnings occurring well ahE>ild of the 1980's is needed to adequately 

finance the equipment needed during that decade to meet projected public service requir·ements. 

4.20 CAB Program for Measuring Impacts of Fuel Restraints: 

The CAB staff has recently undertaken a study which will provide information, not readily 

available before, \vhich is necessary to· resolve problems involving shortages of jet fuel in specific 

geographical areas. 

During the 1973-74 petroleum embargo it was extremely difficult for the CAB to assess the impact 

on airline operations of the varying degrees of fuel restrictions natiomvide. 

In specific geogra~hical areas it was virtually impossible to detP.rmine the impact on scheduled 

airline operAtions until fuel shortages actually occurred, which resulted in disr•tptions in viLally 
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needed public air transportatio~. 

Because of these uncertainties, the board has undertaken the study to determine the effect on each 

certificated air carrier's operations throughout the SO states if future fuel supplies are restricted, 

for whatever reason. In the past, shortages of jet fuel have occurred because of refinery breakdo1vns, 

changes in the yield of products directed by the FEA, as happened when the production of home heating 

oils was increased in the Midwest this past winter, and by reductions in available supplies from forei~ 

sources. 

The study is a cooperative effort of the board and the FEA and will contain information not only 

regarding the impact on the airline industry, but also regarding the economic impact of fuel supply 

restrictions on allied and supporting industries. 

The Board intends to develop a computerized data bank which will be updated on a semi-annual basis 

from information furnished by the FEA. 

The computer printout will show, at each major airport served by the certificated air carriers, 

each air carrier, by name, the number of operations, and the amount of fuel uplifted at that station 

from each supplier, again, by name. 

Each supplier's refinery serving a particular point will be shown, together with the input 

percentages of foreign and domestic crude oil to each refinery, enabling the Board and the FEA to 

pinpoint with accuracy shortfalls occurring in any area. 

To illustrate: At Chicago-O'Hare, "ABC Airlines" is supplied one million gallons per day by 

"number one" oil company. Of the one million gallons supplied daily, 85 percent, or 850 thousand 

gallons, is supplied by production from "number one's" refinery in Illinois .• and 15 percent from its 

refinery in Houston, Texas, via pipeline. In the·event of a stoppage in production at the Illinois 

refinery, "ABC Airlines" 1vould be faced 1vith the poter.tial for an 85 percent reduction in operations 

at Chicago. Knowing this, the situation can be remedied in many ways. The supplier may arrange for 

exchanges with other suppliers, the airlines can carry excess fuel from down-line points, commonly 

termed "tankering", and the FEA can arrange for other suppliers to furnish fuel tn "ABC Airlines" on a 

temporary basis. 

To carry the illustration one step further: The input to "number one's" refineries supplying 

"ABC Airlines" at O'Hare is 30 percent crude oil from Saudi Arabia at the Illinois refinery and 40 

percent Saudi Arabian crude at the Houston refinery. In the event of another petroleum embargo by the 

Arab members of OPEC, "ABC Airlines" would be faced with a loss of 30 percent of the 850 thousand 

gallons per day, and 40 percent of the 150 thntlii;And gallons supplied daily by the Houston refinery, or 

60 thousand gallons, totalling a potential daily fuel shortage of 315 thousand gallons. Again, knowing 

the precise numbers involved Allows steps to be taken to alleviate the situation by the airlines, by 
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the fuel suppliers, by the FEA and by the CAB, individually or collectively. 

Due to the voluminous data required, our target date for completion of the study has not been 

assigned, but it will be ~ompleted probably within the ne~t fou~ mnnths.and certainly by the end of the 

year. 

Cheap and plentiful· supplies of energy are a thing of the past, never to reappear. We must accept 

that fact, make plans for the future, auu get on with the job we have to do tn~Ry. 
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ELECTRIFICATION OF RAILROADS 
-P ROBLE f'S- POTENT IALS-ECONO n C I ~'PACTS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper provides an historical background of Railroad Electrification within the U.S. It 

also provides data related to percent electrification of railroad route miles within the major developed 

countries around the world. An attempt is made to provide quantification of the benefits accrued due 

to electritication. The economic and technirAl characteristics between the diesel/electric auJ electric 

trains are compared. The author is primarily concerned with th~ follo~Ying aspects of electrificatinn : 

elec ttlc locomotives have: 2/3 lower maintenance cost; twice econnmir life, and 1/2 the out of service 

time. Also listed are the components of cost for electrification and data are provided on the rate of 

return estimated under several scenarios. The author concludes that the question before us is not 

whether ut nut to have the rail electritication but when . 
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ELECTRIFICATim' CF P.AILROADS 

PROBLE~iS - POTENTI ALS - ECDr'!Or!C WPACTS 

In mid-June of this year, the Transportation Research Board of the National Resea rch Council 
sponsored a three-day conference on railroad electrification in Washington, D. C. 

A subcommittee of the Pennsylvania Governor ' s Energy Council Citizen's Advisory Committee 
reports favorably on the proposed electrification from Harrisburg to Pittsburgh. 

As a part of the 1 . 9 billion dollar Northeast Corridor Improvement Program, a new electrified 
line is planned from New Haven to Boston. 

In the Railroad Revitalization and Regulatory Reform Act of February, 1976, there is 
authorization for ConRail to a lloca te up to two hundred million dollars in government 
guaranteed loans for electrification of one of its promising routes . 

The just released report of a most comprehensive government and r ai lway sponsored Canadian 
Railway elec trifica tion study recommends electrification of Canadian high-density main lines 
ur ging that the work be commenced now on some of the highest density routes . 

Yet, with all of this current activity together with similar activities which have been going on 

for much of the last ten years, there has been no new main line electrification in North America since 

the Pennsylvania Railroad System was completed in the 30 ' s . Today, I hope to provide some insight into 

the railroad electrification situation in the United States which will explain the seeming dichotomy of 

al l this activity but little action to date . We will briefly review the history of railroad 

electrification in the U.S . to establish the foundation of where we are . Then we will look a t what the 

rest of the world is doing followed by a detailed look at the advantages and deterrants of 

elec trifica tion and what is being done about them, both from a railroad vie~~oint and a government 

vie\vpoint . 

FIGUR E 1 FIGURE 2 

First , a look a t some history. The United States pioneered main line railroad electrifica tion 

over 80 years ago . And, up through the 1930's, set the pace for electrification throughout the \~orld. 

The pioneering main line elec trifica tion was built in 1895, when a four mile tunnel through the city 

of Baltimore on the B&O Railroad was electrified . The electric locomotive used for this service was a 
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1,000 HP unit built right here in Schenectady by General Electric , and operated from a 600 volt d- e 

trolley . Within the next 20 years, over a dozen other United States railroads electrified parts of 

their systems . These were generally the tough portions of their routes where specific problems such as 

smoke in tunnels and terminals or the need for high trac tive effort to cross steep mountain grades 

needed to be solved . Included among these were sections on the New York Central , Norfolk and Western, 

the Virginian , the Great Northern, the Milwaukee, and the Pennsylvania . In the 1930 ' s the Pennsylvania 

Railroad completed its then state of the art 11,000 volt, 25 hertz a-c system. Although there has been 

no additional main line electrification since that time , advancements have continued in the types of 

equipment available . Significant among these arP ~hP first application of mercury nr~ rrr~ifiers on 

the New Haven EP5 locomotives in 1955 , and the first application of solid state rectifier equipment on 

the 4400HP E44 ' s for the Pennsylvania in the early 1960 ' s . The importance of the application of 

rectifiers to electrified service was that it meant that for thP firs~ time commercial frequency pmver 

could be effectively utilized on the nvPrheRd wire. Ironically enough, the United States, a pioneer 

in the field of r a ilroad elec t rification with 2,000 miles of track electrified a t its peak in the 30 ' s 

has less than 1100 remaining today, and that is all in the northeast from New Haven, Connecticut, to 

Washington, D. C. , and Philadelphia to Harrisburg , Pennsylvania. 

FIGURE 3 riGU rl E 4 

Well, what happened? In the late teens and early 1920 ' s what was then considered a radical 

breakthrough in electric trac t ion was made. The breakthrough was , as expressed by the engineers 

responsible , the development of equipment for the operation of eler.tric locomotives beyond the end of 

the source of electricity . It involved the generation of electric energy on board the vehicle and, 

of course, fostered what we now know as the diesel electric locomotive . Following World War II, this 

nation went on a diesel binge . The diesel-electric locomotive had been well developed by then . With 

disciplined standardization , the growth in product vnlttme resulted in one of the most cost effective 

pieces of machinery ever produced by American industry . 
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FIGURE 5 l'lr.IIRE 6 

Meanwhile, wha t \vas -- and is -- the rest of the world doing? Well , the differences bet\veen the 

rest of the world and Nor th America are ra ther startling as the r es t of the wor ld opted t o r ep l ace its 

s t eam l ocomo tives with straight elec tric l ocomo tives rather than go heavily into diesel e l ectrics. It 

might sur pr i se you t o note that the world leader in elec trification is the Soviet Union. Itnow has 

about 25% of i t s eighty- four thousand miles of railroad elec trif ied a nd that 25% carries 50% of the 

railroad's trattic. The Soviets ' goal i s 40% of their r o ut e s t ruc tur e carrying 80% of their traffic. 

It is i nterest i ng to note that on a ton-mile basis the Soviets operate the largest railroad system in 

the world, handling t wice the tonnage of the next largest, the Uni ted States . with onl y half the track 

of the Uni ted States . 
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The Sovie ts are adding t o their elec trif i cat i on about as fas t as their economy will allow , a t about 

1,000 t o 1,200 kilometers per year . Looking at others , Switzer l and h~s essentia lly its entire 9,000 

mile r a ilroad system elec tr ified . Japan has 40% of its total i sland tiystem elec tri fied with 

app rox i mat e ly 7,000 miles . Othe r industrial countries , as yo u can see , have conver t ed over 25% of 

their mileage . This general l y is the high-density route s truc ture which carries the bulk of their load . 

France , Germany , and Italy each have near l y 6, 000 miles ot electri f i ed r a il road , <wu Sweden has over 

4, 000 . In addition, the United Kingdom , Netherlands , Non~ay , and Po l and all have m0re elec trified 

r ou t e than does the Uni t ed States, ~nd several o ther countries are a lmos t equa l t o our 1100 r oute miles . 

But i t is not only the industrialized countries who are elec tri ty1ng . lt iS also ttaLluub \vlLl t "'""'cl'> .i." ~ 

economies . Taiwan is e l ec tr{fying its entire 600 kilometer west coast ma in line. We cart gi ve the 

National i st Chinese credit for anticipating the petroleum crisis of 1973. Fo r preceeding thi s , they 

had made a policy decision t o become as independent uf petroleum fuel as they could and had planned f or 

maximum electr i fication of al l indus tries including the railroads . The crisis of 1973 did, however, 

accelerate electrification decisions t o be made as national policy lu tit!v.,ral other countries. Th~se 

included South Africa , where South African Railways decided to speed up their pr eviousl y planned new 

e l Pr trifica tion, and a lso 

FIGURF 11 FIGURE 12 

tor Br azil t o make serious electrif i cation plans . But not only th~ oil- poo r nations op ted for railroad 

e lectrifica tion, but also the oil-rich ones , such as Iran who ha s electrification underway and has plans 

over the next five years t o e l ec trify most of its principle ma in line r ail r oads . 
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FIGUR E 13 FIGURE 14 

The 
Golden 

oooortunity 

A question that this background should promp t is why the big difference between what North 

America is doing and tvhat the rest of the world is doing relative to railroad electrifica t ion? There 

are several r easons why the differences have occurred . Popula t ion densities in areas of the world 

such as Europe and Taiwan are quite high relative to the United St ates, such t hat the high railroad 

traffic densities needed to justify the high initial investment i n electrif i ca t ion were present sooner . 

In the United States , we had a strategy of building hightvays after World War II, whereas nations such 

as the Sovie t s operated wi th a transportation strategy of maximum dependence on their railroads . 

Further, in most countries of the world , there have been close working relationships between railroads 

and electric utilities, since both a re generally agencies of the government operating under national 

planning. In con t rast, in the United States , a railroad considering electrification over a reasonable 

route length had to consider operating with several u t ilities. And , in parts of the Uni t ed States , as 

recentl y as 10 or 15 years ago, there was no electric power in t he vicinity at all. Finally, the 

railroad ca tenary electric supply sys t ems and electric locomotives which were in use on the early 

e l ec trificat i ons were just not advanced enough in technology to be competitive with the highly 

developed diesel - electric locomo tive produced in the United States . Now, however, ' the available 25kV 

or 50kV commercial f requency , overhead , light-weight , rela tively low cost catenary systems, in 

combination with solid sta t e propulsion equipment on the veh icles, provide the competitive product 

required. 

This is background . Now let ' s look at the opportunities . In brief, from th e railroad ' s viewpoint, 

electrification provides for significant ongoing operating savings as a return on their investment in 

the fixed facilities needed. For example , a 1,000 mile section might provide a 25 % discounted rate of 

return o r $200 million annua l savings . To see why electric ope r a tion ca n be more cos t effective, it is 

instruc t ive to look at a few fundamentals : 
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Many of the advantages of elect ric railroad operation evolve from differences between the diesel -

electric and the electric locomotive . Th e diesel e l ectric has over 3,000 movin g , wearing parts ~hich 

are str i ctly diesel related. These a r e the engine and the many auxiliaries requir e d tor it , suc h as 

the fuel , oil, a nd water pumps, the radiator systems, a nd the exhrust syst ems . In addition, there a re 

many s t rainers , filters, and seals t hat must be routinely maintained and per iodically replaced. The 

r E.mainder of the vehicle, lvhat might be called the "bas i c locomotive", includes the ca r body, o perator's 

controls, trucks and traction motors , equ i pment blower a nd a ir comp ressor . To rn~ke an e l ec tric 

locomotive we add to this base l ocomo tive t he electric power collection and conversion equipment such 

a s t h e pantogr aph , tra nsformer , smoothing reactors and solid sta t e power conversion unit . This 

equipment , in contrast to the engine equipment , consis t s of r e lat i vely simple, eas ily mai n t a ine d, 

mostly static rugged components . It is this simplicity , ruggedness and Ease of maintenance on the 

electr i c tbat leads to its several advantages . 

FIGU RE 17 
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An electric locomotive can be manufactured with two or three times the continuous power rating of 

a diesel- electric. This results f r om the electr i c not having t o carry its prime move r on its back . 

Also, exploiting the therma l ca pabilities of electrical apparatus , the electric locomotive is ca pable 
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of short time power ratings on the order of twice the continuous power ratings. This is not possible 

on the diesel-electric. This basically mea ns that on an equivalent flee t basis, one elec tric will 

replace two diesel-electric locomotives, with the result that the elec tric fleet will have up to a 15% 

lower initia l cost, even on today 's cost basis. 

The relative cost of electrics to diese ls should , if a nything , be even lower in the future as th e 

volume of electric locomotives increases, and also from a favorable cost trend in a major equipment area 

unique to the electric . This is the solid state e lectronics area , both power a nd signal. Increasing 

use of power thyristors and diod es ; and static control such a s microprocessors to replace engines, 

generators, con t actors and relays ca n onl y produce cos t savings . We are all familiar with thi s trend 

in products such as electronic calcula tor s . 

Considerin g the smaller equivalent fleet of e lectrics r e quir ed , c oupled with th e ir rugged ness . 

makes reasonable the world wide experience tha t a n elec tri c flee t cos ts only l /3 as much t o mainl~in 

as the equivalent diese l fleet. Some examples corroborating this a re as follows . At th e lailwav 

Sys tems and Management Association Conference on Electrification in Sep temb e r of 1973, Messrs . Bowick 

a nd Lyon of Britis h Rail both r e ported tha t on th e British Rail di ese l electric mainten6nce was three 

times as costly as e lectri c . (5) At thi s same mee ting , Mr . K. Masaka of J~panese Na tio nal Railwav 

reported th a t elec tric maintenan e cos ts on JNR '~as a pproxima t e l y 35% of diesel. (h) Mr . No11vi ,,n o f 

French Na tio nal Raih~ays, i.n an !'lr ti c le h e wr o t e i.n the Augus t 1974 issue of RATLIJAY GAZETTE 

INTERNATIONAL quo t ed st a ti s tics from French Na ti ona l Railv•ays tha t shmved e l ec tri c ma inte na nc•· t o be 

34% of diesel electric in 197 0 and 33% in eac h ,.f ' 72 !'lnd ' 74 . (7) ~1r. I.Jennin)!. ,,f S'ved i s h ~l:i l c 

Railways reported lh!'l t e l cc l r i. c l ocomo tive ma int e nance averaged 42 % ol d i ese l electr i c o n a ~cn l s J•er 

l ocomot i ve unit basis and 18 % of di sel e l ectr i c nn a ,·ents per LlllHISilnd MCTM ( n; i 11 ton gr0s!' t .•n 1 lc 

basis). (6) 
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FIGURE 21 FIGURE 22 

fn an article on " Economics of R::lilway Elcctri fjcation " appearing i n American llailway l::ngineering 

Assoc i a tion Proceedings , Janua r y- February, 1974, there appears a summary ot maintenance cos t 

comparisons us ed in many U. S. railroad studies. The average of these is electric maintenance costs 

30% of diesel. (8) 

Further savings are realized because the expected usetul lite ot an elec tri c locomotive is twi r P 

that of a diesel-electric locomo tive . Many e l ectric locomotives are o r have run beyond 50 years. .ne 

Ne\V York CentralS-Class locomotives are still in opera tion in Grand Central Terminal after 70 yea·s 

a nd 106 of 139 original GGl ' s are still operating on the Northeast Corridor after 40 yea rs. It is 

also true that many diesels are runnin g beyond 20 a nd on to 30 years . Throughout the 1'orld , hm,ever, 

30 years seems to be the accep t ed t igure tor the " economic life " of an electric, while 15 yea rs is ti- e 

accepted " economic life " of a diesel-electric locomotive. Wit h lower maintenance requirements a nd t'ith 

essen tially no ser vicing requirements between runs since fuel is not required, th e electric 

locomotive has only approximately half the out-of-service t ime as does the diesel. 

Energy cost considerations have a significant effect on the economic return of electr ifi ca tion. 

Before th e Arab oil crisis in 1973 the cost of diesel fuel to the railroads was lo\Ver than costs they 

were being quoted for electric energy . Even with thissituation, studies of elec trification on many 

of the hi gh density railroad r ou t e segment s showed a tlrac tive rates of return. Since the oil embargo, 

both diesel fuel and electric energy costs have escal ated greatly al though the escalation of diesel 

fuel by a fac t or of nearly fo ur to one f r om nine cents per ga llon ro the present 34 cents per gal l on 

has been g r ea ter than e l ec tri c energy inflation. Projec ting the fu ture costs of these two forms of 

ener gy is a hazardous occ upa tion . However, it is generally acknowledged that petroleum cos ts will 

increase at a rate higher than the gene r al rate of infla tion while elec tri c energy cos ts should not 

inc r ease faster than the general inflation level . This means that the influence of relative ener gy 

cos t on savings from e lectrification can only become increasingly favorable . 
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DOLLARS PER. TRACK MILE 

CATENARY $60,000-$90,000 

SUB-STATIONS $ 10,000 -$20,000 

SIGNALS $ 10 ,000-$30,000 

COMMUN ICATION s 5 ,000-$10,000 

?0 72 74 76 
YEAR 

IICXlN<lMI<;& AND FINAN<::~? OEMRTMEN'T 

FIGU RE 23 FIGURE 24 

The de t e rrent to electrifica tion i s the high initial investment required in the fixed facilities . 

In t oday ' s costs , this wil l be approximately $125 ,000 per track mile . These cos ts include 60 to 90 

thousand do lla rs per mile for catenary , 10 t o 20 thous a nd dol l a rs per mi l e for substations , 10 t o 30 

thousand dollars per mi l e for necessary modif i cations to the signal sys t em to make i t compa tible wi th 

electrified operat i on , and 5 t o 10 thousand dollars per mile for necessary modif i cations to 

communicat i on circuits to ach i eve compa tibility with elec t ric operation . The ra t es of re turn on this 

investment are quite promising . For several railroads s tudied , the discounted rates of return varied 

from 16% to 50% wi th the average ~eing in the very respectable mid 20% range . 

Mos t studies show that routes with a traffic density of about 30 million tons or more annually 

wil l economically justify electrification . Us ing this criter i on , about 10% of the U . S . railroad rout e 

structur e qualifies . This is approximately 22,000 miles and carries about 50% of the tonnage handled 

by American railroad s. If \ve \vere t o start today, the electrification of this route stru c ture would 

require over 20 years t o accomp lish . The feas i bility of this time e stimate is derived f r om the 

experience of thos e railways in the world which have elec t rified . In today ' s dollars, the cost would 

be on th e order of f i ve billion dollars . This is a substantial sum , bu t we spend tha t much in this 

country erw h yPr~r jus t t o main t ain o ur inter s t.:tt c highuay system . 
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In addition to the economic benefits, there are many other advantages to be gained from 

electrification. Probably first and foremost of these is that electrified railroad operations provide 

the only practical transportation mode that is not dependent on petroleum based fuels. It is obvious 

that the electric locomotive uses with equal ease energy derived from coal, nuclear fuel or, even 

better if applicable , hydroelectric power. To put this in perspective, the electrification of the 

22,000 miles mentioned could save the country two billion gallons of diesel fuel annually . This is 

approximately the amount of diesel fuel that could be derived from the initial year 's operation of the 

Alaska Pipeline. 

Furthermore, as railroads have electrified through the world , they have found that their service 

has improved through the taster, more ettic1ent operat1on ach1eved w1th electric motive power. !'hiS 

has in some countries been called the "sparks effect " and has resulted in new interest being developed 

in the railroad by their customers with subsequent increase in the l evel of business attracted to this 

mode of transportation. This fact can be most significant since the railroad is the most energy 

efficient mode of transportation. It is at least four times as efficient as trucks and approximately 

25 times as efficient as aircraft . In addition , railroads use land most eff i ciently, requiring only 

10% of the land for equivalent freight movement as compared to trucks. 

Substantial employment opportunities are genera ted on electrification projects. It is es tima ted 

that about 2 1/2 million man hours (over 1,000 man years) a r e required to install a 1,000 mile section 

of electrification, or about 55 million man hours (22,000 man years) if the entire candida te 22 ,000 

miles were electrified. Approxima t ely the same level of manpower would also be required t o manufacture 

the equipment such as transformers, switchgear , substation and catenary structure, and hardware 

required for electrif i cation. 
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With all of these advantages, why isn't electrification in the United States happening? There is 

no question that the only major deterrent is financial. This is uniformly acknO\~ledged by the railroads 

who have studied electrification, by government agencies who have been concerned with it, and by 

representatives of the financial community. Regardless of how attractive electrification might look 

in an economic study, it requres a capital investment commitment on the part of the railroad which is 

the same order of magnitude as that railroad's total annual capital budget. Further, capital 

requirements for electrification must compete with all other capital requirements of the railroad, and 

the electrification decision is one the railroad can delay. It is discretionary. Many uf the 

railroad's other capital requirements are more mandatory, such as the essential upgrading of track 

structure. Although certain specific railroads are probably strong enough financially to finance 

electrification completely on their O\~, any comprehensive national program would require some sort of 

government involvement. Ho\~ever, even those that could finance it themselves will not until they are 

sure of the government 's plans. Nobody wants to stake his own money to be first if, after that, the 

government decides to help all thereafter . 

Many ideas are put forth for government assis t ance . Some of these are: guaran t eed loans, liberal 

depreciation policies, liberal investment tax credit policies, or formation of third party corporations 

to own the electrification fixed facilities and sell power to the railroads as they collect it from 

the overhead wire. The thirrl pArry corpor3tion might be a yud~l-~uvernment corporation like Comsat, 

or a completely private organization which could singly or in combination include the concerned 

railroad, its serving utilities, or outside investors. A thorough treatment of this subject is 

contained in a paper by Richard Fishbein, Managing Director of Kuhn Loeb & Company, Incorporated, 

presented at the Transportation Research Board sponsored conference on railroad electrification in 

June of this year in Washington, D.C. Mr. Fishbein's presentation was entitled, '~inancial 

Considerations of Railroad Electrification". (10) 

Since railLuacd have indicated an interest in electrification, but at the same time an inability 

or at least a reluctance to commit the large investment required without a definite government 

participation, it is instructive to note what government activities are underway or planned. In 1974 

a government industry task force on railroad electrification concluded that, "The development of 

railroad elect rification in an orderly and efficient manner can best be facilitated by a joint 

government-industry program where substantial improvements in national transportation efficiency can be 

achieved ." (11) The task force further recommended that, "Legislation deallug wit:h railroad improvement 

should permit assistance fuL railroad electritication projects where substantial improvements in 

transportation efficiency can be demonstrated." In 1974, as a suggested method of revitalizing the 
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nation's r a ilroads, Governor Shapp of Pennsylvania proposed tha t there be created a United States 

rail trust fund of approxima t e l y 13 billion dollars for r ailroad improvement . Of this , 3 . 2 billion 

dolla rs was to be earmarked for e lec trification . This trust f und was tu ue funded by issuing 

government backed obligations and be repaid over 30 years by a surcharge on freight rat es . (12) 

UNITED STATES 

r iGURI:. ~y 
FIGU RI:. JO 

More recently, in February, 1976, the U.S . gove rnment enac t ed into law the KailrOad RevlLallz.dlluu d uJ 

Regula tory Reform Act. (13) This act provided a mechanism for the railroads to secure f unds tor needed 

improvements which could include electrification. Of specia l significance to e l ec trification a r e 

thr ee provisions of the Act. One is tha t the Federal Railroad Administra tion must perform a 

comprehens i ve study of r ai lroad ele~ Ltl£ication on the na tion's r ailroad sy~ r P.m to provide an 

eva lua tio n of the cos ts and benefits of e l ec trif ica tion . A draft copy of this report for interagency 

comment will be ava ilab l e tills mo nth with the final is s ue due Febru<~ry, 1978 . 
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FIGURE 32 

$1.1100MilliON 

l~"WIIIICW 

20MilUON 

Another section of the l aw provides for 1 . 9 billion dollars to upgrade the Northeast Corridor from 

Bos t on to Washington for high speed passenger travel. Included in this up grade is the e l ec trification 

of the route from New Haven to Boston a nd the co nvers i on of the pr esent elec trification from New Haven 

to Washing t on t o commercia l frequency 25kV pmver . Preliminary engineering on thi s project is currently 

underway by a special off i ce in the Federal Railroad Administration . This , of course, is a special 

project to provide for high-speed passenge~ service in a densely populated transportarion corr idor . 
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FIGURE 33 FIGURE 34 
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Of greatest significance in the Quad- R Act is the provision for loan guarantees of up to 200 

million dollars for the electrification by Conrail of one of its promising routes. The route intended 

is from Harrisburg to Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania . This is the highest density freight railroad route 

in the United States . Preliminary studies both by the United States Railway Association and by 

Arthur D. Little by contract t o them, indicated very positive economic justification for that 

electrification. Conrail is now engaged in a most comprehensive site-specific study with a decision 

on whether to electrify expected early in 1978. It is generally considered that the find ings will 

be positive . 

In addition, the Pennsylvania Governor ' s Ener gy Council Citizen's Advisory Committee formed a 

subcommittee to study and make recommendations relative to railroad electrification in Pennsylvania . 

This s ub committ ee has just completed its work, and in fact tomorrow will be presenting a report to 

the full Energy Council . That report strongly recommends that the electrification from Harrisburg to 

Pittsburgh go forward and that the Commonwea lth of Pennyslva nia support it with its resources and 

efforts . 

Well , with the economics justified, a nd the government involvement, are we otherwise ready? There 

is consensus that certainly the technology is available now to support any electrification decision 

that might be made. In great measure the national competence and abil ity to apply this advanced 

technology results from activities of electric utilities in implem~nting cos t effective electric 

railroad operations during the past 10 years . In 1968, the American Electric Power Company commenced 

operation on a 15-mile coal haul r a ilroad in southeastern Ohio . This was the first commercial 

frequency electric railroad operation in the United States. It operates at 25,000 volts, 60 hertz. It 

is a two-train, fully automated operation. As coal i s loaded into one train, the other train, already 

loaded, runs 15 miles, dumps its coal, and returns for more . 
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FIGURE 35 FIGURE 36 

No one rides the locomotives. Speed and braking commands are supplied in a tailsafe manner to the 

locomotives by passive transponders mounted between the track at specific intervals. These locomotives 

were the first to be built in the United States with solid state thyristor propulsion control. The 

system has been in most successtul operation now tor nearly lU years, and the trains have made 

thousands of automated round trips. 

The next pioneering electric railroad operation was the Black Mesa and Lake Powell, an 80-mile 

railroad in the desert of northern Arizona, running from a large open pit coal mine at Kayenta on the 

Black Mesa at a 6700 foot altitude, to the new, huge, 2,350 megawatt Navajo power station at Page, 

Arizona, on Lake Powell at a 4300 foot altitude. The purpose of this railroad, obviously, is to haul 

coal from the Black Mesa mine to the power plant 80 miles away • 

-~ .. :,.. .. 
. , 

. ' . 

In all respects, operation is typical of heavy weight, main line, United States freight rail operation 

with all the extremes of environment that might be met anywhere. The climate is one of sand and wind 

and extreme heat in the summer and cold in the winter. The train consists of 77 - 160-ton coal cars 

headed by a consist of three 6,000 horsepower locomotives hauling the 13,000 trailing tons. The fleet 

of six locomotives hauls two trains round the clock to keep coal supplied to the power station. 

The Black Mesa & Lake Powell is the pioneering 50,000 volt installation in the world. The 
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economics of going to 50kV were overwhelming since the number of substations required could be 

reduced from three to one. This railroad has been answering every call for coal successfully since it 

• started in 1974 . 

FIGURE 40 
FIG0 RC J9 

The latest electric railroads in the United States are two in eastern Texas operated by Texas 

Utilities Services, Incorporated, to haul lignite from mines to power plants. One railroad is at 

the Monticello plant and the other at the Martin Lake facility. Both systems are multiple train 

operations and are equipped with conventional railroad signalling systems. They are the first 

commercial frequency railroads in the United States to operate with conventional railroad signalling 

systems. Power supply is 25kV, 60Hz to these thyristor powered locomotives. 

FIGURE 41 
FIGURE 42 

Taking all these installations together provides the experience and proved performance to assure 

success of any main line electrification undertaken in the present or near future. The utility built 

railroads all have modern, lightweight, catenary systems. All operate with commercial frequency 

power. Systems signal compatability is demonstrated and the capability of modern, high-horsepower, 

high performance, commercial frequency, power thyristor controlled locomotives is proved. Hence, 

although development work should always be ongoing, since improvements can always be made, the nation 

does have the necessary electrification technology whenever it wishes to take advantage of the 
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electrification opportunity. 

In summary, the electrification opportunity has been presented to the nation . The needed 

technology is available; the economics are promising and the utilities new commercial frequency 

railroad operations are convincing. From whatever perspective, the electrification opportunity in the 

United States looks most desirable. It's no longer a question of whether, but rather of when. 

ELECTRIFICATION 

FIGURE 43 
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QUEST ION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Mr. Meeker's presentation, "Electrification of Railroads --

Problems- Potentials- Economic Impacts". This discussion is reported below in the form of questions 

from the audience and answers from Mr. Meeker. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer : 

Question: 

Answer: 

You mentioned British Rail maintenance expense as being only one-third as much for elec
tric operation as for diesel electric operation. Would you clarify just what is included 
in the basis for comparison? 

The statement refers to locomotive maintenance expense only, as it is on an equivalent 
fleet basis rather than a locomotive unit basis. Since each electric locomotive unit 
generally has a higher power rating than does a diesel electric unit, a smaller fleet 
of electrics is required to handle the same amount of traffic. 

Isn't there some added mainLeuauce expense when you shift to electric operation? For 
example, the catenary system must require some maintenance, correct? 

It is true that the catenary system and the associated substations do require some 
maintenance. Experience indicates that that expense is quite minimal, usually less than 
$1,000 per electrified mile per year. 

You mentioned that since 1974, the cost of diesel fuel to the railroads has about 
quadrupled from 9¢ a gallon to about 34¢ a gallon . Hasn't the price of electricity gone 
up the same way? 

The cost of electricity has, of course, inflated, but not nearly so fast as diesel fuel. 
While the cost of diesel fuel has quadrupled, the cost of electricity has gone up by a · 
factor of about 2~ to 3 times. 

Isn't the desire for conservation of petroleum energy sources a good reason to go to 
elecLrifled railroad operation? 

Yes, it certainly is, from a national policy standpoint, but what I'm trying to show here 
is that it is also a good economic decision for a railroad to make on its high density 
route structure. For the most recent and very thorough evaluation of the impact of 
energy costs including a sensitivity analysis, and for that matter a thorough evaluation 
of all the other subjects related to railroad electrification, I commend to you, and 
especially to the Canadians in the audience, the recently completed Canadian Railway 
Electrification Study. This study was conducted by Queen 's University in Canada and 
funded by Transport Canada's Transportation Development Agency. Copies of the report 
are available for twenty dollars from the Canadian government's Transportation Develop
ment Agency in Ottawa . 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

You mentioned the results of a number of economic studies done over the last few years. 
Won't these results be different now considering the changes in energy costs? Also, 
were the studies done assuming the then existing tonnage on the railroad, or did it 
assume some growth? 

At the time these studies were done, the relative cost of diesel fuel and electric energy 
was such that the diesel fuel was less expensive. Now there is no question that elec
tricity is less expensive. Therefore, if anything, the rates of return on these studies 
would be more favorable to electrification if the studies were performed using today's 
energy costs. In answer to the second part of the question, the tonnage on the line 
which was present at the time of the study, was used as a base with a small annual growth 
of about 3% assumed. This growth is based on historical data of over 20 years duration. 

You mentioned that the investment required in the fixed plant for electrification is 
about $125,000 per mile. Is this the same whether the line is single or double stacked? 

No, it is not the same. The $125,000 is a per track mile cost for a single track route. 
With double track, the cost would not be doubled, but would be approximately $175,000 to 
$200,000 per double track mile. 

You indicated that because of the higher horsepower available and higher overload capa
bility available from electric locomotives, you can run faster on electrified territory 
and therefore get up to 20% morP. throughput on a given section of railroau. Is this 
really practical considering the speed limitations which may be imposed by track cuuul
tinns in the United States? 

We read a great deal about bad track on ra1lroads in the United State~, buL we beluuua 
read anything about the good track-- there's a lot of it. This includes most ot the 
right of way on the western mainline roads, the railroads in the southeast, and others. 
They could all take advantage of the higher speed, since they all have quite good track 
structure. 

Isn't overhead clearance a problem in some areas? 

Clearance is a characteristic which must be addressed. If a totally new railroad is 
being constructed, the necessary clearance to the catenary can be considered from the 
beginning and seldom becomes a problem, depending on the terrain and the degree of pop
ulation of the area through which the railroad goes. Out in the plains it's not much of 
a problem; through mountains where therP may bP. many tunnels, such as the Canadian 
Pacific through the Rockies, it can be a serious problem. However, none of the problems 
which woulcl r.nnfront an American railroad ln Lt·y ing to get adequate clearance would be 
new. For cure, somewhere e.!:se in the world that prnhlP.m has come up awl been solved. 
For example, you can reduce the normal clearance requlreu from the cantenary structure 
Lo the roof of a tunnel by linine thP. roof of 'the tunnel with insulating mated al. 

Can you say a little bit more about the radio interference problems? 

Rather than radio interference, I prefer to call it an electromagnetic interference 
problem. There really are two serious r.onsiderations. One relates to possible inter
ference with the railroad's own signal and communication systems. The other .relates to 
objectionable interference with commercial communication systems near the right of way. 
The problems have become more serious as rectifier power supplies, especially thyristor 
power supplies, have been introduced on electric locomotives. This is because of the 
increase in harmonics generated by this type of equipment. Any interference with the 
railroad's communication system can be solved normally by using shield;d buried cables 
rather than open wire communication lines .. The problem of interference with the signal 
system is caused by the fact that both the propulsion power and the signal power use the 
rails as a conductor and some way must be found to separate the signal intelligence from 
the power return current. There are several successful methods of doing this; mo~t uf 
them involve phase and frequency sensitive signal systems. The problems connected with 
commercial communication systems are being addressed especially in heavily populated 
arPAR such as the Northeast Corridor from Boston to Washington. For example, right now 
we are cooperating with the federal Railroad Administration and Bell Laboratories in 
establishing reasonable limits for interference currents generated by equipment such as 
electric locomotives. 
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Question: 

• Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

• 

Why do you think only of overhead catenary systems rather than also of third rail 
systems for electrified railroads? 

The basic consideration here is the level of electric power which is being distributed 
to the vehicles. Third rail systems are generally restricted to voltages no higher than 
1,000 volts, whereas overhead systems can operate at voltages up to 50,000 volts. Since 
the size and practicality of electric railway power coll6ction systems are generally dic
tated by the amount of current which must be collected, and since power is the product of 
current times voltage, much greater powers can be handled with an overhead system rather 
than with third rail. Third rail systems are generally restricted to subway and commuter 
type lines where the power levels are not so great . 

We hear about the potential shortage of electric energy in the United States. Isn't this 
likely to be a deterrent to new railroad electrification? 

It really isn't when you consider how little additional power would be required to handle 
the railroad electrification. For example, twenty-five billion kilowatt hours annually 
would be needed for the entire 22,000-mile potential electrification . This sounds like 
a big number, but it is only two to three percent of electric energy utilization in the 
United States. In addition, because the load factor of the railroad load is higher than 
the average electric utility's load, the power Jewauc.l will be only about one and one 
half percent of the total capacity of the United States. Now, this doesn't mean that 
there won't be some situations such as in the middle of Saskatchewan where there may be 
insufficient power available for the railroad, but in all electrification studies of 
which we are aware, the availability of power has not been a problem. 

Why did the Milwaukee Railroad shut down its electrified railroad operations only two or 
three years ago? 

The Milwaukee had a very old 3,000 volt d-e system which was installed in the early 
1900's and had become inadequate for their needs. They studied hard the two alterna
tives open to them; namely, to go to a modern high voltage a-c system or to shut down 
the electrified operation completely and take the wire down. They decided that the 
capital which would be needed to modernize the electrification was more urgently 
required for other projects, and so decided to completely cease electrified operation. 

Wouldn't the county benefit because electrified railroad operation is more energy effi
cient than diesel electric operation? 

No. if you start from the coal pile at the electric power station and the diesel fuel in 
the tanks of the electric locomotives, and calculate efficiencies from there to the rail, 
you will find that electric railroad operation and diesel electric operation are equally 
energy efficient. 

Wouldn't an overall consolidation of railroad routes in the United States cause den
sities to improve and therefore electrification to be more attractive? 

Certainly that would be true, but consolidation of U.S. railroads is a very difficult 
subject. You must remember that in the United States the railroads are private cor
porations. They cannot, therefore, be arbitrarily realigned, rearranged, or otherwise 
dismembered and put back together. Most people who have anything to do with railroads 
in this country believe that some consolidation is both necessary and in the best 
interest of the railroad industry, but any actions in this direction will be taken with 
great deliberation. 

In doing your economic studies on the railroad routes, what interest rate was used for 
the cost of money? 

In doing a discounted rate of return analysis, the interest rate is the answer, not one 
of the inputs. Basically, what this analysis is, is ·assuming an initial investment 
which in the case of electrification would be for the fixed plant, which would result in 
annual operating cost savings over a period of years. For electrification studies, 30 
years is generally considered the project length. Then, a cAlculation is made to deter
mine what interest of discount rate would be required to make the present value of the 
series of annual operating saving equal the amount of the present investment. Hence, 
If I say this project has a 25% discounted rate of return, what it means is that on the 
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Qu estion: 

Answer: 

average I will be getting 25% annual return for my investment. 

On what basis do you state that it is generally acknowledged that petroleum costs will 
increase at a rate higher than the general r a te of inflation in the future while 
electric energy costs shoulu not increas e f aster than thP. general inflation level? 

The basic reasoning here relates to the fact that more and more electric power genera
tion will be from energy sources othe r than petroleum and that those such as coal have 
not inflated as fast as petroleum and are not projected to. Furthermore, in the cost of 
electricity, the direct energy portion is a much smaller percentage than in the cost of 
the petroleum distillate fuels. This should be apparent if you r.onsider the amortization 
portion of the unit cost ot electricity neeueu Lu pay for the electric •.1ti 1 i ti P.S' large 
investment in its generation plant and its power transmission and distribution facili
ties. In fact, in the case of hydroelectric power generation, there is no direct ener gy 
portion of the cost of producing the electricity. 
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"ELECTRIC CAR TECHNOLOGY FOR DH'ONSTRATION. 

AND DEVELOPMENT" 

ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to characterize the performance characteristics of the electric cars which 

have been developed around the world; It is reported that the acceleration capability of the electric 

cars is sluggish in comparison with the conventional ICE enei.nes. The report provides a comprehensive 

data on the elements of operating cost as a function of the service characteristics. It is concluded that 

the future potential of electric automobiles depends mainly upon battery development. Batteries have 

always imposed critical technical limitations on the range and speed of electric cars. There has been 

relatively l_ittle progress in JHUIJublotl battcrico cump:ir~d ~qit;h improvements in ICE 1111to technology. 

The author also adds that the battery improvements are a prerequisite towards the introductluu of 

electric cars in the urban arena. Life cycle cost per kilometer versus range are documented for 

several types of electric cars and compared with the conventional ICE car. The author adds that the 

changes in fuel prices could reduce or eliminate the cost disadvantages of the electric cars. The 

range disadvantages and the slowness of recharging relative to refueling are sure to rem11i.n. 
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ELECTRIC CAR TECHNOLOGY FOR DEf·~m.:STRATI m! ~.~m D~VELOPf,:P:T 

Chart 1 summarizes the performance of a number of electric cars which have been reported in the 

literature during the past ten years. Since such cars have not been tested or described on any uniform 

basis, a computer simulation ~•as used to produce the descriptors in the chart. The simulation was 

first used to regenerate the reported capabilities of each car. Then each simulated car was evaluated 

on a uniform basis for acceleration, gradeability, urban range, and energy use. 

The Enfield car and all lighter cars in Chart 1 are two-passenger vehicles. So also is the CDA 

To~vn Car. The remainder accommodate four passengers. The four-passenger cars, the Sundancer and the 

CDA Town Car have top speeds of 88 km/h or more, sufficient for free~vay driving. At a constant speed 

of SO km/h, the ranges of the cars are substantially greater than in urban stop-start driving--as much 

as a hundred percent more. 

CHART 1 

EXISTING ELECTRIC VEHICLE PERFOID1ANCE 

Test Urban Energy 
Weiqht Acceleration Gradeability Range Use, 

Vehicle k<:I 0-48km/h,$ at 30km/h, % km kvih/km 

Commuta 694 11.9 11 38 0.21 
GM-512 717 11.5 12 60 0.17 
Citicar 776 18,3 G 47 0.26 
Sundancer 876 9. 7 12 105 0.19 
Fiat 950 8.4 18 46 0.21 
Enfield 8000 1110 12.4 10 51 0.30 
Anderson 1433 9.4 14 74 0.29 
CDA Town Car 1489 12.1 11 101 0.33 
Ripp-Electric 1674 15.2 14 H B:B 
Toyota EX-1 1675 6.0 14 0.57 
Evametro 1729 16.0 11 31 0.59 
~1ars II 2160 15.4 10 97 0.51 
Electrosport 2650 12.3 12 65 0.77 

The acceleration of the cars in Chart 1 is sluggish. Most conventional internal-c.omh11stion-

engine (ICE) cars are able to accelerate from 0 to 64 km/h (40 mph) in ten seconds or less. Use of 

energy for recharge from the wall outlet is also relatively high for these cars, largely because 

battery charger efficiency was assumed to be as low as is currently typical: about 78%. 

In order to define the state of the art in car tecb~ology, the analysis summarized in Chart 2 was 

made. Its object was to separate effects due to battery performance from effects due to vehicle 

technology itself. The analysis shows that for lead-acid batteries, range is proportional to the 

fraction of curb weight devoted to battery, times the energy density of the battery, all raised to t.hP 

1.35 power. The constant of proportionality relating range to battery fraction and energy density 

subsumes the state of the art in vehicle technology. 
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_CHART 2 

.ANALYSIS SUMMARY 

Range= k (fE ) 1 ' 35 
1 D 

Battery amortization 
1 

Where f Battery Mass Fraction 

E
0 

Battery Specific Energy.Density 

Battery Life in Charge/Discharge Cycles 

After range, cost is ? critical consideration in electric vehicle design, since cost is generally 

a vital factor in consumer demand. The analysis relate<.! uattery amortization, the key respect in Hhich 

current electric cars differ in cost from ICE cars, to battery parameters. Again, the constant of 

proportionality subsumes vehicular contributions to the baccery amurlizaliun figure. 

In both these relations, battery fracciun at~ ettergy density appear raised to a power. Though not 

nhvious on first consideration, this poHer results from a basic characteristir of lead-acid and utlter 

batteries: the sloHer they are discharged, the more total energy they produce. 

The technology r.onst.Ant for range is shown in 

Chart 3 for the cars of Chart 1. For a given 

battery and battery fraction, car range is 

proportional to this constant. Since the effects 

nf battery fraction and battery energy density are 

not included in range paraemter k
1

, it is determined 

entirely by the technology of the vehicle alone. 

For near-term electric cars, a value of seven \vas 

selected for the range parameter to represent 

current state of the art. 

Given a range constant of seven, Chart 4 shaHs 

hoH car range varies Hith energy density of lead-

acid batteries, and Hith different fractions of 

total car Height allocated to batteries. 

In general, battery fractions of .3 to .4 are 

selected by car designers. Larger fractions lead 

to vehicles Hhich are extremely heavy and large in 

relation to passenger Height and accomodatium; 
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provided. Smaller fractions, on the other hand, 

result in cars wh.idt have .iusuff.it:ient battery 

power for desirable levels of acceleration. 

With current golf car batteries, this suggests 

urban ranges of SO to 75 kilometers are reasonable 

for state-of-the-art cars. If the 1980 goal for 

ERDA's lead-acid battery development is reached, 

however, ranges of these same cars may be 

approximately doubled. This would make them far 

more useful, since many drivers exceed the shorter 

ranges with relative frequency. 

CHART 4 

ELECTRIC CAR RANGE IN 
J227a/C DRIVING SCHEDULE 

160 

1:!0 

•• 

... 
11975 tECHNOlOGY 

BATIERY Sri::.CIHC tNtKl.iY UtNSII Y, Wh/kg 

BATTERY 
FRACTION 

0.40 

0.35 

I 
The energy required from the propulsion 1-----· __ _! 

battery in the urban driving schedule is shmm in 

Chart 5 for the cars of Chart 1. This energy use 

is normalized to car weight and distance traveled, 

and is expressed in watt hours per kilogram-

kilometer. A value of .15 was selected as 

rcprcoentativc of the current state of the arL foe 

near-term electric cars. 

The amount of recharge energy required per 

kg-km equals the parameter shmm times a factor of 

1.5 or 1.9, for typical battery efficiency of 75% 

and present or future charger efficiencies of 70% 

or 90%. Cost of required energy involves an 

CHJ.I.RT 5 

ESTIMATED ENERGY CONSUMPTION FOR PRIVATE. 
VEHICLES OVER THE J227a/C DRIVING SCHEDULE 
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additional factor \vhich at present is about 4 centsL __ ~----

pef UJh. 

Overall, energy use and cost are proportional 

to car \veig~t. 

Electric car operating costs are shmm parametrically in Chart 6 for a range of battery energy 

I 
J 

densities and cycle lives. Included in the operating costs shmvn are battery amortization and electric 

energy costs as previously described, plus an estimate of maintenance costs. Also shown for comparison 

are the costs of a conventional ICE subcompact. 

The car considered in Chart 6 has a \veight of only 1,000 kilograms. \hth its battery fraction of 
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.3, its range is near 50 kilometers, but its .CHART 6 

passenger capacity is only two persons. Depending 

on battery life, its operating costs will be a 
ELECTRIC C/\R OPERATING COST 

little below or a little above those of the four-

passenger conventional subcompact. If a four-

passenger electric car were constructed to the 

same state of the art, its weight would approach 

twice that implicit in Chart 6, and in consequence 

operating costs would be almost double those of 

the conventional subcompact. Until improvements 

in car and battery technology are available for use, 

this high cost makes heavy four-passenger cars 

relatively unattractive. This is the reason for 

the high_proportion of two-passenger cars noted in 

Chart l. 

CHART 7 
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~ : BATTERY LIFE 
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1975 ~ ~400 
SUB-COMPACT~--~ 
ICE rt-- ~ 600 

BATTERY I I 1000 
AMORTIZATION I I 

r--~-------1-
HECTRICITY I I 

I I L _________ ! __ 
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u:n,u.n::o un!'i 1vr,nr;ni\L 
MAINTEN.O.:'-!CE \ TEC~1NOLOG.I' {L[,\D.t\CLOI 

20 25 30 JS 40 

BATTERY SPECIFIC ff'OERGY, Whilu~ 

KEY PERFORMANCE STANDARDS FOR 
ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

Near-Te.:r:m Advanced 

Acceleration, $ (48 km/h) 11 ') 

Gradeability 30 km/h(lO%) 70 km/h (7%) 
Top Speed, km/h 80 (15 min) 90 (30 min) 
Passengers 2 4 
Cargo, kg 30 50 
urban no.nge, km 50 150 
Rechargeabili ty 8 h/120 Vac/20A 12 h/220 Vac/20A 
Energy, kW-h/km 0.25 0.2 

The performance standards in C!-.art 7 v.>ere developed at General Research Corporation for ERDA. They 

might be useful in procuring electric cars to be demonstrated under the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle 

Research Development and Demonstration.Att of 1976. The near-term vehicle is envisioned as a two-

passenger car for use on city streets,. not freeways and l'.ighways·. \fuile no vehicle presently available 

meets all the specifications, we believe they are well within reach of currently operational technology,, 

and sophisticated designs might conceivably achjeve the energy economy shmvn with four-passenger 

capacity. These standards are, of course, minimums; improved performance is always desirable. 

The standards for the advanced car in Chart 7 assume a nickel-zinc propulsion ba·ttery with much 

higher performance than the near-term lead-acid battery. Considerable improvements are also presumed 
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in auto technology--that is, in range and energy use independent of battery type. These advanced 

standards are intended for use as development goals, not as criteria for early procurements. 

The future of electric automobiles depends 

largely on battery development. Batteries have 

always imposed critical technical limitations on the 

range and speed of electric cars, even in the very 

early days of automobiles when electric cars,outsold 

gasoline and steam-powered competitors, and when an 

electric car held the world's automotive speed 

record. Since that time, there has been relatively 

l!Lcle progress in propulsion batteries compared 

with improvements in ICE auto technology. If the 

electric car is ever again to be competitive, major 

battery improvements are essential (unless petroleum 

fuels become unavailable at reasonable prices). 

CHART 8 

BATTERIES UNDER DEVELOPMENT 
FOR ELECTRIC VEHICLES 

• Near Term 
Lead-Acid 
Nickel-Iron 

• Intermediate Term 
Advanced Lead-Acid 
Nickel-zinc 

• Long Term 
Metal-Air 
7.inr-rhlorine 
Lithium-Metal Sulfide 
Sodium-Sulfur 

Chart 8 lists major battery types under development for electric vehicles.. There are many other 

battery types with intriguing prospects, but these appear now to be the most promising. In view of the 

potential benefits of electric automobiles And the requirements of the ElecLcic; and Hybrid Vehicle Act, 

ERDA has initiated intensive programs to improve vehicle batteries within the next few years. 

CHART 9 

REPRESENTATIVE BATTERY CHARACTERISTICS 

CURRENT PROJECTED 
~ ~NICKEL·-uTH!ii~ 

ACID ACID ZINC METAL SULFIDE 
1976 1985 19as. 1~90 

ENERGY DENSITY, Whl\tQ 27 46 " ... 
(2·HOUR DISCHAHCEI 

rOWER OEN~II T. Wlkt;~ 80 , .. :zoo 150 
(PEAl() 

ENERGY EFFICIENCY. 1S 1S 10 10 
PERCENT 

liFE. DEEP-DISCHARGE 400 1000 600 BOO 
CYCLES 

INITIAL USER COST. 50 40 60 50 
S/\Wh I 1976 DOLLARS! 

The representative future batteries in Chart 9 

were selected to support calculations of the 

.applicabili~y of future electric cars ·3nd resultant 

impacts on energy, air quality, and the economy. 

These batteries span the spectrum of performance 

possibilities now being actively pursued. For 

calculating applicability and impacts, inclusion 

I 

'

of other battery types seems unnecessary because 

their effects Hould be relatively small. It may I . 
iwell be, hoHever, that some other battery than those 
I 

___ ..iproj ec ted in Chart 9 would eventually prove superior. 

The current lead-acid battery in Chart 9 is the ESB premium golf car battery (EV-106), which has 

been used in most of the electric cars Guilt, tested, and sold to date. Characteristics of the 

projected batteries are based on goals and achievements in the ERDA program and in private development 
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efforts. The projected lead-acid battery is an extrapnlation of well-established technology and seems 

relatively likely to be demonstrated by 1980 and produced in quantity by 1985. Production of the high-

temperature lithium/aluminum-metal sulfide battery by 1990 is less certain, since it involves ne1-1 ami 

difficult problems. Nevertheless, it represents the highest-performance battery system in reasonably 

clear view today. The nickel-zinc projection for 1985 is intermediate in difficulty as well as 

performance. lt represents Lhe mid-range of prospective vehi~ular battery technology. 

CHART 10 
POWER AND ENERGY OENSITitS Of' 

REPRESEN"l ATIVE BATTCiliES 

I 1 I I ,,,j 

to 100 

SPECIFIC ENERGY, Wh/kg 

CHART 11 

LITHLU',\. 
ALU'.~t·;u\! tR:ON 
5UU10( I'Y.IO 

1000 

,----------------, 
• I'm confident, however that 
the technology exists to solve 
the nickel-zinc cycle-l,i.fP. 
problem, and undoubtedly 
nickel-zinc will become an 
important n~w hnttery for 
electric vehicle application. 

• I'd say we have a 75% chance 
of being able to produce these 
(nickel-zinc batteries) 
commercially within three years. 

lliart 10 sh01vs the interdependence of specific 

power and specific energy for the representative 

batteries of Chart 9. In electric storage 

batteries, as the chart shows, the total amount of 

energy 1-1hich is obtaical;>h· at a high power is 

substantially less than that uLLainable at low 
~ 

power. This is an iutpol·tant factor in calculating 

the range and performance ot electric cars, auJ 

consequently must be included. As shown 

an8lytically in Chart 2, it results in a dependence 

of car range on battery specific energy which is 

non-linear. In fact, statements of battery energy 

density which are not accompanied by discharge 

rates are nearly useless. 

Selection ot the nickel-zinc.: Lattery to 

represent an intermeniate level of possible future 

performance was based largely on the enthusiasm 

a~d confidence of developers pursuing this system. 

Chart 11 presents statements by two authorities in 

the field, the Vice-President and President of 

Gould, Inc. Gould has been in the forefront of 

nickel-zinc battery technology for·a number of years. Observers of battery development in the United 

States and in Europe have also judged nic.:kel=:du<.: Latteric:J to bo thll mo~t likP.ly r.andidate for 

replacing lead-acid propulsion batteries. Prospects for such success are enhanced by the existence of 

several different techniques for coping with shape change of the zinc ele~trode during cycling, which 

has been the principal barrier over the years to a successful nickel-zinc battery. It seems reasonable 

to suppose that at least one of these methods will prove adequate. 
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CHART 12 

1967: We believe that, within the next 
decade, research and development 
now being conducted by Ford and 
others will make it possible to 
produce marketable electrical 
vehicles much superior to any 
that can be built today. 

Our ·sodium-sulfur battery is now 
in an advanced stage of 
laboratory development. Its 
technical feasibility and 
excellent performance have been 
demonstrated ... 

Optimism about battery development has always 

been expressed by the developers themselves--which 

is, of course, entirely to be expected. .But 

battery development to the stage of commercial 

viability has proved to be a difficult task in 

\vhich difficulties and uncertainties abound. Chart 

12 offers statements by prominent developers of 

high-temperature molten-salt batteries, whi~h at 

once offer the brightest performance prospects and 

the toughest problems of development. The first 

statement in Chart 12 \vas made ten years ago, during 

hearings held by the US Senate on electric vehicle 

197~: The progress in the last seven 
or eight years has been very 
good •.. The prospAr.ts for 
continued progress look bright 
but during this period, the 
difficult materials and seals 
problems must be solved, and 
the cost problems must be 
squarely faced. 

·development bills, which 1vere then being advocated . 
as remedies for urban air pollution. To the author 

of this statement, a Vice-~resident of Ford Motor 

Company, development progress clearly indicated tl~t 

success was just around the corner. Today, however, success still seems just around the corner--despite 

the p:;~ssage of a dcc3dc of "very good" progre,;,;. The se<..:und quot:at:ion in Chart lZ essentially says that 

the materials and seals problems of 1967 still remain to be solved and the cost problems must be "faced'! 

Similarly up Llmls tic predictions have been advanced periodically about nickel-iron, zinc-c~1lorine, 

metal-air, and other prospective propulsion batteries. It is important to view any battery projections,, 

and particularly those of Charts 9 and 10, in light 

experience. 

Chart 13 shows something of the origins for the 

projected lead-acid battery of Charts 9 and 10. 

It lies somewhere in power aud ~tergy density beyond 

the high-energy prototype batteries demonstrated in 

electric cars a few years ago. It is not, however, 

as optimistic as the high ERDA goal. 

It is worth noting that the projected battery 

in Chart 13 is mu~h supP.ri.or to the existing golf 

car and motive power cells now available in the 

marketplace. The motive pmver cells, used in 

of past optimism which was not born out by 

[
-------·----·-·-------···----·-----·· 
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industrial lift trucks, offer very long life, 1500-2000 cycles. In consequence, the cost per kWh of 

electric energy output from these batteries is appealingly low. Their energy and power densities, 

however, are insufficient for an electric car of practical range and acceleration. This is why the 

premium golf car batteries have generally been used instead in electric cars, despite their short 

cycl~ life (300-400 cycles) and consequent high depreciation costs per unit of ~nergy output. 

.CHART 14 

PERFORM/\NCE OF 
NICKEL-ZINC PROPULSION BATTERIES 

ENERGY D£NSITY, Ylhikg 

.CHART 15 

PERrORMANC[ OF LITHIUM/IRON SULFIDE 
PROPULSION 8ATTERIES 

/ 

li!FrS2 
PROJCCTEO CELlS 

i 
I 
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1000 

Chart 14 shows the origins of the performance 

projected for the nickel-zinc battery of Charts 9 

and 10. They are more optimistic than demonstrated 

in Germany in 1975 by the lleutsche 

Automobilgesellschaft Forschungslaboratorium (DAUG), 

but not as optimistic as projected by Gould or as 

adopted in the ERDA goal. 

Since it is cycle lite, not energy and ~~~~~. 

••hich has been the principal problem lu ulckel-

zinc battery development, it is really the 600-cycle 

life projected in Chart 9 which is most uncertain 

and important. The 600-cycle figure is midway 

between achievements and projections at Gould, and 

the ERDA development goal. 

Chart 15 shows origins of the performance 

projections for the high-temperature battery of 

Charts 9 and 10. The.performance shown is for a 

complete battery as opposed to individual cells. 

The difference is that the complete battery includes 

weight allowances for interconnections between 

cells, a supporting tray, and highly effective 

vacuum multifoil insulation. The insulation is 

needed to reduce heat loss from the cells, which 

operate at about 400°C, to acceptable levels. Heat 

energy which is lost must be supplied during 

recharge along with the energy which the battery will eventually produce for propelling a car. Without 

excellent insulation, effective battery efficiency would be very low. 

The projected battery performance in Chart 15 was derived from the performance of individual 
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Li~Al/FeS2 cells. Higher performance cells may be made using -lithium rather than the lithium-aluminum 

alloy, but .technical problems are more difficult since the lithium, unlike the alloy, is liquid at 

cell operating temperatures. The performance of the projec~ed cells is substantially above that of 

current (1976) cells. 

CHART 16 

COMPARISON OF GATTERY 
PERFORMANCE PROJECTIONS 

/ 
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NICKEL-Ztt-.:C 
1985 . 
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ENERCY DENSITY, Whfkg 

Chart 16 superimposes the projections of Chart 

10 on a set of projections developed in 1973 for 

previous impact studies of electric cars. Comparing 

the two sets of projections shows, first of all, 

that prospects have changed considerably in the last 

three or four years. It also illustrates the , 

uncertainty in projections at any particular point 

in time. 

The new projections span a range which is 

considerably smaller tha.n that foreseen in 1973. 

At the low-performance end, developers of lead-acid 

batteries have become more optimistic about 

I prospective performance. They have especially 

! increased their expectations of cycle life wh_ich 

can be achieved. At the high end of the per.formance 

scale, on the other hand, the developers of high 

temperature lithium batteries have cut energy density projections in half, and at the same time have 

projected higher costs per unit energy output. 

Current 

Battery Type 

Lead-Acid 
Nickel-Zinc 

Lithium-Aluminum/ 
Metal Sulfide 

CHART 17 

CHANGES IN PROJECTED BATTERY DEPRECIATION 
COSTS PER UNIT OF LIFE CYCLE ENERGY OUTPUT 

Projection~ Previous Proiections 
'I Cost Per Delivered Cost Per Delivered 
; kt·lh (Cents) Battery T_.Y£e kWh (Cents) 

4.0 Lead-Acid 8. 3~21. 8 . 10.0 Nickel-Zinc 15.8 
Zinc.:.chlorine 3.4 

6.25 Lithium Sulfur 1.6 

Chart l/ shows specifically how cost per unit energy delivered has changed in these projections. 

The costs shown are due solely to battery depreciation. They were computed by calculating the energy 

output of the battery at a two-hour discharge rate, multiplying that by the cycle life, and dividing 
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the product by the cost of the battery. Here again, it is clear that the range in the current 

projections is greatly reduced from that of the previous projections. The zinc-chlorine battery in 

the previous projections Has not included \vhen the current proj ec.tions Here made because the developers 

of the system stated then they were devoting their efforts to cells for utility load-leveling, not 

vehicular propulsion. 

It is important to note that the cost of electricity noH averages about four cents per kilowatt 

hour. Thus battery depreciation costs at best will be roughly equal to electricity costs, and at worst 

they may be several times higher than electricity costs. The low projected depreciation costs may be 

the most important improvement in future propulsion batteries. Together Hith enhanced energy density, 

the projections lead to electric cars with greatly i~proved range and substantially reduced operating 

I 
cost. If success in battery development is indeed just around the corner, a new era of electric 

vehicles should soon begin. 

rH.AR'l' 1 R 

REPRESENTATIVE CAR CONCEPTS 

Current Improved Optimistic 

Time c. 1985 c. 1990 

Structure Weight Weight Advanced Conscious -conscious 

Battery EV-106 
Advanced PB 

LI/AL FE S2 -or NI-ZN 

Chart 18 shows concepts for future cars representing a range of possibilities. These concepts 

were analyzed parametrically as a basis for applicability and impact analysis. They show in some 

detail the range of improvements possible with new batteries and improved auto technology. 

The car in Chart 18 using current technology is not available now, but could be. The cars using 

the improved and optimistic technolgies could be available at about the times indicated. These cars 

use the projected batteries of Charts 9 and 10 in combination with developing automotive technology 

offering lighter weight and higher mechanical efficiency. The "weight conscious" structure is just 

coming into use in ICE cars. It and other structural and technical factors Here defined in a recent 

study by the Interagency Task Force on Motor Vehicle Goals Beyond 1980. The wrrk of the Task Force, 

which was unusually comprehensive, \vas adopted as a statement of basic future prospects in 

characterizing representative electric cars. 
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CHART 19 

WEIGHT PARAHETERS 

Current Improved Optimistic 

Maximum Payload, kg 454 408 408 
Upper body Weight, kg 445 378 326 
Chassis Weight, percent 25.8 23.9 23.0 
Propulsion Weight, percent 12.0 10.1 8.3 
Battery Weight, percent 10-50 10-50 10-50 

Chart 19 shows basic weight parameters adopted for the different car concepts. The payload for 

the future cars is slightly reduced, by 10%. The upper body weight shown is that associated with the 

passenger enclosure, which provides shelter, seating, crash pr6tection, and other amenities. It is 

reduced when the payload is redu~Rn, 8nd in addition moy.be redu~eu due co improved design and materials. 

The chassis, propulsion, and battery weight allotments are for supporting and conveying the upper booy 

and its payload through urban streets and highways. They are expressed as percentages of car curb 

weight in Chart 19. In every case, battery weight was taken as a parameter ranging from 10 to 50% of 

curb weight. Since payload and upper body weight were fixed, increasing battery weight percent 

increased curb weight, propulsion weight, and chassis weight. 

CHART 20 

ENERGY PARANETERS 

-
Current Improved Optimistic 

Tire Loss Coefficient 0.013 0.012 0. Oll 
Drag Coefficient 0.35 0.35 0;35 
Motor/Controller Efficiency, percent 80 82.5 85 
Driveline Efficiency, percent 94 94 94 

Chart 20 shows energy parameters associated with the three car concepts. Again, substantial 

improvements are envisioned in moving from current to optimistic technology, except in the case of the 

drag coefficient, where improvements might entail changes in car shape and omissions of exterior 

handles, mirrors, and the like which are unacceptable. The motor and drive line efficiencies shown are 

averages for stop-start driving represented hy SAE cycles for electric car tesLing. They would be 

substantic;lly higher for constant-speed driving. Together with the \veight parameters of Chart 19 and 

the battery descriptors of Charts 9 and 10, these energy parameters were used in detailed simulations 

of future cars which determined their ranges between recharge and energy requirements. 
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CHZ\RT 21 Chart 21 illustrates required power for future 
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cars. The chart shows, for a nominal thousand-

kilogram car, how tire and aerodynamic drag losse~ 

vary \vith speed; ho'" hill-climbing power (above 

that required by tire and drag losses) increases 

\·lith s;:pPPrl; ;md how average acceleration power 

varies if the indicated speed is to be reached from 

a standing start in 10 seconds. 

Detroit often assumes that cars should be able 

to reach 64 km/h (40 mph) in ten seconds from a 

standing start. This is more than required to 

maintain traffic flow through signalized 

intersections. It is, barely adequate, however, for 

entry into an urban freeway when the freeway i~ 

elevated above surface streets and reached by up-

hill on-ramps of typical length and grade. Such 

ramps are relatively common: in Los Angeles, for example, they include almost 60% o.f.·, all on-ramps. It 

is this acceleration requirement to 64 km/h which dominates propulsion design, since freeway grades 

on which high speeds must be maintained seldom exceed 6%. With current batteries, achieving the 

acceleration rF>quirement is marginal at best. 

Chart 22 shows range parametrically foL Llle 

three car concepts. Curves are dashed a[ luw 

battery fractions where battery output would be 

insufficient to enable meeting the acceleration 

requirement. For current batteries, the 

acceleration requirement cannot be met for any 

battery fraction shown (except for a freshly charged' 

new battery; an older, partially-discharged·battery 

was used in establishing the sections of the curve~ l 
I 

~llown as dashed). I 
Electric car designs often call fur battery \ .. 

... 
coo 

200 

100 
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fractions of .3 and .4, and have not exc.eeded .45. Thus it is this range of battery fractions which 

establishes the realm of probabje driving ranges tot' the fuLuLe Ld( concepto. 
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Chart 23 shows energy output from the battery 

required as a function of battery fraction. It 

rises with battery fraction because curb weight 

rises, and in the first approximation propulsion 

energy is proportional to curb weight. 

Also indicated in Chart 23 are the curb weights 

associated with battery fractions. At the higher 

fractions, it is evident that curb weight is very 

high for these subcompact automobiles. This high 

weight coupled with high energy consumption and high 

cost combines to limit practical cars to battery 

fractions of roughly .4 or less. With current 

technology, the electric subcompact at a battery 

fraction of .4 is about twice as heavy as a 

comparable conventional subcompact. 

Chart 24 shows how energy use depends on range. 

It was cross-plotted from Charts 22 and 23, 

ellmlnat:ing the battery fraction parameter. The 

heavy segments of each curve extend from battery 

tractions of .3 to .4. Segments shown with short 

dashes are those for which acceleration would be 

insufficient to reach 64 km/h in 10 seconds. 

Typical battery efficiencies are 70 to 75%. 

With future battery chargers of 90% efficiency, 

energy input to the charger of about .3 kWh/km 

(.5 kWh/mi) would be required for battery output 

of .2 kWh/km. This corresponds to a conventional 

car fuel economy of about 30 miles per gallon, a level competitive with conventional-subcompacts. If 

coal, rather than oil, were the primary fuel, the electric cars would be relatively more attractive, 

because conversion of coal to liquid fuel for ICE cars is relatively inefficient. 
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Chart 25 shows total life cycle cost per CHART 25 

LIFE-CYCLE COST VS RANGE 

-·· r 

kilometer versus range for the concepts under 

consideration. It makes clear the high cost of 

increasing range of electric cars. With current 

technology, costs escalate extremely rapidly as 

rRngps i.ncrease beyond a hundred kilometers. With 

improved batteries and automotive technology, longer 

ranges may be obtained at lower cost, and range 

increases are somewhat less expensive. Never· lheless, 

these costs are generally above those of a 

competitive ICE subcompact calculated on the same 
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The electric cars were assumed here to offer a longer operating life, twelve years as opposed to 

the ten years for the subcompact. Electricity and gasoline prir.P.s were assumed to be the ~ariunal 

averages prevailing during 1976. Changes in these fuel prices could reduce or eliminate the cost 

disadvantages of the electric cars. The range disadvantages, however, and the slowness of recharging 

relative to refueling seerr. sure to remain. Nevertheless, the improved and optimistic car concepts 

offer impressive ranges at reasonable prices, prices substantially leJ:;S than what people now pay. t.o 

operate larger and average-sized cars in the United States. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Mr. William Hamil ton's presentation, "Electric Car Techno-

logy for Demonstration and Development". This discussion is reported below in the form of questions 

from the audience and answers from Mr. William Hamil ton. 

Question: 

Answer: 

Are the recharge requirements in Chart 7 maximum or average values? 

The tabulated values are maximum requirements. In fact, such recharges would be needed 
only after the car had been driven to its maximum range. On average driving days, much 
less recharge would be required to restore the battery to the fully charged condition. 
Nevertheless, these requirements will sometimes have to I:>P. met, and they are important 
because they imply that a designated electric outlet will be needed at the parking place 
of the car. For. cars which are not parked off street at night, this may prohibit electri
fication. 
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• Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

' Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

• 

What about batteries other than those shown in Tables 8 and 9--nickel-hydrogen or silver
zinc, for example? 

The batteries tabulated are those which presently appear most prom1s1ng for electric 
propulsion. ~any other batteries, including those you mentioned, are practical in other 
applications and are actually manufactured and used in them. In military and space 
applications, for example, where very high reliability or very high energy density may 
be far more important than cost, such batteries may be superior to those shown. In the 
electric car case, in contrast, long life and low cost are at least as important as 
improved energy density. 

What are the "discharge rate" figures in Chart 10? 

In the battery industry, it is common to describe rates of discharge in terms of the 
number of hours at which the rate can be sustained. The "one-hour discharge rate" in 
Chart 10 is a rate such that a battery will be fully discharged in one hour. In most 
electric car work, propulsion batteries are discharged at a rate leading to total dis
charge in one hour to five hours. Corresponding discharge conditions thus fall between 
the one-hour and five-hour lines in Chart 10. 

Hasn't the nickel-zinc battery been known for at least 30 years? 

Yes. It is easy to build a nickel-zinc cell which demonstrates potentially high energy 
density. It is hard, however, to build a nickel-zinc cell with a long enough life for 
reasonable operating economy. Now, as they have for many years, battery developers are 
still seeking a solution to the cycle-life problem i nherent in the use of the zinc 
electrode. 

Are materials for the batteries you discussed a problem when we talk about tens or 
hundreds of millions of electric cars? 

Yes. '1 aterials for batteries to electrify 5% of the cars in the United States could 
probably be provided without great difficulty, but for 25% of the cars, materials would 
be much more difficult to obtain. The batteries I have discussed, and in addition most 
others, require at least one material which would be scarce when considered in terms of 
tens or hundreds of millions of cars. 

Won't recycling of materials help? 

It will, and it already does in the case of lead-acid batteries in conventional cars. 
Perhaps 90% of existing car batteries are recycled today. With electric cars, the 
percentage should be even higher, for two reasons. First, the salvage value of a 
thousand-pound battery would be sufficient so that the owner would be unlikely to dis
card the battery rather than troubling to exchange it . Second, it won't be as easy to 
discard a thousand-pound battery as a forty-pound starting-lighting-ignition battery. 
If materials for future batteries grow scarce, the price offered for used batteries 
will rise and recyclers will find it profitable to reclaim more and more of the scarce 
materials by improved processing techniques. Furthermore, regulations governing dis
charge of solid and liquid wastes may force recycling of materials of low value, simply 
because it is the least expensive way for a processor to get rid of them. 

lvhy do you think in terms of electric vehicles running on freeways? 

We have considered smaller, cheaper two-passenger electric cars which would not have 
sufficient capability for freeway use. The limited utility of these cars, however, 
suggests that they would not find wide application. '1aterial on this prospect is 
given in my second presentation. 

How do you define the ranges shown in Charts 22-24? 

This is urban driving range for the "D" schedule defined by the Society of Automotive 
Engineers for electric automobiles (SAE J227(a)). It requires about the same energy 
per mile as does the Federal city driving cycle. For the longer ranges in the charts, 
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Question: 

Answer: 

of course, urban driving range is probably irrelevant: such ranges would be reached 
only in highway driving. Roughly speaking, highway driving range at 50 to 55 miles 
per hour is about the same as the urban ranges in the charts. 

The proceedings from this conference last summer show that 50% of all trips in this 
nation are 12 miles or shorter; why shouldn't we go for an electric car with a range 
of only 12 miles or say a 24 mile round trip, since this so frequently is sufficient? 

In a typical day's driving, people frequently make more than one trip or one round trip. 
Since cars will probably be recharged overnight, when electric utilities have capacity 
available and are likely to offer lower rates, electric cars should accommodate a whole 
day's trip-making--and not just on the average day, but on the great majority of days. 
Otherwise, the electric car would seriously circumscribe our mobility. There is more 
information on this subject in my next paper. 
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URBAN APPLICATIONS AND ENERGY HPACTS OF FUTURE ELECTRIC CARS 

ABSTRACT 

This paper attempts to document the potential applications of the electric cars within t he 

urban arena. Driving patterns within the urban arenas are documented. Ba~;eJ upuu L!te driving pattcrno, 

data related to range for electric cars are documented. It is concluded that a range of 72 kilometers 

is within the reach of present technology, and easily achievable with technology expected in the coming 

rl ~cade, Yet it suffices for 17% of urban cars. Data are also provided for energy requiremenls ot pro

spective electric cars. Projected petroleum savings as a function of fuLuLe u:oe uf elo?ctd.c cora- in 

Los Angeles, Philadelphia, and St. Louis are also provided. The author concludes that the petroleum 

savings are in the range of 2-8% of national oil use which appears to be a modest portion of the total 

U.S. petroleum used. The author also concludes that the substitution of electric cars might substan

tially reduce exposure of urban populations to excessive traffic noise. Finally, the author compares 

the life-cycle costs between subcompact cars and electric cars and adds that the electric cars are 

20 - 50% higher than those of the conventional car. 
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URBAN APPLICATIONS AND ENERGY I~PACTS OF FUTURE ELECTRIC CARS 

The limited range and overnight recharge 

requirements of electric cars make them unsuitable 

for application in some urban situations. To 

determine these limits on electric car use, and to 

determine design requirements for driving range, 

it is necessary to examine actual driving patterns 

of ur~an motorists. 

Chart 1 shows distributions of driving 

distances reported in a home-interview survey m<~de 

in Los Angeles in 1967 of about 30,00C households. 

These distributions are for several classes of 

drivers \vho \vere not restrained by unavailability 

of a car--that is, drivers from households which 

had ae many o.r more cars as drivers traveling on 

the survey day. During the processing of survey 

CHART 1 

DISTRIBUTIONS OF DAILY DRIVING 
DRIVERS WITH CARS, LOS ANGELES 
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data, subpopulations were sought which might impose lesser demrrnds on their.automobiles. It is these 

groups who will be most able and likely to apply early limited-range electric cars to their motoring 

needs. Only a few of the two dozen subpopulations examined are shown in Chart 1. 

Chart 2 shows distance distributions for 

secondary drivers with cars available, the least 

demanding group found. in the Los Angeles data, and 

for primary drivers--t~at is, the remaining drivers. 

Secondary drivers were defined as those drivers in 

each household reporting less travel than the 

driver reporting the most travel. Only drivers 

with cars available were considered, since these 

\vere the great majority (nearly 90%) and in the 

future, as automobile ownership rates rise, will be 

even more predominant. Under the definition·above 

of "secondary~' the secondary driver in a household 

may be a different person on different days. 

Nevertheless, the car used by the secondary drivers 
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could be the same car, and it could readily be electric because a range of 72 kilometers would have 

rufficed for 95% of the secondary drivers reporting in the Los Angeles survey. The range requirement 

of primary drivers in Chart 2 is over twice that for secondary drivers. But it must be further 

investigated because there are two kinds of primary drivers included here: those who were the sole 

drivers in a.c household, and those who drove more than the other drivers at multi-driver households. 

Chart 3 shows distance distributions reported 

in Los Angeles for primary drivers at single and 

multi-driver households. There is a considerable 

difference between them, which is to be expected, 

since the primary driver in a multi-driver 

household is not a specific individual, but 

whichever driver is driving the farthest on the 

given day. 

With the driving distribution for secondary 

drivers in Chart 2, these distributions define 

95th-percentile range requirements \vhich may be 

used for considering the needs of all drivers. 

CHART 3 
DISTRIBUTIONS OF DAILY DRIVING 

PRIMARY DRIVERS WITH CARS, 
LOS ANGELES 

OI&TANCC: Dnl'w'CN ON SUnVCY DAY, km __j 
Selection of the 95th-percentile range as a criterion for adequacy is arbitrary, of course, but it 

provides a convenient and reasonable indicator of appropriate design ranges. The presumption is that 

sacrificing a portion of desired travel on only five days out of e•ch hundred would not be a major 

deterrent to potential users of electric cars. 

Chart 4 summarizes the range requirements 

determined from the Los Angeles survey: 72 

kilometers for secondary drivers with cars 

available, 150 kilometers for sole drivers at 

households, and 210 kilometers for primary drivers 

at multi-driver households. 

This anlaysis is being repeated for similar 

data from the city of Washington, D.C. Preliminary 

CHART 4 

RANGE REQUIREMEtJT 
9 5% OF DRTVBRS, T.OS Al'i!t"';.F.t.F.S 

Driver Group Range, 

All Drivers with Cars .Available 155 
Primary Drivers with Cars Available 180 

AL Single-Driver Households 150 
At Multi-Briver Households 210 

Secondary Drivers with Cars Available 72 

km 

indications are that 95th percentile ranges are substantially less for this older, denser city than for 

Los Angeles. For the moment, however, the.Los Angeles results may be taken as indicative of 

requirements generally. Contrary to popular opinion, such data as are available indicate that average 

daily mileage·per automobile in Los Angeles is less, not more, than the national average. In any case, 
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it appears likely that Los Angeles driving is an extreme unequaled in other cities. 

Chart 5 shows the maximum number of passengers 
CHART 5 

reported by drivers on the Los Angeles survey day. 

A substantial percent of drivers, roughly 20%, 

MAXIMUM REPORTED NUMBER OF PASSENGERS, 
LOS ANGELES 

carried more than one person in addition to 

Percent Carrying at Most 
~D~r~i~v~e~r~G~r~o~u~p~----------------------:l~P=a=s~s. 3 Pass. 

themselves during the day. Thus a two-passenger 

electric car would probably not be widely 

applicable. It might suffice in limited 

circumstances, such as secondary cars at households 

All Drivers with cars Available 
Primary Drivers with Cars Avail. 

At Single-Driver Households 
At Multi-Driver Households 

Secondary Drivers with Cars Avail. 
At Households with No Children · 

( 
wifu no children. A four-passenger car, in contrast would suffice almost 95% of the time. 
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79 
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95 
95 
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Drivers reporting freeway usage on the survey day in Los Angeles averaged 36%, and ranged from a 

low of 16% to a high of 57% in the 28 driving groups examined. Accordingly, it is also likely that the 

market for cars incapable of freeway travel would be quite limited. In short, prospects are poor for 

a wide market for the slow two-passenger electric car which is the only economical prospect with 

today' s batteries. 

CHART 6 

OVERNIGHT PARKING 

!Percent 1-Farnily Units Estimated· Percent Cars 
With Covered Parking (FHA) With Off-Street Parking 

New York 73 56 

Los Angeles 97 75 

Chicago 70 54 

Philadelphia 52 40 

San Francisco 95 73 

Detroit 72 56 

Boston 41 32 

Washington 19 15 

Since other facilities are not available, electric cars will not initially be applicable to the 

needs of drivers who lack an overnight parking place with recharge electricity readily available. 

Though little information is available on off-street parkjng, FHA figures as illustrated in Chart 6 are 

available by city on the percent of single family housing units which have covered parking. These 

would surely be the easiest places for the buyer of an electric car to arrange recharge: virtually 

all would have 120-volt service available, and 240-volt service needed by the larger cars might be 

available already or could be inexpensively brought to the parking place. Difficulties would be 
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greater, of course, for persons :'..n apartments Hith assigned parking :;paces in 1·emote lots or garages, 

and they Hould be greater still for persons parking their cars on the street overnight. The Los Angeles 

survey determined that only 75% of the region's cars had off-street parking available. It is to be 

expected that the corresponding figure for older cities, Hhich greH up before the automobile became so 

important, Hould be considerably less. The rough estimates in Chart 6 Here extrapolated from the 

Los Angeles value of (5% in accord Hith the percentage of single family units Hith covered parking 

shot,;n on the chart. 

Cars At Single Family 
Off~sLreet Parking 

Secondary Cars 

Only Cars 

Primary Cars 

CHART 7 

Al?Pt.!CJ.IJ3ILITY. OF 
URBAN ELECTRIC CARS 

Required 
Range, km 

Units With 

72 

150 

210 

All Cars With Off-Street Parking 180 

·---

Percent. of 
Urban Cars 

17 

13 

14 

58 
··-

The applicabilit-y of urban electric cars is estimated in Chart 7. Required ranges and driver 

groups t~ere obtained from Chart 4. Availability of off-street parking was obtained from Lite tepurts 

·and estimates illustrated in Chart 6, averaged for all urban areas Hith over 50,000 populatjnn. About 

nO% of the US auto fleet is urban under this definition. In addition, percentages of cars at 1, 2, 

and 3 or more car single-family units Here assumed to be the same as determined by the census of 1970. 

The applicability of electric cars shoHD in Char~ 7 must be considered surprisingly high. A range 

of 72 kilometers is Hi thin the reach of present technology, and easily achievable t~ith technology 

expected in the coming decade. Yet it suffices for 17% of urban cPrs, an absolute number near 12 

million. Overall, the -potential is clearly great. For the moment, hoHever, the-dollar costs of such 

a shift are clearly substantial. For this reason, it should be remembered that the applicability of 

electric cars as defined here is not synonymous Hith their marketability. 

Chart 8 shoHs energy requirements of prospective electric cars. This is the starting point for 

analyzing energy impacts of Hidespread electric car usage. 

Chart 8 folloHs from the parametric energy requirements for future cars given in the preceding 

paper, the range requirements of Chart 7, and assumed battery efficiencies of 75% for lead-acid systems 

and 70% for other systems plus battery charger efficiencies of 90% for current and improved cars and 
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CHART 8 

ELECTRIC CAR ENERGY USE 

Range, Recharge Energy, Equivalent 
km k{'llh/km MPG 

Current 72 0.36 23 

Improved 

Lead-Acid 180 0.33 25 

NI-ZN 180 0.27 30 

Advanced 300 0.21 38 
450 0.26 Jl 

95% for the advanced cars. The eq~i~alent miles per gallon shown in Chart 8 assume oil-fired recharge 

generation with an efficiency of 91% for electric power transmission and distribution, a utility heat 

rate of 10,000 Btu per kilowatt hour, and refinery efficiencies· of 95 and 85% for boiler fuel and 

~a~oline, re~pectively. 

Overall, electric cars may save petroleum if they replace average cars in the United States fleet, 

which in a decade may reach 25 mpg in urban driving. If they replace economical subcompact cars, 

however, they are not likely to reduce petroleum consumption unless recharge energy is supplied from 

other sources: conventional subcompacts are already available which achieve and exceed 40 mpg. 

I 

i. 

CHART 9 

PROJECTED ELECTRIC ENERGY PRODUCTION. 
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Tracing the impacts of electric car use on 

energy use requires a· determination of fuels likely 

to be used for generating recharge power. This, in 

turn, requires supply and demand projection for 

electric utilities, a difficult and uncertain 

enterprise. This is illustrated by Chart 9, t~hich 

shows several projections for the Los Angeles area. 

Over the past few years, projected supply and demand 

of electricity has been adjusted downward in 

Los Angeles (and elsewhere) substantially: from a 

growth rate exceeding 5% per capita to a level near 

3 1/2%. 

Considering the difficulties which utilities 

now have in meeting emissions requirements, in 

obra1n1ng site permits, in financing newconstructio~ 

and in serving peak demands, the new projections for 

electric power generation remain as uncertain as the 
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old. Moreover, major ra~e revisions seem to be coming, and the institution of peak and off-peak rates 

for residential users differing by as much as a factor of six may have a big effect on d·aily demand 

profile. · The following charts must be viewed, then, with caution. 

CHART 10 
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Chart 10 shows actual sources planned to meet 

the demands projected in Chart 9. After a few more 

years of growth, the contribution of oil and gas is 

expected to dwindle, while coal and nuclear power 

increase rapidly in importance. This. of course. 

ic a promi~ing protpect for ~~~~tri~ ~Hrs: tn thP 

extent their energy comes from non-petroleum fuels, 

they will simply eliminate petl:-o:l eum consumption 

of cars they replace. As forer.Ast.ecl growth declines, 

however, the role of nuclear power generally dwindles 

fastest, as Chart 10 shows. 

~~hart 11 shows similar source projections for 

St. Louis, a ~egion which is drastically different 

because it relic::; alii'.OGt entirely on coal for 

electric power generation. As nuclear power will be 

added to reduce cost and accommodate future demand 

petroleum will play a very small role in prospective 

recharge power in the St. Louis area. 

Chart 12 shows source projections for yet 

another region with different <.:haracteristics·: 

Philadelphia. Here a substantial part of generation 

has been and v;ill be dependent on petroleum fuel, 

but coal and nuclear power are growing in importance. 

Availability of the various energy sources in 

Charts 10-12 for electric car recharge has be:en 

·:analyzed at General Research. A national analysis 

is in progress which considers electricity sources 

individually for over 200 major utilities in the 

United States. As yet, however, results of this 

analysis are not available, so·for the moment these 
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previous results must be •Jsed to illustrate the range of possibilities. 

Utility daily load profiles such as that shown 

in Chart 13 are crucial in the anlaysis of 

recharging. During late-night hours when electric 

cars could be recharging for the following day's use, 

demand is typically well below the peak. Even after 

an allowance for scheduled and unscheduled roo 

maintenance, idle facilities are likely to be 

available which could be used to generate recharge 

power from several different fuels. Utilities may 

b~ oxpcctcd to meet demanJb ~tete vuHHible tro~ the 

most economical and least-polluting sources, hydro, 

nuclear, and coal, reserving petroleum for meeting 

peak demands. To the extent that electric car 

recharging raises night-time demand above that which 

can be met by other fuels, petroleum will be 

required for recharge. 

CHART 13 
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Even on the peak day, immense amounts of recharge energy are potentially available. On nthPr rl~ys 

the amount is greater still, and more recharge energy could generally be developed from non-petroleum 

sources. 

Chart 14 shows the recharge eriergy projected 

to be available on the peak day of the year in 

I.os Angeles. Energy is shown in terms of kilowatt 

hours per automobile mile projected for the area. 

Under recent projections for the.reeion, about .3 

kilowatt hours per automobile mile will be available 

in the 1990s. Since electric cars typically t 
>' 

" required about .5 k.Wh/m:i. (.3 kHh/km), this ::;uggests ! 
~ -"' that roughly 60% of Los Angeles cars could be ~ 
;; 
> 
~ 

electrified and recharged even on the peak day. 

This ·situation appears typical. Overall, it 

seems likely that the availability of recharge 

power will not limit the use of electric urban cars. l_ 
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Chart 15 projects petroleum savings as a 

function of future use of electric cars in 

Los Angeles, Philadelphia, ami St. Louis. The 

widths of the bands for each city reflect the 

possibility that electric cars might either replace 

average cars, or they might first repla~e economical 

sub-compact cars. In this latter event, petroleum 

savings would be reduced at low electric car use. 

For St. Louis, where no petrol~um lS relJU!Letl Iut 

generating recharge power, petroleum savings would 

be greatest. For Los Angeles, which even in 1990 

would require petroleum for recharge power on a 

good many days each year, savings would be least. 

The Philadelphia case iH intermediate. 

CHART 15 

EFFECT OF ELECTRIC CARS ON 
PETROLEUM USAGE, 1990, WITH LOWER 

UTILITY GROWTH PROJECTIONS 

ELECTRIC CAH USE. l)ef'carn 

'------------------··~·-· .... ---' 
Chart 16 presents a preliminary estimate of recharge capacity by fuel type and major utility groups 

in the United States. Evidently there is a great variation in the relative importance of oil among 

recharge fuels. But this does not begin to tell the whole story: there are major variations within 

the regions shown. In the western region, for example, recharge in Los AngeleH would be largely 

petroleum-fired while in Denver it would be coal-fired and in Seattle hydro-powered. 

Assessment of the national impact of electric car use thus requires lengthy utility-by-utility 

analysis, a task \vhich is in progress but not complete as of this writing at GRC. 

CHART 16 
LOCATION OF RECHARGE CAPACITY BY FUEL TYPE 
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Though details are lacking, it is still possible 

to say something about the prospective effect of 

urban electric cars on national petroleum use, as 

suggested in Chart 17. The top trace in this chart 

is a projection of the percentage of US oil use for 

auto fuel through the year 2000. The projection was 

made by Brookhaven National Laboratory in 1975; it 

foresees a smaller percentage use for auto fuel than 

the "historic grmvth" projections of the 1974 energy 

study of the Ford Foundation, but higher percentage 

use than t.he "technical fix" or "zero energy growth" 

scenarios of that study. The shaded area on the 

30 

CHART 17 
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chart shows the percentage of auto fuel used by urban cars which might be replaced by electric cars. 

The upper boundary of this region is for all urban cars with off-street parking, while the lower 

boundary is for secondary cars with off-street parking. The range of petroleum saving, 2-8% of 

national oil use, is a huge amount in absolute terms but a very modest portion of total US petroleum 

use. 
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CHART 10 
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39.7 134.5 304.7 

142.2 58.6 128.0 

138.2 2.1 5.5 

6492.0 365.6 155.6 

7071.8 663.0 1252.8 

so 
X Particulates --

13.1 53.1 

16.3 10.7 

194.7 103.1 

270.8 24.5 

299.0 2150.5 

793.9 2341.9 
-

Chart 18 shows a projected emissions inventory for air pollutants in the Philadelphia region, in 

the absence of electric cars. What is important here is the modest contribution of vehicular sources: 

4% of oxides of nitrogen, 15% of hydrocarbons, 52% of carbon monoxide, and trivial contributions 

elsewhere. Even in the case of carbon monoxide, total elimination of auto emissions could reduce 

pollutant in the region. For. NOx and hydrocarbons, elimination of auto emissions has much less leverage. 

Similarly small automotive contributions to regional air pollution were found in St. Louis and 
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Los Angeles for future years.· 

This situation is the result of the major cleanup of auto exhaust which began in the United States 

in 1970. The projection of Chart 18 assumes the delay of the imposition of stringent final standards 

until 1982, a prospect which remains a reasonable basis for calculation as of this writing. 

CHART 19 

UPPER-BOUND TMPACTS ON AIR POLLUTION 
(80% ELECTRIC CAR USE, 1990) 

Change in Regional Emissions, percent 
Pollutant St. Louis Philadelphia Los Angeles 

Nitrogen Oxides 9 -1 -1 

Hydrocarbons -14 -12 -14 
I . 

Carbon Monoxide -17 -18 -26 

Sulfur Oxides 14 21 14 

Particulates 0 -1 -21 
.. 

ln Chart 19, projected changes in air pollution emissions are shown for three rP.prP.RPntAI~ive urban 

regions. An unrealistically high level of electric car use--80%-- is assumed. Nevertheless, the 

changes in regional emissions are quite small, generally less than the uncertainties in our predictions 

of future air pollutant concentrations. Where recharge power is generated by combustion of fossil 

fuels in the regional air basin, power plant emissions may actually increase totals of nitrogen oxides 

and sulfur oxides, offsetting the advantages of reduced hydrocarbon and ~~rbon monoxide emissions. 

Generally, pollutant concentrations would change in these areas by about the same amount as 

emisslum; t:hanges. This prnvP.rl tr.•.1e even in the case of Los Angeles, where this simple rela Lluu wa~ 

Lested and verified by exercising of an elaborate photochemical diffusion model. Overall, it appears 

there-remains only a minor role for electric cars tn pl~y in improving urban air quality. 

As may be seen in Chart 20, substitution of electric cars for conventional cars might substant'ially 

reduce exposure of urban populations to excessive traffic noise. The curve in this chart was developed 

by the Interagency Task Force on Automotive Goals for the 1980's. It shows reductions in impact, 

relative to the 1976 level, as noise emissions for accelerating urban cars are reduced from the current 

level of 72 dB(A). At the present time an estimated 17 million urban residents are exposed to levels 

of traffic acceleration noise exceeding the annoyance threshold. 

'A· reduction of traffic noise is already undenvay in accord with the Noise Control Act of 1972. 

Noise standards of increasing stringency have been established for motor vehicles other thanautomobiles 

As a result, the impact curve in Chart 20 begins at a level well below 100%. Noise standards will soon 

be adopted for conventional· automobiles as well. At GRC, we expect a reduction in urban acceleration 

noise of perhaps 4 dB; with this plus the scheduled reductions in nnise f.rom other vehicles, future 
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noise impact would be reduced to about SO% of the 

1976 level in absence of electric cars. The 

limited data suggest that electric car acceleration 

noise may be only about.SB dB, which would further 

reduce noise impact to less than 20% of the 1976 

level if all urban cars were electric. 

In the three regions studied to date, as shmvn 

in Chart 21, a relatively small portion of regional 

employment is in activities likely to be impacted 

by electric car use. For the most part, impacts 

would change work performed rather than eliminate 

it. The most important activity which would be 

simply elimLnated is petroleum sales, which employs 

around 1% of the regional labor force. Durine Any 

foreseeable transition to electric cars, employment 

changes in this classification would be small 

CHART 20 

IMPACT OF ACCELERATION NOISE 

100 

80 

20 

FUTURE 
ELECTRICAL 
CARS 

CAR URBAN ACCELERATION NOISE, dBA 

fractions of a percent per year, far less than typical unemployment rates. Consequences would 

The national impact study in progress at GRC will address effects in auto manufacturing, which is 

concentrated in regipns other than those of Chart 21. As yet, however, results are not available. 

Electrical Equipment MFG 

Vehicle and Parts MFG 

Petroleum Sales 

Auto Supplies 

Auto Repair 

Vehicle Sales 

Totals 

CHART 21 

REGIONAL ACTIVITY SUBJECT TO ELECTRIC 
CAR IMPACTS, 1973 

I Standard 
Industrial Percent of Total 

: Classification Employment 
Regional 

I (SIC) St. Louis Philadelphia Los 
' 
! 3621,3622,3691 0.1 0. 2 i 
! 

' 3694,3717 3.0 0. 2 

5092,5541 1.4 0.8 

5013' 5531 0.5 0.4 

7538,7539 0.2 0. 2 

5012,5511,5521 1.1 0.9 

I 6.3 2.7 
'"""··~·· --
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Depreciation 
Vehicle 
Battery 

Fuel 

Upkeep 

Insurance, Taxes, 
Garaging, etc. 

Financing 

Total 

CHART 22 

LIFE-CYCLE COSTS 
(1976 cents per km) 

ICE Electric 
Sub-Compact 1976 Pb 

1.9 2.5 
3. 2 

1.4 1.6 

2.1 l. 2. 

2.6 2.7 

1.2 ? 2. 4 

9. 2 13.6 

Subcompact 
1985 Pb 

2.4 
1.1 

1.4 

1.1 

2.7 

2.4 

11.1 

CharL 22 ·~haws costs of electri~ ~ar use for operators of electric cars, togetlter with those nf 

an ICE subcompact for comparison. The subcompact costs were taken from the 1976 edition of Cost of 

Operating an Automobile, published by the US Department of Transportation, fuel and electricity costs 

were set at prevailing values in 1976, about 4 cents per kilowatt hour and 64 cents per gallon. Costs 

for electric cars assume mass production and a 20% longer life than attributed to the ICE car (twelve 

years, 120,000 miles). Nevertheless, they are 20-50% higher than those of the conventional car. 

Overall, the limited range and extra cost of the electric car are signific.ant disadvantages. On 

the other hand, range should be adequate soon for almost all nrban travel and eventually for some 

intercity travel, while electric car use would simultaneously make urban auto travel independent of 

petroleum fuels and reduce petroleum consumption, urban air pollution, and urban traffic noise. 

QUESTION AND ANSWER SESSION 

The following is the discussion of Mr. William Hamil ton's presentation, "Urban Applications and 

Energy Impacts of FUture Electric Cars." This discussion is reported below in the form of questions 

from the audience and answers from Mr. Hamilton. 

Question: 

Answer: 

What might the variations in average driving be from city to city? 

Our ongoing analysis of 0-D survey data from Washington suggests daily driving there may 
be as little. as two-thirds that shown for Lo~ Angeles in Charts 1-4. To my knowledge, 
no comparable data have ever been developed for any other city. Reports of average daily 
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Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

Question: 

Answer: 

auto mileage have been compiled several times for all large cities in the nation. They 
show differences of 50% and more, but because the several sources of average driving are 
far from agreement with one another, I place little reliance on these figures. The 
origin-destination surveys on which I base my comments are not beyond question either. 
In both Los Angeles and Washington, traffic counters operated on the survey day showed 
far more auto movement than reported in the survey. The survey results have been 
"adjusted" upward to account for presumed underreporting by survey respondents. The 
adjustments are substantial: 25 or 30% over all, a~d 100% or more for certain types of 
trips considered most likely to be under-reported. 

In Chart 5 you talk about maximum number of passengers carried, as opposed to average 
range requirements; are thes~ compatible? 

In both cases, we focused on requirements sufficient for 95% of driving days. That is, 
we looked for ranges which were more than those traveled by a driver on 95% of his 
travel days, and passenger capacity sufficient on at least 95% of the days. The 95% 
figure is, of course, arbitrary; it might have been 90% or 98%. In any case, the figure 
used should be high enough so that on the remaining driving days, when driving needs 
exceeded the capability of the electric car, the driver would be inconvenienced very 
infrequently. 

You are assuming that what is true for 95% of the people on one day is true for one 
person on 95% of his days? 

Yes. Unfortunately, we don't have surveys of one person over thousands of days. All 
we have is thousands of people on a single day. Nevertheless, it appears that the 
surveys do reasonably show the frequency with which people travel beyond a given range. 
One indication of this is found by examining the tails of the distributions in the 
survey. On the survey day, the characteristics of respondents who reported very long 
driving distances were similar to those reporting much shorter distances. There ·was 
nothing in the data to suggest that the few people who drive a long way were a distinct 
group of people who drive equally long distances on most days of the year. 

How reasonable are the off-street parking figures in Chart 6? 

I believe they are not very good, but we have no better information. We are now 
replacing the FHA data for one-family units with information from the Annual Housing 
Survey of HUD and the Bureau of the Census. It is more comprehensive, extending to 
non-metropolitan areas and to multi-family housing as well as single-family urban 

. housing. Moreover, it is based on actual survey, rather than only on reports for units 
insured by FHA. Generally, it indicates s~mewhat higher availability of parking than 
in Chart 6. It also suggests that the estimates for the percentage of all cars with 
off-street parking in Chart 6 are low. But even these new data are far from conclusive: 
they report on parking only in garages or carports for owner-occupied units, and thus 
do not identify those houses which may not have covered parking, but do have driveway 
space adjacent to the residence where necessary electric outlets for recharging could 
easily be available. In any case, even though the 17% applicability figure of Chart 7 
may be an underestimate, it is still an enormous absolute number of cars: well over 
twelve million automobiles. 
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~ FUNDING IN TRANSPORTATION ENERGY 
LONSERVATION AREA AND RESEARCH PLANS 

by 

Gene Mannella* 

Gene Mannella received his Ph.D. from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute in 1956. From 1956 to 

1960, he was engaged in postdoctoral research there. He was associated with scientific technical 

operations in industry in Massachusetts, and with Battelle Memorial Institute, Columbus, Ohio, a~ a 

Research Associate. He served as Director of Advanced'Technology, NASA Electronics Research Center, 

and later the Department of Transportation, Transportation Systems Center in Cambridge, Massachusetts. 

From 1971 to 1973, Dr. Mannella was Dean of the School of Engineering and Architecture at Catholic 

University where he also held appointments in Chemical Engineering and Aerospace Science. He was 

' Associate Administrator for Research and Development at the National Highway Traffic Safety Adminis-

tration, U.S. Department of Transportation, from 1973 to 1976. Dr. Gene Mannella was appointed 

Deputy Assistant Administrator for Conservation=and Acting Assistant Administrator on November 21, 1976. 

He is responsible for six divisions with a combined budget of $320 million engaged in a wide variety 

of research development and demonstration projects. 

*At the time of presentation, Vr. Mannella was Assistant Administrator/Conservation, u.s. ERDA, 
Washington, D.C. 
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ERDA FUNDING IN TRANSPORTATION ENERGY 
CONSERVATION AREA AND RESEARCH PLANS 

ABSTRACT 

The remarks made by Dr. Gene Mannella relate to several facets of the Transportation Energy 

Conservation Program presently being pursued by ERDA. The program elements are divided into three 

categories: Electric and Hybrid Vehicles; Highway Systems; and Non-Highway Transport and Special 

Projects. Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development and Demonstration Act of 1976 requires: 

conducting special studies and state-of-the-art assessments; cond~cting re~e~rch ~ng geveloPment 

(energy storage, vehicle design); conducting demonstrations and providing fin~ncial bv.~ine~s incen-

tives to manufacturers. The Highway System Program is directed towards: improving propulsion system 

and researching alternative fuels. As part of.the improvements towards propulsion systems, ERDA is 

undertaking research related to gas turbine engines and Stirling engines. ERDA·plans to have 

demonstration models fitted with Stirling and gas turbine engines by 1982 with a view to decide on 

future R&D strategies. Presently ERDA has low level efforts on research related to alternate fuels 

but it is likely to increase in the·near future. The Non-Highway Transport Energy Conservation Pro-

gram is directed towards: development and demonstration of energy saving technologies and operational 

trategies; encourage near term energy savings through improved operations and new concer-ts evaluation; 

define and assess environmental, socio-economic, institutional and other potential impacts. 

These programs will help to improve energy efficiency and prepare the U.S. for non-

petroleum transportation in the 21st century which is imperative for preserving our quality of life. 
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ERDA FUNDING IN TRANSPORTATION ENERGY 
CONSERVATION AREA AND RESEARCH PLANS 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 
I'm really pleased to have the opportunity to be here today for a couple of reasons. I'd 

lived in this area for a while and it's nice to get back here. It's also very rewarding to talk to 

people who are interested in energy conservation; I'm fairly broad in responsibilities about energy con-

servation but since Ram Mittal has revealed my transportation background, I'll admit to you that I have 

a special interest in energy conservation in the transportation field and so when I have an opportunity 

to talk to other people who likewise are interested it really is more play than work. 

I will begin my discussion of energy conservation possibilities in transportation by showing 

you graphically what the United States petroleum production and consumption is. Chart 1 is a graph com-

puted for the purpose of showing what the United States petroleum production and consumption statistics 

have been. The last column shows domestic production as a percentage of the total consumption. The 

pattern is clear, this number is on the decline implying that we are depending more on foreign countries 

for our petroleum needs. For example, look at the data from 1960. You can see the production column 

and the consumption column. The ratio of these two columns reflects that in 1960 we were producing 80 

percent of our requirements and importing 20 percent. In 1976, the ratio was roughly 50/50. The trend 

that is continuing in 1977 is no better. In some months this year we have imported as much as 10 million 

barrels per day, more than 50 percent of our requirement. 

CHART 1 

U.S. PETROLEUM PRODUCTION 
AND CONSUMPTION 

(BILLIONS OF BARRELS PER YEAR OF OIL) 
% Production 

Year Production (1) Consumption Of Consumption 

1960 2.92 3.66 79.8 

1965 3.29 4.22 78.0 

1970 4.12 5.37 76.7 

1971 4.07 5.57 73.1 

1972 4.09 6.01 68.1 

1973 4.00 6.32 63.3 

1974 3.85 6.15 62.6 

1975 3.70 5.95 62.2 

1976 3.56 6.35 56.1 

(1) Includes Crude Oil Production, Condensate, And Natural Gas Liquids. 
11l91bM 1/le 

Now let us look at the energy consuming sector of our society. The classical way of breaking 

up and defining the energy consuming characteristics of our society has been in three areas--industrial, 
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residential and commercial, and transportation. Industry consumes about 43 percent of the total energy 

in the U.S. which includes agriculture and food processing. Residential and commercial applications 

account for about 31 percent of the total energy consumed in the U.S. It's divided about evenly 

between residential applications mostly for heating, cooling, and some lighting; and commercial appli-

cations, where a l~rge part of it is for heating, cooling, and operation of machines. That leaves 

about 25 percent of the total energy consumed in the U.S. for·the transportation secLur \4\ticll i:; 

nearly 100 percent dependent upon petroleum. There is very little flexibility for using anything else. 

The transportation sector accounts for over half of the total petroleum that is consumed in the U.S. 

Furthermore, if you think of the class of vehicles which I'll call highway vehicles, passenger cars and 

light trucks which use about the same technology and the same power, you'll tinct that tney accounr for 

77 percent of the 25 percent of energy consumed for transportation. These highway vehicles consume an 

amount of liquid fuel that's almost exactly equivalent to what we are importing-into the United States. 

So when you look at the availability of liquid fuel and you look at the consuming sectors of our society, 

you can really see that highway vehicles are an extremely important part of our strategic program to 

solve some of our energy problems and, hopefully, to become energy independent because they are the 

biggest consumer of that fuel which is in the shortest supply worldwide. There are some other charac

teristics about highway vehicles that make them very interesting. There are about 120 million of these 

vehicles in the United States today, but they turn over at the rate of approximately 10 percent a year. 

So you would turn over that inventory completely in about 10 or 11 years. There is no other major energy 

consuming energy sector of our society that has that characteristic. ~ou cannot turn over the inventory 

of 47 million private residences or of 70 million total dwellings, including apartment buildings. Nor 

can you turn over the industrial plants in anything like 10 years. So, if you can significantly reduce 

the energy consumption of highway vehicles in such a way that the net product to the consumer is basi

cally no different from his prior automobile, you can completely reverse the energy consumption 

characteristics of this sector of our society with a very small additional capital requirement. 

The additional capital requirement on the part of the automotive industry might be 10 billion dollars 

beyond what they ordinarily spend ·during the 10-year period. But within the context uf what we're 

·talking about in the national energy sector, this is a very, very small amount. To bring the 

47 million new houses in the United States up to the point where they would cut their energy con

sumption in half which is an energy consuming characteristic possible for the automobile would require 

500 billion dollars. So you can see that the highway vehicle, in particular, as a part of the transpor

tation consuming sector of our society is an extremely attractive goal for us to try to significantly 

change in terms of its operating efficiency. 
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2.0 TRANSPORTATION ENERGY CONSERVATION PROGRAM GOALS 

Our program goals are to ~pkove ~he en~gy e66~~~ency o6 ~he ~an4pO~~on mod~ but ~n 

pMti~ulM ~e h~ghway veh~cle and ~edu~e and el!~~~e ~he dependen~e on pwo.eeum. We want to add 

flexibility, and provide the service demand in vehicle miles traveled ~ith something other than the very 

scarce high-grade, high-quality liquid fuel. Now in doing this we do have th~ lead role within ERDA for 

energy conservation as it relates to transportation. There are some other agencies that are involved but 

not in an R&D sense. There are some regulatory and policy roles that are carried on by DOT, FEA, and 

EPA, e.g., enforcemeul of 55 mph speed is the responsibility of DOT; EPA is charged with maintaining a 

certain level of emission standards for almost all types of highway vehicles. 

TRANSPORTATION ENERGY CONSERVATION 

PROGRAM GOALS 

• Improve Energy Efficiency 

• Reduce/Eliminate Dependence 
On Petroleum 

CHART l 

TRANSPORTATION ENERGY CONSERVATION 

FEDERAL ROLE 

• Near Term Regulatory And Policy Roles 

EJEJ8 
• Mid & Long-Range Technology 

DP.velopment And Rick-Shoring Role 

~ 

We have three program areas that I would like to talk about briefly today. One of them is for 

electri~ and hybrid vehicle~. It ranges from a relatively modest and low level program of a complete 

systems approach to an optimized electric vehicle,to a very substantial program that includes several 

large demonstrations, some loan guarantee authorities and other items that stem from the passage of the 

Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, Development and Demonstration Act of 1976. Basically, our highway 

systems program encompasses the development or refinement of new engines that we are working on coopera-

tively with industry. We've tried to develop these engines to see if we can significantly decrease the 

specific fuel consumption first of highway vehicles and later for the non-highway transport area which 

includes the other transportation modes of rail, air, and water. As I've already indicated, the bulk of 

o~r activity presently is done in the highway SY,Stems because our planning and analysis shows strategi-

cally that this is the area that has the most leverage. We are becoming very involved in electric and 
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hybrid vehicles. They have certain characteristics th~t bear on this strategic plan. We do not ignore 

the other modes; but, 6Jt.ank£.y, .the. oppoJt:turUty 60Jt J.>.i.gnJ.6.i.c.an:t e.ne.Jtg!f c.on-6e.Jtva.t.i.on w.i..th :the. o:the.Jt mode.J.> 

'.i.-6 :thJtough Jte.J.>e.aJtc.h and de.vif.opmen;t a..6 oppMe.d :to ope.Jta;ti.ona.e c.hange.-6 W~C'.h Me. no:t ve.Jttj J.>ubJ.>:tan.t..i.a.e. 

CHART 4 

TRANSPORTATION 
ENERGY CONSERVATION 

Electric & Hybrid 
Vehicles 

Highway 
Systems 

Non highway 
Transport & Special 

Projects 

2.10 Transportation Energy Conservation Funding 

• 

• 
• 

CHART ~ 

TRANSPORTATION EI\IERGY 
CONSERVATION FUNDING 

FY77 (BA $ MIL) FY7B (BA $ MIL) 

Electric & Hybrid 
Vehicles 21.7 30.0 
Hlghw<~y Systems 18.2 29.4 
Nonhighway 
~y~ltllll~ AIIIJ 
New Concepts And 
Impact Assessments ~ _JiQ 

Total 43.9 64.4 

Now I will give you a look at funding. In fiscal year 1977, which we are just completing, we 

had about 44 million 'dollars. That picture changed substantially during the course o~ the year. When 

we stArted out in fiscal year 1977, under the Ford Administration, we had 5 million dollars for the first 

quart~r. The electric hybrid vehicle act was passed last September; it was vetoed by President Furd and 

overriden by Congress. It was not funded until early February when the Carter Administration was in place. 

At this point we requested a reprogramming of 20 million dollars to get the program going. The various 

committees of Congress that had to pass on these programming requests couldn't: quite agree on the amount 

but ~•e got an additonal 16.27 million dollars. In 1977, the highw<ly ~ysteius ated is almoat cnolu!l.i.•;,;oly 

devoted to the turbine engine. A very small amount of work is being done on the Stirling engine. The 

highway system program is really a collection of relatively small studies which I'll describe for you a 

little bit later. In 1978, the electric and hybrid vehicle program has been allotted 30 million dollars 

or 16 million dollars less than we requested. I think that before 1978 is finished that figure will be 

revised as we will very definitely have learned the process of asking for supplemental reprogramming with 

the concurrence of the White House. I predict it will be up to 46 million dollars because we have a sub-

stantial number of things that have to be done under PL-94-413, the Electric and Hybrid Vehicle Research, 

Development and Demonstration Act. 
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The highway systems program grows according to our schedule because in 1978 we will get sub

stantially involved in both the Stirling and the turbine engines in terms of hardware. We will go from 

a paper study of the Stirling engine to hardware. We're presently negotiating contracts with Ford Motor 

Company on the Stirling engine. We're just beginning to put the 1979 budget together; it will probably 

clear ERDA by the end of August. I think that what we'll see is that about 80·million dollars by the time 

we.'re finished reprogramming for 1978, and 100 million dollars for 1979. I think that's where the pro

gram begins to level off, as I really can't see any substantial new initiatives at the present time that 

would justify having two full blown programs for engine development. We'll have a full blown electric and 

hybrid. vehicle program and the only thing that I can think of at the present time which might become a 

major initiative would be a·very large demonstration of alternative fuels. 

3.00 EHV PROGRAM ELE~'ENTS 

Let me talk about some of the program areas so that you can get a feel for what we're doing. 

I'll talk about the electric and hybrid vehicle program first to tell you about some of our successes 

and failures. Our base program which was operating at a very modest level a year ago really encompassed 

a small amount of development. It was basically oriented to really look at electric vehicles from a 

total systems standpoint rather than a conversion of an existing type vehicle which is all too commonly 

the case. 

In Phase I, conceptual design contracts were m;HiP urith Garrett, in c.ou,;uL·tium with GE, 

Chrysler and other organizations. Public.law.94-413 really dramatically increases the level of activity 

in electric and hybrid vehicle programming. It calls for a rather substantial increase in the component 

and vehicle systems development type R&D. There is a very substantial amount of battery work for R&D 

in that program in addition to the battery work that we're doing elsewhere in the conservation program. 

It has loan guarantees, planning grants and other financial incentive programs. It has two fairly well 

specified demonstrations of electric vehicles--2500 electric vehicles in about two years and 5000 advanced 

electric vehicles within about five years, as well as numerous special studies and reports which bear on 

institutional problems, safety problems, and things of this sort. It really is a very complex bill to 

administer and we have put together a program that combines the requirements of PL-94-413 with our existing 

baseline programming. What we're trying to do is: first, by law we must meet the requirements in 

scheduling of PL-94-413. Many things are spelled out there very specifically, including the date .upon 

which we will begin the acquisition of the demonstration vehicles and the dates that we will receive the 

last vehicle. It's a very, very strict. program in that regard. By 1983, we wAnt to demonstrote the 

commercial feasibility of elec.tric and hybrid vehicles. By 1985 we want a fully competitive electric 
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CHART 6 

EHV PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

Base 
Program 

• Component & 
Subsystems 
Development 

• Vehicle Systems 
Development 

EHV AD & D Project 
(PL 94-413) 

• Component And 
Vehicle R & D 

• Financial Incentives 
Program 

• Vehicle Procurement 

• Vehicle Demonstrations 

• Special Studies & Reports 

CHART 7 

EHV PROGRAM OBJECTIVES 
• M~el Requirements & SchP.dules Of 

PL 94-413 

• By 1983, Demonstrate Commercial Feasibility 
Of EHV 

• By 1985, Develop Fully Competitive Electric 
Or Hybrid Vehicles For Short·Range, Urban 
Environment 

• By 1990, Develop Fully Competitive Hybrid 
Vehicles Suitable For All Modes Of Personal 
& Light Commercial Transportation 

• By 2000, Develop Fully Competitive, 
Totally Electric Vehicles 

or hybrid vehicle for short range urban environments. We would really like to see them in production 

by that time frame. By 1990, we'd like to see the hybrid vehicles which would extend the range of 

electric vehicles substantially and by the year 2000 we would hope to see electric vehicles numbering 

20 percent of the vehicle fleet, which by the year 2000 may well nu111ber in the neighborhood of 140 

million vehicles. If that 20 percent of electric vehicles is achieved, we could obtain a minimum of 20 

percent, maybe a little bit more, of our personal transportation with something othRr than liquid 

petroleum. Now, that's a rat:her <uuuitious program anrl it'::; not without its prohlem areas. 

3.10 TIJIIV Problem ArAas 

The electric vehicle industry, if it can be called an industry, is undeveloped (Chart 8). 

People who are producing the few electric vehicl~s chaL are availoblo tod~y ~rP. reallY very small, 

enterprenurial, almost garage-type, operations. We have to nuteure thaL luJustt-y and holp it grow and 

develop some of the professional and engineering talents that are needed for it to become viable. Of 

course, certain of the provisions of PL-94-413 as the loan guarantee and grants Rrc directed exactly 

toward that. The hybrid vehicle industry is non-existent. As a matter of fact, there are really very 

few hybrid veHicles of any sort, experimental or what have you in existence anywhere around the w.orld. 

I've only seen two and I don't think that there are very many more than that. Another very disturbing 

fact, since PL-94-413 has a very strong component for the development of a U.S. domestic industry, is 

that most of the U.S. hardware is not really at the state of the art. Foreign technology in this area 
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i~ much more impressive, and is clearly an area in which both Europe and Japan lead the U.S. by an 

embarrassing amount. So, do we stick to domestic technology knowing that it's not the best available 

or do we. go with the foreign technology which is likely to produce some conflicts with the purposes an~ 

intents of PL-94-413. 

EHV PROBT'EM AREAS 

• EV Industry Immature 

• HV Industry Nonexistent 

• Most U.S. Hardware Not At 
State-Of-The-Art 

• Poor Performance, Safety Problems 
Of Current Vehicles 

• Chance Of Adverse Public Reaction 
To Current Vehicles 

CII,\RTO 

EHV R&D AREAS 
IMPACTING PERFORMANCE 

• Batteries 
• Motors 
• Controllers 
• Transmissions 
• Re~enerative Br~king 
• Vehicle Weight 
• Drag (Aerodynamics, Rolling Resistance) 
• Vehicle System ·Engineering 

When I talk about the electric vehicle in the U.S., I'm talking about those people who have 

produced or are producing electric vehicles. The st<ttu~ of the hardware leads into this last item. 

There is a chance, of course, of adverse public reaction to the current vehicle in the demonstration 

programs. That's where the quandary comes in. Do we use U.S. technology with a lower probability 

·of success of the demo? Regarding the vehicles themselves, available electric vehicles span·a very 

wide spectrum of characteristics. There are some that are pretty good but· there are a great many that 

are not good at all. We have some difficulty in determining what the specifications should be according 

to vehicles that we have demonstrated. 

3.20 EHV R&D Areas Impacting Performance 

Following is a list of fairly ohvi.ous things that have to be addressed if we are really going 

to have a viable electric vehicle. The battery is often without the appropriate amount of energy and 

power density. However, I am of the o~inion that with the current very intense concern about the world-

wide shortage of petroleum we could have a viable electric vehicle. 

We do not have to wait for the commercial production of the high performance battery, but we 

would have to recognize that an electric vehicle would be strictly a commuter car, a neighborhood car 

or something of that sort and would have limited range. The· two-car philosophy, if I can refer to it as 

such, has never been very popular in the U.S. People, regardless of how many cars they own or which 
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cars they own, have always wanted that flexibility of being able to get in it and drive from New York to 

California if they so desire even if they never have any intention of doing that. The vehicle which 

would not be that ·expensive, that had a limited range, like 50 miles between charges and what not, under 

ordinary circumstances would not be very marketable. But, as I said, given the concern, worldwide, 

about the availability of liquid petroleum and the possibility of extremely sharply escalating prices 

and the possibility of severe shortages in 1980, a vehicle with these characteristi.c.s could begin to 

look viable. While most of our attention has been placed on electric vehicles, the act very c<~refully 

spells out that we are to look at hybrid vehicles also. 

We do have some work going on in hybrid vehicles at the Lawrence Livermore Laboratories. They 

are looking at a conceptual design of what could possibly be accomplished in a very general term-by 

hybrids. What does hybrid mean? The types of things that we're looking at are essentially ways of 

extending the range or ~ncreasing•the performance of a ~traight battery vehicle by havine a small heat 

engine, running at speed charging the battery, plus mechanical shaft powering a fly wheel that will boost 

the car during acceleration. A~ I mentioned earlier, this is in a very underdeveloped stage conceptually 

in contrast to electric vehicles which are also underdeveloped, but we've been working on them for 

decades. 

3.30 Requirements of PL-94-413 

Quickly summarizing the requirements of PL-94-413, a number of special studies specifically 

called for are R&D studies on energy storage. As a matter of fact, half'of the R&D dollars associated 

with PL-94-413 are to go into batteries. We are also looking at the vehicle control system, urban 

desi.gn, and traffic management to make sure the electric vehicle is compatible with the traffic streams 

and vehicle design which we have today. The law presently calls for demonstration of up to 2500 vehicles 

at the beginning of the summer of 1978 and uv to 5000 advanced vehicles beginning in the spring of 1981. 

The loan guarantees give smal~ businesses assist:anc~ and planni11g !Filnt~ whi.ch in th'i!mr;:~;~br<?.s are 

interesting things for engineers to try to figure out ·how to administer. 

3.31 Status-EHV Studies and Assessments 

We have initiated work on all the studies that are required in the act. The institutional 

factors study and the incentives study are being done up at Cambridge at TSC. Materials and pollution 

aspects are being done by General Research Corporation. Regenerat~ve braking is being done by Lawrence 

Livermore. State of the art assessment of the existing worldwide vehicle is being.done by NASA, Lewis 

Research Center. The safety standards, which could be the one show stopper associated with electric 

vehicles, is being done by DOT. That is one area that we are particularly concerned about, because 

basically the w<~y you build occupant protection into the vehicle is the mass. You have to absorb the 
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CHART II 

CIIART 10 STATUS 
REQUIREMENTS OF PL 94-413 EHV STUDIES AND ASSESSMENTS 

• Conduct Special Studies & State-Of-The-Art Assessments 

• Conduct R&D 
- Energy Storage 
- Vehicle Conlrol Systems, Regeneralive Braking 
- Urban Design & Traffic Management 
- Vehicle Design 

• Conduct Demonstrations 
- Phase I : 2500 Vehicles 
- Phase II: finnn ArlvnnrAti Vlilhichl•" 

• Provide Financial Business Incentives 
- Loan Guaranlees 
- Small Business Assistance 
- Planning Granls 

Begin Summer 197B 
Bogin Cpring 1!>01 

• Work Initiated On All Studies 
- Institutional Factors (DOT /TSC) 
- Materials & Pollution (GRC) 
- Incentives (DOT /TSC) 
- Regenerative Braking (LLL) 
-State-Of-The-Art A:s:sessment 

(NASA/LERC) 
· - Safety Standards (DOT) 

crash. ·The only way you can do that is by taking some energy absorbing material like steel and twisting 

it or collapsing it. The problem with the electric vehicle, of course, is that with the heavy battery 

pack you start off sluggishly and if you have to add mass you may not meet protection standards. You're 

in a VP.ry f:lj_f;ficult situation bccauac you ju11t simply uu nuL have the flexibility of adding much mass. 

You say why not use the mass of the battery? Well, it is not the kind of mass that you want for crash 

energy absorption. The mass that you want has to be in the front of the vehicle because you need dis-

tance and collapse time in order to protect the occupants. Having a very large battery pack in the 

trunk makes the situation worse if anything, because you have a mass which can accelerate into the 

occupants from behind. So the only way that the occupant protection has been adequately afforded today 

is to have a casel~ke structure in front of t~e occupants which has blast characteristics such that it 

controls the energy intensity resulting from a crash ~nd allows for a minimum acceptable acceleration 

on the occupants. With 1000 lbs of battery in the vehicle, it's going to be a difficult problem to 

overcome. We may have to turn to some· very new technology to overcome that problem. This is where we 

stand on some of the R&D associated with this. NASA, Lewis Research Center is handling the technology 

development program contracts for us. System development is being handled by Jet Propulsion Laboratory, 

and we are negotiating Phase II of our baseline program with GE and Garrett for our experimental mass 

electric cars. The battery and energy storage development has been added on top of the rather substan-

tial battery and energy storage program that we have elsewhere in the conservation program which sup-

ports the solar program and a number of other programs besides the electric and hybrid vehicles. 
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3.32 EHV Demonstration Status 

The status of the demos is that we have selected Booz-Allen to be the planner-manager of the 

demonstr.~tions for us. Performance specifications of Phase I vehicles are being solved by General 

Research. and Arthur D. Little. We have a public meeting to encourage site operators, and we have been 

talking with people like Sears and Ryder that we feel have some experience with dealing directly with 

the public. A Pacer was converted by the Electric Vehicles Associates in Cleveland. It's probably one 

of the best conversion jobs ·I've seen·; -·an·d T·have-probably ridden or heard of more electric vehicles 

wotldwide than any other person. I think that this is probably one of the best for the simple reason 

th8t it looks like a car, it feels like a car, and you have immediate acceptance from the consumer-

driver standpoint. The first ser-ies that this company worked on were Renaults, which we have in our 

headquarters and nRP. frequently to ~:-ive dround town. They did this Pacer for the State of Ohio and 

we negotiated with them to test it as part of our baseline testing program. That's the car that any one 

of us would be quite happy to drive back and forth to work every day. 

EHV R&D STATUS 

• Technology Development 
(Supported By NASA/LERC) 

• Vehicle Systems Development 
(Supported By NASA/JPL) 

• Conlrllcts Being Negotiated With GE 
& Garrett For Experimental "Advanced" 
Electric Cam · 

• BllllEHY & Energy Storage Development 
(Supported By Argonne 
Thru Division of EES) 

3.33 European Technology in Electric Vehicles 

CHART 13 

EHV DEMONSTRATIONS STATUS 

• Demonstration Planner/M~nager Selected 

• Performance Specifications For Phase I 
Vehicles Being Developed By GRC & ADL 

• Public Meeting Held To Encourage 
Site Operators 

Fiat has been working in electric vehicles for a long time and ran their experimental electric 

vehicle at Fiat five years ago. That Fiat was as good then as almost anything I've seen in the U.S. 

today. Furthermore, I might point out that Fiat is by no means the most advanced European manufacturer. 

Volkswagen, Mercedes and Lucas are perhaps even ahead of Fiat but this car did very well in our baseline 

testing. Lucas in England has been working with GM to produce the Bedford Van which is quite prominent 

in the U.K. Lucas has converted· a number of these and they are being used by World Mail Service around 

London to pick up and deliver mail. 
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4.00 HIGHWAY SYSTEMS PROGRAM ELE~ENTS 

As I mentioned earlier, the thrust of this program, until the passage of PL-94-413, was the 

largest part of our total transportation energy conservation program. We have been working with 

Chrysler Corporation (I might mention to you that the part of ERDA conservation program that is involved 

with propulsion systems came from EPA) for many years on their turbine engine. With the transfer of 

the program to ERDA, we finished up that aspect of it and have begun to concentrate on the fuel effic

iency of the engine. Fuel efficiency of the engine as it was developed for clean exhaust purposes is 

terrible. It's as bad as anything you could possibly imagine with an IC engine for the simple reason 

that nobody really concentrated on trying to improve the efficiency. The Stirling engine is the second 

engine which is identified by the JPL study "Should He Have a New Engine?" <!$ a potP.ntiill pm.,Pr plane 

cand}date to replace the IC. We.are going to work on advanced materials because materials are really 

the key to successful development of both the turbine and Stirling engine. In order to get fuel 

economy from those engines you must operate at very high temperatures to get the good thermodynamic , 

efficiency. The latest turbine engine that we ha~e just finished with Chrysler is the ultimate in 

an all-metal engine. It's as much as you could possibly dare to ever plan to produce in an all-metal 

engine using metals right on the edge of economic viability. While it is quite a bit better than 

previous engines, it does not come close to the goal of a 50 percent reduction in specific fuel 

C·;Jnf;umption that we' rl:! looking for. For example, the current engine which we have in a Dodge Aspen has 

the performance and horsepower output of the V-8 that goes into that car with the fuel economy of the 6. 

It's not bad, but it's not what we're looking for. 

We have done some work in accessory drives trying to cut down on some of the parasitic losses 

associated with the automotive engine and, of course, we'~e doing some work in transmissions because the 

transmission will remain a necessity with the kind of engine we are talking about. We have one truck 

program that looks very successful. It is a bottoming cycle with a technique that takes the exhaust, 

runs it through an organic Rankine cycle and produces some additional shaft horsepower· that goes into 

the transmission of the truck. We are working and talking to UMTA about putting some gas turbines in 

city buses.· We'd like to do that to get the operating experience of working with turbines of that size 

and type. We are also doing some work in alternative fuel such as alcohols and blends, hydrogen, and 

synthetics. But in all candor, we have not done much in this area. Our current studies are beginning 

to signalize very strongly that given the new acute concern over the possibilities of a worldwide 

petroleum short11eP beginning ao early as 1982, very serious consideration should be given to a fairly 

large program ot demonstrating that alcohol is a viable alternative, because it may eventually replace 
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petroleum usage. In this area, we want to demonstrate the alternative heat engine by the mid 1980s. 

Our plan is to carry both the Stirling and the turbine to 1981 at \vhich point we hope thal one of them 

will appear t.o be more successful or potentially so. We will carry that one through 1985 for initial 

production in 1986 or 1987 and full production shortly thereafter. The advantages of both the gas 

turbine and the Stirling are rather substantial. They.do have·a very high fuel economy potential if you 

can get your operating temperature into the right region. 

CHART 14 

HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 
PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

Propulsion System 

• G11s Turbine Engine 

• Stirling Engine 

• Adviiuced Material:; 
0 /\oCO,Gory nrivP.S 

• Transmissions 

• Truck Diesel 
Bottoming Cycle 

• Bus Gas Turbines 

Alternative Fuels 

• Alcohols & Blends 

• Synthetics 

• Hydrogen 

C~IART I~ 

HIGHWAY VEHICLE 
OBJECTIVE$ 

• Develop & Demonstrate Alternative 
Auto Engines By Mid-1980's 

• Develop & Demonstrate Other EnP.rgy

Saving Vehicle System Improvements 

• Solve Practical Problems Of Using 
Alternative Nonpetroleum Fuels 

• Develop & Demonstrate Energy- Saving 
Technologies For Trucks & Buses 

Right now the situation is that we have very efficient and relatively low horsepower IC 

engines and they will probably continue to get even better. So I seriously doubt whether the e~onomics 

of the situation are such that manufactur~rs will displace engines in most cars. At that time I would 

not be surprised to still see quite a large number of relatively small, 4-cylinder IC engines. 

4.10 Gas Turbine Automobiles - Advantages, Problems 

Cas tnr.hine au~omobiles have luw l!utle.<>.i.uue. They arc, onntinuou~: o::<:>!'l!:"'"' ti nn :mrl P.Xt.P.rnal com-

bustion engines so they do not sutter ±rom any of. the llls uf Lhe lulcl:l"•cl.l eombuot:ion angina. Th<;<y h:mp 

a very broad range of fuel possibilities. You can cleanly burn any combustible liquid in them. In the 

turbine engines that we have now we have burned many different kinds of fuel. We have burned everything 

from diesel fuels to synthetic liquids. One of the problems that is associated with the turbine engine 

is its very low fuel economy. The engines are potentially costly. They're completely dependent upon 

manufacturi~g technology. In order to get the high operating temperatures which will allow the fuel 

economy required, you have to go to ceramic materials. These are some of the things we'll have to find 

out. They have to have manufacturing technology that will allow the application of a very delicate 

balance of ceramic parts. 
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CHART 16 

ADVANTAGES 
GAS TURBINE AUTOMOBILES . . 

• High Fuel Economy Potential 

• Low Emissions-No Smoke 

• Alternate Fuels 

• Reliable-Low Maintenance 
No Tuneups 

• No External Cooling Systems 

• Strong Market Appeal 

I 

CHART 17 

PROBLEMS 
GAS TURBINE AUTOMOBILE 

• Low Part Load Fuel Economy 

• Low Component Efficiency in 
Small Sizes 

• Costly 

Chart 18 looks at some of the fuel economy comparisons. The baseline gas turbine engine was 

the last engine that was developed under EPA auspices strictly for emissions purposes. The upgraded gas 

turbine engine and the first engine developed under ERDA auspices began to concentrate on fuel economy. 

As you can see, quite a difference was made in this first conver.sion. As I mentioned, it is really not 

yet anywhere near the goals that we have set tor the program. That upgraded engine is being tested in a 

Dodge Aspen. We think that that car is fairly representative of the kind of packaging you're going to 

see for the next couple of decades. In addition to fuel economy tests, we are also checking out con-

sumer acceptance, the viability in the traffic and things of this nature. Thi.s is the overall program 

goal for the gas turbine engine program. This then leads into our goal of demonstrating th~ engine 

optimized for fuel economy about the end of 1982. This should be about the same time that we have 

things arranged around the Stirling engine, and \ve can make a decision about which one will be the most 

effective. Charts 19 and 20 show the gas turbine related achievements and schedule, respectively. 

CHART 18 

FUEL ECONOMY COMPARISON 

Baseline Gas Turbine 
(EPA Estimates) 

7.8 MPG Urban 

15 

10 

15 

27.6 

18.!1 

MPG Highway 

MPG Composite 

Upgraded Gas Turbine 
(Contract Goals) 

MPG 

MPG 

MPG 
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CHART 19 

RECENT GAS TURBINE ACHIEVEMENTS 
• 3 Upgraded ERDA/Chrysler Engines Under 

Dynamometer Test 
• Demonstrated Significant Improvement 

In Idle Fuel Consumption Compared To 
Chrysler Baseline Engines 

• Demonstrated Extremely Low Exhaust 
l::m•SSi6i'lS 

• Demonstrated Extremely Low Noise Levels 

• Verified Successful Performance of Gas 
Bearing Technology 

• Engine Installed In Vehicle 

• ERDA/Ford Ceramic Regenerator Durability 
Reached 7000 Hr TP.st Hours (Equivalent) 
')(1(1,000 Miles) Wilhoul Failure Compared To 
500 Hrs At Program Startup 

Gas Turbine 

. CHART lO 

GAS TURBINE SCHEDULE 

·Calendar Year 
1976l1977l1976l1979l1960 1961 196211963 

Upgraded Engine 

) Improved Engine 

Industry 
: Decision 

Demo 1 On Production • 
t -111 Advanced Engine 1 ERDA 

Supporting R&D 6 1 Decisions On 
-lL..-..L==---'::....:..;=1-L-•---------< Continuation 

I 01 R&O 

~ _ Stirling Engine Automobiles - Problems, Advantages, Program Elements 

For those of you not familiar with the Stirling engine, basically it is an engine in which 

a rl~uble acting piston is alternated in the cylinder with a contained gas, a working fluid which i1-

alternately heated and cooled. The heat is supplied to the engine by some sort of burner, burning 

with external combustion. The linear piston motion is worked back and forth through various types 

of devices such as a plate, a disc that wobbles around in a circle and convertH the linear motion 

to rotary motion. '!'he Stjr.l i.ng cycle waH discovered in about 1816 by Robert Stirling, A Scottish 

minister. '!'he titst serious work on building a heat ~n&ine based on tho Stirling cycle was done 

by Phillips, starting back in the late 1930s. They jys~ continued the development of this technolc ~v 

for R couple of rlecades,and about five years ago, they made an agreement with Ford to sell the Nor·-

Americ.:an rights to the Phillips-Sterling Patent to the Ford Motor Company through contractual arra: ;;;: 

ments. We have been working with the Ford Motor Company on the conceptual design of the Stirling 

engine. This feasibility study was funded by ERDA at a little over half a million dollars, and 

resulted in the preliminary design for a 170 horsepower engine. They really would like to cut the. 

teeth on 100 horsepower engines before they go to the 170 horsepower version and this is something 

that we're negotiating. What we have in the Stirling engine program iH Lite feasibility study on<. 

automotive Stirling engine followed by a contract administered by the NASA Lewis Research Center cr 

an improved automotive Stirling engine and some supporting research and technology in critical are . 

AJ.so, the work would be done at thi~ ~ta~e of the game by Ford Motor Company. My philosophy has been 
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not to develop these engines in-house at government laboratories, but to develop them in industry and 

enhance the probability of commercialization. By having the people who would mass produce it do the 

work, and invest some of their money in it, you've taken the shortest possible route to commercializa-

tion. The advantages of the Stirling are high fuel economy potential, low exhaust emissions,,alternate 

fuel capabilities, and possibly low noise and vibration. The problems, again, are reliability and 

durability. You're talking about this engine operating at an extremely high temperature with a great 

mass of ceramic parts, such as heat exchangers and regenerators. 

CIIART ~I 

ADVANTAGES 
STIRLING AUTOMOBILE 

• High Fuel Economy 

• Low Exhaust Emissions 

• Alternate Fuel Capability 

• Low Noise And Vibration 

CHART Z2: 

STIRLING ENGINE 
PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

• Stirling Engine Feasibility Study 
(ERDA· Ford) 

• Improved Automobile Stirling 
Development (ERDA-NASA-Ford) 

• Advanced Automobile Stirling Definition 
(ERDA-NASA) 

• Supporting Research And Technology 
(ERDA-NASA) 

The Stirling engine, by virtue of its configuration, presents some real manufacturing problems. You 

have to allow for a substantial amount of heat transfer to move that piston back and forth. As it 

stands now, I think there is some legitimate concern over the manufacturing practicality of some of the 

engine designs. We hope that as we continue to work on it the solutions to so1ue of these problems will 

be forthcoming. The best working :fluid that people have identified is hydrogen. We're talking ;,hont 

heating hydrogen to a couple of thousand degrees, so you do worry about permeability of the material 

that's containing it. It's not a hazard, particularly, as I don't believe very much hydrogen would 

diffuse out of the cylinder over a period of time. The philosophy on the development of most of these 

engines has been to require nothing different on the part of the consumer and driver who's become 

accustomed to the IC engine. No special driving or special maintenance techniques should be introduced. 

You really have to integrate it into the system with as little perturbation as possible. So, at least 

in the R&D stages, we're setting our goals very high. 

Ford does have a 1975 Torino with a Stirling engine, the first automobile run 
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on the Stirling engine. Some of the tests results, as shown in Chart 23, were run for 350 hours, so 

you can see the state of the development of the technology. They ran it on a dYnamometer to see what 

some of the objective results were. The fuel economy '"as not bad but nothing to get excited about. 

The NOx ~missions were very good, they came under .4, and the hydrocarbons were virtually non-existant, 

so in terms of the emissions characteristics of the engine, the vehicle lived up to its reputation. 

The schedule for the Stirling engine is to catch up to the turbine by about 1981. You will recall that 

the demonstration of the automotive turbine engine into mass production was about the end of 1982. 

We're very optimistically saying that we could have a Stirling engine in a similar state within about 

six months of that date. I don't know whether we can or not. It depends a great deal on how quickly 

we can get rolling on the hardware development program. 

CHART Z) 

170 HP TORINO TEST RESULTS STIRLING SCHEDULE 

• 350 Hours 21 Failures 

• EPA Combined Cycle Projections* Calendar Year 

Ford Test Torino Goals 

MPG 15.6 15.7 
NOX .3 .4 
co 3.0 3.4 
HC 05 .4 

1 Industry 
I Decisions 

\ De;.o: On Production 
====~~~~----~. 

11, Advanced Engine 1 ERDA 

Supporting R& 0 1 Decisions On 
__ _.___::.:::.::..:.:.::::..:c.:..:.::~_.----1, Continuation 

1 olll&D 

Stirling 

Improved Engine Designs 

• 4897 #Test Weight (Dec. 1976) 

4.30 Alternative Fuels 

On alternative fuels, I really don't have too much more to say other than we have been 

looking at all of the candidate alternatives. Our analysis of a national energy plan and things of 

this sort indicate to us that this is an area requiring substantial revision and that we should have 

substantial activity in the use of alternative fuels to acknowledge the worldwide liquid fuel shortage 

problem. Charts 25 and 26 show the list of promising hybrid fuels and alternative fuels schedule. 
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CHART l"o 

PROMISING HYBRID FUELS 

• Methanol Or Ethanol-Gasoline Blends 
• Crude Alcohol-Gasoline Blends 
• Carbonaceous Petroleum Fuel 
• Carbonaceous Alcohol Base Fuel 
• Carbonaceous Solid Fuels 
• Carbon-Water-Petroleum Blends 
• Homogenized Water Petroleum Blends 
• Cellulose Enriched Petroleum Fuels 
• Starch-Water-Petroleum Compositions 
• Alcohol-Water-Distillate Emulsions for IC Engines 
• Various Vegetable Oil-Petroleum Compositions 

5.00 NON- HIGHWAY SYSTE~B 

CHART Z6 

ALTERNATIVE FUELS SCHEDULE 

Program Elements 

New Hydrocarbon Fuels 
From Pelroleum And Eventually 
Coal Or Shale 

Alcohols 
Methanol/Ethanol Both 
Blends And Neat 

Synlhethlc Gnsoline & Diesel Fuel 
'From Coni Or Shnlo 

Advanced Fuels 
Such As H2 Or Carbonaceous Fuels 

Emergency Fuels 
To Provide Mobility In Emergency 

• Technology Support 
B:~cio Rooooroh 1\nd tlow ldc03 

~'AJO R PROGRAM ELnENTS 

Fiscal Years 

19N19n1D819H1~01~1~1~319~1~5 

Short·Trip 

Gasoline .l J 
Bllends & Neal 

Handbook 

Sroad·Cul 

Reliability 

Nmv let us talk a little bit about some non-highway test areas, the last of the three pro-

gram areas. This is an area where we don't get involved very much in hardware. Charts 27 and ?.8 show 

the program objectives and major program elements which are presently being pursued by ERDA. We ha'e 

really not tried to overlap or duplicate any of the kinds of things that are going on in any of the 

operating (DOT) or the regulatory agencies (FEA). We have been doing a number of paper studies to see 

whether or not some of the technology applies to mass transit or rail or even air, and we do a number 

of service kinds of things like the periodic publication of a transportation energy data base that 

contains most of ·the information in this area. What this program involves is doing some systems 

studies, usually jointly with the affected agency, jointly with FAA or the Maritime Administration, 

with one exceptiot't belng pipelines. 

CtiART Z7 

NONHIGHWAY TRANSPORT 
OBJECTIVES 

• Develop & Demonstrate Energy-Saving 
Technologies & Operational Strategies 
For Nonhighway Transport 

• Encourage Near-Term (-1985) Energy 
Savings Thru Improved Operations 
& New Concepts Evaluation 

• Define And Assess Environmental, 
Socio-Economic, Institutional And 
Other Potential Impacts Of All TEC Programs 

• Develop Complete Transportation Energy 
Data Base For ERDA, And National Studies 
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CHART Z8 

NON-HIGHWAY SYSTEMS 
MAJOR PROGRAM ELEMENTS 

Non-Highway Systems 

• Rail • Pipeline 

• Air • Multi-Modal 

• Marine 

NfO'w Concepts Evaluation 

• Near Term Technologies 
& Inventions 

• Operational Conservation 

Data Analysis 

• Data Book 
o Surveys Of 

End·Use Patterns 

Impact Assessment 

• System Characterization 
Technology Impact 
Assessment 

• Implementation And 
Commercialization 

• Environmental 
Development Plans 



We. also necessarily have to get involved in environmental impact studies. I don't know whether all of 

you are aware of it but the Government must adhere to environmental impact requirements just as any of 

you in commercial organizations do. One project we are doing that is interesting because it is one of 

the few software kinds of things that we're doing and could have a substantial impact on transporta

tion energy usage is driver education where fuel efficient driving is stressed. This is a technique 

that was developed by a small R&D outfit for a large aerospace corporation several years ago. That 

aerospace corporation used some version of this technique for their company drivers, and they could 

reduce the amount of gasoline that their drivers were using. The question came up, "Will it work on 

the general public?" So, we have been working with FEA on an instrumented car that has a miles 

per gallon gauge and a vacuum gauge. We have developed a set of instructions that goes along with 

this to show you how to drive a car in order to get the most miles per gallon over a course. We h~ve 

a course laid out and we've been running some ERDA employees through this course. It's very interesting 

because there are a number of us associated with the transportation program whose attitude has been, 

"I've been driving all kinds of cars for years and years--experimental cars, cars on test tracks and 

what have you, and of course I'm very conscious of energy conservation and everything else. That's 

probably good for my wife but I don't need it." Ac.:tu.a.Uy, a 20 pVLc.e.n.tJteduc.lion .in 6uei C.OrL6umption 

go-ing Mound :the. C.OU.It-6e. w.t:th :the. -irL6:tl!.uc.lion -6he.e..t .i-6 no.t a.t a,U an uncommon 6-iguJte.. What we're 

showing in every case is that you can go faster and use less fuel if you drive this way over the 

conventional way that you drive. It's fairly hard to believe, but for most people one of the worst 

things you can do is over-accelerate your car. That really burns up a lot of gasoline, so one of the 

first things you are told here is when you accelerate your car is keep your eyes on the vacuum gauge; 

that is, keep maximum manifold vacuum. Instinctively, you say "Yes, I'm saving gasoline and wasting 

time," But you can see very clearly that constant accelerator pressure actually no·t only saves tuel 

but gets you over a given course in shorter time than the way you normally drive. If it continues to 

test out as attractively as it has in the limited tests that we're doing now, we would propose that it 

be made available to all government employees and then that it be made available nationwide, to the 

high schools, AAA, etc. 

Incidentally, you can buy a vacuum gauge from J.C. Whitney's catalog and that's part of the 

problem. There's really nothing very novel that's involved; ·it's just the awareness of what it is that 

you're doing and what it takes to drop the gasoline bill by 15 percent. So I say that it's one of the 

few pieces of software that we're doing instead of hardware development. 
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Chart 29 summarizes our program objectives. The improvement in heat engine efficiency is 

clearly the main thrust. The shifting from petroleum dependence is partly achieved by heat engines 

that can take fuels other than gasoline, but to an even greater extent, is embodied in electric 

vehicles that allow you personal mobility based on electricity generated by another source of fuel, 

nuclear, hydro, or coal. These goals reflect our aim not to require a major change in our lifestyle. 

The acceptance of new technology ••ill be enchanced if the goals are established such that it can be 

introduced into our society with a minimum of change . 

CHART 29 

TRANSPORTATION ENERGY 
CONSERVATION PROGRAM SUMMARY 

• Improve Energy Efficiency Thru: 
Advanced Heat Engines & Other Highway 
Vehicles Systems 

New Technology & Strategies For 
Nonhighway Transport 

• Prepare For Nonpetroleum Transportation 
In 21st Century Thru: 

Electric & Hybrid Vehicles 

Alternative Fuels 

• Preserve Our Quality Of Life Thru: 
Careful Assessment Of Economic, Environmental, 
Social Impacts 

Reliable Future Projections Built On Sound Data Base 
17·3916M 38/38 
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DATA NEEDS IN TRANSPORTATION ENERGY CONSERVATION RESEARCH 

ABSTRACT 

This paper provides an overview of the subject of data needs in transportation energy conserva

tion research. The discussion focuses upon data which are needed for analysis of economic,social 

and technological factors which determine energy consumption and conservation aspects in the transpor

tation sector. It is conceived that credible information related to energy supply and demand will 

help to facilitate a consensus about United States energy policy. Data needs which relate to patterns 

of energy consumption in the transportation sector are identified. Most of the topics discussed call 

for research in addition to data collection. It is concluded that tremendous deficiencies exist 

in regard to data needs for planning transportation systems under the current petroleum constraints. 
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DATA NEEDS IN TRANSPORTATION ENERGY CONSERVATION RESEARCH 

1.0 INTRODUCTION 

Data needs in transportation energy conservation research are extensive. Most basic information 

on transportation energy consumption is lacking either in realiability or timely availability. The 

concept of energy conservation in the transportation sector focuses upon basic parameters, most of 

which lack proper definition in an empirical sense. In order to conserve energy in the transportation 

sector "it is necessary to: use an energy-efficient combination of transportation modes, coordinate 

the different means of transportation effectively, improve the energy efficiency of each mode as much 

as possible, and reduce the overall need for transportation." (1) Yet the basic data necessary to 

understand the scope and extent of use of various transportation modes much less to properly evaluate 

those modes, are not available. 

We make no pretext as to the bias of this presentation. The data needs to be discussed are 

derived from the experience of Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) in organizing a transportation 

energy research program. The efforts of ORNL are just beginning to address some of the fundamental 

data needs in transportation energy conservation research. Our efforts to date have been devoted to 

the organization and development of The Transportation Energy Conservation Data Book. 

The Transportation Energy Conservation Data Book represents an attempt to develop a reference 

document for the Transportation Energy Conservation Division of the Energy Research and Development 

Administration. Development of this document has allowed for careful collection and analysis of 

informationasto the current amount of energy used by the nation's transportation sector. We ha~e 

only begun to understand and critically analyze how this energy is distributed among transportation 

modes and what the basic parameters are which define this distribution. 

Research topics discussed here are merely the means through which these data needs are exemplified. 

An inductive approach to the question of data needed for transportation energy conservation research 

is the bias of this discussion. Data are needed which will provide both accurate description and 

allow for critical analysis of those economic, social and technological factors that determine energy 

consumption in the transportation sector. 

With the formation of the Department of Energy (DOE) and the Energy Information Administration 

(EIA), we assume that data collection and availability will improve .. Presently, no single responsible 

authority for the collection of data ensuring data consistency and reliability exists. Basic data 

collection methodologies are not clearly defined, and inaccuracies and inconsistencies abound. 

(1) L.J. Dumas, The Conservation Response- Strategies for the Design and Operation of Energy-Using 
Systems, D.C. Heath and Company, Lexington, Mass., 1976 
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We suggest that data needs focus upon two fundamental aspects (1) the availability of an accurate 

and current data base, and (2) data needs related to transportation energy conservation upon which 

technological decisions may rely. An important premise in this discussion is that an accurate 

description of energy consumption is a prerequisite to research aimed at understanding its dynamics 

and predicting future energy consumption. 

Improving thP. Transportation Data Base 

I. Data Accuracy and Reliability 

Any attempt to address the issue of data needs for transportation energy conservation research 

must initially recognize the inadequacies of the data which do exist. Questions pertaining to data 

veracity and inconsistency pervade the entire energy issue; however, this problem is particularly 

acute with respect to transportation. Within the sector, data collection activities relative to 

such basic factors as fleet inventories by vehicle size classification, modal energy intensities, and 

average vehicle operating costs become obscured by a myriad of definitional differences and 

methodological inconsistencies. 

For instance, energy requirements per passenger mile have been found to vary by as much as 1,446. 

BTU/PM to 8,310 BTU/PM for autos and 458.3 BTU/PM to 2,900 BTU/PM for buses, with similar variations 

for other modes. (2) The inconsistencies between these data can be accounted for through differences 

in assumed vehicle load factors, fuel BTU contents, urban peak-hour fuel economy estimates as opposed 

to highway estimates, indirect energy requirements, etc. However, identifying and evaluating these 

inconsistencies is often difficult and time consuming. Standardized load factors, fuel energy 

equivalents, and vehicle size classifications for such calculations would eliminate many of these 

difficulties. 

In addition, data documentation is often a severe problem for transportation energy conservation 

research. For example, the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) relies on reports from state 

agencies for much of the data.~ollected on travel characteristics and transportation taxes and 

expenditures. The lack of standardized definitions and data collection procedures results in data 

subject to individual state,agency, legal and administrative interpretations. Finally, these data 

are often supplemented by FHWA projections. The procedural and ~ubs,tantive difficulties \~ith these 

data are implicit. 

The two examples presented above should be sufficient for the purposes of problem identification. 

2 American Public Transit Association, Transit Fact Book, 1975-1976 ed., Washington,D.C., March 1976; 
C. Lave, University of California, School of Social Sciences, Rail Rapid Transit: The Mnrlern Way to 
Waste Energy, Social Science Working Papers, 122, Irvine, Calif., March 1977. 
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Recognizing that elimination of all inconsistencies is not possible; there are, nevertheless, 

opportunities to improve upon the present data collection and reporting system. Initially, the 

federal government and those agencies with active data collection functions should move toward the 

adoption of standardized definitions for the collection, analysis, reporting, and interpreting of 

transportation-related data. This activity should then be augmented by a systematic approach to data 

verification by the appropriate agencies. At present, no systematic data verification program exists 

at the federal level. 

As a prelude to the next section, the use of good data for research in transportation energy 

conservation assumes that a clear understanding of the roles and responsibilities-of data supplier/ 

researcher/user exists. Understanding the respective roles and responsibilities of the private and 

public sectors with respect to the energy supply and utilization systems of the transportation sector 

is a significantly important aspect of this issue. To date, no clear and comprehensive delineation of 

responsibilities for data needs versus research development and demonstration activities and 

consequently user/developer interface exists. (1) As it is a primary producer and consumer of energy, 

research is targeted at the private sector. Yet (1) the research function and (2) the source of data 

for research in transportation energy conservation are two roles which are not clearly defined. 

II. Institutional Barriers to Energy Conservation in the Tran~_g_rtati_Q_~ ~~ctor 

Underlying the more obvious data requirements needed for energy policy formulation and analysis 

is an understanding of the institutional aspects of energy consumption in the transportation sector; 

i.e., institutional incentives and barriers to energy conservation. In many cases, institutional 

barriers limit the ability to implement relatively cost free conservation measures. As an example, 

the Interstate Commerce Commission's rate-setting and regulatory control have limited more efficient 

truck-rail market share strategies. (~) The recent emphasis on new and innovative approaches to 

meeting transportation demand while also reducing total energy contiumption has resulted in the 

identification of the institutional aspects of the transportation-energy consumption dilemma as a 

particularly formidable problem. 

Initially, the federal government impacts the transportation sector through three activities (in 

addition to RD&D functions): policy formulation, regulation, and taxation. There are a minimum of 

17 congressional committees and 15 offices or agencies within the executive branch with 

1 D.E. Kash et al.,.Our Energy Future- The Role of Research, Development, and Demonstration in 
Reaching a National Consensus on Energy Supply, University of Oklahoma Press, Norman, Okla., 1976, 
p. 11 

4 George W. Hilton, "The Costs to the Economy of the Interstate Commerce Commission," in The Economics 
of Federal Subsidy Programs, Part 6, Hearings, Joint Economic Committee, 93 Congress, 1 Session, 
February, 1973. 
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Table l. ?rofile Chart of Regulatory ?rame1vork 

Areas subject to regulation 

Regulatory body Rates Licensing Entry 
a:1d Insurance Equipment Drivers Route and Fees Accounting control fares taxes 

State 
Public utility commission or 

state corporation commission X X X X X X X 

Department of motor vehicles X X X 

Airport commission X X X X X X X 

Secretary of stete X X X X X X X X 

Department of transportation X X X X X X X X 

County 
Department of motor vehicles X X X X 

Public utility cor:JT,i s s ion X X X X X X X X 

Airport commission X X X X X X X 

Department of transportatiJn X X X X. X X X X 

City 
Department of motor vehicles X X X X X 

Police department X X X 

Taxi commission X X X .x X 

Airport commiss:.on X x· X X 

Department of transportation X X X X X X X 

Joint metropolitan commission 
Port authority X X X X X X 

Area transit commission X X X X X 

Airp::>rt comm:.ssion X X X X X 

Note: x indicates the area that is subject to regulation by the reg~latory body. 

Source: National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Tr~nsportation Research Board, Paratransit, 
Special Report No. 164, Washington, D.C., 19?6, p. 115. 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 

X 
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responsibilities for one or more of these activities. (2) However, the data necessary to quantify the 

impacts of these activities on .energy consumption in the transportation sector are virtually 

nonexistent. 

The institutional barriers at the Federal level are perhaps equalled or surpassed by those at the 

state, metropolitan, and local levels. Table 1 provides a profile chart of the governmental bodies 

exercising economic and non-economic regulatory authority, and the areas regulated. (~) As a result 

of this broad range of factors, coordination in the regulatory process is rarely evident, so 

conflicting programs and policies serve to perpetuate inefficiencies in the transportation sector. 

Among institutional barriers which need to be examined and evaluated for their impacts on energy 

consumption in the transportation sector are: labor contracts, administrative conflicts of interest 

which result in the promotion of specific·technologies to the exclusion of more innovative approaches 

(e.g., traditional public transit as opposed to vanpools, Jitney's, etc.), and the previously 

mentioned areas of government taxation and regulation. 

Initial studies in this area should attempt to identify the organizational aspects, i.e. by whom, 

concerning what mode, and at what point in the fuel cycle the impact occurs. In subsequent research 

such factors as the relationship between governmental regulatory activities and operational 

efficiencies, energy impact assessment methodologies for f~ture regulations, the aggregate and 

disaggre.gated impacts of government regulation and taxation policies on transportation energy 

consumption, and alternatives to present policies to promote energy efficiency both in the private and 

the public sectors should be examined. 

III. Determinants of Transportation Demand 

Until very recently, the primary emphasis in transportation research and planning has been toward 

identifying methods for meeting transportation demand. Little if any emphasis was placed on 

understanding the c.lyuamlcs of this demand or the potential for altering or redirecting it. However, 

because of the present and future problems with respect to energy supplies, it is important that we 

begin to identify and understand the components, characteristics, and parameters of transportation 

demand. 

More specifically, the following areas have been identified as data needs by the ORNL 

transportation research staff: 

Demand response to changes in transporlalluu fu~l custs 

5 Transportation Association of America, Transportation"Facts and Trends, 12th ed., Washington, D.C., 
July 1976. 

6 National Academy of Sciences, National Research Council, Transportation Research Board, 
Paratransit, Special Report No. 164, Washington, D.C., 1976, p. 115. 
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Vehicle operating costs 

Dynamics of the determinants of transportation demand and energy consumption 

Characteristics of household vehicle ownership and travel patterns 

Impacts of inter-sector competition for petroleum base fuels on transportation 

Components and magnitude of indirect energy consumption in the transportation sector 

To date, very little data exist on the relationship between the price of fuel and transportation 

demand, modal splits, and fleet characteristics. At present fuel prices, demand is highly price 

inelastic. However, with impending price increases and proposals to raise these prices further through 

increased fuel taxes, it becomes important to determine the point at which fuel prices significantly 

alter travel patterns, vehicle sizes, modal splits, fuel economies, and/or the market penetration 

of new technologies. 

Although a number of studies have attempted to project the potential impacts of increased fuel 

costs on the transportation sector, few if any have attempted to critically and scientifically analyze 

the inter-relationships between the two. A more thorough evaluation of demand/price interrelationships 

is warranted. 

The second area that has been identified as being in need of analysis, vehicle operating costs, is 

of obvious importance to transportation energy conservation research. However, the experience of the 

ORNL staff indicates that the data presently available concerning vehicle operating expenses are 

limited in scope and frequently inconsistent. 

for instance, both FHWA and the Hertz Corporation provide estimates of per vehicle mile operating 

expenses for standard model automobiles. Their estimates for the 1976 model year were as follows. (l) 

First Year 

Averaged over 10 years and 100,000 miles 

FHWA 

18.73 

17.88 

Hertz 

33.68 

19.32 
(in cents per mile) 

As the figures reflect, the Hertz estimates are 80% higher than FHWA's for the first year operating 

expenses and 8% higher than FHWA's for the 10 year-100,000 mile av~rage. These differences can largely 

be explained through variations in the data collection methodologies. Among the factors found to 

explain such inconsistencies are: differences in the geographic area surveyed, variations in the 

calculation of trade-in allowances, methodological differences in the calculation of depreciation costs 

and financing expenses, and differences in the estimates of maintenance costs. 

7 

The problem encountered by those involved. in data management and analysis activities is the fact 

A.S. Loebl, Transportation Energy Conservation Data Book: Supplement III, ORNL-5248, Oak Ridge 
National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., May 1977, p. S3-l3. 
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that these assumptions and methodological characteristics are not generally included with the data. 

Beyond this, however, the experience at ORNL reflects the fact that these estimates are neither 

complete nor definitive assessments. This review is also characteristic of operating expense estimates 

for modes other than automobiles. 

An accurate understanding of the operating expenses for all modes is essential for the formulation 

and evaluation of alternative transportation energy conservation policies. Consequently, it is 

imperative that additional research be conducted and more reliable data generated in this area. 

The third area of data needs to be discussed, the dynamics of transportation demand determinants 

and energy consumption, refers to those social, economic and spatial factors which determine the 

frequency, distance, and efficiency of travel. Among these are: gross national product, per capita 

income, energy prices, population and age distribution, labor force characteristics, and land use forms 

and activity patterns. Essentially, the problem with respect to these factors is that we do not 

adequately understand their individual or cumulat]ve impacts on transportation demand, modal demand, 

inter-modal competition, and/or new technoloe;y rtP.VP.l.opment, marketability, and market penetration. 

The factors listed above are considered extensively in most transportation planning processes, 

transportation modeling activities, and generally, in most inquiries into the dynamics of the 

transportation sector. However, these approaches are generally limited to an extrapolation of 

relationships from past trends. We suggest that resPRrr.h into the basis of causal links for these 

relationships is necessary, i.e. why do changes in these factors result in changes in transportation 

demand and what are the dynamics of Lhese relationships. 

Akin to this area of inquiry is a basic need for a more thorough understanding of household 

vehicle ownership and use patterns. Initial research should emphasize the identification of key 

household and demographic characteristics found to significan~ly determine vehicle ownership and use. 

Later research should emphasize the analysis of ownership and use of vehicles in relationship to 

these paramters. 

The fifth area of data needs identified, inter-sector competition for petroleum base fuels, may 

prove to have the most profound impact on the transportation sector. (However, this area has not been 

the focus of research thus far). 

It has been suggested that demand for petroleum in other sectors of the U.S. economy is growing 

rapidly and this trend can be expected to continue as natural gas rese~ves are exhausted. (~) Because 

petroleum is relatively clean burning and eAsily transportable, it is anticiapted that utility demand 

for p~troleumproducts for purposes of electric power generation and space heating will grow at a faster 

8 Stanford Research Institue, Transportation in America's Future: Potentials for the Next Half 
Century, Part 1: Societal Context, Menlo Park, Calif., June 1977, p. 81. 
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rate than transportation demand. Other sectors may follow this trenrl Also. 

The injection of these factors into calculations of future availability and price of petroleum 

for transportation further clouds an already hazy picture. The logical extension of this is the fact 

that inter-sector competition for petroleum may necessitate fundamental changes to our present 

transportation systems, i.e. market penetration of new technologies, modal shifts to "higher occupancy 

vehicles, alterations to present trAvRl patterns, etc. While the projections of such occurreu<.:e!; are 
' 

not conclusive, they are, nevertheless, sufficient to warrant further·research. 

We have previously discussed the concept of cost and in particular direct energy cost in an 

economic framework. The final set of data needs to be discussed in this section is that of the 

indirect energy requirements incurred by the transportation sector. For purposes of analysis and 

potential energy conservation, this area may prove to be far more significant than the direct 

transportation energy requirements. lt is important to point out that direct energy costs are only a 

portion of total transportation costs. Largely unknown is the relationship between fuel Anrl npPr~ting 

costs for other modes. Further, indirect costs are poorly documented and we rRAlly do not understand 

the total "cost" of making the transportation sector more efficient. 

Initially, indirect energy costs in the tranRpnrtAtion sector are incurred through three 

activities. (1_) 

1. Transportation Equipment Manufacturing 

Energy used directly in the production process, such as the electrirfty used by the 
motor vehicle induRtry. 

Energy embodied in the materiA 1 s and services used in the production pt·oces!;, !;UCh as the 
energy emhnrlied in steel used to produce automobiles. 

Energy embodied in the capital equipment used to produce transportation equipment. 

2. Transportation Services 

Energy embodied in support activities for transportation services, such as energy embodied 
in repair and inRur<tnce services, warehouse energy use, etc. 

Energy embodied in the capital equipment used by transportation services, such as energy 
embodied in airline baggage handling equipment and railroad switch gear. 

3. Transportation Infrastructure 

Energy used directly in the construction o~ highways, railroads, airports, dock facilities, 
and pipelines. 

Energy embodied in the materials used to construct transportation infrastructure. 

The relaLive importance of each of these varies by mode and each is significantly affected by 

material inputs. While initial research attempting to identify and quantify these energy requirements 

9 International Researc.:h and Technology Corporation, The Transportation Energy Conservation Network 
(TECNET), Vol. 1: A Presentation of Findings, McLean, Va., p. 1-8. 
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has begun, much additional research is required in order to fully understand the components and 

magnitude of the indirect energy requirements for the transportation sector. 

The Transportation Energy Conservation Network system, being developed by the International 

Research & Technology Corporation for the Transportation Energy Conservation Division of the. Energy 

Research and Development Administration, is the best example of the state-of-the-art for indirect 

anergy requirement research. In order that the importance and magnitude of indirect energy require-

ments for transportation energy conservation research might be clarified, a summary of the initial 

findings from the TECNET system follows: 

1. In the base year (1971), the amount of fuel consumed indirectly by transportation is 47.5% 

as large as Lin:!· energy consumed directly by vehicles. Over time, the significance of the 

indirect component i'ncreases. 

2. When defined in terms of its total energy consumption, indirect and direct, the transportation 

sector is the single largest consumer of energy in the nation. It rnmprises 3~-4~% of the 

total United States energy consumption. 

3. The importance of indirect energy varies greatly by mode. In the rail and marine sectors, 

indirect is 80% as great as direct consumption in 1971 and is actually projected to surpass 

direct consumption by.2000. Conversely, indirect is less than 40% of direct for ·the trucking 

industry for all forecast years. 

4. Similarly, the composition of indirect demand within each mode varies considerably. For auto 

truck, and air, the energy embodied in the inputs to·vehicle production represents the 

principal source of. indirect energy use. In other modes, however, the most significant 

demands are associated with support services. Infrastructure energy inputs are only 

significant in the cases of highway and pipeline construction. (10) 

For our purposes today, the TECNET findings should be considered as the results of an initial 

investigation at a generic level which serve as indicators of important variables in transportation 

energy use. As such, the challenge to those involved in transportation energy conservation research 

is to critically analyze ea~h uf the factors at the micro-level. A thorough understanding of the 

previously mentioned components of indirect energy consumption will provide policymakers with an 

extensive arena in which toeffect energy consumption in the transportation sector. 

10 International Research and Technology Curpuration, The transportation Energy Conservation 
Network (TECNET), Vol. 1·: A Presentation of Findings, McLean, Va., p. 1-3 to 1-4. 
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IV. Transportation of Energy 

A discussion of data needs with respect to the transportation of energy is an extremely timely 

topic in that the United States appears to be on the verge of a massive reorientation of its energy 

supply lines. This phenomena is occurring because, while regional demand centers are remaining 

constant, our energy supply lines are shifting to Western coal and uranium supplies, Alaskan oil and 

gas supplies, and Atlantic and Pacific Outer Continental Shelf oil and gas supplies. In addition, 

the overall supply of energy to our consuming regions must increase while this change of direction 

occurs. While the obvious question arising from this scenario is whether our existing energy 

transportation system can accomodate these shifts, ourpresentunderstanding of that system is not 

"'-'ffil'iPnt tn rP.spond to such a complex question. 

Availabl~ nRtR on the transportation of energy are sparse. A data base is currently needed 

complete with pntP.ntial capacities by mode and energy source (i.e. coal, gas, uranium, etc.), mutlal 

fleet inventories, modal energy intensities, economic assessments by mode and energy source, inventory 

of fuel storage in rolling stock, modal infrastructure and services requirements and availability, 

modal mixes by energy source, etc. In addition, each of these data are needed at the regional level 

ot disaggregare. These Gasic data needs must be satisfied prjnr tn any attempts to respond to the 

transportation of energy question. 

Then, a number of additional questions with respect to the transportation of energy must be 

addressed at a slightly more sophisticated level of analysis. Initially, we must begin to understand 

thP. impacts of changes in energy demand, i.e. permanent, seasonal, and/or peak period on the 

trRn<:pnrtation system. As wit:h other ele111euls uf the transportation cecto~;, He sbnnln hP.e;1n to 

assess both thedirect and indirect energy requirements for the trausl'ortation of energy. Such an 

assessment Hill require that cost and performance models be developed as functions of relevant 

transportation service parameters such as distance, speed, capacity, etc. Finally, we 111usL Gegin to 

identify and evaluate regulatory and administrative activities impacting the transportation of energy. 

Those conflicting laws which often occur between federal, state, and local governments as Hell as 

policy conflicts between agencies at the same governmental level should be thoroughly examined. 

In concluding this segment of the discussion, it is important to return to the central problem 

Hith respect to the transportation of energy that Has posed at the outset,i.e.·can our present energy 

transport system accommodate those changes in regional supply and demand Hhich seem inevitable. 

Examples abound Hhich indicate Lhat because of a lack of understanding and/or. ccnntrol of the energy 

transport sy<:tP.m we cannot presently accommodate these shifts. 
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V. Data Needs on Basic Determinants of Transportation Energy Use 

We have discussed specific gaps in our understanding of the functioning of our energy system with 

respect to transportation. The emphasis of the first portion of this discussion was focused upon 

i•llproving the data base. It is appropriate, now, to revie\~ \~hat may be termed a miscellany of needs. 

We prefer to characterize these needs as basic data needs. Basic determinants of transportation 

energy use are not clearly understood. We do not yet empirically understand the relationship between 

transportation energy use and economic factors such as changes in GNP, population (and population 

density), energy price changes, and personal income expenditures for transportation. Data are lacking 

on vehicle efficiencies and load factors as well as consequences of shifts to more efficient 

transportatim modes. These examples, however, are merely a subunit of what we have characterized 

as basic data needs. Included also in this category is the need to empirically understand basic 

concepts of transportation energy use. 

A series of studies isolating individual components of the transportation sector has been 

initiated under the ORNL Transportation Energy Conservation Program. Existing data on vehicle miles 

traveled is one such study. The need here is to understand the scope, definition and methods of 

collection of vehicle miles traveled statistics. As these data are gathered by federal, state, and 

other private and public authorities to monitor regulatory or programmatic functions or to provide 

information, it is necessary to understand inconsistencies among primary sources of modal specific 

VNT statistics. 

Another such effort focuses upon understanding the concept of energy intensity (EI). Here, a 

set of figures will be prepared in an effort to provide an understanding of modal specific energy 

intensiveness in the transportation sector and also to illuminate the distribution of energy 

intensiveness within modes, thus providing substantive explanation as to the reasons why this 

distribution exists. Data analysis and evalution of those factors which determine the efficiency 

or inefficiency of modal specific energy use in the transportation sector are basic. Attention to 

such parameters as speed, vehicle weight, load factors and use of additional energy ~nnRLmine 

equipment (accessories) is important in analysis of EI for autos; highway construction, speed, load 

factors, traffic increases and freight hauled are important Lu analysis of EI for trucks; 

technological improvements, speed, altitude, load factors, introduction of jet engines are important 

to analysis of EI for airplanes. Other factors specific to both passenger and freight, intercity and 

intracity operations of the above modes as well as for railroads, buses, mass transit, waterways and 

pipelines are specifically ann niffPrpntially subject to analyaia. 

Data which would allow for an analysis of modal-specific issues are lacking. The example of those 
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topics discussed below assumes that we understand and can quantitatively analyze the basic parameters 

of energy efficiency and government regulation impacts on the transportation sector: 

Air - Improvements in the efficiency of this mode focus upon developing more efficient 

aircraft and understanding penetration factors relative to upgrading the fleet. Effecting 

more efficient operational procedures necessitates an impirical understanding of the factors 

of both air and ground procedures. 

Freight - Shifts of freight movement to modes more efficient for distance and weight are 

obvious efficiency measures. Yet analysis of the savings if this were done requires data 

which are not currently available. This is true for parameters ranging from load factors to 

capital investment cost benefits. 

Passenger - M~ss transportation has the potential to capture a significant part of personal 

transportation in urban areas. In order to impirically understand this potential, data are 

needed to relate population density and urban pat'terns of centralization to the question. 

What are th~ optimum factors for eff~ctive urban mass transportation? How can they be 

succintly identified, measured and evaluated? 

Para-transit options are lugical alternatives as part of an urban transit system. Y~t thA 

fuel savings potential alone have not been properly evaluated nor can they justify the capital 

investment necessary. Detailed data on fuel savings are necessary. A question of interest 

here asks is development of this alternative - wjth its concomittant capital investment 

constraint - a panacea? 

Oth~r questions of interest for which data are needed include: WiLl• existing .5y.5tems how can 

better management practices and improved load tactors increase effiCi!,!ucy? Ate Lhete lh•il.,. · 

to improvement of existing systems, if so can they be defined? 

Modal Shifts - Modal Shifts and new technological development represent bright options for 

the future. Data are needed to understand. concomittant diseconomies and inefficiencies which 

may clevelop because the electric car is suitable for short distances only. 

Transportation-Conservation Data Needs 

One-fourth of nationwide energy consumption arises from fuels used in transportation. Analysis 

of transportation energy end use requires.- as a statistical underpinning- precisely defined, up-to

date, detailed, and periodically issued estimates of energy consumption patterns in the United States. 

Part I of this discussion, Improving the Transportation Data Base, emphasized topics and tasks which 

we suggest would improve deficiencies and rectify inconsistencies. The ORNL approach to presentation 

of such data not only for the principal consuming sector but by principal uses and fuel source 
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represents a first response to the suggestion for an improvement in the data base. 

The foliowing section, Transportation Conservation Data Needs, focuses not so much upon 

improvement of the data base for analytical purposes but rather upon delineation of research data 

needs in the area of energy conservation. Rather than data collection, we highlight data need 

aspects of the questions of energy-efficient combinations of transportation modes; effective 

coordination of the different means of transportation; improvement of the energy efficiency of each 

mode; reduction of the overall use of transportation; economic, social and other implications of energy 

cons¢rvation practices; and understanding how institutional and market factors may encourage or defer 

r.nnservati.nn pr.r1ct:i ces. 

Our discussion of this aspect· of data needs for transportation energy conservation research 

focuses upon: 

Con~;l:!rvatiou a~;peet~; of the dynamics of energy demand 

New Technologies - factors affecting their assimilation into the market and impacts on energy 
consumption 

Projections of the effectiveness of conservation measures 

I. Conservation Aspects of the Dynamics of Transportation Energy Demand 

The conservation aspects of the dynamics of transportation energy demand represent a distinct 

topic for consideration from the previously discussed demand related data needs. Given that shifts 

to energy-efficient modes, increases in system load factors, improvement in energy efficiency for 

individual modes, and reduction in the overall use of transportation are the only ways to conserve fuel 

in the transportation sector. We consider them the four general areas for research in transportation 

demand dynamics. 

Each of these general areas requires significant research emphasis; each requires specific, 

current, detailed data of nationwide patterns of energy use; and each requires proper consideration 

of timing incentives and disincentives, implementation strategies for conservation schemes, and 

evaluation of conservation impact. Thus, with respect to the more obvious strategies for 

conservation, research is needed which provides explicit detail with respect to empirical analysis 

of clem;mcl 1 i.mi.ti.ng mer~s11res. Rese::n:ch topics include: 

Analysis of alternatives for disincentives su~h as horsepower or fuel consumption taxes for 
automobiles 

Analysis of the response to market-induced fuel price increases 

Analysis of the potential for modal shifts and their consequences particularly·with respect 
to urban passenger modes. 

Analysis of conse~vation aspects of the dynamics of transportation demand cannot ignore social, 

economic and motivational factors affecting transportation energy choices in today's modern life. 
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While energy use patterns within the transportation sector seem to be well understood they are not 

well documented in an empirical sense. Transportation planning does not have the benefit of 

quantitative analysis with respect to social and spatial determinants of energy use patterns. 

Decision making at all.levels of government is at a similar disadvantage. 

Important to the question of the dynamics of demand is an analysis of the determinants of traffic 

distribution. Conserving energy with minimal negative effect upon modern life requires that we begin 

to analyze what technical, economic and temporal factors have dictated or combined to effect the 

present modal mix and pattern of traffic distribution. The determinants of speed, flexibility and cost 

need to be fully evaluated in this context. 

The dif~erentiation of mode choice based upon the determinants of speed, flexibility and cost 

will be moderated as a result of fuel efficiency considerations. The causal effects of choice must 

be studied based on specific and detailed information if modal choices are to be made effectively. 

~~ . New Technologies 

Within the context of this paper, it would be neither possible nor practical to embark on a 

discussion of the data needs with respect to the technologies likely to be introduced i.nto the 

transportation sector in the foreseeable future. Consequently, this section will address two basic 

types of data necessary for the assimilation of new technologies into the existing transportation 

system: 

1. Marketability 

2. Identification of institutional barriers 

The category labeled marketability is concerned with assessing the characteristics of the various 

technologies and their appropriate role(s) within the transportation sector. Obvious data needs 

include economic analyses, fuel variability assessments, maintenance requirements, and durability 

information. 

In addition, data are needed on the potential market penetration of the various technologies. An 

assessment of the likelihood of market penetration has implicit data needs with respect to consumer 

attitudes toward the various technologies, the services desired, and personal travel characteristics. 

The importance of data which identify and quantify the determinants of transportation demand has been 

discussed previously. However, these data assume added importance with respect to new technologies in 

that many of the proposed technologies will service limited markets. for instance, the electric 

vehicle while being highly attractive for urban, short distance, low load travel is inappropriate for 

other forms of travel. 
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Additional market limiting factors will surely be identified as research and development of new 

technologies continues. Data identifying, quantifying, and assessing the impacts of these factors 

are essential. 

The obvious extension of research directed toward the assessment of the marketability of new 

technologies is that of determining the optimal technology mix. Data requirements in this area include 

those data necessary to ensure the effective coordination of the various transportation modes within 

the context of the entire transportation system. In other words, added emphasis is placed on a 

comprehensive and reliable data base which accurately describes the transportation system and its 

characteristics. The components of this data base have been discussed previously. To date, data 

relacive to new technologies that should supplement this data base have received little emphasis. 

The second area of concern with respect to the development and production of new .technologies 

is institutional. The fact that technological changes have been slow to develop and even slower to 

assimilate into the production process makes this a crucial area for research. 

Initially, our understanding of the automotive industry must be improved. Data with respect to 

production processes and capacities, susceptibility to design changes and technology changes, and 

research and development expenditures and programs are necessary. 

In addition, the fact that this is a highly capital intensive industry with an unpredictable 

market necessitates a better understanding of the dynamics of this relationship. The threat of market 

fluctuations is ever present. These factors have resulted in a highly conservative industry which has 

invested far more time and money in improvements to the internal combustion engine than into research 

and development on new propulsion systems. These industry characteristics, as they relate to the 

development of new technologies, should be thoroughly examined. Specific data needs include a 

thorough market analysis which accurately describes the interaction and interrelationships between the 

relevant economic factors such as price, social factors such as tr3vel patterns and vehicle ownership; 

and market fluctuations. 

The issue of selecting the appropriate new technologies to introduce into the transportation 

sector remains unclear for a number of reasons other than our lack of understanding of the automotive 

industry. Among these are uncertainties with respect to future fuel prices, future fuel supplies, 

consumer tastes, future emission standards, future safety standards, and potential improvements to 

present propulsion systems. While some of these uncertainties are unavoidable, others are a direct 

result ot unclear public policies and regulatory activities. Data which identify and quantify the 

impacts of public sector regulatory activities on technology development in the private sector are 

necessary~ Data of this nature would provide a basis for a far more coherent statement of national 
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objectives with respect to the development of new technologies. 

III. As~essment of the Effectiveness of Conservation Measures 

The importance of an ·accurate and reliable data base for transportation energy conservation has 

been stressed throughout this discussion. While such a data base is essential for identifying those 

potentials for conserva.tion which exist, a methodology for assessing and establishing priorities among 

the different conservation strategies is also important. Without such an assessment, policies are 

likely to be misdirected and inefficient. 

It is suggested that cost-effectiveness studies on potential energy conservation measures should 

be conducted. This approach would provide quantitative measures for comparing the relative importance 

of conservation strategies and would ultimately provide a basis fo.r the formulation of public policy. 

To date, no such cost-effectiveness methodology exists and examples abound as to its importance. For 

example, through an assessment of the direct and indirect energy requirements of the BART system in 

San Francisco, Dr. Charles Lave has determined that the system will probably never repay che 

construction energy investment. (11) Obviously, the $2.28 billion (constant 1974 dollars) could have 

been invested more efficiently if energy conservation was of primary concern. It has been widely 

suggested that a similar inefficiency exists with. respect to expenditures for traditional public 

transit buses. 

Dr. A.H. Rosenfeld of the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory has begun an initial investigation into 

cost-effectiveness studies of various energy conservation measures in the Commercial/Residential 

Sectors. It is suggested that similar analyses be conducted in the transportation sector. 

Such analyses within the transp~rtation sector will be largely predicted upon those improvements 

to the transportation data base previously described. Obviou~ly uue ~annot accurately assess the 

impacts of an alteration to the transportation system without first understanding the system. Specific 

data with respect to modal energy intensities, factors intluencing modal switches, indirect energy 

consumption, vehicle ownership and travel patterns, and transportation demand/price elasticities are 

among the more obvious data required to conduct such assessments. 

11 C. Lave, University of California, School of Social Sciences, Rail Rapid Transit: The Modern Way 
to Waste Energy, Social Science Working Papers, 122, Irvine, Calif., March 1977, p.7. 
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SUMMARY 

There is little argument as to the need for data which allow for the assessment and study of 

energy constraints upon transportation systems and the transportation sector . This discussion was 

intended to serve as an introductory overview to the topic of data n e eds in transportation/energy 

conservation research. 

The data needs identified in this presentation focused upon both descriptive data on current and 

historical energy consumption patterns and data needed to better understand determinants of energy use 

and conservation . Our perspective stems from a professional committment to organizing and making 

available specific , current , and detailed data of nationwide patterns of transportation energy use . 

Transportation inefficiencies exist with regard to urban auto travel, air and highway transport 

and less so with barge , railroad and pipeline transport. Understanding the quantitative aspects of 

energy constraints as a result of these inefficiencies necessitates significant improvement in the 

collection, analysis and reporting of data . Actions which effect energy use in the transportation 

sector must hR hased on sound knowledge of essential facts . 

It has been our responsibility to outline data needs which, when satisfied, will enhance our 

understanding of energy constraints upon the transportation system . It has been our privilege to 

suggest some remedies . 
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ENERGY INTENSITY OF VARIOUS TRANSPORTATION MODES 

ABSTRACT 

This paper provides an overview of the existing literature related to Energy Intensity (EI) of 

various transportation modes. These transportation modes include intracity (auto, bus, automated 

guideway transit system, vans, heavy rail, and light rail transit), and intercity (ai~planes, autos, 

buses, trucks, rail, waterways and pipelines) modes of transportation for passenger and freight 

movement. Wherever possible, an attempt has been made to correlate energy intensity as a function 

of operating conditions such as speed, load factor, type of commog;i,ties bej ne mmrPrl, "t~. 1.J~:g of 

both statistical and engineering approaches has been made for estimating energy intensity fienrPs. 

It is concluded that energy intensity values have a considerable raugt! depending upon the operating 

conditions, types of hardware, trip characteristics, load factor and type of commodities being 

shipped. The. rna. jolt output o6 :the -6tLI.d1J i-6 a .U.-6t o6 .6ugge.-!.ted EI valuu ( -i.n tahui.alr. 6oJtm) 6oJL 

-6eve.Jtal tJta.YL6pOJttrai.on modu. The. -6tud1J al-6o doc.wne.nt-6 :the Jte..te.va.nt wOJtk. JtepoJtted pJtev-i.oU-6.f.y 

e.-i.:the.Jt -i.n te.chn-i.cai joUJtn.al-6 olt gove.Jtnment--6poYL6oJted Jte.poltt-6. The study is highly data intensive. 

Finally, guidelines are also provided for furthering the state-of-the-art related to energy intensity 

work. 
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ENERGY INIDISilY OF VARIOUS T~FDRTATION f'ODES 

1 I 0 INTRODUCIION 

Over the last several years, the U.S. energy consumption rate has been growing, especially in 

terms of petroleum usage. Furthermore, our dependence upon petroleum has changed substantially; rather 

than exporting petroleum, we have become an importer. The crucial fact is that the U.S. presently uses 

petroleum at the rate of 18- to 20-million barrels per day. Of that, more than one-third 

is being imported. The transportation sector has increased its share of petroleum use and is presently 

nearly one hundred percent dependent upon petroleum. The overall world demand for petroleum has been 

rising and will continue to do so in the foreseeable future. The fact that very few countries .are ex-

porters makes the U.S. vulnerable to another oil embargo. Presently, the transportation sector con-

stitutes nearly one-fifth of the gross national product. Mobility is the key to the American Way of 

Life, and the choices are not going to be easy ones. But the fact remains that the U.S. must decrease 

its dependence on foreign oil. 

Both the executive and legislative branches of the. government have exhibited their serious 

concern about the overall energy situation by establishing the Department of Energy. The enactment of 

the 1975 Energy Conservation and Policy Act was also aimed at reducing petroleum dependence and toward 

improving efficiency of the existing transportation system. The following questions must be examined 

if we are to reduce the usage of petroleum: 

• How much petroleum is utilized by each mode for the movement of passengers 
and freight? 

• How do we reduce the usage of petroleum and at the same time maintain a 
reasonable level of mobility in terms of passenger and freight movement? 

The latter question needs to be thoroughly investigated in terms of: 

• Impact of alternative fuels on the transportation modes, 

• Improving output (in terms of passenger-miles and ton-miles) which 
would decrease the usage of petroleum or energy in general. 

This can be accomplished by improving the technical as well as operational efficiency of the transporta-

tion system. 

Improving technical efficiency involves such strategies as: conversion from_gasoline to diesel, 

weight reduction of the transportation vehicle and improving aerodynamic and rolling characteristics of 

the various modes. Operational strategies include such factors as improving load factors,
1

mode shifts, 

and reducing empty haul. This report relates to the subject of transportation output (ton-miles and 

passenger-miles) and the input energy. The yardstick known as energy intensity helps us to compare 
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various modes in a quantitative manner from the energy usage viewpoint. 

1.10 Energy Efficiency of Various Transportation Modes 

Efficiency in a general manner is defined as follows: 

Efficiency 

* Transportation Energy Efficiency 

Output 
Input 
Transportation Output 

F.nF~rgy Input 

1 . 

·Energy Intensity 

One way to define transportation output is by means of passenger-miles for passenger operation, and 

ton-m.iles for freight operation. 

Energy input is defined as the energy (converted into British Thermal Units) used by th~ partlcular 

modes for moving people and/or freight. On an aggregate !eve!, the energy used mAy be the total amount 

of energy used in a year for moving a certain number of passenger miles for the air operation. On the 

other hand, at a micro level, the energy expended may be the amount of fuel utilized to fly a certain 

type of airplane between a certain city pair under certain operating conditions such as altitude and 

speed. It is important to note that the energy in the above equation is only the 'operational energy' 

which is usually accounted for the efficiency purposes. Other energy utilization for purposes such as 

maintenance and construction (or indirect energy) are also important but cannot be treated adequately 

at the present time. The transportation output would be 

(no. of passengers x (distance) 

passenger miles 

Both the micro and macro approaches are valid and will be discussed subsequently. 

Another point which needs to be made relates to the fact that certain propulsion plants use electric 

energy (Metroliners, E-60-CP-General Electric Locomotive) and under those conditions, the energy (fuel, 

nuclear power, coal, etc., converted to B.T.U.) is measured at the input of the power plant which may 

be nearly three times the energy (electrical) needed for the given transportation propulsion system. 

It is recognized that the source energy (input to the power plant) may not necessarily be petroleum 

based. 

1. 1.1 Methodology for the Estimation of Energx Intensity Figures 

There are two methods by which the energy intensity values can be estimated. The following 

paragraphs summarize some of the pros and cons of each method. 

·* Serious questions have been raised by proponents of airlines and trucking associations regarding this 
measure because it does not take into account the quality of service parameters such as travel time, 
convenience, reliability, etc. A ton of coal shipped through barges at a speed of 5 miles per hour is 
not equivalent to a ton of flowers moved across the country in a controlled environment from Los 
Angeles to New York. These are real issues which are important but cannot be addressed within the 
scope of this study. 
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·A, Statistical Method 

In this method, the gross figures are used for fuel and passenger miles (or ton miles) for the 

particular mode. For example, American Public Transit Association maintains yearly data on passenger 

miles and energy utilized (KWH or gallons of diesel and gasoline) for its member transit organizations. 

Given the data, energy intensity can then be calculated as follows: 

EI (Fuel Used) in B.T.U. for a particular year 
Passenger Miles for the same year (1-1) 

The data on passenger miles are usually not directly available, but can be calculated in the following 

manner: 

Passenger miles (No, of Passenger Trips) x (Trip Lengths) (1-2) 

or 

Passenger Miles= (Vehicular Mile) x (Average Load Factor) x (No. of seats)(1-3) 

In equation (2), trip length is an unknown; while in the third equation, the load factor is an unknown 

parameter. Depending upon the assumptions of these parameters, passenger miles can be estimated. 

Most of these data are on a national basis (gross statistics) and provide us with energy intensit 

values for a mixed fleet (for example, a different type of airplane over different stage length, vary-

ing load factors and varying operating conditions). Similarly, for the urban areas, the energy inten-

sity values are gross, across the board average values and are in no case representative of the 

particular environment. The quality of the data rests somewhat upon the particular organizat~.on de-

pending upon the accuracy of the accounting procedures. 

B. Engineering Methodology 

This approach is based upon transportation mode characteristics (type of vehicle), operating 

characteristics (speed, altitude) and trip characteristics (trip length, load factor). The vehicles 

are simulated over a given trip and the energy demand is estimated from engineering relationships. 

Fig. 1-1 shows the engineering methodology utilized for evaluating trains from an energy intensity 

viewpoint. The list of symbols used in the figure is as follows: 

F Net tractive effort 

Total weight (including rotational) of the vehicle 
(or a system of vehicles) in pounds 

a Acceleration in ft/sec 2 

T Tractive effort (applied) at the wheels in pounds 

~ Net resistance in pounds 

Hi \~eight of the i-th vehicle 
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Given the velocity profile of a given trip, we can calculate the net horsepower in the following 

manner. 

Net horsepower 
or (Rail horsepower) 

where V is the linear velocity of the transportation system in miles 

per hour 

Given the rail-horsepower, the input fuel rate can be calculated as shown in Fig. 1-?.. 

intensity can then be calculated from the following equation. 

R.T.U./P.M. = (Fuel rate in gallons/hr) x (B.T.U./gallon) 
(Speed) x (No. of seats) (Load Factor) 
(in miles/hour) 

The energy 

(1-4) 

The above equation provides an instantaneous EI value which could be accumulated over the given trip 

and then the trip average EI values could be established. This method is highly data-intensive and a 

considerable amount of labor is needed for obtaining the necessary data base and its analysis. 
lltUnN ~OLLHE 1 RAil~ PEAFOAMANC( CALCULA lOll 

FIGURE 1-1 
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A comparative chart on the pros and cons of utilizing statistical or engineering approaches follows. 

Statistical Approach 

1. Gross n·ational estimates for energy intensity 
values are obtained. 

2. Takes into account unknown or non-quantifiable 
inefficiencies due to idling, circuitous 
routes, empty vehicle movement, etc. 

p. Input data can be established without much 
effort. 

~· Energy intensity figures are not applicable 
for a particular situation. 

5. Energy intensity values are not explicitly 
affected by the aerodynamic and rolling 
characteristics of .the vehicle. 

6. No meaningful analysis can be performed to 
study the impact of improved technology upon 
energy intensity values. 

7. Models do not have to be validated. 

8. Effect of trip length and load factors cannot 
be evaluated explicitly. 

Engineering Approach 

1. Micro energy intensity values for'the 
particular environment (trip, type of vehicle, 
load factor, speed) can be estimated. 

2. Data have to be supplied to the formula to 
take into consideration the inefficiencies 
due to idling, circuitous route, e~pty vehicle 
movement, etc. 

3. Input data are labor intensive and require 
considerable time and effort. 

4. Energy intensity values can be estimated to 
suit the given environment. 

5. Energy intensity values are sensitive to the 
aerodynamic and rolling characteristics of the 
vehicle (input to the calculations). 

6. Impact of improved technology (reduced weight) 
can be evaluated quantitatively. 

7. For real life purposes, engineering models 
should be validated by collecting relevant 
fuel data and comparing them with the math
ematical models. 

8. Trip length and load factors are independent 
input parameters rather than inherent 
parameters in the model. 

A somewhat simpler method for estimating energy intensity is the cruising energy intensity 

method which is a subset of the engineering methodology. A brief description of the method follows. 

C. Cruising Energy Intensity 

In this method, the vehicle is simulated such that it is moving at a constant speed on a level 

tangent track. No acceleration or deceleration is considered. 

In order to illustrate the above method, let us assume that the resistance of a given trans-

portation system (i.e., locomotive pulling a set of cars) is given by the following equation: 

R Resistance in pounds 

AW + BV + CVW + nv2 

where A, B, C and D are constant, V is the velocity in miles per hour and W is 

the weight of the system (usually in tons). Let us assume that the tractive 

eHon suppli P.n hy thP. power. plant (locomotive) is T, then 

T R (for equil'ibrium--no acceleration) 

or 
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T 

RHP 

AW + BV + CVW + DV
2 

=rail horsepower = (T) (V) 
375 

Knowing the NHP, fuel rates can be estimated which are usually provided by the manufacturers; Let the 

fuel rate be Q gallon/hr. Then the energy intensity is given by 

B. T. U. /P.M. = _,.(~Q)'----"x~( E"'::C:-'-)------~ 
(No. of Pass.) x (V) 

where 

EC energy content of the fuel being utilized by the power plant 

138,700 B.T.U. for diesel engine 

115,000 B.T.U. for gasoline engine 

In the above equation, velocity V is varied and Q is obtained accordingly which allows us to plot 

B.T'.U./P.M. or l:!.T.U./ton mile as a function of cruising velocity V expressed in miles per hour. 

For longer distance trips by buses, airplanes, and autos, cruising energy intensity provides 

a close approximation to the actual conditions. In order to get a more accurate energy intensity value, 

we need to know the number of accelerations and decelerations for the given trip .. The greatest ad-

vantage of this method lies in the reduction of labor and compntl?.r t:i.me. Hence, to obtain a crude 

approximation, this method is the best available. 

1.20 Organization of the·Paper 

This pap~ is organized into 6 sections as shown in the following chart. Sections 2.0, 3.0 

and 4.0 provide the necessary background information for El values along with the concluding remarks. 

£ncrgy Intensity of Varioue Tl-ant.fJUfldliuu Muc.lcti 
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Movement 

Section 2 

/! '~~ 
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t 
Intercity Freight 

Movement 

Section 4 

Auto Bus Rail AGT Planes Autos Buses Rail Planes Trucks Train Pipe- Waler-

Sectio•t 

Comparative Analysis 

of EI Value for 
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SA/ SB ~SC 
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System 
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Intercity 
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2.0 ENERGY INTI]SIJY OF URPAN TFANSIT SYSTEMS 
We are concerned here with the urban transit systems from the energy intensity viewpoint. This 

section includes four sub-sections which explain the reasonable EI estimates for autos, buses, rail 

and automated guideway transit systems . 

. 2.A. Urban Auto 

The following conclusions are made in regard to the EI study for urban autos. 

• Recently there has been a substantial decrease in B.T.U./Vehicle Mile value for the 
new fleet. It is expected that the trend will continue in the future. 

• Energy intensity*of Urban Auto is low because of low occupancy. The best guess is 
5100 B.T.U./P.M. based on an average occupancy of 1.7 persons. 

• There is a considerable difference in the EI (B.T.U./P.M.) value of urban v/s inter
city driving. The higher number of accelerations and decelerations plus the idling 
mode contribute towards the inefficiency of the urban auto. Also, the load factor 
is higher for the intercity auto trip. 

• Consumer reports and EPA provide excellent fuel consumption data for the auto mode. 
The data related to traffic characteristics (load factor, trip-length, no. of trips) 
are not very reliable at the present time. 

• From the viewpoint of energy conservation, reducing weight is the best strategy but 
it may have undesirable impacts upon safety standards. 

• EPA Highway Cycle is roughly 48 percent more energy efficient (provides 48 percent 
more mileage) than the Urban Cycle; whereas the Combined Cycle (Highway/Urban) is 
roughly 20 percent less energy efficient (20 percent less mileage for the same gallon~). 

2.B. Urban Bus (Commercial/School) 

* 

The following conclusions are made in regard to the EI study for urban b•.1ses. 

8 The best estimates of the EI values (B.T.U./Vehicle Mile) are given on the follo~ing· 

table. The potential EI values are also given for reference purposes. 
ENERGY INTENSITY OF URBAN BUS SYSTEM 

B. T. U. B.T. U. 
Ve hie le Type Vehicle Mile Seat Mile 

I) Diesel Bus 31,000 62 5 

2) Medium Size 28, 000 92 5 
Bus 

3) Minibus 17,000 700 

4) Van 13, 300 I, 200 

5) School Bus 16,400 32 5 

8 Variation of energy intensity values for urban buses may be attributed to several factors, 

including 

• Load factor- Energy intensity is·inversely proportional to the load factor. 

" Trip configuration - Length of the trip, number of accelerations and deceler
ations, idling time, etc. 

Based upon the present U.S. auto fleet, 13.22 mpg for urban ciriving -- Reference The Aerospace 
Corporation Issues affecting Northeast Corridor Transportation, June 1977. Prepared for FRA. 
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2.C. 

• Humidity, temperature and road-surface conditions. 

• Vehicle configuration and type of propulsion system - diesel buses are more 
efficient than gasoline powered buses. 

• The actual EI value for urban buses is 1975 \vhich is high on a per pass. mile 
basis. 1bis is because of the low average load factor, 15.7 passengers per 
bus. 

• The actual EI value for school buses is 765 B.T.U./P.M. baserl npnn A load 
factor of 22.4 passengers per vehicle. 

Urban Rail Transit Systems 

Tables 2C.-1,2 show the energy intensity values (B.T.U./car mile and B.T.IJ./P.M.) for 3 types 

of rail systems. The necessary data have been derived !rom the triotns:it operating reports for 1970 and 

1973. 

Rapid Transit 

":AF!.E?. .c-; 
ENERGY INTENSITY OF SEVERAL URBAN RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

System Transit Sys.tem 

RT NYCTA 

RT NYCTA 
RT CTA 
nT (Ch..i.:..agol 

RT MUCTC 

RT (Montreal) 

RT CTS (Clev.) 

RT/LR SPTA (Phil.) 

cl'(.. L:TA 

TC CTS (Dayton) 

TC SPTA 
LR TNJ (Newark) 

LR PAAC (Pitts.) 

LR NOPSI (New Orleans) 

LR COT fOhiol 

A .. ·g. RT 
Avg. TC 
Avg. LR 

'------ ·- . 

Year r:~r Mil,.,. r:.,,. :.Otih<r S. T, t_:. 
~~C: .. J•:..·Ii! .. 

1970. . lSI '·' 64, 700 

19i3 . 1795 '·' 04.700 

1970 . 214 l.S 54,400 

1973 . 13Z '·' 65,000 

1970 . 2:02 2. 35 57,800 

1973 . 201 l.3 so, 100 

1970 .137 1.& 85,000 

1973 .112 1.3 10-1,000 

1~70 . 255 l. 0 45, JOO 

1970 .255 3. 0 45, 300 

1973 . 173 
'· 0 

68,000 

19i3 .214 ?...:; <;.:, ~nn 

1973 .127 1.5 90, 600 

1973 . 243 '· s 48, 500 

JQj'\ . ~'~ 2.7 ~o. Joo 

'·' tl4, 700 

'· 7 
so. 300 

z:.; 56,700 

*R T = Rapid Transit, 'rC = Trolley Coach. LR = L1eht R:1.1l 

TABLE 2. C-2 

ENERGY INTENSITY Of' URBAN RAIL TRANSIT SYSTEMS 

B. T. U/Car No. of 
B. T. U. 100% B.T.II.~O'/~ "P.M;"" r.n~~ ~ oa 

Mile Scats Factor Factor 
64, 700 55 1170 ?., v;n 

Light Rail Vehicle 56, 700 40 1400 2. 800 

'1'i'611Cy L.:oa~h so. :lao 50 1000 2, 000 

Source: Derived from Table 2. C-1 

B. T. u. 25 % 
~Load 

Factor 

4, 700 

5, 600 

4, 000 

The following concluding comments are made in regard to the EI study for rail transit systems. 

t Energy intensity of rail syst~ms depends upon a host of factors; some of which 

are listed below: 

• Load Factor 

• Trip Length 
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• Type of Rolling Stock 

• Station Spacing 

• Capacity of the System 
(No. of Seats/Car - No. of Cars) 

• Environmental Factors 

I Almost all of the rail transit systems have high energy intensity because of low average 

load factor. It is important to note that these systems use nonpetroleum sources of power. The data 

on load factors are not very reliable. 

I Regenerative braking can have a significant impact towards reducing the energy intensity 

of urban rail transit systems. 

t The following table provides a list suggested EI values for rail systems . 

B. T. U. /Seat Mile B.T.U./P.M, • Type of System 

Rapid Transit 1200 3900 

Light Rail 1400 4670 

Trolley Coach 1000 3330 

-*Load Factor Assumed - 30% 

These values may have large variation depending upon the particular environments. 

2.D. Automated Guideway Transit Systems 

There are two major aspects of the Automated Guideway Transit .'Systems which are important 

from an energy viewpoint. 

• They are non-petroleum dependent 

• They are more efficient than the urban auto because 
of the fewer number of stops. 

Since most of these systems have not been operational in the real world; the real operational data are 

not available. The data which are available have been received from the manufacturers and may be 

optimistic. Figure 2D-l shows the sensitivity of load factor to the energy intensity figures. 

1090 

ENERGT EFFICIENCY !BTU} VS.LOAO F.I.CTOII 

I ...... ~ ..... ~ ..... 
UUCOO'P"It•Tt'.I•.H 

'\\ ............. . 
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.4 .!1 .G .7 .8 ,9 1,0 

LOIIO F•CTOR 

FIGURE 2.D-l 
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The following concluding remarks are made in regard to the EI study for AGT systems: 

t The preliminary results of the study show that AGT systems are more efficient 

from the energy vieWpoint. 

8 The energy efficiency of the AGT system varies largely with the design. For a 

vehicle \vhich is comparable to the size of the sub-compact automobile, the 

energy intensity is 2432 B.T.U./P.M. as compared to the existing automobile 

which consumes 3760 B.T.U./P.M. 

I The quality of ride, average speed, reliability of the system, privacy for AGT 

system are quite comparable to the automobile. 

~ It must be reiterated that AGT systems have a potential for not only conserving 

energy but also for using alternate sources of power. 

3.0 ENERGY INIDJSI1Y OF INTERCI1Y PASSEJIJGER TRANSFDRTATION rvDDES 

This section is divided into 4 sub-sections dealing with plane, auto, bus and rail modes. 

3.A. Intercity Passenger Planes 

Fig. 3A.1 shows the historical variation in EI value over the time period of 1955 through 1976. 

Fig. 3.A-2 shows the EI values for various equipment groups (Turbofan 4 engine - widebodied, Turbofan 

3 engine- regularbodied, etc.). Fig. 3A-3 shows the impact of various equipment types (B-747, B-727-

200, etc.) upon EI values. 

The following concluding comments are made in regard to the El study for intercity passenger 

planes. 
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a reasonable estimate of EI value 
This is just a gross number and 

be off + 30%. 

• Based upon the 1974 and '75 airlines statistics, the following EI estimates may be 
listed at the current load factors. 

Equipment Group EI=B.T.U./P.M. 

a) Turbo Fan 5586 
4 engine, wide 
bodied 

b) Turbo Fan, 3 5725 
~ng\'1~ii, ,_,_ri,Qy 

bodied 

c) Turbo Fan, 3 9000 
engine, regular 
bodied 

d) Turbo Jet, 4 9163 
engine 

e) Turbo- Prop, 4 10250 
engine 

These numbers should be updated each year after the latest CAB reports 
are available. 

e Passenger planes carry most of the air cargo and hence a better fuel allocation 
methodology should be applied when calculating the EI value for intercity passenger 
aircrafts. 

• Considerable potential exists for improving the energy efficiency of intercity planes. 
Factor·s such as improved load factor, reduced speed, improved ascent and descent 
procedures, improved technology (turbo fan) can have a substantial impact on reducing 
the overall energy intensity of intercity ah opel'ation. 

3.B. Intercity Automobile 

Energy intensity for intercity auto travel depends primarily upon the vehicle weight and the 

amount of urban v/s rural driving. The results of the urban driving have been primarily discussed in 

Section 2A. Results for the highway cycle are given· in Table 3.B.1. These results are converted into 

B.T.U./P.M. at 50 percent and 100 load factors. 
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TABLE 3.13-1 
E:Nii:IIQY INTI::NSITY )"OH INTI::HCITY AUTO fiiiGIIWAY-CYCI.E ONLY I 

£n11inu Si>:u/ Trlln•-
• No. Car Typo Cylindur 101i••i<>n 

Tuyuu. 71/-t 
Curull• 

V<lll•awaaon 97/4 
ttal>blt 

'· Oat•un 8514 
II·ZIO 

Pontiac Zll/b 
Sunblrd 

'· '""' JOZ/11 
Mo ... uonall 

'· l'lymo<itb US/b 
Vularo 

Zll/t. 
Skylark 

'· lOl/8 
Cran11d• 

9. Ford lSI/H 
Thundorblrd 

10, D<o<IIIO ]60/11 
Aaj.~un S. E, 

ZJI/6 
Cutloaa 
Swpram• 

Chovrolol ZSO/b 
M .. Ht.u 

Suurec: E:PA/11u nliluilgo guldo 1917 
Con•wnor Ruporl• I'Jlb ;u,.J J'i77 
W•rd'• Aul<m><nlvo Ycarbuok 1977 

~:u>' 
Wui}lhl ~rv.:;.?.~~ .. u P.M. Lgad 
lnlba. Mltu i-"Actur ~~;u:tgr 

:nu. 11.46 '" 
J8fo0 u.n "' 
1975 IHSl 

1965 

nss 5476 ZH71 1570 

)6]0 J'l(.S lb71 

u:o 11176 

H'll ~OZ9 

4185 5750 IZ'J7 

}(,51 67b.fo 21159 15511 

3790 Hll 15112 

)1141 4f.OO 1644 "' 
• M•y dtftur •uuouwhilt dcpond1n11 upun lho •ourCGI 

ao..t oo••wnpliou •• 

TABLE 3.B-l (Continued) 

ENEUGY ll>o';"ENSITY FOit INTf:itC!TY AUTO 

1\.T.O. SOl h.t.U. 100~ 
l::o11ino Si•c/ Wui~:ht Vehicle P.M. l.u•d P.M. t.oo.d 

No • ..:.__ c._r Typa Cylinder !nil>•. Mila• ~'actor 

"· oo.i~o llSit. 
Monaco 

l.ineoln· 151/1:1 <4295 5750 IO'Jl 
Morcury 
C::ou~ar 

Chry•lor Hli/1:1 .. 1110 6381! l!Z7Z llt.S 
Curdollo:~o 

16. Uuiclr. 211/1.> 1891 ot6oo IHZ "' 
"· ZSII/b 5416 il.'l1 'HI 

"· Plyu>outh llli/11 oll'JO 1.389 l'J11 )0118 
Gro~n Fury 

19. Dod II" 440/11 HIO nsz ZOIIL 1151 
1\oyo.l Mon.ooco 

zo. l.lneuln .foi.0/11 ~os;: 711JZ 21<;7 
Contim:nl•l 

I· 5 .Subcumpolf:l C..n uf 4 Soot• Gou<.lhno. IIS,OOU U.T. U,/11.allon 

t. • 10 CumJ>.1.CI Caroo of~ !ic,.J• 

II· IS St•nd•rd C•r• oft. S..•h 

16- ZO l.wo.ury Cau uf 7 .S..at• 

The following concluding comments are made in regard to the EI study for the intercity 

automobile. 

* 

• Given the model year and the type of trip (urban vs highway), a reasonable estimate of 
the EI values can be made from ~eports published either by EPA or Consumer Reports. The 
EPA testing methodology makes use of the chassis dynamometer. Consumer reports results 
are actual on the road tests and differ a bit from the EPA ratings. 

• Professionals strongly disagree in regard to the load factor. The load factor iR usually 
higher for the interc~ty trips. The best suggested number, based upon.thc literature 
survey, is around 2-4 persons per car. Using this occupancy rate, the EI value for an 
intercity trip is 2650 B.T.U./P.M. It is also important to mention that the auto can be 
competitive with other modes if the occupancy rates are increased. 

• It is expected that that the fuel economy of the intercity auto will keep on improving 
at a reasonable pace at least until 1985, after which date there has to be a technology 
breakthrough for further gain in fuel economy. 

• Based upon the present load factor conditions, the current auto consumes nearly double 
the energy consumed by the bus. It is also important to note that presently the plane 
consumes more than double the energy consumed by the auto (per passenger-mile basis). 

• There is a considerable variation in EI value for the intercity automobile. A few of 
the important factors which contribute towards its variation, are as follows: 

• Load factor - depends upon the length of the trip, type of the vehicle 
and purpose of the trip. 

• Type of the vehicle - sub-compact, compact, standard, luxury. 

The national personal transportation study shows a· higher load factor which is unsatisfactory because 
of the sample size for trips greater than 100 miles. Boeing report (Reference 14) has nocumented 
(based upon N.E. Corridor and Kansas State) that a figure of 2.4 is more appropriate to use. 
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• Percentage urb~n driving - total urban mileage divided by the trip length multiplied 
by 100. The higher the percentage urban driving - the higher the average EI value. 

• Length of trip. 

• Average speed and the distribution of the speed. 

• Temperature, humidity, road conditions, etc. 

3.C. Intercity Bus 

Table 3.C.l shows the result of the EI values for years 1973 through 1976. The top-line 

represents gross intercity operations. After eliminating the charter and local services, the remaining 

two rows arc obtained. 

TABLE 3.C-l 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF INTERCITY BUS SYSTEM 

Type of Ope ration 1973 1974 1975 1976 

I) Regular Route Intercity 1204 1126 1193 1183 
Miles only 

2) Intercity Route After 
Eli.rninating Charter 
Service 1073 1003 1049 1116 

3) Intercity Route After 
Eliminating Charter and 
Local Service 1041 975 10 25 1099 

After reviewing the literature and performing our calculations, the following concluding 

remarks are made with regard to the EI study related .to intercity bus operation. 

• It appears that we are in a good position to provide reasonable EI estimates under 
the current load factors. The suggested number is around 1100 B.T.U./P.M., estimated 
at 45% load factor. 

• Data upon which these numbers are based appear to be reliable because of the require
ments imposed by the I.C.C. 

• Intercity bus is the most efficient mode of intercity passenger transportation under 
the current operating conditions (load factor, speed, etc.). 

• Under full load conditions, suggested EI value is around 500 B.T.U./S.M. 

3.D. Intercity Passenger Rail 

Table 3.D-l shows. the results of the EI values for diesel-electric trains; Table 3.D-2 is for 

metroliners and electric locos hauling amfleet consists. Table 3-D-3 shows the results of turboliner 

simulated along the NYC to Albany Corr.idor. 

The following .concluding remarks are made with respect to the EI study for intercity passenger 

trains. 

f There is a considerable variation in the EI values for intercity passenger rail operation. 

The differences in EI values stem from several factors such as: 
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TABLE 3. D-1 

ENERGY lNTENSITY OF' Olf'f'ERENT DIESEL TRAIN-CONSISTS 

ALONC NEW YORK CITY TO ALUANY ROUTE: 

Tnla B.T.U./P.M, B,T,U./P,M. Tni~~o 
Conaiala SO'I. l..o.ad F"•clor IOQ"-Load Factor ConO uruion Rem•rka 

·-· 

·-· 
P-lOCH 

SDP-40F' '" 

Z-8-Z-1 

"' 

"' l-8·Z·I 

"' 

':'l-3-l-0 means lloco, 

lla...tlua 
Rofurbiahed 
c ..... Short ..... 
H•<>linl 
Rcfurbi•hcd 
c .. u 

Refurbiahod 

Anuloel 

LRC Car 
Con•i••• 

3 coachP.s, l snack and 0 club car. 

TABLE 3. D-3 

TABLE 3. D-2 

E:NEIIUY INTENSITY o~· ME1'1t01.1N£11S 

AND £L£CTRIC LOCO IIAUL£0 AM~'LI::£T CONSI~"TS 

n.T.U. so" u.·r.u. aoo" c,,,.,.,., 
~J ...... d ~l.uad Comn>.,nl• 

MU-1 
b Scand;ord 

MU-Z 
I EI.OCP 
L.ocumotivoa<>d 
6 An\co,,.;h C.u 

MU·l 
4 ln>proved 
~~'::.-!'-.--, 

MU·4 
On11 Ahlhum 
CCI-&SOO 
Lucumolh,., •nd 
6 A.oncoachoa 

MU-5 
Uno ASI::A 
IIC4A Lu<'umulivu 
and I. A.onc:u•cha• 

'" 

1900 1000 

1900 

'" 

A••o.unlng11S"-1r&tl8• 
mL•••un EUiclancy, 
Jl." Puwerpl•nC to 

1'r .. in·l1 ulrob\ll.ion 
Elfic:lctncy 

s. ...... 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF TURBOLINER 

B.T. U. SOo/o 
Train Consist ~ Load Factor 

Robr Turbo
liner Consist 

2-3-1-1 
4200 

B.T.U. 
~ 

IOOo/o 
Load Factor 

2100 

• Type of the rolling stock. Specific fuel consumption v·aries a_ccording to the 
type of the propulnion plant - gas turbine, dienel, dienel-electric, electric, 
etc. (see Figure VA-2) contained in Appendix VA. 

• Train Consists: Long distance trains usually have an extra load due to sleeper 
cars, baggage cars, lounge cars, mail car, etc. 

• Type of track. Quality of track dictates the allowable speed and number of 
slow orders. Curves and grades also affect the performance of the system. 

• T-r:ip eh"-r:~cted.stics - load fa<:tor, staee leneth, dwelJ t:i.me affeet the ene-r:ey 
efficiency of the system. 

• Methodology utilized for estimating the EI values. 
and engineering approaches may not be consistent. 

The data base for statistical 

• For Metroliners or electric hauled Amfleet consists, the energy intensity is 
around 1100 B.T.U./S.M. This energy is based upon the input to the generating 
station (nuclear, coal, oil fired). For getting the approximate EI value under 
a certain load factor, the foll01ving equation may be used: 

EI/P.M. 

where L.F. represents the actual load factor. 
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For diesel-electric trains (short to medium haul), the realistic EI estimate is around 750 

B.T.U./S.M.; for cross-country trains, the best EI estimate is 1000 B.T.U./S.M. 

I The national average EI value for the intercity rail passenger operation is 3500 
B.T.U./P.M., under the actual operating conditions. 

I The EI value for intercity rail passenger operation for a particular route cannot 
be easily estimated without knowing more information including: 

• Type of train consist - no. of parlor cars, snack cars, coach cars 
and the density of seating, baggage cars. 

• Type of the power-plant - LRC and SDP-40F are more efficient than 
E-8, Turboliner is least efficient at low outputs. 

• Length of the trip. 

Once the above information is known then the EI values can be estimated with some confidence by looking 

at Tables 3.D-1, 2, and 3. These values are on the low side because they don't account for circuity and 

other losses such as yard-switching, maintenance, etc. It must be admitted that considerably more 

work is needed to come up with reasonably accurate EI values under actual working environments. The 

work presented here should be considered a stepping stone towards a comprehensive work (model valida-

tion) needed to arrive at accurate EI values. 

4.A. . Intercity Air Freight 

Fig. 4.A-1 shows the historical variation in EI values for all cargo planes. Fig. 4.A-2 shows 

the variation in EI as a function of the equipment group (turbo-fan, 4 engine, regular bodied; turbo-

fan, 3 engine, regular bodied, etc.). Fig. 4.A-3 shows the impact of the type of equipment on EI 

value~. Fig. 4.A-4 shows the impact of stage length upon EI values. Only the incremental fuel is allo-

cated toward the cargo and hence the EI values are small. It is also important to mention that 

passenger aircraft carry most of the air cargo and hence the use of incremental fuel allocation does 

make sense. 
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Source: Characterization of the U,S, Transporta
tion System, Vol. 1, Domestic Air Transportation, 
March 1977, The Aerospace Corporation. 
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We are in a position to make the following concluding remarks in regard to the EI values for 

air cargo operation. 

/1 'B. 

• 

• 

The operational data base (traffic data, fuel usage data) for the air cargo operation 
are reliable in comparison to the other competing modes. 

A reasonable estimate of the EI value for all cargo intercity aircra:t is around 
25,000 B.T.U./tou mile. This value varies with the type of the equipment group 
(turbo fan, 4 engine, regular bodied-wide bodied, etc.). Based upon our limited 
search, the following table proviues :;uggested EI valnP.!'; for v<~r.ious types of 
equi[J111euL g,tOU!J. 

Equipment 
Cirnnp 

a) Turbo- fan, 
4 engine, 
reg. bodied 

b) Turbo- fLLn, 
3-engine, 
-r~g. l:u)t;l!.ed 

c} Turbo-fan 
4 engine, 
wide bodied 

• EI • 
n '1'. rr./To.HI~rni!o~? 

zs. 000 

33, 000 

18.000 

Load 

58% 

6Z'lo 

*a~st e~timatoi a.t the current load factoro·can have con• 
siderable variation. 

• The EI values for carrying freight on passenger aircrafts have considerable 
variation (usually lower than all cargo planes) depending upon the methodology 
utilized. No gross EI number can be mentioned at the present time. Each par
ticular case should be analyzed individually hy uRine the incremental fuel 
method. 

Intercity Truck 

Fig. 4.B-1 shows the results of El value as a function of cruising speed which is varied from 

10 to 70 mph. Two different load factors are considered for evaluation purposes. 
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The following conclusions can be drawn with respect to the EI value for intercity trucks from 

a review of the literature and performance of our own analyses. 

I The EI values for intercity trucks depend upon several factors such as: 

• Type of the truck (single unit, tractor-semi trailer, tractor-trailer 
combination, van truck, etc.). 

• Type of commodities being carried (density has an important bearing 
upon the EI value. 

• Average load to vehicle capacity ratio. 

• Trip characteristics (length of trip, average stops, etc.). 

• Operational characteristics - speed at cruising - no. of accelerations 
and decelerations, etc. 

• Length of empty back haul. 

Hence no precise "EI" number can be prescribed to the intercity trll:ck operation, but we are able to 

provide a gross number based upon the past-energy and ton-miles statistics. 

I Based upon the past statistics and operational data, it appears that the best EI estimate 
for intercity combination trucks would be around 2,500 B.T.U./ton-mile. Better input 
operational data are needed to refine the above mentioned number. Presently, there are 
tremendous inefficiencies existing in regard to the quality of operational and traffic 
data (ton-mile, average length of haul, load factor, type of commodities shipped on each 
truck type). The fuel data and the technical performance data are available from the 
manufacturers and other published sources which make the engineering analysis approach 
highly attractive. Efforts should be deployed towards attaining a good traffic base 
which could be used as an input towards engineering analyses. 

4.C. Intercity Freight Trains 

Fig. 4.C-l shows the impact of cruising speed upon the EI values for intercity freight trains. 

}'our different types of commodities are being considered for evaluation purposes. 
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The following conclusions are drawn based upon the literature survey and on our own analysis. 

t Baseu upuu the past statistics on traffic and fuel data, a gross EI number of around 
750 B.T.U./ton-mile could be prescribed to the intercity rail freight operation. This 
energy intensity does not take into consideration the inefficiency due to the higher 
circuity factors inherent in the present railroad infrastructure. The disaggregate EI 
values will differ considerably from the gross numbers for several reasons, some 
of which are mentioned below: 

o Types of commodities being shipped (low density vs. high rlP.nsity, commodities 
needing special equipment-live refrigerated cars, etc.). 

• Types of freight cars being utilized - type of the car affects the ratio of 
cargo weight vs. gross weight which in turn affects the efficiency of the 
system. 

e Trip and track characteristics - length of trip and the quality of tr..<~vel have 
a direct bearing on the EI values. For a higher grade ruling operation, more 
locomotives need to be utilized wnich may d~c;-rease the effid.eney of thP- syste.m. 

• Operational characteristics - fuel consumption for operations such as idling, 
yard-switching, will have measurable effect on the energy intensity numbers. 

• Empty-backhaul. 

• Type of the motive-power. 

4.D Pipe Lines 

Table 4.D-l shows the results of EI values for crude oil under varying flow rates. Tables 

4.D-2 and 4.D-3 show the results of EI values for refined products. It is noted that EI values are 

very sensitive to the flow rates. These results were obtained by utilizing actual data supplied by 

Continental Oil Company. 

The following conclusions are drawn based upon the literature survey and our own work as 

r~ported in the following tables. 
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Product 

Gaaoline 

Jot Fuol 

Kerooene 

TABLE 4. D-2 

TABLE 4.0-1 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF OU. PIPE-LINES 

Pipe-diameter 
Specific 

Yiscosit)!' 
(inlide dia-

Product Flow Rate Cravitv meter in inches} 

Crude Oil I791 BBL/br o. 82SO 5.12 I2. so 

Crude Oil 2079 BBL/br o. szso 5.12 I2. so 

•Acnul.l data provided by Continental Pipe-Linea Company .. 
YJ.11tontaCc- vhcoeity in Centietokes. 

ENERCY INTENSITY OF CRUDE PRODUCTS 
MOVING THROUGH PIPE-LINES 

Specific Shaft Horae- Flow Rate Pipe 
. 

B.T. U. 
Gravity Vhco111ity power/Mile BBL/hour• Diameter l'Ori""iJITe 

Specific 
Product Gravity 

. 7Z7S o. 8 17.39 3227 12.2S" 317 Ga111oline . 7Z7S 

. 7'i01 1.4 18. b JZZ7 IZ, Z~" ••• Jet Fuel . 7S03 

. 7796 z.z 20.9 3227 12.2S" 348 Kero111ene . 7796 

B.T.l1• 

~e 

zoo 

Z60 

TABLE 4.0 ·3 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF OIL PIPE-LINES 
(REFINED PRODUCTS! 

~;jj:::,e:;~: Flow Rate Theoretical B.T.U. 
Viacoaity BBL/hour• H.P./M.ile ion Mile 

o. 8 6.065" 316.62S 0.09 128.0 

1.4 6. 065" 316. 62S 0. 807 lSI 

z. z 6.065" 316.625 o. 68 '" 
No. 1 Fuel Oil . 81SS z. 6 22.7 3227 12. 2S" 371 No. I Fuel Oil . 815S Z.6 6.005" 316. 62S o. 98 164 

No.2 Fuel Oil . 8392 •. 0 zs.o 3227 tz.2s·• 397 No. 2 Fuel Oil . 8392 •. 0 6.065" 316.6ZS 1.11 181 

Dieael Fuel .8348 4.7 ~4. 90 3227 12. 2S" 388 Dietel Fuel . 8348 4.7 6. 065" 31~. 625 I. 16 184 

Propane . S080 0.1 10. 10 3227 IZ. 2S" Z65 Propane . 5080 0. I 6. 065" 316. 62S 0. 80 117 

•Actulll datil supplied by Continental Oil Company. ~ Averase EI 346 
•Actual dat.a 1upphed hv Contlnental Oil Company, l Avenge El = 153 .J. 

• The EI values for oil pipe-lines are extremely sensitive to parameters such as flow 
rate, pipe diameter, pipe roughness, type of pump (electric, centrifugal, reciprocating 
piston) and the type of product moved through the pipe-line (crude oil v/s products). 
Hence, no single EI should be prescrieed. 

• Based unon the literature and industrial and professional contacts, it appears that 
an EI value of 350 for crude and 250 for crude products would be a reasonable estimate 
at the present but that future study is warranted when better data become available. 

The following concluding remarks are made in regard to the EI study for gas pipe-lines. 

4.E. 

• There is little published material which is readily available in the area relating to 
EI values for gas pipe-lines. No useful information was obtained through communications 
with several gas pipe-line companies. Documentation related to methodology, traffic 
volume and operational and design characteristics of pipe-lines is lacking. 

• The best possible EI number based upon the above studies and*private communications 
with experts is in the neighborhood of 2000 B.T.U./ton mile. 

• More research is needed in this area to gain a better handle on the design and traffic 
characteristics of the gas pipe-lines. It is also recommended that the Federal Govern
ment attempt to get some pipe-line industries involved in this research. Only then can 
the state-of-the-art be enhanced. 

Waterways 

Table 4.E-1 shows the historical variation of EI values for the operation of deep-water and 

inland waterways. Fig. 4.E-2 shows the variation in EI value for a standard 4 barge flotilla. The 

impactsof various input parameters such as hull to bottom clearance, current, draft, etc. are explained. 

*rt lshould be mentioned that EI values for gas pipe-lines are dependent upon several factors such as 
temperature, length of the pipe-line, inlet pipe-line pressure, pipe-line diameter, type of pump 

(electric, reciprocating, etc.) 
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Ye.r.r 

1964 

1965 

1966 

1907 

1968 

1969 

1970 

1971 

1972: 

197l 

1914 

TABLE 4. E~l 

ENERGY INTENSITY FOR WATERBORNE FREIGHT 
TRANSPORTATION 

D~~p·wlot~r 

Ea.crgyll I 

{1014 Bru.) 

1.74 

1.19 

1.2:7 

1.55 

1.84 

Z.OI 

2:.51 

Z.2:2: 

2:.ZO 

I. 86 

~ 
IOD•mi 

558 

459 ... 
499 

604 

668 

698 

6>Z 

~71 

576 

Inland W.r.t~rwa.ys 

Energyll) 

(101-1 Btu) 

o. 557 

o. 590 

o. 658 

o. 681 

o. 699 

o. 759 

o. 72:9 

1.042: 

1.115 

o. 918 

386 

386 

400 

,., 
>90 

••• 
'" 

'" 
489 

>19 

... 
-' 
2 

z 
0 ... 

2400 

2000 

FIGURE 4. E-2 
ENERGY INTENSITY FOR A STANDARD 
4 BARGE FLOTILLA (z by 2) WITH 1000 H.P. 
TOW AND 5 FOOT DRAFT 1 MEDIUM LOADS) 

\ •"" , ... 
(I) It ts assumed that all rendual lucl oal is us~d lor dr.ep wot~r co.r.s!o'.l 

.r.nd coastwise waterborn~ tran1por1, :;; 
,.: 

1200 ~li"'!<urrenl 

IZI R~sidual fuel oil energy contentdivtdod by~~!'· 
rnileG of coastal and coastwise traflic 

Ill lt is assumed thu all distillat~ oil (dieullu~l) is used !or inland 
wat~rw.r.y transport. 

141 Diuillate oil energy content di.vidad ~Y ... !5H!: 
miles of inl.iond w;t.terway tr.r.Uic. 

Source: C.:haractcrhal:ion of the U. S. Transportation Syetcm, Vol. 0, Wotc~ 
'1'rotneportahon ol t'retght, The Aeroopace Corporation, March 1971. 

a:i BOO 

'---------·-11-h ;o current 
400 

ol-~,~.~.~~.~,~.~~,~.~.~~or·,,t,~ .. -n,~ 
HULL TO RIVER BOTTOW CLEARANCE (ft.) 

The following conclusions are warranted from the EI study of \vaterways systems. 

• Data related to traffic (ton miles, avP.ragP. leneth of haul, average load) and fuel 
consumption are scarce for all types of waterways (great lakes, river, coastal water
ways) and hence reliable conclusions are impossible to draw at the present moment. 

• Energy intensity of barge flotillas on inland waterways is extremely sensitive to 
pac"'meters such as channel width, width and current, flotilla load, geometry, speed 
and horsepower and hence no meaningful average values can be prescribed to the flotilla 
operation; but, rather, individual cases should be evaluated based upon the flotilla and 
waterways characteristics. 

• The major deterrent to the energy intensity of inland-waterways operation is the high 
level of circuity which in certain cases may bring the F.T. vi'!hre of waterways operation 
higher than the competing rail system for the same origin and destination points. 

• Based upon the literature survey, the following gross estimates are giveu fvr various 
types of waterways. These EI values uv not take into consideration the impact of 
circuity. It should also be mentioned that these numbers may be off as much as 50 
percent, but they arc the best 'numbers' available. 

ENERGY INTENSITY OF WATERWAYS SYSTEMS 

Type of Operation B. T. U./Ton Mile 

a) Deep Water Operation 600 

b) Inland-Waterways 500 

5/l COMPA.RATIVE P.NALYSIS OF EI VALUES FOR VARIOUS TRANSFDRTATION mDES 

This section is divided into 3 sub-sections which deal with urban transit systems, intercity 

passenger systems and intercity freight systems. It's purpose is to provide an overview of the ·results 

of previous studies, and suggested EI values for each modP.. 
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S.A. Comparat~ve Analysis of EI Values for Urban Transit Systems 

Table S.A-1 shows the results of the EI values established by various authors. These values 

are presented based upon a current load factor and also on a per seat-mile bRsis. 

TABLE 5. A-1 

E:NERCY INTENSITY OF URBAN TRANSIT SYSTEM 

·rrandt Wod" B,T,U,/P,M, B. T, U./5, M. .... 
1,88111 1 4,74&161 J, 760(181 1,189171 

Com~cl 4,140111 l,UO l,lS6 1,187 l,b60 

'" Avoraao s,ustBI b,400 5,554 7,550 ... 791'
1

' 8,100 5,)80 9,500 5,100 1,447'8' Z,64Z 1,600 1,)60 Z,SlO 1.900 z,on 1,556 I,SU Z,OU·Z,7'#9 

·~ 2,940 1, sn ),700 Z,Z70 l,OZD 1,975 "' 100 bOO ••• b>O "' "' 
,, 

Urban Tranalt 1,891 l., 100 

l,!.i?l Z,67o 1181 1,1)0 1,600 

School ... "' 1,100 '" 410 )00 

Rail Trandl 
4,JIO(l) '· qzou:u Conunulor l,l'lZ 4,100 1,1)0 4,110 J,UO "' ... 1,0]0 '" 6Z7-l,IZZ "' ... 

Rail Rapld 
z. soo z,tnt•l ),400 l,l48 4,6661141 1,075 1,000 "' '" 170 

Tranall 

Trollay z,sz:atSI ),610 4,080 l,l:UCIS) 1,400 '" 1,020 ... 
ACT 

Z,4lZIIII 900 1SO 671-I,ZOZ I,S94 '" Small z.zoo ),000 

lA rae 2:,900 ), 740 ],OOO(IZJ 1,100 '" .. o 774-990 

Roferanco DOT/NASA L.iob Pollard Fral&o Cioaa Hint Hulled Huly Minai DOT/NASA Fral&o Licb Huated Birll llcaly Coae Auu-
001 ::~'?18i John 

Paullin apace ~~~irro. 

Compact Car auumcd bavlna Il-l mpg "' ZS'f. Load factor c:C'Intiderod (II) Avo rase occupancy I. 95 pauaqcra, (16) Occupancy Rato • 4, MPC•Il.ZZ ,,, 
"' ,,, ,., 
"' 

lnlormadlato Carhavlna 14,1 lnPi '" Crou weiaht ZSOO-HOO liZ I Ford vehtc.la, Load Factor • 30" (11} MPC c lllm.p.a. 
Standard auto woi;hing lS00-4400 lba. Subway and Elevated '" Rapid Tranatt Load Factor " 10'- (181 Occupancy Rate • I. 11 

Surface Rail 4UARTI "' 4 Scau/6 Seala (I]) 

Trolley Coach ILVR) CIO) Rcpurtod by Lao T»ckar In rcfcrcmc:.,_68 .• (14) Usl\t Rail Vchlclo, l..aad Factor " lO" 

115) Trolley CQac:h, t.o.d Factor • "''-

The ~allowing paragraphs provide a summary of the reasons for discrepancies existing in the EI value. 

* 

• Assumptions regarding the load factors. 

• Assumptions regarding trip-lengths. 

• Assumptions regarding the physical characteristics of the transportation-mode, 
e.g., whether the automobile is 3,000 or 4,000 pounds in curb-weight, etc. 
Urban buses and school buses have different sizes, etc. 

• Assumptions regarding the fuel efficiency of the transiortation mode--urban buses 
vary in fuel mileage from 2.6 to 4.6 miles per gallon. 

• Assumptions regarding various conversion factors utilized by authors • 
for gasoline varies from 110 to 135K, depending upon the source. Also 
from KWH to B.T.U. entails assumptions regarding efficiencies on power 
transmission. 

B. T. U. /gallon 
the conversion 
plant and 

·• Assumptions regarding the engineering characteristics (rolling and drag coefficient) 
of the transportation modes have an impact on the EI values. 

On examing Table S.A-1, we can make the following observations: 

• On a seat-mile basis, variations in EI values among several authors seem to be of 
lesser magnitude than the comparative figutes on a passenger-mile basis. The major 
factor behind the marked variation is due to the assumption of load factor. 

• For the rail transit systems, there appears to be a disagreement of higher magnitude 
than the other modes. This discrepancy stems basically from two reasons: one is the 
description of the rolling stock.and the other relates to the data on energy and 
traffic characteristics. 

Reported by DOT to the Congress July 1974. 
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S.B. 

• For the AGT systems, the variation in EI may be due to 

• Physical characteristics of the system- weight, type of system, etc. 

• The Load Factor assumptions. 

• For the automobile, the major reason £or variation may be attributable to the 
inertia weight of the average U.S. auto fleet. No reliable figures are known 
for the existing U.S. auto fleet. The amount of urban driving and the urban 
driving cycle also have an impact on the variation of the EI value. 

Comparative Energy Intensity Analysis for Intercity Passenger Movement 

Table S.B-2 shows the results of the EI values for several intercity passenger modes. Energy 

intensity values are provided for current load factors and are also based upon the maximum seating 

TABLE 5. B-2 
LNTE:RCJTY PASSENGER £N£nGY 1NT£N.SJTY f'Olt VARIOUS TRANSPORTATION MODES -------------------------------------, 

' Tran•port;Uion 
r.loJc U. T. U. /P.M. B.T.U./S.M. --

I 
I 

Automobile 
l.'lOJZI 1,1<;0 l,l."iQ 1,)5.0: I,U.l "' ')StJ I,O'IZ 

Comp•ct 3, 7l8 
1,196 1,475 1,?76 1,167 

Avcuga l,-'00 3,&00 3,800 l,t.oo ],000 ),HOO 4,600 7,t.nn Z, BJU ~. t.so 

lntercity Oua 1,175 1,260 I,JB I,IO'j 1,690 1,109 I, 778 I,Z£,0 I, 176 1,100 ... ... "' '" 6JO 

-~ ~- ----RR .. ··--·· .. 
I'Uin 

Ct'n•• C:ountry J,asz 2,7H '" I, 7ll l,OIS I, 7ll Z,7N l. 't6~ I, 'QO ~l.l :m~. 

McHiOllnur J,6SO t,aoo1" 1 1,850 ... '" I, B'iill .,. 
Cooun·,ut~l 1,.11!7 1,)87 l,lllb "' "' 1,108 

Suburban J4b m 

Airplane 
I, 91i~-Z, 1611 l,l75 z, 250--1,090 

Wid" Body 6,116 4,1127 5, 500 1,17:. 

8,.fl7 '/,t.-12 9,642 8, 4l1 6, 4211 7,500 5,62S 7, 273 6, ~00 1, 970 2,596 2,5'16 6,1)6 J,2?2 1,970 Z,t.H-S,OOO 
Avcr:qco 9,000 

lflgmo•tic 

5,980 
thUcrnaliO,..I 

Rc(11r11nt:c FEA DO'f/TSC OOT/0T£P lliru flint Natioln;al (;.., .. l'oll"rd 'fSC MIHal llic:o DOT/OS'f f'rai•u l.iub f'll~ht Gu•• JlOT/NASA 

l191ll ti'J7J) Cnmn>la1ion 
on Material• 
l'ollc:y 

"' Uc:c:up;anc:y Rl.lll "4 

"' Oc:cupanc:y Rate" 2.4, "'IJI:t" 2b.UO 

Ill Cro11 cllhnl>lll- dupt~odl upon lluvc,·al (actor a 

I <I l.la~<•d upon 50'1'-l<lad fac:wr, 

The following paragraph is meant to provide a eeneral overvie~• ·regarding the reasons for 

variations in EI values within each mode. 

• Physical and mechanical characteristics of the transportation mode. Each mode has a 
variety of equipment characteristics which result in different EI values, e.g., autos 
differ in size and power-plant; trains differ in size and type of po"'er-plant (diesel, 
diesel/electric, gas turbine, electric); planes differ in size and thrust character
istics, etc. 

e Traffic characteristics - length of trip, load factor, and frequency of operation are 
some of the parameters which affect the EI values. Length of the trip has a definite 
impact upon the EI values for intercity planes, 

• Fuel consumption data - assumptions regarding the fuel rate have a direct bearing upon 
the EI values. The fuel rates may be theoretical supplied by the manufacturers who 
may provide us with conservative EI estimates. On the other hand, actual fuel data 
obtained from yearly reports may be in error and hence may result in different EI 
values. The actual fuel measurement data are usually on the high-side which may result 
in higher EI values. The other factor which affects the EI value relates to the com
ponents of fuel consumpt:i.on which may consist of traction, maintenance, yard-switching, 
etc. Because of the accounting procedures in practice, it may not be possible to 
have data pertaining to the operational trip energy, thereby causing the variation in 
the estimated EI value. 
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S.C. 

• Methodology behind EI values - passenger planes carry most of the intercity air 
freight which causes extra fuel penalty. The methodology behind the distribution 
of fuel bet,veen passengers and freight affects the EI values for passenger .freight 
movement. 

Comparative Analysis of EI Values for Intercity Freight Movement 

Table S.C-3 shows the results of EI values for intercity freight movement. The values are 

based upon the current load factors and other traffic conditions prevailing during recent years. 

TABLE 5. 3-C 

IUTEKCITY FREIGHT ENLIHiY INTENSITY ~·01: .!>t::VEKAL TKANSPOKTATION MOIIE.S 

Tranll~rl.4!.1ion 

H. T. U. I r.,,_, '-"-''-,------,,----,----,----,-----,----;;-,--j ~---· 
S, 4 00-Il.,OOO 14, BOO 'J~, bOO ~J: ~:~g: L, JUO :~: ~!i ::~~:~:t~c £.1, 000 II, 910-IH, Ill ll,lll II, 'JJ0-1£., 1111 ZS, 000(

4
) Alr 67,500 46,500 

lional) 

ruck 
Tot~l t'ruia:ht z. J90 l.,774 2,774 IJti, 700 

z. sool11 
lnt.,rc:ity I,Hl-1,814 10,600-1, .. 1>0 1,100-l,OOO z. 714 4,t>ZJ Z,l-il 2,400 .!,811 Z,400 Z, HS-Z, 7ZO l,llll-J,400 z,no 

I""" "' "' '" "' T<>l.ll FruigM no ill ,,. 
"' "' ll:-1-1,402 51•7 514-1,402 

lmoro.:hv "' '" no.LH'I 1l0 m 

.. ,&:inc ... l,lbO "' l,ll:iO Z7l-4Sl "' 
150131 

Koflnad Prod• 
'SO Ill 

z OooiJI 
Gu 

W.otcr"""'Y" 

'" NSF 

Olotallo ,., 
AAR 

M:O 

IUut 

zn 
ZZ6(1j 

Zllll!!l 

Mitro DOT-NASA Counagio- UOT/ PM t.. M 
Mallon TEP 

~00 S07lllll.ondJ 514-t.lll 

4l.61Col&otwl•u 
ll • .ir"<ll 

jl.•kowlllul 

Mo~f.ll9711 Pollard T.SC Amorica- Rice ji<J10) 
Waterway• 
Opor.tUOtl 
Inc. 

50'1 

IUea (1'1741 

'" 

Con\nU ••ion 
unMaturh.lll 
Policy 

=-~;o·,rr--

soo1c:. 1 

t.llttal 

Ul u.ued on pro·nh• •~ro of fuol e"n•wnvtlon 
for portion of tral.;ht movtng In pDUongcr alreuft. 

(51 Ucap water .:.pcntion • no circu.ity • 
can havo cun1idurabla variation in •ch••' 
El val11a. 

(Z) Ba11ud on ineramontal onoray roqubon•ontll fur tho 
pon.lon of the lrolght rnovtng l.n pa.ucngar t>l.rcraft. 

PI Gru•• o•tlmata, <.lepo11<h upon 11avoral facton. 

(41 All <:argo planu 

j6) Inland Watar,.·ay•- no cir<:uity- c•n have 
conaldorablo variation In El value•. 

l71 Cu:ut•l and lll'l:al lake• •hlp 

1111 Coa•tal und o.truat Jako• barsc 

The following paragraphs are intended to expound upon the reasons for variations of EI values 

within each mode. 

a Assumptions relating to traffic characteristics cause a substantial variation in 
EI values. Presently, we don't have good data on such parameters as trip length, 
average load, type of commodities being shipped, etc. 

• Assumptions relating to fuel data - the fuel characteristics of the given trans
portation mode depend upon several factors, most importantly the type of power-plant 
(gas turbine, diesel/electric). 

• Statistical v/s Engineering approach - depending upon the availability of a data base, 
onemust use either the statistical or the engineering approach. The 
EI values for the engineering approach are usually on the low-side whereas the results 
for the statistical approach are on the high side, thereby causing a variation in the 
EI value within the mode. 

• Assumptions relating to the physical characteristics of the mode, e;g., pipe-line 
diameter, velocity of flow (oil or crude), temperature, etc., have a marked impact 
on the EI estimates. Reliable estimates on such parameters are not available re
sulting in assumptions which may be far from reality. 

• Assumptions relating to circuity - some studies have considered the impact of 
circuity upon EI value which consequently results in different EI values. Circuity 
has a marked impact upon the EI values of intercity freight movement. It is im
portant to consider circuity in the ana~ysis, but it is equally important that 
there be uniformity in regard to the circuity assumptions so that the analyses can 
be compared on an equal basis. 
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6.0 SUM~RY AND HINTS FOR FURTHER WORK 

6.A. Summary 

Table 6.A-l shows the summary results for EI values of several transportation modes. The 

results have been obtained by using either the statisticaf or engineering approach.· Successful··attempts 

were also made with the professionals in the field to get their input and any relevant data which 

could enhance the overall objectivity of the study. This paper provides better insight into the 

variation of EI values existing within each ~ode. 

TABLE 6. A-1 
OPERATIONAL ENERGY INTENSITY OF ';r~.ANSPORTATION MODES 

(CURRENT LOAD FACTORS AND lOOOJo LOAD FACTOR BASIS) 

Urban System Intercity Passenger System Intercity Frei_gbt Svstem 
Current Load Per Seat- Current Load Per Seat- Current Loac:l 

Mode Factor Mile Basis Mode Factor Mile Rash Mode Factor 

Auto 
376~(-l) 

Auto Truck 2500 

Compact 1600 

Average 5100(2 ) 2174 

Bus 

Urban 
1975 (3 ) Transit 625 

(4) 
School 765 325 

Rail 

Rapid 
3921 (5 ) Transit 1170 

Light 
Rail (6) 
Vehicle 4666 1400 

Trolley (7) 
Coach 3333 1000 

AGT 
(8) Small 2432 1280 

Large 3000 
(9) 

900 

1 Occu anc Rate::!. 7 m • . • ::18. 0 () p y pg 
(2) m.p.g. ::13. 22, 

. (10) 
1900 1100 Compact 

(11) 
2650 1600 Average 

Pipeline 

Oil 350 

Products 250 

Gas 2000 

Bus Waterways 
(12) 

Intercity 1100 500 Deep 600 

lnland 500 

Rail Rail 750 

Cross Cl 3 ) 
Countl'y 3500 1000 

Metro (l4 ) 1800 900 

Air (15) 
Wide Body 5500 3500 Air 25, 000 

Current Fleet 6500 4200 

(6) load factor=3C OJ•, no. of seats=40 (11 ~ Occ. rate-2. 4,.m pg=l8.0 
(7) load ·ractor=300Jo, no. of seats=50 (12) load factor = 45% 

(3) m.p.g. ==4. 5, no. of oeats=50, occupancy rate==l5. 7 
(4_) m.p.g. ==7. 0, no. of seats=50, occupancy rate==22. 4 
(5) load factor==30%, no. of seats==55 

(8) load factor=30o/o, small PRT Syst. (13) Diesel/Electric Train 
(9) load factor=30o/o, Ford 1 AGT 1Syst.(l4) Load factor Assumed:8)%. 

(10) Occ. Rate=Z. 4, m.p.g. =26. 0 (15) Air Cargo Pianos only 
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Admittedly, this study is by no means a 'final answer' to the Energy Intensity of Transporta-

tion Modes. It just provides a b3tter insight than has been previously available.- The major weakness 

of the study is due to scarcity of "Quality Data.' The data needs are extensive and require an enor-

mous amount of resources. Because we were living in an era of cheap energy, until recently, no efforts 

were dedicated 'towards the goal of saving energy. These data needs relate to the traffic, mode 

characteristics and engineering parameters. By traffic, we mean data relating to:-

• Trip-length 

• Load factor 

• No. of trips 

• Volume of traffic (person-miles, ton-miles, car-miles) 

• Typco of commoditico to be moved 

By mode characteristics, we mean data relating to: 

• Type of vehicle 

• No. of seats 

• Capacity of the system (no. of people which can be moved per hour/ 
no. of tons that can be hauled per hour 

By engineering parameters, we mean data relating to: 

• Aerodynamic characteristics 

• Rolling characteristics 

• Transmission efficiency 

e Thermal efficiency 

Traffic data relating to intercity freight modes (except planes) were sketchy and hence resulted in 

unreliable estimates of EI values. The data relating to pipe-lines and-waterways were nearly non-

existent and were obtained through direct personal contacts. 

6.B. Hints for Further Work 

Thi~ ~ub-~ectlon proviues some guluelines for furthering the sta~e-of-the-art in studies 

related to EI values for various transportation modes. 

e Efforts should be made to_ establish lower bound 'EI' values for all the modes 
at cruising speed and at actual operating conditions by utilizing the engineering 
approach. It would also be worthwhile to examine the causes of variations between 
the engineering approach and the statistical approach. This will entail collecting 
relevant information on the engineering and performance characteristics of various 
modes of transportation. ·This research will serve two purposes: one, it will provide 
a better confidence in the 'EI' study and two, -it will be a stimulus for attacking 

·some of the most prudent conservation strategies. 
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The second research area entails the subject of cost effectiveness of vari.ons 
st·rategies aimed at energy conservation. 

Another important research topic relates to the study of various federal 
regulations which directly or indirectly affect the 'Energy efficiency' 
of the various modes of transportation. Most of the government regulations are 
outdated and need to be restudied in light of the new constraints on the avail
ability of petroleum. 

Energy, environment and safety aspects ought to be stnd:l.erl in a comprehensive 
manner so that we can understand the trade offs and their impa.:·::s. 

Operating trip energy is only a fraction of the total energy needed to do the job 
of moving either people or goods via a particular mode. Attempts ought to be made 
to understand the rema1n1ng comp~nents (maintenance, construction), of energy over 
a given period of time. 

Attempts should be made to examine the impact of technology upon the potential 
EI values. This is particularly true for the 'railroads,' because we don't have 
the current technology deployed for the U.S. rail system. 

A thorough study should also be directed towards improving energy efficiency 
through the 'operational strategies', such as increasing load factor and reducing 
speed. 

The impact of circuity needs to be addressed because our goal is to conserve 
energy. on an overall national basis rather than just on a ton-mile basis. 
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